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Preface 

This book is an outgrowth of lectures given at the University of Michigan at various 

times from 1966-1996 in a first-year graduate course on quantum mechanics. It 

is meant to be at a fairly high level. On the one hand, it should provide future 

research workers with the tools required to solve real problems in the field. On the 

other hand, the beginning graduate courses at the University of Michigan should 

be self-contained. Although most of the students will have had an undergraduate 

course in quantum mechanics, the lectures are intended to be such that a student 

with no previous background in quantum mechanics (perhaps an undergraduate 

mathematics or engineering major) can follow the course from beginning to end. 

Part I of the course, Introduction to Quantum Mechanics, thus begins with a 

brief background chapter on the duality of nature, which hopefully will stimulate 

students to take a closer look at the two references given there. These references 

are recommended for every serious student of quantum mechanics. Chapter 1 is 

followed by a review of Fourier analysis before we meet the SchrMinger equation 

and its interpretation. The dual purpose of the course can be seen in Chapters 4 and 

5, where an introduction to simple square well problems and a first solution of the 

one-dimensional harmonic oscillator by Fuchsian differential equation techniques 

are followed by an introduction to the Bargmann transform, which gives us an 

elegant tool to show the completeness of the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions 

and enables us to solve some challenging harmonic oscillator problems, (e.g., the 

case of general n for problem 11). Early chapters (7 through 12) on the eigenvalue 

problem are based on the coordinate representation and include detailed solutions 

of the spherical harmonics and radial functions of the hydrogen atom, as well 

as many of the soluble, one-dimensional potential problems. These chapters are 

based on the factorization method. It is hoped the ladder step-up and step-down 
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operator approach of this method will help to lead the student naturally from 

the SchrOdinger equation approach to the more modem algebraic techniques of 

quantum mechanics, which are introduced in Chapters 13 to 19. The full Dirac 

bra, ket notation is introduced in Chapter 13. These chapters also give the full 

algebraic approach to the general angular momentum problem, SO(3) or SU(2), 

the harmonic oscillator algebra, and the SO(2, 1) algebra. The solution for the latter 

is given in problem 23, which is used in considerable detail in later chapters. The 

problems often amplify the material of the course. 

Part II of the course, Chapters 20 to 26, on time-independent perturbation theory, 

is based on Fermi's view that most of the important problems of quantum mechan

ics can be solved by perturbative techniques. This part of the course shows how 

various types of degeneracies can be handled in perturbation theory, particularly 

the case in which a degeneracy is not removed in lowest order of perturbation 

theory so that the lowest order perturbations do not lead naturally to the symmetry

adapted basis; a case ignored in many books on quantum mechanics and perhaps 

particularly important in the case of accidental near-degeneracies. Chapters 25 

and 26 deal with magnetic-field perturbations, including a short section on the 

Aharanov-Bohm effect, and a treatment on fine structure and Zeeman perturbations 

in one-electron atoms. 

Part III of the course, Chapters 27 to 35, then gives a detailed treatment of 

angular momentum and angular momentum coupling theory, including a derivation 

of the matrix elements of the general rotation operator, Chapter 29; spherical 

tensor operators, Chapter 31; the Wigner-Eckart theorem, Chapter 32; angular 

momentum recoupling coefficients and their use in matrix elements of coupled 

tensor operators in an angular-momentum-coupled basis, Chapter 34; as well as 

the use of an SO(2,l) algebra and the stretched Coulombic basis and its power in 

hydrogenic perturbation theory without the use of the infinite sum and continuum 

integral contributions of the conventional hydrogenic basis, Chapter 35. 

Since the full set of chapters is perhaps too much for a one-year course, some 

chapters or sections, and, in particular, some mathematical appendices, are marked 

in the table of contents with an asterisk (*). This symbol designates that the chapter 

can be skipped in a first reading without loss of continuity for the reader. Chapters 

34 and 35 are such chapters with asterisks. Because of their importance, however, 

an alternative is to skip Chapters 36 and 37 on the WKB approximation. These 

chapters are therefore placed at this point in the book, although they might well 

have been placed in Part II on perturbation theory. 

Part IV of the lectures, Chapters 38 to 40, gives a first introduction to systems 

of identical particles, with the emphasis on the two-electron atom and a chapter 

on variational techniques. 

Parts I through IV of the course deal with bound-state problems. Part Von scat

tering theory, which might constitute the beginning of a second semester, begins 

the treatment of continuum problems with Chapters 41 through 56 on scattering 

theory, including a treatment of inelastic scattering processes and rearrangement 

collisions, and the spin dependence of scattering cross sections. The polarization 
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of particle beams and the scattering of particles with spin are used to introduce 

density matrices and statistical distributions of states. 

Part VI of the course gives a conventional introduction to time-dependent per

turbation theory, including a chapter on magnetic resonance and an application of 

the sudden and adiabatic approximations in the reversal of magnetic fields. 

Part VII on atom-photon interactions includes an expansion of the quantized 

radiation field in terms of the full set of vector spherical harmonics, leading to a 

detailed derivation of the general electric and magnetic multipole-transition matrix 

elements needed in applications to nuclear transitions, in particular. 

Parts V through IX may again be too much material for the second semester of 

a one-year course. At the University of Michigan, curriculum committees have at 

various times insisted that the first-year graduate course include either an introduc

tion to Dirac theory of relativistic spin ~ -particles or an introduction to many-body 

theory. Part VIn of the course on relativistic quantum mechanics, Chapters 69 

through 77, and Part IX, an introduction to many-body theory, Chapters 78 and 

79, are therefore written so that a lecturer could choose either Part VIII or Part IX 

to complete the course. 

The problems are meant to be an integral part of the course. They are often 

meant to build on the material of the lectures and to be real problems (rather than 

small exercises, perhaps to derive specific equations). They are, therefore, meant 

to take considerable time and often to be somewhat of a challenge. In the actual 

course, they are meant to be discussed in detail in problem sessions. For this reason, 

detailed solutions for a few key problems, particularly in the first part of the course, 

are given in the text as part of the course (e.g., the results of problem 23 are very 

much used in later chapters, and problem 34, actually a very simple problem in 

perturbation theory is used to illustrate how various types of degeneracies can be 

handled properly in perturbation theory in a case in which the underlying symmetry 

leading to the degeneracy might not be easy to recognize). In the case of problem 

34, the underlying symmetry is easy to recognize. The solution therefore also 

shows how this symmetry should be exploited. 

The problems are not assigned to specific chapters, but numbered 1 through 55 

for Parts I through IV of the course, and, again, 1 through 51 for Parts V through 

IX, the second semester of the course. They are placed at the point in the course 

where the student should be ready for a particular set of problems. 

The applications and assigned problems ofthese lectures are taken largely from 

the fields of atomic and molecular physics and from nuclear physics, with a few 

examples from other fields. This selection, of course, shows my own research 

interests, but I believe, is also because these fields are fertile for the applications 

of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. 

I first of all want to acknowledge my own teachers. I consider myself extremely 

fortunate to have learned the subject from David M. Dennison and George E. 

Uhlenbeck. Among the older textbooks used in the development of these lectures, 

I acknowledge the books by Leonard I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics, McGraw-Hill, 

1949; Albert Messiah, Quantum Mechanics, Vol. I and l/, John Wiley and Sons, 

1965; Eugene Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics, John Wiley and Sons, 1961; Kurt 
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Gottfried, Quantum Mechanics, W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1966; and L. D. Landau 

and E. M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics. Nonrelativistic Theory. Vol. 3. Course of 

Theoretical Physics, Pergamon Press 1958. Hopefully, the good features of these 

books have found their way into my lectures. 

References to specific books, chapters of books, or research articles are given 

throughout the lectures wherever they seemed to be particularly useful or relevant. 

Certainly, no attempt is made to give a complete referencing. Each lecturer in 

a course on quantum mechanics must give the student his own list of the many 

textbooks a student should consult. The serious student of the subject, however, 

must become familiar with the two classics: P. A. M. Dirac, The Principles of 

Quantum Mechanics, Oxford University Press, first ed. 1930; and Wolfgang Pauli, 

General Principles of Quantum Mechanics, Springer-Verlag, 1980, (an English 

translation of the 1933 Handbuch der Physik article in Vol. 24 of the Handbuch). 

Finally, I want to thank the many students at the University of Michigan who have 

contributed to these lectures with their questions. In fact, it was the encouragement 

of former students of this course that has led to the idea these lectures should 

be converted into book form. I also thank Prof. Yasuyuki Suzuki for his many 

suggestions after a careful reading of an early version of the manuscript. Particular 

thanks are due to Dr. Sudha Swaminathan and Dr. Frank Lamelas for their great 

efforts in making all of the figures. 
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I ntroduction to 

Quantum Mechanics 



1 

Background: The Duality of Nature 

(Good references for this chapter on the historical background are the article 

by Niels Bohr, entitled "Discussions with Einstein. Epistemological Problems in 

Atomic Physics." In Albert Einstein. Philosopher-Scientist. Vol. VII of Library of 

Living Philosophers, Paul A. Schilpp, ed., Evanston, Illinois, 1949; and the lit

tle book by Werner Heisenberg, The Physical Principles of the Quantum Theory, 

Dover Publications, 1949.) 

The results of the experimental developments of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century led us to a picture of nature that showed the duality of nature on 

the atomic scale. Both material particles and electromagnetic radiation show both 

particle-like and wave-like aspects. However, particles can be localized in space

time. In classical physics, x,y,z,t for a particle can be specified exactly. Particles are 

also indivisible. Half an electron, or a fractional part of an electron, does not exist. 

On the other hand, waves cannot be localized. They must be somewhat extended in 

space-time to give a meaning to wavelength, A, and frequency, v. Waves are always 

divisible. Partial reflection and transmission of a wave at an interface between two 

media can exist. 

This duality poses a real dilemma: The particle picture seems incompatible 

with that of waves, in particular, the interference effects. Yet, ill is precisely the 

interference effects that determine A and v, which via the deBroglie relation, p = 

h / A, and the Bohr relation, E = h v, determine the dynamical attributes of the 

particle. 
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A The Young Double Slit Experiment 

To illustrate the paradoxical situation, consider the classical interference experi

ment of the Young double slit. We could think either oflight waves, electromagnetic 

radiation, or of matter waves, electron deBroglie waves, going through the double 

slit arrangement. 

The incident beam can be made so weak that, on average, only one photon (or 

electron) at a time will pass through the apparatus and be incident on the pho

tographic plate. Because only one photon at a time goes through the apparatus, 

the possibility of interference between different photons is eliminated. An inter

ference pattern will still be on the photographic plate, however. Clearly, a photon 

that has reached the photographic plate must have passed through either slit 1 or 

slit 2. Imagine it was slit 1; then, if slit 2 had been closed, no interference pattern 

would have occurred. Hence, the seemingly terrible paradox that the behavior of 

the photon is influenced by the presence of a slit, through which it cannot have 

passed. 

The resolution of the paradox rests on the fact that the classical causal space

time description of nature which rests on the "clear-cut separability between the 

phenomena and the means of observing these phenomena," does not apply. On the 

atomic scale, an "uncontrollable interaction between the object and the measuring 

instrument" exists. (The words in quotation marks are those of Niels Bohr.) As 

a result, the above experiment can be set up in either of two "complementary" 

ways; as above, and as shown in Fig. 1.1, to exhibit the interference fringes but in 

a setup that makes it impossible to answer experimentally the question: "Through 

which slit did the photon pass?". Alternatively, we could alter the experimental 

setup to answer experimentally the question: "Through which slit did the photon 

pass?" In setting up the experiment in this second way, however, we have lost the 

possibility of a precise wavelength measurement through the interference pattern. 

The interference pattern will have been wiped out. 

Because our know ledge of phenomena on the atomic scale is restricted, a wave

field must be associated with the particle motion. For any wavefield, an uncertainty 

relation exists connecting position and wavelength; 8..k 8..x ~ 2;rr, where k = 

2;rr I)... This relation follows from straightforward Fourier analysis of a wave packet 

of finite extent in space. Now, with the deBroglie relation, p = hi).., this leads to 

8..p8..x ~ h, the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. 

B More Detailed Analysis of the Double Slit 

Experiment 

In region I, to the left of the single slit (see Fig. 1.1), we assume we have a 

plane wave effectively of infinite extent in the y direction and proceeding in the 

x direction. Then, in region I, py = 0; i. e., py is known precisely, so 8..Py = 0; 
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Single Slit 
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FIGURE 1.1. Conventional double slit experimental setup. Rigidly fixed slits. 

now, we have no knowledge of where the photon is located in space, ~Y = 00. 

The y position of the particle is completely uncertain. 

At the position of the double slit (with massive, rigidly fixed slits bolted to 

massive apparatus; see the figures in the article by Bohr), no experimental means 

of determining through which slit the photon is passing exist. It must go through 

either of the two slits. Hence, at this x-position, ~Y ~ d. In its passage through 

one of the slits, the photon will interact with the slit jaw, which is massive, bolted 

firmly to a huge apparatus, and it can absorb recoil momentum without moving. 

Most of the photons end up within the first few bright fringes near the central 

maximum. We cannot predict which fringe, however. Let us assume the photon 

ends up in the nth bright fringe, where n is a small integer. Then, the change in py 

at the double slit position is 

Note 

so 

and 

1?=(1d -Yn)2+L2 

Ii = (1d + Yn)2 + L2, 

Yn 

L 

nA 

d 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Therefore, at the x-position of the double slit, with L'l.y ;:::; d, 

h Yn h nA 
L'l.yL'l.p,. ;:::; d-- = d-- = nh 

. A LAd ' 
(5) 

where the uncertainty in the y-component of the momentum at the position of the 

double slit must be of the same order of magnitude as the change of y-component 

of momentum of a photon that ends up at the interference maximum given by a 

relatively small integer, n. Thus, at the double slit, 

L'l.p"L'l.y;:::; nit, 

where n is a relatively small number. 

C Complementary Experimental Setup 

(6) 

The question now arises: Could we have modified the experimental setup at the 

x-position of the double slit to narrow the uncertainty in y at this x-position? In 

particular, could we have modified the experimental setup to answer experimentally 

the question: Through which slit did the photon pass? We could do this by making 

the slit jaws movable, so the momentum exchange between photon and slit jaw 

could be detected. Bohr imagines the very light slit jaws being suspended from 

springs, so the photon will jiggle the slit as it goes through the slit opening. (See 

Fig. 1.2, drawn in the style of the Bohr article.) Imagine the photon ends up at 

the position where the central interference maximum would have occured in the 

conventional double slit experiment, (with the apparatus of Fig. 1.1, that is, at the 

most likely final position of the photon for the experimental setup of Fig. 1.1). 

Then, 

h d h A h 

PYo,,' - PY'"'''01 ;:::; P x f} = i x 2L = i x 2(y] - Yo) 
(7) 

where (Yl Yo) is the distance between the first and zeroth (central) bright fringe in 

the interference pattern of the conventional experimental setup. This actual change 

in the photon's momentum at the position of the slits would now lead to a recoil in 

the slit jaws, which can be detected. An uncertainty will still exist in the y-position 

of the photon as it passes through the slit, because of this jiggling of the slit; even 

though our jiggle detectors can tell us through which slit the photon has passed (so 

Ay « d). Now, let us use the uncertainty relation to detennine the best possible 

L'l.y caused by to the jiggling of the slit, 

h h x 2(Yl - Yo) 
L'l.y ;0::; - ;:::; --~~~-~~~~.-- = 2(Yl - yo). (8) 

L'l.py h 

That is, L'l.y is of thc order of the distance between bright fringes in the conventional 

double slit setup. This Ay, however, is now due to the jiggling of the slit. If the 

slit jiggles on average by an amount equal to the distance between interference 

fringes, the interierence pattern on the photographic plate will surely be washed out 
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FIGURE 1.2. Complementary double slit experimental setup. Movable slits. 

completely. In answering experimentally the question through which slit did the 

photon pass, we have by altering the experimental setup destroyed those features 

of the setup that previously made the precise wavelength measurement possible. 

This illustrates Bohr's complementarity principle. We can set up the double slit 

experiment to get very precise wavelength (hence, momentum) information about 

the photon. In this case, we cannot make a position measurement of the photon 

precise enough to tell us through which slit the photon passed. Alternatively, if we 

use the complementary experimental setup, which can answer this question about 

the position of the photon experimentally, we cannot determine: the wavelength 

(hence, momentum) of the photon with sufficient accuracy. 

Because we can have only partial position and partial momentum information 

about a photon or a material particle on the atomic scale, it becomes natural to 

associate a wave packet with the motion of the particle (either photon or material 

particle). A wave packet can give us partial position and wavelength (or wave

number k) information through the wave packet relation, I'l.ky /).Y :::::: 2:n:, which 

follows from the Fourier analysis of the wave packet, the subject of the next chapter. 
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The Motion of Wave Packets: Fourier 
Analysis 

Because we will need to work with wave packets of finite extent, it will be very 

useful to first give a brief review of Fourier analysis. 

A Fourier Series 

We shall start by studying periodic functions of infinite extent in space. First con-

sider periodic functions f (x) with a periodicity interval 2rr, such that f (x + 2rr) = 

f (x). For real functions f (x), we usually use Fourier expansions in cosine and sine 

functions. For the complex functions of quantum theory, it will be advantageous 

to use a Fourier expansion in exponential functions. 

1. Fourier Expansion: 

00 

f(x) = L aneinx , 

n=-oo 

where we will exploit the orthogonality of the exponential functions. 

2. Orthogonality: 

17f dx'ei(n-m)x' = 2rrlinm , 

-7f 

(1) 

(2) 

which is expressed in terms of the usual Kronecker delta. With this orthogonality 

relation, the expansion coefficients, all, can be determined via the Fourier inversion 

theorem. If we multiply f(x) by the complex conjugate of a specific exponential, 

say, e-imx , with some specific, fixed m, and integrate both sides of the resultant 
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equation over the periodicity interval, say, from -T( to +T(, the orthogonality 

property will pick out one specific am, with value given by the Fourier coefficients. 

3. Fourier coefficients: 

am = - dx' f(x')e-1mx . 1 1" . , 
2T( _IT 

Substituting this coefficient back into the Fourier expansion, we get the 

4. Fourier expression for f(x): 

DO 1 1" f(x) = L - dx' f(x')ein(x-x'l. 

n=-DO 2T( -IT 

It will be convenient to introduce orthonormal functions, tPn (x), 

1 . 
tPn(x) = ~e'nx. 

y2T( 

The four basic Fourier equations can then be rewritten as 

DO 

f(x) = L bnrPn(x), 
n=-oo 

bn = i: dx' f(x')rP:(x'), 

f(x) = nf;DOi: dx' f(x')rPn(x)tP:(x'). 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Finally, it will be convenient to use a periodicity interval of length (2/), where I 

has the dimension of a length, where now f(x + 2/) = f(x) and the orthonormal 

functions can be expressed as 

1 
-e-r ,.fj] . 

The four basic Fourier equations can then be rewritten as 

f() ~ 1 "!'U 
X = ~ Cn Mje I , 

n=-DO y 21 

11+/ , , i(n-m)"" 
- dx e I = 8nm , 
21 _/ 

1 1+/ , , .",,,' 
Cn = Mj dx f(x )e-'-r , 

y21 -/ 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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f(x) = ;/ ntool:l dx' f(x')e i T(x-x'). (13) 

It will now be useful to introduce the wavenumber, kn 

nrr 2rr II 
kn = - = -; with An = -, (14) 

I An n 

so ¢n(x) = Jueik"X. This relation will be particularly useful in making the tran

sition from the Fourier series to the Fourier integral for a wave packet of finite 

extent. 

B F01.l!-ier Integrals 

Now suppose the repeating function, with periodicity interval (21), has the form of 

a wave packetofextent~ a, with a < [, which repeats from -00 to +00, as shown 

in Fig. 2.1. Now, suppose we let I ~ 00, keeping the wave packet unchanged, 

with a fixed. Then, by taking the limit I ~ 00, provided f(x) ~ 0 sufficiently 

rapidly as x ~ ±oo, we can make the transition from a periodic function to a 

nonperiodic one, i.e., a transition from an infinite wave train to a wave packet of 

finite extent in space. As I ~ 00, the spectrum of possible kn goes from a discrete 

spectrum to a continuous one, because 

rr 
kn+! - kn = T ~ 0 as I ~ 00. (15) 

Because the number of spectral terms in a k-space interval dk is (see Fig. 2.2) 

dk dk 

(interval between successive kn) rr / [ , 

the discrete sum over n in the Fourier series goes over to a continuous integral 

00 foo dk 
L~ -. 

n=-oo -00 rr / I 

1\ {\ 1\ {\ 

V -3/-V -I 

1\ f\ 1\ {\ 1\ {\ 

\T +1 V +31 \T +SI -Sl 

----~--V'~A~-----
-31 -1 +1 V +31 

~---------l----~-----+l-------~ 

FIGURE 2.1. Periodic wave fonn, 1---* 00, a fixed. 
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d dk I'> 

11111111"111111111"111111111111"1111 I'> k 

/\ 
mt (n+l)1t 

L L 

FIGURE 2.2. The spectrum of k values, kn = mr / L. The number of spectral terms in the 

dk interval = [dk/~J 

Thus, the Fourier expression for f(x) becomes 

f(x) = - - dk dx' f(x')eik(x-X'). 1 1100 100 

21rr -00 -00 

(16) 

We can then think of the Fourier development in terms of a Fourier amplitude 

function, g(k), as 

f(x) = ~1°O dkg(k)eikx , 

v2rr -00 

(17) 

with amplitude function g(k), the so-called Fourier transform of f(x), given by 

g(k) = -- dx' f(x')e-' x. 1 100 
'k ' 

../2i -00 

(18) 

Note, however, the orthonormality integral becomes divergent when k = k', 

_1 JOO dx' eix'(k-k') = 8(k _ k'). 
2rr -00 

(19) 

The Kronecker delta becomes a Dirac delta function. 

C The Dirac Delta Function 

If we rewrite the Fourier series in terms of a limit of a sum over a finite number of 

terms, 

j 7r +N 

f(x) = lim dx' f(x') L ¢n(x)¢;(x'); 
N-"oo -7r n=-N 

(20) 

or, similarly, if we rewrite the Fourier integral as 

f(x) = lim dx' f(x')- dkeik(x-x'), JOO 1 jkO 

ko-"oo -00 2n: -ko 

(21) 
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the function 

+N 

K(x, x') = L ¢n(X)¢Z(x') or 1 l+ko 
K(x, x') = - dkeik(x-x') (22) 

2rr -ko n=-N 

becomes, in the limit of large N or large ko, a function strongly peaked at x = x' 

with oscillations of very small amplitude for x f: x'. Keeping in mind that the 

real limiting processes should be those expressed by eqs. (20) and (21), physicists 

blithely interchange the infinite sum or the infinte k-integral with the x' -integral, 

through the definition of the Dirac delta "function" 

OX) 

L ¢n(X)¢Z(x') = 8(x - x') 

11=-00 

_1_/ 00 
dkeik(x-x') = 8(x - x'), 

2rr -00 

(23) 

where the Dirac delta "function" is not at all a function in the mathematician's 

sense. It is what mathematicians call a "distribution" (see, e.g., an appendix in Vol. 

I of the books by Messiah). The Dirac delta function "picks out" the value x' = x 

for the function being integrated. It has meaning only through the integrals. By 

itself, it diverges at the value x' = x. The Dirac delta function is defined through 

the following properties: 

8(x - x') = 0 for x' f: x. (24) 

For x' = x, the Dirac delta function becomes 00 in such a way that 

I b a dx'8(x - x') = 1, if x' = x is in the interval (a, b), (25) 

and 

f: dx' f(x')8(x - x') = f(x). (26) 

Our limiting process, given through eq. (21), e.g., would give 

~( ') l' 1 /kO dk ik(x-x') I' sin ko(x - x') 
o X - X = 1m - e = 1m 

ko-+oo 2rr -ko ko---+oc rr(x - x') 
(27) 

See Fig. 2.3 for a plot of this diffraction-like peaked function for finite ko. This 

representation of the Dirac delta function is not, however, unique. Another example 

(of the infinite number of possibilities) would be 

,IE 
8(x - x) = -lim----::--::__ 

rr E--->O [(x - x'? + E2] 
(28) 
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x'=x 

FIGURE 2.3. The function Sin[~o(x-;;')l. 
Ir x-.( 

D Properties of the Dirac Delta Function 

The Dirac delta function is an even function of its argument 

Other properties, such as 

8( -x) = 8(x). 

d 
x-8(x) = -8(x), 

dx 

x-x' 

(29) 

(30) 

follow by integration by parts, because delta function relations have meaning only 

through their applications within integrals 

b []b b b i dxx8'(x) = x8(x) a - i dx8(x) = -i dx8(x). (31) 
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If a is a real number, 

I 
a(ax) = ~a(x). 

lal 

Note the absolute value sign follows from 

f oo 1100 1100 
-00 dxa(ax) = ~ -00 d(ax)a(ax) = ±~ -00 dx'a(x'), 

(32) 

(33) 

where the upper sign applies for a > ° and the lower sign applies for a < 0, 

because the change of variable ax = x' interchanges the limits in this latter case. 

If the variable in the delta function is itself a function of x, 

1 
8(¢(x» = L-d-tP-8(x - xn ), 

n l(dx)x,,1 
(34) 

where the Xn are the zeros of the function, ¢(x). and the sum is a sum over all such 

zeros. As a very specific example. 

1 
8(x 2 - a 2 ) = -[/S(x - a) + a(x + a)]. 

21al 

E Fourier Integrals in Three Dimensions 

(35) 

It is straightforward to generalize the Fourier series and Fourier integrals to 

functions in ourthree-dimensional (3-D) space, f(x, y, z). For a 3-D wave packet, 

1 foo foo foo foo foo f(x, y, z) = --3 dkx dky dkz dx' dy' 
9rr) -00 -00 -00 -00 -00 

x foo dz' f(x', y', z')ei[kx(x-X'Hk,(y-y')+k,(z-z')]. (36) 

-00 

It will be useful to introduce the following shorthand notation for this Fourier 

integral expression 

where 

fer) = _1-/ ik/ dr' fC;')eik.(r-r') 
(2rr)3 ' 

fer) = _1_3 / ikg(k)ei(k.r) , 
(2rr)2 

g(k) = _1_3 / dr' fer ')e-i(k-r'J. 

(2rr)2 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(Note, in particular, the symbol, dr, when it follows an integral sign, is merely a 

shorthand notation for dr := dxdydz and the single integral sign preceding dr is 

shorthand for a triple integral over all of 3-D space.) 
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F The Operation t aax 

We note 

-;-- fer) = --3 dkg(k)kxe'( or). 
1 a 1 f ~ ~ °k~~ 

l aX (21r)i 
(40) 

Thus, we see, if g(k) is the Fourier transform of fCr). kg(k) is the Fourier transform 

of t ~ fCT). similarly, -(f. k)g(k) is the Fourier transform of V2 f(x, y, Z), and 

soon. 

G Wave Packets 

A plane scalar wave propagating in the direction of the k vector can be given by 

the scalar function 

(41) 

with constant amplitude, A, where the circular frequency, w, is in general related 

to k through the dispersion law 

w = f(k), or w = f(k), with k = Iki. (42) 

where the latter is valid for an isotropic medium. Moreover, in a nondispersive 

medium, in vacuum, e.g., w = ck. 

To go from this infinite wave train to a wave packet of finite extent in space, we 

need to form the wave packet from a superposition of amplitudes with different 

k-values. For a 3-D wave packet, 

(43) 

To simplify the discussion, assume the wave packet proceeds in one dimension 

only, say, the x-direction. Then, 

1/I(x, t) = -- dkA(k)ei(kx-wt). 1 100 

5 -00 

(44) 

To use a very simple example, assume A(k) is different from zero only in an 

interval, ko - 4!:1k :s k :s ko + 4 !:1k, and moreover, assume A(k) has the constant 

value, A, in this k-space interval. If the interval !:1k is not too large, we can expand 

w(k) about ko, and retain only the dominant terms, 

w(k) = w(ko) + (k - ko)(~~\ + . .. , (45) 

and the wave function can be written as 

A l ko+ iLlk 1/1 (x , t) = __ ei[kox-w(ko)t j dkei(k-ko)[x-(~')otj 

5 ko-tll.k 
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/ 
! 

./ 

! ~ 
\.. Vpoup = (dw I dk)o 

\ 

./ 
/ 

FIGURE 2.4. The wave packet of eq. (46). 

;g . sin(~k[x - (~~)ot]) 
= _ Ae' [kox-w(ko)tl __ ~_----; ___ ,--

d • 
n [x - (d~)ot] 

x 

(46) 

This wave packet is shown in Fig. 2.4. We note, in particular, the individual wavelets 

travel with the phase velocity 

w(ko) 
Vphase =-,q;-' (47) 

The wave train itself, the envelope of the packet, however, travels with the group 

velocity 

(48) 

If we assume most of the energy of the wave train lies in the large central peak of the 

wave envelope, we can take the extent of the wave packet to be ~x ~ 2 i: . Even 

for more sophisticated functions, A(k), we will find the Fourier integral analysis 

always gives 

~x~k ~ 2n, (49) 

neglecting factors of order 2 in this approximation. This is the uncertainty relation 

for a wave packet. Note, in particular, it follows for all wave packets, merely from 

the Fourier analysis. 
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H Propagation of Wave Packets: The Wave Equation 

The wave equation, the propagation law for the wave, is intimately related to the 

dispersion law 

w = f(k). (50) 

In one dimension, with 

l/F(x, t) = ~ / dkA(k)ei(kx-wr), (51) 

- ~~l/F = _1_/dkWA(k)ei(kx-wt), 
I at ...tiii 

(52) 

( ~)n ~l/F = _1-/ dkkn A(k)ei(kx-wt). 
I axn ...tiii 

(53) 

For functions f(k) that can be given by Taylor expansions, 

f(k) = l:ankn, 

n=O 

we then have 

f(~~)l/F = _1-/ dkf(k)A(k)ei(kx-wt). (54) 
I ax ...tiii 

Eqs. (52) and (54) then lead to 

[ -~~ - f(~~)Jl/F = _1_/ dk[w - f(k)]A(k)ei(kX--wr) = 0, (55) 
I at I ax ...tiii 

so the dispersion law, W = f(k), leads to the wave equation 

[ -~~ - f(~~)Jl/F = o. 
I at I ax 

(56) 

For the special case of a nondispersive medium, with W = ck, we would have 

1 al/F c al/F / d i(kx-wt) - -:-- - -;- = k[w - ck]A(k)e =: O. 
I at I ax 

(57) 

So that, seemingly, the wave equation in this simple case of a nondispersive medium 

becomes 

(58) 

This equation looks like a strange wave equation. however. Its solutions would be 

l/F(x, t) = F(x -ct), where F is any arbitrary function. That is, this wave equation 

would permit wave propagation only in the positive x-direction and, hence, would 

correspond to a nonisotropic medium. The difficulty here is not with our method 

of arriving at the wave equation, but that we have written the dispersion law in a 
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way that builds in this anisotropy. For a nondispersive, isotropic medium, we have 

to express the dispersion law in the form 

(59) 

or in three dimensions 

(60) 

The technique we have used to arrive at the wave equation would then give us 

1 a2 1fr a2 1fr 
----=0 
c2 at2 ax2 

(61) 

in one dimension, and 

(62) 

in three dimensions. 

Note, finally, our method of arriving at the wave equation from the dispersion 

law is not a derivation of the wave equation. Our method may also not give a unique 

expression for the wave equation. 



3 

The Schr6dinger Wave Equation and 

Probability Interpretation 

A The Wave Equation 

With the Bohr relation for the energy, E = liw, and the deBroglie relation for the 

momentum vector, p = lik, we see the dispersion relation for waves, w = I(k), 

goes over to a relation between energy and momentum. For a conservative system, 

this relation can be expressed through E = H(p, r), where H is the Hamiltonian 

function. In particular, for a free, nonrelativistic particle, of mass m, this "dispersion 

relation" becomes 

E = (p. p). 
2m 

Now, convert our wave packet expansion from an expansion in k to one in p 

\{I(r, t) = _1_3 f d pA(p)ek(p·r-Et), 

(27r'1i)2 

so 

- d ~EA(~) - p·r- t Ii a\{l 1 f '(~ ~ E) 
- -:- - - --3 P P eA , 

I at (27r'1i)2 

li2 2 1 f (p~ . p~) , ~ ~ - -v \{I = --3 dp __ A(p)eff(p·r-EI). 

2m (27r'1i) 2 2m 

As a result, we get 

2 1 f ~ ~ 
- ~ a\{l + ~V2\{1 = --3 dP[E - (p. P)]ek(p.r-Et) = 0, 

I at 2m (27r'1i)2 2m 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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and the relation between E and p leads us to the wave equation for a free particle, 

the Schrodinger equation for a free particle, 

Ti a\ll Ti 2 2 ~ 
- -;-- = --V \II(r, t). (6) 

I at 2m 

The group velocity of a wave packet now becomes 

~ dw dE P ~ 
vcroup = --:::;- = -----::; = - = Vparticle· 
" dk dp m 

(7) 

The uncertainty relations for waves go over to the Heisenberg uncertainty relations 

b.kx b.x ~ 2rr 

b.ky b. Y ~ 2rr 

b.kz b.z ~ 2rr 

b.pxb.x ~ h 

b.p)' b.y ~ h 

b.pz b.z ~ h. (8) 

For a particle subject to a conservative force derivable from a potential V (x, y, z), 

with 

~ ~ (p . p) 
E = H(p, r) = -- + Vex, y, z), 

2m 

this relation between E and p gives the wave equation 

Ti a\ll Ti 2 2 

- tat = - 2m V \II + Vex, y, z)\II. 

(9) 

(10) 

Finally, we end with a remark about relativistic wave equations. The relation 

between energy and momentum for a relativistic particle, of rest mass mo, 

E2 
- - p2 = mgc2 , (11) 
c2 

would lead us to a wave equation both second order in time and space derivatives, 

and again involving a single wave function \II(r, t). (See Problem 2). This equa

tion leads to the so-called Klein-Gordon equation. An alternative solution for the 

relativistic wave equation was given by Dirac, whose wave equation is first order 

in both time and space derivatives. Essentially, it comes from the square root of 

the above dispersion relation and, therefore, leads to both positive and negative 

energy solutions. It is based not on a single \II, but on a number of 1/1 a, actually, 

with a = 1, ... , 4. We shall come back to the Dirac equation near the end of the 

book. 

B The Probability Axioms 

To use the Schrodinger wave equation, we need to understand the physical meaning 

of the wave function, \II. We begin with a few remarks: 

1. The particle and the wavefield are equally real. (The wavefield is not a ghost 

field guiding the particle.) Both are pictures in the human mind to account for 

physical reality; both, however, have their limitations. 
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2. In practice, the wavefield is used in the following way: The result of a certain 

experiment lets us represent the particle motion by a wave packet at a certain time. 

The wave equation is then used to predict how the experiment t:volves in time. 

3. Because of the uncontrollable interaction of object and measuring instrument, 

we are led to a probability description. 

The probability of finding a particle within a volume element dxdydz about a 

point x, y, z at a time t, will be given by 

W(x, y, z; t)dxdydz, 

where W(x, y, z; t) is a probability density. This probability density must satisfy 

certain sensibility restrictions; i.e., W(x, y, z; t) must be a sensible probability 

density: 

W:::,:o. (12) 

A negative probability density makes no sense. To make W patently positive, it 

makes sense to let the probability density be given by 

W(r; t) = qJ*\II. (13) 

Note, in optics or electromagnetism, physically measurable quantities, such as 

energy or intensity, are proportional to the square of the amplitUde of the wave, or 

if the amplitude can be complex to the absolute value squared. Also, 

dl ~ ~ - dr W(r, t) = O. 
dt all space 

(14) 

The probability of finding the particle somewhere is independent of time. In non

relativistic quantum mechanics, we are building a theory of indestructible particles. 

Also, 

1 dr W is Galilean invariant. 
all space 

(15) 

All observers agree one particle exists somewhere. 

The conservation of probability leads to a continuity equation. Because qJ can 

be complex, the SchrOdinger equation is really two equations 

Ii a\ll li2 2 
--- = --V \II + V\II 

i at 2m 

+~ a\ll* = _~V2\11* + V\II*. 
i at 2m 

(16) 

Multiplying the first of these equations by - \11*, the second equation by \II, and 

adding the two resultant equations, assuming also the potential function is real, we 

get 

Ii a * 1i 2 *-::r -4 * -:--(\11 \II) = -div(qJ v qJ - \II V \II ). 
I at 2m 

(17) 
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This relation has the form of a continuity equation 

if we choose 

aw ~ 
- +divS = 0, 
at 

~ fi -+ -+ 
S = -. (111* V 111 - 111 V 111*), 

2mz 

(18) 

(19) 

where this equation must be interpreted as a probability density current; i.e., as the 

probability per second per unit area normal to the direction of S that the particle 

be streaming in the direction of S. The integral form of the continuity equation 

could be written as 

~ r drlll*1II + r dA(S . ti) = 0, 
dt iVol isurf. 

(20) 

where the volume integral is over a finite volume and the surface integral is over the 

surface surrounding this finite volume, dA being an element of surface area and n 

being the outward normal to the surface. In integral form, this equation says: The 

time rate of change of probability of finding the particle within the finite volume 

must be the negative of the probability of the net outflow of the particle. If we let 

the volume grow to include all of our 3-D space and if we assume 111 and 111* ~ 0 

sufficiently fast as a function of r as the surface recedes to infinity, the surface 

integral will go to zero and our second probability restriction is satisfied. 

Finally, examine the Galilean invariance. Suppose observers in a primed 

reference frame are moving with velocity, v, parallel to the x-direction. Then, 

x = x' + vt', y = y', I z = z, t = t ' , (21) 

with 

a a a a a a a a a a 
- = l-+v-, -=1-+0-, - - - , = (22) 
at' at ax ax' ax at ay' ay az l az 

In addition, the wave function must also change under the Galilean transformation, 

according to 

'( I') III'(X', y', Z'; t') = lII(x, y, z; t)e-;; mvx- 2mv t • (23) 

Comparing the Schrodinger equations in the primed and unprimed frames, we are 

led to 

W'=W; S' = S - v 111 * 111. (24) 

If observers in the unprimed frame see no streaming of probability to right or left, 

(S) = 0, observers in the primed frame will see a streaming to the left, as they 

should because a particle in a region with W -=I 0 will appear to be moving in the 

direction of -v to an observer in the prim~d frame. 

A final remark: If 111 is real everywhere, S is zero everywhere; then, no transport 

of probability exists. A probability density with a real 111 corresponds to a situation 

in which particles will stream in the +x and -x directions with equal probability. 
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Note, we need complex W's to describe beams of particles streaming toward or 

away from a target. 

C The Calculation of Average Values of Dynamical 

Quantities 

On the atomic scale, we cannot give an exact orbit description, e,g., x(t), for the 

motion of a particle. We can, however, give the probability theory average value 

of dynamical variables, such as x, as functions of the time. Define this average or 

expectation value of x through 

(x) = f dr x W*(r, t)W(;, t); (25) 

or, similarly, 

(26) 

The question then arises, how do we define the corresponding expectation value of 

a momentum component, (Px)? It will be convenient to define a momentum space 

probability density, so the probability of finding a particle in the momentum range 

dPxdpydpz about some value Px, py, pz is given by 

¢*(p, t)¢(p, t)dPxdpydpz, 

so 

(27) 

where ¢(p, t) is the Fourier transform of We;, t). Comparing with eq. (2), and 

letting ¢(p, t) = A(p)e~kEt, 

¢(p, t) = --] dI"IJI(I", t)e--- AP-r , 
1 f ,~~, 

(27fn) 2 

(28) 

~) 1 f d ~ ~ , p.; Wer, t =-----------3 p¢(p, t)e· , 
(27fn) 2 

(29) 

IJIU:, t) = (2~1i)3 f dp f dr'IJI(I", l)eki3-Crr') (30) 

Note 

f 1 f f f ,~ ~ ., dp¢*(p, t)¢(p, t) = ----,;-:; dp d;W*(;, t) dr'lJI(r', t)e;;p-(r~r) 
(27ftl) 

= f ~;~*(r, t)IJI(I', t), -----------~31) 
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where the underlined quantities in the first line of this equation give \II(r, t) 

via the use of eq. (30). This relation between \II(r, t) and its Fourier transform 

if>(p, t) is known as Parseval's theorem. Note, the probability of finding the particle 

somewhere, with some momentum, is equal to 1 for a theory of one particle. 

The same type of Fourier transformation can also be used to express the 

expectation value (Px) in terms of a space rather than a momentum integral 

(Px) = f dp Pxif>*(p, t)if>(p, t) 

= (2~Fi)3 f dp f dr\ll*(r, t) Px f dr'W(r', t)ekp·(i'-r'l 

Iff (Fi a f ' - (- ·'l) = (bdD3 dp dr\ll*(r, t) i ax dr'W(r', t)eiiP" r-r 

f ~*~ Fia ~ 
= drW (r, t)-;--\II(r, t), 

zax--

so (Px) can also be evaluated through 

f ~ *~ Fi(o ~ ) 
(Px) = drw (r, t)i ax \II(r, t) . 

Similarly, 

2 f d~ *(~ )(--li2 a2 ~ ) <Px>= rW r,t ax2W(r,t). 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Finally, by the same technique, we could express (x) in terms of momentum rather 

than space integrals 

(35) 

D Precise Statement of the Uncertainty Principle 

Now that we have defined (x), < x 2 >, and so on precisely in terms of the 

probability densities, we can formulate the Heisenberg uncertainty principle more 

precisely. Taking the usual statistical definition of the uncertainty, ~x, 

(~x)2 = < (x - (x)p >=< x 2 > -2(x)(x) + (x)2 

= < x 2 > _(x)2, (36) 

and, similarly, for ~Px. The precise statement of the Heisenberg uncertainty 

principle is then 

~Px~x ~ !Fi 

~py~y ~ !Ji 
~Pz~z ~ !Fi. (37) 

For simplicity, give a derivation only for one-dimensional (I-D) motion and con

sider the motion to be in the x-direction. To prove the uncertainty relation, consider 
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the following integral, a function of a real parameter A, 

leA) == fDe dx I (x - (x))\lI + iA(~ a\ll - (Px)\lI) 12. (38) 
_ De I ax . 

Note, through its definition, I (J,.) :::: O. Writing out all of the terms 

(39) 

Now, note term (2) (in the second line) can be rewritten 

where we have assumed \lI -+ 0 sufficiently fast as x -+ ±oo, so the integrated 

term is zero. Similarly, term (3) can be rewritten as 

Finally, in term (4), rewrite 

Ii fOG a\ll* Ii [ ]00 f Ii a\ll -;- dx~-\lI = -;- \lI*\lI - dx\ll*-;-- = -(Px), 
I -00 ax 1- -00 I ax 

(42) 

so the full expression of term (4) can be rewritten as _2(Px}2. Putting together all 

of the terms, we then get 

(43) 

With leA) = a)..2 + bA + c, the requirement, leA) :::: 0, is met if b2 - 4ac ::; O. 

Thus,fi2 - 4(.6.x)2(.6.Px)2 ::; 0, and, therefore, 

(44) 

Thus, in the most favorable wave packet, the so-called minimum wave packet, we 

can have the minimum uncertainty, ~Fi. We shall see later this is true for a Gaussian 

wave packet. 
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E Ehrenfest's Theorem: Equations of Motion 

Classically, the Hamiltonian for a single particle of mass m, 

iF 
II = 2m + vex, y, z), 

leads to the equations of motion 

dx all 
dt - apx' 

alI 
ax 

av 
ax 

(45) 

(46) 

Quantum mechanically the velocity of the particle no longer has a precise meaning, 

but we can ask: How does the expectation value of x change with time? Calculate 
d(x) • 

dr' 

d (x ) 1 ~ a ( * ~ ~) -- = drx- W (r,t)W(r,t) . 
dt at 

(47) 

(Note, in particular, the quantity x in the integrand is not a function of the time. 

It is merely the dummy integration variable, which weights the time-dependent 

function W*W. It says we must weight all values of x from -00 to +00 with x and 

the probability density function to obtain (x).) Using the continuity equation, we 

can rewrite this as 

d(x) 1 ~ . -; 1 '. (asx as, as:) Tt= - dr XdlVS =. dr x 'a;- + ay + ih 

= -I:. dy I: dZ[XSx J:-x- I: dx I: dZ[XSy ]:-00 

-I: dx L: dY[XSz]:oc + 1 dr Sx 

= ~/dr(W*a1J.l _1J.I a1J.l*) 
2mi ax ax 

= 2.1 dr 1J.I*(~ aw) = 2.{Px), (48) 
m I ax m 

where all integrated terms disappear, and we have done one more integration by 

Parts on the 1J.I a:v' term in the last step. Therefore, we see 
ox 

(49) 

which is the first equation of motion, provided we replace x and Px by their 

expectation values (x) and (Px)' In exactly the same fashion, 

d(px) = !!..I drw*~ a1J.l 
dt dt i ax 

= 1 dr(~ aw*)(aw) + 1 dr1J.l*~( a2 w) 
i at .ax i atax 

=ldr(~a1J.l*)(a1J.l)+foo dyfoo dZ~W*aw]X 
1 at ax -x -x I at x=-x 
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f ~ aW* ( fi aw) 
+ dr-a;- -iTt 

fi2 f ~[ 2 * aw aw* 2 ] f -.[ * aw aw* ] =-~ dr "\1 W -,-+~"\1 W + dr \lI V--+-VW 
2m ax ax ax ax 

fi2 f ~ a(w*\lI) 
= - 2~ [ 0 ] + dr V ~ 

foo foo Joo f av 
=.x dy -00 dzW*WV x=-oo - drW*W(ax)' (50) 

where the term with "\12 operators disappears via integrations by parts, similarly 

to the integrated terms shown explicitly. Thus, 

d(px) = _ < (av) > 
dt ax' 

(51) 

which is the quantum-mechanical analogue of the second classical equation of 

motion, where again the classical quantities, Px, and, ~~ , have been replaced with 

their quantum-mechanical expectation values. 

F Operational Calculus, The Linear Operators of 

Quantum Mechanics, Hilbert Space 

In the last few sections, we have met many operators acting on the Schrodinger \lI. 

In this section, we want to make a more systematic study of the linear operators of 

quantum theory. The operator, 0, is a command. Acting on a function, it produces 

anotherfunction, (O\ll(x). Examples include 0 = f(x). Acting on the function 

\lI(x), it produces the new function, f(x)\lI(x). The command is: Multiply the old 

function by f(x). The second common example is the operator J~. When acting 

on the function \lI, it produces the new function 

d\ll (x) 

dx 

The operators of quantum theory are linear operators. When acting on functions 

W(x), which are linear combinations of functions, \lI(x) = ,lq \lI1 (x) + A2 \lI2(X), 

where 1'1 and A2 are arbitrary complex numbers, the linear operator 0 yields 

(52) 

Another type of operator is the parity or space-inversion operator, P. It is the 

command: Change x to --- x, Y to-y, and z to - z in the function on which it acts 

P\lI(x, y, z) = \lI(-x, -y, -z). 

Products of operators are operators acting in succession on our functions: 
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Because we deal with wave functions and operators acting on wave functions, 

we need to define the function space on which the operators act. The wave functions 

of quantum mechanics are square-integrable in coordinate space. 

f drlli*1li = finite. (53) 

The space of all square-integrable functions is known as a Hilbert space. It will be 

useful to define a Scalar Product of the functions <P and Ili by 

f dr<P*1li =< <P, Ili > . (54) 

The functions <P and Ili are said to be orthogonal to each other if < <P, Ili >= O. 

Note, the scalar product has the property 

< <P, Ili >=< Ili, <P >* . (55) 

Note also, the scalar product is linear in Ili, 

< <P, Allli l + A21li2 >= Al < <P, Ili l > +A2 < <P, 1li2 >, (56) 

but is antilinear in <P, 

< Al <PI + A2<P2, Ili >= A~ < <PI, I{! > +A~ < <P l , I{! > . (57) 

Eq. (56) follows from the linear character of the unit operator. 

An important concept is the Adjoint of an Operator, written as oj. 
. .-------.-~--- ... --.---

f dr<P*(OI{!) = f dr(Of<P)*1{! 

for any arbitrary pair of functions <P and Ili of our function space. 

A Hermitian Operator, 0, is a self-adjoint operator. If 

Note, the operator 

but the operator 

because 

o = 0', then 0 is hermitian. 

d 

dx 

Ii d 

i dx 

is not hermitian, 

is hermitian, 

f drlli*(~ d<P) = ~f f dYdZIli*<P]X_ ~f dr dlli* <P 
I dx t X=-GC I dx 

(58) 

(59) 

= f dr(~ ~~ r <P, (60) 

where the integrated term must be zero for square-integrable functions, Ili and 

<P. Note also, the operator ~ fx is the momentum operator, Px. when acting on a 
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function of the coordinates. 

~ Ii a ~ 
(px)op.\II(r, t) = -:-;-\Il(r, t). 

! oX 

The product of two hermitian operators is in general not hermitian, 

(61) 

f dr\Il*02 0 1 ¢l = f dr(O;\II)*O) <t> = f dre O ; 0; \II)* <J.>, (62) 

so 

(63) 

The product of the two hermitian operators is hermitian only if the operators 

commute. In the general case (for noncommuting operators), if 0) and O2 arc 

both hermitian, 

and 

are hermitian. 

The commutator of two operators is very important in quantum mechanics. It is 

defined as 

G The Heisenberg Commutation Relations 

The commutator 

Ii 
[p" xl = -:-. 

I 

This commutator relation follows from 

Ii a Ii a Ii 
(p x - xp )\II = - -(x\Il) - x - -(I{!) = -I{! 

x x i ax i ax i 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

for all \II of the Hilbert space. Eq. (65) is known as the Heisenberg commutation 

relation. Although we have demonstrated it here with the use of the wave function, 

it was introduced into quantum theory by Heisenberg without the concept of a 

wave function (see chapter 6D). Similarly, again using the technique of eq. (66), 

On the other hand, 

but 

hilF 
[Px, F(x, y, z)] = . " 

loX 
(67) 

(68) 

(69) 
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In particular, if H is a Hamiltonian, a function of the operators, Px, py, pz, x, y, z, 

liaH 
[Px, H] = -;--a ; 

I X 

liaH 
[x, H] = --;--. 

I apx 

Expectation values of Hermitian operators are real. If 0 = 0 t , 

(70) 

< \II, 0\11 >=< ot\ll, \II >=< 0\11, \II >=< \II, 0\11 > *, (71) 

so < 0 > =< 0 > *. 

If 0 = O(p, r, t), 

lid Ii ao 
-- < 0 >=< [H 0] > +- < - > 
i dt 'i at ' 

(72) 

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, a hermitian operator, H = HT. 

- < \II, 0\11 >= < -,0\11 > + < \11,0- > + < \II, -\II > 
d ( a\ll a \II ao) 

dt at at at 

i ao 
= -[< H\II, 0\11 > + < \II, O(-H\II) >J+ < - > 

Ii at 
i" ao 

= - < \II, (H' 0 - OH)\II > + < - > 
Ii at 
i ao 

= h < \II, (HO - OH)\II > + < at > . (73) 

H Generalized Ehrenfest Theorem 

In the above relation, let 0 = q" where qs is a generalized coordinate, and the 

Hamiltonian of the system is expressed in terms of generalized coordinates, qs, 

and their canonically conjugate momenta, Ps. Then, 

lid Ii aH 
-- < q > = < [H q 1 >= - < - > 
i dt S 's i aps 

Ii d Ii aH 
-- < p. > = < [H p] >= -- < - > . 
i dt S , S i aqs 

(74) 

These relations are the quantum analogues of the Hamiltonian form of the equations 

of motion. 

d aH 
- <qs > = < - > 
dt aps 
d aH 
- < p, > = - < - > . 
dt' aqs 

(75) 
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I Conservation Theorems: Angular Momentum, 

Runge-Lenz Vector, Parity 

In the last section, we showed 

d i ao 
- < 0 >= - < [H, 0] > + < - > . 
dt ft at 

(76) 

Thus, if an operator, 0, commutes with the Hamiltonian, H, and is not an explicit 

function of the time, the time derivative of its expectation value in any state, Ill, 

is equal to zero. This operator is the quantum-mechanical analogue of a classical 

"integral" of the motion. The operator, 0, is conserved. 

The simplest example, as in classical physics, is the Hamiltonian operator itself, 

provided it is not an explicit function of the time. For such a Hamiltonian, the 

conserved value of H is the energy E, as in classical physics. As a second example, 

consider single-particle motion in a central force field, with 

I ~ ~ 
H = 2m (p . p) + VCr), (77) 

where the potential function is a function of the scalar r only, where r2 = x 2 + 
y2 + Z2. (Note, we could also have chosen the two-body system with a central 

interaction, provided we replace m by the reduced mass and r stands for the 

relative vector, r1 - r2; see the next section). In this case, the three components of 

the orbital angular momentum vector, 

(78) 

are conserved quantities. For example, 

[H, Lx] = [H, (ypz - ZPy)] = y[H, pzl + [H, y]pz - z[H, py] - [H, z]Py 

= y[V, pz] + 2~ [p;, y]pz - z[V, py] - 2~ [p;, z]Py 

= _~yaV + ~py pz -z(-~ av) _ ~Pz p 
I az I m I ay I m Y 

= ~ (_y dV ~ + z dV ~) = o. (79) 
I dr r dr r 

Similarly, 

[H, Ly] = [H, L z] = O. (80) 

In the above calculation, we have made use of the trivial but useful commutator 

identities 

[A, BC] = B[A, C] + [A, B]C; also [AB, C] = A[B, C] + [A, C]B. (81) 

From the commutators, [H, L k ] = 0, we also have that H commutes with the 

operator i2 

~2 '" [H, L ] = ~ LeAH, La] + [H, La]La = o. (82) 
a=x.y,Z 
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As a third example, consider the hydrogen atom Hamiltonian 

I ~ ~ e2 

H = -(p. p) --. 
2J.L r 

(83) 

For the Hamiltonian with this 1/ r potential, the three components of the Runge

Lenz vector, R, are conserved, where classically R = 1[,0 x L] - tir. Quantum 
/1 r 

mechanically, we must convert this into a hermitian operator by using the sym-

metrized form of the first term. Remembering the interchange of the order of the 

t~o vectors in a vector product introduces a minus sign, the symmetrized form for 

Ris 

_ 1 ( _ _ ) e2 

R = - [,0 x L] - [L x ,0] - -r. 
2J.L r 

(84) 

Note, 

'( - ~ ~ -) '( ) 2: [p x Llx - [L x plt = 2: (Pv L: - pzLy) - (Lypz - Lopy) 

= H(PyLz + Lzpy) - (pzL v + LypJ). (85) 

Note, PvLz is not a hermitian operator, because Pv does not commute with 

L;:. = (xpy - YPx). The symmetrized form of this ~perator, !(pyLz + Lzpy), 

however, is hermitian. In making the transition from classical physics quantities to 

quantum-mechanical operators, the hermitian, symmetrized form of the classical 

quantities will often give the needed quantum-mechanical operators. The proof 

that [H, Rkl = 0, where H is the hydrogen atom Hamiltonian, will be left as an 

exercise (part of problem 13). 

As a final example of a conserved operator, consider the space inversion or parity 

operator, P, where 

For a Hamiltonian, 

Jj2 

P\II(x, y, z, t) = \l1(-x, -y, -z, t). (86) 

H = __ V2 + V(x, y, z), 
2m 

with V(-x, -y, -z) = V(x, y, z), (87) 

that is, with a potential that is space-inversion invariant, we have 

_ (Jj~ -) -
HP\II(r,t)=H iV,r \l1(-r,t) 

_ (Jj~~) ~ (Jj~~) ~ 
PH\l1(r,t)=H -iV,-r \II(-r,t)=H iV,r \II(-r,t), (88) 

so 

(H P - P H)\l1(r, t) = 0 (89) 

for all \II of our Hilbert space. Hence, [H, Pl = 0, and P is a conserved quantity. 

Finally, note also, P is a hermitian operator, because 

f dr\ll*(i, t)P\II(r, t) = f dr\l1*(r, t)\II(-r, t) = f dr\l1*(-r, t)\II(r, t) 
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where we have made the change of variables, x ---+ -x, y ---+ -- y, Z ---+ - z, and 

have changed the order of the integration limits in the three integrals implied by 

our shorthand notation in the last step of the first line. We see pi = P. Therefore, 

the expectation value of the operator P must also be real. Finally, because 

the operator p2 has an expectation value of I. The real expectation value of the 

operator P can thus be only either + 1 or -1. The solutions of the Schrodinger 

equation for the space-inversion invariant Hamiltonian of eq. (87) must thus ei

ther be unchanged or change sign under the space-inversion operation. The wave 

function must have even or odd parity. 

J Quantum-Mechanical Hamiltonians for More General 

Systems 

As an example of a slightly more general system, consider a particle of mass, m, 

and charge, e, moving in an electromagnetic field derivable from a vector potential, 

,.1(i), and a scalar potential, ¢l(i). The classical Hamiltonian is given by 

(90) 

This relation can be written in the form 

(p . p) e ~ _ ~ ~ e2 ~-. 
H = -- - -(p. A + A· p) -+ --A· A + e¢l. (91) 

2m 2mc 2mc2 

Note, because in general [Px, Ax] i 0, we have written the scalar product of A 

with p in symmetrized, hermitian form, so the Hamiltonian in the second form is 

a candidate for the quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian of this system. This relation 

is indeed the correct quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian. The predictions based on 

this form of the Hamiltonian are in agreement with the experiment! (We shall 

study this system in more detail later, where we will discuss the role of the gauge 

of the potentials, the gauge transformation, the Aharanov-Bohm effect, etc.) For 

more complicated systems, however, the simple process of symmetrization of a 

classical Hamiltonian may not be sufficient, particularly if the physically relevant 

coordinates are a set of complicated curvilinear coordinates, say, in the case of a 

many-body system in which some of the degrees of freedom arc "frozen" or do 

not come into play at a region of low-energy excitations. 
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K The Schrodinger Equation for an n-particle System 

For the general n-particle system, with the Hamiltonian 

11 (Pk' ih) 4' 4 

lJ = L + Veri, r2,···, rn), 
k=1 2mk 

(92) 

we are led (as in the case of the single-particle system) to the Schrodinger equation 

liaw ,,1i2 " ~ 4 4 

~~.--_- = - L-.)-VtW + VCrl, r2, ... , r,,)W. 
I at k -.mk 

(93) 

For the two-particle system with no external forces, in particular, it will be useful 

to make a transformation to relative and center of mass coordinates 

and 

(m1 r1 + m2r2) 
R=----

(ml + 1'112) 
(94) 

haw li 2 ~2 Ii 2 

~~~~~ iat = - 2(1'111 + 1'112) VCMW - 211- V rel W - VCr)w, (95) 

where 11., is the reduced mass, 11- = I'll 1 1'112/(1'11 1 + m2) and the potential is a function 

of the relative r only (no external fields). In this case, the center of mass motion 

separates. With WCR, r, t) = WeVI(R, t)wrcl.(r, t), the center of mass term leads 

to a plane wave solution 

(96) 

where P is the linear momentum associated with the center of mass motion of the 

system of mass (1'111 + 1'112) and Etrans! is the translational energy associated with 

the center of mass motion, Etrans! = p2 /2(m 1 + m2). The Schrodinger equation is 

then effectively an equation equivalent to a single-particle equation, provided the 

mass is replaced by the reduced mass. 

Ii a Wrel. liZ 2 4 ~ 4 

- ------at = - 211- V'rcLwre!(r, t) + V(r)Wrel.(r, t). (97) 

In n-particlc systems, it will be useful to transform from the coordinates 

Xl, •.. ,ZI1 to a set of generalized coordinates qs' Often, some of these will not 

come into play. In a polyatomic molecule, e.g., the ammonia molecule, NH3 , we 

have a system with 4 atomic nuclei and 10 electrons, a 14-particle system with 

42 degrees of freedom (assuming we can neglect the electron and nuclear spins). 

These coordinates could be chosen as the 3 center of mass coordinates, which 

merely describe the free-particle translation of the whole system in space: 3 angu

lar coordinates, say, three Euler angles, ¢, e, X, which describe the orientation of 

the molecule in space and describe the rotational motion of the molecule; 6 rela

tive coordinates, which describe the relative motions of the atomic nuclei, that is, 

the vibrational motions of the molecule; and finally 3 x 10 electronic coordinates 
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(again ignoring for the moment the electron spins), which describe the electron mo

tions of the molecule. At very low excitation energies, only the rotational degrees 

of freedom, cp, 8, X, may need to be considered. Therefore, if we can transform 

the general 3n = 42-dimensional Laplacian operator of this 14-particle system 

from the 3 x 14 Cartesian coordinates to the physically relev,mt 42 generalized 

coordinates, qs, including cp, 8, X, we arrive at the desired Schr6dinger equation, 

if the variations with all qs are neglected, except for the variations with the needed 

cp, 8, X. Even for the I·· particle system, it will generally be useful to express the 

Schr6dinger equation not in terms of the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, but in tenns 

of some set of curvilinear coordinates, e.g., spherical coordinates r, 8, cp. 

L The Schr6dinger Equation in Curvilinear Coordinates 

If we transfonn from the 3n Cartesian coordinates x I, ... , Zn to a new set of 3n 

generalized coordinates qs, with s = 1, ... , 3n, through 

the classical kinetic energy expression can be written as a homogeneous quadratic 

function of the qi, 

(99) 

where the gij are in general functions oftheq,. The classical Hamiltonian expressed 

in the generalized momenta, Ps, canonically conjugate to these qs, can then be 

written as 

(100) 

wherc the gij matrix, that is, the superscripted g-matrix, is the inverse of the gij 

matrix, that is, the subscripted g-matrix 

and LgWgaj = 8j. (101) 

a 

Note, the gi} are in general complicated functions of the qs and do not commute 

with the Ps. A large number of ways would exist of making the kinetic energy 

tenn hennitian, so the henniticity requirement alone does not lead to the correct 

quantum-mechanical Hamiltoni<m. We know, however, how to transform the 30-

dimensional Laplacian operator from its Cartesian form to the form involving 

partial derivatives with respect to the new generalizcd q,. Therefore, we can write 

the proper Schrodinger equation. We need, in addition to the g'j, the function g, 

given by the detenninant of the subscripted g-matrix. 

(J02) 
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Writing the 3n-dimensional Laplacian V:, in the curvilinear coordinates, we arrive 

at the Schrodinger equation 

If '-II is assumed to be a function of only a few of the qi, the equation will simplify. 

Problems 

1. A free particle moving in the x-direction, (l-D motion) has a momentum 

distribution given by 

For both cases, calculate the spatial probability density amplitude function, '-II (x . t), 

for this particle. Calculate < p >, < p2 >, < ~p >, (x), < x 2 >, and < ~x >, 

and verify the uncertainty principle. Give an interpretation of ~x, in the limit 

h --+ 0, in classical terms. 

2. From the "dispersion law," 

E2 _ _ 1 ., 

-2 - (p . p) = moc~ 
c 

for a relativistic free particle, derive a wave equation. (This equation is known as 

the Klein-Gordon equation.) If the probability density current is to have the form 

with 

- h (" -) s = -. '-II*VW - '-IIV'-II* 
2m! 

- aw 
divS+ - =0 

at 
to preserve conservation of probability, show how the probability density, W, must 

be related to '-II, Go; , '-II', a~x . Is this an acceptable W? Is W ~ 0 everywhere, for 

all t? 

3. A particle of charge, e, and mass, m, in an electromagnetic field, derivable 

from vector and scalar potentials, ,4', <1>, has a Hamiltonian 

jF e _ _ _ ~ e2~, 

H = - -- ---(p . A -+ A . p) + --A" -+ e<1>. 
2m 2mc 2mc2 
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(Note the symmetrized form of the second term.) Write the SchrOdin~er equation 

for this case. Find an expression for the probability density current, S, with W = 

W*W. Calculate 

d(x) and d(px) 

dt ' dt ' 

and show how these are related to the classical equations of motion. 

Also, show the wave equation is gauge invariant, and under the transformation 

I 1 aX 
<I> ----l> <I> - -

c at ' 

where X = X (x, y, z; t), the wave equation remains unchanged" provided 

4. In describing scattering processes of complex projectiles from nuclei, it is 

sometimes useful to use a fictitious complex potential 

where VI and V2 are both real. Assume V2 = constant = W, inside a sphere of 

radius, ro = 10-12 cm, and V2 = 0 for r > roo Determine, W, magnitude in eV 

and sign, so the probability is 0.1 per 10-21 seconds for the loss of flux of incoming 

projectile particles. (Incoming a particles, e.g., can be "lost" by conversion to 3He 

and neutrons, etc. Note, 10-21 seconds is a typical traversal time for a fast but 

nonrelativistic nuclear particle through a heavy nucleus.) 

5. The classical kinetic energy for a rigid rotator, e.g., a polyatomic molecule 

such as H20 to very good approximation, is given in terms of the three Euler 

angles, rjJ, 0, X, and the three principal moments of inertia, A, B, C, by 

2T = A(O cos x+¢ sine sin X)2+B(-1:l sin X +¢ sine cos X)2+C(X +¢ cos 0)2. 

Assuming other degrees of freedom, such as vibrational, translational, and elec

tronic, in the case of the polyatomic molecule, can be neglected, then V = O. Write 

the SchrOdinger equation for the rigid rotator (asymmetric case, A # B # C). 

For the symmetric rotator, with A = B, show the time-independent wave function 

separates via the Ansatz 

1fr(rjJ, e, X) = 2~ eiM¢eiKX8«(}), 

and write the differential equation for 8(0). (For the asymmetric case, the 

differential equation approach may not be the best way to solve this problem.) 

6. Transpose the Schrodinger equation for the hydro genic atom, with 

p. p Ze2 

H=----, 
2J.L r 
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where the above p and r, which are PphysicaJ, and rphysical are transcribed into 

dimensionless P and;' via 

~ ~ 

r phys. = aor, 
~ fj ~ 
Pphys. = -P, 

ao 

fj2 

with ao = --2-' 
ILe Z 

Transpose the SchrOdinger equation for the hydro genic atom, further, into an 

equation written in terms of "stretched parabolic coordinates," /L, v, ¢, defined in 

terms of the dimensionless;' = (x, y, z) by 

/LV 
x = ---I cos¢, 

[ -2E]2 

/LV . 
Y = ---I sm¢, 

[-2EP 

where this transformation is useful for bound states, with E < O. Transform the 

Laplacian into these stretched parabolic coordinates. 

Another set of useful coordinates for the hydro genic atom are the conventional 

parabolic coordinates, defined in terms of the dimensionless;' = (x, y, z), by 

~=r-z, 7]=r+z, ¢=tan-l(~), 

x = ~cos¢, y = ~sin¢, 

Transform the Laplacian into these curvilinear coordinates, and write the 

Schr6dinger equation for the hydrogenic atom in these parabolic coordinates. 
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Schr6dinger Theory: The Existence of 

Discrete Energy Levels 

A The Time-Independent Schrodinger Equation 

The Schr6dinger equation for a single particle moving under the influence of a 

time-independent conservative force 

Ii aw 1i2 2 
- -- = --V' W + VW = HW 

i at 2m 
(1) 

can be converted to the time-independent equation for the functiion 1{I(x, y, z) by 

assuming 

W = f(t)1{I(x, y, z), (2) 

with 

I {Ii df } I { 1i2 
2 } 1 - f i dt = 1{1 - 2m V' 1{1 + V1{I = 1{1 (H1{I) :::: const, (3) 

where we have converted a function of the time only on the left··hand side of the 

equation into a function of x, y, z only on the right-hand side. Because this must 

hold for all values oft and all x, y, z, the left-hand side and the right-hand side must 

be equal to a constant. We have separated the equation. The physical significance 

of the constant can be seen to be the energy, E. 

i 
f(t) = exp(-jiEt) (4) 
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and 

1i2 

- _V21{1 + V1{I = E1{I. 
2m 

For a 1-D problem, in particular, 

d 21{1 2m 
dx 2 + fi2(E - V(x))1{1 = O. 

(5) 

(6) 

In this chapter, we shall show the Schrodinger equation, eq. (5), for potentials V, 

for which the classical motion would be restricted to a bound region of space, will 

lead to allowed (square-integrable) solutions, the so-called characteristic functions, 

or "eigenfunctions," of the equation only for certain discrete allowed energies, the 

so-called "eigenvalues" or characteristic values of the energies. 

B The Simple, Attractive Square Well 

The 1-D Schrodinger equation, eq. (6), has particularly simple solutions in regions 

a < x < b, where Vex) can be replaced by a constant, with simple sinusoidal 

solutions for regions with E > V and simple exponentials for regions with E < V. 

The simplest 1-D problem is that of a single, attractive square well of width 2a, 

with 

Vex) = 0 for - a ~ x ~ +a, Vex) = +Vo for Ixl > a, 

(see Fig. 4.1). The Schr6dinger equation becomes 

with e = 2mE for - a ~ x ~ +a, 
1i2 

. h 2 2m(Vo - E) 
WIt K = 1i2 for Ixl :::: a. 

(7) 

(8) 

In order to have square-integrable solutions, the 1{I(x) must be restricted to 

exponentially decaying solutions outside the potential well; i.e., 

1{I(x) = Ce- KX for x > +a, 1{I(x) = De+KX for x < -a. (9) 

In the interior, for -a ~ x ~ +a, the most general solution is 

1{I(x) = A coskx + B sinkx. 

(For the moment, we have not made use of the symmetry of the potential.) In 

order to have solutions with sensible probability densities, both the probability 

density and the probability density currents must be continuous functions of x. 

This solution can be ensured by requiring the continuity of both 1{1 (x) and its first 

derivative at the discontinuities of the potential atx = ±a. The continuity of 1{I(x) 

and its first derivative at x = +a leads to the boundary conditions 

A coska + B sinka = Ce-Ka , (10) 
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v (x) 

-a +a 

FIGURE 4.1. The attractive square well potential. 

- Aksinka + Bkcoska = -KCe-Ka , 

and at x = -a, we are led to the boundary conditions 

Acoska - Bsinka = De-Ka , 

Ak sin ka + Bk cos ka = K De-Ka • 

x 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Eliminating the constant C from eqs. (10) and (11) and the constant D from eqs. 

(12) and (13), we are led to the further restriction 

AB =0, 

with the two possible solutions: 

B = 0, D = C, or A =0, D = -C. (14) 

We see the solutions are either even or odd functions of x. This could have been 

seen at once from the space-reflection symmetry of our potential, V ( - x) = V (x). 

Because the Schrodinger equation is invariant under the I-D space-inversion op

eration, x ~ -x, our solutions must have good parity; see Section I of Chapter 3. 

The 1/I(x) must be either even or odd functions of x; either cos kx or sin kx func

tions in the region Ixl < a. It would have been sufficient to apply the boundary 
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conditions at x = +a. The boundary conditions at x = -a follow from symmetry. 

The two boundary conditions at x = +a, however, are consistent only if 

ktanka = +K, 
kcotka = -K, 

for even 1{F(x), 

for odd 1{F(x). (15) 

Because k and K are functions of the energy E, these relations are transcendental 

equations with solutions only for very specific values of E, the discrete allowed 

values of the energy. To solve the transcendental equations, it will be convenient 

to introduce dimensionless coordinates Z and Za, 

Z = ka = )2mEa2 

Ti 2 ' 

)2mvaa2 

and Za = Ti 2 ' 

transforming eq. (15) into 

ztanz = +J(z~ - Z2) 

z cot z = -J(z~ - Z2) 

for even 1{F(x), 

for odd 1{F(x). 

(16) 

(17) 

These two relations are plotted in Fig. 4.2. The solutions z(E) at the intersections 

of the curves z tan z with +J(z~ - Z2) and the curves Z cot z with -J(z6 - Z2) 

give the allowed values of E . Fig. 4.2 for the case Za = 4 shows a potential with this 

depth has three bound states, two with solutions of even parity and only one with a 

solution of odd parity. Note also, only one even bound state exists if Za < T{ /2, but 

at least this one bound state always exists, even in the limit of a shallow potential 

well, with Va -+ O. Note, also, in the limit of an infinitely deep well, as Va -+ 00, 

the solutions are 
T{ 

z -+ (2N + 1)2' N = 0, 1,2, ... , for even 1{F 

T{ 

z-+2N2, N=I,2, ... , for odd 1{F (18) 

or 

thus, (19) 

Note, in the case, Va -+ 00, the wave functions are exactly 0 in the region Ix I > a, 

and the interior solutions obey 1{F(±a) = O. In this case, the derivatives of the 

wave function are discontinuous at x = ±a. Both the probability density and the 

probability density current, however, have the value zero at the boundaries and are 

therefore still continuous at the boundaries. 

Note, also, so far we have considered only bound states with E < Va. For 

E > Va, the solutions of the Schrodinger equation are oscillatory for all values 

of x, from -00 -+ +00. Merely, a change of wavelength ("index of refraction") 

occurs as the wave traverses the region of the potential well. Because they reach 

from x = -00 to x = +00, the wave functions are no longer square integrable. 

They still have, however, a sensible probability interpretation. The amplitudes of 
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FIGURE 4.2. The transcendental eqs. (17) for the case Zo = 4. Solid lines for even 1fr(x). 

Dashed lines for odd 1fr(x). 

the sinusoidal waves give the strengths of the probability density current and can 

therefore be determined from the experimental flux of particles. Note, however, S 
is zero forreaI lfr(x). The physics of the problem dictates we use complex solutions 

of the type 

ei(±kx-Er) 

for particles moving in the ±x direction. The amplitude of the wave Aei(kox-Et), 

for x < -a, with ko = [2m(E - VO)jJi2] 1/2, is determined by the flux ofpartic1es 

from a source at x = -00. These particles can be reflected or transmitted by the 
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potential step, leading to a reflected wave, BeHkox-iEt) in the region, x < -a, 

and a transmitted wave Cei(kox-Et) in the region x > +a. This is a I-D scattering 

problem. Scattering of particles by square wells will be treated in Part V of these 

lectures. For the moment, we content ourselves with noting that all energies for 

E > Vo are possible. In this energy regime, we therefore have a continuum of 

allowed energies. 

As a final remark, we note the solutions of the simple square well above can 

also be used to solve a slightly different square well problem with 

V(x) = 00, forx<O, V(x) =0, forO<x:=:a, 

Vex) = Va for x > a; (20) 

i.e., the left potential has been replaced by a very high (00) potential step. Therefore, 

l/J(x) = 0 for x < O. This can therefore also be used for a 3-D spherically 

symmetric square well leading to a I-D Schr6dinger equation of the above type, 

where x is replaced by the radial coordinate, r. (Note, the region r < 0 is excluded 

by the fictitious infinite potential for r < 0.) Because the boundary condition at 

r = 0 is l/J(r = 0) = 0, only the odd solutions of the above potential will be 

allowed (see thc dashed curves of Fig. 4.2). We see a bound state exists for this 

problem, only if 

rr 

zo> 2' or (21) 

If the sinusoidal radial wave function starting with the value 0 at r = 0 does not 

have enough curvature in the potential well region to have at least a first maximum 

for r < a, it will reach the barrier at r = a with a positive slope that cannot fit onto 

a negative (decaying) exponential in the region r > a without a discontinuity in 

slope and, hence, a discontinuity in the probability density current. If the potential 

well is not deep enough or wide enough, no bound state will exist. The potential 

of eq. (20) is a reasonably good approximation for the effective potential between 

neutron and proton in the deuteron. [Note that the mass in eq. (21) must be replaced 

by the reduced mass of this 2-body problem.] The deuteron has only a single bound 

state in its 2-particle spin triplet (S = I) state. Moreover, the binding energy of 

this state, of 2.22 MeV (with E = Va - 2.22 MeV) is small compared with the 

expected value of Va. The deuteron is therefore a barely bound system with 

The deuteron has no bound states with 2-particle spin S = O. The potential must 

therefore be spin dependent. The S = 0 potential just misses having a bound state. 

This property makes itself felt in a large scattering cross section for E - Va ~ 0, a 

low-energy resonance. For a detailed discussion of proton-neutron scattering and 

the bound or nearly bound states of the deuteron, see Chapter 44. 
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Problems 7-8: Square Well Problems 

More complicated square well problems can often be used to gain qualitative 

solutions for more sophisticated problems. The following two problems can be 

used to illustrate some interesting physics. 

7. The double-minimum potential problem. The square well double-minimum 

potential, shown in (c) of Fig. P7, can be used as a rough approximation for the 

potential governing the motion of the N atom relative to the H3 plane, one of 

the vibrational degrees of freedom of the ammonia molecule, NH3 (the degree 

of freedom responsible for the transition used in the NH3 MASER, the historical 

forerunner of all LASERS and MASERS). 

v = Vo for Ixl < a Region II, 

v = 0 for a < Ixl < b Regions I, III, 

v = CXl for Ix I > b Regions IV. 

The mass, IL, is the reduced mass for the N-H3 pair: 

3mHmN 
IL= . 

(3mH +mN) 

Exploit Vex) is an even function ofx, so the solutions, 1{!(x), must be either even or 

odd functions of x. It is therefore sufficient to find acceptable solutions for x :::: 0 

and continue these appropriately into the region, x < O. Find the transcendental 

equations from which the eigenvalues of E, corresponding to both the even and 

odd eigenfunctions, can be found for the states with E < Vo. Show graphically 

how the solutions can be found. Show, in particular, that for E « Vo, the solutions 

follow from 

kn(b - a) = mf' - ll.¢, with ll.¢« 1, 

with slightly different ll.¢ for the eigenvalues associated with the even and odd 

solutions, so the eigenvalues ofE occur in nearly degenerate pairs, when E « Vo. 

N 

H 
~----

H 

(a) 

FIGURE P7. (a) The NH3 inversion coordinate, x. 
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v (X) 

------------~----~--~~------------X 

(b) 

FIGURE P7. (b) Realistic Vex). 

Show, in this case, the splitting, f)"En, of the nearly degenerate pair is given by 

/j3n2:n;2.J8 
f)"En = (E~dd _ E~ven) = e-'f-.j2J.L(Vo En) 

(b - a)3J 1L3(VO - En) 

where 

n2:n;2/j2 

En ~ . 
21L(b - a)2 

Retain only dominant terms in all expansions of f),,¢ and in powers of Ell! Vo. Hints: 

The even (odd) solutions in the central region, II, are of the form cosh K x, (sinh KX), 

where K2 = 2JL(Vo - E)fFi2. All solutions are of the form sin[k(x - b)] in region 

III. 

8. Virtually bound states. Assume the potential, V (r), shown in (a) of the Fig. P8, 

which is an effective potential for the motion of an a-particle relative to a heavy 
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nucleus, can be approximated by the simpler square well potential of (b). Find 

solutions, 1fr(r), for this square well problem for energies, E :> O. The boundary 

condition at r = 0 is 1fr(r = 0) = o. Note, all energies, E > 0, lead to acceptable 

oscillatory solutions in region III. 

Show, in general, for arbitrary positive energies, E, 

l 1frm 12 . G· 2(b - a) M -:v;; IS of order e, WIth G = Ii ,,2,u(V, - E). 

For 11fr1 1 and 11fr1ll I, take the amplitudes of the oscillatory functions in regions I and 

III. 

Show, however, the ratio 

1 ~:I 12 can be of order e-G 

00 V (x) 00 

, 
, 
, , 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
, 
, 

IV 1 , I · n m · IV 

Vo · , 
, 
, 
, , 
, 

, i , 

· · Ell 
, 

· , 

~ · 1 • 
.. -----~ .. --- ... -

-b -0 +0 +b 

(c) 

FIGURE P7. (c) Square well analogue. 
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r(fm) 

7.4 54 

(a) 

FIGURE P8. (a) Realistic Veff.(r) for the a_234Th motion. 

for certain, specific values of E = E. The factor e-G is known as the Gamow 

penetrability factor. Find the transcendental equation from which these values of 

E can be determined graphically in terms of the parameters, /L, a, b, Vo, Vj. Show 

also, for each such solution, E, a range of energies exists, IlE, about E, for which 

1

1/IIII 12 ~ -G - ~e 

1/11 ' 

and show 

Note: A realistic estimate of eG in a heavy nucleus, e.g., 238 U, would be eG ~ 1038 . 

C The Periodic Square Well Potential 

Another interesting case in which a square well approximation may shed consider

able light on an important physical problem is that of an N -fold periodic potential. 

For very large N, this leads to a basic problem in condensed matter physics, the 

motion of an electron in a crystalline lattice with N lattice points. For very small 
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N, such as N = 2 or N = 3, examples of motions in an N -fold periodic po

tential may be found in the hindered internal rotation of one atomic unit relative 

to another in a molecule. A symmetrical X 2 Y4 molecule, such as ethylene, C2H4 , 

e.g., has one degree offreedom, ¢, which describes the highly hindered rotational 

motion of one essentially rigid CH2 unit relative to the other on a circle in a plane 

perpendicular to the C - C symmetry axis, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The wave equation 

separates approximately, so the hindered internal rotation can be described by the 

one degree of freedom SchrOdinger equation 

li 2 d 2 1/1 
- 21 d¢2 + V(¢)1/I(¢) = E1/I(¢), (22) 

with 1 = I1lz/UI + lz), and II = lz = 2myrr The potential, V(¢), could be 

approximated by a purely sinusoidal potential, 

V(¢) = 1 Vo(l - cos 2¢), 

or, on the other hand, by a square well potential with potential valleys of V = 0 and 

widths 2a centered at ¢ = 0 and at ¢ = 71:, and potential harriers of constant heights 
I " 

of Vo and widths w centered at ¢ =271: and at ¢ = j71:, where 4a + 2w = 271:ry. 

VI:::::: 25 MeV 

i 
E=4.8MeV 

o~~~~~--~--~l--_-

1 

r 

a 

(b) 

7.4fm 

FIGURE P8. (b) Square well ,malogue. 
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y 

I 
Ty I 

----....,t......----

y y 

FIGURE 4.3. The X2Y4 molecule and its internal rotational coordinate, ¢. 

The true hindering potential is probably somewhere between these two extremes. 

The square well approximation leads to the easiest solution; yet it contains the 

essential physics of the problem. A symmetrical X 2Y6 molecule such as C2H6 

(ethane) leads to a similar SchrOdinger equation with 3-fold periodicity, i.e., with 

N = 3. The symmetrical CH3N02 molecule furnishes an example with N = 6-

fold periodicity. Here, the C-N bond furnishes the symmetry axis for both the 

CH3 and N02 units of the molecule. In these examples, the (N + 1 )st site of the 

potential is truly the same point in 3-D space as the first site. In the condensed 

matter problem with N lattice sites, one usually takes periodic boundary conditions 

by assuming the (N + l)st site is equivalent to the first site, in the limit N -+ 00. 

In the square well approximation for the periodic potential, we assume 

v = 0 for (2m - l)a + mw < x < (2m + l)a + mw; 

V=+Vo for (2m+l)a+mw<x«2m+l)a+(m+l)w; 

m=O,l, ... ,N. (23) 

We see the mth potential valley is centered atx = 2ma +mw, and the mth potential 

barrier is centered at x = (2m + l)a + (m + 4 w); see Fig. 4.4. For the moment, we 

shall seek only solutions for E < Vo. (For the hindered internal rotation problems, 

we can expect the barrier heights, Vo, to be very large compared with the energies 

of interest.) For this case, we define 
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where J1, is an effective mass for the problem. We expect the following solutions. 

In the mth valley centered at x = 2ma + mw: 

1fr(x) = Cm cosk[x - m(2a + w)] + Dm sink[x - m(2a + w)]; 

under the mth potential hilI. centered at x = (2m + l)a + (m + 1w): 

l/I(x) = Am COShK(X - [(2m + l)a + (m + 1W:I1) 

+Bm sinhK(x - [(2m + l)a + (m + 1)w]). 

The potential is invariant under reflections in the planes centered at x = 2ma + m w 

and atx = (2m + l)a +(m + 1 w). We might thus be tempted to assume our solutions 

are either even or odd under these reflection operations and that either Am = 0 

or Bm = O. and, similarly. either Cm = 0 or Dm = o. These assumptions would 

be good if all allowed energies were nondegenerate. We shall find, however, most 

of the allowed energy values are doubly degenerate, with two allowed solutions. 

We therefore retain the above linear combinations of even and odd functions. To 

ensure the continuity of the probability density and the probability density currents 

at the discontinuities of the potential, we shall again require the continuity of the 

wave functions and their first derivatives at the boundaries between the potential 

hills and Valleys. With the solution under the (m - l)st potential hill given by 

l/I(x) = A m - 1 coshK(x - [(2m - l)a + (m -1)W]) 

+Bm- 1 SinhK(X - [(2m - l)a + (m -1)W]), 

the continuity of l/I and its first derivative at the left boundary of the mth valley, 

i.e., atx = (2m - l)a +mw, leads to 

Am-l coshK-I + Bm- 1 sinhK-I = Cm coska - Dm sinka; (24) 

K(Am-l sinhK-I + Bm- 1 coshK-I) = k(Cm sinka + Dm coska). (25) 

The continuity of l/I and its first derivative at the right boundary of the mth valley, 

at x = (2m + l)a + mw, leads to 

Cm cos ka + Dm sin ka = Am cosh K -I - Bm sinh K 1'-, (26) 

k(-Cm sinka + Dm coska) = K(-Am sinhK-I + Bm coshK1'-). (27) 

Solving eqs. (24) and (25) for Cm and Dm and substituting into eqs. (26) and (27) 

leads to the relation 

(Am) =M(Am-I), 
Bm Bm- l 

(28) 
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where the 2 x 2 matrix, M, is given by 

with 

M = cos 2ka ( Q ~ Y 
Q+Y) 

P , 

P = COShKW + ~(i - ~) tan2ka sinhKw 

If(W[ I(K k) ] I f(w[ I(K k) 2k] = 2"e I + 2" i - ~ tan 2ka + 2"e- I - 2" i - ~ tan a, 

Q = sinhKw + Hi - ~) tan2ka COShKW 

= ~ef(W[1 + Hi - ~)tan2ka] - ~e-f(W[I_ Hi - ~)tan2kaJ. 

(29) 

K k 
Y = Hi + ~) tan2ka. (30) 

The continuity of the probability density and the probability density current require 

(31) 

In particular, the wave function is not single valued for the case of the minus 

sign in the ± above. The probability density and the probability density current, 

however, are single valued. Also, the wave function would diverge as epNf(W as 

x ~ pN(2a+w) in the above, or as q, ~ pN(2rr) in the wavefunctionofeq. (22), 

as p -+ 00; unless the coefficients of the e+f(W terms of P and Q above are precisely 

equal to zero, or at most of order e-f(W. We are thus led to the requirement 

I(K k) f(W 
'2 i-~ tan2ka=-1+2{Je- , (32) 

where the new parameter, {J, may, like k and K, in general, also be a function of the 

energy E. Eq. (32) will thus lead to a transcendental equation for the determination 

of the allowed values of the energy, E, where the parameter, {J, must also be fixed 

to satisfy eq. (31). It will be instructive to examine first the case of high potential 

barriers, Vo » E. This case will actually be of interest for the problems of internal 

hindered rotations in most molecules. In the limit Vo ~ 00, we have a problem 

with N-potential wells with infinitely high walls. In that case we saw [eq. (19)] 

ka = ~ nrr. For the N -fold periodic square well with large Vo, we shall therefore 

try 

2ka = nrr + 2(D.k)a, (33) 

where (D.k)a are small quantities, dependent on the integer n. Terms of second 

order in these small quantities will be negligible. Thus, 

cos2ka ~ (-It, 
1 

tan 2ka ~ 2(Llk)a = -2 (f _ ~) (1 - 2{Je-f(W). (34) 
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In the high barrier approximation, we have 

. k 
eKW«-«l. 

K 

With f3 ~ order(l), we might thus expect the fJe-KW term to be negligible and 

obtain an energy shift, given by (b.k)a ~ (-k/K), of the 2N-fold degenerate 

zeroth-order energy of E,;O) = (ft2n2Jr2/8tW2). [The factor 2 in the degeneracy 

factor, 2N, comes from the ± sign in the boundary condition of eq. (31 ).1 Even 

though the splitting of the 2N -fold degenerate levels with E « Vo will be smaller 

than the above shifts by a factor of e KW , this splitting is of primary interest. We will 

therefore retain this factor in cq. (34). In the high barrierlimit, e-KW « (k / K) « 1, 

the 2 x 2 matrix M reduces to 

M=(-lt( fJ 
fJ+l 

For N = 2, the matrix needed for eq. (31) is 

M2 ,.c. (~~; ~ ~~ 

Eq. (31) then has allowed solutions for 

fJ-_. 1) 
f3 . 

2 f3 (f3- 1») 
(2fJ2 - 1) . 

(35) 

(36) 

For N = 2, three solutions exist for the allowed energies: two of them corre

sponding to fJ = + 1 and fJ = -1 with but a single eigenfunction, corresponding 

to nondegenerate energy eigenvalues; and one with fJ = 0 with two independent 

solutions (which could be any linear combination of the above solutions), corre

sponding to a double degeneracy of this energy leveL Expanding eq. (34) in powers 

of (k/K), but retaining the dominant energy splitting term, we obtain for N = 2 

En = If._ ('h" _ nJr~ + +2nJr(kntKn)e-KnW), 

2f1Q2 4 K" 

- 2nJr (kn / K" )e/{n W 

(38) 

where we can approximate (kn/Kn) by J(E~O) / V~), but will retain the E~O) term in 

the exponential factor, 

because of the sensitivity of the exponential factor on its exponent. 
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Next, for the three-fold periodic potential with N = 3, we have 

3 n ( f3(4f32 - 3) 
M = (-1) (4f32 - 1)(f3 + I) 

(4f32 - 1)(f3 - 1») 
f3( 4f32 - 3) . 

(39) 

The boundary condition ofeq. (31) is satisfied for f3 = +1 and f3 = -----1, with 

nondegenerate solutions 

(~~) = (~) and (~), respectively, 

and for f3 = +~ and f3 = -~, where both of these lead to doubly degenerate levels 

with a linear combination of the above two solutions. The energy E~O) is thus split 

into four levels, a highest and a lowest nondegenerate level and two intermediate 

doubly degenerate levels. 

At this stage, it should be mentioned that the splittings of the ground-state 

n = 0 internal rotation energies in the molecules, C2H4 and CZH6, are too 

small to be observable. The factors, e KOW , are too small to be observable in these 

molecules. In the methyl alcohol molecule, C H3 0 H, however, the spliuings of 

the n = 0 and higher levels are observable and have been studied extensively by 

microwave spectroscopy. In this molecule, the internal rotation degree of freedom 

is strongly coupled with the rotational degrees of freedom of the whole molecule. 

Since this molecule is an asymmetric rotator, (see Chapter 15), the combined 

rotation-internal rotation spectrum is very complicated. 

For the case of general N, it will be convenient to introduce the new parameter 

a, via 

f3=cosa. 

In tenns of this new parameter, we have 

MN = (_I)nN (_ cos Na 
smNa (cosa + 1) 
sma 

sinNa (cos a 
sma 

cosNa 
(40) 

Eqs. (36) and (39) show this is satisfied for N = 2 and N = 3. Also, 

( 
cos(N - l)a 

sin(N-l)a (cos a + 1) 
sma 

(
COS Na 

- smN" (cosa + 1) 
sma 

sin(Nl)a(cosa - 1») ( . sma cos a 

cos(N - I)a (cos a + 1) 

sin N " (COS a-I) ) 
StnCt 

cosNa ' 

(cosa - 1») 
cosa 

(41 ) 

so that the relation (40) is proved by induction. In this general case, two nonde

generate levels again exist, with a = 0, and a = rr, and now (N - I) doubly 

degenerate levels with 

irr 
a=-" 

N' 
i = 1,2, ... , (N - I). 

The energies for the case E~O) « V() are given by 

,,2 (n2rr2 fitj(O) D I 

E - " n [1 2 <-rr -[2IdVo-E,IO))W2/li2p]) 
n - -- -- -nrr -- - cos-e . 

2J-w2 4 Vo N 
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£ =0, 1, ... ,N. (42) 

For very large N in a crystalline lattice, therefore, we have a set of (N + 1) 

finely spaced, discrete, allowed energy values, centered about a slightly downward

shifted E~O). In the limit, N -+ 00, this becomes a continuous narrow band of 

allowed energies of bandwidth 

2 (·····-2-
f'o.E = ~n2J[2 I Ii e·[2m IVrj-E;,o'W'/I;2d 

ma2 V 2ma2 Vo ' 
(43) 

where we have set f.1 = m, the electron mass. These continuous bands of allowed 

energies are separated by energy gaps of order (E~~l - E~O)). As E~O) approaches 

Va, the bandwidths become larger and the gaps smaller. Of course, as E~O) -+ Vo, 

our high Vo approximations are no longer valid. The bandwidth and gap structure, 

however, survives even into the region E > Vo. (For details, see, e.g., C. Kittel, 

Introduction to Solid State Physics, New York: John Wiley, 1956.) In a real solid, 

we must of course also deal with a 3-D structure. It is therefore perhaps interesting 

to note that in a cooler ring of some modem generation heavy ion accelerators 

we may approximate a truly 1-D crystal of cold (hence, nearly monoenergetic) 

heavy ions. In the limit of temperature, T -+ 0, these form a I-D crystal of equally 

spaced monoenergetic heavy ions. Here, indeed, the (N + lyt ion is the pt ion, 

and the periodic boundary condition of eq. (31) is no longer an approximation. 

Although the square well solution has all of the qualitative features found with a 

more realistic potential, an approximate solution for a more realistic V (x) can be 

found through the WKB approximation to be treated in Chapters 36 and 37 (see, 

in particular, problem 55). 

D The Existence of Discrete Energy Levels: General 

Vex) 

For a V (x) that is such that V -+ 00 for both large positive and large negative 

values of x, the existence of a discrete set of allowed energy levels follows in a 

general way from the requirement that the solutions be square-integrable, Le., 

I:OC 

1j;*1j; dx = finite, (44) 

and that 1j; and ~~ be continuous. For the type of potential function shown in Fig. 

4.5, with an arbitrary E, but E > Vmin ., we have in region I, with E > Vex), 

between the left and right classical turning points, 

d 2 1j; 2 
-, + k (x)1j; = O. 
dr 

(45) 

In region I, therefore, the solutions are oscillatory, but with a variable (x-dependent) 

wavelength because k(x) = ~~; i.e., the curvature is always toward the x-axis. In 
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regions II, conversely, for x > xmax.class., or for x < Xmin.class., the Schr6dinge.r 

equation has the form 

(46) 

because E < Vex). In regions n, therefore, the curvature is always away from 

the axis. To find a solution, start with some assumed initial value for 1jr(xo) and 

~~ Ixo. The equation then gives us the value of 1jr(x) and ~~ at the neighboring 

points. We could numerically determine the solution, say, from some Xo in the 

classically allowed region to the right boundary, where the solution changes from 

one with curvature toward the axis to one with curvature away from the axis. For 

the solution, labeled 1, in Fig. 4.5, e.g., the curvature away from the axis will 

be such that 1jr(x) never reaches negative values. The function and its derivative 

will thus both get larger and larger as x reaches further away from the classically 

allowed values of x; and both 1jr(x) and ~~ will go to +00 as x ~ +00. This is 

a catastrophe. Such a function is surely not square-integrable. We can, however, 

start the process over again. Starting with the same 1jr(xo) at xc, we can adjust the 

first derivative at xc, as in the curve, labeled 2. Now, as we reach the right classical 

turning point, the curvature away from the axis can be made less; perhaps we have 

chosen a derivative at Xo such that now the solution in the classically forbidden 

region, Ha, reaches the value 0 and thereafter curves away from the axis becoming 

more and more negative along with its first derivative, so now both 1jr -+ -00 

and ~~ -+ -00 as x -+ +00. Again, we have a catastrophe. This solution cannot 

be square-integrable. We can, however, continue to adjust the first derivative at Xo 

until it is just right, so both 1jr(x) and ~~ ~ 0 together as we penetrate into the 

classically forbidden region, x ~ +00, as shown in the solution, labeled 3 in Fig. 

4.5. This solution will have only a small probability the particle will be found in 

the classically forbidden region. This solution can now be continued from Xo to 

more negative values of x, but because we have no further freedom of "fixing" 

the first derivative at Xo, when the solution reaches the left turning point, it will 

undoubtedly curve away from the axis such that either both 1jr(x) and :: ~ +00 or 

both -+ -00 as x ~ -00. Again, a catastrophe: a nonsquare-integrable solution. 

For arbitrary values of E, therefore, we will not get an allowed (square-integrable) 

solution. We can now, however, further adjust the energy E such that once we have 

fixcd the proper behavior as x -+ +00 we will also have both 1jr(x) and ~~ ~ 0 

as x ~ -00. This unique situation can only occur for a discrete set of values of E, 

the allowed values of E: Eo, E 1, E2, ... , En, .... This situation exists for a V (X), 

which -> +00 for both x _._). ±oo. 

In Fig. 4.6, we show a potential function that for E > V = V 00 has only a 

left classically forbidden region. For such a Vex), for E > V, we can always fix 

the solution such that both 1jr(x) and ~~ together ~ 0 as x ~ -00. For such a 

potential, all values of E > V are allowed. As x ~ +00, the solution remains 

oscillatory. The 1jr(x) is not square integrable, but the solution has a sensible 

probability interpretation. It now corresponds to a particle with finite kinetic energy 

coming in from +00 being reflected near x = 0 and going back out to +00. This 
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is a scattering problem, associated with the continuum of allowed energies. The 

wave function is now normalized to describe a definite flux (value of S). Because 

the solution 1/1 (x ) again has a sensible probability interpretation for values of x as 

x -+ +00 for all values of E > V, all values of E > V are allowed leading to a 

continuum of allowed energies. 

Finally, in Fig. 4.7, another potential is shown, of the type perhaes describing 

the motion of an a-particle relative to a heavy nucleus. For E > V = Voo , we 

again have an energy continuum; for values of V < E < Vbarrier and arbitrary 

values of E, however, we would expect a much greater probability the particle be 

in region III, outside the barrier. Now, certain states will exist, with a narrow width 

(narrow range l!,.E) about a discrete E for which the probability of finding the 

particle in region I rather than in region III is overwhelmingly large. These states 

are the virtually bound states. They are, however, part of the energy continuum 

and have a finite (perhaps very small) probability the particle will tunnel through 

the barrier and stream out to +00 (see problem 8). 

E The Energy Eigenvalue Problem: General 

For potentials with a discrete spectrum of allowed energy values (as in Fig. 4.5), 

the SchrOdinger equation leads to the allowed solutions 

H1/In(x) = E,,1/In(x), (47) 

with allowed energy values, En, the so-called eigenvalues, or characteristic values 

of E. 

1. If the Hamiltonian operator is hermitian, H = H t , the En are real. 

< 1/In, H1/In >= En < 1/In, 1/In >= En 

=< (H t 1/ln), 1/1" >=< (H1/In), 1/1" >=< 1/In, H1/In >*= E;. (48) 

2. The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions, 1/1", follows from 

H1/In = En1/ln, (49) 

and 

(50) 

By multiplying the first of these equations by 1/1;;', the second by 1/1 n , and subtracting, 

we get 

(51) 

The left-hand side of this equation is zero via the hermiticity of H, so 

o. (52) 

Thus, with En I- Em, < 1/Im, 1/1" >= O. The eigenfunctions are orthogonal 

to each other. 
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62 4. Schr6dinger Theory: The Existence of Discrete Energy Levels 

F A Specific Example: The One-Dimensional 

Harmonic Oscillator 

The Schr6dinger equation is 

li 2 d2 mui 
- - --1J!(q) + _0 q21J!(q) = E1J!(q). 

2m dq2 2 
(53) 

As a first step in the solution, it will be convenient to introduce a dimensionless 

coordinate x; i.e., to define appropriately scaled coordinates. Thus, the physical 

displacement, q, will be transformed into a dimensionless coordinate, x, where the 

"yardstick" for q can be obtained from the value of the potential energy which must 

be proportional to the basic energy scale of the problem, mw~q2 = const.(liwo), so 

a natural yardstick for q is .jilfiii£v-;;-: 

(54) 

Similarly, 

1 d 
(55) px == 

i dx' 

E =liWOE, (56) 

and the wave equation becomes 

1 d 2 1 7 

- 2. dx21J!(x) + 2x~1J!(x) = Eo/(X). (57) 

The equation has a singular point only at x = ±oo. The first step is to find the 

asymptotic form of the solution at ±oo. The E1j;(X) term of eq. (57) is negligible 

compared with the x 21J!(x) term as x -~ ±oo. Because 

~:~(e-~) = (x2 - l)e-~ -'» x2e-~ as x ---+ ±oo, 
dr 

1J! (x) ---+ e- t as x ---+ ±oo. (58) 

(The second possible solution with a + exponential is ruled out by the boundary 

condition.) We transform the solution into 

(59) 

d 2 u du 
- - 2x- + (2E - l)u(x) = O. 
dx 2 dx 

(60) 

For u(x), try a series solution 

u(x) = I>kXk, (61) 

k~,(J 
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where 

Lakk(k - l)xk- 2 = L(2k + I - 2E)akxk. (62) 

k=2 k=O 

Changing the dummy summation index on the left-hand side from k ---+ (k + 2) 

and equating coefficients of the kth term leads to the two-term recursion relation 

ak+2 2k + 1 - 2E 
= -:-::--~:---:-

ak (k + 2)(k + 1) 
(63) 

To examine the behavior of this infinite series at large values of x, look at the 

asymptotic form as k ---+ 00. This form is 

or 

so we would have 

I 
a2m ---+ I' 

m. 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

Thus, for general values of E, 1/I(x) ---+ 00, we do not have a square-integrable 

solution. For the special value 

2E = (2n + 1), (67) 

the infinite series of eq. (61) can terminate at the nth term. If n is an even integer and 

ao =1= 0, the recursion formula of eq. (63) yields an+2 = 0, and, therefore, am = 0 

with m = n + 2k. If n is an even integer, and if we had al =1= 0, however, all am with 

odd integers m would survive up to m ---+ 00, and the infinite series would again 

diverge as e+x2 • If n is an even integer, we must therefore have ill = O. Similarly, 

if n is an odd integer, we must have ao = O. The series therefore terminates 

with n = even, 

with n = odd, 

a, =0, 

ao = 0, 

an+2 = 0, 

an+2 = O. (68) 

For these cases, the wave functions of eqs. (59) and (61) are square-integrable and 

lead to the discrete set of allowed energy eigenvalues 

2E = (2n + 1); (69) 

To find the coefficients of the polynomial of degree n, invert the recursion relation: 

leading to 

k(k - I) 

2(n - k + 2)' 

a_n_-2_j = (-I)j _n(.:....n_-_I.:....) -,-' .• _.-.:<n_-_2....::1_· +_2.:....)(.:....n_-.----C21=--· + I) 
an 2J2· 4· .. (2j - 2)2j 

(70) 
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) n! 
= (-1) ( _ 2 ')'22) " (71) 

n J, J, 

With all = 2" , this solution is the standard Hermite polynomial, H" (x), 

'[1 1 2n - 2j , 
Hn(x) = L(-I)j ., n .. ,xn- 2j , (72) 

)=0 ] ,(n - 2J). 

The Hermite polynomial can be defined in three ways: 

I. Through the regular solutions of the differential equation: 

H,;'(x) - 2xH~(x) + 2nHn(x) = O. (73) 

2. Through a generating function, where the parameter, s, may be an arbitrary 

complex number: 

e- s'+2sx = f: Hn(x) s". 

n=O n! 

3. Through a differential relation, or a Rodrigues-type formula: 

d" 
Hn(x) = (_l)lleX

' dx" (e- X
'), 

Thus, 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

The normalization constant, Nil, can be evaluated most simply through the 

Rodrigues-type formula 

INn l2 dxH;(x)e-X' = INn l2 dxHII (x)(-lt-/1(e- X
') 1 ~ 100 ~ 

-00 -00 dx 

= INn l2 dx(e-X')(-n H,,(x») = INn l2 dxe-X'n!an 1 ~ d/1 100 

-00 dx -00 

= INnI2 ,JJrn!2/1 = 1. (77) 

Here, we have integrated by parts n times and have used the fact that the integrated 

parts, to be evaluated at ±oo, are all dominated by the factor e-x '. Choosing Nn 

to be real 

(78) 

Final note: Sometimes it is necessary to normalize the wave function in real, 

physical space, i.e., with 

i: dq 1/1*1/1 = 1. (79) 

Then, 

(80) 
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Harmonic Oscillator Calculations 

A The Bargmann Transform 

For many calculations involving 1-0 harmonic oscillator wave functions, it is 

useful to introduce the Bargmann transform through the kernel function 

A(k, x) = ~exp(-~e +..fikx - ~X2), 
IT4 - -

(1) 

where k is a complex number. Given a square-integrable function, 1/J(x), its 

Bargmann transform, F(k), is given by 

where 

F(k) = [: dx1/J(x)A(k, x), 

1/J(x) = ~f d 2ke-kk* A(k*, x)F(k), 
IT 

and the integral is over the 2-D complex k-plane; i.e., with k = a + ib, 

f d2k == I"" dajOO db. 
-00 -00 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Now, from the definition of A(k, x) and the generating function definition for the 

Hermite polynomials, with s = k /./2, 

A(k,X)=.E( Hn(x) e iX2)~=L1/Jn(X)~. 
n=O In!2n .fif J"ii! 11=0 v'nf 

(5) 
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We therefore see 

kn 

Vn"!' 
has Bargmann transform (6) 

We can transform a scalar product from x-space into k-space, or from k-space 

into x-space: 

~f dZke-kk' F*(k)Fz(k) 
rr I 

= ~ f d 2ke- kk" f dxl/!(I\X)* A(k*, x) f dX'o/(2)(X')A(k, x') 

= f dXo/(I)(X)*1jJ(2)(X), (7) 

where we have used, again with k = a + ib, 

~ f d2ke-kk' ACk*, x)A(k, x') 

~ I fCXl d +/2a- ··r~l2 1 fX db iJ2b(x'x) 
~ ~- ae e 1 ~ e 
~ -00 rr -00 

= e-[("~·')f_l_fX db'eib'(XXi = 8(x' - x). (8) 
2rr -DC 

In the last step, we have used 

f(x)il(x) = f(O)il(x). (9) 

Eq. (7) thus permits us to evaluate a scalar product either in x -space or in k-space. 

At times, the latter may lead to the easier integral. 

B Completeness Relation 

The delta-function property of the integral of eq. (8) is also useful to prove the 

completeness ofthe set of harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions o/"ex). An arbitrary 

I-D square-integrable fUIIction, lJ.I(x), can be expanded in a generalized Fourier 

series in oscillator eigenfunctions, l/!nex), 

CXl 
\lI(x) = I:>no/n(X), 

n=O 

with coefficient, en, evaluated by the Fourier inversion theorem 

en = foc dx'lJ.I(X'), l/!:(x'); 
-00 

so 

'''' foc 
\lI(x) = L -00 dx'lJ.I(x')l/!n(X)l/r;~(X'). 

n=O 

(10) 

(11) 

(2) 
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This requires 

oc 

L 1/In (x) 1/1; CXI) = 8(x - Xl). (13) 

n=O 

This is the completeness relation we want to prove. Substituting eg. (5) into the 

left-hand side of eg. (8), we get 

(14) 

Doing the integral in polar coordinates, with k = pe i ¢, 

J d 2ke-k*kk*n k m = 1:00 
dPpep2pn+m127f dcpei(lli-n)¢ 

= focc dppe 'P' ntm2 0 'Tr' 0 10 p nOnm ="n.Onm· (15) 

Combining eqs. (8) and (14) leads to the needed completeness relation given by 

eq. (13). 

C A Second Useful Application: The matrix (x)nm 

As a second example, we will use the Bargmann kernel to calculate the following 

useful integral 

i: dx 1/1; (x)x 1/Im (x) =< 1/1;, x1/lm >= (x)nm. (16) 

With m = n this integral would be needed to calculate the expectation value of x 

in the nth eigenstate. Because in that case the integrand is an odd function of x, 

this expectation value is zero. The particle is equally likely to be in the right half 

or the left half of the x domain. For general n, m, the two-index quantity defined 

as (x)nm in eg. (16) will be shown to be a matrix in Chapter 6. For general n, m, 

we can evaluate the needed integral by considering the integra] 

i: dxA(/*, x)xA(k, x) (17) 

as a function of the arbitrary complex parameters k and [* in two ways 

J
CC lM k'" JOO 

dxA(i*, x)xA(k, x) = L-'''- dx 1/1; (x)x1/lm (x) 
-Xl n -fo! yIni!oo 

11,f 

1 l*kjoo _[t"",L(I'+k)]' 1 "kjOO '( I 1 ) . fl = -e dxxe ' J2 = -e dx x + --(1* +k) e- x 

.fii -00 fi -00 ,,12 
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1 * . /'k 1 (l*!l+lk ll + l*"k"+l) 
---------(l + k)e = -2: . 
./2 ./2 n=O n! 

= _I (2: ~~Il~ + 2: 1*lI kll+1). 
./2 n=l (n - I)! ,,=0 n! . 

(18) 

The only surviving terms arc those in which the powers of k, viz., m, differ from 

n by ± I. Therefore 

I: dx1/f,;(x)x1/fm(X) = 0 for m # (n ± 1) 

-_____ . . _1 (n -2+ 1) V for m=(n+l) 

-- fri2 "or V 7. " m = (n - I). (l9) 

Problems 

9. For the I-D harmonic oscillator, calculate all nonzero matrix elements of q2, p, 

and p2 (for the nonzero matrix clements of q, see eq. (19) above). For a general 

state 

lJ!(q, t) = 2:en 1/f,,(q)e-kt--n {, 

n 

calculate < q >, < q 2 >, < p >, < p2 >, I:1q, and I:1p as functions of the en. Try 

to determine values of en for which the product (l:1p)(/'<..q) is a minimum. (Hint: 

Try eo = 1, all other en = 0.) For the special case 

1 

Co = ./2' 

calculate < q >, < q 2 >, and /'<..q as functions of the time, t. For this special case, 

also calculate S; that is, calculate as a function of q and t the probability per unit 

time and unit area normal to the displacement, q, that the particle is streaming in 

the direction of q. 

10. A particle of mass, m, in a !-D harmonic oscillator potential has a probability 

density amplitude at t = 0, specified by the initial value 

that is, by the n = 0 eigenfunction displaced by a distance qo. Calculate peE,,), 

the probability the particle is in an energy eigenstate with energy En at t = 0 as 

a function of Xo = qo/ JIi/mwo and n. [Check that PeEn) -+ 8,,0, as qo -+ 0.] 

Calculate IJ! IJ!* at a later time, t, and discuss the motion of the particle. Note: You 

may be able to sum an infinite series by using the generating function definition 
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of the Hermite polynomials, Hn (x), or the Bargmann kernel expansion 

11. Repeat problem 10 for the case when 

that is, by the n = 1 eigenfunction displaced by a distance qQ, or for the case when 

\lI(q, t = 0) = Vrn(q - qo) 

for arbitrary n. 

Solution for Problem 11 

a. The case n = 1: Let us write \II at t = 0 in terms of the dimensionless x and Xo 

2(x - xo) _1(x_t)2 r;; _1 x2 e - ~ (-91J\J2x ~---
\II (x, 0) = ,e 2 -0 = v2(x -xo)e 4 0 ----,,---

v'2H4 H4 

_lx2 Xo _1(2~Vrn(X)(xo)n 
= hex - xo)e 4 0 A(-, x) = hex - xo)e 4 0 L-=-- ---= , 

v'2 n=O 0z! --12 
(1) 

where we have used the expansion of the Bargmann kernel function, A_Ck, x), with 

k = xo/v'2, in terms of the normalized Vrn(x). If we further use 

((n+T) In 
xVrn(x) = V 2-2---Vrn+I(X) + V ZVrn-l(X), 

the ahove yields 

\II (x, 0) = e-~X6 ( ---hxo t Vrn(x) ( ~ )n 

n=O ~ v'2 

+ f= Jen + l)~'!'±!(x) ( ~)" + f= Jfi Vrn-I(~2 (--:':!!- )") 
,,=0 ~./2 n=l ~./2 

= e-i x6f=(-hxo Vrne:f ( ~ r 
n=O --In. v'2 

(2) 

+ n Vrn(x) (~)n-l + ~ Vrnex) (~)n), 
~..j2 v'2 # v'2 (3) 

where we have shifted indices n ---) (n - 1) and n ~ (n + 1) in the last two sums 

above. (The second sum is proportional to a factor n and thus begins at n = 1.) 

We have therefore expanded our \lI (x, 0) in terms of the Vrn ex) 

with en = ej;J (~rl (n ----ix~). \II (x, 0) = LCnVrn(X), (4) 
n 
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At a later time, we have 

n 

(5) 

We can now sum these infinite series, using the expansion of the Bargmann kernel 

function, through 

f: 1/In(x) e = A(k, x) = ~e-~k'+v'2kx-4x' 
n=O v'flf 11:" 
~ 1/In(x) kn-1 = dA(k, x) = (-k + '2 )A(k ) 
~n q dk Y L.X , X , 

n=l yn! 

now with k = (xoe- iWot / v'2). This yields 

X --------------~l-------------

11:" 
__ i 1"'012(x - Xo cos wot) _1(x-xocosWot)2 -ixo sinWoI(x- 1 Xo cos "'01) 

=e 2 1 e 2 e 2 . 

v'211: 4 

Therefore, 

(6) 

(7) 

2 (x - Xo cos wot)2 ()2 2 
!IV(x,t)! =2 e-x-XOCosWot =!1/I\(x-xocoswot)!; (8) 

fi 

that is, the probability density is that of the n = 1 state, but it oscillates about the 

origin with the oscillator frequency, (wo), with amplitude Xo, and without change 

of shape. 

Our derivation so far has made use of some simple properties of harmonic 

oscillator eigenfunctions, [see eq. (2)], and the expansion of the Bargmann kernel 

function in terms of the 1/1 n (x), or, what would be equivalent, the generating function 

definition of the Hermite polynomials. 

b. The case of arbitrary n: To generalize ourresultto a function IV (x, 0) = 1/In (x

xo) with arbitrary n, it may prove more convenient to work with the Bargmann 

transform of 1/In(x - xo): 

Fn(k) = i: dx 1/1" (x - xo)A(k, x) = i: dx I 1/111 (x')A(k, x' + xo) 
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where we have used the reality and the orthonormality of the harmonic oscillator 

eigenfunctions. To obtain the expansion coefficients, e~), 

(10) 

it is sufficient to expand Fn(k) in powers of k and use the k-space orthonormality 

relation 

1 f 2 -kk* km k*l 
- d ke ~ No = 8ml • 

7r vm! vI! 
(11) 

For this purpose, therefore, we expand 

(12) 

so 

( ) II! 2~ n! m! (XO )n+m-2a en = ---_e-4x0L..,(_1)n-a _ 
m .Jnf R a=O a!(n - a)! (m - a)! .fi . 

(13) 

For the time-dependent function, we then get 

(14) 

m 

and we could perform the m sums via 

m! k m d a 

~(m - a)! t/lm(x) R = dka A(k, x), 

x e-iWfjt 

now with k = 0.fi (15) 

For small values of n, where the a sum contributes only n + 1 terms, this method 

works well, as you could again verify for the special case, n = 1. For arbitrary 

values of n, particularly for large values of n, we could use the summed form of 
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the Bargmann transform, FnCk). From the above expansion in powers of k, 

If W(x,O) has Bargmann transform 

then W(x, t) has Bargmann transfonn Fn(k, t) = e-~wot Fn(ke-;<llot). 

Therefore, for us, 

W(X, t) = ~ f d 2ke- kk' A(k*, x)F~(k, t). (17) 

To do this integral, it will now be convenient to make the substitution 

so 

e-.J2k'*x+xxoe'--lwor e-~x2 -'0 I _I' t x2 [ k'" ] 
, e[J'ike "'0 le+~ __ 

IT~ ~ 

e 
x' 

= d 2k' e .k"k' """""""'_, __ 
e-i(n+ ~ )(1'0' f. e[ -, ~k'·2 t,J2k"(x-xo COs<vot)-1(X- XO cos WO!)'] 

I 

IT 7f 4 

k'n 
x [,._,]e- iXO &in(l.lot(x-~ cos (U(:.t) 

yin! 

= e- 1 n+, Wn' - d k'e- A(k*, (x - XQcoswot)) --. '( i) [1 f 2 k"k' , [ k'" ]] 

IT, ~ 
X e -ixo s.in (tJot(x --1- cos Wot) 

= l/fn(x - Xo cos wot)e· i (i1+})(»)O'e- iXo sin (UOr(> ",.~ coswo!)) (18) 

For arbitrary n, 

2 , 2 
IW(x,t)1 = il/JIl(X-XOcoswot)l, (19) 

For arbitrary n, therefore, the probability density oscillates without change of shape 

about the origin with the oscillator frequency, (wo), and with amplitude Xo, if the 

initial state is the nth oscillator state displaced in the x-direction through a distance 

Xo. This extremely simple property is unique for the harmonic oscillator and does 

not follow for the energy eigenstates of more complicated Hamiltonians. Also, the 

use of the Bargmann transfonn greatly facilitated the proof for general, n. 
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12. The 2-D isotropic harmonic oscillator with Hamiltonian 

1 mw2 

H + _(p2 + p2) + _~O(X2 + i) 
2m x y 2 

has eigenfunctions 

1/f",f!,(X, Y) = 1/fn, (X)1/f",(y), 

with eigenvalues, En 1112 = n(l)() (n I + n 2 + 1). Show that H is invariant to rotations 

x' = x cos (j + y sin (j, 

y' = ~x sin(j + ycos(j, 

where () is a constant. Show by means ofthe Bargmann kernel that an eigenfunction 

in which only the x' degree of freedom is excited can be expanded in terms of the 

above 1/fn ,1!2; Le., find the expansion coefficients, C~~i2: 

1/fN(X')1/fO(y') = L>~~~21/f", (x)1/fn, (y). 
n In] 

13. For the conservation laws for the hydrogen atom, thc three components of 

the Runge-Lenz vector are 

~ 1 (~ ~ ~ ~ ) Ze2
4 

R = - [p x LJ ~ Lx p] ~ -r. 
2~ r 

Show that they are hermitian when written in the above form. Also, show that they 

commute with the hydrogen atom Hamiltonian 

(j) . j}) Ze2 

IJ=--~-. 

2~ r 

In the above, Rand IJ are expressed in terms ofthe physical quantities, rphys., Pphys., 

fPhYS., and IJphys .. If these are expressed in terms of dimensionless quantities, r, p, 
L, 11, through 

4 

rphys. = aor, 

IJphys. 

Ii 4 

Pphys. =-- p, 
ao 

L phys. = liZ, 

the Runge vecto.! in physical units, as given above, can be expressed in terms of a 

dimensionless R by 

- 2 -R phys. = Z e R. 

Show that this dimensionless R can also be expressed as 

- -~ __ -+ .-+ r -+..,. .......... --0..., j' 

R = [p x L] ~ lp ~ .... = r(p· p) ~ p(r· p) - --. 
r r 
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Also, 

~ - ( 2) - - - -(R ·1?) = p. p - - (L· L + 1) + 1 = 2H(L· L + 1) + 1, 
r. 

and 
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Further Interpretation of the Wave 
Function 

Consider a quantum-mechanical system with a Hamiltonian that has a discrete 

spectrum only, with allowed energies, En, and eigenfunctions, 1/In. In general, the 

state of this quantum system can be specified by a wave function 

lI1(r, t) = I>n1/ln(r). e-kE,,1 (1) 

n 

describing a system for which the energy is not uniquely specified. If it is a single 

particle, 

< 111, 111 >= 1 = LC~Cn < 1/1", 1/1" > + LC~Cm < 1/1", 1/Im > ek(E,,-Em)I, (2) 

n nim 

Because < 1/1", 1/Im >= 0 for n 1= m, 

< '-II,1I1 >= Llcnl 2 , (3) 

n 

Similarly, 

< E >=< '-II, Hili >= l)cn I2En, (4) 

n 

< Ek >=< II1,Hk ll1 >= ~)cnI2E~, (5) 

n 

It is natural to interpret jen 12 as PeEn), the probability the particle be found in the 

state with energy En. Without a coupling of our system to an outside field, that is, 

without an outside perturbation, these PeEn) are independent of the time. 
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A Application 1: Tunneling through a Barrier 

As a simplest application, consider the NH3 molecule system, where the motion of 

the N-atom relative to the H3 plane is governed by the double-minimum potential 

of problem 7. The lowest-energy eigenfunction was an even function of x; the first 

excited state, at an excitation energy, I:!..E, above the ground state (see Fig. 6.1), has 

an eigenfunction that is an odd function of x, but otherwise almost identical with 

the lowest-energy eigenfunction (see Fig. 6.2). Ifwe actually make a measurement 

of the position of the N -atom when the x-vibrational motion is not excited, we will 

find the N-atom either above the H3 plane, x > 0, or below it, x < O. Suppose at 

t = 0 we make a measurement telling us the N-atom is above the H3 plane. Then, 

I 
\{I (x, t = 0) = y'2 (1/I0.even + 1/IO.odd) = 1/IRight. 

Note Ln len 12 = 1. At any later time, 

• r. ( ) 1 (,1, ~~ L Eo t ,1, - L Eo oddt) 
'¥ x, t = y'2 'l'O,evene r. .oven + 'l'O,odde • ' 

In particular, when 

__ l_e-kEo,event(,I, + ,1, e-kLlEt) 
- y'2 'l'O,even '1'0, odd . 

lin 
t=-

I:!..E' 

1 'E 1 
\{I(x, t) = y'2e- ii 'l.even (1frO.even -1frO.odd), 1\{I(x, t)1 = I1frLeftl· 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

In this time, therefore, the N-atom has tunneled from the right potential minimum 

through the barrier to the left potential minimum. In twice this time, we will again 

find the N-atom in the right minimum. The N-atom tunnels back and forth through 

the potential barrier with a frequency given by 

I:!..E 
Vtunneling = 2nli' (10) 

From the solution of problem 7, I:!..E is proportional to the Gamow factor, e-G , 

with G = 2aJ[2tL(Vo - E)jJi2] for the square well barrier of width 2a. For a 

more general Vex), this would be replaced by 

G = i:a 
dxJ[2tL(V(x) - E)jJi2], 

as will be shown in Chapter 37, where the Gamow factor, e-G , is the most crucial 

part for the probability of tunneling through the barrier. 

We end with a parenthetic remark: In the above discussion, we have used another 

result of problem 7. The lowest-state eigenfunction for our symmetric potential, 

with V (-x) = V (x), is an even function of x. This result seems to be universally 
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v (x) 

========~==~==t=~==~========E~~d 
Eo.eveD 

__________ ~~L_ __ L_~~~ __________ x 

FIGURE 6.1. The ground-state doublet of the NH3 double minimum potential. 

true for symmetric potentials, which can be understood in terms of the curvature of 

the eigenfunctions. For two similar eigenfunctions of opposite parity, the function 

of odd parity must have a node in the center at x = 0 and must therefore have a 

somewhat greater curvature to "fit" into the potential, leading to a greater positive 

value of the expectation value of the kinetic energy. It is, however, not completely 

clear this property could be negated by the expectation value of the potential energy 

for a "pathological" potential perhaps having a large contribution to < V > from 

the region near x = O. In fact, the double minimum potential of this section, in 

which the central potential barrier is sufficiently infinite. is such a "pathological" 

case for which the ground state wave function is a degenerate doublet of an even 

and odd function. The ground-state wave function is no longer a pure even function 

ofx. 
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111 (X) 

WO.odd (X) 

X 

I 
I 111o. even (X) 

X 

X 

----~~----~~--~------~--~-------X 

FIGURE 6.2. The eigenfunctions 1/ro,odd and 1/ro,even of the ground state doublet and 

1/rright/left = !I<1/ro.even ± 1/rO,odd)' 

B Application 2: Time-dependence of a general 

oscillator < q > 

The probability amplitudes en can tell us the quantum mechanical expectation 

value of any operator, 0, through 

(11) 

n.m 

As a particular example, let 0 = q, the physical displacement coordinate of the 

I-D harmonic oscillator, The two-index quantities (q)nm =< l{fn, ql{fm > for the 

harmonic oscillator were nonzero only for m = n ± 1 (see Chapter 5). Thus, 
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"'flj;;n [* *. ] = ~ -- 2'Real(cncn_l)coswot-2Im(cncn_l)smwot 
n 2mwo 

= LJ lin An cos(wot + ¢n), (12) 
n 2mwo 

where we have defined 2C~Cn-1 =: Anei¢n. If we use < q > to describe the 

quantum-mechanical motion of the simple I-D harmonic oscillator, the result is 

very similar to the classical motion. 

C Matrix Representations 

For the expectation value, < 0 >, of eq. (11), it is tempting to interpret the 

two-index quantity, Onm =:< l/In, Ol/lm >, as the nmth matrix element of an 

infinite-dimensional matrix. (The set of numbers, Onm, contain all experimentally 

observable information about the dynamical quantity represented by the operator, 

0.) To prove Onm is a matrix, all laws of matrix algebra must be satisfied: 

1) multiplication by a scalar (a complex number or "c-number"), )..0: 

< l/In, )"Ol/lm >= )"Onm. 

2) addition of two matrices, 01 + 02: 

< l/In, (01 + 02)l/Im >= (Ol)nm + (02)nm. 

3) matrix multiplication, 0201: 

< l/In, 02 0 ll/lm >=? 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

To prove the law of matrix-multiplication, the new function obtained by acting 

with 0 1 on l/I m can be expanded in terms of the l/Ik in a generalized Fourier series 

O)l/Im = LCkl/lb with Ck =< l/Ib Oll/lm >= (Olhm, (16) 
k 

so 

< l/In, 020ll/lm >= L < l/In, OZl/lk >< l/Ib Oll/lm >, (17) 
k 

or 

(02 0 1)nm = Z) 02)nk( Ol)km· (18) 

k 

This relation is the familiar law of matrix multiplication. The matrix elements, 

Onm =< l/In, Ol/lm >= f dxl/I;(x)Ol/lm(x), 

were introduced here with the concept of the Schrodinger wave equation and the 

use of the energy eigenfunctions of this wave equation. Heisenberg first introduced 
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such matrix elements of dynamical quantities entirely withoutthe concept of a wave 

equation or a wave function. 

D Heisenberg Matrix Mechanics 

We are therefore now at a stage where we can make a short historical remark about 

the Heisenberg derivation of the laws of quantum mechanics. Heisenberg did not 

think in terms of a wave equation or in terms of a wave function. He started by 

thinking about the laws of classical dynamics for a periodic (or more generally 

a multiple-periodic or quasiperiodic system) in terms of a Fourier analysis of the 

classical generalized coordinates, q. For a simple periodic system, 

q(t) = LqneillWI, with w = 2rrv, 

n 

(19) 

where qn is the Fourier amplitude for the n'h overtone of the classical fundamental 

w. (For a multiple-periodic system, nw would be replaced by n\w\ + n2w2 + ... + 
n fW f, and the sum would be over f overtone indices, and the Fourier coefficients 

would depend on f integers, qn = qnln, ... nr) 

Now, Heisenberg reasoned: Because the n'h overtone has to be replaced by a 

two-index quantity, via the Bohr frequency relation, 

En - Em 
nw Bohr, (20) 

the Fourier coefficient qn should also be replaced by a two-index quantity 

Heisenberg matrix. (21) 

Moreover, these qnm are the only observable (physically meaningful) quantities. In 

addition, because matrices do not commute, the quantum mechanically meaningful 

p and q matrices do not commute. In particular, Heisenberg introduced the Planck 

constant into his matrix algebra with the simple assumption 

Ii 
L(Pnkqkm - qnkPkm) = -;8nm . 

k l 

(22) 

In the limit, Ii --+ 0, P and q do commute as they should in the classical limit, 

when Ii becomes too small to matter. The genius of the Heisenberg approach is 

contained in this Heisenberg relation, which we have already met in Section 3G 

in the framework of the Schrodinger approach. 

Using the P, q matrix commutation relation, the relation between H(p, q) and 

E, and the commutators [p, H(p, q)] and [q, H(p, q)], which followfromeq. (22), 

Heisenberg found the allowed energy values and the matrix elements of p and q via 

matrix algebra for the 1-0 harmonic oscillator and other simple dynamical systems, 

without the use of a wave equation. The equivalence between the Heisenberg qnm 

and the SchrOdinger < 1/In, q1/lm > was demonstrated by SchrOdinger in 1926. 

(Wolfgang Pauli in an unpublished letter to P. Jordan is reputed to have shown 
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this equivalence even earlier). In these lectures, we shall give the Heisenberg 

derivation for the energy eigenvalues, En, and the matrix elements qnm and Pnm of 

the simple harmonic oscillator in Chapter 19 after we have gained some facility 

in the calculation of matrix elements of dynamical quantities by both SchrOdinger 

and algebraic (Heisenberg) techniques. 



7 

The Eigenvalue Problem 

One of the basic problems needing to be solved in quantum theory is the general 

eigenvalue problem, for some hermitian operator, say, A, with At = A, 

(1) 

We shallieam how to solve such problems by purely algebraic techniques,without 

introducing wave functions and differential equations. For the moment, however, 

let us go back to the coordinate representation, and, in particular, let us choose 

A = H, where H is the Hamiltonian for a single particle in three dimensions, or 

for the two-particle problem after transformation to center of mass and relative 

coordinates. Keeping the center of mass fixed, the eigenvalue problem for the 

relative motion of the two-particle system is given by the SChrOdinger equation 

(2) 

If the potential is a function of the scalar distance r only, spherical coordinates 

will be natural and 

( a2 2 a 1 [ 1 a. a 1 a2 J) 2J.t 
- -+--+- -.--SI00-+-.-- 1/I+-(V(r)-E)1/I =0. 

ar2 r ar r2 SIO 0 ao ao sm2 0 a¢2 1i2 

(3) 

Now, let 

1/I(r, 0, </J) = R(r)Y(O, </J) = R(r)8(0)(fl(</J). (4) 
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Substituting into the equation, and subsequently dividing by 1/1 ,:= R8cI>, and then 

mUltiplying from the left with r2, leads to a separation of the wave equation 

r2[d2R 2dRJ 2W2 1[ 1 a. 08'] I a2<1> - -+-- +--(E-V(r))=-- --sm8- - -. 
R dr2 r dr 1i2 8 sin 8 a8 a8 . cI> sin2 8 o¢2 

(5) 

Now, we have a function of r only, on the left-hand side of the equation, equaling 

a function of e and ¢ only on the right. Hence, each function must be equal to 

the same constant, to be named, Ao. By multiplying the right-hand side by sin2 e, 
we can further separate the e and ¢-dependent pieces. Letting the new separation 

constant be named m2, we get the three separated equations 

1i2 [d2R 2dRJ [1i2 ] 
- - --2 + -- + -2 2Ao + VCr) R(r) = ER(r), 

2IL dr r dr ILr 
(6) 

(7) 

d2 cI> 
- d¢2 = m2<1>(¢). (8) 

The solution to the last equation is trivial 

cI>(¢) = e±imq,. (9) 

We shall prove later the separation constant, m, must be an integer. We shall defer 

the proof to later, but we note that it does not follow from the requirement that 

the wave function be single valued. It is 1/11/1* and the probability density current, 

S, that must be single valued, i.e., have the same value at ¢ and (¢ + 21l'). The 

r and e equations can be simplified by eliminating the first derivative term to 

make them have the form of a I-D SchrOdinger equation. Because the volume 

element in spherical coordinates has the weighting factor r2 sin e, and we require 

the normalization 

LX) drr2IR(r),21lf d8 sin8181212lf d¢IcI>1 2 = I, (10) 

(we will find it convenient to make each integral separately equal to unity), it will 

be useful to "one-dimensionalize" by transforming to new I-D functions, u, 

rR(r) = u(r), .Jsin88(8) = u(8), cI>(¢) = u(¢). (11) 

The I-D equations are then 

( 
d2 2IL liZ AO ) 2IL 

--d 2 + -z[V(r) + -2 2] u(r) = -ZEu(r) = Au(r), 
r Ii ILr Ii 

(12) 

( 
d2 (mZ - !») 1 

--2 + . 2 4 u(8) = (AO + - )u(8) = AU(O), 
de sm 8 4 

(13) 
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d 2u . 
- dcp2 = m2u(cp) = Au(cp). 

The generic eigenvalue problem we want to solve has the form 

d2 

(--2 + rex, m»)uAm(x) = AuAm(x). 
dx 

(14) 

(15) 

The effective potential term often contains a parameter, named m in the generic 

equation, such as the parameter, m, in the e equation, or the parameter 1..0 in the r 

equation. 

One of the methods used by Schr6dinger to solve this type of problem is the 

so-called factorization method, which naturally leads to a constructive process via 

ladder operators. The introduction of such ladder operators will ease the transition 

to the algebraic techniques, which we will use later to solve such eigenvalue prob

lems, beginning with Chapter 14, where we reexamine many of these problems in 

a new light. 

A The Factorization Method: Ladder Operators 

[A good reference for this method is: L. Infeld and T. E. Hull, Reviews of Modem 

Physics 23 (1951) 21. The table of factorizations at the end of the article gives a 

listing of 31 wave equations for which solutions are known in analytic form.] 

In the factorization method, an attempt is made to solve the eigenvalue problem 

of eq. (15) by factoring the Schr6dinger operator containing a second derivative op

erator into a product of two factors, each containing only a first derivative operator. 

Defining 

d 
O+(m) = -- + k(x, m), 

dx 
d 

O_(m) = +- + k(x, m), 
dx 

(16) 

which through the basic second-order equation, eq. (15), satisfy the two equations 

I: O+(m)O_(m)uAm(x) = [A - .c(m)]uAm(x), 

II: O_(m + I)O+(m + l)u Am (x) = [Je - .c(m + l)]u Am (x). (17) 

For the specific case of the e equation, our eq. (13), the function 

1 
k(e, m) = (m - 2")cote 

will do the trick. Our equation (I) becomes 

( -~ + (m - ~ )cote) (+~ + (m - ~)Cote)UAm(e) 
de 2 de 2 

( 
d2 (m 2 - ~) 1 2) 

= --+ -(m--) uAmce) 
de 2 sin2 e 2 

(18) 
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1 2 
= [A - (m - 2) ]u Am (8). (19) 

Equation (II) becomes 

(+ :8 +(m+~)Cot8)(- :8 +(m+~)Cot8)UAnl(8) 

= __ + 4 _ (m + _)2 u, (8) ( 
d2 (m2 - .1) 1 ) 

de 2 sin28 2 Am 

1 2 
= [A - (m + 2) ]uAm (8). (20) 

The proposed factorization works for the 8 equation and leads in this case to 

(21) 

We will postpone the question, treated in detail by Infeld and Hull, for which 

"potentials" does the factorization work? Let us first prove a number of theorems. 

Theorem I: 

If uAm(x) is an eigenfunction of the generic equation with parameter, m, and 

eigenvalue A, then [ 0_ (m)u Am (X) ] is an eigenfunction of the equation with param

eter, m - 1, and the same eigenvalue A, and [ 0+ (m + l)u Am (X)] is an eigenfunction 

of the equation with parameter, m + 1, and the same eigenvalue A. 

That is, 

O_(m)UAm(X) = const.u).(m_l)(x), 

O+(m + l)u Am (x) = const.uA(m+l)(x). (22) 

To see the first, act on equation (I) from the left with 0._ (m) to give 

o_(m)o+(m{ O_(m)UAm] = [A - c(m){ O_(m)uAnl l (23) 

that is, O-(m)uAm is a solution of equation (II), with m replaced by (m - 1). 

Similarly, acting on equation (II) from the left with O+(m + 1) gives 

o+(m+l)O_(m+l{ o+(m+l)UAm] = [A-C(m+l){ O+(m+l)uAm l (24) 

that is, O+(m + l)uAm is a solution of equation (I), now with m replaced by m + 1. 

Thus, O_(m) and O+(m + 1) are m step-down, or step-up, operators that can 

ladder from a known solution to other solutions. Still to be answered: Are the 

new functions square-integrable if the original U Am were square-integrable? Do 

the m-ladders continue indefinitely to smaller or larger values? These questions 

still need to be answered. To see these, we need additional theorems. 

Theorem II: 

(25) 

These relations follow from the adjoint properties of the two part8 of the operators 

ddt 
[--] = [+-] ; 

dx dx 
k(x, m) = k(x, mY'. (26) 
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We can use this theorem to investigate the square-integrability of UJ.(mll)' 

Assuming U,m is square-integrable, over an interval from a to b, consider 

Jh 

. dxu~m+ 1 (X)U!.mll (x) 

~ IconSLI 2 rb 
dx[O+(m + I)U).m(X)]*[O+(m + l)u Am (x)] 

J" 
= IconsLI2jb dxu:",(x)O_(m + l)OI(m + 1)u Am (x) 

" 
= IconSLl 2p. - £(m + 1)] rb dxu~m(x)u!.m(x). (27) 

Ja 

If the number [A. - £(m + I)] is a positive number, the final result is a patently 

positive quantity, and UAm+1 is square-integrable and can be normalized to one by 

an appropriate choice of the constant. If £(m) is an increasing function of m (see 

Fig. 7.]), however, an m-value will come such that £(m + 1) will be greater than A.. 

Eq. (27) then would say that a patently positive quantity on the left-hand side ofthe 

equation would have to be a patently negative quantity on the right-hand side. This 

cannot be. Hence, the assumption that the solution U).m was square-integrable must 

have been wrong. The only way out of the soup comes if the m step-up process 

quits; Le., if a maximum possible value of m exists, mmax, such that 

(28) 

which would require 

A. = £(mmax + 1). (29) 

Eq. (28) is a first-order equation, which can in principle always be integrated 

(30) 

For example, in the case of our 8 equation, 

dU;,mmax 1 
--. - = (mmax + 2) coted8, 

U)...mrn;tA 

(31 ) 

leading to 

I [I (. 8 )]m,m" + ~ nu Ama , = . n SIn . (32) 

If we name 

mmax = i, (33) 

we can write this solution 

(34) 
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...8(m) 

A Forbidden 

I 
--~--+---~~------------------------ m 

• Spectrum 

-00 +-

FIGURE 7.1. Case 1. A monotonically increasing .cCm). 

recalling that v'sin Be(B) = u(B). The normalization constant, Nt, can be 

evaluated to be 

INiI = 
(21 -+ I)!! 

2(21)! ! 
= 

1 . 3 . 5 ... ·(21 -+ 1) 

2[2 . 4 . 6 ... 21] 

These considerations lead us to theorem IlIa. 

Theorem IlIa: 

(35) 

If C(m) is an increasing function of m, a highest value of m exists, mmax, such that 

(h(mmax -+ l)u!cm mox = 0, and the eigenvalue, A, is restricted by .Ie = C(mmax + 1). 

In this case, normalized square-integrable eigenfunctions Uicm can be obtained from 

(36) 

where 

C) m == D_(m) 

-() <ItA - C(m)] 
(37) 

That is, we can use a laddering process to ladder down from the eigenfunction with 

maximum possible m to arbitrary m, by repeated application of this operation. 
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Theorem IIIb: 

If .c(m) is a decreasing function of m, (see, e.g., Fig. 7.2), a lowest value of m 

exists, mmin, such that O-(mmin)UAm mm = 0, and the eigenvalue A. is restricted by 

A. = .c(mmin). In this case, normalized, square-integrable eigenfunctions UAm can 

be obtained through a step-up procedure, starting with the eigenfunction with the 

minimum possible value of m, via 

where 

Ol(rn +. I) 
O+(m -+ I) =: .-. 

..J[A. - .c(rn + 1)] 

Theorem Illb follows from 

rb dxu~m_l(x)UAml(X) 
Ja 

= Iconst.!21b dX[ O_(m)UAm(X)]* ° (m)uAm(x) 

= IconsLI21h dxu~m(x)[ O+(m)O_(m)uAm(x)] 

= IconsLI2[A. ..... .c(m)] (h dxu~m(x)uJ,.m(x). 
J" 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Now if [A. - .cem)] is a positive quantity, U).m --I is square-integrable, if U;"m is 

square-integrable. If .cem) is a decreasing function of m, as in Fig. 7.2, however, a 

value of m would (in general) come such that [A. - .cem - 1)] would be a negative 

quantity, and again we would have a patently positive quantity on the left-hand 

side of the equation equal to a patently negative quantity on the right. The initial 

assumption that UJ,.m be square-integrable must have been wrong. In the special 

case when A. = .c(mmin), however, the laddering process quits at the value mmin, 

and now no inconsistency exist. 

In this case, 

(41 ) 

, dU)..m rrlJll 

-j- --- + k(x, mmirJUAm (x) = O. 
dx lllJl1 

(42) 

In this case, if .c(m) is a monotonic, decreasing function of m, (see Fig. 7.2), the 

spectrum of allowed m values runs from mmin, mmin + I, mmin + 2, ... , on to 

+00; the functions with higher rn values being generated by repeated action with 

O+(m + 1). 

So far, we have considered cases with .c(m) being monotonic increasing or 

decreasing functions of m. Our special example of the () equation, however, with 

.c(m) = (m - ~)2, see fig. 7.3, is an increasing function of m for positive m values 

and a decreasing function of m for negative m values. In this case, the laddering 

process will lead to square-intcgrable functions only if both a minimum value of 
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.E(m) 

Forbidden 
<]1------' 

m 

-
Spectrum· • 

- 00 

FIGURE 7.2. Case 2. A monotonically decreasing £(m). 

m and a maximum value of m exist. The spectrum of allowed m values is restricted 

to a finite number = (mmax - mmin + 1). 

In the special case of the (;l-equation, we have both 

A = C(mmin) = C(mmax + 1) = (mmin - ~)2 = (mma> + ~)2, (43) 

and thus (44) 

This quadratic equation for mmin has the two roots, mmin = -mmax and mmin = 
+(mmax + 1). Clearly, the last equation violates the meaning of mmin' Thus, with 

mmax == t, the allowedm values range from +t in steps of one down to -t. Because 

(mmax - mmin) = 21 must be an integer, we have the result, 21 must be an integer. 

Thus, seemingly I can be either an integer or a ~-integer. Later, we shall prove 

only the integer values are allowed for the orbital or (;l equation. 

Finally, the function C(m) could be a decreasing function of m for large positive 

values of m and an increasing function of m for negative values of m (see Fig. 

7.4). In this case for a A < Cmax , now two ranges of m values exist, one beginning 

at an mmin and going in integer steps on to +00, and a second beginning at an 

mmax and going in integer steps onto -00. If A > Cmax , then all m values would 
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.E(m) 

Forbidden Forbidden 

m 

mmax + 1 

• • Spectrum • • 

FIGURE 7.3. Case 3. An £(m) with an allowed spectrum such that mmin. :::::: m :::::: mmax .. 

be allowed. In this last case, therefore, ).. also has a continuous spectrum for all 

values of A > Cmax • In this case, the normalization integral should have the delta 

function form 

(45) 

With A > C(m) for all possible m, the normalized ladder operators, O+(m + 1) 

and O_(m) exist. Moreover, they will preserve this normalization. If the uAm(x) 

are normalized according to eq. (45), then 

100 * J~oodxu~'m[ o+(m)O-(m)U Am ] 

-00 dxuA'(m_l)(x)UA(m-l)(X) = .y'[A' - C(m)][A - C(m)] 

[A - C(m)] 100d * I 

'C xUA'm(x)uAm(x) = eS(A - A). 
[A - (m)] -00 

(46) 

In this case, however, it may be difficult to find a solution for a starting value, 

uAmo(x), 
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.E(m) 

m 

• • Spectrum • 

FIGURE 7.4. Case 4. An C(m) with two allowed branches: m = mmax .-'» -00, and 

m = mmin --+ +00. 
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Spherical Harmonics, Orbital Angular 

Momentum 

We arc now in a position to calculate the full angular functions for the general 

central force problem, using the Jaddering techniques for the e equation to construct 

the full set of angular functions (0(0) via the normalized step-down operators. 

Because the eigenvalue ;.. = Ao + i is a function of mmax == I, we will replace 

the index A by the integer f. [Recall that A = L(mmax + I) = (l + ~?l The full 

angular functions are the spherical harmonics 

(1) 

To get the standard (universally accepted) phases for the spherical hannonics, we 

nced to multiply the normalization coefficient in the starting function U/l, with 

mmax = I, by the phase factor ( - 1 i 

p:
~------. 

(21 + I)!! -'- I 

uu(8) = (-I)' sinl ·'(8). 
2[2/! !] 

(2) 

In addition, we need to multiply the normalized step-operators V_ (m) and V+(m + 
1) of eqs. (37) and (39) of Chapter 7 by a phase factor (-1). Thus, 

Y/(Ill ~~ I) ~ 

e- i¢ [(;j~ + (m - ~)cotO)u'm(8)] eim¢ 

JsinO· J(l + ~)2 ---em -i)2 E' 
(3) 
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Setting ulm(e) = ~sine8Im(e) in this equation, this becomes 

e-it/> [d ] eimt/> 
YI(m-l) = (-- - m cote)8Im i(e) r::.=" 

~(l + m)(l- m + 1) de v2rr 
(4) 

Finally, putting 

(5) 

we obtain 

e-it/> [a a ] 
YI(m-l)(O, cp) = -- + i cotO-- Ylm(O, cp). 

~(l + m)(l - m + 1) ae art, 
(6) 

Similarly, using the nonnalized, standard-phase step-up operator -O+(m + 1), 

e+it/> [a a ] 
YI(m+l)(O, cp) = ~(l- m)(l + m + 1) + ao + i cot 0 a¢ Ylm(O, cp). (7) 

A Angular Momentum Operators 

It will now be useful to express the operators converting the Ylm into YI(m±l) in 

tenns of dimensionless angular momentum operators, such as 

L z = ~(x~ _ y~). 
Ii i ay ax 

Transfonning to spherical coordinates 

x = r sin e cos cp, y = r sin 0 sin cp, z = r cosO, 

and using 

ar 
- = sinO coscp, 
ax 

ar 
- = sine sincp, 
ay 

ar 
- = cosO, 
az 

a 0 cos 0 cos cp ao cos 0 sin cp ae sin 0 

we get 

ax r 
8cp sin cp 
ax - r sine' 

ay r 
acp cos cp 

ay rsinO' 

az 
acp 
-=0, 
az 

_CL_x_±_iL_y,-) = L± = e±it/> (±~ + i cotO-a ) 
Ii - ao acp , 

r 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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H~enc~e, the spherical harmonics are simultaneous eigenfunctions of the operators, 

(L . L), and L~, with 

L~Ylm(O, ¢) =hmYlmC8, ¢), 
~ ~ 2 2 

(L . L)Ylmce, ¢) =Ii AOY!mce, ¢) =Ii l(l + l)YlmCO, ¢). (14) 

In addition, eqs. (6) and (7) can be put into the form 

L. Ylm = /CT+ m)(l- m + I)Y!(ml), (I5) 

(16) 

The Ylmce, ¢) form an orthonormal complete set over the surface ofthe unit sphere. 

Thus, the matrix elements of the operators L± are 

(17) 

(18) 

and 

(19) 

These matrix elements can also be used to obtain the matrix elements of Lr and 

L y • 

(20) 

Similarly, 

Ii 
(Yrm', LyYim) = i(Yl'rn" (-iL+ + iL_)Y1m ) 

= 61'11 (.i8m'(mll)J(T~ m)(l + m +- 1) 

+ iO""(m-Ij)(l + m)(l- m + 1)) (21) 

The infinite-dimensional matrices for Lx, Lv, and L z thus factor into (2l + 1) by 

(21 + 1) submatrices. As a simple, specific example, the submatrices for I = 1 are 

(in units oUi), 

(~ 
1 ; ), .Ji 

Lx = 0 
"" 
0 I 

Ji 
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C 
-i 

i} 
..(i 

+i 0 Ly = '{; 
+i 

..(i 

(I 0 

~ ) L z = ~ 0 

0 -1 

where rows and columns are labeled in the conventional order, m = + I, 0, -1. 

Because the spherical harmonics form a complete orthonormal set, we can 

translate the operators L± into the following functional forms. For example, 

00 m=+l 

L+ = L L YJ(m+l)(O, cJ»Yt':n(O, cJ»(J(l- m)(1 + m + 1)). (22) 
I=Om=-1 

In our method of constructing the (21 + 1) spherical harmonics for a particular 

I, we have started with the eigenfunction with m = mmax = 1, and we have then 

used the normalized step-down operators, eL(m), to calculate the remaining 21 

eigenfunctions. Alternatively, we could have started with m = mmin and laddered 

with ('J+(m + 1). A third possibility would be to start with the spherical harmon

ics with m = 0 and use successive application of L± to calculate the spherical 

harmonics with ±m. 

and 

Ylm = (L+)mylO 

JI(1 - 1) ... (1 - m + 1)(1 + 1)(1 + 2) ... (I + m) 

(1- m)! 
-'---'-(L )m y: 
(l+m)! + /0, 

(L_)m YIO 

Yl - m = -..;r.=i(;:;=1 =-=;:1<=) .=.=. (:;:;:I=-=m==+=;:Ii=;)(I:;=+~I):::;;(I;=+=2:;::)=. = .. : (I + m) 

(1- m)! m 

(1 + m)! (L_) YIO . 

Now, because 

we see 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Thus, it is sufficient to calculate the spherical harmonics with m :::: O. As a final 

remark, the three operators Lx, L y , L z are all hermitian, and hence, 

(27) 
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i-Step operators for the () Equation 

In the last section, we calculated the matrix elements of the operators, Lx, L y , L z. 

These operators are functions only of e, cp, and fe, aa",. It will also be extremely 

useful to have the matrix elements of the angular parts of the position vector of 

the particle, viz. :£ = sin e cos cp, I = sin e sin cp, and ~ = cos e. To get these, 
r r r 

it would be useful to interchange the role of the quantum numbers I, and m, in 

the factorization method and derive expressions for ladder operators changing I to 

I ± I, keeping m fixed. 

For this purpose, rewrite the I-D e equation in the form 

d 2e de 
- sin2 e-- - sinecose- -/(1 + 1) sin2 ee = -m2e. (1) 

de 2 de 

If we can find a change of variable transforming the derivative operators into I-D 

form, we will have succeeded, because -m2 can then play the role of the fixed A, 

whereas the parameter I is in a position to be stepped. The transformation achieving 

the desired result is 

e 
z = In (tan 2)' e = 0 ~ Z = -00, e = 7r ~ Z = +00. (2) 

Note, 

d dz d d d2 cose d 1 d2 

-=----+---, 
de 2 sin2 e dz sin2 e dz2 

(3) 

so 

d2 d d2 

- sin2 e- - sinecose- = --. 
de 2 de dz2 

(4) 
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Also, 

Now, with 

1 
coshz = -.-, 

smO 
tanhz = -cosO. 

8(O(z» = v(z), 

eq. (1) is transformed into 

[ 
d2 1(1 + 1) ] 2 ' 

--2 - 2 VA/(Z) = -m VAI(Z) = AVA/(Z). 
dz cosh (z) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Now, with A = _m2 , the role of m and 1 have been interchanged, 1 being a 

parameter in the "potential function." This equation is now factorizable with the 

factors 

d 
O±(l) = (=t= dz + 1 tanhz), (8) 

with 

and 

0_(1 + 1)0+(1 + 1)vAI = [+ :z + (I + l)tanhz][ - :z + (l + 1) tanh z] VA/ 

= ([_~ _ 1(1 + 1)] + (l + 1)2) vAL 

dz2 cosh2 Z 

= [A - £(1 + 1)]VAI, (10) 

so 

£(l) = _/2. (11) 

£(1) is a decreasing function of I and, with the negative A = _m2 , must be such 

that a minimum value of 1 exists, with 

A = _m2 = C(lmin) = -I?;';n· 

The starting function, with 1 = [min = m, is obtained from 

so 

dVAn! 
-- = -mtanhzdz, with [nvAm = In(cosh z)-m. 

VA.n! 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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This leads to 

(15) 

which agrees with our earlier solution for 8(8), with I m. The remaining 

solutions with 1 > m can be obtained through the normalized step-up operators, 

Via 

VX(I+l) = .,;rx--~(l + I)J (- :Z + (I + 1) tanhZ)VAI 

= J[-m2: (l -+- 1)2] ( - :z + (l + l)tanhZ)VAI' (16) 

Similarly, 

VA(ll) = 1 (+!!... + I tanhZ)VAI' 
. J[-m 2 +f2J dz 

(17) 

Note, however, the normalization preserved by these v)J(z) is 

(18) 

whereas, with 8 1m (6I(z» = VAI(Z), dO = sin Odz, and cosh z =,L we should 
sm8 ' 

have normalized with a weighting factor in z-space 

The lack of the weighting factor cosh-2(z) means our functions 8 Im (O(z» can be 

identified with the vAm(z) only with the inclusion of an additional normalization 

factor, Clm , via 

8 1m (0) = Clm VAI(Z). (20) 

With 1, = sin 61 d~' and tanh z = cos 61, eqs. (16) and (17) translate into 

(C(I+l)",/ctm) [. d J 
8(1+1)",(61) = - .JV+T+m)(l + l-m) -sme de - (I + l)cose 8ImCO), 

(21) 

(22) 

We have again introduced an extra minus sign to agree with the standard phase con

ventions for spherical harmonics. This minus sign is the analog of that introduced 

in eqs. (4) and (7) of Chapter 8. 

To calculate the ratios of elm coefficients, we shall calculate 0)(l+I)(m+l)(e) in 

two ways, by stepping from (l, m) to (l + I, m + I) along two different paths in 

the I, m parameter space. 
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For path (1), step first from (I, m) to (I, m + 1) via the m step-up operator of eq. 

(7) of Chapter 8: 

1 [~ _ mcote] 
,J(I- m)(I + m + 1) de ' 

(23) 

and follow this relation with a step from (I, m + 1) to (I + 1, m + 1) with the 1 

step-up operator. 

For path (2), step first from (I, m) to (I + 1, m) and follow this with a step from 

(I + 1, m) to (I + 1, m + 1). 

Path (1) leads to: 

[ Sine:O +(/+l)COse] [:0 -mcote] 
C(l+I)(m+1) 

8(l+ I)(m+ I) = -'-----'-'--'- .!::---,~==~::;;==:::;-=- 8 1m 
Cl(m+l) ,J(I + m + 2)(1 - m) v'(l - m)(l + m + 1) 

= (C(l+1)(m+I)/Cl(m+l» (Sine[ d 2 +cote~] 
(I - m),J(I + m + 1)(1 + m + 2) de2 de 

d cos2 e m) 
+ (1- m)cose- - mel + 1)-.- + -. - 81m. 

de sme sme 
(24) 

Now use 

[:; + cote :e J = [Si:: e -/(1 + 1)J (25) 

via the e equation, and simplify the above by factoring out the factor (I - m) to 

yield 

8(l+1)(m+l) = cose- - -.- - (I + l)sme 81m. 
(C(I+I)(m+1JiCl(m+l) [ d m . ] 

,J(l+m+1)(l+m+2) de sme 
(26) 

Similarly, using path (2), we get 

(C(l+l)m/Clm) [ d m . ] 
8(1+1)(m+l) = cos8- - -.- - {l + l)sme 81m. 

,J(I + m + 1)(1 + m + 2) de sm e 
(27) 

We see 

C(l+I)(m+l) C(l+I)m 
(28) 

Cl(m+l) Clm 

That is, the ratio is independent of m, and we can calculate it by setting m = I 

C(l+1)m C(l+I)1 
(29) 

Clm Cll 

Setting m = I in eq. (26), and using eqs. (28) and (29), leads to 

8 N · 1+le 
~ (1+1)(1+1) = 1+1 sm 

(C(l+I)t!Cll) [ d I . J . I 
= cos (J - - -- - (l + 1) sm e Nl sm 0 

,J(2/+1)(21+2) de sinO 
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r--
C(l+I)[y'(21 + 1) " 1+1 

= --- ----Nlsm e. 
CII (21 + 2) 

Therefore, with 

[ see eq. (2) of Chapter 8], 

Nit 1 _ /'(2[+3) 
N-; ,- - V (21+25' 

I 

C(I+l)1 = 1(21 + 3) = C(f+l)m. 

ell Y(21+1) elm 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Using this result, we can now rewrite the I-step equations leqs. (21) and (22)], as 

,-------------------------

J (2/+3)/(21+1) [, d J 
8 U+l )m = - sme- + (I + l)cose 8 1m , 

(l + 1 + m)(l + 1 - m) de 
(33) 

r---------

)
(2[-1)/(2£+1)[ . d J 

8(1-1)111 = -smG- +lcose 8 In,. 
(l + m)(l -- m) de ' 

(34) 

Adding these two equations, after multiplication of each by the inverse of the 

square root factor, leads to 

cos e 81m 

ff.±-I--+-;l~)(i + 1 - m) I (I + m)(l - m) 

= Y (21 + 1)(21 + 3) 8(1tl)m + V (21 + l)(21 _ 1) 8(1 -1)m· 
(35) 

Also, using the c-ratio of eq. (32), eq. (26) can now be rewritten explicitly as 

8'11'( 1 --j (21+3)/(2/+1) [cose-~----m--(1+1)Sine]8Im. 
\+)In+)-y(l+m+I)(l+m+2) de sine 

(36) 

Similarly, using stcp-operations from (l, m) to (I, m + 1) and then from (I, m + 1 ) to 

(l - 1, m + I), eliminating the second derivative tcnn via the differential equation, 

as for eq. (26), we get the companion equation 

I 

J (21 - 1)/(2l + 1) [ d m .] -
8 il 11(m+l) = cose- - -.- + l sme 81m· 

o (l-m)(l-m--l) de sme 
(37) 

Eqs. (36) and (37) can now be combined to give 

sine 8 1m = 
,---------------------I (l + m +2)([ + m + 1) 

- V (2l + 3)(2[-+ 1) 8(1+1)(111+1) + 
(l - m)(l - m - 1) 
--------.---- 0)(1 -1 )(rn+ 1 J. 

(21 -j-- 1 )(21- 1) 

(38) 
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Finally, using the products of m st.ep-down, and I step-up or down operators, we 

get 

8(1+1)(111-1) = ~+ 3~gl + 1) .. [-cose~ - ~ +(l+ I)Sine]81 
(1+2-m)(l+I-m) de sine ,m, 

(39) 

8(1-I)(m-l) = - cose- - -- -I sme 8 1m . 
(21 - 1)/(21 + 1) [ d m .] 

(l+m)(l+m-l) de sine 
(40) 

Egs. (39) and (40) can now be combined to give 

sine 81m = 

I (I + 2 - m)(I + I - m) 

V (21 + 3)(21 + 1) 8(1+I)(m-l) -

(I + m)(l + m - 1) 

(21 + 1)(21- 1) 8(1-I)(m-I). (41) 

Finally, by multiplying eg. (35) by e im¢ /.../2Ji, eg. (38) by ei(m+I)¢ /.../2Ji, and eg. 

(41) by ei(m-I)¢ /.../2Ji, these operators can be converted to equations involving the 

full spherical harmonics, Ylm (a, ¢ ): 

JIU + 1 + m)(l + 1 -- m) (l + m)(l- m) 
cosa Ylm = (21 + 1)(2/-"- '1_) Y(l+I)m+ ·········-----·---y(l-I)m' (42) 

, .. ~ e21 + 1)(21 ..... 1) 

((l+~ + 2)(1 + I + m) /(Z -- m)(l-=-~ 
-y (21 + 3)(21 + 1) Y(I+I)(m+I)+y --CZT+··1)(21_1)·YU-.I)(mt-l), (43) 

e- i ¢ sin e Yim = 

/([+ 2 - m)(l +-l-=-;;;) ~ ,.. _ 
y (21 + 3)(2l+ 1) (lH(n,--I) 

,-------_._-

(l+m)(l+m-l) 

(21 + 1)(21 _ 1) ··YU·!)(m-l). (44) 

Now, because the YlmCO, ¢) form a complete orthonormal set over the surface of 

a sphere, we can use eqs. (42)-(44) to find the matrix elements of the operators 

cos e, e±i¢ sin fJ. These operators give us the matrix elements of the angular parts 

of x, y, z, because 

(x ± iy) ±i¢. -.-"'-- = e sme, 
r 

7 

::. = cosa. 
r 

(45) 

Matrix elements of higher powers of x, y, and z (angular parts) can then be obtained 

from these operators by matrix multiplication. 

Final remark: The angular functions 8 Im (8) are not by themselves orthogonal 

for different values of m. Thus, in general, 

l JT 

de sine87m,(fJ)8Im(e) -=I 8m 'm- (46) 
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i 1 m 

0 0 

1 0 

1 ± 1 

2 0 

2 ± 1 

2±2 

3 0 

31, 1 

3±2 

Y1m (8.¢) 

---------t------... --.. -- ............................. _--

" V·;· cose 
.. iT 

'f (l sinee~i'P 
V 8;, 

The orthogonality in m comes via the functions CP(¢). For this reason, eqs. (38) 

and (41) were set up so that both terms on the right-hand sides have the same 

values ofm. 

A table of some of the simplest spherical harmonics is included here. These 

harmonics can be calculated very trivially through eqs. (l) and (2) of Chapter 8 

with a few applications of the laddering operations of eq. (6) of Chapter 8 and the 

use of the symmetry property, eq. (26) of Chapter 8. They are given here so they 

can be combined with a tabulation of solid harmonics, defined by 

(47) 

These can be expressed as homogeneous polynomials of degree l in x, y, z by 

acting on 

with (48) 

(l m) times in succession with the m step-down operator, a_em), where 

e-!¢ [ d ] 
a (m) = - j(l + m)(l ::":-111+1) de+- m cote 

(x + iy)l [ d. d 2 2 dJ = - .... z(x- -r y- + m) - (x + Y )- , 
~(l + m)(l - m + 1) dx dy dz 

(49) 
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and 

o (m)Y'm = YI.m-l. 

This relation leads to 

for the states with m ?: o. The coefficients are related by 

(m-l) _ 2 (m) 

ca=o - mc,,=o' 

and, fora = 1, ... , ['-;m], 

('(m-I) = 2(m + a)c(m) - (I - m - 2a + 2)c(m) 
a a Ct-I ~ 

The solution gives 

m ((l+~)!(21 + 1)!! 

Ylm = (-1) V ~)!(21)!2(21)!!2n 

(50) 

(52) 

(53) 

[iTI 21- m - 2"!1(l - m)! ? 

x "'(-It (x +iy)m zl-m-_a(x2 +y2)". (54) t::o a!(m + a)!(l- m - 2a)! 

As an additional footnote, this result can also be used to find a solution to the 

following useful problem: Express the solid spherical harmonics in the relative 

motion vector,;, - ;2, as functions of the solid harmonics in i\ and ;2; i.e., express 

the Y'm(i~1 - ;2) as functions of Ylm(;') and Ylm(;2). It will be useful first to define 

Zim via 

(l + m)!(21 + 1)!1 

(1- m)!(2l)!21+'l!2n Z'm, 
(55) 

so 

r (l~m)1 -,- 21- m - 2af!(l_ )1 
Zim = L(-l)" ..... : ..... : .... m. (x+iy)IrI+"(x_iy)"zl-m-2a, (56) 

a=O a!(m + a)!(l- m - 2a)! 

or 
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where, renaming y = 0!2, we have y = 0!2, f3 = mz +O!z; and 8 = lz - m2 - 20!2. In 

addition, with m = ml +m2, and I = iJ +/2, and, definingO!l throughO! = O!l +0!2, 

we have 

The above expression for Z/m (rl - r2) can then be rewritten as 

(58) 

Finally, using the definition of Z/m, we get 

Ylm(rl - r2) = LI2(lI)Lm2(ml)(-li2Y/lml(rdY/2m2(rz)x 

1 

[ 
(I +m)!(/-m)!/!(21 + 1)!!(211)!(2Iz)!4;rr J2 

(2l)!(ll + ml)!(ll - m,)!iJ!(2/1 + 1)!!(l2 + m2)!(l2 - m2)!l2!(2/2 + 1)!! . 
(59) 
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The Radial Functions for the 

Hydrogenic Atom 

Because we have solved the angular part of the one-body problem for a spherically 

symmetric VCr) (or, equivalently, the angular part for the relative motion of a two

body problem), it would be good to provide a detailed example for a particular 

potential, VCr). Because the Coulomb problem is soluble via the factorization 

method, let us solve the radial problem for the general hydrogenic atom, i.e., the 

one electron atom (with Z = 1,2,3, ... ) for hydrogen, once-ionized Helium, 

twice-ionized Lithium, and so on,where 

Ze2 

V (r) = - -.----. 
r 

The one-dimensionalized radial equation is 

( 
li2 d2 [ze2 

li
2Z(l + I)J) , ---- + -- + u(r) = Eu(r), 

2t-t dr2 r 2t-tr2 

(1) 

(2) 

where the coordinate r in this equation is the "physical" r, measured in centimeters 

or Angstrom units and E is the energy measured in e V, for example. Let us first 

switch to dimensionless quantities, and let the r phys. and E of the above equation 

be replaced by dimensionless quantities r, and E 

1i2 

with ao = -2' 
t-te 

leading to the radial equation in dimensionless quantities 

( 
d2 2 l(l + 1») 

- dr2 - -; + -r-z- u;,Ar) = 2EUjAr) = Au),.tCr). 

(3) 

(4) 
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This equation is factorizable via the factors 

O±(l) = =f- + - - - , ( d I 1) 
dr r [ 

with 

( 
d2 2 1(1 + 1) 1 ) [ 1 ] 

O+(I)O_(l)uA/ = -- - - + --- + - U)..i = A + - UAi, 
dr2 r rZ [2 [2 

so the factorization works, and 

1 
£(l) =-

[2' 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Because £ is an increasing function of I for positive I, and because E and, hence, 

).. must be a negative quantity for bound states, [).. - £(1 + 1)] will be a positive 

quantity only up through a maximum I-value. Thus, 

1 
).. = £(lmax + 1) = - 2 = 2E. (9) 

(lmax + 1) 

Renaming the integer Imax: Imax + I = n, or lmax = (n - 1), we obtain the 

hydrogen result 

The starting function is obtained from 

O+(lmax + I)Ui-imax = O+(n)un.i=(n-l) = (- :r + ;. - ~ )Un.n-l = 0, 

leading to the normalized solution 

(
2)Zn+l 

n (2n)! 
with 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

The radial functions for the lower [ values for a definite n can be obtained from 

these by action with the normalization-preserving step-down operators, 0-(1), 

O_(l) = I (~+ ~ _ ~) = nl (~+ ~ _ ~). (13) 
V[).. - £(1)] dr r I v'(n - l)(n + I) dr r I 

For example, for n = 2, the starting function with I = 1 is given by 

1 2-! 
U n=21=I(r)= J7re 2. (14) 

, 2 ..... 6 
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The eigenfunction with l = 0 is obtained via 

2 (d 1 ) 1 2-r 
U n=2.I=O(r) = .J3 dr + -;: - 1 2 • ./r/ e 2 

= _1_r(2 - r)e-~. 
2./2 

(15) 

We tabulate a few of the radial eigenfunctions obtained in this way for the lower 

n values. With r R(r) = u(r), the R(r) are given by 

For 

For 

For 

For 

For 

For (16) 

Here, the dimensionless r is r = (Zrphys.!aO). To convert to a normalization in 

physicalspace It dr Phys.r;hys.1 R(r physJ 12 = 1. the above results must be multiplied 

with the additional normalization factor (Z/ao)~. 
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Shape-Invariant Potentials: Soluble 
One-Dimensional Potential Problems 

Having seen and used a number of examples, let us now look at the factorization 

method in a more general way. For the factorization method to work, we must have 

( 
d2 2 , .c) 

- dx2 +[k (x,m)-k(x,m)+ (m)] UAm = 

( -::2 + Vex, m»)uAm = AUAm , (3) 

where the potential function V (X, m) is expressed in terms of k(x, m) and its first 

derivative is expressed by a prime. We must also have 

(4) 

Eqs. (1) and (4) are the two conditions, I and II, of eq. (17) of Chapter 7, which 

must be satisfied for the factorization method to work. Now, shifting the index m 

to (m - 1) in eq. (4) 

[O_(m)O+(m) + .c(m)]UA(m-l) = AUA(m-l) 

= ([~ + k(x, m)] [ - ~ + k(x, m)] + .c(m»)UA(m-l) = AU,-(m-ll (5) 



where 

or 
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( 
d2 2 , ) 

--? + [k (x, m) + k (x, m) + .c(m)] UA(m-l) 
dx-

d2 

=(--0 + Vex, m - l»)u).(m_]) = AU).(ml), (6) 
dx~ 

Vex, m) = k 2(x, m) - k'(x, m) + .c(m), (7) 

Vex, m - 1) = k 2 (x, m) + k'(x, m) + .cem), (8) 

Vex, m) - vex, m - 1) = -2k'(x, m). (9) 

In general, of course, this equation will not be satisfied for arbitrary k(x, m). The 

factorization method works only if this condition is satisfied. Iterating this equation 

for m ..... 1, m .... 2, ... , down to m = 1, we are lead to the relation 

Vex, m) - vex, 0) = le(x, m) - k'(x, m) + .c(m) - e(x, 0) 
n=m 

+ k'(x, 0) - .c(0)] = -2 2)'(x, n). (10) 

,,=] 

Infeld and Hull studied the question: What kind of k(x, m) can satisfy this equation? 

Trying first a Taylor series in m 

k(x, m) = ko(x) + k](x)m + ... , (11) 

they found the potential collapses to a constant independent of x (hence, a trivial 

unimportant case), if terms quadratic in m or higher powers of m are included. 

Nevertheless, the possible functions koex) and kJ (x) lead to a number of interesting 

equations. Similarly, trying Laurent series in m 

L](x) 
k(x, m) = ... + -- + ko(x) +k](x)m + ... , 

m 
(12) 

they again found inverse quadratic and higher inverse powers of m lead to potentials 

independent of x and, hence, trivial. With the inverse first power in m, however, 

they found a number of new interesting cases. 

It would of course be much nicer if we could immediately answer the question: 

Given a potential, V (x, m), can we find solutions for the Schrodinger equation by 

the factorization method, or, what is equivalent: Can we find expressions for its 

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in simple analytic form? Because this question has 

no simple general answer, we shall be content to follow the backward approach of 

Infeld and Hull, and starting with a set of possible k(x, m) discover quite a number 

of soluble problems. Recall again that the factorization method involves nothing 

more mathematically challenging than the integration of a first-order differential 

equation and the taking of first derivatives in the laddering process. 
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A Shape-Invariant Potentials 

If the potentials V(x, m) and vex, m - 1) are related as of eq. (9), the following 

is true. 

1. The factorization method works. 

2. The spectrum of allowed eigenvalues, A, for the potential vex, m - 1) is the 

same as that for V (x, m), except the eigenvalue, A = C(mmin), does not exist in the 

spectrum for Vex, m - 1), because u).mmon- 1 does not exist, assuming for now we 

are dealing with a case for which C(m) is a decreasing function of m. This follows 

because the eigenvalue A does not change when we shift m to m - 1 in equation 

(II). 

3. The potentials Vex, m) and vex, m - 1) are said to have the same shape, 

because the dependence on x is the same, and only the value of m is replaced by 

m - 1 ("Shape invariance" of the potential). 

Now, had we written equation (I) of the factorized form with m replaced by 

m - 1, and then shifted m - 1 to m - 2 in equation (II), we see the equation for 

Vex, m - 2) has the same spectrum as that for vex, m - 1), except the eigenvalue 

A = C(mmin - 1) is now missing. Thus, we can have a whole set of potentials 

with the same shape, all with the same spectrum, except the lowest eigenvalue of 

VeX, m) is missing in vex, m - 1), the lowest eigenvalue of vex, m - I), and 

hence the two lowest eigenvalues of vex, m) are missing for vex, m - 2), and so 

on. Thus, the spectrum for vex, m - n) is the same as that for vex, m), except 

the lowest n eigenvalues of V (x, m) are missing in the spectrum for V (x , m - n), 

provided the factorization is such that the eigenvalues are given by A = C(mmin), 

that is, cases for which C(m) is a decreasing function of m. Similar arguments can 

be made for the other case, i.e., if C(m) is an increasing function of m. In that case, 

setting m --+ m + 1 in eqs. (3) and (6), we see V(x, m + 1) has the same spectrum of 

A values, now with A = C(mmax. + 1), except A = C(mmax. + I), which exists in the 

spectrum for Vex, m) with eigenfunction u;".mmax' does not exist in the spectrum 

for Vex, m + 1), because u)..mm" +1 does not exist. Similarly, in the spectrum for 

Vex, m + n), the eigenvalues A = C(mmax. + 1), C(mmax. + 2), ... , C(mmax. + n) 

do not exist. The lowest eigenvalue for Vex, m + n) is A = C(mmax. + n + I), 
which is also the nth eigenvalue for Vex, m). 

B A Specific Example 

As a very specific example, consider a I-D Schrodinger equation for a particle 

moving in the domain 0 ::; x ::; a under the potential 

Vo 
V (x) = 2 ' 0 ::; x ::::: a, 

sin (~;t) 

= 00, x ::; 0, x :::: a, (13) 
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Ii d2 Vo 
- - --2 U(X) + . 2 U(X) = Eu(x), (14) 

2m dx sm ("aX) 

or, with 

xx 
- =(), 
a 

d 2u Vo 
- - + --u = EU«(), 

d()2 sin2 () 

to be compared with our factorizable equation 

d 2u [m~ - ~] 
- -2 + 2 U = AU = EU. 

d() sin () 

Now, we let 

[m6 - ~] 
Vo«(), mo) = . 2 ' 

sm () 
with 

1 2 
Vo + 4 = mo· 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

In order to work in the m region near mmin, we shall choose the negative root for 

mo 

mo = -IVa + ~ = -Imol. (19) 

(We will subsequently investigate the region of m values near the positive root to 

show these give the same result.) For the above () equation, we found C(m) = 

(m - !)2, and with mmin = mo = -Imol, we get the lowest eigenvalue, AO = EO, 

12 12 ~ 12 
Ao=C(mo)=(mo - 2) =(lmol + 2) =(y Vo+ 4+ 2)· (20) 

The eigenfunction for the ground state of Vo is obtained from 

du 1 
O_(mo)uAomo = d() + (mo - 2) cot ()u«() = 0, (21) 

with the solution 

(22) 

This is a square-integrable function, with mo = -Imol. The companion potential 

V«(), mo -1) = V«(), (-Imol-l» has ground-state eigenvalue A = (-Imol-l

~f = (Imol + 1 + !? Let us name this potential VI, its ground state eigenvalue 

AI, and note that this is the first excited state, AI, for the potential Vo. Similarly, the 

nth-companion potential V«(), mo -n) = V«(), (-Imol-n» has lowest eigenvalue 

An, where we name this potential Vn; 

1 2 1 2 
An = (mo - n - -) = (Imol + n + -) 2 2 . 

(23) 
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This is the ground state for the potential v" and the n'h excited state for Vo. The 

ground state wave function for the potential Vn is 

where we have now included the normalization factor explicitly. Recall 

i n de . 2a e - B(! !) _ r(4)r(a + 4) 
sm - 2,a + 2 - , 

o rea + 1) 

where B is the Beta function expressed in terms of r functions. To get the eigen

function for the first excited state of the potential Vn - l , with this energy An, we 

need to act with the normalized step-up operator O+(mo - n + 1), 

with 

O+(-Imol - n + 1) 

u'-n(mo-n+l) = ,J[A" - C(mo - n + l)t'-n(mo-n)o 

1 2 
An = (Imol + n + 2) , .c(mo - n + 1) = (Imol + n - 4)2. 

(25) 

(26) 

Finally, to get the eigenfunction for the nth excited state with this energy An in the 

potential Vo, we need to act n-times with such step-up operators (laddering along 

the horizontal An-line in Fig. ILl): 

U'-nmo(e) = O+(-Imoi)'" O+«-Imol- n + 2)O+(-lmol- n + 1) 

x Nn sin(lmol+n+i)(e) 

(-1& - (Imol + 4)cote) (-~ - (Imol + n - ~)cote) 

J[An - (Imol + ~)2] J[An - (Imol + n - ~)2] 

( _i!.. - (Imol + n - !) cote) 
dO 2 I 

X Nil sin(lmol +n+ 2 lee). (27) 

J[A n - (Imol + n -1)2] 

In Fig. 11.1, a family of shape-invariant potentials of this (1/ sin2 e) shape are 

shown, where we have chosen mo = -1.1, so the strength of Va is (-1.1)2 - ~ = 

0.96, leading to potentials V], V2, V3, V4 with strengths of 4.16,9.36,16.56,25.76, 

respectively. The energies given by eq. (23) are shown in the figure. 

In particular, if we had tried to continue the laddering process of eq. (27) one 

more time from mo = -1.1 to an mo = -0.1, we would be led to a potential of 

strength (-0.1)2 - ~ = -0.24, of the opposite sign from the potentials shown, 

i.e., a repulsive potential, with no bound states. Therefore, the process has to stop 

at Vo. No connection can exist from the problem with negative m values to the 

branch with positive m values, as for the e equation for the spherical harmonics. 

The negative and positive m values are connected only in two special cases: if mo 
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o. (- 1 Ina 1- 2 + 1 ) 
, , I 

31.36 ~ .. ! i 

! i 
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~3 i ! ! I 21.16 
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6.76 AI i \ I 9.36f 

\ 1/ 
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Ao 
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2.56 

v. - 9.36 
l--
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FIGURE 11.1. The family of shape-invariant 1/ sin2 (J potentials, with mo = -1.1; m = 

is integer or ~ -integer. For an arbitrary value of Vo, it remains to be shown that 

the positive root, ma = +JVo + i, gives the same spectrum of eigenvalues and 

eigenfunctions. In the region of positive m values, £(m) = (m - ~)2 is an increasing 

function of m and A = £(mmax. + 1). The shape-invariant partner potentials are 

voce, mo), VI(e, mo + 1), ... , Vn(e, mo + n), with mmax. = mo = +JVo + i for 

Vo and mmax. = mo + n for Vn , so An, which is the ground-state eigenvalue for Vn 

and the nth excited state for Vo, is given by 

An = (mo + n + ~i with ma > 0, (28) 

in agreement with eq. (23). Now the ground-state eigenfunction for Vn is given by 

O+(mo + n + l)uA".mo+n = ( - :e + (mo + n + ~)cote )uA".mo+n = 0, (29) 
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leading again to 

u' = N sin(mo+n+1)«(}) 
""n,mo+n n , (30) 

and the nth excited state for Vo is given by 

U AnmO = O_(rno + 1)· .. O_(rno + n - I)O_(rna + n)u,-,,(mo+n) 

(:Ii +(rna+~)cot()) (:e +(rno+n-~)cot()) 
= -'--r======'-

JP .. n - (rna + ~)Z] Jp. .. n - (rna + n - ~)Z] 

( :Ii + (rno + n - ~) cot () ) 

X u'-n(mo+n)' (31) 

Jp. .. n - (rno + n - ~)Z] 

Except for an overall phase factor ( _1)n , this function agrees with eq. (27), so the 

positive branch of rn values gives exactly the same results as the negative branch 

and does not lead to anything new. 

C Soluble One-Dimensional Potential Problems 

1. The Poschl-Teller Potential. 

All of the factorizable equations we have met so far lead to soluble 1-D potential 

problems. One of these potentials is the so-called Poschl-Teller potential, which 

leads to the 1-D Schrodinger equation 

fiz dZu(x) V 

2rn dx 2 
Z u(x) = Eu(x), 

cosh (x/a) 

or introducing dimensionless quantities 

x 
Z =-, 

a 

dZu(z) V 
- --z- - --2-u(Z) = EU(Z) = AU(Z), 

dz cosh Z 

where the case V > 0 leads to an attractive potential. With 

V = l(l + 1), or [ = -~ ± Jv + i, 

Chapter 9 tells us 

d 
O± = =f- + I tanhz, 

dz 
with £(/) = _[2. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

This equation corresponds to an £(1) of case 4 of Chapter 7 with allowed negative 

values of E = A only for positive values of I = Imin., (/min. + 1), ... , (Imin. + n), ... , 
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and for negative values of I = Imax., (lmax. - 1), ... , (lmax. - n), .... If we choose 

the positive branch, with I = - ~ + I V + i, 

I = lmin. + n = - ~ + I V + i, so with E = .c(lmin.), 

we have 

En = An = .c(lmin.) = -(1- n)2 = -( IV + i - (n + ~)r, (35) 

with shape-invariant potential partners Vo(z, 10), VI (z, 10 - 1), ... , Vn(z, La - n), 

where now 10 = -~ + Iv + i. Now a maximum possible value of n = nmax. 

exists, however, for which (/0 - nmaxJ is such that 

(10 - nmax.)(lo - n max. + 1) > 0; but 0 < (10 - nmaxJ < 1. 

In that case, 

(/0 - (nmax. + 1)) (/0 - (nmax. + 1) + 1) < 0, 

and this implies the potential V(Z, 10 - (nmax. + 1» is repulsive and therefore has 

no bound states. The condition 0 ~ (10 - nmaxJ ~ 1 determines nmax. through 

I ~V I 3 
n max. + '2 ~ '1/ v + 4: ~ n max. + '2' or 

nmax.{nmax. + 1) ~ V ~ (nmax. + 1)(nmax. + 2). 

For 0 ~ V ~ 2, n max. = 0, and therefore only a single bound state with EO = 
-( - ~ + I V + ~)2 exists, but always at least this one bound state exists, even as 

V ~ O. Note the similarity in this regard between the Poschl-Teller potential and 

the square well potential with V = - Vo for Izi :::: a, and V = 0 for Izl > a (see 

section B of Chapter 4). 

Finally, U;".,I""n=(lo-n) is determined from 

d 
dz u;",,(lo-n) = -[(10 - n)tanhz]u;".(lo-n) = 0, so 

Nn r(lo - n + 1) 
U;.. (I n) = = 

• 0- (coshz)lo-n ar(~)r(lo - n) (coshz)l0-n' 
(36) 

where this is the ground-state eigenfunction for the potential, Vn(z, Lo - n), with 

En = -(IV + i - (n + ~»2, which is also the energy of the nth excited state 

for the potential, Vo = - V /(cosh2 z). The normalized eigenfunction for this nIh 

excited state of Va is again given by 

°+(/0) 0+(10 - n + 2) 
U;.. I = .. , --r=====:======:= 

,,0 1[-(lo-n)2+/'5] J[(-(lo-n)2+(lo-n+2)2] 

0+(10 - n + 1) 
X I u)..,,(lo-n)· 

V [-(10 - n)2 + (Lo - n + 1)2] 
(37) 
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Finally, the negative branch of allowed I values, with I = ~ ~ ~ F+--T, i.e., with 

I < 0, gives no additional eigenvalues or eigenvectors. In this case, l = [max_ ~ n, 

and A = £(lmax. + 1) = ~(l + n + Ii = ~(~/V + * + n + ~)2, in agreement 

with the result of eq. (35) for the positive branch of allowed I values. Except for 

a possible overall phase factor, the eigenfunctions again agree with those of the 

other branch. We could again show this explicitly as in the previous example, but 

also we note: Because we are dealing with a I-D eigenvalue problem, we do not 

expect degeneracies for the general E". 

The inverse sin2 () potential, V /(sin2 (), and the P6schl-Teller potential, 

- V /(cosh2 z), are special cases of the general factorizable case, for which the 

I-D Schr6dinger equation can be written as 

( 
d2 ) 

~ dz 2 + V(z, m) u(z) = AU(Z), with 

. b2 (m + c)(m + c + 1) + d 2 + 2bd(m -f c + 1.) cos bCz + p) 
V (z m) = ------ ----- 2_ (38) 

, . sin2 b(z + p) 

and with 

d d 
O±(m) = +- + (m+- c)bcotb(z +- p) + . , 

elz smb(z + p) 

£(m) = b2(m + C)2, (39) 

where b, c, d, and p are arbitrary constants. For example, the Poschl-Teller poten

tial is obtained by setting b = ~i, c = 0, d = 0, p = (ilr)/2. Other specializations 

of this general case are listed by Infeld and Hull; see also problem 16, which treats 

the e equation for the symmetric rigid rotator. 

2. One-Dimensionalized Hydrogenic Potential. 

The factorization of the radial equation for the hydrogen atom leads to a 

factorizable Schr6dinger equation for a l-D hydrogen-like potential 

1i2 d 2u 
~ -. ~ --0 +- V(x)u(x) = Eu(x), 

2mdr 
with 

A B 
Vex) =----- +-

X x 2 
for Ixl :::: 0, 

(40) 

where we set V = 00 for x < 0 and Vex) has a minimum for positive values of 

x = 2B / A if both A > 0, B > O. With dimensionless quantities 

E = E(~) 
mA2 ' 

the Schrodinger equation becomes 

2m 
1(1 + 1) = ---B 

1i2 ' 

( 
d2 2 1(1 + 1)) 

- -.- ~ - + -- u(z) = 2EU(Z) = AU(Z), 
dz 2 z Z2 

with (41) 

(42) 
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The results of Chapter 10 tell us 

d (I 1) O±(l) = =t=- + - - - , 
dz z I 

1 
with £(/) = -[2 . (43) 

From Chapter 10, we also know this equation will have bound states with A = 
2E < O. For the branch of £(1), which is an increasing function of I, Le., the 

positive branch with 10 = -~ + /(2mB)/Ft2 + i, the allowed I values range from 

Imax., (tmax. - 1), ... , (lmax. - n), ... , and A = £(lmax. + 1), so, with An = 2En, 

1 1 I 
2En=- =-. =- 2' (44) 

(lmax + 1)2 (I + n + 1)2 [ /¥F + ~ + (n + ~)] 

The shape-invariant partner potentials are Vo(z, 10), VI (10 + 1), ... , Vn(z, 10 + n). 

The ground-state eigenfunction of VnCz.lo + n), with eigenvalue En, is given by 

O+(lo + n + l)u).n(lo+n) = ( - :z + (io +; + 1) - (to +: +"Tj )U).n(lo+nl = 0 

(45) 
leading to a normalized 

[ 
2 J (210+n+3) 1 , 

u)..,(lo+n) = ([0 + n + 1) r(210 + 2n + 3) Zlo+II+I e - (/0-,,-1) • 
(46) 

The ground-state eigenfunction of Vo(z, to) is obtained from this equation by setting 

n = O. The eigenfunction of the n III excited state of Vo, with En. is again given by 

0(10 + 1) 0-(10 + n - 1) 

Ul"io = ..jP.n - £(10 + 1)] ... . J[An - £(10 + n -"15] 
O_(lo + n) 

x JP .. n _ £((10 + n)] Ul,,(lo+n)' 
(47) 

For an arbitrary value of 10, not equal to an integer or }-integer, and a fixed Imax., 

an n value will exist such that l(l + 1) = (lmax. - n)(Imax. - n+ 1) becomes a 

negative quantity. Because the generalized hydrogcnic potential remains attractive 

even for this case, the value of the integer, fI, can go to arbitrarily high values, and 

an infinite number of bound states exist. The values for (/0 + fI) are positive for 

all positive integers n in the shape-invariant partner potentials, V,,(z, fa + n). The 

action of the n stepdown operators, ° _ , on U i.." (lo+n) produce an eigenfunction ofthe 

form, Zio+l P" (z)e - (10+;,+1), where Pn(z) is a polynomial of degree n. This function 

is square-integrable over the interval, 0 ::; z ::; 00, for aU positive integers, n. 
Because a second branch of allowed £(1) values for negative values of I exists, with 

l = -~ - /2mB jfj2 + ~ = -(to + 1) and I = Imin ., (lmin. + 1), ... , (lmin. + n), . .. , 

we again need to examine the possibility this branch would lead to new eigenvalues. 

For I < 0, £(t) is a decreasing function of I. Therefore, now, with An = 2En , 

1 1 1 

2E" = £(lrnin.) = -l!in = - (1- n)2 = -1-~ _·-j;-m-B-fFi-·2-··+-·····-~-_-n-]-::-2' (48) 
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exactly the same result as that already obtained for the positive I branch. Both the 

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions obtained from this negative I branch, thus, do not 

give anything new. 

3. The Morse Potential. 

Another I-D potential leading to a factorizable Schr5dinger equation is the 

Morse potential (see Fig. 11.2), 

Vex) = D(e-2(x/o) - 2e-(x/a», (49) 

--- + D(e-2(x/a) - 2e-(x/a» u(x) = Eu(x). [ 
li2 d 2 ] 

2JL dx 2 
(50) 

D gives the classical ionization or dissociation energy. The potential has a min

imum value, Vmin. = -D, at x = O. For E :::: 0, a continuous spectrum exists. 

The particle can proceed to x --+ +00. With the introduction of dimensionless 

quantities, 

x 
Z =-, 

a 
this function leads to 

d 2u 2 2- 1_ 
- dz2 + (0 e- , + 20(m + Z)e-')u(z) = EU(Z) = AU(Z), (51) 

where the parameter, m, with 

(m+4)=_1 

o ' 
(52) 

has been introduced to put the equation into factorizable form, with 

d - 2 
O±(m) = =F- + (oe-<' + m), and £(m) = -m . 

dz 
(53) 

Note, -0 - 4 = -J(2JLa2 Dfli2) - 4, and hence, m, is a patently negative quantity. 

For m < 0, the above £(m) is an increasing function of m. For bound states, with 

A < 0, a maximum possible value of m = mmax. exists. The allowed m values are 

m = mmax., (mmax. - 1), ... , (mmax. - n), ... , with 

An = En = £(mmax. + 1) = -em + n + 1)2 = -(-0 +n + ~)2 

= _02 + 20(n + ~) - (n + ~)2, (54) 

so 

ffJ,2 D 1 Jj2 1 
En =-D+2 --(n+-)---(n+-)2. 

2JLa2 2 2JLa2 2 
(55) 

For the case 0 » 1, the last term, quadratic in (n + 4), will be much smaller than 

the linear term, and the excitation energy is that of a slightly anharmonic oscillator, 

with 

En + D ~li(jJ(n + 4), ffJ,2D 
with Jj(jJ = 2 --2' 

2JLa 
(56) 
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----~Hr--+---_+---------- X 

-a 

FIGURE 11.2. The Morse potential. 

The shape-invariant partner potentials are Vo(z, rno), VI (z, rno+ 1), ... , Vn(z, rno+ 

n), with rno = -(8 + 1), so 

Vn(z, rna + n) = «(82e-2Z + 28(-8 + n)e-z). (57) 

This potential has the form shown in Fig. 11.2, with an attractive minimum, only 

for n < 8; and the number of vibrational states is therefore limited. A maximum 

possible n value, nmax. exists. 

The ground-state eigenfunction of Vn is given by 

O+(rno + n + l)u).,,(mo+n) = [- :z + (8e-z + (n - 8 + 1») ]U).,,(mo+n) = 0, (58) 

(59) 

Successive action with the normalized step-down operators, O_(rn), with rn = 

(rno + n), (rno + n - 1), ... , (rna + 1) yields the needed nth excited-state eigen

function of Vo. These u).".m are normalized in the interval -00 ::::: z ::::: +00. 
Also, the u).",m are normalizable only for integers n such that n < (8 - 1), which 

determines, nmax .• 

In the actual applications, the Morse potential is used for the relative motion of 

the two atoms in a diatomic molecule, i.e., for the radial function of this two-body 

problem. In that case, therefore, /-L is the reduced mass of the diatomic molecule, 

and x = (r - re ), where, re is the equilibrium value of the interatomic distance, 

r. Thus, the eigenfunctions should apply to the interval, -(re/a) ::::: z ::::: +00. For 

realistic parameters for most diatomic molecules, however, the Morse potential 

has such a large positive value at z = -(re/a) that the Morse eigenfunctions are 

effectively zero for z < -(re/a). The I-D solutions found above for the full z-space 
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Molecule D . 1 2 2 ! 8 (fiW)obs 1; Qbs-liC. (fi /2/w )00' lie nrnax. 

Hz 38,276 em 1 118 em 1 18.0 17 4395 cm- 1 

Hel 37,257 em- I 52.05 cm- I 26.7 26 2990 cm- I 

O2 41,758 cm- I 12.{)7 cm- I 58.8 58 1580 em I 

are therefore a good approximation for most diatomic molecules. The parameters 

D, ((t2/2p,a 2 ), and I) are shown for a few molecules in the table provided here. 

The Dobs. and ({t2/2p,a 2)obs. have been extracted from the observed vibrational 

spectra, [G. Herzberg; Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure. I. Spectra of 

Diatomic Molecules, D. van Nostrand (1950)]. The Fiw predicted by the Morse·· 

potential energy relation, eq. (55), has the values 4128 cm- 1 for I'h, 2728 cm- i 

for Hel, and 1407 cm I for O2 in reasonable agreement with the values extracted 

from the observed spectra. (Molecular spectroscopists in general give (energy/hc) 

in wavenumbers, cm 1.) 

4. The Rosen-Morse Potential. 

A similar potential is the Rosen-Morse potential, which leads to the I-D 

Schrodinger equation 

h2 d 2u (V1 X ) -.-~-)+ - +2V2tanh(-) u(x) = Eu(x). 
2lLdx- cosh2(x/a) a 

With dimensionless quantities, 

x 
Z =-, 

a 

this equation leads to 

d 2u (m(m +. 1) ) - -.' + - ---- + 2q tanh z u(z) = EU(Z). 
dz 2 cosh2 z 

This potential has an attractive well with a minimum at zo, given by 

q 
--------

m(m + 1)' 

which has a solution only for 

Iq/m(m -+ 1)1 < 1. 

The equation is factorizable, with 

and 
2 q2 

.c(m) = -m --. 
m2 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

Choosing the branch of .c(m) with positive values of m, this .cem) belongs to case 

4. The maximum of the function .cem) occurs at m = .JfqT, where .c(m) has the 

value ..... 21q I, which is also the ionization or dissociation value of V (z). Thus, bound 

states will exist if E <-·2Iq I, and the requirement [). ..... .c(m)] ::: 0, together with 

the requirement of eq. (63) leads to an allowed branch of m values with m > v'l/iT, 
where 'c(m) is a decreasing function orm, so m = mmin., (mmin. -+ 1), ... , (mmin. + 
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n), ... , with 

(65) 

The shape-invariant partner potentials are Vo(z, rno), VI (z, rno-I), ... , Vn(z, mo

n), with rno = -! + J(2JJ-a2V1f/i2) + ~. The ground-state eigenfunction of 

V(z, mo - n) is determined by 

( ~ + (ma - n) tanh z + q )u;'n(mo-n) = 0, 
dz (rno-n) 

1 -----!L- z 
U;. m -n = Nn e (mo-n) 

,,( 0) (cosh z)(mo-n) 
(66) 

and the eigenfunction of the nth excited state of Vo is obtained from this function 

by the action of n operators V+(m) with rn running from (rno - n + 1) to mo. 

Again, a maximum n value exists beyond which the potential V (z, mo - n) ceases 

to have an attractive minimum with bound states and square-integrable bound-state 

eigenfunctions, so Vo again has only a finite number of bound states. 

5. The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator revisited. 

The I-D harmonic oscillator Schr6dinger equation 

(-::2 +x2)u(x) = 2EU(X), (67) 

with dimensionless, x and 10, is factorizable, with 

O± = (=f :x +x). (68) 

The only parameter, however, is the energy, 10, itself, and the factors, O±, are not 

functions of E. Now, 

I O+O_u(x) = (215 -I)u(x) = [-1 +2E]U(X), 

II O_O+u(x) = (210 + l)u(x) = [-1 + 2(15 + 1)]u(x), (69) 

are to be compared with 

I O+O_u;'m = [A - .e(rn)]u;.m, 

II O-O+u;.m = [A - .e(rn + I)]u;.m. (70) 

Therefore, A has the single-fixed eigenvalue, A = -1, and the parameter, m, is 

replaced by 10, with .e(E) = -210. Because .e(E) is a decreasing function of 15, an 

Emin. exists, with 

A = -1 = .e(Emin.) = -2Emin., 
I 

so Emin. = 2' (71) 
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The allowed values of E are E = Eroio., (Eroio. + 1), ... , (Eroio. + n) = (! + n), .... 

Therefore, En = (n + !). The starting eigenfunction is obtained from 

O_U-l" mm = (:/x + X )U-I.fmm = 0, 

1 _lx2 
U-I.'mm = -1 e 2 (72) 

JT4 

The excited-state eigenfunctions are obtained with the normalized step-up 

operators 

( _.iL +x) 
O+(n + 1) = dx 

-J"F.[ _==0=1 =+:::;;2:=E(=n+=l=O)] 

so 

Using the identities 

the normalized nIh eigenfunction becomes 

(--Jx +x) 

,J2(n + 1)' 

1 I 2 ( d)n 1 2 1 2 

U_I. • .(X) = .j2nnL./ire "i X 
- dx e-"ix e-"i x 

(73) 

(74) 

e-~x2 [X2 ( d)n _x2] e-~x2 Hn(x) 

= .j2nn!.jii e - dx e = .j2nn!"jir' (75) 

where we have used the Rodriguez-type definition of the Hermite polynomial, 

Hn(x), [see eq. (75) of Chapter 4]. 

Finally, the radial equation for the 3-D harmonic oscillator can also be solved 

by the factorization method. For details, see problem 15. 

Altogether, Infeld and Hull list 31 generalizations or specializations of the 

Poschl-Teller, hydro genic, Morse, Rosen-Morse, 1-D harmonic oscillator, or 3-D 

harmonic oschillator Schr6dinger equations, which lead to eigenvalues and eigen

functions in analytic form, where the eigenfunctions correspond to many of the 

well-known functions of classical analysis. The question now arises: Do additional 

potentials exist for which the I-D Schrodinger problem can be solved exactly? This 

question will be partially answered in the next chapter. 

Problems 

14. (a) Find the eigenvalues, En, and the normalized eigenfunctions for all of the 

bound states of a Poschl-Teller potential with dimensionless 

Vo 
V(z) = ---2-' with Vo = 7.2. 

cosh z 
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(b) A particle of mass /l moves in one dimension subject to the SchrOdinger 

equation 

fi2 (d 2 m(m + 1) ) . ..... _- ---+ -2vcothz U(z) = Eu(z), 
2/la l dz2 sinh2 z 

where z is a dimensionless variable, restricted to z :::: 0, and m and Ii are d.imen

sionless potential constants. Find the conditions that must be satisfied by these 

constants, so the potential has an attractive minimum for z > 0, and find an ex

pression for the eigenvalues, E,,, as a function of n. Does a maximum possible 

value of n exist? 

15. The 3-D harmonic oscillator. With u(r) = r R(r), and r = -JIi/mwop, 

E = fiWOE, the radial wave equation for the 3-D harmonic oscillator (with I 

0, 1,2, ... ) takes the fonn 

dIU [/(1 + 1) 2J . 
--'-0 + -- + p u(p) = 2EU(p). 

dp' p2 

Show that this equation is factorizable via 

O±(l) =- (:r:~ + (~ - P)), 
dp p 

but the standard A must be interpreted as A = 2( + 2/; so O±(I) steps both I and 

E. Show that this equation is also factorizable via 

- (d I ) O±(I) = :r:- + (- + p) , 
dp p 

but now with A = 2E - 2/. 

Use these results to show that 

E =fiwo(N + ~), with N = 0,1,2, ... 

and that the allowed I values for a particular. N, are 

I = N, N - 2, N - 4, ... , O(or 1), for N = even (odd). 

Find the nonnalized eigenfunctions for the special states with I = N. Construct 

thc four nonnalized step operators, which convert nonnalized UNI into normal

ized UN+l.I--I, UN-U+I, UN+IJ+h and UN-l.l-I. Construct all nonnalized radial 

eigenfunctions for N < 3 

Find relations giving pUN! as a linear combination of (i) UNHI+I and UN-U+I, 

and as a lincar combination of (ii) UNtl,(-1 and UN-I.l-I. Use these relations to 

find matrix elements of the operators, p cos e and p sin ee±i¢ in the complete 3-

D oscillator basis, 1/fNlm' (The UN! and UN'I', with l' 1= I, are not orthogonal to 

each other in p-space, but the full energy eigenfunctions, UNi(P)Ylm(e, ¢) fonn a 

complete orthogonal set.) 

Find all nonzero matrix elements of the operator, p2. 

Note: The above matrix elements of p cos e and p sin ee±i1J give the matrix 

elements of the dimensionless z and (x ± iy). The corresponding matrix elements 
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ofthe dimensionless Pc and (Px ±ipy) can be obtained by utilizing the commutator 

relations 

pz = i[H, Z]' (Px ± ipy) = i[H, (x ± iy)J, 

together with the known matrix elements of the dimensionless Hand z, (x ± iy). 

Use this technique to find the expressions for the nonzero matrix elements of P2' 

Solution for Problem 15 

With 

O,c(l)=-(=f~ +(~-P»), 

(where the extra overall minus sign in this definition is added merely for con

venience to gain phases for the final matrix elements in best agreement with the 

"standard" phases for the 3-D oscillator), we have the two basic equations 

d 2 1(1 + 1) 0 

0+(l)0 (I) = --0 + --0 - + p" -- (2l- 1), 
dpL p~ 

d 2 1(1 -+- 1) 
0_([ + 1)0+(1 + 1) = ----2 + --2 - + p2 - (21 + 3), (1) 

dp p 

and 

O+(l)O_(I)u),j = [21" - e21 - l)]uM = [A - £(l)]u A/, 

0_(1 + 1)0+(/ + l)u~/ = [2E - (21 + 3)]uAl = [A - £(1 + l)]uAI. (2) 

These two equations are satisfied only if £(1 + 1) - £(1) = 4, and have a proper 

solution only if 

£(l) = 41 + c, A = 21" + 21 + c + 1, c = a constant. (3) 

We will find it convenient to choose, c = -1 (this choice is quite arbitrary and 

will not affect final results). With this choice, 

£(1) = (41 - 1), A = 21" + 21. (4) 

Because our I ~ 0, this £el) is an increasing function of l. Thus, an lmax. exists (to 

be named N), lmax. = N, with A = £(lmax + 1) = (4lmax + 3) = (4N + 3), and 

therefore 

2£ (2N + 3), 

The starting functions of U),.Ima, are given by 

(~ _ ~ .. : .... l. + p )UANCP) = 0, 

where this first-order differential equation has the solution 

Ui-.,l=N(P) = N p"J+l e-

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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[ 
J 3 _ J . J J 3 J C _ (2N + I)!! ;:;;;] 

Note, 2r(N + 2) - 2(N T 2)(N - 2)'" 22 VJr - - 2N+2 ylfJ. 

0_(/) changes I --+ (i-I), but because it keeps A invariant, and), = 2E +2l, it must 

simultaneously raise E by one unit, and hence, shifts N --+ (N + 1). Similarly, 

O+(l + 1) simultaneously changes I --+ (l + 1), N -J> (N - 1). To obtain the 

possible l values for a fixed N, we first examine the action of the operators 

with 

( 
d2 l(l + 1) 2 ) 

0+(l)0 (l)U5./ = --d? + --~ - + p + (21 ... - 1) Uj,l 
p- p~ 

= (2f + 2! - l)Uil = ri l(l)]u5./ 

- - (d 2 l(l + 1) 2 ) 
O-C/ + 1)0+{l + l)u)'1 = - dp2 + -;;2- + p + (21 + 3) U~l 

= (2f + 21 + 3)u;(/ = [i--lel +- l)}Uj,/, (8) 

which can be satisfied by 

.em = -(4/- 1), I = (2E- 2l). (9) 

I - l(l) remains positive for all possible values of 1,- even as I is increased 

indefinitely. No new limits are set on I by the operators O±. Also, 

0_ (I) changes l --+ (I - 1) and simultaneously N --+ (N - 1), and 

O+(l +- 1) changes l --+ (I + 1) and simultaneously N --+ (N + 1). 

Starting with the maximum I value for a particular N, lmax. = N, successive action 

with 0-(1) followed by O(l - 1), or equally well O_(l) followed by 0-(1 - 1), 

will change a state with quantum numbers, N, I to a state with quantum numbers 

N, (l - 2), skipping states with N, (I - 1). The four operators, (h, O±, do not 

change the parity of (N + O. For a fixed energy (fixed N), the possible I values are 

1= N, (N - 2), (N - 4), .. ·,0 (or 1), for N = even (or odd). 

It will now be convenient to define the four step operators preserving the normal

ization of the UN!, which will be denoted by O. [Also, we will characterize the 

radial eigenfunctions by the quantum numbers, N, I; that is, we will replace the A 

(or i) with the quantum number N, which gives the energy eigenvalue, c] 

('J I = O_(l) 
- ( ) -virA - C(l)] , 

o I + I = O+(l + 1) 
+( ) -J[A - £et + 1)]' 

with [A - £(1)] = (2f + 2l) - (41 - 1) = (2N + 3 - 21 + 1). 
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- O-(l) 
fLO) =- , 

Jp- - L(l)] 

with = [5:. - .e(l)] = (2£ - 2/) + (41 - 1) = (2N + 3 + 21 - I). 

Thus, 

U(N+I)(I-I) = O-(l)UNI = I (-~ - ~ + P)UN' 
- ' J2(N + 2 .~ l) dp P , , 

U(N-I)(/--I) = O-(l)UNI = - + - + PUN!, 
- I (d I ) 

J2(N + 1 + I) dp P 

i-, . 1 (d (/+1) ) 
U(l'If+I)(I+l) = O+~l + l)uNI = J2(N + 3 + I) - dp + -p-- + P UNI· 

Combining the first and third of these relations, we get 

I (N-' 2 -- I) / (N + 1 + l) 
PUNt = y 2 U(N+I)({-l) + Y 2 u(N-I)(I-I)- (0) 

Similarly, combining the second and fourth relation, we get 

!CN-I) /CN+3+l) 
PUN! = Y --2-UCN-1)(I+I)' Y---2---U (N+I)(1+I)' (11) 

If we left -multiply the first of these equations with U tv+ 1)(1- I) and integrate over 

P, and use the orthonormality of the UNl with the same I value, we get 

rOC [X I (N + 2 - I) 
10 dpUCN+1)(I_l)PUNI = 10 dpp2 R0V+l)(ll)pRNt = V 2 ' 

where we have used 

r:c dpu(N+I)(I_l)u(N-I)(l-I) = O. 
10 

Both functions have the same I value, viz., (t-- 1), and where we recall that the I-D 

UN dp) is related to the radial function, RN/(p), via UN!(p) = pRN/(p), where we 

also recall p is the dimensionless radial coordinate p = rphys/-Jft7rli:(~)o. Finally, if 

we combine the dimensionless p with the angular functions, we get the components 

of the (dimensionless) vector r: z = pcosO; (x ± iy) = psin8e±i¢. With the 

matrix elements of the angular functions given through eqs. (42)~( 44) of Chapter 

9, we have, e.g., 
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/ (N + 1 + l) (12 - m2 ) 

(Vt(N-I)(I-I)m, PCOS()VtNlm) = V 2 (2l + 1)(2l-1)' 

/ (N + 3 + l) [(l + 1)2 - m2 ] 

(1/I(N+l)(l+I)m, P COS ()VtNlm) = V 2 (21 + 1)(21 + 3)' 

l(N -I) [(l + 1)2 - m2] 

(Vt(N-l)(l+I)m,PCOS()VtNlm) = 2 (2/+1)(21+3)' (12) 

where the similar matrix elements of P sin ()e±i</> differ only in the I, m dependent 

square root factors coming from the angular parts [which now also change m to 

(m ± 1)]. 

To get the matrix elements of p2, we can combine eqs. (10) and (11) 

2 I (N + 2 - l) ( I (N + 2 - I) I (N + 3 + I) ) 
P UNI = V 2 V 2 UNl + V 2 U(N+2)1 

I(N + 1 + I) (l(N -1) I(N + 1 + I) ) 
+ V 2 2 U(N-2)/ + V 2 UNl· 

This equation leads to the matrix elements 

(VtNlm, p 2VtNlm) = (N + ~), 
~~------------

(Vt(N+2)lm, p2VtNlm) = 4J(N + 2 -/)(N + 1+ 3), 

(13) 

(Vt(N-2)lm, p2VtNlm) = 4J(N -/)(N + 1+ 1). (14) 

Finally, to obtain matrix elements of pz and (Px ± ipy), we can use the 

commutator relations 

pz = i[H, z], (Px ± ipy) = i[H, (x ± iy)], 

so, e.g., 

giving 

. / (N + 2 - I) (/ 2 - m2 ) 

(Vt(N+l)(I-l)m, pz VtNlm) = I V 2 (21 + 1)(21 - 1)' 

. / (N + 1 + I) ([2 - m2 ) 

(Vt(N-l)(I-I)m, PzVtNlm) = -IV 2 (21 + 1)(21 - 1)' 

. / (N + 3 + I) [(I + 1)2 - m 2 ] 

(Vt(N+I)(I+I)m, PZVtNlm) = IV 2 e2l + 1)(21 + 3)' 

)(N -I) [(I + 1)2 - m 2 ] 

(Vt(N-l)(I+I)m, PZVtNlm) = -I 2 (21 + 1)(21 + 3)' (16) 

As our last result, we shall obtain explicit expressions for the normalized radial 

eigenfunctions for N :S 3. The functions with l = Imax. = N are given through 
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eq. (7). Functions with lower I values can be obtained with actions of 0_ or 0_: 

~ 4 _lp' /P 4 _lp2 

UN=3.1=3 = V fcf5P e 2 = rlO5~p e 2 , 

~ 4 2 I 2 

= V ~(2p - 5p )e-'P , 

f6; 3 12 = --(2p - 3p)e-'5. P • 

3.jii 

16. The symmetric top rigid rotator. In problem 5, the Schrodinger equation for 

the symmetric top rigid rotator, with A = B =1= C, led to the e equation via the 

assumed form of the solution 

e iM¢ e iKx 

1frJMKC¢, e, X) = ~ ~eJMK(e). 
",2IT ",2IT 

This e equation is one-dimensionalized via 

uJMKCe) = ../sineeJMKCe) 

to give 

where 

li2 I 2 li 2 2 
E = -().. - - - K ) + -K . 

2A 4 2C 
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Show that this equation can be factorized in two ways, via 

O±(M) = =F- + CM - -)cote - -.-( d 1 K ) 

de 2 SlOe 

or 

( diM) 
O±(K) = =F de + CK - 2)cote - sine 

where J... = (J + ~)2, with J = Mmax. = Kmax .. Assume M and K can only be 

integers, so J is an integer. 

Convert the above to normalized M step- and K step-operators, which preserve 

the normalization 

in de sine18JMKCO)1 2 = l. 

Find the normalized 8JJKCO) with M = J, but arbitrary allowed K, and 

8 JMJ CO) with K = J but arbitrary allowed M. 

Find the normalized J step-operators that step J ---+ C J ± 1), but keep M and K 

fixed. These operators will require new normalization factor ratios, C J + 1 M K / C J M K , 

as for the corresponding spherical harmonic problem. Prove these ratios are 

independent of K and, hence, can be taken over from the known case with K = O. 

Find all nonzero matrix elements of cos 0 and sin Oe±i41, sin Oe±ix: 
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The Darboux Method: Supersymmetric 

Partner Potentials 

Even if the two partner potentials, V(x, m) and V(x, m-l),ofthe form [k2(x, m)=r= 

k'(x, m) + £(m)] of eqs. (7) and (8) of the last chapter do not have the same shape, 

it may still be possible to say something about the eigenvalue spectrum of the 

partner potential if the eigenvalues of one of the potentials are known. This will 

be true whether or not the potentials are functions of a parameter, m. This has 

been known since 1882 through the work of G. Darboux; (Comptes Rendus Acad. 

de Sci. (Paris) 94(1882)1456). This 19th century work has only recently been 

rediscovered by quantum theorists in connection with work in particle physics 

on supersymmetry. Hence, the partner potentials are known as supersymmetric 

partner potentials. 

Suppose we have an eigenvalue problem with a potential VI (x) 

which is a solved problem and can be put in the form 

Because we have no parameter, m, we have named the two operators, A, and At, 

A = [:x +k(X)} (3) 
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In addition, let uI be any solution of eq. (1), perhaps not a square-integrable 

solution, 

( - d~2 + VI (X») UI(x) = IUI(X), 

This equation is satisfied if we choose 

because 

so 

(U'-) 
k(x) = - u~ , and const. = I, 

d2 (U'-)2 d (U'-) d2 (U~) t A A A 
A A = -- + - + - - = -- + -

dx2 uI dx uI dx 2 uI' 

t d 2uI /I f1 ) 
A Au;::- = ---2 + uI = 0 = ~A - const. u;::-(x). 

dx 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Therefore, the constant in the original equation must be I and the potential VI (x) 

is given by 

VI (X) = (:~) + I. (8) 

Now, let us look at a different eigenvalue problem, with a different potential, and 

different eigenfunctions, but with the same eigenvalues A 

(9) 

The order of the operators, A, and At, is reversed from that in the original equation, 

which was 

(10) 

Now, because 

we have 

(U'-)2 (U~) 
V2(x) = 2 U~ - u~ + I 

( U'-)2 
=2 U~ +2I-VI (x), (12) 
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where problem 1, with potential VI (x), is given by 

At Au).. = (A - I)u).., 

whereas problem 2, with potential V2(X), is given by 

AATw).. = (A - I)wA• 

Now, acting on eq. (13) from the left with A yields 

AAt(Au)..) = (A - I)(Au)..). 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Thus, we see: Ifu). is an eigenfunction of problem 1, with eigenvalue A, (Au)..) is an 

eigenfunction of problem 2, with the same eigenvalue, A. The question remains: Is 

Wi-. square-integrable, if u).. is square-integrable? To answer this question, calculate 

(16) 

Thus, if UA is square-integrable over the domain from -00 to +00 (as assumed 

here, or over some domain from a to b), and if the value I lies below the lowest 

allowed eigenvalue A of the original problem, the right-hand side is positive, and 

w).(x) = [~ - (:~) ]u)..(X) (17) 

will also be square-integrable, even if uI is not. A word of caution is needed 

here. The above derivation required the property At = (A) t, which required an 

integration by parts over the domain from -00 to +00. For the needed integrals to 

exist, the logarithmic derivative, (U'x/UI), which arises through the function k(x), 

must not have any infinities; i.e., the function uI must not have any zeros. This 

will be true in general if Vex) has both a left and a right classical turning point, 

and if I lies below the lowest eigenvalue A. For the lowest possible eigenvalue, 

the eigenfunction u).. will have just enough curvature away from the x-axis in the 

classically forbidden regions so both u).. and its first derivative will go to zero 

together as x -+ ±oo, as required for a square-integrable function. Moreover, the 

lowest allowed eigenfunction will have no zeros. For a I below the lowest allowed 

A, the curvature away from the x-axis in the classically forbidden regions will 

be too great and the function uI(x) will approach 00 for both x -+ ±oo before 

uI(x) can reach the value zero (see Fig. 12.1). Thus, for every eigenvalue A of 

the potential VI (x), a square-integrable (calculable) eigenfunction of the potential 

V2(X) exists. The potential V2(X), however, has an additional eigenvalue, I, below 

the lowest A. Two candidates exist for square-integrable eigenfunctions associated 

with this additional eigenvalue 

(I) 1 
W, ==-, 

A UI 
(18) 
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To show these equations are solutions of eq. (11) with eigenvalue A = I, note 

_;_ ( 1) [d (UI)] ( 1 ) 
A u;' = - dx - u;. u;. = O. (19) 

Also, 

"(2) (d UI) 1 l X 
2 AA'w- = A -- - - - d~[u.f(~)] 

A dx UI UI 0 

[( U'--- U'--- ) r 1] 
= A (U;)2 - (UI~2 10 d~[UI(~)]2 - UI [UI]2 

= - AUI = - - _...2 U;: = O. [ 
d U'---] 

dx UI 
(20) 

If either wil) or wi) are square-integrable, we have a valid eigenfunction for the 

additional I of the spectrum. The arguments given in connection with Fig. 12.1 

show the new eigenfunction, wi) = l/u;. will in general be square-integrable if 

the potential VI (x) has both left and right classical turning points, and if I < A. 

Thus, we have a prescription for finding an infinite number of new potentials V2 (x) 

with an eigenvalue spectrum given by the new I and the original full spectrum of 

A's. The eigenfunctions for the new potential are given by eq. (17) and (18). This 

is the method of supersymmetric partner potentials. 

In problem 17, we shall use the 1-D harmonic oscillator to find double minimum 

potentials with a known spectrum of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Because the 

process of finding a V2(X) from a Vl(X) with a known spectrum can in principle 

be iterated, we can find a potential with a spectrum of eigenvalues such that a 

few low-lying eigenvalues are placed arbitrarily, but with a spectrum of higher 

eigenvalues of the initial VI (x). 

Problems 

17. Supersymmetric partner potentials. Use a solution uJx) of the I-D harmonic 

oscillator equation 

d2u~ 2 -

- dx 2 + x u5..(x) = AU5..(X) 

to find the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the wave equation for a particle 

moving in the potential V2(X), the supersymmetric partner potential, where 

, 2 ' 2 

V2(X)=2i+2(:~) -VI(X)=2i+2(:~) _x 2 

in the case u;,. is an even function of x, and i < 1, so Ui- has no zeros. Show first 

that the infinite series for U 5.. can be put in the form 

(1 - i) 1 2 I 2 

U5.(x)= IFI (-4-;2";x )e-"lX, 
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where 

and (a)n = a(a + 1)(a + 2)· .. (a + n - 1), (a)o = 1, 

and show that 

, ( - (5 - X) 3 2 (1 - X) 1 2) I 2 

UI = x (I - ).,)\F\(-4-; 2;X ) - \F\(-4-; 2;X ) e-;:X. 

The case with two nearly degenerate levels near)., = I is of particular interest. 

Plot the potential V2(X) together with the eigenvalue spectrum for the two cases: 

- 1 
)., = 1 - 3' 

- 1 
)., = 1 - 256' 

Also, plot the eigenfunctions for the two lowest energy eigenvalues. 

18. Find the hydrogenic expectation values of (1/r, l/r2, l/r3): 

(a) Use 

dO i ao 
dt = ij[H, 0] + at 

to derive the quantum-mechanical form of the virial theorem, for an N -particle 

system, including N = 1: 

Id N N ~2 1 N 

4dt (1/1, £?r; . p; + p; . r;)1/I) = (1/1, t;:~ 1/1) - 2(1/1, t;(r; . v; V)1/I). 

Use this theorem to find the expectation value of 1 I r for a state 1/Inlm of the hydrogen 

atom. 

(b) Derive the Hellmann-Feynman theorem which applies to a system whose 

Hamiltonian is a function of a parameter, v, and states 

aEn aH 
- = (1/In, -1/In)· av av 

Use this theorem to calculate the expectation value of I/r2 for a state 1/Inlm of the 

hydrogen atom. Use 1 as the parameter, (1 == v). The quantum number, n, depends 

on this parameter through n = (nr + 1 + 1); (nr = 0,1,2, ... ). 

(c) The radial functions, Unl(r), Un'l,(r), with I' of /, are by themselves not 

orthogonal to each other 

i OO 

dru:I (r)un,/, (r) = i oo 
drr2 R~I(r)Rn'I'(r) of 0, 

but show that, with n' = n, 

with [' of 1. 
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Hint: Use the radial equation to evaluate 

liz I I 100 1 * -[I (I + 1) -I(l + 1)] dr 2 un1 Unl'. 
2~ 0 r 

Now eliminate fr from the hydrogen step-up and down operators, 0+(/ + 1), 

0-(1), and combine the resulting expression for ~Unl(r) with the above to evaluate 

the expectation value of Ijr3 in the state 1/Inlm. 

19. Commutator algebra for the hydrogen atom. 

(a) Use the dimensionless angular momentum and Runge-Lenz vectors, i and 

ii, as well as the dimensionless p, r, H, and E of problem 13 to show these 

dimensionless operators satisfy the commutation relations 

(b) Define 
~ 

~ R 
y=---

.J(-2E) 

to show in the subspace of a fixed, n, 

If we define 

L·· = ~(x.~ -X.~) 
IJ • I a } a 

I Xj Xi 

y. = ~(X.~ -X4~). 
] i } aX4 aXj 

Show that these operators satisfy the above commutation relations. That is, show 

the six operators, i and V can be related to the six operators, Lij, with i, j = 

1, ... ,4, which are the angular momentum operators in an abstract 4-D space 

generating rotations in this abstract 4-D space, Xl> Xz, X3, X4, where Xl, X2, X3 are 

our 3-D real space. 

(c) Show that M and N, defined by 

-+ 1 ...... -+ -+ 1-+ -

M = '2(L + V), N = '2(L - V), 

satisfy the commutation relations of two commuting angular momentum operators 

(d) Show that 

M2 - N2 = H(i. V) + (V. i») = 0, see Problem 13, 
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-+ -10 ....,...... 1 2 
2(M2 + N 2 ) + 1 = (L2 + V 2 + 1) = -- = n . 

2E 

(e) Show that the double angular momentum eigenfunctions, 1/fjlmlhm2' with 

are also eigenvectors of the hydrogen atom H, provided 

. . (n - 1) 
JI = J2 = --2-' 
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The Vector Space Interpretation of 

Quantum-Mechanical Systems 

A Different "Representations" of the State of a 

Quantum-Mechanical System 

So far, we have specified the state of a quantum-mechanical system by the wave 

function, \V(r, t), i.e., by specifying the value of the scalar function, \V, for all 

values of x, y, z, at a particular time, 1. \V could also be specified, however, at a 

particular time by the infinite set of numbers, cn(t), in the expansion of \V(r, t) in 

the compleete set of energy eigenfunctions of the system, 

(1) 

with 

(2) 

Alternatively, \V could just as well be specified by another set of numbers, a set of 

Fourier coefficients of some other (complete) set of generalized Fourier functions. 

For example, we might use the eigenfunctions of some other Hamiltonian, H, 

not the Hamiltonian of our system, or possibly H could be some other Hermitian 

operator, not a Hamiltonian. Let us assume, in particular, H has both a discrete 

and a continuous spectrum, where the discrete spectrum is numbered by an index, 

i = 1, 2, ... , n, perhaps a finite number or perhaps an infinite number, whereas 

the continuous eigenvalue spectrum is parameterized by a continuous variable, 0:, 

such that 

HUj(r) = Ejuj(i) (3) 
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where the eigenfunctions form an orthonormal set, with 

<Ui,W",>=O, < W a , W a' >=: 8(a - a'). (5) 

The eigenfunctions must of course also form a complete set, where the 

completeness relation is now 

~:=U7(r')ui(r) + f daw~(r')w",(r) = 8(r' - h 
I 

Now, \{J can be expanded in terms of this complete set via 

\{J(r, t) = ~ciui(r) + f dac(a)w",(r), 
I 

where the Cj and c(a) are given by 

Ci =< Ui, \{J >= f dr'u7(r')\{J(r', t), 

c(a) =< W a , \{J >= f drlw~(r')\{J(r', t). 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The Ci and c(a) are now implicitly time dependent. These Ci and c(a) now give us 

still another alternative for the description of our quantum-mechanical system. 

So far, we have used Fourier expansions in a set of orthonormal functions that 

themselves were square-integrable functions; i.e., they were themselves part of 

our Hilbert space. The basis functions in the Fourier expansions, however, need 

not themselves be square-integrable. In fact, our original expansion in terms of 

ordinary Fourier plane-wave functions was of this type. The plane-wave functions 

(in the general notation of this chapter) are 

1 '(--) 
U "(r) = eK p·r . 

p (21T1i)3/2 
(10) 

These functions are eigenfunctions simultaneously of the three operators (p,Jop.' 

(Py)op., (Pz)op., with eigenvalues Px, Py, Pz, with, e.g., 

Ii a ~ ~ 
-;-ujJ(r) = pxujJ(r). 
z ax 

(11) 

Because the spectrum of possible p is continuous, the orthogonality is expressed 

in terms of a Dirac delta function in place of a Kronecker delta 

< ujJ', up >= 8(p' - p), 

and the completeness relation is given by 

fd ~ *(~') ~) ~(~' -pUp r ujJ(r =u r -r). 

(12) 

(13) 
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The Fourier expansion of III is the standard Fourier one, with expansion 

coefficients, ¢(p, t), now the standard Fourier transform 

lII(r, t) = I dp¢(p, t)ujj(r), (14) 

with 

¢(p, t) =< uP' III > . (15) 

The ¢(p, t) now give us another alternative way of specifying the state of our 

quantum-mechanical system. 

Finally, we could even use a basis of Dirac delta functions for the generalized 

Fourier expansion of our III, where these can be written, in analogy with the up, 

or the 1/fn, as 

(16) 

where these u's are simultaneously the eigenfunctions of the three operators x, Y, 

z; with eigenvalues xo, Yo, zoo For example, 

xUi'o(r) = x8(r - ro) = x08(r - ro), (17) 

where we have used the delta function relation 

f(x)8(x) = f(0)8(x). (18) 

The orthogonality of the u's is now given by the delta function relation 

I dru;o(r)ur~(r) = I dr8(r - ro)8(r - r~) = 8(ro - r~). (19) 

The completeness relation is now given by the integral 

I droupo(r')uro(r) = I dr08(ro - r')8(ro - r) = 8(r' - r). (20) 

The Fourier expansion of a 1/f (let us make it time independent for simplicity), in 

terms of Fourier amplitudes cro ' now leads to 

(21) 

Now the Fourier coefficients ero ' the analogs of the Cn , are just the wave functions 

1/f(ro). Hence, this description of the state of our system is just the wave function 

description, where we specify 1/f at every point xo, Yo, Zo in space time. 

To summarize, we have given a number of alternative ways to give a complete 

description of the state of our system: 

1) through specification of \11 at every point in space time; 

2) through the coefficients Cn through an expansion of III in terms of the 

eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of our system; 

3) through the coefficients, Ci and c(a), through an expansion of \11 in terms of the 

eigenfunctions of an hermitian operator H with both a discrete and a continuous 

eigenvalue spectrum; 
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4) through the ¢(p, t) in a standard Fourier expansion of plane waves. 

There are thus many "representations" of our quantum-mechanical system. This 

will lead us to an introduction to the Dirac notation in the next section. 

B The Dirac Notation 

Many different "representations" exist that can specify the state of an atomic 

quantum-mechanical system, described by the wave function, \)J(r, t). We can 

specify \)J at every point in space time; we can specify it through the Cn , or through 

another set Ci and c(a), or through the ¢(p, t), and so on. 

Because our \[1(r, t) belong to the space of square-integrable functions, a quan

tum system specified by a \[1 can be thought of as a vector in infinite-dimensional 

vector space. The coefficients, Cn , can be thought of as the components of this 

vector along a particular set of coordinate axes, similarly, for the Ci and c(a) for 

a different set of coordinate axes. In the same way, the ¢(p, t) can be thought 

of as the components of the state vector along the set of axes specified by the 

momentum values, and the \[1(;, t) as the components of the state vector along a 

set of axes specified by the values of the coordinates. The vector space of our \[1 

with a well-defined complex scalar product is also called a Hilbert space. Just as 

in ordinary finite-dimensional vector analysis, it will be convenient to specify a 

vector by a generic symbol, not always by its coordinates along particular axes. 

Dirac proposed to do this through his "kef' symbol. Thus, a state vector is specified 

by 1\(1). Because scalar products < <P, \[1 > are complex numbers, linear in \[1 but 

antilinear in <1>, with 

< <P, P .. I \[1, + A2\[(2) >= Al < <1>, \[11 > +A2 < <P, \)J2 >, 

< (AI <PI + A2<1>2), \[1 >= Ar < <PI, \[1 > +A2 < <P2, \[1 >, 

but 

(22) 

where AI and A2 are complex numbers, Dirac defines for every "ket" vector, IIII}, 

a dual vector, the so-called "bra," denoted by (\[1 I, where 

IAI \)JI + A2\)J2) = Al 1\[(1) + A21\[(2), 

{AI \[11 + A211121 = A7(\)JII + A; (\[12 I. (23) 

The "bra" vector then pemlits us to write the scalar product of two vectors in terms 

of a "bracket" 

(<I>, \(1) == (<PI\)J), (24) 

In the new language, the Hilbert space is an infinite-dimensional vector space of 

all vectors 1\(1) with a finite norm, 

(\[1 1\(1) = finite real positive number. 
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Because we are dealing with an infinite-dimensional vector space, we will also 

insist on the absolute convergence of expansions, such as 

N 

\liN = :~'::>/1/l1 as N -+ 00. 

n=O 

A linear operator, 0, acting on a "ket," I \II), converts this into a new "ket," I \II') = 

01\11), with a dual "bra," given by (\11'1 = (\IIlot, so 

(25) 

(<1>1\11) is a number, usually a complex number. 

In this new language, an operator can be written as, e.g., 

I<I»(AI (26) 

because 

I <1» (A 1\11) = (a complex number) I <1»; (27) 

that is, the operator 1<1» (A I, acting on the vector 1\11), converts it into a new vector 

1<1», multiplied by the complex number (AI\II). 

A very important type of operator is the projection operator, which projects an 

arbitrary state vector, 1\11), onto a basis vector, such as 11/In). We will assume that 

11/1 n) is normalized such that 

(28) 

Then, 

(29) 

Note, 

via (1/I,,11/In) = 1. (30) 

Once we have projected the arbitrary vector onto the nth basis vector, projecting 

once more will not alter this result, so P; = Pn • 

The completeness relation for the functions 1/In can be translated into the 

"closure" relation in Dirac notation 

(31) 

n 

If the nth energy eigenvalue is degenerate, i.e., if gn independent eigenfunctions 

1/I~i) with i = 1,2, ... , gIl exist (assuming we have orthonormalized the states 

with the same n, viz., (1/I~i)11{f~j)) = 8ij ), it may be useful to define a projection 

operator 

i=g/l 

PI! = LI1/I~i»)(1/I~i)1 (32) 

;=1 
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that projects onto the subspace of states with definite energy E". Now the closure 

relation (completeness condition) becomes 

i=gn 

LLI1/I~;))(1/I~i)1 = 1. (33) 

11 ;=! 

For simplicity, let us for the moment assume no degeneracies exist. Then, P" acting 

on an arbitrary state vector I 111) yields 

(34) 

or, using the closure relation, an arbitrary state vector, 1111), can be expanded in 

terms of base vectors, 11/I,,}, 

(35) 

" " 
This equation is the analog in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of the expan

sion of a vector, V, in ordinary vector analysis in terms of base vectors, e; (unit 

vectors along the ith direction), 

~ '"'~ V = ~e;V;. (36) 

If we use some of the other representations introduced in the previous section, 

we can construct similar projection operators and similar projections. In a basis of 

eigenvectors of the operator, H, with 

Hlu;) = E;lu;}, 

The closure relation is given by 

~)u;)(u;l + f dalwa}{wal = 1, 
I 

and a state vector IIII} can be expanded in this basis by 

(37) 

(38) 

1111) = IIIII} = Llu;} (u;llll) + f dalwa} {wallll} = ~)u;)c; + f dalwa}c(a). 

I I 

Similarly, in the basis of eigenvectors of the momentum operator, p, 

IIII} = f dpluji)(ujillll) = f dpluji)c{J(p, t). 

Finally, in the basis of eigenvectors of the position operator, r, 

11/I} = f drolui'0}(ui'oI1/l). 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

The projection onto the base vector I U 1'0) is now just the SchrOdinger wave function, 

(Ui'o 11/1) = ""(TO), where we have used the orthonormality of the uro ' eq. (19). 

In all of the above examples, we have expanded ket vectors in terms of ket 

base vectors. We could of course have done the same with the bra versions of the 
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vectors. For example, multiplying with the unit operator from the right, 

(1111 = })IIII1frn)(1frnl = LC~(1frnl. (42) 
n n 

Finally, operators can be represented through their matrix elements via 

0= 101 = LI1frn}(1frn 1011frm}(1frmI = LI1frn)(1frml(O)nm, (43) 
n,m n,m 

01111) = LI1frn}(1frnl OI1frm}(1frm 1111) = LI1fr,,)OnmCm = 1111') = LI1frn)c~, 
n,m n.m n 

(44) 

so 

(45) 

C Notational Abbreviations 

Often, we shall abbreviate the ket 11fr,,} simply by In}. If we have a one-degree of 

freedom problem, a single quantum number n, associated with the eigenvalue En, 

is sufficient to specify the ket. For a particle moving in three dimensions, three 

quantum numbers would be needed. For example, for a single particle (without 

spin) moving in a 3-D harmonic oscillator well, the ket would be specified by 

Injn2n3). For a single particle with spin moving in a central potential VCr), the 

specification Inlm/ms) would be natural. Thus, we abbreviate 

(46) 

Similarly, for the momentum representation 

lu p} (47) 

and, in the coordinate representation 

(48) 
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The Angular Momentum Eigenvalue 

Problem (Revisited) 

A Simultaneous Eigenvectors of Commuting Hermitian 

Operators 

So far, we have solved the angular momentum eigenvalue problem very specifically 

in the coordinate representation for the case of the orbital angular momentum 

eigenfunctions, the well-known spherical harmonics. Let us look at this problem 

once more from a much more general point of view, which can be taken over for any 

angular momentum problem, or even more generally for any problem involving 

three hermitian operators with the same commutation relations as the Lx, Ly. and 

L z• We want to solve the problem of finding the simultaneous eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of the two (commuting) operators L . L. and L z• We will now write 

the eigenequations in the new language 

(L . L)/Am) = A/Am} 

Lz/Am} = m/Am}, (1) 

where we' have purposely used the Dirac notation for the eigenvectors. so no 

implication is made as to a choice of representation. 

The problem of finding the simultaneous eigenvectors of a pair (or more gener

ally a number) of commuting hermitian operators is a very general one, because 

the complete specification of a base vector for an n-degree of freedom problem 

will in general involve n quantum numbers, associated with the eigenvalues of n 

commuting, hermitian operators. Let us first look at the case with n = 2. Let us 

first prove a theorem as follows. 
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Theorem: Two hermitian operators A and B have the same set of eigenvectors 

if and only if they commute. 

First, assume the set of vectors la) are eigenvectors of both A and B: 

Ala) = aala), 

Bla) = bala). (2) 

Now, let [A, B] = (AB - BA) act on an arbitrary state vector 11/r) of our vector 

space. We shall assume the states la) form a complete set, and also note that a 

particular la) may require more than one label for a complete specification, so a 

may be a shorthand for two labels. Then, with 

(3) 

a 

in the subspace in which A, and B act, we can project an arbitrary state vector 11/r) 

onto the la) basis to get 

(AB - BA)I1/r) = })AB - BA)la)(al1/r) = I)aaba - buaa)la) (al1/r) = 0, 
a a 

(4) 

because the au and ba are ordinary real numbers. 

Conversely, if the la) are eigenvectors of the operator A, and if [A, B] = 0, 

(AB - BA)I1/r) = ° 
= (AB - BA) })a)(al1/r) 

a 

= L(A - au)Bla)(al1/r) 
a 

= L(A - aa)la')(a'IBla)(al1/r) 
a,a' 

= })aa' - aa)(a'IBla)(al1/r). (5) 
a,a' 

Because 11/r) is an arbitrary vector and the la) are assumed to form a basis for the 

subspace of our vector space, we must have, for each pair of basis states la), la'), 

(6) 

Hence, 

(a'IBla) = 0, if (7) 

If the eigenvalues aa have no degeneracies, i.e., if but a single eigenvector as-

sociated with each aa exists, the matrix of B is diagonal in the la) basis, and 

(a'IBla) = Ou a,ba. The more common situation, however, is one in which de-

generacies ass~ciated with the eigenvalues of A exist. For example, if A = P, 
(21 + 1) eigenvectors associated with each eigenvalue of A exist. Then, with 

A la(;) = aa la(i), with i = 1, 2, ... gao' (8) 

(9) 
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In this case, his still possible to take a linear combination ofthe la(i)), with the same 

eigenvalue, aCt of the operator A, to make the matrix of the operator B diagonal in 

this gaa - dimensional subspace. To specify the basis completely., we then need the 

simultaneous eigenvalues of both operators A and B. 

B The Angular Momentum Algebra 

With this introduction, let us look at the eigenvalue problem of eq. (1) for the 

operators L z , and l2, built from the three (dimensionless) operators, Lx, L y , L z, 

where these satisfy the commutation relations 

Our results will depend only on these commutation relations. Hence, other oper

ators with these same commutation relations will also be interesting. The other 

angular momentum example involves the three components of the spin operator, 

Sx, Sy, Sz. In the case of the orbital angular momentum operator, we were able 

to write the operators in terms of functions of (), rp, a8e, and a~' i.e., in terms of 

explicit functions of the orbital coordinates. In the case of the electron, and other 

fundamental particles, we know nothing about the intrinsic or internal coordinates 

of such particles. In 1924, G. E. Uhlenbeck and S. Goudsmit had a picture in their 

mind of an electron that was like a little rotating sphere, but to the best of our 

ability to measure anything today to many significant figures, the electron is still 

a point particle (with no observable internal structure). Hence, we cannot relate 

the spin operators to internal "angles." In the case of a rotating molecule, we can 

write the rotational, internal angular momentum in terms of three Euler angles and 

their partial derivatives (as we shall see). Even though we know nothing about the 

internal structure of an electron, however, it will be reasonable to assume the three 

components of S obey the same commutation relations as the three components 

of l: 

(11) 

In addition, because the spin-degree of freedom will involve only internal or intrin

sic degrees of freedom of the electron, it will be natural to assume all components 

of S commute with all components of l. With this additional relation, the three 

components of j, the total angular momentum, with 

(12) 

will also have the basic commutation relations of angular momentum 

(13) 

Still other operators exist, which may not be at all the three components of an 

angular momentum, but have the same commutation relations. For example, the 
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three operators 

Ml = ~[(P; +X2) - (p~ + i)], 
1 

M2 = 2(PXPy +xy), 

1 
M3 = 2 (xpy - YPx), (14) 

where x and Px are dimensionless coordinate and momenta, with x and Y measured 

in appropriate length units, such that [Pj, xkl = -iOjk. From these commutation 

relations, it follows that 

(15) 

Because we shall prove the eigenvalues of M3 (like those of Sz, or l z) can only be 

either integers or 4 -integers, and because M3 = 4 L z , we now have the proof that 

the orbital angular momentum quantum number m must be an integer. (It cannot be 

a 4-integer, as the corresponding m quantum number of an arbitrary "spin.") The 

operators M j of eq. (14), which are single-particle operators, can be generalized 

to operators for a many-body system by summing over N particle indices, e.g., 

1 n=N( ) 
M3 = 2: L XnPy" - YnPx. . 

n=l 

(16) 

Thus, the result can be generalized to the m quantum number of an N -body system. 

C General Angular Momenta 

Let us consider the generic operators lx, ly, l z• Again, we define 

1± = (1x ± ily), 

The commutation relations translate to 

[10 , L] = -L, 

It will be useful to rewrite J 2 in various ways 

[h, L] = 210 . 

J2 = ~(1x + i ly)(1x - i 1y) + ~(1x - ily)(1x + i 1y) + f; 
1 2 

= 2(1+L + Lh) + 10 

=Lh+1i+10 

(17) 

(18) 

= l+L + 1i - 10 , (19) 

where we have used [1+, L] = 210 to write the operator in two basic forms. Now, 

let us assume I Am) is simultaneously an eigenvector of J2 and 10, with eigenvalues 

A and m, respectively, where these are (so far) arbitrary real numbers: 

J2IAm) = AIAm), 
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JOIAm} = mIAm}. (20) 

Acting on these two equations from the left with the operator h and using the 

commutation relations, [h, j2] = 0 and [h, Jo] = -J+, we get 

J2(hIAm}) = A (J+ lAm}). 

Jo(J+IAm}) = (m + l)(hIAm}). (21) 

Similarly, acting on both equations from the left with L, we get 

j2(LIAm}) = A(LIAm}). 

Jo(LIAm}) = (m -l)(LIAm}). (22) 

Thus, if lAm} is an eigenvector of ]2 and Jo with eigenvalues A and m, two 

possibilities exist. Either (h lAm}) is an eigenvector of j2 and Jo, with eigenvalues 

A and(m + 1), or J+IAm} = O. Similarly, either (LIAm}) is an eigenvector of j2 

and Jo, with eigenvalues A and (m - 1), or L lAm} = O. 

Let us assume the first possibility for the operator J+. Using eq. (19), let us 

evaluate the diagonal matrix element of L J + for the eigenstate I Am} 

{AmILJ+IAm} = {Aml(J2 - Ji - Jo)IAm} = [A - m(m + 1)]{AmIAm} 

= L {AmILIA'm'}{A'm'IJ+IAm} 
}..',m l 

= L{A'm'IJ~IAm}*{A'm'IJ+IAm} = LI{l'm'IJ+IAm)J2 

~~ ~~ 

= [A - m(m + 1)]. (23) 

The state hlAm} can exist if A> m(m + 1). In that case, we could act with J+ to 

make the new state with (m + 1) and calculate the diagonal matrix element in the 

state IA(m + I)}. Moreover, we could repeat this process to ladder our way up to 

a state with (m + n), but the same A, so 

LI{A'm'IJ+IA(m + n))J2 = [A - (m + n)(m + n + 1)]. (24) 
)../.m' 

An integer n will then be large enough that the negative quantity -(m+n )(m +n+ 1) 

will overwhelm the positive A, and we will have a patently positive quantity on the 

left-hand side of the equation equal to a negative quantity on the right. Therefore, 

the assumption that (Am I Am) = 1 for the starting value of m must have been wrong. 

If the starting value of m is such that the laddering process has an upper bound, 

however, we must come to a maximum value of m, such that (m + n) = mmax, 

with 

(25) 

and, hence, 

(26) 
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Similarly, using the last form of eq. (19), 1+] = ei2 ~ l(i + 10), we arrive in 

the same way at the result 

(Amll+LIAm) = LI(A"m"ILIAm)1 2 = fA ~ m(m ~ 1)]. (27) 

Now, we can repeat the step-down process and step-down m until it would become 

such a large negative number, so the negative quantity ~m(m ~ 1) = -lmlClml + 1) 

would overwhelm the positive A. Thus, again the step-down ladder must quit at a 

value m = mmin for which 

(28) 

and 

(29) 

Hence, 

(30) 

I d· . I r; 1 2 h h ea mg to mmin. = T2 ± 'II (mmax. + 2) ), so mmin. = --mmax· T e ot er root, 

mmin. = (mmax. + 1), is of course meaningless. Let us now name mmax. = j. 

Because now (mmax. - mminJ = 2m max. = 2j = integer, the quantum number j 

can only be an integer or a ~-integer; with 

A = j(j + 1), where m = + j, (j - 1), ... , - j. (31 ) 

Tn addition, because the operators h do not change the eigenvalue A, the sums over 

A' or A" in egs. (24) and (27) collapse to the single value A. Also, ifthe eigenvectors 

are such that the state IAmmax.) is nondegenerate, the state (LIAmmax ) will also 

be nondegenerate; similarly for states with even lower m values. Then, the sum 

over m' in eg. (23) and m" in eq. (27) collapse.s to a single value. Thus, replacing 

the label A with the quantum number j, 

l(j(m + 1)IIt-ljm)12 = [j(j + 1) - m(m + 1)], 

IU(m ~ l)ILljm)1 2 = [j(j + 1) - m(m ~ 1)]. 

Choosing the matrix elements themselves to be real, we get 

(j(m + OIJ+lim) = J(j ~ m)(j + m + 1), 

UCm - 1)ILljm) = J(j + m)(j - m + 1), 

and, with Jx = ~(J+ + I), 1" = ~(L - II), 

(jm'IJxljm) = 

HOm'(m+l)j(T=mjO + m + 1) + Om'(m-I)J(j --I- m)(j -- m + 1)), 
(jm'IJvljm) '.' 

H ~iOm'(m+l)J(T~~n)(j +- m + 1) + iOm'(m-I)-/iJ+ m)(j - m + 1)), 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(jmIJzlim) c m. (36) 
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For j = ~, these matrices are very simple 2 x 2 matrices with rows and columns 

labeled by m = + ~,m = ~ ~, in that order. It is convenient to factor out the factor 

~, and to define the operator a, via 

-. 1 ~ 
I = 2:0', (37) 

where the matrices have the simple form 

(38) 

These equations are the famous Pauli spin-matrices. They satisfy 

(39) 

As a final small exercise, let us calculate f\. Ix for an angular momentum system 

is in a definite angular momentum eigenstate Ijm). We note 

(JmIIrl.im) = 0, (40) 

so the expectation value of this perpendicular component of 1 is zero in the 

eigenstate with definite value of lz. Also, 

(JmII;ljm) = L (JmllxlJm') (jm'IIxlJm) 
m'=(m±l) 

L l(Jm'IIxljm)1 2 

m'=(m±l) 

1 
= 4([j(j + 1) ~ m(m + 1)] + [jej + 1) ~ m(m ~ 1)1) 

1 2 
= 2:[j(j + 1) - m ']. (41) 

Furthermore, the diagonal matrix elements of ly and fj; have the same values as 

those for the x component. Thus, converting now to physical components with 

angular momentum in units ofn, 

f\.lx = f\.Iy =n/ j(j + ~) ~ m2, (42) 

in the state 11m) for which lz has the precise value lim, so I~I.s. O. This is 

illustrated with the semiclassical vector model in which the vector I, now of length 

Fi.J j(j + 1), is pictured to precess about its z-component with precise valuenm, 

which is less thanli.J j(j + 1) even in the state with m = j. Also, for j = 1, m = 
±~, we have f\.Ix = f\.ly = ~Fi, the minimum quantum-mechanical uncertainty, 

Final Remark: With our choice of phase for eqs. (34) and (35), we have made 

the matrix elements of Iy pure imaginary, and the matrix elements for lx real. 

This is the standard angular momentum phase convention. All three components, 

however, are of course equivalent. We could, e.g., have used a basis in which Ix 

is diagonal, ly real and off-diagonal, and lz pure imaginary and off-diagonal. 
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Rigid Rotators: Molecular Rotational 

Spectra 

A The Diatomic Molecule Rigid Rotator 

For a rotating molecule the angular momentum, associated with the rotation of 

this "nearly rigid" body can be expressed in tenns of Euler angles and their partial 

derivatives. Hence, this may be a good first example. Consider the simplest case: 

a diatomic molecule, e.g., the HCI molecule with one hydrogen and one Chlorine 

nucleus and 1 + 17 electrons. The full 20-body problem is extremely complicated, 

but at very low energies no excitations associated with the electron degrees of 

freedom win come into play. The electron cloud binds the two atomic nuclei into 

a nearly rigid structure. The position of the diatomic molecule in 3-D space can be 

described by a radial coordinate, r, giving the distance between the Hand CI nuclei, 

and two angles, e, and ¢, giving the orientation in space of the molecule axis, or 

H-Clline. The wave function can be written as 1/I(r, e, ¢) = R(r)Ylm(e, ¢). The 

electron cloud gives rise to a potential, VCr), with a deep (nearly parabolic) well 

with a minimum ar r = r e , where this is the equilibrium distance between the 

two atomic nuclei. The radial problem is associated with the vibrational motion 

of the molecule, a nearly hannonic oscillator motion to good first approximation. 

The energy associated with this vibration, nwo, is approximately 30 times that 

associated with the lower rotational excitations. Thus, at sufficiently low energies, 

we can replace the radial coordinate with its constant equilibrium value, re , and 

the Hamiltonian collapses to 

(1) 
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with corresponding Schr6dinger equation 

1i2 ~ 2 1i2 

--2 L Ylm(O, ¢) = EYlm(O, ¢) = -2 2/(l + I)Ylm(O, ¢). (2) 
2ILre ILre 

Here, IL is the H-CI reduced mass, and Ie is the moment of inertia about an axis 

perpendicular to the molecular axis, through the center of mass of the system. The 

energies are 

1i2 

El = --2/(1 + 1). 
2ILre 

(3) 

The eigenfunctions are the standard spherical harmonics. Each level is (21 + I)-fold 

degenerate, because the energy does not depend on m. 

B The Polyatomic Molecule Rigid Rotator 

For a polyatomic molecule, such as H20, with an isosceles triangle equilibrium 

structure, the rotational Hamiltonian is more complicated. We now need three Euler 

angles to specify the orientation in space of the nearly rigid molecule: two angles, 

o and ¢, to give the direction of the triangle's symmetry axis, and a third angle, X, 

to describe the "spinning" of the two H atoms about this symmetry axis. Again, 

assuming the energies to be considered are so low vibrational excitations can be 

neglected, we can replace the coordinates of the atomic nuclei by their (constant) 

equilibrium values and are led to the rigid rotator Hamiltonian 

1 2 I 2 1 2 

H = 2A Px ' + 2B Py' + 2CPz" (4) 

where Pz' is the component of the rotational angular momentum vector along the 

Z', body-fixed principal axis, the H2 0 symmetry axis; similarly, the x' and y' axes 

can be taken as the remaining principal axes, one perpendicular to the plane of the 

triangle, the other lying in the triangle plane, all going through the center of mass 

of the molecule. The constants A, B, C are the three principal moments of inertia 

in the equilibrium configuration: Ixx = A, Iyy = B, Izz = C. The principal or 

primed axes components of the rotational angular momentum vector, P, must be 

translated to operator form to write the above Hamiltonian in qmmtum-mechanical 

form. Using the techniques of problem 5, these components are [converting from 

the physical angular momentum components of eq. (4) to dimensionless ones, e.g., 

(Pz' )phys. = Ii Pz' ], 

P , = - ---- + cos X - - sm X cot O-
I (Sin X a a. a ) 

x i sin 0 a¢ ao a X ' 

P, = - -- - - sm X - - cos X cot 0-
1 (COS X a . a a ) 

y i sin 0 a¢ ao a X ' 
1 a 

Pz'=-:--, 
l ax 

(5) 
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with 

~ 2 ( a2 a 1 [a 2 a2 
2 a2 

] a2
) P = - - + cote- + -- -- - 2 cos e -- + cos e - + - . 

ae 2 ae sin2 e acp2 acpaX aX 2 aX2 
(6) 

We can of course also wri te the space-fixed, x, y, and z components of the rotational 

angular momentum in this operator form. The component of greatest interest to us 

is the space-fixed z-component 

1 a 
P,=--. 

- i acp (7) 

The three operators Pz, Pz', and P 2, form a set of three commuting operators. In 

addition, straightforward calculation gives the commutator algebra of the three 

body-fixed or principal axis components of the rotational angular momentum 

operator 

[Pz" Px'] = -i Py" (8) 

Note the minus signs! These signs are the complex conjugates of the standard 

angular momentum commutators. If we had taken the space-fixed components Px , 

Py , and Pz , we would have been led to the standard angular momentum commutator 

algebra. In translating the standard results to their complex conjugates (needed for 

the primed components), we must merely interchange P~ and P!.., where now 

(9) 

Now 

(10) 

(Note the difference in sign compared with the standard angular momentum alge

bra!) Also, now, the simultaneous eigenvectors of the three commuting operators, 

Pz , Pz" and P 2, will yield a complete basis of the subspace of our Hilbert space, 

corresponding to the three rotational degrees of freedom. (We need three quan

tum numbers, and three commuting, hermitian operators.) The needed eigenvector 

equations are 

P2IJMK} = 'AIJMK) = J(J + l)IJMK), 

PzIJMK) = MIJMK), 

Pz,IJMK) = KIJMK}, (11) 

where the commutator algebra of the unprimed angular momentum components 

leads to Mmax = -Mmin = J, and the commutator algebra of the primed angular 

momentum components leads to Kmax = -Kmin = J, where 'A = J(J + 1). 

Because we are dealing with orbital degrees of freedom of a many-body system, 

the quantum numbers, J, M, K must all be integers, withM = J, (J -1), ... , -J, 

and, similarly, K = J, (J - 1), ... , -J. (We use capital letters for the J, M, K 

quantum numbers according to the usual convention by which capital letters are 

used for many-body systems.) 
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We will now write the rigid rotator Hamiltonian for the asymmetric top with 

A =I- B =I- C (valid for the H20 molecule), by first introducing the energy constants 

n2 n2 n2 

a = 2A' b = 28' c = 2C' (12) 

H = aP; + bP;' + cPz~ = ~(a + b)(P; + P;,) + ~(a - b)(P; - P;,) + cp} 

I ~2 2 1 I I I I 2 3 
= l(a + b)(P - P,') + "4(a - b)(P+P+ + P_P_) + cPz" (1 ) 

In the IJ M K) basis, the nonzero matrix elements of the primed components of P 
are 

(JM(K + 1)IP~IJMK) = J(J - K)(J + K + 1), 

(JM(K -I)IP~IJMK) = J(J + K)(J - K + 1), 

(JMKlPzVMK) = K. (14) 

(P~ is now a K step-up operator, and P~ is a K step-down operator. This results 

because the commutation relations of the primed components of the rotational 

angular-momentum operators are the complex conjugates of the standard ones.) 

The Hamiltonian is not diagonal in the IJ M K} basis. In this basis, the diagonal 

matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are 

I 
(J M KIHIJ M K) = l(a + b)(J(J + 1) - K2) + CK2. (15) 

With a =I- b, off-diagonal terms exist. For the special case of a symmetric rotator, 

with a = b, however, these terms vanish, and the I J M K} are (:igenstates of this 

symmetric rotator. The rotational energies are 

I 
EJK = l(a + b)(J(J + I) - K2) + CK2. (16) 

For the asymmetric rotator, with a =I- b, we need the matrix elements 

(JMK'IP~P~IJMK) 

= 8 K'(K +2).;r-(J---K-,-)--,--(J---K-----:-I---:)(-J -+-K-+-I-)("-J-+-'K + 2), 

(JMK'IP~P~IJMK) 

= 8 K'(K - 2) .;r(J::-+----=K-=-)-(J--+---=K=-----:-l)---:(-=-J -----,K=--+---,I,,--)(.,...,J:---K' + 2). (17) 

When multiplied by (a-b)/4, these give the nonzero off-diagonall matrix elements. 

To get the energy eigenvectors, we now need to make a transformation from the 

IJMK) basis to a basis of the type IJMEO/), where these base vectors are si

multaneously eigenvectors of the three commuting operators, P 2, Pz , and H, 

with 

p2IJMEO/} = J(J + 1)IJMEa), 

PzIJMEa} = MIJMEO/), 

HIJMEa} = EO/IJMEO/), (18) 
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where a is a label that simply orders the energy eigenvalues for a particular J M. 

To find the energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors, we need to make a transformation 

from the IJ M K} basis to the IJ MEa} basis: 

K=+J K=+J 

IJMEa} = L IJMK}(JMKIJMEa} = L cK(Ea)IJMK}. (19) 

K=-J K=-J 

If we substitute this linear combination of the I J M K} into the energy eigenequation 

(20) 

we get 

LHIJMK}(JMKIJMEa} = EaIJMEa}. (21) 

K 

Taking the scalar product of this with a particular (J M K'I, Le., with left

multiplication by the bra for a particular value of K', we get 

L(JMK'IHIJMK)(JMKIJMEa} = Ea(JMK'IJMEa}. (22) 

K 

If we use the shorthand notation 

(JMK'IHIJMK) = HK'K, 

the above equation can be written as 

LHK'KCK = EaCK', 
K 

or 

(23) 

L(HK'K - Ea llK'K)CK = O. (24) 

K 

The H submatrix for a particular J, and some fixed M, has been abbreviated by its 

matrix elements H K' K. where the common quantum numbers, J and M, have been 

suppressed. [From eqs. (15) and (17), these matrix elements are functions only of 

J and K and are completely independent of M.J Eq. (24) is a set of (2J + 1) linear 

equations in the unknown coefficients, CK, with K' = +J, +(J - 1), ... , -J. 

These linear equations have solutions for the CK if/only if the determinant of the 

coefficients is zero: 

(25) 

This determinantal relation leads to a polynomial in the unknown Ea of degree 

(2J + 1), which must be set equal to zero, leading to (21+1) roots Ea , with a = 
1,2, ... , (21 + 1). 

For example, for J = I, the linear equations are 

(H+1+1 - E)c+1 + H+lOco + H+1-1Cl = 0, 

HO+1c+1 + (Hoo - E)co + HO-1Cl = 0, 

H_\+IC+I + H-IOCO + (H_I_I - E)c __ 1 = 0, 

with the determinantal relation 

I 

(H+I+I - E) 

HO+I 

H- 1+1 

H+1O 
(Hoo - E) 

H_lo 

H+1- 1, I 
HO-I, = O. 

(H_I_I - E) 

(26) 
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The Hamiltonian matrix for J = 1 follows from eqs. (15) and (17). The J = 1 

matrix is 

(JMK'I(H - E)IJMK) = 

K = +1 

K = +1 ((a1b + C - E) 

K =0 0 
K = -1 alb 

K =0 

o 
(a + b - E) 

o 

K =-1 

a-b ) 

(a;:b + ~._ E), 

where it would have been advantageous to rearrange the columns and rows (taking 

first all even K values, followed by all odd K values), because the matrix elements 

of H are nonzero only for AK = ±2. The determinant of the (H - E) matrix 

will then always factor into two subdeterminants. For J = 1, the determinantal 

relation leads to the requirement 

[ J [( a + b )2 a - b )2J 
(a + b - E) -2- + c - E - (-2- = 0, (27) 

with the three roots 

EI = (a +b), 
a+b a-b 

E2 = (-2- + c) + (-2-) = (a + c), 

a+b a-b 
E3 = (-2- + c) - (-2-) = (b + c). (28) 

For E = El = (a + b), the allowed c's are given by C+I = LI = 0, Co = 1. For 

E = E2 or E = E3, we must have Co = 0, and the remaining c's follow from the 

equations 

a+b a-b 
(-2- + c - E)LI + (-2-)c+1 = 0 

a-b a+b 
(-2-)L1 + (-2- + c - E)c+I = 0 (29) 

For E = E2 = (a + c), these equations have the solution CI = C+1 = II. 
Conversely, for E = E3 = (b + c), these equations lead to -Ll = C+l = II. 
We have normalized the solutions such that L K Ic K 12 = 1. 

Thus, the energy eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the asymmetric rotator, with 

J=lare 

E1 = (a + b), IJ = 1 MEl) = IJ = 1 M K = 0), 

and for 

E2 = (a + c), and E3 = (b + c), 
1 

IJ = 1M E 2 ) = v'2(IJ = 1 M K = +1) + IJ = 1 M K = -1)), 

1 
IJ = IME3) = v'2(IJ = IMK = +1) -IJ = IMK = -1)). (30) 
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For arbitrary 1, we are led to a (21 + 1) x (21 + 1) determinantal problem. The 

(21 + 1) roots of eq. (24) will give us the eigenvalues Ea and the eigenvectors 

for arbitrary 1. The energies are independent of M. All states are therefore still 

(21 + I)-fold degenerate. This degeneracy can be lifted only by an external field. 

For the H20 molecule, which has a permanent electric dipole moment directed 

along its symmetry axis, the degeneracy could be removed if the molecule is placed 

in an external electric field (Stark effect). 

In condensed-matter physics, effective Hamiltonians of the type of eq. (13) are 

often useful. These may be functions, e.g., of the spin operators of an impurity ion 

and have the general form 

H = as;+bS;,+cS;+d(SxSy+SySx)+e(SxSz+SzSx)+ f(SySz+SZSy)' (31) 

The combinations, such as (SxSy + SySx), are hermitian. Problems of this type can 

be solved by the techniques illustrated in this section by the asymmetric rotator. 

Problems 

20. Find the allowed energies for the 1 = 2 states of the asymmetric rigid rotator 

with Hamiltonian 

H = aP';, + bP; + c Pz~ = ~(a + b)(P 2 - Pz~) + i(a - b)(P~P~ + P'P.'J + c Pz~ 

as functions of a, b, c. Find the eigenvectors of these states as linear combinations 

of the 11M K); i.e., find the coefficients, c K, for the allowed J = 2 states in the 

expansions 

11MEa) = Lc~)11MK). 
K 

21. For the asymmetric rigid rotator of problem 20, show from the symmetry of 

the Hamiltonian, H, the eigenvectors split into four classes of the form 

IJMEa)±.e(o) = Ljz(11MK) ± 11M - K), 
K 

where the e(o) states involve a sum over even or odd K values only. Using this 

e+, e-, 0+, 0- basis, show the 7 x 7 matrix of the Hamiltonian matrix for 1 = 3 

factors into three 2 x 2 submatrices and one 1 x 1 submatrix, and find the allowed 

energies for 1 = 3 as functions of a, b, c. 

22. An impurity ion with a spin, S = ~, is imbedded in a magnetic crystal and 

is subject to the local effective Hamiltonian 

H = a(SxS" + SySx) + bS;, 

where Sx, SY' Sz are the three components of the spin operator and a and bare 

constants. Find the Hamiltonian matrix in the basis, ISMs), where M s is the eigen

value of Sz. Find the energy eigenvalues, Ea , and the energy eigenvectors as linear 

combinations of the ISMs). 
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Transformation Theory 

A General 

In our example of the diagonalization of the asymmetric rotator Hamiltonian in 

the last chapter, we encountered a very special case of a very general problem 

in quantum theory, the transfonnation from one basis in Hilbert space to another. 

In our example, it was a transfonnation from the 11M K) basis to the II ME,,) 

basis, involving two different complete sets of commuting operators to specify the 

two different bases. In our specific example of the 1 = I energy eigenstates, the 

transformation was a very simple one, in a 3-D subspace of the asymmetric rotator 

subspace of the full Hilbert space of our problem, and thus it involved a 3 x 3 

transfonnation. 

For a general state vector, 11fr}, in the asymmetric rotator subspace of the Hilbert 

space of the polyatomic molecule system, we could use either the representation 

11fr) = LIJMK)(JMKlvf) (1) 

JMK 

or the representation 

11fr) = LI1Ma)(JMa l1fr}, (2) 
JMa 

where we have used the abbreviation a for Ea , and 

(JMal1fr) = L(lMaIJMK)(JMKI1fr), (3) 

K 
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and 

(J M KI1jJ) = 2:)J M KIJ Ma)(J Mal1jJ). (4) 

Here, eqs. (1) and (2) are the analogs in Hilbert space of the relations in ordinary 

n-dimensional vector space that give the specification of a vector V in terms of the 

components along a set of axes defined by unit vectors ei, or in terms of components 

along a set of e~, which are unit vectors along a set of rotated coordinate axes. 

v = LekVk, (5) 

k 

(6) 

a 

with 

where (7) 

The inverse gives 

(8) 

Ct 

showing the orthogonal character of the transformation matrix, i.e., the Oak satisfy 

the orthogonality relations 

LOakOtlk = oatl, LOakOaj = Ok). (9) 
k a 

Now, cqs. (3) and (4) are the analogs in Hilbert space of the ordinary vector 

relations, eqs. (7) and (8). If we name (J Mal1jJ) == < and (J M KI1jJ) == CK, 

c~ = L(JMal.lMK)CK = LUaKCK, 
K K 

CK = L(JMK JMa)c~ = L(u-l)Kac~, (10) 

a 

where now 

(U-1)Ka = (JMKIJMa) = (JMaIJMK)* = U:K· (11) 

That is, the transformation is now unitary, rather than just orthogonal. The U matrix 

elements satisfy the unitary conditions 

LUaKU;K = Oaf!' 
K 

LUaKU:K, = OKK" 
Ci 

(12) 

Now, the inverse matrix is the complex conjugate of the transposed matrix. We 

can also think of the U, not as a matrix, but as an operator, where 

U = LIJMa)(JMaIJMK)(JMKI. (13) 

a.K 
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That is, U is the operator converting a 11 M K) into a: 1 Ma) and multiplying it by 

the complex number UaK • Similarly, 

U- I = L)JMK)(JMKIJMa)(JMal, (14) 

K,a 

where now 

(15) 

For the very specific case of the J = 1 states of the asymmetric rotator, using the 

ordering of energies of eqs. (28)-(30) of Chapter 15 for the index a, we have 

K = +1 K =0 K =-1 

a~l( 0 0 

) ::~ 
I 0 1 

U = (aIK) = ~ ~ 
1 0 I 

~ -Jz 

and 

a = 1 a=2 a=3 

K ~+l ( 0 1 

_t) ~ 

U t = (Kia) = K =0 1 0 

K =-1 0 I 

./2 r, 
" .-

Combining this with the matrix, Ih K' of Chapter 15, we can see by straightforward 

mal1ix multiplication that 

or, in matrix fonn, 

L (a/IK'}(K'IHIK)(Kla) = (a/IHla), 

K.K' 

LUa'K,HK'K(Ui)Ka = Ha'a = EaDCl'a. 
K,K' 

B Note on Generators of Unitary Operators and the 

Transformation U HUt = H' 

(16) 

(17) 

A unitary operator, U, can be generated by a hennitian operator, G 

exponentiation 

G T , by 

(18) 

where E is a real finite number and the operator G is called the generator of 

the unitary transfonnation, To prove the unitary character of U, consider first an 

infinitesimal transfonnation, with E = EO « 1, so 

U = I +iEOG, U i = l-iEoG, (19) 
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so 

U U t = (l + iEOC)(l - IEOC) = 1 + Order(E5) = L (20) 

To convert this to a transformation with a finite 1", write the exponential in the 

limiting form 

eiEC = lim (1 + i ~G)N 
N--,>:xJ N 

. (iE)k C k N! (iE)k k 

= .J~~ Nk k! (N - k)! = ~ kT G . 
(21) 

To prove the product of N factors (1 + i ~G) is unitary, we still need to show the 

product of two unitary operators is unitary 

(ulvd = V~'V;i 

= (V1UZ)-1 = V;-IU J-
I = U;V; (22) 

if V J-
J = U;, and U2-

1 = U;. Finally, it will be very useful to have a series 

expansion in powers of E of the transformed Hamiltonian, H' = U H Vi, 

H' = eiEG He- iEC = (i + iEG + (i;t G2 + .. -)H(l _ hG + (_~~)2 G2 + .. -) 

(iE)2 
= H + idG, HJ + T![G, [G, ll]] 

(iEf , 
+ ... + -[G, [G, [G, _ .. [G, HJ]]]" +... (23) 

n! 

where we have used (C 2 H - 2GHG + HGz) = [G, [G, HlJ for the second term. 

The nth term, involving n commutators, can be seen to follow from the (n - l)lh 

term from the Taylor expansion in E, 

feE) = e iEG He- iEG = LE~ (d
ll f~E») , 

"n. dE <=0 

where 

and with 

d(n-l)f(E) 
__ -,--_' = iEC ·n .. ·1 [G [G ... [G H]]] -iEG 

( ') e I " ,. ,,-Ie , dE n-, 

(24) 

d" feE) . d(n-I) feE) . d(nl) feE) . d(n-I) fCE) 
-- = IG - I G = IrG, ]. (25) 

dEn dE(n-J) dE(n-J) dE(n-i) 

This expansion in multiple commutators of G with H is particularly useful, if (1) 

the nih commutator is zero for a relatively small n; (2) if Hand H' differ only by a 

small term (perturbation theory), so the infinite series can, in good approximation, 

be terminated after a few terms; or (3) if the nth commutator is so simple the series 

can be summed. 
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Another Example: Successive 
Polarization Filters for Beams of Spin 

s == ~ Particles 

So far, our first example of a unitary transformation from one basis to another 

involved a finite-dimensional unitary submatrix. Let us consider one more example 

of this type, an even simpler example involving spin s = 1 particles, hence, 

a 2 x 2-dimensional transformation. Suppose we have a beam of spin s = 1 

particles. They can be prepared, so all are in a state of definite spin orientation, 

say, with ms = +1, or with ms = -1, along some specific z-direction in 3-D 

space by passing the beam through a polarization filter. The historically first such 

filter is that employed by Stem and Gerlach involving a set of three magnets, with 

nonuniform magnetic fields, placed in succession along the beam line, so a set of 

baffles can eliminate the particles with one of the two spin orientations. Other types 

of sophisticated polarization filters exist. (For a reference to modem polarization 

filters, see, e.g., Polarized Beams and Polarized Gas Targets, Hans Paetz gen. 

Schieck and Lutz Sydow, eds. World Scientific, 1996). We will assume the filter 

is perfect and prepares particles in a pure state of very definite ms along a specific 

z-direction. Suppose the first such filter is followed with a second filter, identical 

to the first, but now with its new z' axis oriented along some new direction, given 

by polar and azimuth angles, () and,p, relative to the original x, y, z axes, and set 

for some definite m~ along the new direction. What fraction of the s = 1-particles 

will pass through the second filter? 

The first filter prepares particles in eigenstates 1m = ± 1), which are eigenstates 

of S2 and Sz: 

(1) 
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The second filter passes particles in the eigenstates la = ± ~}, which are eigenstates 

of 52 and Sz< 

(2) 

The answer to our problem is as follows: The probability a particle in the beam 

with definite I ~ m} will pass through the second filter set to pass a specific I ~a} is 

(3) 

so we need to calculate the transformation coefficient (4al~m} = Uam.1t will be 

advantageous to switch to the operator (j, via 5 = 4(j. and to omit the common s 

quantum number of ~ in all equations. Here, (j is the Pauli spin operator, whose 

components ax, ay, az lead to the three Pauli spin matrices, we have already met 

through eq. (38) of Chapter 14. Thus, 

(4) 

with Am = ±1 for states with m = ±~, and Aa = ±1 for states with a = ±~. 
Now, we shall rewrite the relation az'la} = Aa la} as 

Laz,lm}(mla} = Aala}. 
m 

Left-multiplying by a specific (m'lleads to 

L(m'laz,lm)(mla) = Aa(m'la}. 
m 

Now we can express az, in terms of the original x, y, z components of a 

az' = sin fJ cos 4Jax + sin fJ sin 4Jay + cos fJaz, 

and use the 2 x 2 matrices 

to evaluate 

, ( cos fJ 
(m laz'lm) = . e irJ> 

sm e 

sin fJe-irJ» 

- cose . 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Then, eq. (6) can be rewritten in matrix form, where we shall also use the shorthand 

notation (mla) = c± for Cm with m = ±4, 

(
COS fJ 

sin fJeirJ> 

leading to the two linear equations 

(cosfJ - Aa)C+ + sinfJe-irJ>c_ = 0, 

sinfJei¢c+ - (cosfJ + Aa)c- = O. (8) 
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For Aor = + 1, these equations lead to 

so, for A = +1: 

sin (}e-it/J 

(1 - cos 0) 

(1 + cos(}) 

sin Oeit/J 

~ ",> 
cos(~)e-I:f 

- sin(~)e+q , 
(9) 

() ". () +"2 
C+ =cos("2)e-1 2 , c- =sin("2)e 1 2 , (10) 

where the undetermined normalization factor has been chosen, so Lm ICm 12 = 1. 

These two numbers give us the first column of the unitary 2 x 2 matrix (mla), 

with a = +4. In the same way, putting Aor = -1, we get the ~econd column of 

the (mla) matrix with a = -4 to give 

( 
cos(~)e-i ~ 

(mla) = . (0) i2 
sm "2 e 2 

In our notation, this is the matrix for U t , viz., U~or. To obtain the matrix for U, 

(aim) = Uam ' we need to transpose and complex conjugate the above matrix to 

get 

( 
cos(!I.)e+i~ 

(aim) = .2(1;}) jP. 
-sm "2 e 2 

Finally, this U matrix can be written as 

U = ( co~ ~I;) sin i) (ej~ ~!p.) = ei~O"}ei~O"=. 
- sm "2 cos "2 0 e 1 2 

The last operator form of this unitary transformation follows, for the z component, 

from 

and, for the y component, from the similar relation 

1 = a; = a; = ... a;n, 

so 

ei~u} = (~ ~) (1- (;r ;! + (;)4~! + .. ) 

. (0 +l i ~i) ((;) -(;r ;! + (;f ;! + ... 

Finally, U t can be written in similar operator form as 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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Also, note the appearance of the half-angles, associated with the s = 1 character 

of the particles. Thus, e.g., ifboth polarization filters are set for the spin-projection 

m = + ~, the fraction of the incoming particles that will pass through the second 

filter is 

(14) 
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Transfonnation Theory for Systems 

with Continuous Spectra 

So far, we have studied transformations from one basis to another only for 

basis vectors that are the eigenvectors of a set of commuting hermitian opera

tors whose spectra are discrete. Moreover, we have studied finite-dimensional 

subspaces of these vector spaces, so our unitary transformation matrices were 

finite-dimensionaL Commuting operators, however, such as the operators x, y, 

z or the operators Px, py, pz exist with continuous spectra. Still other operators 

have both discrete and continuous spectra. We need to study the transformation 

theory for the base vectors of this type. In particular, the coordinate and momentum 

representations are of great importance. 

In the coordinate representation, we project state vectors I''') onto the base 

vectors Iro) that are simultaneous eigenvectors of the three operators x, y, z, 

(1) 

The spectrum is continuous, so the orthogonality relation is given by a Dirac delta 

function 

(2) 

and the completeness condition is given by the closure relation 

(3) 

so 

(4) 
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and 

(5) 

Now, if the operator, 0, is a function of the coordinate operators x, y, z, only, 

with o = F(x, y, z), (;~I 0 Ira) = F(xo, Yo, zo)o(r~ - ro), (6) 

so 

(7) 

If, on the other hand, an operator, 0, is a function of the momentum operators P x, 

Py, Pz, it will be useful to transform to the momentum representation, with base 

vectors that are the eigenvectors of the momentum operators 

Pzlpo} = pzoIPo}. (8) 

We shall be particularly interested in the unitary transformation matrix (po Ira}. 
We could, of course, use Fourier integral analysis, from which we know the result. 

Let us, however, rederive this transformation matrix to learn how to deal with 

base vectors with continuous spectra. It will, in particular, be useful to introduce 

a unitary operator, the translation operator, which will serve our purpose. 

A The Translation Operator 

Consider the operator 

(9) 

where C = (Cl' C2, C3) and the Cj are ordinary numbers, so-called "c-numbers," the 

components of p are operators. We then have the commutator relations 

Ii au 
[X Uj = --- = clU 

, i oPx ' 
(10) 

with similar equations for the commutators [y, Uj, [z, Uj. These relations lead to 

(11) 

Thus, the new eigenvector obtained by acting with U on Ira} is an eigenvector of 

the operator, x, with eigenvalue (xo + Cl), similarly, for the y and z components. 

Therefore, 

(12) 

or 

(13) 

We see the translation character of the operator U. The translation operator, U = 
e-Fp , can be regarded from two points of view as follows. 
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(1) Passive point of view. Action on base vectors. From this point of view, of 

eq. (12), the operator U(C) acts on a base vector Iro} and converts it to a new base 

vector Iro + c}, but the physical system is not translated. This process is illustrated 

by Fig. 18.1(a), where the physical system is illustrated by the maximum in its 

probability density at x = a. By shifting the origin of the coordinate system to 

the left a distance c], the maximum of the probability density lies at a + c] in the 

translated coordinate system. 

(2) Active point of view. Action on the physical system. In this point of view, the 

coordinate axes remain fixed, but the physical system is translated by the action of 

the operator U (C) from its original position given by a vector ii to a new position 

described by the vector ii + c. Now, we let U act on the original state vector 11/I} 

to make a new, translated, state vector 11/I'} 

U(C)11/I} = 11/I'}, (14) 

so the original probability amplitude function 1/I(r) is shifted to a new probability 

amplitude function 1/I'(r), with 

1/I'(r) = (rI1/l') = (rlU(C)11/I) = (1/IIUT lr)* 

= (1/IIe+F'-Plr)* = (1/I1r - c)* = (r - c11/l) = 1/I(r - C). (15) 

Now, if the original1/l(r) had a maximum atr = a, the translated 1/I'(r) = 1/I(r-C) 
will have a maximum at (r - C) = ii, or at r = (ii + C); i.e., the physical system 

has been translated along the positive direction of the vector c. This process is 

illustrated in Fig. 18.1 (b). 

B Coordinate Representation Matrix Elements of Px 

Having discovered the properties of the translation operator, U(C), we shall now 

use it to calculate the matrix elements of Px in the coordinate representation, 

(r~lpxlro). 

In the relation 

(16) 

consider a vector c = E = (E, 0, 0), where E is an infinitesimal, E « 1, so eq. (16) 

becomes, retaining only first-order quantities in E, 

(17) 

so 

~I ~ Ii [a ~ ] (rolpxlro) = -:- -8(r) 
l ax - -, -r=,o-ro 
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Ytransl y 

1/;(r) 

x 

.... ,.....-- -+ -------'1 __ - -_ 
011 C •• a 

y 

I 

1/;(r) 1/JCr-c) 

~------------------~~~~~-.x 

--c+a II 

FIGURE 18.1. The translation operator. (a) Passive point of view. (b) Active point of view. 

Ii a ~, ~ Ii a ~, ~ 
= -;--,8(ro - ro) = --;--8(ro - ro). 

I axo ! axo 
(18) 

Note, in particular, the minus sign in the last entry. The Dirac delta function is 

an even function of its argument, but its derivative is an odd function. We are 

now in a position to calculate the quantity (1{FJ I Px 11{F2) by the use of the coordinate 

representation. Projecting the states 11{F2}, and similarly {1{FJ I, onto their coordinate-
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C Calculation of the Transformation Matrix (roipo) 

From the known matrix elements of Px in the coordinate representation, we can 

now also calculate the unitary matrix (po i ro) or its inverse (ro I po). We shaH proceed 

as in Chapters 16-17. From the eigenvector equations 

Pzlpo) = po,lpo), (20) 

we get, c.g., 

(21) 

which is the exact analog of eq. (5) of Chapter 17, except the unit operator in the 

form Lm Im)(ml has been replaced by the unit operator in the form f drolro) (rol. 

As in that case, left-multiplying with a specific (r(; I now leads to 

f dro(r~:pxlro)(rolpo) = Po, (r~lpo). (22) 

Using the result of eg. (18), this relation leads, with an integration by parts, to 

- -:- dro -8(r -- "0) (rolpo) Fi f ~ (a ~f ~) - ~ 
I axe 0 

= +~f dro8(r~ - ro)(~(roiPo)) 
I axo 

Fi a (-f _ ) 
= +i ax~ (rolpo) 

= Po, (i:~lpo). (23) 

Assuming we can factor the scalar product 

(24) 
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the equation for (xb I Po,) becomes an ordinary differential equation 

Pi d I I 

····· __ ······(x Ipo ) = Po (x Ipo ). 
i dxb 0 x x 0 x 

(25) 

This equation can be integrated at once to yield 

(xblpoJ = const.e Ikxbpo. , (26) 

with similar results for (yblpo) and (z~IPo), to give 

-'/.of .... 1 1-' .. 
(TO Ipo) = ---3 eiirO"[J() , 

(2n:PiF 
(27) 

where the integration constant has been chosen to satisfy the Dirac delta function 

orthonorrnality 

(p~lpo) = f d;o(p~l;o)(rolpo) = (2~fi)3 f droeFO"(Po-pb l = 8(p~ - Po). (28) 

The results for (TaIPo) and (Po Iro) are of course well known from Fourier analysis. 

We have rederived them here to show how they can be derived from transformation 

theory. 
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Time-Dependence of State Vectors, 

Algebraic Techniques, Coherent States 

Before examining the time-dependence of state vectors it will be useful to 

recapitulate and summarize the postulates of quantum theory. 

A Recapitulation: The Postulates of Quantum Theory 

I. The state of a physical system is specified by a vector, 11/1), of the infinite

dimensional Hilbert space. (We assume (1/111/1) = 1.) 

II. Every physically observable quantity is described by a hennitian operator, 

A. 
III. The only possible result of the actual measurement of this physically ob

servable quantity is one of the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator, A. (a) If 

an is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of A (part of the discrete spectrum of A), with 

(1) 

the probability a measurement of the physical observable, A, of the system specified 

by the state 11/1) will yield the value an is given by 

(2) 

(b) If am is a degenerate eigenvalue of A (again part of the discrete spectrum of 

A), with 

with i = 1, 2, ... , gam' (3) 
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the corresponding probability a measurement of the observable A will yield the 

value am is 

i=glil/i 

P(am ) = L l(a~~)11/I)12. (4) 

i=1 

(c) If A has a continuous spectrum (or if part of the spectrum of A is continuous), 

with 

Ala) = ala), (5) 

the probability a measurement of the physical observable, A, will yield a value 

between a and a + da is given by 

P(a)da = dal(aI1/l)1 2 (6) 

for the system specified by the state 11/1). Note: In the basis in which A is diagonal 

A = Lla~i))an(a~)1 + f dala)a(al 
n.l 

(7) 

and 

(1/IIAI1/I) = L>nl(a~i)11/I)12 + f daal(ai1/l)i 2 

n.l 

= ~::>nP(art) + f daaP(a). 
n 

(8) 

The operators 

""Ia(l)) (a(i), 
~ m ml, or dala)(al, 

are projection operators onto am or a, respectively. 

IV. Immediately after a measurement of the physical observable, A, the state of 

the system is specified by a new state vector. If the system was originally specified 

by the state vector 11/I}, and if the measurement of A performed on the system 

specified by 11/I} yielded the specific value am, immediately after this measurement, 

the state of the system is specified by the new state vector 

Li la~))(a~~)i1/l) 

JL} l(a~;(l11/l)12 
For a nondegenerate all, on the other hand, the new state vector is simply I all ). 

The measurement of A disturbs the system! In the case of the two successive 

polarization filters of Chapter 17, after passing through the first filter, the state of 

the system was specified by 1m}. If a measurement of the polarization along the 

new direction z' then yielded the value Ao<, the particle comes (Jut of the second 

apparatus in the state la). 
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B Time Evolution of a state Io/} 

If at time to the state of the system is specified by 11/I(to»), what is the state of 

the system at a later time, t; i.e., what is 11/I(t»)? If a measurement is made on 

the system of some observable A (or B, etc.), the time-evolution of the quantum 

system is noncausal. The measurement of A (between times to and t) disturbs the 

system. The measurement process itself must be taken into account. If we enlarge 

the system to include the whole measurement apparatus, this larger system would 

have to be studied, and it may not be practical to consider this larger system. For an 

isolated system (undisturbed by an observer and his apparatus in the time interval 

from to to t), however, the evolution in time from 11/I(to») to 11/I(t») is completely 

causal (though we are still tied to the probability description). The time evolution 

is given by 

Ii d 
- i d"i- 11/I(t») = H(t)11/I(t»). (9) 

The Hamiltonian will often not be an explicit function of the lime, but we have 

here allowed for the possibility of an explicit time-dependence. We can also think 

of the 11/I(t») being produced by the action of a unitary operator acting on IV/(to») 

so 

11/I(t») = V(t, to)11/I(to»), with U(to,to) = 1, 

fi d 
- -;-U(t, to)11/IUo») = H(t)U(t, to) I 1/I(to)}, 

I dt 

and because this is valid for any arbitrary 11/I(to»), 

Ii d 
- -;-V(t, to) = H(t)V(t, to). 

I dl 

This equation has the solution 

ill f I I 
Vet, to) = 1 - - dt H(t )V(t , to). 

Ii to 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

If H is an explicit function of the time, it may be difficult to do the integral. If H 

is not an explicit function of the time, the equation for U can be integrated and 

yields 

Vet, to) = ef,(t-to)H. (14) 

V is unitary if H is hermitian, Ht = H. The operator fl is then the generator of 

this unitary operator, which now gives a shift in time or a "time-ITanslation." Recall 

the operator Px was the generator, G, for a space translation in the x-direction. 

Now the time shift, (t - to), has taken the place of the space shift, C1, of Chapter 

18. For an H, which is not an explicit function oftime, 

(15) 
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The description given here is the so called Schrodinger picture of quantum theory, 

in which (a) the state vectors 11/1) change with time, but (b) all physical observables 

A, such as p ~ , or x, or functions of r, p, such as H (p, r), are assumed to have no 

explicit time dependence. 

An alternative point of view was taken by Heisenberg and is known by the name, 

the Heisenberg picture. Now, (a) state vectors are assumed constant in time, but (b) 

the physical observables are taken to vary with time. To make the transition from 

the Schrodinger picture to the Heisenberg picture, consider the expectation value 

of an operator, O(p, r), where we use the subscript, S, to designate this operator, 

not explicitly a function of t, i.e., 0 = Os, similarly for the time-dependent or 

Schr6dinger state vector I J/t (t») = I J/t s)· Then, 

(1/I(t)1 0 11/I(t») == (J/tsIOs:1/Is) 

= (J/t(to)IU'(t, lo)OU(l, to)IJ/t(to») == (1/IHIOuI1/lf{), (16) 

where the subscript H now stands for Heisenberg. The time·independent state 

vector is 11/I(to)) IJ/tH), and the time-dependent Heisenberg operator, Off, is 

given by 

Note, 

Off = UT(t, to)OsU(t, to). 

lidO u (hdU') '( lidU) -iTt = --iTt OsU+U'Os '-iTt 

= --U'HOsU + U'OsHU 

= _cut H U)(U i OsU) +. (Ut OsU)(U t HU) 

= -HOH + OHH, 

(17) 

(18) 

where we have used Off = UiOSU and that the Hamiltonian operator, H, com

mutes with U, which is a function only of pure numbers and the operator H itself. 

Thus, U t HU = HU;U = H. The time dependence of Off is then given by the 

equation 

hdOu 
- -:--d = lOu, Hl. 

I t 
(19) 

This relation is known as the Heisenberg equation. Even in the Schrodinger picture, 

we sometimes introduce artificially an explicit time dependence, so Os = Os(t). 

In that case, the corresponding equation would be 

In the Heisenberg picture, the kets and bras are time independent. We shall take 

matrix elements of eq. (19) (assuming that ~~ ecce: 0) in the energy representation, 

i.e., between eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, In), assuming for the moment H has 

only a discrete spectrum. Then, eq. (19) leads to 

Ii d 
- -;- -d (niOf/(t)lm) = (nIOf{(t)lm)(Em - En), (21) 

I t 
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(22) 

(23) 

where we have named the integration constant (n 101m), which is time independent. 

The Heisenberg matrix elements, Onm == (nIOlm), are thenjustthe (nIOslm). Eq. 

(23) was essentially the starting point in Heisenberg's thinking. He started with the 

Fourier time analysis of the classical quantity, 0, and replaced the nth overtone of 

the classical W with the two-index Bohr quantity Wnm = (En - Em)/li. Similarly, 

he replaced the nih Fourier coefficient, On. in the Fourier time expansion with a 

two-index quantity he interpreted as the nm lh matrix element of 0, (nIOlm). 

C The Heisenberg Treatment of the One-Dimensional 

Harmonic Oscillator: Oscillator Annihilation and 

Creation Operators 

Let us now briefly foHow Heisenberg's analysis of one of his simplest examples, 

the I-D harmonic oscillator. Again, we introduce scale factors to transform the 

physical coordinate, momentum. energy, and so on, to dimensionless x, Px, ... , 

Xphys. = x.jli/mwQ, Pphys. = px../hmWQ, H phys . = HhwQ, so 

Introduce the two operators 

, 1 
a' = ····"j::::(x - ipr)' 

-v2 . 

From the commutation relation, [p x, xl = - i, we get the commutator 

[a, at} = 1, 

and the Hamiltonian can be expressed as 

1 ( ,. ") (" I ) Ii = - a' a + aa' = a' a + - . 
2 2 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

It will be useful to name the operator a t a = N. Then, we have the family of three 

commutation relations 

[N, a] = -a, (28) 

These relations should be compared and contrasted with the standard angular 

momentum commutation relations 

(29) 
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The commutator algebra of a, at, N, is known as the Heisenberg algebra. Note, 

in particular, the difference from the angular momentum [or SO(3)] algebra in the 

last entry. If the eigenvectors of the operator, N, are named In), and its eigenvalues 

Nn , these In) are also the eigenvectors ofH, because H = N + !, 

Nop.ln) = Nnln), and 

or 

(1) a'aln) = Nn In), (2) aatln) = (Nn + 1)ln). 

Acting with a on (1), and using aa T = N op. + 1, we get 

or Nop.(aln)) = (Nn -l)(aln)). 

Similarly, acting with a T on (2), we get 

aTa(aTln)) = (Nn + l)(aTln)), 

Eq. (32) tells us 

either (aln) = consLI(n - 1»), 

Similarly, eq. (33) tells us 

either (a'iln}) = const.'I(n + 1»), 

or (aln) = O. 

or (a" In) = 0, 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(34) 

(35) 

where I (n ± 1») are shorthand notation for the eigenvectors of N op. with eigenvalues 

(Nn ± 1). Now we take the diagonal matrix element of the operator, Nop. (note the 

similarity of the procedure for the angular momentum algebra!), 

Nn = (nlaTaln) 

= ~)nlaTlk)(klaln) 
k 

= L)klaln) 12 
k 

~ O. (36) 

Thus, Nn is positive definite. Now, if (a In) exists, repeat this process by taking the 

diagonal matrix element of Nop. between states I(n-I»). We conclude (Nn -1) ~ O. 

We can repeatthis process j times to conclude(Nn- j) ~ O,if(aln- j+l) f=. O.If 

Nn is positive, however, an integer j will eventually come, which is big enough such 

that(Nn - j) would be negative unless we hit a state Inmin.}, such that (a Inmin.)) = O. 

For this state, eq. (31) tells us Nnmm = O. Now, if we act on this state, with 

eigenvalue Nnmm = 0, n times in succession with a'f , we get a state with eigenvalue 

(0 +n), i.e., with Nn = n. Also, continued operation with at leaves the eigenvalue 

of Nap. positive, no upper bound to this discrete set of eigenvalues exists. Thus, 

I 
En = nWQ(n + 2:)' (37) 
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All that remains is the job of calculating the matrix elements of x and Px' From 

eq. (36) 

Nn = n = LI{klaln)1 2 

k 

=Wn - 1)laln)12, (38) 

where we have assumed the states for this one-degree-of-freedom problem are 

nondegenerate, so there is just one state, with k = (n - 1). Except, for an arbitrary 

phase, we have determined the matrix element of the operator, a. Choosing the 

simplest (positive, real) value for this matrix element, we have 

(en - 1)laln) = Jri. 

Hermitian conjugation gives us 

(nlaTI(n - 1») = Jri, or 

(39) 

(40) 

a T is an oscillator quantum creation operator, and a is an oscillator quantum 

annihilation operator. Now, using 

i ~ 
and Px = -(-a +a'), 

./2 
(41) 

we also get 

{mlpxln} = ~( -i8m(n-I)Jri + i8m(n+I).Jn+r). (43) 

These relations are of course results we have obtained before; but the Heisenberg 

method of calculation required no knowledge of wave functions or differential 

equations. As before, we can build more complicated operators from powers of x 

and Px, and then express any operator in Heisenberg (time-dependent) form 

OH(t) = L)n}{nIOlm}{mlek(En-Em)l. (44) 
n.m 

For x and P x, we could write the Heisenberg (time-dependent) form of these opera

tors in terms of the Schrodinger (time-independent) oscillator quantum annihilation 

and creation operators, a and aT, as 

XH(t) = ~ (ae-iW()1 + at e+iW()'), 

1 ( " . +" ) (Px)H(t) = .j2 -iae-tw()' + iaTe tw()' , (45) 

where we have used eq. (44) to get the time dependence, but have subsequently 

left off the unit operators, Ln In}{nl = 1 and Lm Im)(ml = 1. 
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D Oscillator Coherent States 

Remembering the physical displacement and momentum coordinates of the har

monic oscillator are related to the dimensionless x and Per of the last section 

by q = .JIi/mwox and P = .JIimWopx, we can express the time-dependent 

displacement and momentum operators through eqs. (41) and (45) by 

/;£( . ,.) 
q(t) = -- ae-lW(l1 + aT e+1W01 , 

2mwo 

/;£( . ..) 
p(t) = mwo --- _iae- lW01 + ia'e+/ Wo1 . 

2mwo 
(46) 

If we compare this with the classical solution for the harmonic oscillator, q (t) = 

qo cos(wot + ¢), with 

(q e-i</> q eit/J ) 
q(t) = Te-iWo' + Te+iWO' , 

( ) . a -iwol +. a -iwot ( 
q e-i</> q e i</> ) 

P t = mwo -l---e l--e 
2 2' 

(47) 

we are led to the idea that it might be very useful to replace the eigenvectors, In), of 

the harmonic oscillator hamiltonian (or the oscillator quantum number operator), 

with eigenvectors of the operator, a (or alternatively aT), if we want to study the 

transition from the quantum oscillator to the classical oscillator. Moreover, we 

might expect the eigenvalue of the operator, a, to be given by a complex number, 

where the square of the absolute value of this number is related to the energy or the 

number of oscillator quanta, and the argument of this complex number is related to 

the classical phase. The new oscillator representation in terms of the eigenvectors 

of the oscillator annihilation operator, a, might be particularly useful ifthe physics 

of interest involves a statistical distribution of states with different numbers of 

oscillator quanta, particularly, if the average oscillator excitation number is large, 

as in the classical limit. Later, when we quantize the electromagnetic field (see 

Chapter 60), we shall write the hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field 

H = r).w(aLak/1 +~) 
i.ll 

in terms of an infinite number of oscillators with annihilation and creation op

erators, ak/1 and a! . These operators are interpreted as photon annihilation and k/1 _ 

creation operators, where the v~ctor k is the wave vector, corresponding to the 

circular frequency w = kc = Iklc, and J.L is a polarization index for the photon. 

The generalization of the single-mode coherent state to be studied in this section 

to the multimode coherent state of the electromagnetic field will be useful in the 

study of optical beams whose proper quantum-mechanical description is given 

by a statistical distribution of quantum states with different numbers of oscilla

tor quanta. (The seminal papers by R. J. Glauber on quantum optics and optical 

coherent states are all reprinted in an introduction to coherent states by John R. 
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Klauder and Bo-Sture Skagerstam, Coherent States. Applications in Physics and 

Mathematical Physics, Singapore: World Scientific, 1985.) 

For the single-mode harmonic oscillator, two slightly different definitions of the 

coherent states can be found in the literature, to be denoted by Iz}, where z is a 

complex number giving the eigenvalue of the oscillator annihilation operator. In 

the first definition of the coherent state 

Izh = ez*a'-zaIO} = V(z)IO), (48) 

where 10), the "vacuum state," is the oscillator ground state and V(z) is a unitary 

operator, because 

V(Z)T = e-(z*a'-za) = V(-z) = V(Z)-l. (49) 

The noncommuting operators, A == z*aT and B = -za, have a very simple 

commutator, [A, B] = zz*, a c number commuting with both A and B. In this 

very special case, when 

[A, [A, B]] = 0 and [B, [A, Bll = 0, (50) 

we can write the operator relation 

e(A+B) = e-t[A,BleA eB, (51) 

as can be shown by direct verification. Note the so-called normal order of the 

operators on the right-hand side, with creation operators, aT, sitting to the left of 

annihilation operators, a. The above result leads to 

(52) 

because a 10) = O. For some purposes, a somewhat simpler second definition of 

the coherent state may therefore be useful 

(53) 

which differs from the definition Iz) I by the simple c number function, e-zz*/2. This 

second definition may be a particularly useful definition for generalized coherent 

states, such as the angular momentum coherent states to be introduced in the next 

section for which the commutator algebra no longer satisfies the simple relations 

of eq. (50). To avoid confusion, we will denote the complex number z in the two 

different definitions by two different symbols 

1 * • t , * '""' (a*)n 
Izh == la) = e-'" "e" a 10) = e-"2" " ~--In), 

n=O v'n! 
• , (z*)n 

Iz)n == Iz) = eZ a 10) = ~ v'n! In). (54) 

Both are eigenvectors of the oscillator annihilation operator, a, with eigenvalue 

given by the complex number a* or z*. 

ala) = a*la), 

alz) = z*lz}. (55) 
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This follows, for the type II coherent state, from 

_, ' Cz*aTt (z*ai)n-l _. T 

alz) = ae- a 10) = a L--IO} = z*L 10} = z*e'- a 10}. (56) 
n=O n! n=1 (n - I)! 

For the type I coherent state, the c number, e-aa* /2, is merely carried along in the 

analagous derivation. 

The coherent states la} (or Iz}) then give us another continuous representation 

of an arbitrary state vector 11/I} of a physical system. Besides the. discrete oscillator 

quanta representation, (n 11/1), we already have two continuous representations, the 

coordinate representation (x 11/1) and the momentum representation (p x 11/1 ), where 

the operators x and Px have a continuous range of eigenvalues from -00 --+ +00. 

We can now add the coherent state representation (aI1/l), where a is a complex 

number, 

a = ~ +i17 = pei 4>, 

and ~ and 17 range from -00 --+ +00, and p ranges from 0 --+ 00 and fjJ from 

0--+ 21r. Unlike (xI1/l) and (PxI1/l), however, which are orthonormal, continuous 

representations of 11/1), with 

(x' Ix) = o(x' - x), 

the scalar product (a'la) does not lead to o-functions. Instead, 

-.. 1Ia'11 _11<>12 cia' 
=e 2 e 2 e , (57) 

so (a' la) is a complicated function of a and a', even though (a la) = l. Also, 

(z'lz) = ez'~', with (zlz) = e1d =I 1. (58) 

The coherent states, however, are complete. In fact, with relations (57) or (58), in 

place of the Dirac 0 functions, the coherent states are overcomplete. The complete

ness can be seen from the existence of the unit operators. For the type I coherent 

state, the unit operator is 

1 f 1 /"" /00 Ii"" 127r 1 = - d2ala)(al = - d~ d17la)(al = - pdp dfjJla) (al· 
1r 1r _"" -DC 1r 0 0 

(59) 

With the use of eq. (54), this unit operator transforms into 

1 f . 00 DC (a*)" am 
1 = -;; d 2ae-aa ~~ v'nf ,Jrnfln)(m l 

1100 e- p" n+m+112][ = I::- dp P dfjJe i (m-n)4>ln)(ml 

n.m 1r 0 In!m! 0 

[DC e-p " pn+m+! 00 ["" e-p1 p211+1 

= t,;210 dp v'fl11nT onmln)(ml = ~2 10 dp n! In)(nl 
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00 

= z)n)(nl, (60) 

n=O 

where the completeness relation, Ln In) (n I 
Chapter 5, eq. (13), via 

1, was in fact proved in detail in 

00 00 

L (x'ln)(nlx) = L1ftIl(x')1ft;(x) = 8(x' - x) = (x'ix). (61) 

n=O 

For the type n coherent state, conversely, the unit operator requires the Bargmann 

weighting factor, e- zz' , so 

00 

= Lln)(nl, (62) 

n=O 

as above. 

The type II coherent state realization (z 11ft) of an arbitrary state vector is simply 

the Bargmann transform of 1ft (x): (Z[1ft) = F(z). 

where 1ft (x) = (x 11ft) is the coordinate representation of 11ft), so 

(zl1ft) = f dxA(x, z)1ft(x) = F(z), 

(63) 

where A(x, z) is the Bargmann kernel function with the simple expansion in terms 

of the real1ft"ex) [see eq. (5) of chapter 5], 

We therefore again have two possible forms of the scalar product of two state 

vectors 

(64) 

The complex k of Chapter 5 has here been renamed z, because k for the multi

mode electromagnetic oscillator is reserved for the wavenumber of the mode. Note, 

further, the natural appearance of the Bargmann measure, e-z.c: lTC, in the scalar 

product. Finally, the coherent state realizations F(z) = (zl1ft) are analytic func

tions of z: We have mapped the coordinate functions, Ln 1ft" (x)en, into analytic 

functions, Ln (zn 1.J1lT)en, in a 2-D complex domain. 

Let us examine some further properties of the coherent state 10'). From eq. (54), 

(n 10') = e- ~a'a (0'*)" 1.J1lT. The probability of finding the oscillator in the nth level 
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in the coherent state la) is, therefore, 

(65) 

The expectation value of the oscillator quantum number operator in the state la} 

is 

(66) 

so the probability 

(67) 

is given by the familiar Poisson distribution. We also have the expectation values 

{alxla} = !i«ala + aTla} = !i(a* + a) = h~, 
(alx2Ia) = ~(al(aa +aTaT +ZaTa + 1)la) = ~[(a* +a)2 + 1], 

(alpxla) = -i!i(ala - aTla) = -i!i(a* - a) = -hT], 

(alp;la) = ~(al(-aa - aTat + Zata + 1)la) = ~[1- (a* - a)2], (68) 

so 

In the coherent state, la), we therefore have 

and, thus, 
Ii 

!1p!1q = 2' 

(69) 

(70) 

where dimensionless x and Px have been converted to physical q and p. The 

coherent state is therefore a state with the minimum possible uncertainty, despite 

the seemingly complicated probability distribution, Pn(a), spread over a range of 

states In} about the most likely n =< N >= lal 2 • To understand this, we note 

that the unitary operator, U(a) = e(a*a' -au), shifts the operators, a and aT, hence, 

x and p x, according to 

U(a)aU-1(a) = a - a*, U(a)aTU-1(a) = aT - a, (71) 

where we have used 

(Xl (aa _ a*ai')n 00 (aa _ a*a"y-l 

?;[a, n! ] = -a*~ (n -1)! 

Eq. (71) thus leads to 

U(a)xU-1(a) = x - !iCa + a*) = (x - hn 

U(a)pxU-1Ca) = Px + i!f(a* - a) = (Px + hT]). (72) 

U(a) is a displacement operator shifting coordinate, x, and momentum, Px, 

x ~ x - hm(a), Px ~ Px + h~(a). 
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Also, the eigenvalue equation, ala) = a*la), leads to the following simple 

differential equations in coordinate and momentum space: 

~(x + ~)(xla) = a*(xla), 

i ( d) * r;; -d + Px (pxla) = a (Pxl a ), 
",2 Px 

with solutions 

so 

(xla) = Ne-~(x-J2a'f, 

(Px la) = N' e- i (px+ i .J2a')2, 

2 I 

with N = e-ry /n 4 , 

~2 1 

with N' = e+ /n 4 , 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

The minimum uncertainties for the coherent state can now be understood because 

these are the probabilities for the space and momentum distributions of a displaced 

oscillator in its n = 0 lowest state, with a displacement +~ffi(a) in coordinate 

space and - ~':J(a) in momentum space. Moreover, such an oscillator wave packet 

will move with time without change of shape (see problems 10 lmd 11). This is the 

motion of a coherent wave packet. 

Just as state vectors can be given in the coherent state representation, (all/t), 

physical quantities represented by operators, 0, can also be given in the coherent 

state representation. In the oscillator quantum number representation, we mul

tiplied an operator, 0, by unit operators on the left and on the right to yield, 

o = Ln.m In) (nl 0 1m) (mi. Similarly, we could represent 0 by 

0= :2 f d 2a f d2f3la)(aIOlf3)(f3l, (76) 

where la) and 113) are coherent states. Using eq. (54), we have 

0=_1 fd2afd2f3e-1(laI2+ltlI2)la)L(~(nIOlm}P-=-)(f3l. (77) 
n 2 n,m JnT -v'W 

The operator, 0, in this form is two-sided, made up of operators, la) (131, involving 

two different coherent states. In our earlier continuous representations, such as the 

coordinate representation, e.g., operators were expressible in terms of functions 

of a single x and its derivative. In coordinate representation, e.g., an operator, 

O(x, Px), which is a function of the basic operators, x and Px, was expressible as 

O(x, 1 J-), where we were able to use 
! ux 

, ,1 a 
(x IO(x,Px)lx}=8(x -x)O(x,-;--), 

I ax 
so 0 becomes expressible as a function of a single x and its derivative through 

the 8 function relation, (x'lx) = 8(x' - x). Because this relation does not exist in 

the coherent state representation, the analagous operator relations must be handled 
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with some care. For the harmonic oscillator, an operator, 0, can be expressed as 

a function of the basic operators, a t and a, O(a t, a). We want to express such an 

operator as a function of z and 818z. We have purposely chosen z in place of Ct 

because a type II coherent state will be somewhat simpler for this purpose. For 

type II coherent states, z-space realizations of state vectors, (zll/t), are given by the 

Bargmann transforms, F(z) = LnCnZn 1.JnT. The scalar product in the complex z

space involves the Bargmann measure, e-zz* Ix. In this scalar product, the operator 

818z is the adjoint of the operator z. Given two Bargmann-space functions, 

we have (using the orthonormality of the zn ;.JnT) 

~fd2ze-ZZ* F;(Z)(~Fb(Z») = La;bn+1l(n + 1) 
x 8z n=O 

= ~ f d 2ze-zz* (ZFa(Z») * Fb(z). (78) 

Also, from 

we have 

and 
8 ( zn ) (Zn-I) - - -.;n 
8z .JnT - .J(n - I)! ' 

(n'lzln) = l(n + I)On'(n+l) = (n'latln), 

, 8 ~ , 
(n I-In) = ynon'(n-I) = (n lain). 

8z 

(79) 

(80) 

The z-space realizations of the operators, at and a, are therefore 

~ 8 
y(a')=z and y(a)=-. 

8z 
(81) 

A more complicated operator, such as x 2 = !(aa + atat + 2aTa + 1), e.g., has 

the z-space realization 

1 82 a 
Y(X2) = - (-2 + Z2 + 2z- + 1). 

2 az az 

Finally, with 

(zll/t) = (Olezall/t) = F(z) 

(zll/t'), with Il/t') = Oll/t), is given by (OlezaOIl/t), which we want to write in 

the form y(O)F(z), where yeO) is to be determined as a function of operators, z, 

and alaz. For this purpose, we rewrite (zIOIl/t) with the use of the unit operator, 
e-zaeza = 1, as 
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= (01(0 +z[a, 0] + ~~ [a, [a, 0]] + ... )ezaIVr), (82) 

where we have used eq. (23) of Chapter 16 (renaming iE == z) for the expansion 

of eza Oe-za . In particular, with 0 = a, we have 

leading to 

Similarly, with 0 = aT, we have 

a 
yea) = -. 

az 
(84) 

(zla T I1fr) = (OI(aT + z)eza l1fr) = (Olze za l1fr) = z(zl1fr), (85) 

where we have used (Ola T = (a 10) T = 0, leading again to 

y(aT)=z. (86) 

E Angular Momentum Coherent States 

Because we can make an analogy between the operators 

of the oscillator algebra and 

of the angular momentum algebra, 

it is possible to define angular momentum coherent states in analogy with the 

oscillator coherent states. Again, we will distinguish between two slightly different 

definitions. For the type I coherent state, using a complex variable a, we define 

lah == la) = eot*L-aLlf, M = -f). 

For the type II coherent state, using the complex variable z, we define 

IZ)n == Iz) = ez'J~lf, M = -f). 

(87) 

(88) 

A generic If, M) has been used for the angular momentum eigenvectors, and 

the oscillator ground state, 10), has been replaced with the angular momentum 

eigenvector with the lowest possible eigenvalue of fo, M = -J, so Llf, M = 

- f) = 0 in analogy with a 10) = O. For the type I coherent state, it will be useful 

to relate the complex number a to the real angle variables () and 4J, via 

() ... 
-a = -e''I', 

2 
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where e, cp are polar and azimuth angles giving the standard orientation of a unit 

vector r I r in our 3-D world. With this choice of parameterization of the complex 

variable, ex, the type I coherent state becomes 

lex) = e-iIJ(-sin¢Jx+cos¢J,) 1M = -f) 

= e-iO(n·i)IM = -f), (89) 

where ii is a unit vector in the x, y-plane making an angle cp with the y-axis and 

(~ - cp) with the negative x-axis; i.e., ii is a unit vector in the direction of the y' 

axis after a rotation about the z-axis through an angle cp. We shall return to the type 

I coherent state in chapter 29 after studying rotation operators in our 3-D world in 

greater generality. 

For the type II coherent state, we can expand Iz) in terms of angular momentum 

eigenstates If M), via 

2J *n 

Iz) = ez'LIM = -f) = L~(J+tIM = -f) 
n=O n! 

,-----

(2f)! 
(2f _ n)! 1M = -f + n). (90) 

An arbitrary state vector 11/1) in the subspace of Hilbert space appropriate to our an

gular momentum operator, J, can now be specified through its z-space realization, 

(zI1/l), 

2J zn (2f)' 
(zI1/l) = (M = -flezJ-11/I) = ?;.Jnf (21 _ ~)! (M = -f + n11/l) 

2J n 

= ?;~Kn(M = -J +nI1/l). (91) 

Except for a new numerical factor, Kn, we have expanded the coherent state in terms 

of the orthonormal z-space oscillator basis. The orthonormality of the zn 1.Jnf 
requires the Bargmann weighting function e-zz' In in the complex z-plane. We 

will therefore find it convenient to use the unit operator in the Bargmann form 

I! 2 __ , 
I = -; d ze--- Iz) (zl 

for z-space scalar products. We have thus mapped the angular momentum states 

onto oscillator states in the complex z-space realization. The oscillator excitation, 

however, is now limited to n S 2f. Also, the angular momentum coherent state 

Iz) is not an eigenvector of the operator L because of the additional n-dependent 

numerical factors, K. 

To get the z-space realizations of operators, we use 

(zI011/l) = (_flezJ- 011/1) = (_JI(eZL Oe-ZL)eZL 11/1) 
2 

= (-fl (0 + z[L, 0] + ~! [L, [f_, 0]] + .. . )eZL 11/1), (92) 
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where we have used the abbreviation, 11, M = -1} == 1- 1}, for the stateoflowest 

possible M. Let us choose 0 = L, 10, h in tum to get the z··space realizations 

of the angular momentum operators themselves. 

a 8 
(zILllfr) = (-lILe zJ-lfr) = (-ll-eZL Ilfr) = -(-lle"-llfr) 

8z 8z 
8 

= 8z (zllfr), 

8 
(zllollfr) = (-11(10 + zL)eZL Ilfr) = (-11(-1 + z- )eZLllfr), 

8z 
a 

= (-1 + z a)(zllfr); 

(zll+llfr) = (-11(1+ - 210z - Z2 L)eZLllfr) = (-ll(2Jz- Z2 :JezLllfr ) 

= (2Jz - Z2 :J(Zllfr), (93) 

where we have used (-1110 = (101- l})T = -l(-JI, and (--JIJ+ = 0, via the 

hermitian conjugate of L 1 - J) = O. We have thus found z-space realizations of 

the operators, J_, Jo, J+, 

8 
r(L) =-, 

8z 
a 

r(Jo) = (-J + z-), 
8z 
a 

r(1+) = z(2J - z-). 
8z 

(94) 

It is easy to verify these r( Ji ) satisfy the angular momentum commutation rules, 

which of course is just a check of our arithmetic. In addition, 

r(J2) = Ur(J+W(L) + r(L)r(J+)] + r(10)2 = J(J + 1). (95) 

r(1+), however, is not the adjoint of r(L) with respect to the Bargmann measure, 

where, as we have seen, aj8z is the adjoint of z. This is related to the fact that 

our z-space realization of the angular momentum operators is a nonunitary one. It 

is the reason why we have used r (Ji) for the above z -space realization of the J i , 

reserving y(Jd for the unitary one. To calculate matrix elemtmts of an operator, 

0, through its z-space realization, built from operators Z and 8jaz, we see from 

the expansion of (zllfr) of eq. (91) that such a r(O), acting on the nth term of 

the expansion will in general create Bargmann space orthonormal (zn' j M) not 

multiplied by the proper Kn,. To attain the proper (Kn,zn' j #!), we can multiply 

the resultant obtained from the action of r(O) by (K;;,J x K n,) = 1 and thereby 

transform the nonunitary form of the operator, r(O), into a unitary form, to be 

denoted by y(O), where 

(96) 

thus making y(O) unitary. The operators, K, are merely the command: Multiply 

an orthonormal Bargmann space function zn jv'nf by the appropriate factor, Kn. 
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For the most general, 0, eq. (95) can be put in the form 

yeO) = K-1r(0)K = (y(ot»)T = (K-Ir(ot)K)T = Kt(r(ot»)\K-1)t, 
(97) 

or, via left-multiplication by K and right-multiplication by K';', 

(98) 

For the specific operator, 0 = 1+, of the angular momentum algebra, eq. (96) 

becomes 

y(l+) = K-1r(h)K = (y(L»); = K;(r(L»),(K-1yc, (99) 

and eq. (98) becomes 

z(21 -z~)KKj = KKt(~)t = KKtz. (100) 
dZ dZ 

In eq. (91), the factor K" was evaluated from the known matrix elements of 1+ 

acting n times in succession on the state I I, - 1). If we had not had prior knowledge 

of these matrix elements, we could now evaluate these by using eq. (100) to first 

evaluate (K Kt)n' In particular, both the operator z and the operator r(1+) = 

z(21 - Zd/dZ) convert a z-space function, z", into a z-space function, Z"+I, so eq. 

(100) becomes 

z(21 - n)(K K T)" = (K KT)n+IZ. 

On the right-hand side of the equation, the action of K K;' follows the action of 

the operator z and Zd/dZ(Zn) = n(zll). We therefore have 

(KK';') 
__ -,-,"--,-+_1 = (21 - n). 
(K KT)n 

Because the Bargmann state with n = 0 has the same normalization as the angular 

momentum eigenstate, 11, M = - 1), we have (K Kt)o = 1. Iterating the above 

recursion relation for K K", starting with n = 0, we obtain 

T (21)! 
(K K )11 = 21(21 - 1) ... (21 + I - n) = . 

(21 - n)! 

The hermitian operator, K K t, must have real eigenvalues. In our special case, K is 

the simple command: Multiply (zll /"fiJ) by an n-dependent factor. We can make 

this renormalization factor real without loss of generality, so K" becomes the real 

number 

(21)! 

(21 - n)! 
(101) 

We can therefore rederive the matrix elements of L, 10 , and h. Eqs. (94) and 

(96) lead to 

d 
(n -IILln) = (K-1),,_I(n -11-ln)KII = J(21 + I-n)n 

dZ 
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= JUt- 1 - M)U + M), 
a 

(nIJoln)n = (K- 1)n(nl(-1 +z-ln)Kll = (-I +n) 
az 

=M, 
a 

(n +- IIJt In) = (K~I)n+l (n + 11z(21 - z- )In)Kn 
az J (21 - n - 1)! fMM-~ ___ ~~~~~ 

= - ~~~~~~~~~(2J - n) = v(2J ~~~~~ n)(n ~+~ 1) 
(21 - n)! 

= Ju - M)(J + M + 1), (102) 

where the Bargmann space matrix elements 

1 J . z*n' zn 
(n'If(O)ln) = - d 2ze- zz C7ff(O) r::o 

J! vn'! vn! 

have been denoted by round parentheses and we have used M = - 1+ n to express 

all matrix elements in their standard form. 

Final Notes: 

(1). The technique used here to derive the matrix elements of the angular mo

mentum operators can be used to derive the matrix elements of more complicated 

families of operators with more complicated commutator algebras. For coherent 

state techniques of such generalized coherent states, see, e.g., A. Perelomov, Gen

eralized Coherent States and Their Applications. Springer-Verlag, 1986, or K. 

T. Hecht, The Vector Coherent State Method and its Application to Problems of 

Higher Symmetries. Lecture Notes in Physics 290. Springer-Verlag, 1987. 

(2). The technique used here, which involved a mapping of angular momentum 

eigenstates onto orthonormal harmonic oscillator z-space Bargmann eigenstates, 

z" / ,In!, is useful if we have no a priori knowledge of the numerical values of the 

K operator or the K KT eigenvalues. Alternatively, we could have used a different 

z-space measure to make the (zn / ,J,iT)K" into an orthonormal set in the complex 

z-space domain. This would have involved a change of measure 

1 -zz* (21 + I) 1 
- e ---+ -'-----'- ----=-:--:: 

J( J! (l + ZZ*)21+2 ' 

as can be seen from the orthonormality integral 

(21+1)J 2 1 z*mK;'z"Kn d z -.~ .. ~~~- .. -~~~~~~~~.-- -----
J! (1 + ZZ*)2) +2 ,Jm! y'n! 

= (21 + 1) roo dppn+m+! (7r dq;ei(n-m)¢ K2~f\,,-~~ 

J! Jo (1 + p2)2.!+2 Jo .J;n!n! 

(21 + 1)(21)! (''' dpp2n+l 

= 811m n!(21 - n)! 2 Jo TI + p2)2);;'i = onm, (103) 

via the integral 

[00 dpp2n+l [00 dn:n 

2 Jo (1 + p2)21+2 = Jo (l + r)2J+2 = B(n + 1, 2J + 1 - n) 
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r(n + 1)r(21 + 1 - n) 

r(21 + 2) 

n!(21 - n)! 

(21 + l)! ' 
(104) 

where B(p, q) is the Beta function expressed by r functions and in terms of 

factorials because 21 must be an integer. 

Problems 

23. Given three hermitian operators, TJ , T2 , T3, with commutation relations 

[h Td = iTz. 

which differ from the angular momentum commutator algebra because of the minus 

sign in the last commutation relation! Show that the three Tj all commute with the 

operator 

y2 = Tl- T? - Tl. 

Again, note the minus signs and the difference from the angular momentum case. 

Convert the operators, Tj , to the new set 

and show these equations satisfy the commutation relations 

Again, note the minus sign in the last commutation relation. Solve the simultaneous 

eigenvalue problem 

y 2 lAm) = AIAm) = j(j + 1)IAm) = j(j + l)!jm), 

ToIAm) = mlAm) = mljm), (I) 

where we have named A = j(j + 1). (No implication exists that j be an integer 

or half-integer.) Show, in particular, that now: 

(l) If T3 has positive eigenvalues, a minimum possible, mmin. exists, such that 

LIAmmin.) = 0, m = mmin. + n, with n = 0, 1, 2, ... , ~ 00, 

where mmin. = (j + I). 

(2) If T3 has negative eigenvalues, a maximum possible mmax. = -lmmax.1 exists, 

such that 

m = mmax.-n = -(lmmax.l+n), with n = 0,1, ... ~ 00, 

where now mmax. = -(j + 1) and we assume j is positive. 

Find the nonzero matrix elements of T+ and T_, 

Um'ILljm} = U(m - l)ILljm), 
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and note the differences and similarities with the corresponding angular momentum 

case. 

Note: The angular momentum operators, lk' generate the group SO(3) (the 

special orthogonal transformations in three dimensions, with determinant = + 1), 

in the case when j are integers, or SU(2) (the special unitary transformations in 

two dimensions) and in the case when j are half-integers. The three operators, Tko 

on the other hand, generate the group SO(2,1). Note the two minus signs and the 

one plus sign in the operator y2. 

Solution for Problem 23: The SO(2,1 ) Algebra 

The various commutator relations follow from the given commutation relations by 

simple commutator algebra. For example, 

[h T2] = -T][T3, TIl- [h TdT] - T2[h Tz] - [h T2]Tz 

= -iT]T2 - iTzT] + iT2T] + iT]T2 = o. (2) 

We are interested in the simultaneous eigenvectors of the two commuting 

hermitian operators, T3 and y2, 

T 2IAm} = AIAm}, 

T3IAm} = mIAm}. (3) 

Let us consider the new vectors, T ± I Am}. Acting on either of these with both y2 

and T3 , we get (with the use of the commutation relations), 

T2(T+IAm}) = T+T2IAm) = A(T+IAm)), 

T3(T+IAm}) = T+T3IAm} + T+IAm} = (m + 1)(T+IAm)). (4) 

Thus, if lAm} is simultaneously an eigenvector of y2 and T3 , with eigenvalues 

A and m, either (T+IAm)) is simultaneously an eigenvector of y2 and T3 with 

eigenvalues A and (m + 1) or (T+IAm)) = O. Similarly, 

T2(LIAm}) = LTzIAm} = A(LIAm}), 

T3(LIAm}) = LT3IAm) - T_IAm} = (m - l)(LIAm}). (5) 

Thus, if lAm) is simultaneously an eigenvector of y2 and T3 , with eigenvalues 

A and m, either (T_IAm}) is simultaneously an eigenvector of y2 and T3 with 

eigenvalues A and (m - 1); or ( L I Am}) = O. To investigate these two possibilities, 

let us rewrite y2 

T2 = Tl- T]2 - Tl = T02 - ~(T+L + LT+) = T~ - T+L - To 

= Toz - LT+ + To, (6) 
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and (7) 

Now, let us take the diagonal matrix element of these two relations between states 

with the same A, m, assuming a state lAm) exists, viz., it leads to a square-integrable 

eigenfunction. First, 

(AmIT+LIAm) = (Cm2 - m) - A) 
= L(AmIT+IAm')(Am'ILIAm) 

m 

= LI(Am'ILIAm)!2 2: 0, 
m' 

(8) 

where we have used (AmIT+-IAm') = (Am'ILiAm)* and have summed over a 

complete set of intermediate states. We must have m' = (m - 1). By including a 

sum over states with m' = (m - 1), we have allowed for the possibility more than 

one independent state with that restriction exists. Similarly, we have 

(AmILT+IAm) = (m 2 +m)-A) 

= LI(Am'IT+IAm)1 2 2: O. 
tn' 

(9) 

We have the two patently positive quantities of eqs. (7) and (8) only if the two 

functions, f(m) = (m 2 -m)-A) or (Cm2+m) A) are equaltoorgreaterthan zero. 

The two functions ofm, (m 2 =fm), have minima atm = ±!, both with a minimum 

value of - ~. Unlike the corresponding operator of the angular momentum algebra, 

with its slightly different commutation relations, the operator, 7 2 , is no longer 

a sum of positive hermitian operators. Thus, the eigenvalue, A, could be either 

positive or negative. In particular, if A < -- i, the quantities [(m 2 =f m) - A 1 are 

positive for all values of m, positive or negative. Thus, all values of ±m are possible, 

and for any A, such that A < - ~, we have a continuous spectrum of allowed values 

for both A and m. Conversely, if A > 0, and if an eigenvalue, mo > ° exists, such 

that «m6 - mo) - A) > 0, the step-down action of n operations with T could 

eventually lead to an (ma - n) such that ((ma - n)(mo - n - 1) - A) < 0, and eq. 

(7) would lead to an inconsistency. A patently positive quantity on one side of eq. 

(7) would be equal to a negative quantity on the other side. Hence, our assumption 

of the existence of a square-integrable iAmo) must have been incorrect. If ma, 

however, is such that an integer n exists such that (ma - n) == mmin, so 

and [mmiIl_(mmin_ - 1) - AJ = 0, (10) 

an inconsistency never exists. If we name 

A = j(j + 1), (11) 

with j 2: 0, to be as close as possible to the language of the angular momentum 

algebra, the solution to [mmin(mmin ----- 1)---- AJ = ° gives us mrnin. = (j + I). Only 

the positive root has meaning in this case. Also, the quantum number j is only 

a language to give us the eigenvalue A. In this case, j may not be an integer or 
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half-integer. The actual values of mmin. = (j + 1) and A = j (j + I) will depend on 

the detailed properties of the operators 'J"2 and T3, i.e., on the specific nature of the 

physics of the problem. If the nature of the problem is such that the eigenvalues of 

'J"2 and T3 must all be positive definite, we are done. The spectrum is given by 

m = mmin., (mmin. + 1), ... , (mmin., +n), ... , ~ 00, 

m = (j + 1), (j + 2), ... , (j + 1 + n), ... , ~ 00, with A = j(j + 1). 

[The possible m-values can go to 00. This follows because for mmin. > 0, the 

quantity(m~in.+mmin.-A) = 2m min. > o and thus [(mmin.+n)(mmin.+n+I)-A] > 

o for any positive integer n, so the state (T+IA(mmin. + n)}) exists; i.e., the state 

IA(mmin. + n + I)} also leads to a square-integrable eigenfunction.] 

Let us next examine the possibility the operators 'J"2 and T3 are such that A > 0, 

butm < O. Now let us suppose some mo = -Imol exists; i.e., the state lA, -Imol} 

leads to square-integrable eigenfunctions. Now, if eq. (8) is satisfied for m = 

-Imol, i.e., ImolClmol + 1) - A> 0, the state with m = (-Imol - n) leads to an 

m(m -1) -A = (Imol +n)(lmol +n + 1) -A also> 0, so n actions with L would 

lead to another allowed state. However, n actions with the step-up operator, T+, 

would lead to a state with m = -Imol + n, for which the function [(m 2 + m) - A1 

of eq. (9) would lead to the value [(Imol - n)(lmol - n - 1) - A], which for large 

enough n could now be negative. Thus, eq. (9) would say that a patently positive 

quantity is equal to a function that can become a negative quantity for a large 

enough n. Now, a state lA, -Imol} can be an allowed state only if an integer n 

exists, such that m = (-Imol + n) == mmax. and 

so that (mmax.(mmax. + 1) - A) = 0, (12) 

where now mmax. must be the negative root of the equation: (mrnax.(mmax. + 1)

j(j + 1» = 0; that is, mmax. = -4 - JA + ~ = -(j + 1). In this case, therefore, 

the spectrum of possible m-values is 

-00, ... , -(j+l+n), ... , -(j+2), -(j+l) = mmax., again withA = j(j+l). 

Now, however, for general A = j (j + I) > 0, the two branches of allowed m values 

are unconnected, so the commutator algebra of the T; does not lead to additional 

restrictions on A and, hence, j. In particular, j need not be an integer or a half

integer. The physics of the operators T3 , 'J"2, dictate the nature of the eigenvalues 

m and A. Thus, for some physical applications for which the eigenvalues of T3 can 

be positive only, only the positive branch of allowed m values can exist. 

Let us now finally use eqs. (1) and (8) to find the matrix elements of the operators 

T ±. We shall look at the simple case, in which the states 

or 

are nondegenerate; i.e., the two relations 

LIAmmin.} = 0 and 
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are assumed to have only one allowed solution. This would of course be automatic 

if these two relations lead to first-order differential equations. In this case, action 

with T+ or L, respectively, would lead to a single (nondegenerate) state with the 

appropriate m value. Thus, all states in the ladder of either positive or negative m 

values might be expected to be nondegenerate, and the sums over m' in eqs. (8) 

and (9) would collapse to a single term with m' = (m - 1) or m' = (m + I), 
respectively. For branches of allowed m values, eq. (9) tells us 

l(j(m + 1)IT+lim)1 2 = m(m + I) - j(j + I) = (m - j)(m + j + 1). (13) 

This relation leads to no upper limit for positive m values with m :::: (j + I), but 

leads to a zero matrix element for m = -(j + 1) within the branch of negative m 

values. Similarly, eq. (8) leads to 

l(j(m - 1)ILljm)12 = m(m - I) - j(j + I) = (m + j)(m - j - 1). (14) 

Now, no zero matrix elements exist for the negative branch with m :::: -(j + 1), but 

this matrix element is automatically zero if m = (j + 1). As for the corresponding 

angular momentum problem, eqs. (13) and (14) do not fix the phases of these matrix 

elements. If we choose these phases such that the matrix elements of T+, T_ are 

real, we have 

(j(m + 1)IT+ljm) = .j(m - j)(m + j + 1), 

(j(m - 1)ILljm) = J(m + j)(m - j - 1). 

(In particular, these equations satisfy (jm'IL Ijm) = (jmIT+ljm')*.) 

(15) 

Final remark: The operators lx = 11, lv = h, l z = h of the angular

momentum algebra, which commute with the operator JZ = lIZ + 1] + 11 are the 

generators of infinitesimal rotations in three-space about the x, y, and z axes and 

thus connected with the group SO(3), the "special orthogonal group in three di

mensions" (where the "special" means the 3 x 3 orthogonal rotation matrices have 

determinant + 1, leading to pure rotations and not including rotation reflections). 

The operators TI , Tz, T3, which commute with the operator, T = T3Z - T( - T2
2 , 

conversely, are related in a similar way with a 3-D space with two space-like and 

one time-like dimension and thus connected with the group SO(2,1). As for the 

SO(3) group, most of the properties of the group SO(2,1) follow from the matrix 

elements of the Ii, which are now known to us. 

Finally, the angular momentum operators, h are related to the ladder operators 

of case 3 C(m) of the factorization method, whereas the T ± of the SO(2,I) algebra 

are related to the ladder operators of case 4 C(m) of the factorization method. 

Problems 24--26 give some actual physical examples of the SO(2,1) algebra. 

The signs of A and m are usually dictated by the nature of the problem. 

24. The 3-D harmonic oscillator via the SO(2,1) algebra. For the 3-D harmonic 

oscillator, define dimensionless quantities, ;:, H, etc., via 

and H phys. =rulJoH; .... 
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Show that the three operators 

TI = ~(rz _ jiz) = ~(r2 + '\72), 

I ~ ~ .. , .. , i (. a 3) 
Tz = - - (r . p + p . r) = - r - + -

4 2 ar 2' 

where 

a2 2 a D Z,2 
'\72 = (ar2 + -; ar) - r Z- = .... p; r2 

[with Z,2 given in terms of 0, ¢-dependent operators through eq. (13) of Chapter 

8] are hermitian with respect to the conventional volume element and satisfy the 

SO(2, 1) commutation relations of problem 23. 

Note that, with 1/1 = R(r)Ylm(O, ¢), the operator '\72 is hermitian with respect 

to the usual measure, r2 sin e, 

Also, 

IJphys I Z 2 
H = -- = z(r - '\7 ) = 2T3 = 2To 

liwo 

with known (positive) eigenvalues, (N + ~). Show that the functions 

, ; 2 

r'e 2r Y1mce, ¢) 

satisfy the equations 

so 

mmin. = W + ~) == (.it 1), 

where m and j refer to the quantum numbers as defined in problem 23. (m and j 

are ~-integcrs here!) 

Use these results to show 

E = liwn(l+ 2n + ;3.) 
. 2 ' 

and the dimensionless operator r2 is given by 

r2 = 2To + T+ + L. 

Find the nonzero matrix elements of r2 as functions of nand lorN and t. (Consult 

the results of problem 15.) 
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25. (a) For the 50(2,1) algebra with operators, L, T+, To, satisfying the 

commutation relations 

and 

with eigenvalues (1C')eigen = m = mmin. + n = (j + 1 + n), where n = 0, 1, ... , -)0-

00, show that coherent state z-space realizations of these operators can be given 

by 

a 
r(L) = 3z' 

a 
ruo) = j + 1 +zaz' 

, .J a 
f(T+) = 2U + 1)z + z"-. 

az 
Find the eigenvalues, K n, of the operator, K, which converts the above non unitary 

r(7;) into unitary y (7;) for this algebra, and rederive the general expressions found 

in problem 23 for the matrix elements of L, T+, To, in a Ijm) basis. 

(b) For the I-D harmonic oscillator, the oscillator annihilation and creation 

operators, ax, a;, expressed in terms of the dimensionless x and p x. are 

ax = ~(x + ipx) and a; =h(x - ipx). 

Show that the three operators 

satisfy the SO(2, 1) commutation relations 

and [TI , L] = -2To. 

Show that the two oscillator states, 10), and II) = a; 10), satisfy 

(1) : LIO) = 0, ToIO) = iIO), 

(2): Lll) = 0, Toll) = ~il), 

so mmin. = i for case (1) and mmin. = 1 for case (2). Use these results together 

with the results of problem 23, to calculate the matrix elements 

(n'la;a~ln), 

(n'laxaxln). 

26. For the hydrogen atom in stretched parabolic coordinates, J-L, I), if; (see 

problem 6), the following operators are useful 

1 ( i:J 2 1 a) m 2 J-L 2 

TJ = 4 a /.L 2 + ~ a jJ.. - 411.2 + 4' 

i (a ) 12 = 2: jJ. aIL + 1 , 
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T, = - v- + 1 , I i (a ) 
- 2 av 

TI=_!(~+!~)+m2 +v2 
3 4 av2 v av 4v2 4 . 

Show that both the Tj and the T; satisfy the SO(2,1) commutation relations 

of problem 23. Show that the operators are hermitian with respect to the scalar 

product 

100 dJ1'JLU~(IL)UAII) 

and with respect to the scalar product 

for the Tj , 

100 

dvvVtCV)V2(v) for the T;, 

Note: With 1fr(JL, v, ¢) = U(JL)V(v)<l>(¢), with <l>rn(¢) = eim</J l,/iit, the standard 

scalar product would have been 

Show how the Schr6dinger equation for the hydrogenic atom can be rewritten in 

terms of the operators, Tj , T;. For this purpose, rewrite the Schr6dinger equation 

(H - E)1fr = 0, 

or 

2,.j(=2"ij 
- ({;:2---~2) 1fr -- E 1fr = 0, 

by left-multiplying with ~n2(JL2 + v2 ) to gain 

-~ (a~2 + ~ a: + aa:2 + ~ aav + (;2 + ~~) a:~)1fr 
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1 2 2 1 
+-({L + \J )-.jI - VI = 0. 

4 J(-2E) 

Show 

or 

2 . 2 (m 2 -1) 
T = (T, - Td(T, + Td -IT2 - T2 = --4--

Similarly, 

where m is the eigenvalue of the operator 

I a 
i a¢ 

Show that for positive values of m: 

(T3 )eigen = ~ + ~m + nl, nl = 0, 1,2, ... , -+ 00, 

n2 = 0, I, 2, ... , -+ 00. 

Find the corresponding ranges for (T3 )eigen and (T{ )eigen, valid for negative values 

ofm. 

Find the energy, E, for the hydro genic atom as a function ofthe quantum numbers, 

m, nl, n2. 

In an Imnln2) basis, find expressions for the nonzero matrix elements of the 

dimensionless variables 

{L2 

(r + z) = '---, 
[ -2cJ2 

and 
v2 

(r ..... z) = '._-, . 
[-2E] 2 
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Perturbation Theory 

A Introductory Remarks 

If we have a Hamiltonian for which we cannot find exact eigenvalues and eigenvec

tors, we can in principle use the technique employed for the asymmetric rotator for 

more challenging problems. If for the moment In) is shorthand for the eigenvectors 

for a complete set of commuting operators, including the Hamiltonian in question, 

and la) is shorthand for the eigenvectors of another complete set of commuting op

erators, spanning the same subspace of Hilbert space, but now including a simpler 

Hamiltonian, Ro, for which we do know the eigenvalues and eigfmvectors, we can 

expand the unknown eigenvectors In) in terms of the known la). From a knowl

edge of the matrix elements, (a'IHla), we can in principle diagonalize the matrix 

in this basis for Ho to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the needed H. 

The difficulty, of course, is that in general this matrix will be infinite-dimensional. 

With modem computers, however, it may be possible to diagonalize this matrix in 

an N x N limit, where N is taken to be a large number, and then test the possible 

convergence as N grows even larger. This method will be particularly successful 

if H differs from a known Ho by terms that can be classified by a parameter of 

smallness, A, with A « 1. Then, we can study the "corrections" to the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors in a very systematic way as a power series in A. This will be the 

first detailed study of the next chapter, which will include: 

(1) stationary-state or time-independent perturbation theory, 

(a) Rayleigh-SchrOdinger expansion, 

(b) Wigner-Brillouin expansion. 
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This study will be in contrast to time-dependent perturbation theory, which will 

be covered in a later chapter; where we will make a similar expansion of the time

dependent integral ofeq. (13) of Chapter 19. Other approximation techniques, also 

to be covered in later chapters, are the WKB or semiclassical approximation and 

variational methods. 

The WKB approximation will be treated only after a long excursion on angular 

momentum theory, Part III of the course. Variational methods useful for the n 

electron atom will be discussed in Part IV of the course on systems of identical 

particles. 

B Transition Probabilities 

Before proceeding with stationary-state perturbation theory, it will be advanta

geous to give a very brief first discussion of transition probabilities to answer the 

question: What is the probability an atomic system in an excited eigenstate, En, 

will make a transition to a lower state, Em, through the spontaneous emission of 

a photon? To answer this question in a rigorous way, we will have to study both 

the atomic system and the electromagnetic field quantum mechanically; i.e., we 

would have to quantize the electromagnetic field and then study the interaction 

of the quantized electromagnetic field (photon) with the atomic system. Because 

we will save the study of time-dependent perturbation theory for a later chapter, 

we will do this in a rigorous fashion then. To have a formula for the transition 

probability for the spontaneous emission of a photon, however, let us give a very 

brief "plausibility" argument for the transition probability formula now. This will 

actually be the historically first (the so-called Bohr correspondence principle) ar

gument for this formula. (Keep in mind, however, the rigorous derivation will 

come later. Historically, it also came later with a famous paper by Dirac on the 

quantization of the electromagnetic field.) 

The Bohr argument goes as follows: Classically, a charged particle in motion will 

emit electromagnetic radiation only if the particle is accelerated. Quantitatively, 

the classical result is given by the Larmor formula, which calculates the energy 

loss per unit time of the charged particle (or a system of N charged particles) to 

the emission of electromagnetic radiation (in c.g.s. units), 

dE 2e2 ~2 
- -- =-a 

dt 3c3 
(1) 

where iii is the acceleration vector of the ith particle with charge ei. The classical 

recipe for calculating this energy loss for a system of N moving particles involves 

the Fourier time analysis for the three components of the electric dipole moment 

N 00 

Leixi = LtL~X)(einwt + e-il1wt ), 

;=1 n 
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N 00 

LeiYi = LIL~V)(einwt + e-inwt ), 

i=1 n 

N 00 

LeiZi = LIL~Z)(einwt + e-inwt ), (2) 

i=1 n 

assuming for the moment the time-dependent functions are real. Then, according 

to classical theory, the frequencies radiated are the classical mechanical frequency 

and its overtones, v = w/21t, and nv (or in the case of multiple-periodic systems, 

the classical frequencies and their overtones or combination tones, nl VI + n2V2, 

etc.). Taking the second time derivatives of the Xi, Yi, Zi of eq. (2), the classically 

predicted energy loss to the nth overtone (time-averaged over one cycle) would 

have been 

Of course, this classical result is incorrect. This is what troubled Niels Bohr from 

1913 to 1925. First, this result does not predict the observed frequencies. The 

hydrogen spectrum is not a fundamental frequency and its n overtones. Even 

worse, this classical result predicts the frequencies should change with time. As 

the system loses energy and the mechanical energy becomes more negative, the 

Kepler frequencies (or the Bohr "1913 frequencies") would increase with time; 

the electron would spiral in to the proton and suffer a catastrophe in a time of the 

order of 10-8 seconds. Bohr argued, however, the classically predicted frequency, 

nw, should be replaced by the Bohr frequency, W nm ' and the classically predicted 

Fourier coefficients, 1L~j), should be replaced by a two-index quantity, 1L<j2, which 

he identified with the Heisenberg matrix element. Thus, 

classical 

classical 

classical 

classical 

nv -+ (En - Em)/ h 

lL~x) -+ (nllLxlm) 

IL<;') -+ (n Illy 1m) 

t-t~Z) -+ (nllLzlm) 

(Bohr), 

(Heisenberg), 

(Heisenberg), 

(Heisenberg) . 

This argument is the Bohr correspondence principle, which yields the result 

(4) 

(5) 

where the operators are ILx = Ef eiXi, and so on. To convert this principle to a 

transition probability, introduce the "Einstein A," 

- [dE] = hVnm An-4m Nn, 
dt v" .. 

(6) 

where h Vnm is the energy of the emitted photon, A n ..... m ' gives the probability per 

unit time for the spontaneous emission of a photon with this frequency, and Nn is

the number of atoms in the initial state, n. The transition probability per second the 

atom makes a transition from an excited state, n, to a lower state, m, is therefore 
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given in terms of the matrix elements of the three components of the electric dipole 

moment operator by 

64rr43 [ 2 2 2J 
An-?m = 3hc3 Vnm l(nIJLxim)1 + l(niJLylm)i + l(nIJLzlm)i . (7) 

If the matrix elements of the three electric dipole moment components are all zero, 

the transition is "forbidden." The correspondence principle argument then gives 

the correct result. A rigorous derivation will be given in a later chapter, when 

we shall quantize the electromagnetic field and introduce the interaction between 

the quantized electromagnetic field (photons) and the isolated atomic system. The 

above electric dipole result, however, is only the dominant term in an expansion 

involving a series in powers of ai).., where a gives the size of the atomic system and 

A is the wavelength of the emitted photon. Higher order terms will involve matrix 

elements of magnetic moment operators, electric quadrupole moment operators, 

and even higher magnetic and electric multipole moments. In nuclei, these higher 

order terms are often important. 

Finally, we make a remark about induced absorption and emission processes. If 

the atomic system is in a beam or a bath of photons, the probability for induced 

absorption and emission processes is given by the "Einstein B"s and by P(vnm ), 

the energy density of the electromagnetic radiation (photon beam). Through his 

study of the black-body radiation spectrum, Einstein found the relation 

c3 

Bm-->n = Bn-?m = 8 h 3 A n-+m, 
rr Vnm 

where the probability per unit time of an induced absorption process is 

p(vnm)Bm-->nNm' 

and the probability per unit time of an induced emission process is 

p(vnm)Bn-+mNn' 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where p(vnm ) is the energy per unit volume of the photon beam at the transition 

frequency, and Nn and Nm are the number of atoms in state nand m, respectively. 

Problems 

27. Find the lifetime r in seconds of the 2p state of the hydrogen atom 

1 
r=---, 

A 2p --> Is 

where A2p-> Is is the Einstein A coefficient. Assume the three substates with m = 

0, ± 1 are populated with equal probability initially. 

28. For the diatomic molecule rigid rotator, the space-fixed components of the 

electric dipole moment operator are 

JL~el.) = JLe sin e cos tj), JL~el.) = fLe cos (), 
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where fLe is the permanent electric dipole moment of the molecule, oriented along 

the molecular symmetry axis. (Homonuclear diatomic molecules, such as H2 or 

N2, have no permanent electric dipole moment. Their pure rotational transitions 

can therefore only be seen in Raman spectroscopy.) 

Recall the rotational energies and wave functions are given by 

1i2 

E J = -J(J + 1), with Ie = W;, 
2Ie . 

Give a general formula for the energy loss per second for an emission line for a 

transition J --+ (J - 1), assuming the molecule is in a gaseous sample in thermal 

equilibrium at temperature T, where the number of molecules in the state with 

energy EJ is 

(2J + l)e-(EJ /kT) li 2 c 

N - N ~ --(2J + l)e-O'J/kT) N 
J - Ei2J + l)e-(EJ /kT) total 2IekT total· 

For example, for the HBr molecule with re = 1.414 x 10--8 cm, and JLe 

e(0.17 x 10-8 cm), make an estimate for the J = 3 --+ 2 transition in terms of 

the number of photons emitted per second. Your numerical answer should explain 

why such spectra are observed as absorption spectra rather than emission spectra. 

That is, the spontaneous emission process is very unlikely, so diatomic molecule 

rotational transitions are observed by utilizing the stimulated absorption and emis

sion process for incident radiation of the appropriate frequency in the far infrared 

or microwave region. To come to the same conclusion, also calculate the lifetime 

in seconds of the first excited rotational state, with J = 1, and compare this result 

for the HBr molecule with the result of problem 27 for the first excited state of the 

hydrogen atom. 
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Stationary -State Perturbation Theory 

A Rayleigh-Schrodinger Expansion 

If a Hamiltonian, H, differs very little from a Hamiltonian, Ho, for which an exact 

solution is known, an expansion procedure may give a good approximation for the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the full H. Many physically interesting problems, 

e.g., the Stark or Zeeman effects in an atom or a molecule, may involve a small 

perturbation of an exactly soluble problem. Let us assume the full Hamiltonian 

can be expanded about an Ho, with a known set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, 

through a parameter of smallness, A, with A « 1 

(1) 

Sometimes, only a first -order term may exist, say, a perturbing potential, V. Then, 

H = HCO) +AV, with H(2) = H(3) = ... = o. (2) 

We want a systematic solution to the problem 

Hln) = Enln), (3) 

assuming we know the solution 

(4) 
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B Case 1: Nondegenerate State 

Let us first treat the simplest case in which the state In(O» is nondegenerate. We 

will expand both En and In) in a power series in >... 

(5) 

(6) 

The equation, (H - En)ln) = 0, or 

(H(O) _ E~O» + J...(H(l) _ E~I» + J...\H(2) _ E~2» + .. -) 

x (In(O)} + >''In(I)) + J... 2 In (2» + .. -) = 0, (7) 

can now be solved order by order, peeling off one term at a time. Thus, 

>.. I: (H(O) _ E~O»ln(l» + (H(l) - E~I»ln(O» = 0, 

J... 2 : (H(O) - E~O»ln(2» + (H(I) - E~l)ln(l» + (H(2) - E~2»ln(O» = 0, 

),): (H(O) _ E~O»ln(j)} + (H(I) - E~I»ln(j-I)} + ... 
+ (H(j) - E~j»ln(O» = O. (8) 

To solve the first-order equation, first left-multiply this equation with (n(O)I, to 

convert it to matrix element form: 

The first term can be seen to be zero, because 

(n(O)IH(O) - E~O)ln(l» = (n(l)IH(O)t - E~O)lno)* == 0, (10) 

via (H(O) - E~O»ln(O» = 0. Eq. (9) then gives the first-order correction to the 

energy: 

(11) 

That is, E~I) is given by the simple diagonal matrix element of H(l). For the 

first-order corrections to the state vector, consider the first-order equation 

(12) 

which is of the form, Oln(l» = Iv}, where the right-hand side is a known vector 

that can be calculated. In coordinate representation, this equation could be written 

in the form of an inhomogeneous differential equation for the unknown function, 

1/F~l)C;), with a known (calculable) function rPv(r) = (rlv) on the right-hand side; 

(H(O) - E~O»1/F~l)(r) = rPv(r). 

The solution is of the form: a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation 

to which a solution of the homogeneous equation can be added. The latter is just 
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a solution of the zeroth order Schr6dinger equation. In vector (ket) form, this 

equation is 

In(l)) = c~l)ln(Ol) + Q~O)ln(ll}, 

where the projection operator, 

(13) 

Q~Ol = I - P,~O) = I -In(O))(n(O)1 = 2:lk(Ol} (k(Oll, (14) 

k#n 

projects onto the subspace of the Hilbert space excluding the state vector, In(O»). 

[The sum over k may have to include an integral, if the spectrum of H(O) includes 

a continuum.] Now left-multiply eq. (11) with a specific (eO) I =ft (n(Oll to yield 

(k(O)I(H(O) - E~Ol)ln(l)) = _(k(O)IH(I)ln(O»), (15) 

leading to 

(16) 

so 

(17) 

To determine c~l), normalize the state vector In} through first-order terms. With 

In} = In(O») + Aln(l»), and 1m) = Im(O») + Alm(l)}, 

(min) = 8mn 

= (m(Olln(O» +A((m(OJln(l) + (n(Ollm(I))*) 

= 8mn (1 +A[c~lJ +c~l*]) 

(
(m(OlIH(llln(O» (n(OlIH(lJlm(O»*) (0) (0) (0) 

+ A (0) (0) + (0) (Ol (m IQn In ) 
En - Em Em - En 

= 8mn (1 + A[C~I) + c~J*]), (18) 

where the 8mn term contributes only when n = m, whereas the second term, which 

could in principle have contributed when m =ft n, is automatically zero. Hence, 

we have orthonormality through first order in A, provided c~l) + c~l)* = O. The 

simplest choice is to make c~l) real and, hence, c~l) = o. Therefore, 

I (I» _ "lk(O» (k<°)IH(l)ln(O» 
n - L (0) (0)· 

k#n En - Ek 

(19) 

We could also have written this in operator form, in terms of the projection operator, 

Q~O), 

(20) 
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Alternatively, using the properties of the projection operator 

(Q~0»2 = Q~O), [Q~O), H(O)] = 0, Q~O)ln(O» = 0, (21) 

we could also have written this as 

In(!) = Q(O) 1 Q(O) H(l)ln(O» 
n E~O) _ H(O) n ' 

(22) 

where the extra (redundant) Q~O) has been added as a safety factor to make sure 

the inverse operator 

E~O) _ HCO) 

has a meaning. Because this operator can never act on In(O», either to the left or 

to the right, we will never be plagued by zero denominators. This operator is a 

function of H(O) and can be thought of as being ex~anded in a Taylor series in H(O), 

where H(O) acting on a Ik(O» will simply yield EkO)lk(O». 

C Second-Order Corrections 

To get the second-order corrections to the energy, let us (always the first step!) 

left-multiply the second-order equation by (n(O) I to get 

_ (n(O)I(H(O) _ E~0»ln(2» = (n(O)IH(1) - E~l)ln(1» + (n(0)IH(2)ln(0)} - E~2). (23) 

The left-hand side is again zero [think of "left action" of (H(O) -- E~O» on (n(O)I], 

so, substituting for In(l)} in the right-hand side, 

r: (n(O)IH(l)lk(O» (k(O)IH(I)ln(O» 
E(2) = (n(0)IH(2)ln(0» + , 

n E(O) E(O) 
k#n n-k 

(24) 

or 

E(2) = ( (0)IH(2)1 (0» + '" I (k(O)IH(I)ln(O» 12 
n n n ~ (0) (0) 

k#n En - Ek 

(25) 

This formula, together with the result for the first-order correction, E~I), eq. (11), 

was named by Fermi as "Golden Rule I." (We shall meet an analagous "Golden 

Rule II" in time-dependent perturbation theory!), Fermi said most of the interesting 

results of quantum theory can be calculated with these Golden Rules. (Note also: 

If In) is the ground state of the system, the perturbations caused by the higher 

states will "push down" and lower the ground-state energy. The second term then 

has patently positive numerators and negative denominators.) 

To obtain the second-order correction to the state vector, In(2)}, we again 

decompose this into a part proportional to In(O» and a part orthogonal to In(O», 

In(2» = c~2)ln(0» + Q~0)ln(2». (26) 
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The c~2) will again be determined in the end to preserve orthonormality through 

second order. The piece Q~O) In(2») can be determined from the second-order 

equation 

(E~O) _ H(O»ln C2 ») = (HCI) _ E,;l)ln(l») + (H(2) - E~2»ln(O») (27) 

by inverting the operator, after action with the projection operator Q~~), 

Q~O)ln(2») 

= QCO) . 1 QCO) (H(l) _ E(l»ln(l») + (H(2) _ E(2»lnCO»)) 
n E~O) _ HCO) n J1 n 

= QCO) 1 Q(O)(HC1) _ E(I»QCO) 1 Q(O) H(l)ln(O») 
n E~O) _ HCO) n n n E~O) _ H(O) n 

+ Q(O) 1 QCO) H(2JlnCO)). (28) 
n E~O) _ H(O) n 

Now, substituting for Q~O), in the form 

Q}?) = ~)kCO»)(k(O)1 = I)iCO»)(I(o>t, 

k#n Ii'n 

and using the result, E~l) = (n(O)IH(I)ln(O»), we get 

with 

Q~O) In(2») = 2)k(O») (k(O) In(2»), 

kefn 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Now, we still need to evaluate c~2) = (n(O) In(2»), which is again chosen to normalize 

In) through second order. In calculating (nln) through second order, we get a 

contribution 1 + c~2) + c~2)*, no contributions from (nCO) I Q~O) In(2»), but now a 

contribution from (n(l)ln(l»). Again, letting c~2) be real, we get 

(32) 

An alternative way to normalize the ket In) through some order, which may be 

particularly convenient if we want to go through some relatively high order in 

A, would be to set all c~p = 0 and then normalize the final result for In(O») + 
Lj=lAj Q~O)ln(j»). Through second order, this procedure would give the overall 
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normalization constant as 

Nn = --;:.========= (33) 

When the square root is expanded in powers of).. 2 , this result agrees with eq. (32). 

By "turning the handle of the crank," we can generalize the results of eq. (25) 

and (31) for second order to arbitrarily high order. Clearly, the results become 

more and more complicated. 

D The Wigner-Brillouin Expansion 

This slightly different expansion becomes particularly useful in the special (but 

very common) case when H(I) = V and H(2) = H(3) = ... = 0, and particularly 

if we want to go to very high order. In the Wigner-Brillouin expansion, the needed 

E" is at first not expanded. The equation to be solved by successive approximation 

is then 

(34) 

and is to be solved by 

(35) 

with the state vector to be normalized in the very end. By inverting the operator 

(E" - H(O», after multiplication of eq. (34) by Q~O), we get 

Q (O)ln) = Q(O) 1 Q(O»)..Vln) (36) 
11 11 En _ H(O) n . 

Now, we substitute for In) through eq. (35) and iterate this process over and over 

to get the expansion 

Q (O)ln) = Q(O) 1 Q(O»)"Vln(O» 
11 n En _ H(O) n 

1 I + Q(O) Q(O»)"VQ(O) Q(O»). Vln(O» 
n En _ H(O) n n En _ HCO) n 

+ Q(O) 1 Q(O»).. V Q(O) 1 Q(O) '). V 

n En _ H(O) n n En _ H(O) n 

X Q(O) 1 Q(O»)"Vln(O» +... (37) 
n En _ H(O) " • 

To get an expression for the correction to the energy, (En - E~O», left-multiply 

eq. (34) by (nCO) I to get 

(38) 

leading to 
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(39) 

Clearly, this can be generalized very easily to an arbitrarily high number of terms 

in the expansion in powers of J... The unknown, En, for which we are solving, 

however, now appears in all energy denominators. To find this as a power series 

in A, we must substitute 

E = E(O) + J..E(l) + J..2E(2) + ... 
n n n n (40) 

in all energy denominators. Then, expand these in powers of J.. peeling off, first 

the first-order, then the second-order, and higher order terms. The final result will, 

of course, be the same as that given by the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion, but 

the simplicity of the first step may make the Wigner-Brillouin expansion useful 

in the case when very high orders are needed. 
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Example 1: The Slightly Anharmonic 

Oscillator 

In Chapter 15, we discussed the diatomic molecule, a complicated many-body 

system. At low energies, however, we can neglect specific treatment of the elec

tron degrees of freedom. The electron cloud can in first approximation be taken as 

the source of a potential binding the two atomic nuclei into a nearly rigid, vibrat

ing structure. The position of the atomic nuclei of the diatomic molecule in 3-D 

space can be described by the three coordinates: r, the radial distance between the 

two atomic nuclei, and e, and f/J, the two angles describing the orientation of the 

molecule axis in our 3-D space. The electron cloud gives rise to a potential (see 

Fig. 22.1) with a deep minimum at r = reo where re is the eqUilibrium distance 

between the two nuclei. For very small values of r, the potential becomes strongly 

repulsive and rises to 00. For very large values of r, the potential approaches a con

stant value of Vdiss,. If we can raise the energy above this value, i.e., if E > Vdiss" 

the molecule will dissociate into two atomic fragments. For E <~ Vdiss" however, 

the potential will be nearly parabolic and can be expanded about the value r = reo 

VCr) = V(re) + ~ (d2~) (r _ re)2 + ~ (d3~) (r - r,l + .... 
2 dr" 3! dr " 

(1) 

The Schrodinger equation for the wave function l/I(r, e, CP) = u(r)Ylm(e. f/J) sepa

rates approximately (for the vibration-rotation perturbations. see problem 30) into 

a radial equation describing the vibration of the molecule and an angular equation 

describing the rotation of the molecule (see Chapter 15). The I-D radial equation 

can be described by the Hamiltonian 

1i2 82 

H = ---- + VCr). 
2Jl 8r2 

(2) 
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V (r) 

v _ ~(r-re)2 
2 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

FIGURE 22.1. Diatomic molecule potential function. 

r 

For low-energy vibrational excitations, V(r) can be approximated by the first few 

terms of the above Taylor expansion. Then, if we replace the vibrational coordinate, 

(r - r e), by a dimensionless coordinate, x, 

(r - re) = / Ii. x, 
!-two 

the vibrational Hamiltonian can be rewritten as 

( 1 d2 2 3 4) 
H =li.WD -[--2 + X ] + A3X + A4X , 

2 dx 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In most molecules A3 « 1, and A4 :::: order (A3)2. Thus, we can write the 

Hamiltonian of eq. (4) 

H = H(D) + AH(l) + A 2 H(2) 

= H(D) +IiWOA3X 3 +IiWOA4X4. (6) 
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The zeroth-order Hamiltonian is the simple l-D harmonic oscililator Hamiltonian. 

Its eigenvectors are an nondegenerate, so we can use the machinery of stationary

state perturbation theory for an arbitrary nondegenerate state In). We merely need 

to calculate the matrix elements of the two operators x 3 and X4. These operators 

follow by matrix multiplication from the simple (known) matrix elements of x. 

Calculating first the matrix elements of x 2 , we can use these together with the 

matrix elements of x to evaluate all needed matrix elements. We list some of the 

needed results, as follows: 

(n - 21x21n) = ~Jn(n - 1) 

(n + 21x21n) = ~Kn+1)(~ + 2) 

(nlxlln) = (n + ~) 
(mlxlln) = 0; - for m =1= n, (n ± 2): 

(n - 31x3 1n) = ~J[n(n - l)(n - 2)/2] 

(n + 31x3 1n) = ~J[(n -+ 1)(n +- 2)Cn + 3)/2] 

(n - llx3 ln) = ~nJ[n/2J 
(n + llx3 ln) = ~(n + l)J~[C-n-+-l-)--:C/2:-:C] 

(mlx3In) = 0; for m =1= (n ± 3), (n ± 1). 

(7) 

(8) 

Through second order, we shall only need the diagonal matrix element of x4. This 

matrix element has the value 

(9) 

The terms cubic in x have no diagonal matrix elements. Therefore, HO) has no 

diagonal matrix element, and E;/J = O. The first correction to the energy is given 

by the second -order term 

I (k(D)IH(l)lnCDJ) 12 
)...2 E(2) = (n(D)IHC2)ln(D)} + ~ . 

n ~-(-E-;:~DO;::-)-_-E-;:ko"-J)· 

1 (COJIt; 41 (D)) + ~ l(k(O)I)...Ylwox3 In(O)}1 2 
= 11.4 n r'WOX n L..... -

k#n liwoCn - k) 

3 2 1 A~ (9n 3 9(n + 1)3 
= A/iwO-(n + n + -) + -liwO --- + ---

2 2 8 +1 -1 

n(n - 1)(n - 2) Cn + l)(n + 2)(n + 3») 
+ +3 + -3 . 

The final result gives 

(10) 

)... 2 E~2) =liWo[ ~A4(n2 + n + i) - )"'~(30n2 + 30n + 11)]. (11) 

We will also need the corrected state vectors. Often, it is sufficient to know these 

vectors to first order. For the slightly anharmonic oscillator, we have (to first order), 

In) = InCO») + A3 LleO») x n ( 
(k(O) I 31 (OJ)) 

kcfn (n - k) 
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These corrected state vectors will be needed to calculate the corrections to the 

transition probabilities. For a diatomic molecule, the electric dipole moment along 

the direction of the molecular symmetry axis can be given by 

r"n" 
(el.) _ (dM) ( 

M - /.L, + . d; f r .... re) + ... = ILc -+ eetLy p,.~~;x + . .., (13) 

where the dipole moment derivative is expressed in terms of an effective charge, 

eeff.. Also, both the permanent electric dipole moment, Me, and the effective charge 

(which gives the strength of the dipole moment change during the harmonic os

cillation) are zero for a homonuclear diatomic molecule, such as H2, O2 , or N2• 

Off-diagonal matrix elements of the electric dipole moment operator are given by 

In(O)) = Om(n±l)een.j n_(1I1(O)lxln(O»). 
iU1)o 

(14) 

This equation leads to the zeroth-order vibrational selection rule, /'o,.n = ± I and a 

zeroth-order transition probability given by the Einstein A 

8n(lJ6 2 fi n 
An-+(n-l) = -3h 3 eetT·---2 " 

C MUJo 
(15) 

If first -order anharmonic corrections are included in the state vector, the vibrational 

selection rule /'o,.n = ± 1 is partially relaxed. For example, now transitions n -+ 

(n - 2) may become possible. If we write the analog of eq. (12) for the bra (n - 2)1 

through first order 

( 
3(n - '"!).J(n - 2) 

(n - 2)1 = ((n - 2)(0)1 +.le3 (n - 3)(O)I ___ ~-= __ 
2../2 

(0) 3 (n - l).J(fI=l) (0), .JrT(n'---·-···· "2")(-n -·---'3")(""'n--~4) 
- (n - I) I 2~2 + (n - 5) I··············· 6../2 

(OJ .J(n + 1)n(n - 1)). 
- (en + 1) I h ' 

6",2 
(16) 

to first order in .le3, the matrix clement of (n - 2)lxln) gets contributions from 

the zeroth-order component of In) with the first-order components (n - 1 )(0) I and 

(n + 1)(0)1 of (n ·····2)1, and from the zeroth-order component of (n - 2)1 with 

the first-order components I(n -- 3)(0)) and I(n ..... 1)(O)} of In), leading to 

(n ..... 2)IM(ei)ln) = eefLJ fi .Ie 3 
MUJo 
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x (_ 3(n - l)~ ~ _ ,J(n + l)n(n -1) j(n + 1) 

2,J"i V 2. 6,J"i V 2 

~r-n(-c-n-_---C1C-C-)("-n - -2) J (n - 2) 3n.,fii!yn - 1») 
+ --+-- ---

6,J"i 2 2,J"i 2 

= eeif/ M:/3~Jn(n --- 1), (17) 

This equation leads to the transition probability given by the Einstein A 

8rr(2wo)3 2 Ii 2 n(n ---- 1) 
A Il -->(n--2) = 3 ecff --A]---

3hc -MWo 4 
(18) 

This transition probability is weaker by a factor of A~ compared with the zeroth

order allowed transition n -+ (n - 1). 

A number of remarks are in order: (1) The formula given here for the transition 

probabilities is for the true I-D anharmonic oscillator. It therefore assumes the 

diatomic molecule remains oriented in a specific direction in space, say, the x-

direction in a crystalline environment. In a free diatomic molecule, say, in a gaseous 

sample in a microwave wave guide, the molecule is of course free to both rotate 

and vibrate. To get the transition probabilities, we would need the matrix elements 

of 

M~el.) = Mr sine cos<jJ, M~l.) = Mr sin e cos <jJ, 

with radial part, Mr, given by eq. (13). The matrix elements given by eqs. (14) and 

(17) are just the radial (vibrational) part of the full electric dipole moment matrix 

element. This must be augmented by the angular (rotational) matrix elements of 

sine cos<jJ, sine sin<jJ, and cose. These matrix elements were actually evaluated 

in Chapter 9. These matrix elements lead to the rotational selection rule, !J.l = ± 1. 

Therefore, the actual transition in a free diatomic molecule involves both a change 

in vibrational quantum number, !J.n = ± 1, and a change in the rotational quantum 

number, !J.[ = ± I, leading to a vibration-rotation rather than to a pure vibrational 

transition. 

(2): The actual numerical values of a vibrational transition pmbability, such as 

that given by eq. (15), is very small, corresponding to inverse times of the order 

of seconds or minutes, compared with an atomic electronic transition probability 

corresponding to lifetimes of the order of 10-8 seconds. Molecular vibrational 

or vibrational-rotational transitions are thus usually too weak to be seen in 

spontaneous emission. They are easily observed, however, in induced absorption 

processes, by placing the gaseous molecular sample in an electromagnetic beam of 

the appropriate infrared or microwave frequency. The transition probabilities will 

then be given by the Einstein B coefficients and the energy dens.ity of the incident 

beam. Because the Einstein B coefficients are proportional to the Einstein A coef

ficients, the results of this section will still be useful. Also, the induced emission 

probability for a transition n--+ (n - 1) will be less than the induced absorption 

probability for the transition(n - I) -+ n if the number of molecules in the lower 
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state, N(n-l), is greater than the number of molecules in the upper state, Nfl, the 

usual situation for a gaseous sample in thermal equilibrium. 
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Perturbation Theory for Degenerate 
Levels 

A Diagonalization of H(l): Transfonnation to Proper 

Zeroth-Order Basis 

Assume the eigenvector for the energy state with eigenvalue En is degenerate; i.e., 

assume gn independent eigenvectors exist such that 

with r = 1, 2, ... , gn, (1) 

where the label r may just be an ordinal label identifying the different eigenvectors, 

or it may be a shorthand notation for additional quantum numbers. Clearly, our 

previous method might lead to difficulties, because now zeros could be in the 

energy denominators (E~O) - EiO». A state Ik(O» different from Inr(O» could now 

include a state with the same zeroth-order energy. Note, however, if H(l) is made 

diagonal within the gn-dimensional subspace, Inr(O», with r == 1,2, ... ,gn, this 

difficulty will never arise. Therefore, the first step of the perturbation expansion 

will involve a transformation from the subbasis Inr(O» to the new subbasis Inr'(O», 

with 

gil gl/ 

Inr'CO» = L:)nrCO»{nrCO)lnr'(O» = ~)nr(O)}Cr' (2) 
r=1 r=1 

such that 

(3) 
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Rewriting the first-order equation of the perturbation expansion for the transformed 

state Inr'(O)} yields 

(4) 

Left-multiplying by (nr(O) I leads to a zero for the left-hand side of this equation, 

so 

(5) 

Introducing the unit operator Ls Ins(O)} (ns(O) I for the subspace in question, we can 

transform this equation into 

L L 

~)nr(O)IH(l)lns(O)}(ns(O)lnr'(OJ} = E~I)2)rs(ns(O)lnr'(O)}, (6) 

s=l s=l 

or, in shorthand form, with (ns(OJlnr'(O)} == cs , 

with r = I, ... , gil' (7) 

This system of gn linear equations will have a solution for the Cs if and only if the 

determinant of the coefficients is equal to zero 

IH (l)-E(l)o 1-0 
,-5 n Urs - . (8) 

This equation leads to an equation of degree gn in the unknown E~l) with g" 

solutions E~~~, such that 

(9) 

The first task in the case of degenerate-level perturbation theory then is to find 

those linear combinations of the zeroth-order eigenvectors Ins(O)} that diagonalize 

H(l). These so-called proper or stabilized zeroth-order eigenvectors will be the 

basis for the subsequent steps in the perturbation expansion. Three possibilities 

need to be considered. 

B Three Cases of Degenerate Levels 

Case (1): The initial basis Inr(OJ} may already be such that H(l) is diagonal in this 

basis. (If higher order terms exist, such as H(2), we assume they are also diagonal 

in this basis.) This may not be such a fortuitous accident. Often, we choose the 

initial basis to be adapted to the symmetry of the problem. Both H(O) and H(I) may 

have symmetries that naturally lead to a proper choice of basis. The choice of this 

proper or symmetry-adapted basis may obviate the first step in degenerate-level 

perturbation theory, the diagonalization of H(I) in the initial zeroth-order basis. 

Effectively, therefore, such a case can be treated by nondegenerate perturbation 

theory. 
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Other cases now exist in which the nondegenerate perturbation theory formu

lae of Chapter 21 are sufficient to some order in the parameter of smallness, A. 

For example, suppose two (or more) degenerate states Inr(O») and Ins(O») are not 

connected with each other through second order. Assume they are connected with 

each other only in third order, either through the action of H(I) three times, or 

through terms such as 

(ns(O) I H(I) In" u(O») (nil u(O) I H(I) In I teo») (n I t(O)! H(1) !nrO») 

in the perturbation expansion (or similar terms combining a single action of both 

H(I) and H(2l ). In that case, if we are interested only in second-order corrections 

to the energy, the degenerate states Inr(O») and Ins(O») are effectively unconnected 

in second order and the nondegenerate perturbation theory formulae of Chapter 

21 apply. 

Case (2): The diagonalization of H(l) in the initial zeroth-order basis may lead 
f d·· . I E(1) . h E(I) -+ E(I) c -+ I h' to a set 0 gn- Istmct elgenva ues nr" Wit nr' -r- flS" lor r -r- s. ntis 

case, the subsequent steps in the perturbation expansion closely parallel those for 

nondegenerate-Ievel perturbation theory. 

Case (3): The diagonalization of H(1) may not remove the zeroth-order degen

eracy completely. In this case, a special treatment is necessary. This treatment is 

similar to that discussed in a next chapter for two (or several) nearly (or precisely) 

degenerate levels, the toughest of all cases. Again, this case is not as uncommon 

as might have been thought. For example, the symmetries of H(O) and H(1) could 

be such that all matrix elements of ll(l) are zero in the inr(O») sub-basis. Perhaps 

the Inr(O») all have the same parity and H(I) has the opposite parity. In this case, 

we cannot diagonalize lIO) to find the proper zeroth-order basiis. 

C Higher Order Corrections with Proper Zeroth-Order 

Basis 

Let us consider case (2). In this case, the first-order equation 

(E~O) - H(O»lnr!(I») = (H(!) - E~~;)!nr'(O») 

leads to 

Upon left-multiplication with (nr/(O)!, the second-order equation 

(10) 

(11) 

(E~O) - H(O»lnr'(O») = (H(I) ..... E;'~~)lnr'(I») + (H(2) - E;I;hlnr'(O») (12) 
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leads to 

(13) 

so 

II ks(O) I H(l) Inr'(O)\ 12 
E(2) .= ( I(O)IH(2)1 .'(0)) + ~~ _'- I 

nr' . nr nr LL .(0) (0) 

kin s (En - Ek ) 
(14) 

All steps in this and subsequent steps in the perturbation formalism parallel the 

earlier nondegenerate-state perturbation theory, except state vectors InCO») or their 

conjugate bras must be replaced by inr'(O») and the projection operators Q~O) will 

have to include besides the sum over k "# n a sum over the degeneracy label s. 

Note, in particular, that the states Iks(O») need not be transformed to primed form. 

D Application 1: Stark Effect in the Diatomic Molecule 

Rigid Rotator 

Let us consider a nonhomonuclear diatomic molecule, with a permanent electric 

dipole moment, which is perturbed by an external electric field, { Let us consider 

only the lowest energies ofthis system, so the molecule can be considered as a rigid 

rotator, with zeroth-order energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (or eigenvectors) 

li 2 

E(O) = -l(l + 1) 
I 2Ie ' 

(15) 

with Ie = J.i.-r; and 

with m = +1, ... , -t. (16) 

The zth level, thus, has a e21 + 1 )-fold degeneracy, the general degeneracy associated 

with rotationally invariant sytems. In the presence of an external electric field, f, 
we must add a term 

(17) 

where we have assumed the electric field i is in the space-fixed z direction and 

the symmetry axis of the molecule makes a polar angle () with this z direction. 

This Stark perturbation (Stark effect) is often used to identify the I values of initial 

states in purely rotational transitions. To show H(l) is a weak perturbation, assume 

the electric field is 1,000 Volts/cm, a strong field. The permanent electric dipole 

moments, J.i.-e, of diatomic molecules are of order e x 10-8 cm. Thus, even in this 

strong field, H(l) can be expected to be of order JOseY. Take the Hel molecule 

as a specific example, so JL ~ mproton, with {-te 2 ~ 109 e V. Take re ~ 10-8cm 
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(the precise value is known from the rotational spectrum to be 1.2746 x 1O-8cm). 

Then, 

(18) 

showing the Stark term, H(l), can indeed be treated as a perturbation. To calculate 

the matrix elements of H(l), recall (Chapter 9) 

cosO Ylm = 

so 

[(l + 1)2 - m2 ] 

(21 + 1)(21 + 3) Y(l+l)m + 
[[2 - m2 ] 

(21 + 1)(21 - 1) Y(l-l)m, 

{(l + l)ml cosOllm) = 

{(/- l)ml cosOl/m) = 

[(I + 1)2 - m2 ] 

(21 + 1)(21 + 3)' 

[L2 - m2 ] 

(21 + 1)(21 - 1) 

(19) 

(20) 

Our H( 1) does not have matrix elements diagonal in the quantum number, I. No first

order contribution to the Stark energy shift occurs. At first, it appears this belongs 

to case (3) of section B of this chapter and might require further treatment. All 

matrix elements of the perturbing Hamiltonian, however, are diagonal in m. States 

of a particular m are therefore completely unconnected from states of different 

m. We can therefore treat states of a particular m by themselve,s, as if they were 

unconnected from the rest, hence, by nondegenerate perturbation theory. This is 

of course connected to the symmetry of our Hamiltonian, even, including the full 

perturbation, our Hamiltonian has axial symmetry. Our zeroth-order state vectors, 

of good eigenvalue m, are automatically the proper symmetry-adapted zeroth

order state vectors. (If we had chosen to call the direction of the £ field the x 

rather than the z direction, our H( I) would have been - J1-e sin 0 cos cp£. If we had 

diagonalized this H(I), we would essentially have effected a rotation from our 

original x direction to a new Z direction. By choosing our z rather than our x 

direction along the direction of the outside e, our zeroth-order state vectors have 

automatically become the proper ones for the perturbation calculation. 

The second-order contributions to the energy are then simply 

1 (/'m(O)IH(I)l/m(O» 12 "e2£2 
A 2 E/(m2) = ~ fA' L- ---;;(0""") --(=0):--- <;2/21 

['=l±l E[ - El' "e 

X ([12 - m2 ]/(21 + 1)(2/- 1) + [(I + 1)2 - m2 ]/(21 + 3)(21 + 1») 

[1(1 + 1) - (I - 1)/] [1(1 + 1) - (I + 1)(/ + 2)] 

2IeJ1-;£2 ( [/2 - m 2] [(I + 1)2 - m 2] ) 

= li2 2/(21 + 1)(21 - 1) - 2(1 + 1)(21 + 1)(21 + 3) 

2IeJ1-;£2 [/(1 + 1) - 3m2] 

1i2 2/(1 + 1)(21 - 1)(21 + 3)· 
(21) 
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1=2 

1:1£(0) 

1= 1 
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m= ±2 
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m=O 

------ - -
m=±l 

-1 

FIGURE 23.1. Second order Stark splitting of the I = 2 and I = 1 states of the diatomic 

molecule rigid rotator. The energy shifts are in units of [Ie JL; t:2 /li21(1 + 1)(21 - 1)(21 + 3)]. 

/).£(0) = 7Ji2/ Ie. 

The Stark splitting of the 1 = 2 and 1 = 1 levels is shown in Fig. 23.1., where 

energy shifts are shown in units of (leJ.L;£2 j1i2/(l + 1)(2/ - 1)(21 + 3). Note that 

the zth rotational level is split into only (I + 1) levels since the second order energy 

shift depends only on m2• The transition probabilities for the 1 = 2 --+ 1 = 1 

transitions are now given by the matrix elements of 

J.L~el.) = J.Le sin e cos ¢; J.L~I.) = J.Le sin e sin ¢; J.L~el.) = JLe cos e. (22) 

These lead to the selection rules, !:!..m = ± I for the x and y components, and 

!:!..m = 0 for the z component. Thus the I = 2 --+ I = 1 transition is split into 

five components, corresponding to the transitions m = 2 --+ 1, 1 --+ 0, 1 --+ 

1, 0 --+ 1, 0 --+ O. (Actually, the transition would be observed through an induced 

absorption process). The line pattern, including relative intensities, is shown in Fig. 

23.2, where the shifts in frequency from the unperturbed frequency, (h/21T2/e), 

are given in units of !:!.. = (leJL;£2/21T1i 321O). 
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6 

4 

3 3 

2 
! 

~~ ________________ -L ____ -L ______ ~_~ 
-37!1 -32!1 +11!1 +26!1 +31!1 

m::::::I:I-O m::::O-O 

m = ::1:1 ..... ::1:1 

FIGURE 23.2. The Stark splitting of the I = 2 -+ I = 1 transition. The numbers above 

the lines give the relative intensities. Frequency shifts from the zeroth-order frequency are 

given in units of L'l = (IeJ1..;t:2 /2nh 321O). 

E Application 2: Stark Effect in the Hydrogen Atom 

In an external electric field, £, the perturbing Hamiltonian is now 

H(l) = -( -erl + er2) . £ = e(rj - r2) . £ = eaor cos 8£, (23) 

where ao is the Bohr radius and we have again introduced a dimensionless r via 

Irrelative I = aor. For an electric field £ of 1,000 Volts/cm, H(l) is again of order 

1O-5eV, but now the zeroth-order energy is the Bohr energy j.le4jFt2 = 27eV, so 

IH(l) / H(O)I « 1, the ratio now being of order 10-6 . Although the m quantum 

number is again a good quantum number to an orders, because the perturbation 

can not change m, severall values now exist for a given m [with the exception 

of the states with m = ±(n - 1)]. Let us take the four-fold degenerate state with 

n = 2 as a special example. Now, a nonzero HO) matrix element connecting the 

m = 0 states with I = 0 and I = I exists, 

(nlm = 2101)"H(l)lnlm = 200) = eao£(21OIrcosI11200) 

C' rad. 1 
= eao0i21.20 ,J3' (24) 

where the angular part of the matrix element, with value 1/,J3, follows from eq. 

(19) and the radial part is given by 

(25) 
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leading to the 4 x 4 matrix 

(21'mIJ....(H(11 -- E';~2)12Im) = 

200 210 21 + 21 - I 

200 ( AE;" - 3eaoE 0 

o ) 210 -3rt 
_),E~I) 0 0 

" 
21 + I 0 -AE(l) o . 

2 

21 - I 0 0 -AE;I) 

The energy determinant leads to the values AE;I) = + 3eaoE, -3eaoE, 0, and O. 

The con'esponding proper zeroth--order eigenvectors are 

For + 3eaoE: ~(1200) --- 1210) 

For - 3eaoE : 
1 

-J2(1200) + 1210) 

For 0: 121 + 1) 

For 0: 121 - 1). (26) 

Because the first-order Stark dicct in atomic hydrogen is very small, these 

first-order results may be sufficient. Because we have detennined the proper 

zeroth-order eigenvectors, we could now use eg. (14) to calculate the Stark en

ergy corrections to second order. The sum over states with k -:f- n, however, is now 

a sum over an infinite number of discrete states and in fact includes a continuum 

sum (i.e., an integral) over the hydrogenic continuum states, because the operator 

r cos (} has nonzero matrix elements connecting a state nlm to states n'(l ± l)m, 

with all possible values of n' -:f- n. (We shall find the stretched parabolic coordi

nates of problems (1 and 26 will give us an elegant way out of this computational 

difficulty; see problem 37.) 
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The Case of Nearly Degenerate Levels 

[Alternatively, the results of this section can also be used for precisely degenerate 

levels in case (3), when H(l) does not remove the degeneracy and hence does not 

give the proper or stabilized zeroth-order state vectors.] 

If for some specific pair of levels, n and m, (E~O) - E~» is accidentally very 

small (the case of an accidental near degeneracy), particularly if (m(O)/H(l)/n(O)} is 

of the same order of magnitude as (E~O) - E~», our perturbation theory formulae 

would give a very poor approximation for this pair of levels. A technique that can 

deal with this situation is the following: We shall make a unitary transformation on 

the original perturbed Hamiltonian, H, to transform it to a new Hamiltonian, H', 

to eliminate the off-diagonal matrix elements that connect the nearly degenerate 

levels to all other levels, or at least make these off-diagonal matrix elements small 

enough in orders of powers of A, so they will not contribute to the energies of states 

nand m to some particular order in A. An elegant way to achieve this follows in 

the next section. 

A Perturbation Theory by Similarity Transformation 

We shall try to find a unitary operator, D, generated by a hermitian operator, G, 

such that H is transformed into H' 

with U = eiJ.·G, (1) 

where the parameter, A, in U is the parameter of smallness in the perturbation 

expansion. (The eigenvalues of a hermitian operator are invariant to similarity 
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transformations.) In particular, if we succeed in choosing a G such that the first

order matrix elements of H' connecting states n and m to states k i= n, m are 

all equal to zero, the 2 x 2 matrix for H' in the n, m subspace will give us the 

energies correct to order).. 2• The surviving off-diagonal matrix elements (of order 

A 2) connecting states n andm to states k i= n, m would contribute to the energies En 

and Em only through their squares, divided by zeroth-order energy differences. The 

strategy then will be to find a G with matrix elements such that (k<0) I H'(I) In(O») = 0, 

and (k<0) I H'(1) Im CO») = 0 (with similar zeros for the transposed matrix elements of 

H'(1» for all k i= n, m. 

H' = (l + i)"G - )..2 G2 + .. . )(H(O) + )"H(1) + )..2H(2) + ... ) 
2 

)..2 

X (l - i)"G - _G2 + ... ) 
2 

= H(O) + )"(H(1) + i[G, H(O)n +).. 2(H(2) + i[G, H(I)] 

- HG, [G, H(O)m + ... 
= H(O) + AH'(1) + )..2H/(2) +... . (2) 

Now, we shall choose G such that, with k i= n, m, 

(k(O)IH'(I)ln(O») = (k(O)IH(l)ln(O») + i(k(O)I[G, H(O)]ln(O») = 0 

= (k(O)IH(l)ln CO») + i(E~O) - EkO»{kCO)IGln(O»). (3) 

With a similar relation for the kmth matrix element, this equation leads to 

All remaining matrix elements of G will be set equal to zero. In particular, 

(nCO)IGlnCO») = (m(O)IGlm CO») = (n(O)IGlmCO») = O. 

Now, 

(nCO)IH'(l)ln(O») = (nCO)IHC1)lnCO)} 

+ i L [(nCO)IGlkCOl)(kCOlIH(O)ln(Ol) - (n(O)IH(O)lk(Ol)(k(OlIGln(O))] 

k#n.m 

(4) 

(5) 

= (n(O)IH(llln(O»). (6) 

Similarly, 

For 

(m(O)IH'O)lm eo») = (m(O)IH(1)lm(O»), 

(n(O)IH'(l)lm(O») = (n(O)IH(I)lm(O»). (7) 

H,(2) = H(2) + i(GH(l) - H(llG) - ~(G2H(0) - 2GH(0)G + H(0)G2), (8) 
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let us first calculate the nm th mattix element 

(nCO)IH'C2JlmCOJ) = (ncolIH(2JlmCOJ) 

+ i L [(n(O)IGlk(O»)(k(OJIH(lJlm(O») - (nCO)IH(I)lkCO»)(eOlIGlmCOl)] 

bJn,m 

- ~ L [(nCOJIGlkCO»)(kCOlIGlmCO»)(m(OlllI(OJlmCOJ) 

k#n,m 

_ 2(n(0) IGlkCO») (k(O) IH(O) Ik(O») (k(D) I Glm CO») 

+ (nCO) IlI(O) In(O») (nCO)IGlk(O»){k CO) IGlm(O») ] 

= (n(O)IH(2)lm(0») + L (n(O) I lICl)lkCOJ}(k(O)1 H(I)lm(O») x 

kfn,m 

[ 
1 1 E(O) - 2E(0) + E(O) ] 

( + ) _ l( m k 11 ) 

(E~O) _ EiDJ ) (E~) - EiO» 2 (E~O) - EkO»(E~) - EiO» , 

Now, using the trivial identity 

(9) 

1 1 (E~O) + E~) - 2EiO» 
------,-- + ----,------ ------ (10) 
(E~O) - E~O» (E~) - EkO» - (E~O) - EiO»(E~) - EkO» , 

and defining the average energy for the pair of levels E'~o~ = ~(E~O) + E~», we 

obtain 

By setting m = n in this expression, we can also immediately get the matrix 
element (n(0)IH'(2)ln(O»), and similarly by setting n = m, we get (m(O)IH'(2)lm(0)}. 

With these results, the 2 x 2 submatrix of lI' connecting the two states In) and 

1m) is 

where, with an obvious shorthand matrix notation for the matrix elements, we have 

(through second order) 

[ 
I (1) 2 'J ' _ (0) (1) 2· (2) Hkn I 

Hnn- En + AHnn +- A Hnn + L (0) (0) 

k#n,m (E" - Ek ) 

[ 
H(l) H(1)(i:(0) _____ E(O) ] 

H' = AH(1) + A 2 H(2) + nk km n,m 'k 

11m nm nm L (E(O) _ E(O»(E(O) _ ECO» 
kfn,m ~n k m k 

[ 
H(ll H(l)(i:CO) _ E(O» ] 

H' = 'AH(I) + 'A2 H(2l + mk kn n,m k 
mn m1/ mn L (E(O) _ E(O»(E(O) _ E(O» 

k-ln.m n k m k 

(1' 2 

H ' - ECO) 'H(l) '2[f1(2) '" I Hkr; I ] 
mm - m + I\. mm + I\. mm + L (0) (0)· 

kin,m (Em - Ek ) 
(12) 
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To get the energies to second order, it is now only necessary to diagonalize this 

2 x 2 matrix, leading to 

E = E± = ~ (H~n + H~m) ± /(H~n - H:""Y + 41H~m 12). (13) 

This result is quite general. Note: If the two levels nand m are not nearly degenerate, 

the result applies for a single level, say, the nth one, and in that case, we have simply 

regained the result of nondegenerate-Ievel perturbation theory. The result also 

applies to a pair of exactly degenerate levels. In that case, with E~~;' = E~O) = E~~), 
the off-diagonal matrix element has a term 

H(l)H(I) 
~ nk km 

L «0) (0)' 
k"#n.m Ell - Ek ) 

This equation will be important in case (3), in which H~~ is zero and does not 

remove the degeneracy in first order, and in the case in which H(I) does not lead to 

the proper zeroth-order state vectors. Finally, the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix 

elements given by eq. (12) can be used in the case in which the degeneracy or near 

degeneracy is greater than two-fold. 

B An Example: Two Coupled Harmonic Oscillators 

with WI ~ 2W2 

Let us consider the Hamiltonian for two coupled nearly harmonic oscillators with 

cubic and quartic coupling terms 

I It: (2 2) lfi (2 2) 
I = 2"Wl p" + X + '2 W2 Py + Y 

+ ", 2 + 1 2a; 4. fi 4, t: 2 2) 
Nt (r)cxy f\. 'UWdX -t- WeY ,rlWfX Y , (14) 

where x, Px, y, Py, are dimensionless variables as for the I-D oscillator. It is 

assumed WI :::::; 2W2. States with Injn2) are then nearly degenerate with states 

I(nl - 1)(nz + 2)). Using matrix elements of x, x2, x4 from earlier chapters, and 

combining these 10 yield, e.g., 

(nl -- l)(nz + 2)lxilnln2) = l~I:L~~!·~····:~···t·\'!.·~···+ 2), (15) 

we get, for the nearly degenerate levels n 1 n2 = 10 and n 1 11 2 = 02, the 2 x 2 matrix 

for H': 
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+ )..2~(:WWd + 39liwe + 9iwf). (16) 

In particular, in this special example, H(I) does not contribute a second-order term 

to H~m' but it does contribute to the two diagonal terms, via 

I (k lk2 IH(l)11O) 12 
L (0) (0) = 

k 1kz¥IO,02 (EIO - Ek1kz ) 

1(20IH(l)11O}1 2 1(22IH(l)11O}1 2 I{OOIH(l)11O}1 2 

----- + + -----
-liWI (-liWI - 2Fi(2) IiWI 

Qiwc)2 ( I I I I 1 WI ) 

= Iiwl 4(-1) +8(+1) +2(-(wI+2Wz» 
(17) 

and 

(18) 

This example has been chosen as a simplified model for a real near degeneracy. 

The linear symmetrical C02 molecule, with an O-C-O configuration, has three 

vibrational frequencies, an in-phase and an out-of-phase stretching of the two CO 

bonds with frequencies, named WI and W3, and a two-fold degenerate oscillation 

in which the C atom moves in a direction perpendicular to the equilibrium line 

relative to the 0-0 group, where this two-fold degenerate frequency has been 

named Wz. For CO2 , the three observed frequencies are 

Iiwl -I 
- = 1351.2em , 
he 

IiW2 -I 
- = 672.2em , 
he 

IiW3 
- = 2396.4cm- l • 

he 

(In molecular spectroscopy, "frequencies" are usually given in "wavenumbers," 

i.e., in em-I, in waves per centimeter.) Note thatliwi - 2Fiwz := 6.8em- l . This 

difference is much less than the experimentally deduced coupling term ~Jiwc = 

50cm -I. The problem of this near degeneracy was first solved by Fermi. The near 

degeneracy in COz is known as the Fermi resonance. (Finally, we have made our 

simplified Hamiltonian such that V (y) = + V ( - y), so it mimicks the real potential 

of CO2.) 

Finally, we need to have a more explicit expression for the perturbed state vectors 

In} and 1m}. We have converted Hln} and Him} into UHln} = UHUT(Uln}) 

and UHlm} = UHUT(Ulm}), where we now have H' = UHUT acting on 

In(O» = Uln) (similar for Ulm». Thus, we have 

leading to 

)..2 

In) = U-Iln(O» = (1 - i)"G - 2G2)lnCOl), (19) 

In} = In(O)} - i).. L Ik(O)}(k(OlIGln(Ol} 

k¥n,m 
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)..' 
- 2- L (In(O»)(n(OlIGlk(Ol)(k(OlIGln(Ol) 

kfn,m 

+ Im(Ol) (m(OlIGlk(O») (k(O)IGln(O»)) 

( 
)..2 I (k(Oll H(l) In(O») 12) 

= IntO») 1 - - L --=---:::::---

2 kfn,m (E~O) - Eiol)2 

(
)..2 (m(OlIH(l)lk(Ol) (k(OlIH(l)ln(O») ) 

+ 1m (0») - - '" -'---=---'---::::-,-.;.......,,;::--------,:::::------,-
2 ~ (E(O) _ E(O»(E(O) _ E(Ol) 

kfn.m n k m k 

(kC°)IH(l)/n(O») 
+).. L Ik(O») (0) (0)' (20) 

kfll,m (En - Ek ) 

with a similar expression for 1m). The final expression for the eigenvectors 

associated with the energy eigenstates I E±) of eq. (13) will be 

e 
with 

s 

IE+) = eln) + slm), 

IE_} = -sin) + elm}, (21) 

(22) 
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Magnetic Field Perturbations 

So far, we have looked at a number of perturbation problems involving an external 

electric field, i. We would like to look at similar problems involving external 

magnetic fields. 

A The Quantum Mechanics of a Free, Charged Particle 

in a Magnetic Field 

Classically, the ,!Iamiltonian of a charged particle, o} char~e e and pass m, in a 

magnetic field, B, derivable from a vector potential, A, via B = curIA, is given by 

1 -+ e--+ -t e .... 

H = -(p - -A)· (p - -A). 
2m c c 

(1) 

In a uniform field, Eo, e.g., with A = ~[Eo x r], the classical equations of motion 

in Hamiltonian formalism lead to 

(2) 

The SchrOdinger equation follows from eq. (1) via p --+ 1 V. At first glance, this 

equation seems to be dependent on the choice of gauge of the vector potential. 

[With the choice of the so-called symmetric gauge for an electron in a uniform 

magnetic field in the z-direction, see eq. (15) below.] If A gives rise to a magnetic 

induction E, a vector potential A' with A' = A + V I, where f is any function 

I(x, y, z), will give rise to the same field E. To keep the Schr6dinger equation 
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form invariant to this gauge transformation, we must gauge not only A, but the 

Schrodinger wave function as well. The quantum-mechanical form of eq. (1) is 

form invariant under the gauge transformation (see problem 3), 

A 4 A' = A + V f(x, y, z), 

1/1 4 1/1' = 1/Ie lfcf (x. y.z). 

B Aharanov-Bohm Effect 

(3) 

The above gauge transformation was exploited by Bohm and Aharanov in a famous 

paper (phys. Rev. 115 (1959) 485) to show that the quantum-mechanical wave 

function describing the motion of electrons can be influenced by the presence of 

magnetic fields, even if the electron trajectories are such that the electrons do not 

experience the Lorentz force ~ [v x ih if the trajectories are limited to regions in 

which B = O. They proposed the following experiment: An electron beam from 

an electron source is split into two identical beams, subsequently reflected from 

identical reflectors to end in a detector, as shown in Fig. 25.1. If the electrons 

in beam I are described by the wave function 1/11 and the electrons in beam 2 are 

described by the wave function 1/12, the number of electrons arriving at the common 

detector will be proportional to 11/11 + 1/1212. Bohm and Aharanov proposed to place 

a tightly wound, infinitely long solenoid of small radius, a, behind the screen. A 

magnetic field Bo exists inside the solenoid, parallel to the solenoid axis, but the 

field outside the solenoid is precisely zero. The electrons therefore traverse only 

regions of space where the B field is precisely zero. (Of course, this infinitely 

long, tightly wound solenoid is a "theorist's" solenoid, but it can be approximated 

very well in the actual experiment.) Because the electrons are always in regions of 

zero field, choose a gauge in which the vector potential A' is also zero outside the 

solenoid; i.e., choose a gauge for which 

A' = 0 = A + V f(x, y, z) 

1/1' = 1/Ie ifc f(x.y.z). (4) 

Therefore, taking a line integral of A' around the exterior contour shown in Fig. 

25.1, 

o = f ;.. dl + f V f . dl 

= t rdr (lr d¢[V x A] . n + (2H af(r, e, ¢) rd¢ 

10 10 10 ra¢ 

= Bona2 + (f(r, e, ¢ = 2n) - fer, e, ¢ = 0»), (5) 

where we have converted the first line integral to a surface integral via Stokes's 

theorem. The unit vector ii is parallel to the solenoid axis. The above therefore 

leads to 

(6) 
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We have chosen a cylindrical coordinate system centered in the solenoid. The 

electrons traveling along trajectory I are, therefore, specified by 

(7) 

so, at the detector, D, 

(8) 

Similarly, electrons traveling along trajectory 2 will, at the detector, D, be specified 

by the wave function 

1/12 = 1/ID(no field)e-~/(27r). (9) 

At the detector, therefore, the total wave function will be given by 

1/11 + 1/12 = 1/ID(no field)e-V(O)[ I + e-~(f(27r)-/(0))J 

= 1/ID(no field)e-~ 1(0)[ I + e+.\7 Bo7ra1 (10) 

The number of particles reaching the detector will then be proportional to 

[ eBorra2 ] 
11/IDI2 = 211/1D(no field)1 2 1+ cos( fie ) 

eBorra2 
= 411/1D(no field)1 2 cos2(). (II) 

'1Iie 

That is, the number of particles arriving at the detector depends on the magnetic 

field strength in the solenoid, even though B = 0 in the region of the particle 

trajectories. The experiment has been done, both with long solenoids and with 

highly magnetized "magnetic whiskers." Other experiments using the basic Bohm

Aharanov idea have also been successfully done. [For a review of experiments and 

ideas, see M. Peshkin and A. Tonomura, Lecture Notes in Physics 340, Springer

Verlag (1989).] 

C Zeeman and Paschen-Back Effects in Atoms 

We shall start by studying the perturbations of magnetic fields, both external and 

internal, on the energies of one-electron atoms. We shall start, however, with al

kali atoms, Li, Na, K, Cs, or Rb. In these one-valence-electron atoms, the n2 -fold 

degeneracy of hydrogen is removed. Levels with different I have considerably dif

ferent zeroth-order energies, each with a (21 + I)-fold degeneracy. The hydrogenic 

potential, V = - ~, is replaced by 

Zeff. (r)e2 

V(r) = ---
r 

(12) 

The Zetdr) removes the degeneracy of levels with the same n but different I. In 

Na, e.g., with ground-state configuration (ls22s22p63s), the n = 3, 1= 0, 1= 1, 
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a eV ----------- Hydrogenic n= 3 level 

-0.01 eV l=2 3 2 D level 

-1.56 eV 
1=1 3 2 P level 

-3.61 eV 
l=O 2 

3 S level 

FIGURE 25.2. The Na-valence electron spectrum. 

and 1 = 2 valence electron levels (32 S, 32 P, 32 D) are split in zeroth order, as 

shown in Fig. 25.2. The s (I = 0) and p (l = 1) orbits are penetrating orbits. They 

penetrate the spherically symmetric innershell electron cloud and see effectively 

a Z > 1; hence, they lie at lower energy, with the s orbit having a considerably 

larger Zeff. than the p orbit. The d (/ = 2) electron spends most of its time outside 

the innershell electron cloud and thus sees an effective charge very nearly equal 

to (11 - 10) = 1. This level has been shifted to lower energy by only -.01 eV, 

relative to a purely hydrogenic value with Z = 1. 

In a uniform, external magnetic field, Eo, with A = t[Eo x r] (where we have 

chosen a specific gauge, the so-called symmetric gauge), the Hamiltonian (ignoring 

for the moment the spin of the electron) has the form 

1 ~ e~ ~ e~ 
H = -(p - -A)· (p - -A) + V(r). 

2m c c 
(13) 

Choosing Eo along the z-direction, so 

(14) 

p; + p2 + p; e Bo m ( e Bo ) 2 

H = 2~ - 2mc (xpy - YPx) +"2 2mc (x 2 + y2) + VCr) 

P; + p~ m 2 2 2 P; 
= 2m' + iWL(x + y ) +liwLLz + 2m + Vex, y, z), (15) 

where we have used the Larmor frequency 

lelBo 
WL = --, 

2mc 

5 Bo 
with IiWL = 5.8 x 10- --eV, 

tesla 

and we have converted to a dimensionless, orbital angular momentum operator, L z• 

(Remember the electron charge is negative.) For a free particle, with Vex, y, z) = 

0, Lz and pz commute with the Hamiltonian of eq. (15) and can be replaced by 

their eigenvalues, m{, andlikz• The problem of a free particle in a uniform magnetic 

field therefore reduces to a 2-D harmonic oscillator problem (see problem 42). For 

an atomic problem with a central VCr), it will of course be useful to convert to 

spherical coordinates and dimensionless atomic units, with a physical; = ex, y, z), 
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with Irl = aor, so 

1 (Jiwd2 . 
H = HCO) +FiwLL + - r2 sm2 e. 

, 2 (me4 jFi2) 
(16) 

(Jiwd/(~;4) ~ 10-6 for a magnetic field of 1 tesla = 104 gauss, so the term pro

portional toFiwL, the so-called paramagnetic term can be treated as H(I), whereas 

the term proportional to (Jiwd2, the diamagnetic term, can be treated as H(2). The 

paramagnetic term can be put in the form 

H(l) = _(~(magn.) • B) with ~Cmagn.) eli ~ 
JLorbltal' JLorbital = 2me L (17) 

In 1924, when Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit postulated the existence of electron spin, 

with an associated spin magnetic moment, they added empirically a spin mag

netic moment interaction to this paramagnetic term, but they found (empirically 

by fitting the predicted Zeeman spectra to the experimentally observed data) the 

gyromagnetic ratio for the spin magnetic moment requires an additional factor 

gs = 2 relative to that predicted for the orbital magnetic moment, so 

~(magn.) _ ~ S 
JLspin - 2 gs· 

me 
(18) 

Although introduced empirically in 1924, the factor gs = 2 comes out 

automatically from the Dirac relativistic quantum theory of the electron. Thus, 

H (l) - (~(magn.) B~) (_(magn.) B-) - l: (L 2S) (19) 
- - lLorbital • 0 - JLspin . 0 -nWL z + z· 

This perturbation has extremely simple matrix elements in the Inlmlms} basis, 

where we have added the eigenvalue ms of the operator Sz to complete the basis, 

leading to the first-order magnetic field correction to the energy 

(20) 

This formula would be correct in the limit in which the external field Bo is large 

compared with the internal atomic magnetic fields and their effects on the spin 

magnetic moment. We shall look at these effects next. 

D Spin-Orbit Coupling and Thomas Precession 

Because of the motion of the valence electron, the electron sees an effective internal 

magnetic field that can interact with the spin magnetic moment of the electron. To 

first order in ~, the magnetic field at the electron is 

~ 1 ~ ~ I - Cel.) P I d V 1 _ ~ 
B = -[£ x v] = --[\7<1> x -] = +-----[r x p], (21) 

e c m lelmc dr r 

where we have converted the electric scalar potential to the potential function V (r) 

and have used the fact that the electron charge is negative. We could of course also 
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think of an observer "sitting on the electron" seeing the nuclear and innerelectron 

charge moving with a velocity -v relative to the electron. therefore setting up a 

current giving rise to the magnetic field at the site of the electron (see Fig. 25.3). 

When the electron's spin magnetic moment interacts with this internal magnetic 

field, we get a new contribution to the perturbed Hamiltonian of the one-electron 

atom 

(I) ~ ~ lelligsldV li ~~ li2 (ldV)~~ 
Hspin-orbit = -/Ls·B = +-2---d -I -I -(S·L) = 2""2 --d (S·L). (22) 

me r r e me mer r 

where i and S are dimensionless. Besides this magnetic spin-orbit term. a second 

purely relativistic correction term exists. the Thomas precession term. which has 

exactly the same form. but has an additional numerical factor of -4, 

(I) 1 (I) 

HThomas = -2: Hspin-orbit' (23) 

This purely relativistic term follows because two successive Lorentz transforma

tions along different successive directions in the orbit are equivalent to a single 

Lorentz transformation plus a rotation in 3-D space. This rotation causes a preces

sion of the intrinsic spin vector of the electron. the so-called Thomas precession, 

v~/s 
• e B (out) 

_/ eN 

#5 Valence electron 

--./ --....' 
//.r-,,'\\ 

(II. \\\ 

,\\ +ZelJ/ 
\..\..,_/// ----,,/ 

Inner shell of electron cloud 

FIGURE 25.3. Model of an alkali atom. 
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which cancels half of the magnetic spin orbit term. Thus, 

2 2 - 2 
(1) (1) Ii (1 dV) ~ ~ Ii (Zeff.e) ~ ~ 

Hspin-orbit + HThomas = 2m2e2 -;: dr (S· L) = 2m2e2 ~ (S· L), (24) 

where Zeff. (r) = Zeff. (r) - r d;;ff in an alkali atom; but Zeff. can be replaced by 

1 in hydrogen. Converting the physical r in this equation to a dimensionless r via 

r phys. = aor, we have 

(25) 

~ ~ 

where r, S, and L are now all dimensionless and a is the fine structure constant. 

This term is of order 

1 (me4)2 a2)4 1 --2 -2- = me2 - = me2a 4 ~ 0.5MeV(-)4 ~ 1O-3eV. 
mc Ii e 137 

(26) 

To this order of magnitude, we must also consider the first-order relativistic mass 

correction. From 

J p2 p4 
W = m~c4 + p 2c2 = moc2 + -- - -- + ." , 

2mo 8m6c2 
(27) 

we get the relativistic mass correction to the kinetic energy term 

W -moe2 = p2 __ 1_ (L)2 + ... = p2 _ (E(O) - VCr)? + ... 
2mo 2moc2 2mo 2mo 2moc2 . (28) 

To get the hydrogen energies correct to order mc2a 4 , we must include this rela

tivistic mass correction term along with the combined spin-orbit and Thomas term 

of eq. (25). This relativistic mass correction term, however, has been converted 

to a function of r only in the last form of eq. (28). In an alkali atom, therefore, 

it can be simply absorbed into the Zeff.(r)/r term. This term merely establishes 

the zeroth-order energies of the separated I = 0, 1 = 1, 1 = 2, ... terms. These 

terms are essentially taken from experiment and not calculated very precisely. We 

shall calculate accurately the splitting of such a 2(21 + 1 )-fold degenerate term into 

fine structure and Zeeman components, but take the zeroth-order positions of the 

different /levels from experiment. For the alkali atoms, therefore, this perturbation 

term can be absorbed into the zeroth-order terms. 
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Fine Structure and Zeeman 

Perturbations in Alkali Atoms 

We shall now look in detail at the fine structure (magnetic spin orbit + Thomas) and 

Zeeman perturbation terms; i.e., we shall diagonalize the first-order Hamiltonian, 

mc2a 4 (Z (r») 
H(l) = -2- e;; (05 .i) +Jiah(Lz + 2S.J, (1) 

in the 2(21 + 1) degenerate subspace of a particular 1 sublevel of the valence n in 

an alkali atom. The fine structure term is of order 1O-3eV, and the Zeeman term 

would be of this order of magnitude only for very strong fields, of the order of 

"" 20 tesla, but both terms are small compared with the zeroth-order separation 

of different I substates. (In Na, these terms were of the order of 1 - 2eV.) Matrix 

elements are easy to calculate in the Inlm,ms} basis. Nonzero matrix elements are 

(nlm/msIL z + 2Szlnlm,ms) = m/ + 2ms. (2) 
~ ~ 1 

Writing L . S = z(L+S- + L_S+) + LoSo, 

(nlmlmsli. o5lnlm/ms) = m[m" 

(nl(m[ + l)(ms - l)li. o5lnlm/ms ) 

~J(l- m,)(l + m, + l)(s + ms)(s - ms + 1), 

(nl(m/ - l)(ms + 1)1£ . Slnlm{m s ) 

= ~J(l + m{)(l- m, + l)(s - ms)(s + ms + 1), (3) 

with s = ~. Now, if we introduce 

with lz = Lo + So, (4) 

where lz has eigenvalue m j = m, + m s , all terms of our H(l) do not change the 

quantum number m j. (In passing, lowercase letters are usually used for single-
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particle angular momentum quantum numbers.) Because the values m j = 1 + i 
and m j = -(I + i) can each be made in only one way, whereas all other possible 

m j values can be made in two ways, the full 2(21 + 1) matrix of H(l) will split into 

2 (1 x I) and 21 (2 x 2) submatrices. It is best to convert to mj and ms = ±i in 

the matrix element expressions, so, e.g., 

I 1 1 ~ ~ 1 I 
(nl, ml = (m) =j= 2)' ms = ±2IL. Slnl, m[ = (mj ± 2)' ms = =f 2) = 

iJ(l ±mj + i)(l =j=mj + i)I.I = iJ(l + i)2 -mJ. (5) 

In addition, we introduce the radial matrix element integral 

24-
me a lOC 2 2 Zeff.(r) 
-- drr IRnl(r)1 --3- == f3nl. 

2 0 r 
(6) 

This number is common for all matrix elements of the full 2(21 + I) x 2(21 + I) 
matrix of H( 1). The general 2 x 2 submatrix for a given m j is 

where we have used the subscript + for the state with ms = + i, and ml = m j - i, 
and the subscript - for the state with ms = - i, and ml = m j + i. In the matrix, 

H++ = if3nl(mj - i) +naJL(mj + !), 
_ _ f3nl I[ 1 2 2] 

H+_ - H_+ - 2'1 (l + 2) - mj , 

H __ = -!f3nl(mj + i) +IiWL(mj - i). (7) 

The 2 x 2 energy determinant leads to 

E = H(HH + H __ ) ± J(HH - H __ )2 + 4IH+_12]. (8) 

or 

(9) 

For the 1 x I submatrices with m j = ±(I + i), the energies are given by the 

diagonal matrix elements 

1 
E(I) = f3nl z ±liwL(1 + 1). (10) 

With no external magnetic field, i.e.,liwL = 0, we have 

(1) l 
Enl = +f3nlZ with (21 + 2)-fold degeneracy 

(I + 1) 
= - f3nl -- with 21-fold degeneracy. (11) 

2 

These two levels correspond to the j values j = (I ± !), respectively. With 

-+ ......"'"'" ......... I --f ..... .......... ...... .... 

J = L + S, so L· S = 2(1· J - L . L - S· S), (12) 
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i . S has eigenvalues 

Hj(j + 1) -1(1 + 1) - ~], 

leading to the eigenvalue +}I for j = (l + }), and the eigenvalue -}(I + 1) for 

j = (I-}). 
For the weak-field case, nWL « f3nl, the energies are (expanding the square 

roots to first order) 

E~? = f3nl& +nWLmj(l + (21 ~ 1»). for 

(I) (I + 1) ( I) 
Enl = -f3nl - 2- +nwLmj 1- (21 + 1) , for j = (I - 1)' (13) 

For the huge field case, conversely, withnwL » f3nl, 

E(I) =nah(m. ± !) ± f3nl m _ f3nl 
nl } 2 2 } 4' 

(14) 

These energies are shown as a function of the external field strength, Bo, (ornwd, 

for an I = 2 state in Fig. 26.1. 

Finally, we need to find the eigenvectors as linear combinations of the two states 

withms = +}, ml = (mj -}), to be denoted by+,andms = -1' ml = (mj + 1)' 
to be denoted by -. In particular, for the special case with Bo = 0 (hence,nwL = 0), 

we get 

f3nl 1 (I)] f3nl I(l 1 1 
[T(mj-'i)-E C++T'V +'i+mj)(I+'i-mj)c-=O' 

With E~:) = +f3nll/2, for the state with j = (I + }), we get 

C+ J(l + 1 +mj) 
-= 

J(l+}-mj)' 

This equation leads to the normalized coefficients 

(I + 1 + mj) 

(21 + 1) 

(I + 1- m j ) 

(21 + 1) 

(15) 

{I 6) 

(11) 

With Enl = -f3nl(l + 1)/2, i.e., for the state with j = (l -1)' we get in the same 

way 

(I +! - m ) 
C - _ 2 } 

+ - (21 + 1) 
C -

(I + 1 + mj) 

(21 + I) 
(18) 

In this special case, we have calculated the transformation coefficients from a basis 

Inlmlsms } that are eigenvectors of the four commuting operators 

~ ~ 

L·L, S· S, 
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E 

B=O 
o 

i 

m. =+3/2 
J 

m. =-5/2 m. =-3/2 

J \ 11) \~33/2 ~ 
-3hwL+13 -2tJ.wL+I3/2 -'hWL-13 

m.=-

Asymptotic 
Paschen-Back 
Values 

m. =+1/2 
J 

0-13/2 

FIGURE 26.1. Magnetic field splitting of an alkali atom 2 D level. 

to a basis Inlsjm j) that are eigenvectors of the four commuting operators 

~ -
L ·L, s· S, j.], 

that is, we have calculated the transformation coefficients 

(lm/sm s Ilsjm j). 
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These are known as angular momentum coupling coefficients or Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients. For the specific case with s = 4, these coefficients are given by 

j=U+!) j=(l-!) 

:: : ::2: ( :::1:~': -~"!E). 
.. (21+1) V (21+1) 

We shall study this type of transformation coefficient in a much more general way 

in the next chapter. 

Problems 

29. For a Hamiltonian (with parameter A « 1), 

H = H(O) + AH(I) + A2H(2) + A3 H(3), 

(a) derive expressions for 

E~3) and Q~O) In(3») 

for a nondegenerate state, In). 

(b) Specialize the result of (a) to the Hamiltonian 

H = H(O) +"AV. 

Use the Wigner-Brillouin expansion for this case, and verify the result of (a) as 

applied to this simpler case. 

(c) For the Hamiltonian of (b), prove the second-order shift of the ground-state 

energy is bounded by 

(2) I (0(0) 1V2 10(0») .... ((0(0) IV 10(0»))2 I 
IEn=ol:<: ---...... (E(O) (0) 

- E ) 
~1l=1 n=O 

Note, E~~o :<: O. 

30. The vibrating-rotating diatomic molecule. The Hamiltonian for a vibrating

rotating diatomic molecule is given by 

_liZ ~ _ fi2 ( ... J .... ~ sin()~ + _1_£) + VCr) 
2JL ar2 2t-tr2 sin () ae ae sin2 e a¢2 

Assume V (r) can be approximated by the quadratic term 

. ~ wIth (r - re) = --x. 
t-tw 
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If the 1/ r 2 term of the angular part is expanded as 

1 1 ( 2(r - re) (r - re)2 
-=- 1- +3 + ... 
r2 r; re r; , 

the above Hamiltonian can be written as 

H - H(O) H(O) 'H(I) , 2H(2) 
- vibrator + rotator + A + A + ... , 

where 

(0) nw (a 2 2) 
H vib. = 2 - ax2 + x , 

2 ~ ~ 

H(O) = _n_(]. ]») 
rot. 2 2 li2 ' 

/Lre 

with 

H(O)ln] M} = (nw(n + ~) + n2
](J ~ 1») In] M}. 
2/Lr e 

(Note: We have used capital letters, J, and], M, in place ofthe/, m, used earlier for 

the diatomic molecule rigid rotator. This is in agreement with the convention that 

lowercase letters are reserved for the single-particle angular momentum quantum 

numbers, whereas capital letters are used for the angular momentum quantum 

numbers of many-particle systems.) Take the parameter of smallness, A, as 

n2 

A= 
2w;nw' 

so the vibration-rotation interaction terms are perturbations, with 

2 -+ -II 2 -+ -+ 

H(I) = __ li_2..r2x((J· i»), H(2) = _li_6x2(]. i»). 
2W; n2 2W; n2 

[To investigate the smallness ofthe parameter, A, take the HCI molecule as a typical 

example. For HCI, (with CI isotope 35), nw = hc(2989.74cm- 1); n2/(2w;) = 
hc(l0.5909cm- 1), so A = .06.] 

Show that the In] M), with (yin] M) = 1/In(X)YJM«(}, cjJ), are "proper" zeroth

order eigenvectors, and find corrections to the zeroth-order energies, including 

terms of order A 2(fi2 12w;). 
Warning: We have taken as our zeroth-order Hamiltonian both the soluble vi

brator and rotator Hamiltonians. Because their coefficients differ by the factor, A 2 , 

second-order perturbation theory will here give both terms of order )...2(fiw) and 

terms of order A 2(fi2 12w;). 
31. A diatomic molecule rigid rotator with a permanent electric dipole moment 

along the molecule axis is placed in a nonuniform electric field, t, so the zeroth

order rigid rotator solutions are perturbed by 

AH(l) = _jL(el.) . t = 2k sin2 (} sin 2cjJ, with k = A(~); A« 1. 
21e 

For the states with] = 0, and] = 1, find the perturbed energies correct to order 

A 2(fi2 /2Ie), and show how the] = 0 ~ ] = 1 absorption transition is split by this 
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perturbation. Give the relative intensities of the Stark fine structure components 

of this transition. (Calculate relative intensities only in dominant, zeroth-order 

approximation.) 

32. A diatomic molecule rigid rotator with a permanent electric dipole moment 

is placed in a uniform electric field in the x-direction, so 

AH(l) = _jl(el.) . f = _JL~el.)I£1 sine cos¢., 

Because the Stark energy is independent of the direction of the electric field, 

you know the result for the second-order energy correction (see Chapter 23). To 

test yourself on your knowledge of perturbation theory, find the second-order 

corrections for the energies of the J = 1 states by using the above H(I) and a 

zeroth-order basis in which J2 and Jz , perpendicular to the direction of f, are 

diagonal. This method is admittedly the hard way to do an easy problem. The 

I J M(O)} are now not proper zeroth-order eigenvectors, because the above H(!) now 

connects states with different M. Also, H(I) now does not remove the zeroth-order 

degeneracy in first order. We are therefore dealing with case (3), as enumerated 

in Chapter 23. Hint: The best way to solve such a problem is with the use of our 

formulae for three nearly degenerate (or exactly degenerate) states and diagonalize 

the 3 x 3 H' -matrix for J = 1 which to order A 2 is effectively disconnected from 

states with J' =1= J. 

33. For a slightly asymmetric rotator, with 

H = H(O) + AH(I) = i(a +b)p2 + i(2c - a - b)Pz~ + i(a - b)(P~P~ + P~ P~), 

use the parameter of smallness, A « 1, 

(a -b) 
A= , 

(2c - a - b) 
with AH(I) = 1(2c - a - b)A(p' p' + p' pI). 

4 + + --

Note, 

EjOk = H(a + b)J(J + 1) + (2c - a - b)K 2]. 

To order A 2 , zeroth-order states with K = 0 and I K I ~ 3 can be treated by 

nondegenerate perturbation theory. These states effectively belong to case (1), as 

enumerated in Chapter 23. For these states, find EJK correct to second order as 

general functions of J and K. For states with I K I = 1 and I K I = 2, use degenerate

level perturbation theory. Show, in particular, states with I K I == 1 belong to case 

(2), as enumerated in Chapter 23, but states with I K I = 2 belong to case (3). For 

the latter, therefore, use the treatment for two nearly (or exactly) degenerate levels 

to find the energies correct to order A 2 • Use the results of problems 20 and 21 

to expand the exact expressions for these energies in powers of A for states with 

J = 2 and J = 3 to compare with the perturbation theory results. Also, verify 

your perturbation theory results give the correct values for J = 1. 

34. Two identical diatomic units on opposite ends of a long-chain molecule are 

constrained to move on identical parallel circles of equal radius, but are almost 
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free to rotate on these circles of equal radius, so they are subject to a Hamiltonian 

li2 
( a2 a2 

) H = H(O) + AH(l) = --21 -2 + -2 + Vo COS(¢I - ¢2), 
e o¢1 o¢2 

where Ie is a constant and Vo = M/i2/21e), with A « 1, so the Vo term can be 

treated as a perturbation. The zeroth-order solutions are 

with 

E(O) li 2 2 2 
mlm2 = -(m1 + m 2), 

21e 

ml = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , m2 = 0, ± I, ±2, .... 

Enumerate all states with zeroth-order energies, E(O) ::: 5(!i2/21e), and find their 

degeneracies. Indicate which states belong to cases (1), (2), or (3) of degenerate

state perturbation theory, and find the perturbed energies for the above states correct 

to order A 2(!i2 /21e). [An alternative method of solution: Make use of the symme

try of the Hamiltonian to find the proper zeroth-order wave functions as linear 

combinations of the above 1jr;:;~m2' and show that these proper zeroth-order wave 

functions reduce the calculation of the degenerate states to case (I) automatically.] 

Solution for Problem 34 

The Schrodinger equation in the dimensionless quantities, E = E/(!i2/21e) and 

A = VO/(!i2/21e), has the simple form 

- (O~f + OO;~) 1jr(¢I, ¢2) + A COS(¢I - ¢Z)1jr(¢I' ¢2) = E1jr(¢I, ¢2), (1) 

with zeroth-order solutions 

1jr(0)(¢1, ¢Z) = 2~ eim1¢1 eim2¢> , with E(O) = (mf + m~). (2) 

The needed matrix elements of H(l) = COS(¢I - ¢2) are extremely simple in this 

basis. The only nonzero matrix elements are 

(ml + 1)(m2 - 1)IH(l)lmlm2) = ~, 

(ml - 1)(m2 + 1)IH(I)lmlm2) = ~. (3) 

All other matrix elements are zero. Note: H(l) is diagonal in the quantum number 

M = (ml +m2), so this quantum number is conserved to all orders of the perturba

tion. We list in the table below the possible quantum numbers ml, m2, M, as well 

as the perturbation type and the total degeneracy number, g., for all states with 

E(O) ::: 5. Degeneracies of 4 and 8 are common to most of the E(O) for this problem. 

Because H(l), however, does not connect states of different total M, most of the 

states of this system are effectively doubly degenerate or nondegenerate. 

Among the states with a single m I, m2 -combination for a fixed M are the states 

with E(O) = 2 and M = +2, or M = -2, as well as the ground state. Also, a 
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double action with H(l) on a state Imlm2) can convert it only to states with 

m I, m2 --'» m~, m; = (m 1 + 2), (m2 - 2) or m1,m2 or (.'111 - 2), (.'112 + 2). 

Therefore, states such as the pair of states with 1'(0) = 5, M = + 1, with m 1, .'112 = 
+2, -1, or -1, +2, with /',.ml, /',m2 = -3, +3, are unconnected through second 

order and can thus effectively be treated as if they were nondegenerate (if only 

corrections through second order are significant). These states arc therefore listed 

as belonging to type (1), using the characterization of degenerate states given in 

Chapter 23. For type (1) states, the m I, ml basis is effectively the proper basis, 

and the states can be treated as if they were nondegenerate. 

E(O) gE ml m2 M type 1'(0) g, ml m2 M type 

0 J 0 0 0 (1) 4 4 +2 0 +2 (3) 
4 +1 0 +1 (2) 0 +2 +2 (3) 

0 +1 +1 (2) --2 0 -2 (3) 

--1 0 -1 (2) 0 -2 -2 (3) 
0 -1 -1 (2) 5 8 +2 +1 +3 (2) 

2 4 +1 +1 +2 (1) +1 +2 +3 (2) 

+1 -1 0 (3) -2 -1 -3 (2) 
.... 1 +1 0 (3) -1 -2 -3 (2) 
-1 -1 -2 (1) +2 -1 +1 (1) 

-1 +2 +1 (I) 

-2 +1 -1 (1) 

+1 -2 -1 (1) 

Doubly degenerate states with a /',ml, /',.m2 = ±1, =fl, conversely, have their 

degeneracy removed in first order. For such states, diagonalization of H(I) to find 

the 1'(1) will also yield the proper linear combinations of the zeroth-order eigenvec

tors to carry forward the higher order perturbations. Such states are characterized 

as type (2) according to the catalog of Chapter 23. 
Finally, doubly degenerate states with a /',.m I, /).m2 of 1:2, :r2 have their degen

eracy removed only in second order. Such states are best treated by transforming 

the 2 x 2 Hamiltonian matrix H into a new HI = U llU;·, as in Chapter 24 [see, 

in particular, eq. (12) of Chapter 24]. These are states characterized as type (3) in 

Chapter 23. 
For states of type (1), we get the second-order corrections, 1'(2), via 

(2) _ I(ml + l)(m2 ... 1)IH(I)lm lm2)1 2 I (ml - 1)(m2 + 1)IH(1)lm1m2)12 

E - (0) (0)- t -" (E(O) _ E(OI ) 
(Em,m, ..... E(m,+I)(m2 .. 1») m,m, (m,··-I)(m,-l I) 

Thus, for the state with 1'(0) = 0, 

(2) _ I (1 I) _ I 

E .. 4 (0 _ 2) + (0 _ 2) - - 4 . 

For the state with E(O) = 2, M == +2; and similarly for M = -2, 

(2) _ I (1 1) _ 1 

E······ 4 (2-4) + (2-4) - -4' 
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For the state with E(O) = 5, m I, m2 = +2, -1, M = +-1 (similarly for the other 

state with M = + I., and the two states with M = -----[), 

E(2) = ~C5 ~ 13) + (5 ~ 1») = +i2. 

For states of type (2), we first diagonalize H( 1) . For example, for the states with 

E(O) = 1, M = + 1, the 2 x 2 matrix for (H(1) ----- E(1» is 

+1 0 0 + 1 

+1 0 ( __ E(I) 

o -+- 1 1 
2 

with eigenvalues and eigenvectors, given by 

(I) = +~; 1M = +1, C+») = ~(: -+- 10) + 10 -+- n), 

E(1) = -~; 1M = +1, (-)} = ~(! + 10)- 10 + l}), 

where, now, 

(4) 

and the primed sum excludes the states with (0) = 1. For the M = -+- 1 state, 

therefore, m'l m; can only take the values m'l m; = -+-2, -1 [with only the + 10 

piece of 1M = + 1(±») contributing to the matrix element], and m'l m; = -1, +2, 

[with only the 0 -+- 1 piece of 1M = +l(±») contributing to the matrix element]. 

Thus, 

(2) I 2 1 , I 2 1 1 
(±) = 12../2 1 (l - 5) -+- i ± 2../21 (l - 5) = - 16' 

with the same result for the two states with M = --1. The 2 x 2 matrix (H(l) -E(1», 

has exactly the same form for any pair of states of type (2), so ((l) = ±~ for all 

type (2) states. For states with E(O) = 5, M = +3, we have 

(2) 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 

E(±) = 12J2 1 (S=-9) -+- I ± 2v'l1 (5 - 9) = -}6' 

Finally, for states of type (3), the matrix for H' = U HU+ with zeroth-order 

basis states Imlrn2) and l(m1 - 2)(m2 + 2») now has the matrix elements 

I , "\"""" i(m'1m;IH(l)lml m 2)!2 
\rnlmllH !mlm2) = L (0) (0) , 

m'm l (Em1m2 - Eml m') 
I 2 I 2 
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(m\m2IH(I)I(m\ - I)(m2 + I)}(m\ - I)(m2 + I)IH(I)I(m\ - 2)(m2 + 2») 

(0) (0) ) 
(Em1m2 - E(ml-I)(m2+1) 

where the primed sums again exclude the states with E~} m' = E~!m2. 
I 2 

For states with E(O) = 2, M = 0, therefore, the matrix (H'(2) - E(2» is 

+1-1 

+ 1 - 1 (~( (2~8) + (2~0») - E(2) 

-1 + 1 ~ (2~0) 

+1-1 

+1-1 (..!.. -E(2) 
12 

-1 + 1 ! 
8 

with eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

-1 + 1 

-1 + 1 

..!.. JE(2»)' 
12 

E(2) = + ;4' 1M = 0(+») = .jz(1 + 1, -1) + I -- 1, +1), 

E(2) =_~ 
24' 

1M = 0(-») = .jz(1 + 1, -1) -1-- 1, +1). 

Finally, for type (3) states with E(O) = 4 and M = +2,(or M = -2), we also have 

E(2) = +5/24, -1/24, with similar (±) eigenvectors. 

Through second order, therefore, the five lowest zeroth-order energy states of 

our problem are split into 11 energies, with 

E = 0 - ~)..2, g, = 1, 

E = 1 + 4).. - ~)..2, g, = 2 with M = ±1, 

E = 1 - !).. - ..!..).. 2 g, = 2 with M = ± 1, 
2 16' c 

E=2-~)..2, g,=2 with M=±2, 

E=2+i4)..2, g,=1 withM=O(+), 

E = 2 - i4).. 2, g, = 1 with M = 0 (-), 

E=4+i4)..2, g,=2withM=±2, 

E = 4- -i4)..2, g, = 2 with M = ±2, 

E=5+4)..-~)..2, g,=2 with M=±3, 

E = 5 - !).. - ..!..).. 2 g, = 2 with M = ±3, 
2 \6' c 

E=5+:b,)..2, g,=4 with (M=:l::l)2. (5) 

Although the matrix elements of our H(I) were extremely simple in the Imlm2) 

basis, the method seems to be somewhat complicated because we had to pay 

attention to the perturbation type. Note, We could have written, however, a general 
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matrix for the transformed Hamiltonian, H' = U H U;, for which the 2 x 2 matrix 

for the general case would split into two 1 x 1 matrices for states of type (l) (see 

e.g., the states with E(O) = 5, M = + 1). Also, by including the off-diagonal matrix 

elements of H( I), the full 2 x 2 matrix for H' at once gives both the eigenvalues 

through second order and the eigenvectors as the correct linear combination of the 

zeroth-order state vectors. For example, for the most general case of type (2), the 
2 2 ... (H' (0) ) . 

X' matrIX ,or -" Em,lnl,+l) IS 

h . 'h d h t' th (0) (0) - 4' .' d d f' were ,\e ave use t e act at "'""(,,,,+1) - E(I1II-I)(111 1+2) - - IS In epen ent 0 

mi. The above matrix leads to the eigenvalues ± ~). 'j~)" 2 , with eigenvectors 

as seen in the special cases above. 

Similarly, for the most general case of type (3), the 2 x 2 matrix for (H' -
(0) ) . 

"'m,(m,+2) IS 

(m j 1 2)mJ ml(mj +·2) 

(H' -- 1'(0)1) = 
(ml + 2)m] ( 

+J...),,2 1),,2 

), 12 8 

m](m] +2) +1),,2 + 1,:2 
8 T2A 

(0) .(0) (0) 
where we have used the fact that "'m[(m,+2) - c(ml-l)(ml+3) = -6 and "'",,(ml 12) 

(0) 2 b h' d d f D' I" f h' .. E (m ,t] J(m I + I) = + , are ot In epen ent 0 m]. . lagona lzatJon a t IS matrIx 

leads to eigenvalues, (i2 ± k»)" 2 , with eigenvectors 

-~(lml(ml + 2») ± I(m] + 2)ml), 
VL 

as seen in the special type (3) cases above. 

The general 2 x 2 matrix for (H'- ",,~?,\m'+/j)' with n ::>. 3, will factor into two 

I x 1 matrices 

(m] +- n)ml 

ml (ml+ n) 

again in agreement with our special case above, with ",(Oi2 5, with n = 3. In 

this case, the degeneracy is not removed through second order. The proper linear 

combination of zeroth-order state vectors would be discovered only in higher order 

of perturbation theory 
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Alternative Method: Symmetry-Adapted Eigenfunctions 

Although the diagonalization of the H' matrices is extremely simple, the ques

tion arises: Is there a simpler way of discovering the proper linear combination of 

zeroth-order state vectors that would automatically reduce the problem to nonde

generate perturbation theory. In general, degeneracies (unless "accidental") arise 

because of some underlying symmetry. Sometimes, of course, this symmetry may 

be very sophisticated and not so easy to discover. Therefore, if we have used 

the wrong coordinates for our Schrodinger equation (which are not "symmetry 

adapted"), we may have missed some of the simplicity of the problem. Conversely, 

if we start with symmetry-adapted or proper zeroth-order wave functions or state 

vectors, the perturbation problem may be reduced to nondegenerate perturbation 

theory, in spite of the degeneracies of the zeroth-order problem. In our simple 

example, we have not at all made use of the fact that the perturbing potential is an 

even function of the relative coordinate, (CPl - CP2). It will therefore be useful to 

transform from the "single-particle" coordinates, CPI, CP2, to the relative coordinate 

(CP! - cf>z), and a "center of mass" coordinate, <1>, via the transformation 

cP = (CPI - cf>z), (6) 

We have made the Jacobian of this transformation equal to one. In the new variables, 

the Schrodinger equation is 

[ ( 82 1 82 ) ] 
- 2 8cp2 + 2 8<1>2 + A cos cP 1/I(CP, <1» = E1/I(cp, <1», 

with zeroth-order solutions 

1/I(O)(cp, <1» = _I_ eim¢ eiM ¢> 

27r 

From the inverse of the above transformation, we have 

(7) 

(8) 

(mJcpJ + m2cf>z) = ~(mJ - m2)cp + (mJ + m2)<I> = mcp + M<I>. (9) 

Thus, m = ~(mJ - m2) and M = (mJ + m2), 

So now m = 0, ±4, ±I, ±~, ±2,... and M = 0, ::±:I, ±2, .... 

The above exponentials, eim¢, however, are not yet symmetry adapted. We need 

to replace them with functions that are even or odd functions of cP, viz., with 

(0) _ 1 
1/Ieven(CP) - .../2ii for m = 0, 

(0) _ cosmcp I 3 
1/Ieven(CP) -".fii for m = 2' I, 2,2, ... , 

(0) sinmcp 
1/Iodd(CP) =".fii for m = 4, 1, ~,2, ... 

(We have now restricted the quantum number m such that m ?: 0.) Because our 

perturbing Hamiltonian is independent of <1>, it again conserves the quantum num

ber, M. Because it is an even function of cP, it cannot connect even functions to 
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odd functions. The only non-zero matrix elements of H(l) are now, first for m > 0, 

but excluding cases for which (m - 1) ~ 0: 

(m + 1), evenIH(I)lm, even} = {(m + 1), oddIH(l)lm, odd} = 1, 

(m - 1), evenIH(I)lm, even} = (m - 1), oddIH(I)lm, odd} = 1. (10) 

The additional special cases are 

(1, evenIH(l)IO, even) = (0, evenIH(l)ll, even) = ~, 

(1, evenIH(I)11, even) = +1, 

{1,oddIH(I)11,odd} = -1' (11) 

All full matrix elements must be diagonal in M. N ondegenerate perturbation theory 

now gives 

_ (0) 1,2 
Em=O.even,M - E - 411. +"', 

_ (0) I, 1 ,2 
Em=~.even.M - E + 2:11. - 1611. + ... , 

- _(0) 1,1,2 
Em=t.odd.M - E - 2:11. -]611. +"', 

_ (0) 5 ,2 
Em=l.even.M - E + 2:411. +"', 

_ (0) 1 2 
Em=l.odd,M - E - 2:4).., + ... , 

(0) 1,2 1 
Em=~,even,M = E + 411. (n2-1) + .. . 
E _" odd M = E(O) + 1.)..,2_1_ + .. . 
m- 2 , . 4 (n2 _1) 

for n :::: 3, 

for n :::: 3. (12) 

In particular, the eigenvalue for m = 1 for the even case gets contributions from 

off-diagonal elements with m = ° missing for the odd case. It is also easy to show 

that).., 3 terms contribute only to the energies of states with m = 1 and m = ~, 

with contributions =F li8)..,3 for the even (odd) states with m = 4, but ± 1~8)..,3 for 

the even (odd) states with m = ~. 

35. An atom of mass M in a long complicated molecule is constrained to move on 

a circle of radius, r e, but is essentially free to move on this circle, with Hamiltonian 

H(O)=_~~ 
2Ie a¢2' 

with Ie = Mr;, 

with zeroth-order energies and eigenfunctions 

and 

with m = 0, ± 1, ±2, .... If this free rotational motion is perturbed by a potential 

of the form 

V(¢) = Vo cos(2¢), 
Fi 2 

with \1,0 = )..,- and)", « 1, 
2Ie' 

find corrections to the energy good through order )..,2(fi2/2Ie}. Pay particular at

tention to the Iml values that may require special treatment. [Footnote: In this 

case, some Iml values belonging to cases (2) or (3) will exist. We could again 
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have reduced all calculations to case (1) by making use of the symmetry of the 

Hamiltonian to find proper symmetry-adapted zeroth-order wave functions.] 

36. (a) For the hydrogen atom, Z = 1, find the perturbation corrections to the 

energy to order, mc2a 4 , caused by the magnetic spin orbit, Thomas (i. s) term, 

and the relativistic mass correction to the kinetic energy, but no external magnetic 

fields, as a function of n, I, j, and show 

Enj = ~11;c2a4( - n\ + :: [- (j ~ t) +lJ +- .. -} 

that is, show the states with the same j but different l are still degenerate. Here, 

a is the fine structure constant. Use the results of problem 18 to get some of the 

needed matrix elements. Show Inljrn;) are the proper zeroth-order states and use 

these for the calculation. [Footnote: For the states with I = 0, j = (1 + ~) = ~, 

your method of calculation may not be rigorously correct, because it will involve 

a factor (l/ l) = (0/0). The rigorous derivation of this case will have to wait for 

Dirac theory, Chapter 74, and the so-called Darwin term.] 

(b) Repeat for the once-ionized helium atom (one--electron atom with Z = 2). 

The helium nucleus, unlike the proton, has no nuclear spin, hence, no nuclear 

magnetic moment and no so-called hyperfine perturbation terms. In this case, 

find the additional first-order energy perturbation caused by a uniform external 

magnetic field, Bo, assumingllwL « mc2a 4 • For the special case, n = 2, calculate, 

in addition, corrections of order (fiwtJ2 / mc2a 4 • 

37. The perturbed hydrogen atom in stretched parabolic coordinates: Stark 

effect. 

In stretched parabolic coordinates, we showed in problem 6 (H(O) - E)1jJ = 0 

can be rewritten as 

For the hydrogen atom perturbed by a uniform external electric field, E, we have 

2 ~ 

H = H(O) + AZ = H(O) + A (Il - v~) , 

2J(-2E) 

all in dimensionless units, so 

(H(O) + AH(1) ..... E)1jJ = 0 

becomes 
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+ AH(I)---- E) 1fr = O. (2) 

Show, from the results of problem 26, we can rewrite this as 

( T + T' ~ 1 + AH(l) (/12 + V2»)1fr = 0 
3 3 J(~2E) 2(----21') , 

(3) 

with 
_ I (/12 + v2 ) A (/14 ~ v 4 ) 
AH(l = - , . 

2( - 21') 4 (----- 2E) ~ 
(4) 

To carry through the perturbation formalism, expand 

~ = An 3 + A23n\:(1) +"', (7) 
(~2E)2 

and show eg. (3) can be rewritten as 

(CT3 + J~ n) + A[ ~n\/14 ~ v4) - n\/l)] + ),2[ %(/14 ~ v4)3n5E(1) 

---- n3 E(2) ~ ~n5(E(l»)2] + .. -) (In(O») + Aln(l») + A2 In(2») + ... ) = 0 (8) 

in analogy with the standard perturbation expansion 

(CH(O) -- E~O) + A(R(l) --- E~l» + A2 (H(2) ~ E~2» + .. -) 

x (In CO») + Aln el ») + A1 In(2») + ... ) = O. (9) 

In eg. (8), the notation In(O)) is shorthand for Imnln2) (see problem 26) with 

n = (Iml +nl +n2 + 1). 

Express i(/14 ---- v4 ) in terms of the operators, T3, T+-. L, and 1~, T~, T'---. 

(a) Derive the expression for the first-order Stark energy 

E el )- ~n(nl ~ n2) 
~ 2 . 

(b) For the nondegenerate ground state, with 11 = 1, (m = n 1 = 112 = 0), find 

the second-order Stark correction; i.e., calculate E~~I' 
(c) States with 1m I = (n ~ 1) (arbitrary n) can also be treated by nondegenerate 

perturbation theory, and find C(2) for such states as a function of n. 
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[Footnote: The evaluation of E~2) by standard perturbation theory, using eq. 

(1) in the conventional InCO)) = Inlm) basis, would have required an infinite sum 

over discrete states with n' :/:- n and an integral over the continuum states of the 

hydrogen atom, even to obtain the simple ground state, n = I, result of (b).] 

38. The Stark effect in the hydrogen atom for degenerate levels (arbitrary n, m) 

in stretched parabolic coordinates. 

(a) Using the parallel between 

E(O) -+ n 
n ' 

found in problem 37, make the parallel ofthe unitary transformation U HU'; = H', 

such that the (n - Iml)-fold degenerate states for fixed n and m (taking m :::: 0 

without loss of generality) are "unhooked" from states with n' :/:- n to within 

second order in A (cf., Chapter 24). 

(b) Show that sums stich as 

L L (m(nl + k)(n2 - k)IH~~lmn~~;}(mn~n;IH~illmnln2) , 

nil n;,n'=/:n (n - n ) 

with k = ± 1, ±2 are zero, so, effectively, to second order in A, we can get E~2) 

from the diagonal matrix elements of H~ff. in the Imnjnz) basis. Note: In the above, 

H(l) = '!(JL4 ..... v4)n3. 
eff. 4 

(c) Calculate the Stark energy corrections, E~l), E~2), as functions of m, n I, n2, 

for an arbitrary excited state of hydrogen. In particular, show 

10(1) = A1n(nj ..... no) 
n 2 4. , 

and 

or 



Part III 

Angular Momentum Theory 
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Angular Momentum Coupling Theory 

In the last chapter, we calculated (for the special case s = ~) the transformation 

coefficient (nlm/sm,lnlsjmj) = (nlsjmjlnlm/sms)* from a basis Inlm/sm s } in 

which L z and Sz are diagonal, which was a good basis for the case in which the 

external Bo field was the dominant perturbation, to the basis Inlsjm j), the proper 

basis in the limit Bo = 0 in which the (I . S) term is the dominant perturbation 

and in which the operators (1. 1) and lz are diagonal. This was a special case of 

an important and common problem, met in many applications of quantum theory. 

Given two commuting angular momentum operators, ~ and 12 , each with 

standard angular momentum commutation relations, i.e., with 

~ ~ 

[II, h] = 0, 

[la, hl = ±h, (1) 

We construct the coupled angular momentum vector 

(2) 

which also satisfies the standard angular momentum commutation relations of 

eg. (1). We will often need to make the transformation from the Ijjmlhm2) basis, 

where these are simultaneously eigenvectors of the four commuting operators 

ell' 11), (11 )z, (J2 • 12), (h)z, 

to the Ijlhjm) basis, where these are simultaneously eigenvectors of the four 

commuting operators 
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The possible m values are 

ml=jl, (jl-I), (j1-2), ... , -jl, 

m2 = 12, (h - 1), (h- 2), ... , -Jz, 

m = j, (j - I), (j - 2), ... , - j, (3) 

where m is an additive quantum number 

(4) 

First, we need to find the possible j values for a given iI, h. We shall name the jl, 

h, such that j] ? h- To find the possible values of j, we simply count the number 

of occurences for each possible value of m. 

The maximum possible m value is m = j1 + h, which can be made in only one 

way, with ml = j] and m2 ccc h. Hence, one j value must exist with j = j1 + h. 
There are two ways of making m = (j1 + 12 - 1); either with ml = .it, m2 = 

(h - 1), or with ml = (j1 - 1), m2 = h. One linear combination of these two 

states will be the state with j = jl + h and m = Ch + 12 - I). The other linear 

combination of these two states must be a state with m = j = (jl + h - 1). Thus, 

one j value must exist with j = (jl + h - 1). 

There are three ways of making states with m = (j1 + h - 2), viz., with 

m l, m2 = j1, (12 - 2), (jl - 1), (h ..... 1), or (jl - 2), h- One linear combination of 

these three states is needed to make the state with j = jl + 12 and m = (jl + h - 2). 

A second linear combination of these three states is needed to make the state with 

j = (j1 + h····· 1) and m = (jl + h - 2). This leaves one linear combination 

to make a single state with m = j = Ol + h - 2), so one j value exists with 

j = (jl + h - 2). 

This process can be continued for k ::S 212 (recall we chose jJ ? h), so that 

there are (k + 1) ways of making states with m = U + 12 - k). Of these, k linear 

combinations are needed to make the states with this m value, but with one of the 

allowed j values with j > (j1 + h - k), leaving but a single linear combination of 

these states with In = j = Ul + h - k), so a single j value exists with 01 + h - k). 

This process quits with k = 2}z. For k ? 2h and m ? 0, there are only (2h + I) 
ways of making the m value m = til + h - k) with k ? 2.i2, and all (2h + 1) 

independent linear combinations of these states are needed to make the states with 

j ? (jl - h), so no new j values arise, with j < (jl - h). Finally, symmetry 

exists between the positive and negative m values. 

Thus, the possible j values are 

(jl + 12), (jl + h - 1), Ul + 12 - 2), ... , IU1 ..... h)l, 

with each j value occuring once only. The total number of states is 

UI + h) k=2j, 

L (2j + 1) = L [2(j1 +12 - k) + 1 J 
1(;1- i2l1 k=O 

. .. (2h + 1)212 
= (212 + 1)(211 + 2)2 + I) - 2-- 2 

= (2j1 + 1)(2h + 1), (5) 
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as it should be. 

A General Properties of Vector Coupling Coefficients 

We shall need the transfonnation coefficients of the unitary transfonnation 

IjlhJm} = L IJl m lhm2}(Jl m lhm2IJlhJm}, (6) 
ml,(m2) 

where (JlmIiZm2IiIhJm) is the unitary transformation matrix, which could be 

written as, 

where the row label is given by mlmZ, and the column label is specified by Jm. 

We sum over both ml and m2 in eq. (6), but m is fixed and because m = ml + m2, 

mz is determined by ml and m, so it gets "dragged along" in the sum. This is why 

we have put mz in parentheses in the summation symbol. Because iI and h is 

common to both bases, the unitary transformation coefficient is often abbreviated 

by 

It is known as a "Clebsch-Gordan coefficient," or as a "Wigner coefficient," or as 

a "vector coupling coefficient." Slightly different notations are used by different 

people. Other commonly used notations are ~jl 12m I m21j m} (note the different 

order of the labels in the left-hand side), or C~'/~m, or several others. 

The inverse of the above transfonnation, eq. (6), is in Dirac notation 

liI mlhm2} = LliIhjm}(JlhJmliImlhm2}, (7) 
j 

where the summation is one over J only, because m is fixed by the fixed values of 

mlandm2and 

(JlhJmljlmlhm2) = (U- I )jm.mlm2 = (Um ,m2.jm)* 

= (JlmIi2m2IJlhJm)* = (JlmIi2mzIJm)*. (8) 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can all be made real. (This is the "world" standard 

to which everyone adheres!) Therefore, the complex conjugate sign is not needed 

for the inverse transfonnation, and we can write the inverse transfonnation, in 

terms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient notation, as 

Ijlmlhm2} = LljlhJm)(J\m\hm2IJm}. (9) 
j 

(From the point of view of the Dirac notation, the transformation coefficient appears 

to have bra and ket inverted. This inversion is because we have made use of the 

unitary property of this real transformation coefficient. We shall always write 

the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in the Dirac-like notation, but with the mJ, m2 
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labels always on the left!) Using the unitary property of this real transformation 

coefficient, we get the: Orthogonality relations of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

L Ut m Ji2m2Ijm}Ut m Ji2m21j'm') = 8jj ,8mm" 

m,.(rn,) 

LUtmthm2Ijm}Utm'thm;ljm) = 8m ,m',8m,m;' (10) 

B Methods of Calculation 

~or h = ~, we have already found one method: diagonalize the operator (it . 

h) in the Utmlhm2) basis. For h 2: 1, however, this method would lead to 

a diagonalization of 3 x 3, 4 x 4, ... , matrices. Hence, we shall look for better 

methods. One of these methods involves recursion formulae for the Clebsch

Gordan coefficients. We shall derive a recursion formula for the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients by acting on the state vector Ijthjm) with the operator, 

or 

1+ = (11)+ + (h)+, 

l+lhhjm) = L ((1t>+ + (h)+ )ljtm'thm;)(hm;hm;ljm), (11) 

m;.(m;) 

Ju - m)(j + m + 1)ljthj(m + 1») 
= L (JUI - m'j)(jj +m; + l)ljj(m'j + l)hm;) 

m;,(m;) 

+ J(h - m;)(h + m; + l)Ut m;h(m; + 1»)) Ujm'thm;ljm). (12) 

Now, expanding I jl hj (m + 1») on the left -hand side of this relation, and renaming 

the dummy summation indices m;, m; = (ml -1), m2 in the firsttermofthe right

hand side, and making the change mil' m; = m I, (m2 - 1) in the second term of 

the right-hand side, we get 

Ju - m)U + m + 1) L IhmJi2m2) (jl mthm2Ij(m + 1») 
m,.(m,) 

= L Ijt m Ji2m2) ( J(jl - mj + I)Ut + mj)(jt(mt - 1)hm2Ijm) 
m,,(m,) 

+ J(j2 - m2 + 1)(h + m2)(jtmth(m2 - l) ljm)). (13) 

Now, with left-multiplication by a (jtmthm21 with a specific, fixed mt and m2, 

this equation is converted to the recursion relation, as follows. 

Recursion Formula I: 

J(j - m)(j + m + 1)(jlmthm2U(m + 1») 
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= J(JI + ml)(JI - ml + l)UI(ml - 1)12m2Iim) 

+ J(12 + m2)(J2 - m2 + 1)(ilml12(m2 - l)lim). (14) 

For states with m = i, this three-term recursion formula is reduced to a two-term 

recursion formula, which leads to 

(12 + m2)(12 - m2 + 1) 

(JI + ml)(iI - ml + 1) 
(15) 

We can use this successively, starting with ml = iI, and, hence, m2 = i - il + 1, 

to relate 

to 

and, thus, get 

U]m]12(J - ml)lii} 

Ulil12(J - ilr:)I=JJ:...:·) ______________ _ 

= (_I)j,-m, (12 + i - il + l)(h + i - il + 2)··· (h + i - ml) 

2il (2il - 1) ... (JI + ml + 1) 

x 
(12 - i + il)(h - i + il - 1)· .. (h - i + ml + 1) 

= (_I)j,-m, (h + i - ml)! (12 - i + il)! (JI + m))! (16) 

(J2 + i - id! (12 - i + md! 2i] !(j] - m])! 

Now we can calculate I U]i]12(J - Mlii) I by using the orthonormality 

I)i]mIi2(J - m])lii)12 = 1. (17) 

To do the sum, we will need an addition theorem for binomial coefficients 

L (a + md!(b - ml)! __ (a + b + 1)!(a - c)!(b - d)! . 
(18) 

(c + md!(d - ml)! (c + d)!(a + b - c - d + I)! 
m, 

Because this relation will only give us the absolute value of the starting coefficient 

(j]j]12(j - jl)l}i), its phase must be chosen. The choice universally accepted, the 

so-called Condon and Shortley phase convention, is the following: This starting 

coefficient is chosen to be real and positive. Then, 

2j] !(2j + I)! 
(19) 

(J1 + h + j + 1)!(J] - h + j)! ' 

and, finally, 

(j]m]h(J - mdlJj) = (-I)j,-m, x 

(J] - ml)!(h - j + m])!(h - j1 + j)!(jl - h + j)!(J] + h + j + I)!· 

(20) 
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Now we need to calculate coefficients with m < j. We can accomplish this by 

deriving a recursion formula that steps down in m. By repeating the steps of eqs. 

(11)-(14) by acting on the coupled state Ijli2jm) with the step-down operator 

L = (11)- + (lz)-, we arrive at the analogue of eq. (14) as follows. 

Recursion Formula II: 

J(j + m)(j - m + l)(jlmli2m2U(m - I)} 

= J(jl - ml)(jl + ml + 1)(jl(ml + 1)hm2Ijm} 

+ J(h - m2)(h + m2 + l)(jlmlh(m2 + 1)ljm}. (21) 

Repeated application of this recursion formula II will give us the coefficients with 

arbitrary m, starting with the known coefficient with m = j. In practice, the most 

widely used tables are those in which one of the angular momenta is reasonably 

small, say, h = !. I, ~,2. (See problem 39.) To calculate some ofthese it will be 

useful to first study the symmetries of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
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Symmetry Properties of 
Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in which the three angular momenta, i" h, and 

i == 13, are reordered may be simply related to each other. The most trivial case 

involves the exchange of the order of the quantum numbers, ilml and 12m2. The 

state vector Ulmlhm2) is a direct product of two vectors involving separate sub

spaces of the full Hilbert space, or in terms of the coordinate representation, the 

wave function 1/Ijlm, 1/Ij2m2 is a product of functions involving different variables. 

For example, 1/Ij,ml might be a function of orbital variables and 1/Ihm 2 might be 

a function of spin variables. Thus, the product of these two functions should not 

depend on the order in which we write the two functions. Therefore, when we ex

pand this product function in terms of the total angular momentum eigenfunctions 

W j, j2} m, the result must be independent of the order in which we write the original 

product function, 1/Ijlm, 1/Ihm 2' or 1/Ihm 21/1j,m" with the possible exception ofan over

all phase factor. This phase factor comes in because our phase convention fixing 

the overall sign of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients gives preference to the angular 

momenta sitting in the number I and number 3 positions of the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient. Thus, (jIiIizmlli3h) must be positive by aUf phase convention. Sim

ilarly, Uzi2i] mll13i3) must also be positive. On the contrary, the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient Ulmlhhlhh) has the sign (-l)jl-nt, with ml = 13 ..... h. Hence, 

its sign is (_l)j,th-13. Thus. the coefficients in which the order of il and 12 is 

exchanged will differ by this phase factor for all possible m's. TIms, we have our 

first symmetry property: 

(1) 
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Next, if we rearrange the vector addition equation, 

11 + 12 = 13 , 

to read 

(2) 

(3) 

we can see that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient Ulmlhm2l13m3) must be related 

to the coefficient (13m3h - m2Iilml). In particular, if we make the substitution 

il m 1 # 13m3 and m2 ~ -m2 in recursion formula I (or II), we obtain recursion 

formula II (or I), provided the transformed coefficients are related to the original 

ones via a phase factor proportional to (-I )m2 and an m-independent factor; i.e., 

we expect 

where K (jj, h, h) is the m-independent overall factor. This factor can be 

determined via the orthonormality of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

L L IUlmlhm 2l13m 3)1 2 = LI = (213 + I) 
m3 m,,(m2) m3 

= L L IK(h, h, 13)1 2 1U3m 3h - m2Ul m l}1 2 = LIK(h, h. 13)/2 
ml m3,(m2) ml 

= (2il + 1)IK(jI, h. 13)12 • (5) 

Thus, 

K(' . .) - (_I)<P(h,h.h) (213 + 1) 
)1, )2,)3 - (2jl + 1)' (6) 

where the ii-dependent phase l/J can be determined because the coefficients with 

both ml = il and m3 = 13 and hence m2 = 13 - il must both be positive, and 

hence l/J = il - 13. Thus, we get a second symmetry property 

(7) 

By combining this symmetry property with the first one, (I # 2) exchange, we 

get 

( . . 1 . ) (l)h+m 2 (213 + I) ( . . I .) (8) 
)l m 1l2m2 )3m 3 = - (2il + I) )2 - m2)3m 3 )Iml . 

This process is a cyclic exchange of the type 123 ~ (-2)31. If we follow this 

by the cyclic exchange (-2)31 ~ (-3)1(-2) and subsequently by the cyclic 

exchange (-3)1( -2) ~ (-1)(-2)(-3), we obtain 

(jlmlhm2/hm3) = (_I)jl+h-h(jl - mIi2 - m21i3 - m3), (9) 
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where we have used the identity j\ +m\ + h+m2 + h+m3 = j\ + h+ j3 +2m3, 
and j\ + h + h + 2m3 = j\ + h - h + even integer, because 2h + 2m3 is always 

an even integer. (Either hand m3 are both integers or are both !-integers.) 

We have now derived several symmetry properties, involving interchanges such 

as 123 --+ 213, or cyclic interchanges such as 123 --+ (-2)31, or changes of 

sign in all m's, 123 --+ (-1)(-2)(-3). Twelve such symmetry properties exist 

altogether. These properties are much easier to remember by introducing the 3-j 

symbol, defined by 

(10) 

This 3-j symbol has the following symmetry properties: The 3-j symbol is in

variant under any even permutation of columns. The 3-j symbol changes sign by 

the factor (-I)h + h+ h under either an odd permutation of columns or under the 

transformation mi --+ -mi for all i = 1, 2, 3. 

Although the symmetry properties are easier to remember in terms of the 3-j 

symbol, this symbol does not have simple orthonormality properties. The orthonor

mality relations for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are so useful most authors 

prefer to use the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

References: several little books on angular momentum coupling in quantum 

mechanics exist: (1) D. M. Brink and G. R. Satchler. Angular Momentum. Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1968; (2) M. E. Rose. Elementary Theory of Angular Momentum. 

New York: John Wiley, 1957; (3) A. R. Edmonds. Angular Momentum in Quantum 

Mechanics. Princeton University Press, 1974. 

Tables: The 3-j and 6-j Symbols. M. Rotenberg, R. Bivins, N. Metropolis, and 

1. K. Wooten. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1959. Tables of Clebsch-Gordan 

Coefficients, Peking: Science Press, 1965. 

j= m2 =+1: m2 =-1: 

jl +! 
j<Mm+!) 

(2it+l) 
J<it-m+~) 

(2j,+I) 

• 1 -J(it-m+!) /(jl+m+!) 
}I -"2 (Zit +1) (Zit +1) 

j= m2 = +1 m2 =0 m2 =-1 

jl + 1 J{JI+m)(jI+m+l) 
(2h+I)(2j,+2) 

J<it-m+I)(ll +m+l) 
(2j,+I)(h+ l ) 

j(jl-m)(i! -m+l) 
(Zh + 1)(2h+2) 

jl 
_{(it+m)(jI-m+l) m ..j(jI-m)(h+m+l) 

2j,U,+i) .j j, (jl + I) 2j,(j,+1) 

jl - I ..j<LI-m)UI-m+l) 
2h(2h +1) 

_..j (j, -m)(j, +m) 
h(2h+ l) 

..j(jI+m+I)(jI+m) 
2h(2jl+l) 
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The most useful Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are those in which one of the an

gular momenta, say, h, are small. Such coefficients, with h :::: 4, can be found 

in general algebraic form in the last reference (Peking: Science Press, 1965). 

Coefficients with h = ~ and h = 1 are appended. 
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Invariance of Physical Systems Under 

Rotations 

Before going further with our study of angular momentum, it will be advantageous 

to study the general behavior of physical systems under rotations in our 3-D space. 

If a state vector which describes the state of a physical system is specified by 11/1), 
the state vector for the rotated system will be specified by 11/IrotJ = RI1/I). (We use 

the subscript, rot., in place of a prime, which is often used for the rotated state, 

because primes are also often used on quantum labels.) The operator, R, is the 

operator that rotates the system. Recall from the theory of translation operators, 

two possible points of view exist for such operators: (1) The active point of view, 

in which R is used to rotate the system. (2) The passive point of view, in which 

the system is left unchanged and R is used to rotate the coordinate system (in the 

opposite sense) to view the system from a rotated reference frame. We shall use 

the active point of view in this chapter. 

The operator R is a linear, unitary operator: 

(1) 

(2) 

Also, note the following properties. 

1. If 11/1) ~ 11/Irod = RI1/I), (3) 

2. If Ix) = 011/1), then IXrot.) = Rlx) = RORT(RI1/I», 
so Orot. = RORT• (4) 
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If [R, 0] = 0, then Orot. = 0, and if 0 is hermitian, Orot. is hermitian. Also, if 

(X 11/1) are observable amplitudes, then 

3. (5) 

Matrix elements of operators are also invariant: 

4. <xrot.I Orot.11/Irot.} = (X 1011/1). (6) 

Relations among operators are preserved under rotations: 

5. If [A, B] = iC, then [Arot., Brod = iCrot.. (7) 

A Rotation Operators 

We shall begin by studying a single-particle system and assume for the moment 

that the particle has no spin. We shall construct the rotation operator for a rotation 

through an angle, a, about a specific axis. We shall also take the z axis of our 

coordinate system along the direction of the rotation axis. Then, in analogy with 

the translation operator, T = e-kcIP<, we shall try 

(8) 

where we have converted the physical angular momentum operator (z component) 

into the dimensionless L z in the last step. To study the action of Rz(a) on a general 

11/I}, expand 11/I} in terms of angular momentum eigenfunctions. 

Then, 

Thus, 

11/1) = "2)nlm) (nlmI1/l) or 
nlm 

(rI1/l) = 1/I(r, e, cp) = L(rlnlm}(nlmI1/l} 
nlm 

eimq, 
= LRnl(r)8Im(8) ",-Cnlm • (9) 

nlm -v 21T 

11/Irot.} = R11/I} = Le-il1L'lnlm} (nlmI1/l) = Le-il1m lnlm}(nlml1{r} 

n~ n~ 

or (rl1{rrot.) = 1/Irot.(r, e, CP) = LRnl(r)81m(e)eim(q,-I1) c;:;;. (10) 
nlm -v 21T 

1/Irot.(r, 8, CP) = 1/I(r, 8, CProrJ = 1{r(r, e, cP - a). (11) 

We see (Fig. 29.1), if the original1{r(r, (), cp) has a maximum at some angle cP = <Po, 
the rotated wave function, 1{rrot., has a maximum where (CP - a) = CPo, that is, where 

cP = CPo + a. In other words, the physical system has been rotated in the positive 

sense through an angle a. Note: The prime is often used to designate CProt., i.e., 

CProt. == cpt = (CP - a), and note the last minus sign. 
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y 

y 

?jJ (r, e '¢) = < r I R I 'lj; > 
rot 

~------------~+x 

FIGURE 29.1. The rotation operation, e- ictL2 • 

Next, we shall look at a single-particle system, but now we assume the particle 

is a spin t-particle, like the electron. Because spin and orbital operators commute, 

we shall try 

(12) 

with 

(13) 
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Now, using ai = 1, we get 

(14) 

or 

(15) 

leading to 

(16) 

because Rs commutes with az. Similarly, 

( -. e-1I 

(ax)rot. = 0 ~~). e 2 
(17) 

Carrying out the matrix multiplication, this equation leads to 

(ax)rot. = cos a (~ ~) + sina (~i ~i), (18) 

or 

(19) 

and, similarly, 

(20) 

Thus, the rotation operator Rs(ex) rotates the iT vectorproperIy. Note: This iT vector 

is part of the physical system. Finally, if we combine the orbital and spin operators, 

we get 

(21) 

for a single particle with spin. The generator of the rotation about an axis is the 

component of the total angular momentum operator along that axis. This result 

holds equally well for a many-particle system or any general system, provided Jz 

is the z component of the total angular momentum vector. 

B General Rotations, R(a, fj, y) 

The most general rotation will be parameterized by the three Euler angles, ex, f3, 
and y, and will be built from the three successive rotations as follows. 

The first rotation through the angle ex about the original space-fixed z axis will 

take the (x, y, z) coordinate system to a rotated (Xl, Yh Zl) system, with Zl = z. 

The second rotation through an angle f3 about the new Y1 axis will take the 

(xt. Y1, Z 1) coordinate system to a new (X2, yzzz) system, with Y2 = Y1. 

The third rotation through an angle y about the Z2 axis will take the (X2, YZ, Z2) 

coordinate system to the final rotated (x', y', 2') system, with z' = Z2. 
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We shall think of the coordinate systems as being attached to our physical system. 

Thus, the general rotation can be expressed through 

(22) 

where this is not a very handy form because the three generators of the unitary 

transformations, R(a), R({3), and R(y), are expressed in terms of angular momen

tum components along three different coordinate systems. Using Orot. = RORT, 

however, and noting the operator JY1 is reached from Jv via the rotation R(a), we 

have 

(23) 

Similarly, noting the operator Jz' = JZ2 is reached from JZ1 via the rotation R({3), 

we have 

(24) 

Thus, we can write 

R(a, {3, y) = R({3)e-iYJ'I R(/3)-1 R({3)e-iClJ, = R({3)e-iyJ" e-iClJ,. (25) 

Now, noting JZ1 = Jz , the two rotation operators on the extreme right commute 

with each other, and we can write 

R(a, /3, y) = e-i{3J}1 R(a)e-iyJ, = R(a)e- i{3J} R(a)-l R(a)e-iyJ,. (26) 

This process leads to the final result, 

(27) 

Now, all generators are expressed with respect to components along the original 

axes, but seemingly the order of the rotations is "backwards," we start on the right 

with the y rotation, followed by {3, and last the a-term. 

C Transformation of Angular Momentum Eigenvectors 

or Eigenfunctions 

Having derived a useful expression for the most general rotation operator, we can 

now give an expression for a rotated state vector that is an eigenvector of both 12 

and Jz (and other operators commuting with these two), in terms of the original 

eigenvectors of this type 

I(JM)rotJ = R(a, {3, y)IJM) = L)hL)(JJLIR(a,{3,Y)IJM), (28) 

/1 

where, for simplicity of notation, we have omitted all quantum numbers other than 

J and M (associated with the remaining operators). Also, the matrix elements 

of operators, Jz and Jy are diagonal in the quantum number J. Thus, the J sum 

disappears from the unit operator, LJ,/11 J JL) {J JLI. The rotation matrix is usually 
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denoted by the symbol D (for the German word "Darstellung," or representation), 

because this rotation matrix is an irreducible representation matrix of the rotation 

group SO(3) for integral angular momenta or the unitary group SU(2) for 1-
integral spins. 

(29) 

The * is added so the simple exponential factors have + signs; (but this notation is 

not universal!) 

(30) 

where 

(31) 

is a real function of f3, because the matrix elements of i ly are always real in the 

standard angular momentum conventions. (Therefore, no * was needed on the d 

function.) 

We can also convert eq. (28) into an equation for angular-momentum 

eigenfunctions 

(71(1 M)rot.) = (1/!rotJJM(r, e, fiJ, a) = 1/!JM(r, e', fiJ', a') 
= "L1/!J/J.(r,e,fiJ,a)D~M(ct,f3,Y)*' (32) 

/J. 

where we have now used primed angles for the angles in the rotated angular 

momentum eigenfunction. Recall e', fiJ' = e, (fiJ - ct) for the simple z rotation 

with f3 = 0, y = O. In general, e', fiJ' are complicated functions of e, fiJ, ct, f3, y. 

We can write the inverse of this transformation 

1/!JM(r, e, fiJ, a) = L1/!J/J.(r, e', fiJ', a')«D-l)~M)*' (33) 

/J. 

Now, making use of the unitary property of the D matrix, 

1/!JM(r, e, fiJ, a) = LD;{,/J.(ct, f3, y)1/!J/J.(r, e', fiJ', a'). (34) 

/J. 

The job of calculating the d:M (f3) of eq. (31) remains. For the smallest 1 values, 

this process is quite straightforward. For example, for 1 = 1, with 

1 = a; = a.: = ... , (35) 

so 

-i!!.a "L(-i f3 )n(avt 1 (f3) . . (f3) e '.' = -- -_. - = cos - - la· sm - . 
2 n' 2} 2 n • 

(36) 

Substituting the matrices 

l=(~ ~), and (37) 
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we get the 2 x 2 d matrix 

+i (

0 

Jy = V;; 

and 

we get 

-i 

.J'i 
o 

e- ifJJ} = 1 - iJy sin,8 + J;(cos,8 - 1), 

leading to 

( 

l+cosfJ 

dJ=1 _ Si~fJ 
M'M - .J'i 

l-cosfJ 
-2-

sinfJ 
-./2 

cos ,8 

sinfJ 

./2 

1-~OSfJ ) 

sinfJ 
-./2 . 
l+cosfJ 
-2-

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

For higher values of J, this direct method of calculating the d matrices will of 

course become more and more difficult, and we shall have to find a better method. 

D General Expression for the Rotation Matrices 

Although we know the matrix elements of Jy = -4(h - L), the calculation of 

(Jy)n (in the expansion of the exponential e-ifJJ}) is complicated because of the 

noncommutability of the operators J + and L. The calculation of the d matrix 

would be straightforward if we could restructure the rotation operator in the fonn, 

In principle, the transfonnation of an operator product of the fonn eA eB into the 

fonn eC , where A and Bare noncommuting operators (or their matrix realizations) 

can be achieved by the so-called Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relation 

eAeB = eC , with 

C = A + B + HA, B] + 12 ([A, [A, Bl1 + [B, [B, Al1)+ .. " (43) 

where the ... involves triple and quadruple and ever higher commutators of the 

operators A and B. The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion is very useful in 

cases in which the multiple commutators are all zero, say, after the second or third 

tenn. For the angular momentum algebra, unfortunately, the series is an infinite 
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one, with ever more complicated coefficients. The desired final result, however, 

depends only on the angular momentum commutator algebra. The coefficients, 

th, /30, or y±, Yo, depend only on the commutator algebra of I+, L, and lo, 

not on the quantum number, I. It will therefore be sufficient to use the simplest 

nontrivial representation ofthe rotation operator, viz., the representation for 1 = ~, 
where we deal with extremely simple 2 x 2 matrices. It will be useful to solve 

a slightly more generar problem, and "disentangle" the more general operator, 

(a+l+ + aoIo + a_L) through 

(We have renamed /30 = lnbo, /3± = b " for convenience, similarly for the y±, Yo. 

Now, 

for .J = ~, 

so (1+)" and (L)", with n ::: 2, are all null matrices. With 

e(a+J-+aoJo+aL) = cos ~ T .2a sm a ( 
h ,Iao'h 

a- smha 

== coshal + sinha a . 
a 

we have 

0) 2 I = a 1, 

II.:. sinha ) 
a 

1 ao . cosh a..... - smh a 
2 a 

[The scalar a is defined through a 2 = (~a6 + a+a_).J Similarly, 

and 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

eel e(lflco)Joec_L = Fa ( 1 c-,-) (50) 
c (~+c+c) . 

Now, the coefficients b±, bo or C±, Co can be evaluated in terms of the a±, ao by 

comparing eqs. (49) or (50) with eq. (48). We are interested in the rotation operator, 

e- i{3J, = e- 1fJ(J+-L). In our special case, therefore, a± = +~/3, ao '''.c 0. For this 

case, we have 

1 
bo= --fJ-' 

cos2( '2) 
(51) 
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so 

(52) 

With the first form of this result, we can write 

~ fi 
dft'M(~) = {I M'le + tan i 1- (COS2(~ »)10 e- tan i1~ I J M) 

L (tan ~t+n-M' (cos ~)2(M+n)( - tan ~r 

n n!(M + n - M')! 

x (JM'I(L)M+n-M'ChriIM), (53) 

where both n and M + n - M' must be positive integers (including zero) and 

restrictions on magnetic quantum numbers limit the sum over n to a sum from 

n ?: (M' - M) to n :::: (I - M) for the case M' - M ?: 0, and to a sum from 

n = ° to n :::: (1 - M) for the case M'-, M < 0. Using the simple known matrix 

elements of I±, with 

(1 - M)!(1 + M +n)! 

(.1- M - n)!(1 + M)! II(M + n») 
and (54) 

(L)M+n-M'II(M +n») = 
(.I + M + n)!(1 - M')! , 

(1 + M')!(I - M - n)! 11M). 
(55) 

We therefore get 

I 

1 [(1 - M)!(I - M')!]' n 

dM'M(~) = (I + M)!'(j + M')! ~(-1) 
(I + M + n)! fJ' , 

x - (cos - ).11+.11 (sin fl)M-M +2n (56) 
(I - M - n)!(M + n - M')!n! 2 2 ' 

where the sum over n ranges from n = max.[O, M' - MJ to n = (I - M). In the 

very special case M = 1, the integer n is restricted to n = 0, and 

I 

d1 (~) [ (21)! J2 ( fJ)J,',M'(' fJ)J-M' 
M'l = (1 + M')'!(.I _ M')! cos"2 'sm 2 . (57) 

In the further special case M = -I, it will be useful to rename the summation 

index n = n' + I + M', so eq. (56) yields 

,[ 21)1 J1 d J , (~) = (_1)1+M . (cos fl r1+M' (sin !l )1+M' 
M ,-J (1 + M')!(.I _ M')! 2 2 

JM' (1 - M')!(-l)"' , 
X '" (sin2 fl)" f,;;o (.I - M' - n')!n l !' 2 
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1 

= (_l)J+M'[ (21)! J2(COS~)J-M'(Sin~)J+M' 
(J + M')!(J - M')! 2 2' 

where we have used the binomial expansion of (1 - sin2(fJ/2»J-M'. 

E Rotation Operators and Angular Momentum 

Coherent States 

(58) 

In Chapter 19, we defined two slightly different types of angular momentum coher

ent states la) and Iz), giving us two slightly different continuous representations of 

state vectors 11/1) of our 3-D world in terms of functions of the complex variables, 

a and z, where these complex numbers are related to the orientation of the physical 

system in our 3-D world. We are now in a position to see the relationship between 

these type I and type II coherent states. Such angular coherent states will again be 

very useful for physical systems best described through a statistical distribution of 

states with different orientations in our laboratory. 

The type I coherent state was defined through 

la) = e(X'J+-aJ-IJ, M = -J) = e-ie(].;;)IJ, M = -J), (59) 

where the complex variable, a, is related to the angles e, cp through a = -(e /2)e i¢, 

so the unit vector, ii, lies in the x, y -plane and is rotated forward from the laboratory 

y axis through an angle cpo The coherent state la) can thus be expressed through a 

rotation operator, with Euler angles, cp, e, and y = 0: 

la) == la(e, ¢» = R(¢, e, O)IJ, M = -J). 

We can therefore expand the type I angular coherent state through 

+J 

la(e, ¢» = L IJ M)Dit,_J(¢' e, 0)* 
M=-J 

+J 
= L IJM)cJ,M(_l)J+M(sin~)J+M(cos~)J-Me-iM4> 

M=-J 

+J (-l)J+M(tan ~r+M . 
= L IJ M)cJ M 2 J e-1M¢, 

M=-J ' (1 + tan2 ~) 

(2J)! 
with 

CJ,M = (J + M)!(J - M)! ' 

where we have used eq. (58) of the last section and the trivial identity, 

cos2 ~ = (l + tan2 ~)-l. 

(60) 

(61) 
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The above expansion suggests the unit operator appropriate for this type of coherent 

state is 

1 = (214: 1) I I dQla(O, cjJ»)(a(O, cjJ)1 

= L (21 + l)lfdQDf.t.-J(cjJ, e, 0)* Dit'.-JecjJ, 0, 0)11 M) (1 M'l 

M,M' 4rr 

= LIJ M)(.1 MI, (62) 

M 

where dQ = sin OdOdcjJ. The angular ranges in the integrals have their usual 

values, and we have made use of the orthonormality integral 

II J * l' 4rr 
dQDM ,,(cjJ, e, 0) DM, .AcjJ, 0, 0) = O]J'OMM'O"", . 
,~w rr (2.1 + 1) 

(63) 

[The derivation of this integral is given in detail through eq. (30) of the next chapter; 

note the D functions with Euler angle y = 0 are of course independent of this 

third angle.] 

The type II angular momentum coherent state, conversely, was defined by 

7' 2J Z"n J (21)! 
Iz) = e- J+I.I, -.I} = L ~ 1.1, M = -1 +n) 

n=O '\I n! (2.1 - n)! 
+J ,-------------

= '"' (Z*)1+M (2.1)! I) (64) 
M~J (J + M)!(J - M)! 1M . 

In Chapter 19, it was shown that the z space functions 

Z" r---(2'-J)-i--
-, I ---~---------------
.Jnf V (21 -- n)! 

formed an orthonormal set with respect to the measure 

(21 + 1) d 2z 
rr (1 + ZZ*)2J +2 • 

We can now complete our discussion of these angular momentum coherent states 

by showing explicitly the relationship between the two types of coherent states. 

Eq. (61) could have been obtained directly by putting the operator ea < J,(11_ into 

normal ordered form through the comparison of eqs. (49) and (48) of the last 

section, yielding 

la) 

with (65) 
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Expansion of the exponential eb , J t again leads to eg. (61), but the present form 

suggests a change from the complex variable, a, to the new complex variable z, 
where 

so 

'J 1 
la) = e" + --------1 - 1). 

(l + zz*)J 
(66) 

Also, with 

p2 = zz* = tan2 %, 

we have 

1 
sin OdOd¢ = 4pdpd¢ 2 2' 

(l + p)-

With this relation and eq. (66), the unit operator can be transformed into 

(214: 1) f f dQ la)(al 

= (21 + 1) ("d [00 dpp ez'L ez.! 

IT 10 ¢ 10 (1 + p2)2 (l + p2)J 1-- 1) (-- J 1 (1 + p2)J 

= (21 + 1) f ~-~--------'z)(z!. 
IT (l +_ ZZ*)21+2 I t 

(67) 

This relation is precisely the unit operator needed for the type II coherent states, 

Iz), with a measure making the z space functions 

zn I (21)! 

RV (21 -on)! 

into an orthonormal set, as shown in Chapter 19. 
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The Clebsch-Gordan Series 

For a system built from state vectors, Ii!ml} and Ihm2} express the angular 

momentum-coupled state vector Iid2im} for the rotated system in terms of the 

uncoupled state vectors, also in the rotated system 

l(jlhjm)rot.} = L 1(jlml)rotJI(hmz)rot.}(i!m lhm2Ijm} 
ml.(ml) 

= "'I)jlhjJL}D£*", 
J1. 

= L L liU.Lt}lhJL2}D£\*"'I D£2;:'l(jlmthm2Iim). (1) 
ml.(m2)J1.I.(/L2) 

Now, expanding 

IiIJLdlhJLz} = Llilhi'JL}(jIJLthJL21i'JL), 
j' 

(2) 

left-multiplying by {jlhj JLI, and using the orthonormality of the coupled vectors 

(jlhj JLI and iii hi' JL), we get (after complex conjugation of this equation, using 

the reality of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) 

D£m = L L D£\mID£22m2{j\mthm2!jm}(j\JLlhJL2UJL}. (3) 
ml.(m2)/LI.(J1.2) 

This relation is the so-called Clebsch-Gordan series. This relation could be used 

in a build-up process to calculate the D functions for i = ~ from the known D 

functions for j = 1 and j = !, and so on for D functions of higher j values. 
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Finally, from the inverse of the process used here, we get the second relation 

D~\ml D!,2,m2 = L))~m (jl fn lh fn2Ijm}(jllLlhlLzljlL)· (4) 

j 

A Addition Theorem for Spherical Harmonics 

Let us replace the angular momentum eigenfunctions 1{!jm(r, e, cfJ, a) by the 

spherical harmonics, Y1m (11 ¢) and use the general rotation relation 

Y'nzel1', ¢I) = 2>1,(11, cfJ)D;lm(a, {3, y)*. (5) 

J-l 

Suppose we have two particles, with position vectors ri = CrI, 111, ¢I) and 1'2 = 
(r2, (h, ¢2), (see Fig. 30.1), we first note 

LY/~,(Oj, ¢I )Yim(112¢2) = I, (6) 
In 

where I is a rotationally invariant quantity, depending only on the relative position 

of the two particles. 

Ly,;"CI1;, ¢;)Y'm(I1~, ¢;) = 
m 

LLYI~ (111, ¢1)D~m(a, {3, Y)Y{v(112, ¢2)D;,m(a, {3, y)*. (7) 
m J-lV 

Now, using the unitarity of the D functions, 

LD~mD:)~, = 8/"", (8) 

m 

we have 

To evaluate the invariant, choose the Xl, yl, z' coordinate system, such that 11; = 0; 

Le., choose the 21 axis along 1'1 . Then, 

(10) 

so 

I C21 + 1) . I (21 + I) 
I = \.··~-4 - YIO((J? = e12 , 0) = 4 p/(cos el2 ), 
,rr" rr 

(11) 

and 

(12) 

That is, this invariant is expressed in terms of the Legendre polynomial, expressed 

in terms of the angle 012 between the two vectors 1'1 and 1'2. 
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By renaming e2, 4h = e, l/J, and (;II , l/Jl = {3, ct, and (;112 = (;I', i. e., by thinking of 

a single particle located at ;2 == (r, (;I, l/J) relative to the x, y, z coordinate system, 

while ;2 == (r, e', l/J') relative to the x', y', z' coordinate system, we can rewrite eq. 

(11) as 

(13) 

Comparing this equation with 

flOW, l/J') = LYtm(e, l/J)D;':o(ct, {3, 0), (14) 

m 

we get 

t ~ 
DmO(ct, {3, 0) = Y (2l+1) flm({3, ct). (15) 

Also, using the unitarity of the D~m' and writing the inverse to the Euler rotation 

transformation (ct, {3, y) as (-y, -{3, -ct), 

I 1* ~* DOm(O, {3, y) = DmO(-y, -{3, 0) = Y (2l+1)Y1m (-{3, -y) 

m~ 
= (-1) Y "(2t+T/1m({3, y), (16) 

so 

~ Dbm(O, {3, y) = (_I)m y (2l+1)f1m ({3, y). (17) 

B Integrals of D Functions 

We shall evaluate the following very useful integral: 

1= 121r 1" 121r dad{3 sin {3dyDh* Dj, Di> /L3m3 /L,m, /L2m2 
o 0 0 

= f f f dQQfJyD(;3*",3D~'.ml D£~m2· (18) 

To evaluate this integral, let us use eq. (4) 

D£'.m, D£22m2 = LUlmd2m2Ijm}{jlJ.Ld2J.L2IjJ.L}D£m (19) 
j 

and the relation 

Dh* = (ei/L3Qdh ({3)eim3Y )* = e-i/L3Q d h ({3)e- im3Y (20) 
JL3m3 1i3m3 f.L3 m3' 
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where we have used the reality of the d function. In addition the d functions have 

the property 

(21) 

For the values of J = ! and j = 1, this equation follows by inspection, (see 

Chapter 29). For values of j 2: ~, this equation foHows from the build-up relation, 

eq. (3), and the fact that sign change under the transformation m; -+ -m; in the m;

dependent Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is balanced by the same sign change under 

the transformation fLi -+ - fLi in the fLi -dependent Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 

Our integral can then be transformed into 

1= f f f dQapyD~3~'JD~\mID~22m2 = L(Jlmt12m2IJm}(JlfLlhfL2UfL) 

J 

X ( __ l)IL3-m
J f f f dQapy D~Mvm3 D£m· (22) 

Using the Clebsch-Gordan series Once more on the product of two D functions in 

our integral, we obtain 

1= L2':)Jlmlhm2Ijm)(JlfLlhfL2IJfL)(-1)1L3- m3(jfLJ3 - fL31i'fL - fL3) 

j j' 

x (Jmh - m31i'm - m3) f f / dQapy D{-MJ,m-m3' (23) 

Now, we can use explicitly 

/ / f dQa,~y Dx,{M = 102
11: dae iMa 10 lIT dyeiMy 10" d{3 sin {3dlvtM 

= 2rr8M02rr8MO 1" d{3 sin {3d(;o({3). (24) 

We also use 

L 4rr [;Jf-_. 
doo({3) = (2L + 1) YLO({3, ---) 

to get 

and 
1 

Yoo =--
.j4JT 

(25) 

where we have made use of the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics. Thus, 

in eq. (23), we must have j' = 0, fL - fL3 = 0, and m - m3 = O. This result 

simplifies two of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. From the symmetry property 
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(123) -Joo (3 - 21) of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we get 

(27) 

Similarly, 

(28) 

With all of thesc relations, we get our final very simple result 

!!!dQ IF" Dil DJ) = 8n2 (j1l.L dlIL2IhIL3) (jlmlhm2U3m3) . 
af3y 1'3m, /llml Ii·,m, (2h + 1) 

(29) 

A special case follows from the above by setting h = IL2 = m2 = O. This leads 

to the orthonormality integral for the D functions 

!!! ,8n2 

dQaf3yD[;nD~'m' = (2j + l/jj'O/l/l'Omm" (30) 

Another important special case follows by setting ILl = 0, IL2 = 0, IL3 = 0, and 

now setting j; = Ii, where Ii denotes the angular momentum quantum number is 

an integer. Using our result, 

we get as a special case of the above 

(" r 10 dOt 10 df3 sin f3 YI: m3 Yl lml Yl,flI, 

Ic2ll + 1)(212 + 1) 
= V ~ (2[3+ 1)4n -(llm,12m2i I 3m3)(I,OhOI130). (31) 

We could also write this formula as 

! f j e2l + 1)(210 + 1) f ! , 

(nl m IY/ Inlm) = ,J-_··················--(lm1omoll m ) (LOloOII 0). 
omo V (21' + 1)4n 

(32) 

In earlier chapters, we worked hard to calculate these matrix elements for the 

special case with lo = I. Now, everything follows from a knowledge of Clebsch

Gordan coefficients. Egs. (31) and (32) tell us in particular these matrix elements 

are zero, unless I, la, l' satisfy the triangle condition of angular momentum addition, 

i.e., unless l' = Ii -101, il -101 + 1, ... , (1 + 10). Also, these matrix elements are 

zero unless I + to ~ [' = even integer. This parity selection rule follows because 

(33) 

a special case of the symmetry property 

(jl -~ mlh - m2Ih-- m3) = (--1)JI+h-hUlmlhm2Ihm3). (34) 
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Because the parity of the spherical hannonics, Ylm , is given by (-1 i, operators 

of odd parity can connect levels of even parity only to levels of odd parity and 

vice versa, whereas operators of even parity must preserve the parity of the states. 

In terms of the polar and azimuth angles, e, ¢, the space inversion operation can 

be achieved by the transformation e, ¢ -+ (n - 8), (¢ + n). The parity of the 

spherical hannonics follows from 

Y1m(n - a, ¢ + n) = (-liy/mca, ¢). (35) 

The result of eq. (31) or (32) can be generalized to a much wider class of 

operators, which transform under rotations in our three-space like the spherical 

hannonics. These operators are named spherical tensor operators and will be the 

subject of the next chapter. Their matrix elements between the appropriate angular 

momentum eigenstates can be shown to have a form similar to that of eq. (31). 

Problems 

39. Calculate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, (j1m11mzl.im), for the three val

ues, m2 = +1,0, -1, and j = 01 + 1), j], (jj - 1), as functions of jj and m. 

Calculate first the coefficients Ujmlj - mil - m2} with m2 = 0, +1 from the 

known coefficients with m2 = -1. [See eq. (20) of Chapter 27 for the latter.] 

Then use symmetry properties of the Clebsch----Gordan coefficients to relate these 

coefficients to Ujm 1 lm2Ijm). 
3 , 
- - j 

40. Calculate Dtm(a, /3, y) from a knowledge of dJ,ml (/3) and df-l-2m2 (f3) and the 

Clebsch-Gordan series. 

A beam of particles with spin s = ~ is polarized by a filter so the particles are in 

a state with ms = +~, with respect to the beam axis. If there are N (particles/cm2 

sec.) in the beam, how many particles will pass through a second filter set for 

ms = + 4, but with its axis rotated about a direction perpendicular to the beam 

through an angle of 300? 

41. The 2-D isotropic hannonic oscillator and the D functions. 

The eigenvectors In,n2} of the 2--D isotropic hannonic oscillator Hamiltonian 

can be expressed in terms of oscillator creation operators 

t!l(.) t!l(") 
ax = V '2 x - Ipx ; a y = y 2: Y ----- lpy , 

by 
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where ai are 2 x 2 Pauli spin matrices, satisfy standard angular momentum 

commutation relations, such that, if we define 

with 

Show that the Inln2} are eigenvectors of the operators J...2 and Ao, lAMA}, with 

A = !(nl + n2), MA = !(nl - n2). 

We therefore have 

and 

e-iPA2 a;IO} = ~)!MA}dt._! (.8) = (-a; Sin(~) + a; cos(~ »)IO}. 

If we now rename 

A~i, 

we have 

or 

MA 

so nl = i + m; n2 = i - m, 

e-ipA'lim } = L)im'}d~,.m (.8) 
m' 

(a; cos(~) + a; Sin(~)r+m (-a! sin(~) + a; COS(~»)j-m 10} . 

.j(j + m)! .j(j - m)! 

Use this expression to derive a general expression for the d function: 

(j + m')!(j - m')! (~l)j-m-a(j + m)!(j - m)! 

(j + m)!(j ~ m)! ~(m + m' + a)!(j ~ m' - a)!a!(j ~ m ~ a)! 

( . .8 )Zj-za-m-m' ( .8 )2a+m+m' 
x sm( 2" ) cos( 2" ) . 
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42. Show that the Hamiltonian for an electron in a uniform external magnetic 

field, Bo• in the z direction, with Ax = -1 Yphys. Bo, Ay = 1 Xphys. Bo• can be written 

in terms of dimensionless x and Y, defined by 

as 

where 

Xphys. = x J ;~;~, Yphys. = yJ Ii , 
mWL 

fI( .) 
ax = y 2" x + Ip" , 

!Ie .. 
a y = V 2" Y + IPy), 

with 
lelBo 

WL = -2--' 
me 

are I-D harmonic oscillator annihilation and creation operators. Use the commu

tator algebra of the operators, A+ = a;ay• A_ = a;ax , and Ao = 1(a;ax - a;ay) 

(see problem 41) and standard angular momentum theory results to find the energy 

eigenvalues for H(x, y). In particular, find the degeneracy, gn. for the nth level, 

with energy En. 

For this pm]'ose, use a basis in which the operators j\2 and A2, rather than the 

conventional A 2 and A 3 , are diagonal. Also, the full energy includes a contribution 

from the free particie motion in the z direction, 

1i2k2 

Etatal = En + --, with k = 0 ~ 00, 
2m 

whereli 2k2 gives the eigenvalue of p~. Also, try to give an explanation for the value 

of the degeneracy, gn, in terms of the possible classical orbits of the electron. 
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Spherical Tensor Operators 

From the previous discussion, it is clear it would be advantageous to give vectors, 

such as r, not in Cartesian component, but in spherical component form. Recalling 

( rrY~:I) = If x (- ~;:!::e+i¢) = If x (- ~(~ +iY»), 
rYI_ 1 4rr + ~r sinOe- i¢ 4rr + ~(x - iy) 

it will be useful to write the vector r in terms of the spherical components 

(r +1, ro, r -I), with 

r+1 = - ~(x + iy), ro = z, r_1 = + jz(x - iy). (1) 

Note,inparticular,thedifferencesbetweenr+1 andr+ = (x+iy),andr_1 andr_ = 

(x - iy). Before generalizing this vector result to higher rank tensor components 

in spherical form, let us look at second rank tensors, T;j, in Cartesian component 

form. Write the general second rank tensor in terms of a symmetric, traceless part, 

Sij, an anti symmetric part, Aij, and the trace La Taa. 

T;j = G(T;j + Tji ) - ~8ij LTaa) + ~(T;j - Tji ) + ~8ij LTaa 
a a 

= Sij + Aij + ~8ij LTaa , (2) 
a 

where Sij = Sji and LaSaa = 0, and Aij = -Aji. Under this decomposition of 

the nine components of the tensor, the 9 x 9 rotation matrix Oij,afJ that gives the 

rotated tensor components Til in terms of the original TafJ via 

Ii} = LOij,afJTafJ (3) 

a,fJ 
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will split into three submatrices. The five independent components of the traceless, 

symmetric tensor, Sij, transform only among themselves. The three components 

of the antisymmmetric tensor, A;j, will transform only among themselves, and 

the trace of the tensor is a rotationally invariant quantity. The five independent 

components of Sij transform like the five components of a spherical harmonic, 

Y2m. The three components of AU transform like the three components of a vector. 

We can see this at once if we build the tensor Ti j from two vectors (x, y, z) and 

(X, Y, Z), with Al2 = (xY - yX), All = (zX - xZ), and A23 = (yZ - zY), 

where these are the z, y, and x components of the vector product -; x R. The trace 

of the tensor transforms like the spherical harmonic foo. We have thus succeeded 

in finding second rank tensor components that transform like spherical harmonics, 

with I = 2, 1, and O. As we go to higher rank tensors, this type of decomposition 

will become more difficult. For example, the 27 components of a third rank tensor 

will have 10 totally symmetric components. These components could be split 

further into seven components that transform like spherical harmonics, with I = 3, 

and three components that transform like the three components of a spherical 

harmonic, with I = 1. A single, totally antisymmetric tensor component exists, 

which is rotationally invariant; i.e., it transforms like a foo. The 16 remaining 

components of mixed symmetry could be split into two sets of five components 

that transform like spherical harmonics with I = 2 and two sets of three components 

that transform like spherical harmonics, with I = 1. 

A Definition: Spherical Tensors 

The set of e2k + 1) components of a spherical tensor Tqk with q = +k, (k -

1), ... , -k and k = integer or !-integer are a set of (2k + 1) operators that under 

rotations transform like the components of an angular momentum eigenfunction, 

I/Ikq. Recalling Orot. = ROR- 1, 

k 

(T;)rot = RCa, {3, y)T; R .l(a, {3, y) = L T: D~;(a, {3, y). (4) 
v=·k 

B Alternative Definition 

The components of a spherical tensor can also be defined through their commutator 

relations with the components of the total angular momentum vector of the system 

on which the tensor components act. In particular, 

[10 , Tqk] = qT;, 

[h, Tqk] = J"'(kC-=t=-q-)(C-::-k-±-q-+-. Iec-) 1(~ ± 1)' (5) 

where this definition essentially just involves infinitesimal rotation operators in 

place of the finite rotation operators of eq. (4). Let R correspond to an infinitesimal 
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rotation about the z. x, y axes. For example, with 

and with a « 1, (6) 

we get 

RTk R- 1 = (l - iaJ7 + .. . )Tk (1+ iaJ, + ... ) = Tk - ia[Jz Tk] + ... 
q • q • q .''1 

= '\"' DhTk =.5 (1 ..... iaq + .. ·)Tk 
~ ~ q ~. q' (7) 

where we have used 

(8) 

thus leading to the first relation, [Jz, T;l = q T; . Similarly, combining infinitesimal 

rotations about the x and y axes, we are lead to the remaining two relations of eq. (5). 

We can use these relations to show the rq of eq.(l) are spherical tensor components 

of rank k = 1. We can build higher rank spherical tensors from spherical vectors 

like these by a build-up process. 

C Build-up Process 

If V:i and U;~ are spherical tensors, Tqk, defined by 

T; = L VqkiU,~~(klqlk2q2Ikq), 
'1,.(q,) 

are spherical tensors of rank k. This relation follows from 

RT; Rl = LRVq~' R- 1 RU;: R· 1 (k1q1k2q2Ikq) 

Q"Q2 

= '\"' '\"' V~, Uk,' d:* d;* (k1q1k2q2Ikq) 
~ ~ 'h q2 q,q, q,q, 
l}j.Q2q; .q; 

c.= L~Vqk;' U:; (~{k1qjk2q2Ikq}(k1qlk2q2Ijq)) (k1q;k2q~ljq')D~: 
) Q,Q2 q,q, 

= LLV::' U:; (.5 jk ) (klq;k2q~ljq')D~: 
) q;q~ 

'\"'Vk'Uk'(k 'k 'lk ')Dh '\"'TkDk* = ~ q: q; lql 2q2 q q'q = ~ q' q'q' 

q;q; q' 

We shall often also use the shorthand notation 

Tqk = L VqkiU;:(kjqlk2q2Ikq) == [V k, x Uk21~. 
q, ,(Q2) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Let us now use this build-up process to construct tensors from two vectors each 

of spherical rank, I = 1. Let us choose the coordinate vector of eq. (1), with 

rq = (r +1. ro. r I), and as our second vector, the momentum vector with spherical 
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components Pq = (P+l, Po, p-d, and let us construct the spherical tensors 

T; = Lrq,pq2{lql1q2Ikq), (12) 
q,q2 

with k = 0, 1, 2. With k = 0, using 

1 1 
{lq l l-Qll00} = .Jj(-I) -q" (13) 

we get 

ToO = - ~L(-l)qr+qp_q = - ~(r. p) 
v3 q v3 

= - ~G(X + iy)(px - ipy) + 4(x - iy)(px + ipy) + zpz). (14) 

Note, 

(r. p) = L(-l)qr~p~q. (15) 

q 

We can now generalize this scalar product to the more general scalar product of 

two tensors of rank k, 

(16) 

m 

We shall continue by constructing next the coupled spherical tensor operator, 

constructed from the vectors r and p to make the spherical tensor of rank I = 1, 

Td = [rl x pi]!. (17) 

T~I = {lllOlll}r+IPo + (lOlllll}rop+1 

= ~r+1Po + (- ~)roP+1 

= -4(x + iy)pz + 4z(px + ipy) = Jz(- ~(Lx + iLy»). (18) 

In general, 

[rl x pl]l = ~L 
m ..ti m, with m = +1,0,-1. 

Also, in general, 

[Vi X UI]~I = 4(VoU+ - V+Uo), 

[Vi X Ul]~ = - 2~(V+U- - V_U+), 

[VI X Ul]~l = ~(VoU- - V_Uo), 

(19) 

(20) 

where V+ = (Vx + iVy), V_ = (Vx - iVy). Note again the difference from 

the spherical components V + 1 = - ~ V + and V-I = + ~ V _. Finally, we build a 

spherical tensor of rank I = 2 from two vectors. The results for the five components 

are 
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[VI X Ul]~1 = -~(VoU+ + V+UO), 

[VI X Vl]~ = - ~[~(V+U- + V_U+) - 2VOUO], 

[Vi X UIJ~1 = t(VoU- + V_Vo), 

[Vi X UI]~2 = ~ V_V_. (21) 
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The Wigner-Eckart Theorem 

The Wigner-Eckart theorem gives the M dependence of matrix elements of spher

ical tensor operators in a basis of good angular momentum. If I and M are the 

angular momentum quantum numbers for the total angular momentum operator 

appropriate for the space of a particular Tqk, 

(a l l 'M'IT;IalM) = F(a, l,k,cl, 11)(IMkqllIM'), (1) 

where a is shorthand for all quantum numbers other than I, M, the total angular 

momentum quantum numbers for the system. The factor F(a, I, k, ai, I') is in

dependent of the quantum numbers M, q, M'. The dependence on M, q, M' sits 

solely in the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The factor F(a, I, k, a', ]') is usually 

written in terms of the so-called "double-barred" or "reduced" matrix element, 

F(a I k a' I') = (a' l'IITk IIal) 
, , " ./(21' + 1) , 

(2) 

so 

(a' J'IITkllal) 
(a' l' M'lTklal M) = (I Mk IJ'M'). (3) 

q ./(21' + 1) q 

The factor 1/./(21' + 1) is factored out of the M, q, M'-independent factor for 

convenience. (It makes the absolute value of the reduced or double-barred matrix 

element invariant to bra, ket interchange). Also, the Wigner-Eckart theorem greatly 

reduces the labor of calculating matrix elements. We need to choose only one 

(convenient!) set M, q, M' to calculate the full matrix element. The rest then follow 

through the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. A very important special case is the one 

for rotationally invariant or scalar, k = 0, operators. Because (I MooI]' M') = 
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IdjJ'dMM" the matrix element of a scalar (k = 0) operator is independent of 

M. The important case is that of a Hamiltonian operator of an isolated system. 

Because the properties of the system cannot depend on the orientation of the 

frame of reference from which it is viewed, the Hamiltonian must be a spherical 

tensor of rank I = O. The energies will be independent of the quantum number M. 

The (2J + I)-fold degeneracy of the energy levels can be removed only through 

the action of external perturbations. More important for calculational purposes, 

we can choose any convenient M, such as M = J, to calculate the energies of the 

isolated (unperturbed) system. 

We now briefly give a few double-barred matrix elements of some simple op

erators. The "extra" ,J(2l' + 1) factor, part of the definition of the double barred 

matrix element, leads to the fact that the reduced matrix element of the simple unit 

operator is not unity. 

(J'IlIIIJ) = -I(2J + l)dJJ'. (4) 

For brevity of notation, we omit the additional quantum numbers a. Next, from 

the matrix element 

(JMIJoIJM) = M, 

and the value of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, 

M 

(JMlOIJM) = ,JJ(J + 1)' 

we get the double-barred matrix element for j = Jk=l: 

(J'IIJ1IIJ) = J(2J + l)J(J + l)djJ'. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

As a third example, from our result for the matrix element of Ylomo in an orbital 

angular momentum basis, we can read off at once (from eq. (32) of Chapter 30) 

(1 ' 11 ylo Ill} = j(21 + 1)(210 + 1) (101001l'0). 
Y 4n 

(8) 

Before proving the Wigner-Eckart theorem, let us give a useful, special case as 

follows. 

A Diagonal Matrix Elements of Vector Operators 

The matrix element of any vector operator, V = Vq1 , diagonal in J, is given by 

1 ~ ~ 

(a' J(M + q)JVqlaJ M) = J(J + 1) (a' J(M + q)I(V . J)JqlaJ M). (9) 

(The theorem does not apply, however, to matrix elements off-diagonal in J, which 

may also be nonzero!). To prove the theorem, we make repeated use of the Wigner

Eckart theorem 

(a' J(M + q)I(V . hJq laJ M) = 
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~)-l)m{a' J(M + q)lV-mlaJ(M + m + q)} 
m 

X (aJ(M + m + q)IJmlaJ(M + q»){aJ(M + q)IJqlaJ M) 

= L(-l)m (a' JIIV'lIaJ) (J(M + m + q)l - mIJ(M + q)} 
m ../(21 + 1) 

x (J(M + q)lmIJ(M + m + q»)J J(1 + l){J MlqIJ(M + q»)J J(J + I) 

= J(1 + I)L({J(M +m +q)1 - mIJ(M +q»)2 
m 

{a' JIIV'llaJ} 
x (JMI IJ(M+ ») q q ~.j;:;;(2:=iJ;=+~1):-

(a' JIIV'llaJ) 
= J(1 + I){J MI IJ(M + »)--'-r~~:-'-

q q ../(21 + 1) 

= J(1 + l){a' J(M + q)lVq1laJ M), (10) 

where we have used (-1 )2m = + 1 and have done the m sum using the 

orthonormality of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

B Proof of the Wigner-Eckart Theorem 

To derive the Wigner-Eckart theorem, consider the ket 

LT;laJM}(JMkqIJ'M') == Iy), 
M.(q) 

(11) 

where the ket Iy) is a function of the quantum numbers J', M', as well as a, J, 

and k. First, this ket is an eigenvector of the angular momentum operators with 

eigenvalues, J', M'. To show this, act on Iy) first with J+ (subsequently with L 

and Jo). 

J+ly) = LJ+TqklaJM)(JMkqIJ'M') 
M.(q) 

= L(T;h+[J+,TqkJ)laJM)(JMkqIJ'M'). (12) 

M.(q) 

From the spherical tensor character of Tq
k , we have 

so 

J+ly) = L (J(1 - M)(J + M + I){JMkqIJ'M') TqklaJ(M + I)} 
M.(q) 

(13) 

+ J(k - q)(k + q + I)(J MkqlJ' M')T;+tlaJ M}). (14) 

Now, rename the dummy summation indices as follows: In the first term, change 

M ~ (M - I); in the second term, change q ~ (q - I), noting, however, M' is 
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a fixed number, so 

J+ly) = L (.j(1 - M + 1)(1 + M)(J(M -1)kqIJ'M') 
M,(q) 

+ V(k - q + 1)(k + q)(J Mk(q - 1)IJ' M') )T:laJ M). (15) 

The terms in large parentheses can be replaced, using recursion formula I for 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (eq. (14) of Chapter 27), to yield 

hly) = .j(1' - M')(l' + M' + 1) LTqklaJ M)(J MkqIJ'(M' + 1»); (16) 
M,(q) 

i.e., the vector Iy) with eigenvalues J', M' has been converted to a new vector Iy') 

in which the eigenvalue M' has been replaced by (M' + 1), all other labels, such as 

a, J, K, J', being the same. In addition, the numerical multiplicative factor is the 

standard matrix element of the operator J + acting on an eigenvector with quantum 

numbers J', M'. Similarly, 

Lly) = V(l' + M')(l' - M' + 1) LTqklaJM)(JMkqIJ'(M' -1»), (17) 
M,(q) 

and 

JoIY) = M'LT:laJM)(JMkqIJ'M'). (18) 
M,(q) 

Thus, the ket Iy) is an angular momentum eigenvector with eigenvalues J', M', 

which is also dependent on the labels (a, J, k), 

Iy) = I(a, J, k)J'M'). (19) 

Therefore, 

(a" J" Mill y) = 8J' ],,8M' M" F(a, J, k; a" J"), (20) 

or (using barred labels for the summed quantum numbers), 

L(a" J" M"ITtlaJ M)(J MkiilJ' M'} = 8J']"8M'M,,F(a, J, k; a", J"), (21) 

if,q 

Multiplying both sides of this equation by (J MkqlJ' M'), summing over J', and 

using the orthogonality for Clebsch--Gordan coefficients, yields 

L(L(J MkiiIJ'M')(J MkqIJ'M'} )(a" J"M"ITqklaJ M) 
if,q J' 

- "8 -8 -(a"J"M"ITklaJM) - L MM qq q 

Nt,q 

= L8J']"8M'M"F(a, J, k;a", J")(JMkqIJ'M'), (22) 

J' 

leading to the desired result 

(a"J"M"IT;laJM) = F(a,J,k;a",J")(JMkqIJ"M"}. (23) 
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Nuclear Hyperfine Structure in 

One-Electron Atoms 

We shall use the magnetic nuclear hyperfine structure calculation in one-electron 

atoms to illustrate how the Wigner-Eckart theorem can be exploited in actual 

calculations. So far, we have calculated the perturbed one-electron spectrum (in 

hydrogen or in alkali atoms) only under the assumption the nucleus (the proton in 

hydrogen or the alkali atomic nucleus) have a charge but no magnetic properties. 

Because the proton has a spin (with spin quantum number !), it also has a magnetic 

moment, similarly for alkali atoms. The spin of the stable isotope of Na, e.g., is 

~, and hence, it also has a nuclear magnetic moment. These nuclear magnetic 

moments will have a magnetic interaction with the spin magnetic moment of the 

electron. In addition, the motion of the electron relative to the nucleus will set 

up an effective magnetic field at the nucleus (proportional to the orbital angular 

momentum of the electron). The magnetic moment of the nucleus will also lead to a 

_(ji,magn .. ii) magnetic interaction caused by this field. These magnetic interactions 

of nuclear origin will give rise to the so-called hyperfine structure splitting of the 

nlsj states of the one-electron atoms. If we call the electron magnetic moment ji,s 
and the nuclear magnetic moment ji, I, 

~ di ~ le~ ~ 
ILs = --2s = - --2s, 

2mc 2mc 

~ le~ -
ILl = --gl/, 

2Mc 
(1) 

where we use the vector, i, for the nuclear spin operator, with quantum number, /, 

e.g., / = t for the proton, / = ~ for 23Na. Also, m is the electron mass, whereas 

M is the proton mass. (Even in the Na nucleus, the magnetic moment is caused 

by the last odd valence proton in the nucleus, so it is the proton mass in the so

called nuclear magneton, i~c' which gives a natural measure for nuclear magnetic 

moments.) The g factor for the nuclear magnetic moment is not simply equal to 
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2.0, as for the point electron (as follows from Dirac theory), but is "anomalous," 

e.g., g, = 2 x 2.793 for the proton. This "anomalous" factor is now rather well 

understood in terms of the quark structure of the nucleon. 

The magnet-magnet interaction between the magnetic moments of the electron 

and the nucleus is given by [see, e.g., J. D. Jackson, 2nd ed., eq. (5.73)] 

([ ~ ~ r ~ r ~ ] 1 81r _ ~ ~ ) 
Hmagn.-magn. = (J.Ls· J.Lf) - 3(;:-. J.Ls)(;:-· J.Lf) r3 - 3(J.Ls· J.LdlJ(r) 

e2/i 2 ([ ~ _ r ~ r -] 1 81r _ ~ ~) 
= gf -(s . I) + 3( - . s)( - .1) - + -(s ·l)lJ(r) , 

2mMc2 r r r3 3 
(2) 

including the delta-function term that comes into play only if the two magnets can 

be on top of each other. This so-called contact term, (part of classical electrody

namics according to J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, New York: John 

Wiley, 1967), comes into play only in atomic s-states, I = 0 states, where the elec

tron has a finite probability of sitting "on" the nucleus. The additional-eMf . Heff.) 

term, with 

~ e _ P lelR -
Beff. = -[r x -] = ---I, 

cr3 m mcr3 
(3) 

caused by the effective magnetic field of the moving electron at the nucleus, leads 

to an additional interaction term 

(4) 

In these relations, the quantity r is r phys. = aor, where the last r is our usual dimen

sionless r. In terms of this dimensionless r, the combined magnetic interactions 

give 

where we have also used 

(6) 

and a = (1/137) is the fine structure constant. This hyperfine structure term is 

*7gf times the fine structure term. Now, express the magnetic moment-magnetic 

moment interaction in terms of spherical tensor operators. In terms of the coupled 

spherical tensors, defined by 

[Vk, x Uk2]! '== LVqk,' U:;(k1Qlk2Q2Ikq), (7) 
q,.Q2 

we need the spherical tensors [r 1 x r 1]~ == r;, and [s 1 x [1]~. These have spherical 

components 

r;J = =!=z(x ± iy), 
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and 

[Sl X II]i2 = ts±I±; [Sl x II]il = =f4(s±/o + so/±), 

lsi x 11]6 = - ~(4(S+L +L/+)-2so/o). (9) 

Also, ri can be expressed in terms of standard spherical harmonics by 

2 2 f8if 
rq = r ...; 15 Y2.q«(}, cp). (10) 

In terms of these spherical tensors of rank, k = 2, the magnetic dipole-magnetic 

dipole interaction term can be expressed through 

( ~ ... ~r~r) f8if"" 112 
-(s·/) +3(s· ;:)(1.;:) = 3...; 15 L..,(-1)qY2,q[s x I Lq 

q 

(11) 

where the dot in the last form stands for the generalized scalar product of two 

spherical tensors each of spherical rank 2. This type of interaction is therefore 

sometimes called a "tensor" interaction, but the term is somewhat of a misnomer. 

The full interaction is a scalar, a rotationally invariant k = 0 spherical tensor, but 

the term "tensor" is used because it involves the scalar product of two spherical 

tensors each of spherical rank 2. Because we want to calculate matrix elements 

ofthis interaction in an In[[l x s]j x I]FMF) basis, corresponding to the vector 

coupling 

(I + s) + i = J + i = F (12) 

basis, rather than a 

f + (s + i) = f + S = F (13) 

basis, we need to tailor the magnet-magnet interaction to the coupling scheme of 

eq. (12), where f and s are coupled to resultant J, which is then coupled to the 

nuclear spin i to resultant total angular momentum F. The form of eq. (11) is 

tailored more to the coupling scheme of eq. (13), where the electron spin, S, and 

the nuclear spin, i, are coupled to total spin S, which is then coupled with f to 

resultant total angular momentum F. By rearranging the order of the couplings, 

we can also express the magnet-magnet interaction through 
... ... 

( -(s . i) + 3($ . ~ )(i . ~») 

= _.J8rr'([y2 X SI]1 . II) = -.J8rr'L:(-1)q[y2 x sl]!/~q' (14) 

q 

As a specific example, we shall now calculate the hyperfine splitting of the 2 p 3 , 

'2 
i.e., the n = 2, I = 1, j = ~, fine structure level of hydrogen. Because the proton 
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has a spin I = !, this level will be split into two hyperfine components. with 

quantum numbers F = 2 and F = 1. Because the contact tenn, with the delta 

function, can contribute only in s states, with I = O. for which the electron has a 

nonzero probability of being on the proton, this tenn cannot contribute to the p

state hyperfine splitting. Thus. both the nonzero tenns have a -h radial dependence 

and lead to the radial integral 

me 4 m 2 2 
2 1"" I 

f3h.f.s. = TO! M g1 0 drr IRn/(r)1 r3· (15) 

This hyperfine structure integral, f3h.f.s. = !£i g I f3nt. where f3nl = f3f.s. gives the 

stength of the fine structure splitting. 

We shall now exploit the Wigner-Eckart theorem in two ways: (1) Because 

Hint. is a k = 0 scalar operator, it will be sufficient to calculate the diagonal matrix 

element of this interaction for states with M F = F. (2) In addition. the calculation 

can be reduced to a calculation of the reduced or double-barred matrix elements 

of the two operators, [y2 x Sl]! and l~, in the In[1 x s]jmj} basis. The needed 

matrix elements of Id are very simple and can then be combined with these after 

application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. To calculate the double-barred matrix 

elements of [y2 x SI]1 and II. let us use the state with m j = + j = +~, 

1[/ = 1 x s = !]i = ~mj = +~} = II = 1 m[ = +1 s = 4 ms = +4}, (16) 

for the calculation, so 

( . _ _ ll[y2 1]11' _ . _ l) _ (llI0Ill) {~II[y2 x sl]ll1t} 
j-m j - 2 xs oj-m j - 2 - 22 22 .J4 

= (I = m/ = 1. s = ms = !1[y2 x sl]611 = 1m/ = 1. s = ms = 1) 
= (1 + q + !IY20 soil + q + 4)(201OII0} 

= (1 m/ = +II Y2oll m/ = +1)(+!)(201011O} 

= J 3·5 (1120111}(1020110}(201011O}(+1) 
3·4Jl' 

= ~ff, (17) 

where only the Y20S0 component of [y2 x s 116 contributes to our matrix element 

because it is diagonal in both m/ and ms. This simplification is related to our 

"clever" choice of m j = + ~ in the full matrix element. In the above, we have 

used eq. (32) of Chapter 30 for the matrix element of Yzo and the values of the 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

{201011O} = {102011O} = -fl. 
(1120111) = +f[d. (18) 
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Finally. using 

(HIOIH) = If (19) 

for the first step in eq. (17), we get the desired reduced matrix element 

(-~II[y2 x sl]11I1) = _1_. 
2 2 .J30n 

(20) 

Similarly, we can get the reduced matrix element of I~ from 

( .3 +31111. 3 .-+1)-{11IOI11)(~IIIIII~) 
J='5. mj= '5. oJ='5. mJ - 2 - 22 22 .J4 

= (I = 1 ml = +1 s = ms = ~lloll = 1 ml = +1 s = ms = ~) 
= +1, (21) 

so 

(22) 

Although the calculation of this reduced matrix element in the state with j = (l + ~ ) 
was extremely trivial, we note an alternative method that might be useful for states 

with j = (I - ~) or for states with s > ~ and several possible j values. From eq. 

(9) of Chapter 32, we could also have written 

([I x s]jlllll[l x s]j) = ([I x S]jlj~~. ~{~I[l x s]j) 

U(j + 1) + l(l + 1) - s(s + 1)] . -: . 
= 2j(j + 1) (JIIJIIJ) 

r----

. . (2j + 1) 
= ~[j(j + 1) + 1(1 + 1) - s(s + 1)] j(j + 1)' (23) 

where we have used eq. (7) of Chapter 32 for the reduced matrix element of J == j 1 • 

and have also used 

(I. ]) = (I. (I + s» = (1.1) + (1. s), (24) 

with 

....... 1........ .... .... 
(I· s) = '5.[(j . j) - (l·/) - (s. s)]. (25) 

With I = 1, s = ~, and j = ~,this relation immediately gives the result of eq. 

(22). Now that we have the reduced matrix elements of [y2 x s I] 1 and II == 1, we 

can calculate the matrix elements of Hint. in the needed states with M F = F. First, 

for F = 2, with 

IU x I]F M F } = I[~ x ~]F = 2 MF = +2) = Ij = mj = ~ 1= M/ = ~}, 
(26) 
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we get 

(27) 

For the state with F = 1, the calculation is somewhat more complicated. We 

shall again choose the state with M F = F to do the calculation, where now 

I[ . 3 1 ""' 13 I {3 I 1 1 = } x I = }IF = MF = 1) = L" 2mj2M/) }mj}Mlll ) 

= I'l + 11_ 1)(2 + n - 111 + 1) + 12 + 11 + 1)(2 + 11 + 111 + 1) 
2 22 2 2 22 2 2 22 2 2 22 2 

= 11 + 11 - 1) -~+ I ~ + 11 +- 1.) (_1) (28) 
2 22 2 2 2 22 2 2· 

Calculating first the matrix element for the ([y2 x S]]I . J I) term, we get 

([~ x !IF = 1 MF = ll<ly2 X sIll . ll)i[~ x ~]F = 1 MF = 1) 

- ~(} + E _ ll[y2 X sIll 101Lt- E _ 1) 
-42 22 2 0 2 22 2 

1(3 II II[y2 1]1113 II I) 
+4}+}2+} xs () 0}+}2+} 

,j3, II I( ~ II )3 11 1 
-4(2:+2:}-}1 --[Y'-xsj+l I_I 12:+}2+2) 

- --: (~+ H + !i(-[y2 X slj~1 1+1)li + H -- ~), (29) 

where the state vectors in the four terms are given in the Ij m j I M/} basis. 

Noting the matrix elements of the spherical components of I are given by 

(&MIIIol~M[) = M[ and (! ± ~ll±Ii~ =f~) = =f :z. (30) 

and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the matrix elements of the operators 

[y2 x s I J~ in the ij m j) basis, we get 

- rsn([~ x !]F = MF = tlny2 x SIJI . ll)l[~ x !]F = Mr = 1) 

.,/8;[ 3 3 3 3 3 \ 1 1 3 1 3 1 J 
= - 8rr 4(}210122/(-2) + 4(22101}2H+2) 

./3'1 n 1 ./313 31 1 J1 32 113 
+ 4(2}1 + 1122)(~2) +- 4(2:2 1 - 1122}(-- ,.ji) "J4(}II[Y x s ] 11 2) 
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= _y'8;[~ ~(_l)+ ~_1_(+1) 
4'15 2 4y'f5 2 

,J3 fi I ,J3 Pi IJI 1 
+4(-'15)(-/2)+4(+'15)(- -/2) AJ30;r 

1 
= +6' (31) 

The matrix element of the (1, 1) tenu differs from this matrix element only by the 

ratio of the reduced matrix elements, which is a factor of -5, Thus, 

1 5 2 
(F = MF = 1 I Hint. IF = MF = 1) = I'lh.fs.c6 - 6) = -:3,BILf.S., (32) 

Thus, the hyperfine levels of the hydrogen 2 p 3 fine structure level, with F = 2 
2 

and F = 1 are shifted by + ~ I'lh.f.s. and - ~ ,Bh.f.s., leading to a splitting of ~ I'lh.f.s .. 

We leave as an exercise the splitting for the 2p 1 fine structure level with a shift 
2 

of +~l'lh.f.S. for the F = I hyperfine level and a shift of -2,Bh.f.s. for the F = 0 

hyperfine level. 

Problems 

43. In a one-electron atom, such as sodium, find the relative intensities for the 

transitions, n[l~]j -+ n'[(l - l)~ Jj' for the four possibilities: } = (l ± ~); j' = 

(/- 1) ± ~. Express your answers in tenus of general functions of I. Show first 

that 

L l(n!qj'm'llL~el.)lnl~}m}12 = L l(n'qj'm'llL~el.)lnl!}m)12, 
a=x,y,Z q=±I,O 

where lL~el.) are spherical components of the electric dipole moment operator. Also, 

show that 

L l(n'qj'm'lli~el.)lnl~jm)12 = l(n'l'!J'lliL(el.)llnl!})1 2 , 

m,q,m' 

so only the reduced (or double-barred) matrix elements of jL(e!.), a spherical tensor 

of rank 1, need to be calculated. Also, use the fact that the m sublevels of the initial 

state are all populated with an equal probability of 1 j(2} + 1). 

44. In an atom with an atomic nucleus, with a nuclear spin, I 2: 1, a hyperfine 

interaction exists, caused by the electrostatic interaction between the nuclear elec

tric quadrupole moment and the atomic electrons. In a one-electron atom, such as 

Na, this interaction gives rise to a hyperfine perturbation 
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where the Q2.m are the (spherical) laboratory components of the nuclear quadrupole 

operator, a spherical tensor of rank 2, and r, e, ¢ give the position of the valence 

electron. The fiNal2 nucleus has a spin I = ~ and a nuclear quadrupole moment, 

Q = 0.14 bams (1 bam == 1O-24cm2). "The" nuclear quadrupole moment, Q, is 

defined as 

Q =2(IM =/IQ 11M =/)=2(II20III} (lIlQ211/) 
I 2.0 [ ../(21 + 1) 

1(21 - 1) 

=2 (2/+1)(l+1)(2I+3)(lIlQ211/). 

We can evaluate the reduced matrix element of Q2 in terms of the experimental 

Q through this relation. Also, Q is related to the nuclear charge density, Pnucl., 

through 

1 f ~ 2 2 Q = j;I drnucl.rnucl(3cos enucl. - l)Pnucl., 

so Q has the dimension cm2 , because the charge lei is factored out in the definition. 

Calculate the hyperfine splitting caused by this perturbation for the 3p~ and 

3p! levels of the Na atom. Show, in particular, the F=l, 2 hyperfine levels fbr PI 

are 2 not affected by this perturbation, whereas the p ~ state is split into hyperfin~ 
sublevels with F = 0, 1,2, 3. Show, however, the F";1 and F=3 sublevels remain 

(accidentally) degenerate. Express the hyperfine splitting in terms of Q and the 

quantity 

me4 21 00 
2 2 1 

f3nl = -2 ex drr I RnICr) I )' 
Ii 0 r 

where r is the dimensionless radial coordinate measured in atomic units. 

45. The hyperfine splitting of the Is! ground slate of the hydrogen atom arises 
• 2 

solely through the delta functJon contact term of 

mc2a 4 m ([ _ ~ -; _ -; ~] 1 8x ~ ~ ~ - ~ 1) 
Hh.f.inL = -2-M g1 -(s.l)+3(;'s)(-;:"l) r3 +3(s'l)8(r)+(l·l)r3 • 

Calculate the hyperfine splitting of the hydrogen atom ground state. Find the nu

merical value of the energy difference between the F = 1 and F = 0 hyperfine 

sublevels. (Recall g I = 2 x 2.793 for the proton.) 

46. In a diatomic molecule with one atomic nucleus with a spin, I :::: I, a hy

perfine interaction exists through the electrostatic interaction between the nuclear 

electric quadrupole moment and the electric field at the nucleus caused by the 

molecular electrons and the second nuclear charge. This interaction gives rise to a 

quadrupole hyperfine perturbation 
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where Q2.m are the (spherical) laboratory components of the nuclear quadrupole 

operator (see problem 44) and the angles e, ,p give the orientation in the lab

oratory of the diatomic molecule symmetry axis. The number, eq, gives the 

e, ,p-independent part of the molecular matrix element of the inhomogeneous elec

tric field at the nucleus, using the molecular electronic wave function. Here, e is 

the electronic charge, and q is a commonly used notation. Assume the nuclear spin 

is I = 1. Find the hyperfine splitting of the first excited rotational state with J = 1 

and zeroth-order rotational wave function, 1fr7J.i = YJ=I,M(f), ,p), as a function of 

eq and Q, where Q is "the" nuclear quadrupole moment, as defined in problem 

44. That is, find the splitting of the rotational level with J = 1 into hyperfine levels 

with F = 0, 1, 2, where F = J + i. 
47. A diatomic molecule rigid rotator with zeroth-order rotational energies, 

ft2 J(J + 1)/(2/l-r;), and zeroth-order rotational eigenfunctions, YJM(e, ,p), has 

atomic nuclei with nuclear spins, h = ~ and h = 1. Assume the nuclei have no 

electric quadrupole moments, so the hyperfine interaction is caused by a magnet

magnet type interaction leading to an interaction Hamiltonian of the form 

...... -+ -t r ...... r --+-t [ ~ ~ ] 
Hint. =a(h· h)+b 3(11· ;:)(h·;:) - (h· h) , 

where r is the vector pointing from nucleus 2 to nucleus 1, with angular coordinates, 

O,,p, and a and b are constants. Assume, however, a » b [but both a, b « 
ft2/(2W;)]. For these values of the constants, the I[J[hh]I]F MF) basis is a good 

basis for the hyperfine structure calculation. Here, ~ + i2 = i, where i is the total 

nuclear spin vector, and J + i = F, where F is the total angular momentum vector. 

Find the hyperfine energies as functions of a and b for the rotational state with 

J = 1 and hyperfine multiplet with 1= 1, F = 0, 1,2, and 1= 2, F = 1,2,3. 
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Angular Momentum Recoupling: 
Matrix Elements of Coupled Tensor 
Operators in an Angular Momentum 
Coupled Basis 

In Chapter 33, we evaluated the matrix elements of a vector-coupled spherical 

tensor of type [Uk, x Vk2]~ in terms of the reduced matrix elements of both U k, 

and Vk2 in the appropriate angular momentum-coupled basis, 

where we managed to simplify the calculation by judicious use of the Wigner

Eckart theorem and convenient choices of magnetic quantum numbers. In some 

cases, however, the calculation still involved fairly tedious m sums of expressions 

involving products of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. It is the purpose of this chapter 

to show matrix elements of the above type can be expressed in terms of so-called 

angular momentum recoupling coefficients. Because values of these recoupling 

coefficients are available through tabulations or computer codes, and in many 

cases through algebraic expressions, it will be valuable to study these recoupling 

coefficients. 

A The Recoupling of Three Angular Momenta: Racah 

Coefficients or 6-j Symbols 

So far, we have studied transformations of states involving two commuting angular 

momentum operators from a basis 

Ijjmjhm2) simultaneous eigenvectors of J?, A, N, he, 
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to a basis with good total angular momentum, ] = I + h, 
Iii h1 M) simultaneous eigenvectors of 112,122,]2, 1z · 

For states involving three commuting angular momentum operators, we require 

six angular momentum quantum numbers, hence, six commuting operators, e.g., 

72 . 72 . 72 . 
it ,11,,12,12,,13 ,j3" 

for a complete specification of the basis: 

Ijlmlhm 2hm 3). 

As for the case of two angular momenta, it will often be advantageous to use a basis 

with good total angular momentum in which ]2 is diagonal. Now, however, the five 

commuting operators 112, Il, H, ]2, and i z = h + he +.h will be insufficient. 

A sixth operator is needed. To find this sixth operator, we could couple to total] 

in two ways 
...... -+ -.-> -.. -+ -+ 

1 = VI + b) + )3 = ~12 +)3 
= it + (h + h) = jl + h3, 

and use the eigenvectors of the six commuting operators 

72 72 72 ~2 ~2 

1t ' h ,13 ' 112 ; J ,1z : 

I[U,hJJ12j3]1 M}, 

(1) 

where we first couple the two angular momenta I" 12 to a state with good ]I~' or 

alternatively, we could use the eigenvectors of the six commuting operators 

~ ......--oJ 

where we couple the angular momentum j, to a state in which hand h have been 

coupled to a state of good ]2~' The transformation from the one basis to the other 

must be unitary 

I[U,hJJ'2h]1 M) 

= ~)[jl U2hJJ23] 1 M} ([j, lhhJJ23]J MI([j,hJll2h]l M) 
1" 

= ::~:)[i'U2h]123]1 M}U(j,h1h; 112h3), (2) 

123 

where we have renamed the unitary transformation coefficient a U coefficient, 

([j, [hhJJ23]l MI([jthJJt2h]1 M) = U(j,h1h; 1\2123) == U1121nChh1h), 
(3) 

where we have anticipated this unitary transformation is independent of the mag

netic quantum number M. It is a matrix element of the unit operator, a spherical 

tensor of rank 0, in the total angular momentum basis, hence, M -independent by 
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the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The rather strange order of the angular momentum 

quantum numbers is that first introduced by Racah through his W coefficient, 

related to the above V coefficient via 

V(jlhJiJ; J12 lz3) = ./(2J12 + 1)(2h3 + I)W(jlhJh; J12lz3). (4) 

Finally, we have indicated this unitary transformation could be expressed through 

the elements of a matrix with row index J 12 and column index J23 , where the 

matrix elements are functions of the quantum numbers jl, h, J, h, common to 

both bases. The unitary character of the transformation gives us 

(5) 

Because the V coefficients can be expressed in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coef

ficients, which are real, the V coefficients are real, so the * has been omitted in 

the last step, and the inverse matrix is given by the transposed matrix, V-I = u. 
Therefore, 

I [Mhhl J23]J M) = LVJ;31jI21[UlhlJ12h]J M) 
J I2 

= LVJI2Jnl[UlhlJ12h]JM) 
J I2 

= LV(jlhJh; J12 J23)I[UlhJ1I2h]J M}. (6) 
J I2 

Because the signs of angular momentum-coupled functions depend on the order 

of the couplings, it is important to keep the order of the various couplings, as 

indicated by the order of the angular momentum couplings inside the [ 1 brackets. 

For this purpose a pictorial representation of eqs. (2) and (6) is also useful. See Figs. 

34.2(a) and (b), where the arrow also helps to indicate the order of the couplings. 

See also Figs. 34.l(a) and (b) for a pictorial representation of the coupling of two 

angular momenta. 

B Relations between U Coefficients and 

Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients 

By expanding the angular momentum coupled states of eqs. (2) and (6) in terms of 

uncoupled states via the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we can express 

the V coefficients in terms of sums of products of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

Thus, 

1[[jlhJ112j3]J M) 

= L IjImdlhm2}lhm3}(jlmlhm2IJI2MI2)(JI2MI2hm3IJ M) 
mlm2 m 3 

= L liI m 1} l)hhlJ~3M23)(hm2hm3IJ~3M23) 
mlm2 m3 J~3 

X Ulm1hm2IJI2MI2)(J12MI2hm3IJ M} 
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= L LLI(jdhh]J~3].I'M)UlmJJ~:JM2:JIJ'M) 
mlm2 m 3 1;'3 J' 

x (hm2hm3IJ~3M23)(jlmd2m2IJ12M12)(J12M12i3m3IJ M). (7) 

Now, left-multiplying this relation by (Lit [hldJn].1 MI and using, 

((jI[h13]J23]J MI(j1 [hh]J~3].I' M) = oJ;3 1,/)1'J, (8) 

in the last step of the above relation, we are led to 

U(jlhJh; .I12 J23) = L (Jlmd2m 2i.l12M 12) 
m,m2m ) 

X (J12M12hm31J M}Ulm1 J23M23IJ M)(hm2hm3IJ23M23) (9) 

where it is important to remember M is fixed at some specific value, M = mJ + 
m2 + m3, when taking the mi sums, so that there are essentially only two mi sums 

to perform. A second relation can be obtained from 

IJlml) ILhhlh3M 23) "'" LI[Jdh13]J23]J M}(Jlml J23M23IJ M) 
J 

= LLI[Ulhll12h]J M}U(jlhliJ; 112 J23)(Jjm l J23M23IJ M) 
J .112 

= Llilml} Ihm2}lhm3}U2m2J3m31123M23) 
nI2 

= LLLI[UIl2]J{2h]l'M)Ulmlhm2IJ{2Md 
m2 );2 J' 

x (1{2MI2hm311'M)(hm213m3IJ23M23). 

Now, using the orthonormality of the states 

([Ulh]J12h]J MI[Ulhl J{2J3]1' M) = 0.112.1;/'.1]', 

we get 

U(jlhli3; J 1z iz3)(ilm, J23M23IJ M) = 

(10) 

(11) 

LU\mlhm 2I J 12 M I2) (J12 M 12i3m 3IJ M)(hm213 m 3I J23 M23)' (12) 

"'2 

In this relation, ml, M23, and M, are an fixed. Because the right-hand side, there

fore, involves only a single m sum, this relation is particularly useful for the 

evaluation of U coefficients. 

Finally, we get a third relation, by starting with 

IJl m lhm 2hm 3) = 
LLI[rJlh]J12h]J M)(Jlmlhm2IJIZMI2)(J12M12hm3IJ M} 

112 1 

= LLI[il [J2h]J23]J' M)(hm 2hm 3Iiz3 M23)(il m 1 123 M 2311'M) 
1,J ]' 

= LLI[[Jlhl J{2h]f M}U(ilhJ' 13; J{2 J23) 

1(2 Jf 123 

X U2m 2hm 31 J23 M 23 } (Jl m , J23M23IJ' M), (13) 
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leading to 

U]mlhm2IJ]2M'2}(JIZMl2hm3IJ M) = 
LU(hhJh; J,zin)(hm2i]m3IJ23M23}(}]mj J23M23IJ M). (14) 

1" 

In this relation, all the mi and, hence, the Mij and M are fixed. 

All three relations, eqs. (9), (12), and (14) may be useful in the evaluation of U 

coefficients. 

As a very simple example, let us evaluate the U coefficients for the case 

j] = I, h = !, j3 = !. This recoupling coefficient might be needed in 

two-electron configurations in which one electron has arbitrary orbital angular 

momentum, I, whereas the second electron is an s electron with I = O. Here, a 

U coefficient is needed in the transformation from LS to}} coupling and has the 

fomi U (l! J ~; j S), where S is the total two-electron spin and J is the total angu

lar momentum quantum number. Here, J can have the values I + 1, I, and I - 1. 

With J = I + 1, however, S is fixed uniquely at S = I, and j is fixed uniquely 

at j = (l + &). The U transformation matrix is a 1 x 1 matrix. For any 1 x I 

transformation, the U coefficient has the value + 1. Thus, 

U (l & (I + 1) &; (l + &) 1) = + 1. (15) 

Similarly, 

UCl!U - l)~; (l- ~)l) = +1. (16) 

When j = l, however, 8 has the two possible values, 8 = 0, 1, and j has the two 

possible values j = (I + ~), (l - ~). In this case, the U transformation matrix is 

a 2 x 2 matrix. With the simple table of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of Chapter 

28, eqs. (9) or (12) yield 

8=0 

j = (l + ~) ( J ~~\ 
j = (I-~) -J21~1 

8=1 

~). 
V:iT:;:T 

(17) 

C Alternate Fonns for the Recoupling Coefficients for 

Three Angular Momenta 

The recoupling coefficients for three commuting angular momentum operators 

were first introduced by Racah through his W coefficient. The relation between 

the Racah W coefficient and the unitary U coefficient has been given in eq. (4). 

Because the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are subject to 2 x 3! symmetry relations 

most easily expressed via the 3-j symbol (see Chapter 28) there will of course be 

similar symmetry relations for the U coefficients. To see the symmetry relations 

most easH y, without factors of ,J (21 + 1) or complicated phase factors, it is useful 
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to introduce the so-called 6-j coefficient or 6-j symbol, conventionally written 

between curly brackets in two rows, 

1 ~~~}. 
(18) 

The 6-j symbol must satisfy four angular momentum addition triangle relations: 

The three angular momenta in the first row must satisfy an angular momentum 

addition triangle relation. Any angular momentum quantum number from the first 

row satisfies such a triangle relation with two partners from the second row, which 

must lie in columns different from the column of the symbol in the first row. The 

6-j symbol is invariant under the following symmetry transformations: 

(1) The 6-j symbol is invariant under any permutation of columns (Le., six 

symmetry operations). 

(2) The 6-j symbol is invariant under an exchange of the j's in rows 1 and 2 for 

any two columns: 

In actual calculations, the unitary form of the recoupling coefficients is often 

the most useful. In order to make use of its symmetry properties, however, it 

is clearly advantageous to convert it to 6-j form first. As a simple application of 

such symmetry properties, let us evaluate the V coefficient in which the quantum 

number, lz3 = 0, and therefore 1 = jl, and h = h- If one of the labels, j!, h h, 

or 1, has the value zero, the V matrix is a 1 x 1 matrix and the V coefficient has 

the value + 1. Therefore, 

V(jlhjlh; 1120) = J(2112 + 1)(_1)2j,+2h {~! h 1012} 
J2 j! 

= J(2112 + 1)( -lfj,+2j, { 1
0
12 ~! ~2} 

12 JI 

= (2112 + 1) (l)jl+h-JI2 (V(l .. o· .. ) - 1) (20) 
(2jl + 1)(2h + 1) - !2J1l2 ,J2J! - + . 

Therefore, 

(2112 + 1) 
(21) 

(2j! + 1)(2h + 1) 

Similarly, 
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D Matrix Element of (U k (1) . Vk(2)) in a 

Vector-Coupled Basis 

To illustrate the usefulness of the recoupling coefficients of Racah type, let us 

calculate the matrix element of a scalar operator of type 

(Uk(l). Vk(2» = L(-l)qU:(1)V~qC2) (23) 
q 

in a 1[J1h]JM} basis, where U;(l) are spherical tensors of rank k built from 

operators acting in the space of variables of type (I) == ('1, iT1 , ••• ), similarly 

for V~q(2) and space (2) and where the vectors IJ1md are angular momentum 

eigenvectors for the subspace (1), similarly for Ihm2} and space (2). That is, we 

want to calculate matrix elements of type 

(U{J~]J MI(Uk(I). Vk (2»IUIi2]J M}. 

These are matrix elements of the type met in Chapter 33. For simplicity, we have 

left off additional quantum numbers that may be needed for a full specification of 

the states in question. Expanding the angular momentum coupled states in ket and 

bra and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem to express the matrix elements of U;(l) 

and V ~q (2) in terms of their reduced matrix elements, we have 

(U{J~]J MICUkCI). Vk(2»I[Jlh]J M} = 
L L L (jlmlhm2IJM}(j{m;J~m;IJM}(jlmlkqIJ;m;) 

q m,(m2)m',(m;) 

x (j;IIUkCI)IIJ1) (. m k _ I·'m'}(-I)q (j~IIVk(2)llh) 
J(2J; + I) 12 2 q h 2 J(2J~ + 1) 

(24) 

Now, let us use a symmetry property of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to 

reexpress 

The above matrix element then can be rewritten as 

([ ., .']J MICUk(l) . V k (2»I[· .]J M} = (_I)k (j; IIUk(l)IIJI) (j~11 V k (2)llh) 
11h 1112 JC2J; + 1)(2h + I) 

xL L L (JJmlkqIJ;m;}(j;m;j~m;IJM) 
q m,(m2)m',(m;) 

x (jlmlhm2lJ M)(kqj~m;lhm2}. (26) 

Comparing the sum over q, m 1, m; of the product of the four Clebsch-Gordan co

efficients in the last lines with eq. (9), the identification of the six angular momenta 

in these Clebsch-Gordan coefficients with those of eq. (9) yields 

L (jlm1kqIJ;m;) (j;m'lJ~m;IJ M)(j1 mlhm2IJ M)(kqJ~m;1J2m2) 
q.ml.m'l 
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so 

(28) 

E Recoupling of Four Angular Momenta: 9-j Symbols 

In a two-electron configuration of an atom, we may be interested in a transformation 

from an LS-coupled basis to a jj-coupled basis, 

1[uIZz]L[SIS2]S]1 M) ----i» I [[lI S1]jl[lzs2Jh]J M). 

This is a special case (with Sl = S2 = ~) of a recoupling of four angular momenta; 

jl, h, h. j4, if we name jl ~ II, h == 12 , and h == SI, j4 == S2. We need the 

transformation from a basis in which 112 and h4 are good quantum numbers to a 

basis in which 113 and h4 are good quantum numbers 

I [Ulhl1dhj41h4]1 M) = L 1[[hhl1dhj41h4]1 M) 

J'31,4 

([Ulhl1J3[hj41h4]1 M!([jlhl1dhj41h4]i M) 

L I[Ulh]JJ3lhJ41h4]1 M) U (~~ ~~ ~~~). 
1n1,4 113 h4 J 

(29) 

See Fig. 34.3 for a pictorial representation of this relation, The U (- .. ) symbol 

involving the nine j 's is again a unitary transformation matrix, again independent 

of M; now with row and column indices specified by two quantum numbers each, 

(30) 

F I 'th· - I l' - I 2 d' - 1· - 1 or examp e, WI .11 = 1 = ,.12 = 2 = ,an .13 = SI = 2,.14 = s2 = 2' 

and resultant total 1 = 1, this would be a 3 x 3 transformation matrix, where the 

row labels 112h4 == LS have the three possible values 10, 11,21, and the column 

labels 1 13 h4 == j j' have the three possible values ~ ~, ~ ~, ~ ~, Because the above 

matrix is again both unitary and real, we have 

(31) 

Therefore, the inverse transformation is given by 
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= L I [Ulhl JdhJ411)4]JM) U (~~ 
JI2134 J13 

(32) 

See Fig. 34.3(b). In the arrangement of the positions of the nine j's in the U(· .. ) 

symbol, each row and each column corresponds to a coupling of two angular 

momenta to a resultant. The 9-j U coefficient can thus be expressed in terms of 

~m(s ~:ver ~~OdU~:)Of ~iX Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

J13 Jz4 J 

L Ul m lhm 21 J12M)2) (hm3j4m411)4M 34) (JI2M I2h4M34IJ M) 
m, 

where the sum is overall mi, but with M = ml +m2 +m3 +m4 fixed ata specific 

value. Clearly, the symmetry properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients will 

again lead to many symmetry properties of the unitary 9-j transformation coeffi

cients. These will again have their simplest form not in terms of the unitary 9-j 

transformation coefficients, but in terms of the so-called 9-j symbol, always written 

in curly brackets, which is defined by 

This { ... } 9-j symbol has the following symmetry properties: 

(1) The 9-j symbol is invariant under any even permutation of rows or columns. 

(2) The 9-j symbol is invariant under reflection in either diagonal. 
(3) The 9-j symbol changes sign by the factor, (_1)i1+h+h+j4+112+134+JI3+J24+J , 

involving all nine J's, under any odd permutation of rows or columns. 

The 9-j transformation coefficients can be expressed in terms of products of 6-j 

U coefficients. For example, 

I [Ulhl Jdhj411)4]J M) 

= LI[j1 [h[hj411)41Jz341J M) U(jl hJ J34; J12lz34) 

1,34 

= L( _1)h+j4-J,4 1[j1 [hU4hlJ341lz341J M) U(jlhJ 1)4; J12Jz34) 

1,34 

= LL(-1)h+j4-1341[jl[[hj4]J24hllz341J M) 

1,34 1,4 

x UJiJ.)4Jz34h; Jz41)4)U(jlhJ 1)4; J 12 lz34) 
= Ll.) _l)h+j.-J34( _1)h+1,4-1,34 1[j1 [j3[j2j41lz4]J2341J M) 

1,34 1,4 

X U(j2j4Jz34h : lz4J34)U(jlhJ 1)4; J12Jz34) 
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2 
J 
23. 

~ )+j- J = L (-1) 3 • 34 

J 
234 

~ j+j_ J I , i2 i4~ 
= ~ '> (-1) 3 • 3. Ij J. .1,. i 
L~ 1234 3 

J J ! JM 
234 24 

FIGURE 34.4. Pictorial version of eq. (35). 

The various steps in this relation are easier to follow in a pictorial representation. 

See Fig. 34.4. Comparing the last two lines of this relation, we get 
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L(-1)2h+j4~h4-J234+J24U(hj4h34h : h4h4) 

h34 

x U(jl12l h4; 1!2h34)U(jlhl h4; 113h34) 

= L( -021234 ( 21234 + l)JC2112 + 1)(2134 + l)(2JI3+1)(2h4~+1) 
h34 

x {~~ lz:4 ~~:} {J;4 ~ ~324} {J~4j ~1:4}' (36) 

This relation is particularly useful if one of the angular momenta has the value 

zero. For example, if 12 = O. Then, with h4 = j4 and h34 = 134, we have 

U(Oj4h4h; j4h4) = +1 and with 112 = il and again 1234 = 134, we have 

U (jl 01 h4; i, h4) = + 1. The above relation collapses to 

(37) 

This relation can also be seen directly from the pictorial representation of Fig. 

34.5, from which we see the triangle, coupling il with 0 to resultant it, rides 

along on the back of a single Racah type of recoupling transformation involving 

the recoupling of it, l3, and j4' Similarly, we have 

U (j~ ~ 
113 12 

112) . - ( l)j,+J-J!2-JIJU(' . l' . 1 1 ) 
13 - - 1211 13, 12 13 . 

J 

See also Fig. 34.6. 

F Matrix Element of a Coupled Tensor Operator, 

[U kl (1) x V k2 (2)]Z in a Vector-Coupled Basis 

(38) 

To appreciate how the 9-j transformation coefficient can facilitate calculations 

in an angular momentum coupled basis, let us calculate the matrix element of a 

vector-coupled tensor operator, 

[Uk'(l) x V k2(2)J: = L (k I Q l k2q2Ikq)U:,'(l)V:'2(2), (39) 

Q,(Q2) 

in a IUlh]J M) basis, where again, the U;,'(1) are spherical tensors of rank k, 

acting on variables oftype (1) and where the Ijlm,) are angular momentum eigen

vectors of the space (1), similarly for V;,2(2) and the 112m2) and space (2), The 

needed matrix element can be expressed in terms of a reduced matrix element 

via the Wigner-Eckart theorem and can be expanded in terms of Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients via 

([j;j~]l' M'I[Uk, (1) x Vk'(2)]~ ![j,hIJ M) 

= (JMk 11'M') ([j{j~]J'II[Uk'(l) x V k'(2)tIlU,h]J) 
q .J(2J' + 1) 
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.~ 

II 
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j + j -J == (-1) I 2 12 

j + j -J == (-1) I 2 12 

j +j -J ~ == (-1) I 2 12 L 
J 

13 

~ jl j3~ 
j 13 J 0 U (j j J j . 

2 2 1 3' 

JM 

J J ) 
12 13 

j+j -J~ J-j-J == (-1) I 2 12L ( _ 1 ) 2 13 

J 
13 

~ j+J-J-J == L (-1) I 12 13 

~3 

FIGURE 34.6. Pictorial version of eq. (38). 

= L Ulmlhm2IJM)U;m;j~m;IJ'M')(klqlk2q2Ikq) 
mlm',ql 

( . k I" ,)U(II Uk1 Ilh)(. k I" ,)U~IIVk2I1h) (40) 
x 11 ml Iql 11 m l J(2j; + 1) 12m2 2q2 h m2 J(2j~ + 1) , 

where the magnetic quantum numbers, M, q, and M' are fixed at specific values. 

If we multiply this equation by (J M kq I J' M'), and, keeping M' fixed, sum over 

all possible values of M and q = (M' - M), the orthogonality relation, 

L (JMkqIJ'M,)2 = 1, 

M.(q) 

will pick out the reduced matrix element for our coupled tensor operator 

([j;j~]J'II[Ukl(l) x V k2 (2)]kll[jlh]J) 

";(2J' + I) 

U;IIUkl lliI> U~IIVk2I1h) 
= ":':''';~(2~j;;=+=I:7) J (2j~ + 1) 
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x L L (h mlhm2lf M}(j{m;j~m;lJ' M'){k1q1k2q2Ikq} 

ml,m;QI.Q2 

X (jlmlklqllj;m;}{hm2k2q2Ij~m;}{f Mkqlf' M'). (41) 

The m sums over the product of the six Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is over all 

m's except that M' = ml + m2 + ql + q2 is fixed. This is precisely the m sum of 

eq. (33) which yields a single unitary 9-j transformation coefficient. Thus, 

([j;j~]J'II[Ukl(l) x V k2(2)]kll[jlh]f} 

../(21' + 1) 

= (j{IIUkIIUI) (j~IIVk2I1h) u (~: 
J(2j{ + 1) J(2j~ + 1) j; 

~) . 
f' 

(42) 

This "grand result" illustrates the full power of the angular momentum recoupling 

theory and shows how the 9-j transformation coefficients can be put to good use. In 

special cases, the 9-j transformation coefficients will collapse to a 6-j U coefficient. 

For example, if the tensor operator acts only in the subspace of type (1), then 

Vq~2 -+ 1, and we can set k2 = O. Eq. (38) then tells us 

([j{ j~]f'lI U kl (1)11 [j]j2]f) 

../(21' + 1) 

(j;IIUk1Iljl}(_I)jl+J'-J-j;U(' 'f'k 'f") 
JC2j; + 1) J2JI I, h ' 

where we have also used 

(43) 

An example of this would be the matrix element of an electric dipole moment 

operator, which is independent of spin variables, in an I[Zs]jm j) basis 

([I's ]j' lIiL(el.) II [Is ]j} 

.j(2j' + 1) 

(I'll ~(el.)lll) 
JL (-li- I'+/-jU(!Z"I' 'l'). 

.j(21' + 1) 2 J , J 
(44) 

Another special case would be the case of a scalar operator, with k = 0, hence 

k2 = kj, and I' = I. We leave it as an exercise in the symmetry properties of 

the 9-j symbol to show our general result of eq. (42) then collapses to the result 

already derived in eq. (28). Recall (Uk, Vk) = (-I)k[(2k + 1)]4 [Uk x Vk]g. 

Although tabulations of9-j symbols are not readily available, computer codes are 

easy to construct. For tabulations of 6-j symbols, see the references to tabulations 

at the end of Chapter 28. For algebraic expressions for 6-j symbols with at least 

one j ::: 2, see the references at the end of Chapter 28. 
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G An Application: The Nuclear Hyperfine Interaction 

in a One-Electron Atom Revisited 

In Chapter 33, we calculated the nuclear hyperfine interaction in a one-electron 

atom with the use of a few Wigner coefficients by making judicious use of the 

Wigner-Eckart theorem. In particular, we calculated the nuclear hyperfine splitting 

of a one-electron P3/2 state, where our nucleus had a nuclear spin I = ~ as in 

hydrogen, and we also quoted the result for the partner PI/2 state. We can now 

repeat this calculation in a much more general way by making full use of the 

angular momentum recoupling machinery of this addendum. 

The nuclear hyperfine interaction for a hydrogenic s -state, with I = 0, was given 

in Chapter 33 as 

(45) 

For a hydro genic state with l =I 0, conversely, it was shown to be 

(46) 

[see egs. (5) and (14) of Chapter 33]. If we define the needed hydrogenic integrals 

via 

then we have an effective hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian that can be written 

[ ~ ~ ~ 2 11 I] 
fIh.f.int = f3h.f.s. (I· 1)- .y 8n([Y x s I . I ) , 

Hh f· = f3' (s .j') for I = O. .. mt h.f.s. ' 

for I =I 0; 

(48) 

An terms in these electron-nuclear spin interactions are of the form (Uk=1 (1) . 

Vk=1(2», where the space (1) is that of the electron and includes both electron 

orbital and electron spin variables, whereas the space (2) is that of the nuclear 

intrinsic variables characterized by the nuclear spin vector, 1. We will of course 

need the coupling scheme r + s = J for the electron variables, and we will assume 

the fine structure splitting is much greater than the hyperfine structure splitting, so 

j is a ~ood quantum number. Finally, we will c~)Uele e~ectro!;l J with the nuclear 

spin, I, to resultant total angular momentum, F: j + I = F. All of the needed 

mal.1ix elements are then given in terms of electron reduced matrix elements, the 

nuclear spin reduced matrix element, and a single 6-j symbol by formula (28) of 

this chapter. For example, 

([[ls]jl]FMFI(l. i)1[[ls]jl]FMF) 
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1 . } .! 
F I ' 

(49) 

~ith similar expressions for matrix elements of the operators ~s .1) and ([y2 x s i]i . 

I). The reduced matrix elements of the ele.ctronic operators, I, S, and [y2 x Sl]! in 

the IUs]jm i) basis of the 1+ s = I-coupled scheme are all given through formula 

(42) of this chapter. For example, 

lD 
(llsjj ilsil [Is])) 
---_ .. _--

.j(2j + 1) 

(111111/) (sll.5lls) u (~ 
../(21 + 1) ../(2s + 1) 1 

(50) 

Because we are interested in the reduced matrix element of s mainly for states 

with orbital angular momentum, I = 0, the needed unitary 9-j coefficient, with 

all zeros in the first column, corresponds to a 1 x 1 unitary transformation and 

thus has the value, + 1. The reduced matrix ele.ments for the unit operator and the 

angular momentum vector operator are given for any angular momentum basis by 

eqs. (4) and (7) of Chapter 32. Thus, 

(llli = /(21+1), (sllslls) = )(2s + 1)s(s + 1) = I~; 

so, with [Is]} = lO+J* 
L • 

Similarly, 

([IS]lJ!~I:I:I:l:~y) = (lllllll) (sllll1s) U (i O_-2ii ·Ji.·) 
,/(2j ~ l)J(21 + 1) ~ + 1) 1 

= /iel + I)U(~ljl;jl), (51) 

where we have used eq. (38) to convert the unitary 9-j coefficient with one zero to 

a unitary Racah coefficient. This can be read from tables of 6-j symbols. For I = 1, 

this U coefficient has the values: II for j = ~, and J¥ for j = !. Therefore, 

Finally, 

'ill y2111) illisll!) ( I 
([ls.j'll[y2 X SI]1 il[ls] ') = )(2' -+ 1) ( ... '2' 2 U 2 

J ,.!. j ../(21 +- 1).Ji I ; j), 
(52) 

where the reduced matrix clement of y2 was given in Chapter 32. It has the value 

(III y2p) 15 1 
-/(21+1) = Y 4n (L020ILO) =-""j2rr for I = l. 

The unitary 9-j coefficients above can be given in terms of 6-j symbols through 

eq. (36). For l == 1, and both j = ~ and j = ~, the sum over 1234 in this relation 
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collapses to a single term: h34 has the unique value~. The above 9-j U coefficients 

have the values -1/(3J5) and +(2/3) for} = ~ and} = 1, respectively. Thus, 

With these electron reduced matrix elements, together with the nuclear spin 

reduced matrix element, 

(lllilll) = v'(2I + 1)1(1 + I), (53) 

the nuclear hyperfine interaction in a one-electron atom is then given by, first for 

the case I t= 0, 

([[ls]}I]FMFIHh.f.int.l[[ls]jI]FMF) = f3h.f,s,J(2I + 1)1(1 + 1) 

x [([ls]}lIlIl[lS]j) - .J&r([ls]jll[y2 x SI]ll1[ls]j)] 

x (_l)j+I+F {~ :. ~}, (54) 

and for the case, I = 0, with j = 1, 

([[ls]jI]FMFIHh,f.int.l[[ls]jI]FMF) = f3{..f.s,v'(2I + 1)1(1 + 1) 

x ([lsJillsll[ls]j}(-I)j+I+F {~ :. ~}. (55) 

For the cases, I = 1 and I = 0, with 1 = ~, we will need the 6-j symbols 

{ ~ 1 ~}_ 1 {-_22~ ~}_..j5 
~ 2 ~ - 2~' ~ - 6v'2' 

{t ! t} = ~, .1 } 1 T =-, 
2: 2 

so, with I = 1, and both 1 = ~ and s = ~, 

([[ls]jI]FMFIHh.f.int.I[[lsJil]FMF) = +~f3h.f.s. for j =~, F = 2, 

([[ls]jI]FMFIHh.f.int.l[[ls]jl]FMF) = -~f3h.f.S. for j =~, F = I, 
([[ls]j/]FMFI Hh.f.int.I[[1s]j/]FMF) = +~f3h.f.s. for j =~, F = 1, 

([[ls]j/]FMFIHh.f.int.l[[ls]jl]FMF) = -2f3h.f.s. for} = 1, F = 0, (56) 

and for I = 0 states, 

([[Os]s I] F M F I Hh.f.int.1 [[Os]s I] F M F) = + ~ f3~.f.s., 

([[OS]S I] F M F I Hh.f.int.I[[OS]S I] F M F) = - ~ f3~.f.s, ' 

for F = 1, 

for F = O. (57) 
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Perturbed Coulomb Problems via 

SO(2, 1) Algebra 

A Perturbed Coulomb Problems: The Conventional 

Approach with its Infinite Sums and Continuum 

Integrals: An Example: The Second-Order Stark 

Effect of the Hydrogen Atom Ground State 

So far, we have not solved many perturbed Coulomb problems by conventional 

perturbation theory, that is, by the conventional radial and angular functions. The 

difficulty here is that perturbation terms which are functions of the radial coordi

nate, r. lead to an infinite number of nonzero matrix elements, connecting a bound 

state of definite, n, to all other bound states, as well as to the full spectrum of 

continuum states. The complete set of states includes both the bound states and 

the continuum states. The unit operator in this conventional basis is given by 

(1) 

where the continuum states are the continuum solutions of the Coulomb problem, 

with energy, /i2k2 /(2/-L), which in the limit k ----+ 00 go over to plane wave states 

----+ (rlk) = eik-r /(27r)~. (These continuum Coulomb states will be discussed in 

detail in Chapter 42 in connection with our study of scattering theory.) 

To illustrate the difficulties with the conventional radial Coulomb functions, let 

us look at a very simple perturbation problem: the second-order Stark effect of the 
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hydrogen atom ground state. The Hamiltonian is 

H = HO) + H(l) = HCoulomb - e£rcose, (2) 

where i is the external electric field in the z direction. Conventional second-order 

perturbation theory gives 

00 l{nIOIH(1)IIOO}12 f 100 I{kIH(I)IIOO}12 
E(2) = ~ + dQk dkk2 (3) 

n=I,/=O,m=O ~ (E(O) _ E(O» [E(O) _ !i 2k2 ] 

n=2 I n ° I 2Jl. 

The needed matrix element between the hydrogen ground state and an arbitrary 

discrete excited state will be calculated later in this chapter. It is 

(n l)n-3[(n+l)n(n 1)]1 
{ I IH(I)llOO} =-0 0 e£a24n3 - - 2. 

n m II mO ° (n + l)n+3 3 
(4) 

The needed matrix element between the hydrogenic ground state and a continuum 

state will be calculated in the mathematical appendix to Chapter 42. It is 

5 

~ (I) aJ 4rr 
{klH IIOO} = -811 8moe£--3 MY/m(ek, if>k) 

(2rr)2 v 3 

x [(y2 + 1)2rry]t 8i y s e-2ytan-l(ljy) 

(1 - e-2yrr ) (y2 + 1)3 ' 

where y is the Coulomb parameter 

I 
y=-, 

kao 

1i2 

ao = --2' 
ZI.Le 

(5) 

(6) 

where the y integral is best done numerically, and, as we shall see, the final result 

is given, in the appropriate units, by -(9/4), exactly. The infinite discrete sum 

converges quite rapidly. For example, the first five terms, through n = 6, give 

1.792758, or a total of2.211129 with the continuum contribution, which is within 

1.7% of the exact result. We shall see in this chapter, however, we can arrive at 

the exact final result very simply by a perturbation expansion requiring a discrete 

sum of just two terms. 
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B The Runge-Lenz Vector as an.e Step Operator and 

the SOC 4) Algebra of the Coulomb Problem 

Before introducing the operators of an SO(2,1) algebra, which will be used to 

simplify the perturbation expansions for a perturbed Coulomb problem, let us 

look first at the commutator algebra of the quantum-mechanical operators arising 

from the known classical integrals for the Coulomb potential, the orbital angular 

momentum vector, i, and the Runge-Lenz vector, n. It will be convenient to 

express all operators in dimensionless quantities through atomic units. Thus, 

~ ~ 

r phys. = aor, 
~ Fi ~ 
Pphys. = -P, 

ao 
i phys. = Fii, 

Fi 2 

with ao = --2' 
Zj.te 

Z2 j.te4 Z2 j.te4 

Hphys. = ~H, Ephys. = ~E. (8) 

In these units, the Runge-Lenz vector (see problems 13 and 19) is 

~ 1(~ ~ ~~) -; ~~~ ~~~ -; 
R = - [p x L] - [L x p] - - = r(p· p) - per . p) - -, 

2 r r 
(9) 

with the properties 

(n. n) = 2H(i. i + 1) + I, (10) 

and 

(11) 

It was useful to define 

~ n ... 
V = =nR, 

./(-2E) 

valid for negative-energy bound states. With this definition, eq. (10) becomes 

~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2 
(V . V) + (L . L) + 1 = -- = n , 

(-2E) 

and the commutator algebra of the operators, V, L, is given by 

If we define L jk = -Lkj , with j, k = 1, ... ,4 through 

Ljk = ~(Xj~ - Xk~)' with LJ = L 23 , L2 = L3J, L3 = L 12 , 
I aXk ax) 

(12) 

and Vj = L j4, (14) 

the six operators, i, V, satisfy the same commutation relations as the six L jk; i.e., 

the six operators, i, V, constitute infinitesimal rotation generators in an abstract 

4-D space; i.e., they generate an SO(4) group, with a subgroup, SO(3), generated 

by the three components of i. 
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It is useful to define the vector operators, M and N, through 
-+ 1 ~ -+ ~ 1 ~ -+ 

M = z(L + V), N = z(L - V), (15) 

where these operators satisfy the commutation relations of two commuting angular 

momentum operators 

[Mj , Mk] = iEjkaMa, 

Eqs. (11) and (12) then lead to 

~2 ~2 I (-+ ~ ~ .. ) 
(M - N ) = z L· V + V . L = 0, 

(M2 + N2) = ~(n2 - 1). 

(16) 

(17) 

If the eigenvalues of the operators M2 and N2 are denoted by jl (jl + 1) and 

h(h + 1), respectively, these relations require 

jl = h = ~(n - 1). (18) 

These angular momentum quantum numbers can thus be integral or half-integral. 

Two commuting angular momentum operators of this type generate II group wh~ch 

is a direct product of two SU(2) groups: SU(2) x SU(2). Because L = (M + N), 

and we want to construct states of good orbital angular momentum, we want to 

use the vector-coupled basis I[h x jzllm) = I[~(n - 1) x ~(n - l)]lm), which 

is an eigenvector simultaneously of £2, Lo, and H, the latter with eigenvalue, 

E = -I/2n2 . The quantum number, n, also gives the eigenvalues of M2 and N2. 

Angular momentum vector coupling rules tell us the possible quantum numbers I 

range from 0, J, ... to (n-I). 

To understand the significance of the vector V = (M - N), let us rewrite 

V.. ( .. (~ ~ 1 ...... ) = n r p . p - -;) - per . p) 

in terms of spherical coordinates, r, e, ifJ. It will be sufficient to choose one 

component, e.g., the z component, which then has the form 

Vo = rcose(-~ _ ~~ + 1(1 + 1) _~) 
n or2 r ar r2 r 

( ( 0) sin eeil/> sin ee-i¢ ) ( 0) 
+ cose - + L - L+ r-. (19) 

or 2r 2r or 

Using the known matrix elements of L± and of cos e and sin ee±i¢, see e.g., 

eqs. (42)-(44) of Chapter 9, we see that action of this operator on a Coulomb 

eigenfunction yields 

VORnl(r)Ylm(e, ifJ) = 

n(l + I{ ( -:r + ~ - (l ~ l))Rnl(r)] ([~~: ~~~2~ ::]) Y(l+I)m 

[( a (l+1) 1) ] [12-m 2] 
+ nl + ar + -r- - I RnlCr) (21 + 1)(21 _ 1) Y(l-I)m. 

(20) 
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Rewriting the radial function in terms of the one-dimensionalized radial function, 

RIIICr) = UniCr)/r, and introducing the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, (lmlOlCI ± 
l)m) (see the table at the end of Chapter 28), this can be rewritten as 

VORn/(r)YlmCO, ¢) = 

n(l + 1)~ [(_~ + (I + 1) __ 1 ..... ~ .. )Unl(r)J 
r ar r (l+l) 

/ 
(l + 1) 

x (ImlOIU + l)m) Y(l.~l)m 
C21 + 3) . 

-nl~[(+~ + ~ - ~)ulZl(r)J il(lmlOICl-l)m)Y(I_l)m 
r ar r I V C2l=1) 

= n(l + l)~(O+(l + l)u II I(r») _~l + 1) (ImlOI(l + l)m)Y(l+l)m 
r (21 + 3) 

- nl.1(O_(l)Unt(r») il(lmICl!(I-l)m)Y(l_1)m, (21) 
r V C2l=1) . . 

where the operators 0 ~(l + 1) and O-(l) are the I step operators introduced in 

Chapter 10 to construct the radial Coulomb eigenfunctions. Finally, using the 

operators, 0+(/ + I) and 0_(1), which construct normalized radial functions [see 

eq. (13) of Chapter 10], we have 

Vo UUnt(r) ] Ylm(O, ¢) == 

/ 2 . I (1m lDIU + I)m) 
V (l + 1)[n - (I + 1)2]~0+(l + l)untCr)- J(21'+-3-) -YU+ 1)m 

~2 1 " .. (ImlOi(l···· l)m) 
- v'lln -I J-O-(l)Unl(/) "Y(!-I)n1, (22) 

r J(21 .... 1) 

where (1/r)[O+(1 + l)unt(r)] gives the normalized RnU+l)(r), and similarly for 

(11 r)[O_(l)untCr)]. Recalling the definition of the reduced matrix elements 

we see 

I' (ImlOltm)! .• , 
(nl mlVoinlm) = ~. (nlllVllnl), 

. ,,(2t + 1) 

(n(l + 1) II if lin!) = J(l+1)[n 2 ":::~(lt· 1 )2], 

(n(l- l)IIVllnl) = -JI[n2 _/2]. (23) 

These equations give the only nonzero matrix elements of V. We note that the 

properly normalized Runge-Lenz vector operator gives the I step operators in the 

subspace of a definite principal quantum number, n. Because the components of 

i furnish the m step operators for a fixed I; the operators if and i can serve to 

construct all n 2 states of a definite n, starting with the maximum possible I = m = 
(n - I). 

Although we have achieved our aim of finding the meaning of if, we could have 

arrived at the above reduced matrix elements of V by using the angUlar momen~ 
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tum-coupled basis I[!(n - 1) x !(n - 1)]lm), in which the angular momentum 

eigenvectors of M are coupled to the angular momentum eigenvectors of if to 

resultant good orbital angular momentum of definite I, m. With L = it + N, and 

V = M - if, the reduced matrix elements of L and V follow from the reduced 

matrix elements of M and if via a simple unitary 9-j coefficient [see eq. (42) of 

Chapter 34]. Recall the vector M is a spherical tensor of spherical rank 1 in the M 
space, but because it does not act on the if space, it can be thought of as multiplied 

by the number 1, a spherical tensor of rank 0 in the if space. Thus, 

(U,hll'11M ± NIIU,hll) 

== ([!(n - 1) !(n - 1)]I'IIM ± Nil [l!(n - 1) ~(n - 1)]/) 

[ ( 
z(n - I) z(n - 1) I) 

= !J(21' + 1)(n - 1)(n + 1) U 1 0 1 
.!.(n - 1) .!.(n - 1) l' 

(
4(n - 1) 4(n - 1) I)] 2 2 

± U 0 1 1 

4(n - 1) 4(n - 1) I' 

= h!(21' + 1)(n - 1)(n + 1)( 1 ± (_1)"+1») 

x [u(4(n 1-1) 4(no-l) ~)], 
!(n - 1) !(n - 1) I' 

where we have used the reduced matrix elements, 

(j'IIIIU) = 8jj,J(2j + I), (j'IIJII}) = 8jj ,../(2} + l)j(j + 1), 

(24) 

valid for any angular momentum operator [see eqs. (4) and (7) of Chapter 32], 

where now J is either M or N and} = !(n - 1) for both. In the last step of 

the above equation, we have also used a symmetry property of the 9-j coefficent, 

involving interchange of columns 1 and 2. Finally, the unitary 9-j coefficient with 

one angular momentum, j4, of zero can be replaced by a unitary Racah coefficient 

[see eq. (38) of Chapter 34], to yield 

I 1 ~ ~ 1 I 
([z(n - 1) z(n -l)]I'IIM ± NII[z(n - 1) z(n - 1)]/) = 

!J(21' + I)(n - I)(n + 1)(-1)I'-IU (4(n - 1)4(n - 1)1'1;/4(n - I» 
x (I ± (-1)1+1'). (25) 

We see at once L = M + if has only diagonal matrix elements with I' = I, 

whereas V = iii - if has zero diagonal matrix element with I' = I. (This can, 

of course, also be seen from the negative parity of the operator V.) The Racah 

coefficients, with one j = 1, are tabulated as algebraic functions of the possible 

angular momentum quantum numbers (see the angular momentum references at 

the end of Chapter 28). Putting in these values, we obtain the above results for 

(nl'llVllnI), and the expected 

(nl'llLllnl) = 8n J(21 + 1)1(1 + 1). (26) 
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C The SO(2, 1) Algebra 

So far, the six operators, V and i, can be used to generate the states and matrix 

elements in the n2 -dimensional subspace of a definite bound state of the hydrogen 

atom. To obtain general expressions for the matrix elements of radial functions, 

we still need to construct operators that can raise or lower the principal quantum 

number, n. For this purpose, we introduce the three operators, useful also for 

general central force potentials, 

I ( 2 1(1 + 1) ) 
TI = 2 rPr + --r- - r 

T2 = rPr 

I ( 2 l(l + 1) ) 
T3 = 2 rPr + --r- + r , (27) 

with 

(28) 

where r is again the dimensionless r = rphys.!ao. These Ii satisfy the SO(2,1) 

commutation relations 

[T1, T2] = - iT3, 

or in terms of T± = (T] ± iT2) 

[T3, T±l = ±T±, 

[h Ttl = ih (29) 

(30) 

Except for one minus sign, these operators would be standard angular momentum 

operators. (The eigenvectors and operator matrix elements of these Ii were studied 

in problem 23.) These Ii, however, are hermitian operators not with respect to 

the standard volume element measure, dQdrr2, but instead with respect to the 

measure, dQdrr. For example, 

f f dQ 100 drrVl~ (T2V12) = f f dQ 100 drrVl~ ~ (r :r + 1 )Vl2 

f f (1 2 * 00 ({oo 1 d (2 *) roo r *) 
= dQ i r VII Vl210 + -10 drVl2i dr r VII + 10 drVl2iVlI 

f f (1 00 r (Xl 1 aVl*) 
= - dQ 0 drVl2iVlr + 10 drr2V12i a/ 
= f f dQ (lOOdrrVl2(T2V11 r. (31) 

The three Ti commute with the generalized j2 or SO(2,1) Casimir operator, C, 

defined by 

C = T32 - TI2 - Tl = (T3 - TI)(T3 + Td - [T3 , T11 - Tl 

= r2 P~ + l(l + 1) - irPr - (rpr)(rpr) = l(l + 1). (32) 

In a basis in which both C and T3 are diagonal, 

Clql) = 1(1 + l)lql), 
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T3 = q Iql), (33) 

the spectrum of allowed q values is given by a ladder of values starting with a 

minimum q value (see problem 23) 

q = qrnin. + nr = (I + 1) + nn with nr = 0, 1, 2, ... , 00, (34) 

so the eigenvalue, q, of the operator T3 can be identified with the principal quantum 

number n = 1 + 1 + nr, and the nonzero matrix elements of j are given by 

(ql/T3Iql) = q = n, 
«q - 1)11Llql) = Jr-(q-:':+:2....1-)(-q ---[--1), 

«q + 1)IIT+lql) = J(q -l)(q + 1+ 1). (35) 

(See problem 23.) Note: L annihilates the state with q = (I + 1), and T+ can act 

as step-up operator to create states with q = n > (l + 1). 

D The Dilation Property of the Operator, T2 

For the ordinary angular momentum algebra, the operator eiq, L 2 acted as a rotation 

operator. For the SO(2,1) algebra, the corresponding operator, eiaT2 , acts as a 

dilation operator. Here, the parameter, a, like q" is a real number. This dilation or 

stretching property follows because eiaT2 acting on an arbitrary function of r yields 

eiaT2 F(r) = eaCr f,+I) F(r) = ea F(ear). (36) 

This relation follows if F(r) can be expanded in an infinite series. 

00 

F(r) = Co + I)c_n/rn + cnrn), 
n=1 

because 

earf,r±n = La~ (r~ rr±n = (L(±a~/)r±n = e±anr±n = (ear tn. 
k k. dr k k. 

(37) 

We shall also need the transformation of operators, 0, via the unitary operator, 

eiaT2 

iaT20 -iaT, L (iat [T [T [T [T 0] ]]] e e = -- 2, 2, Z. • • . 2, . .. n. 

n' n • 

(38) 

where the expansion is in terms of the nth commutator of Tz with the operator, 0 

(for a derivation, see eqs. (23)-(25) of Chapter 16). For example, if 0 = T3 , we 

see that 

[Tz, [Tz, [T2, ... [Tz, T3 ] .• . ]]]Zn+1 = j2n+1 TJ , 

for a commutator with an odd number of Tz's, whereas 

[Tz, [Tz, [h ... [Tz, T3] ... ]]]Zn = j 2n h 

(39) 

(40) 
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for a commutator with an even number of T2 'so We therefore obtain 

(41) 

and, similarly, 

(42) 

Also, with r = T3 - TI , 

(43) 

and 

(44) 

From these last two relations, the dilation transformation properties of simple 

functions of r and Pr can be obtained. 

E The Zeroth-Order Energy Eigenvalue Problem for the 

Hydrogen Atom: Stretched States 

The zeroth-order hydrogen atom eigenvalue problem can be written in terms of the 

SO(2,1) operators T;. Keeping in mind the natural measure for these operators is 

dQdrr (rather than the conventional dQdrr2), the zeroth-order energy eigenvalue 

problem can be rewritten as 

0= f dr\Il*(H - E)\II 

= f f dQ 1°C drr\Il*(rH - rE)\II 

= f f dQ 1°C drr\Il*( Hrp; + ~2) - I - rE)\II 

= f fdQ {'>O drr\Il*(!r(- a2 
_ ~~ + l(l + 1») - 1 - rE)\II 

10 2 ar r ar r2 

= f f dQ lOC drr\Il*( 4(T3 + T I ) - E(T3 - TI ) - 1 )w. (45) 

Although we have succeeded in rewriting the operator r(H - E) in terms of the 

generators T3 and Tl , these cannot be made simultaneously diagonal. To eliminate 

the unwanted T1, we shall stretch the states \II with the dilation operator. By insert

ing unit operators, expressed through 1 = e~iaT2eiaT2, in the appropriate places, 

the above eigenvalue integral can be rewritten as 

0= f dr\Il*(H - E)\II 

= f f dQ 100 

drr(eiaT2 l1' r[eiaT2(!(T3 + Til 
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- E(T3 - T1) - 1 )e-iOT2 ] (e iaT2 \11) 

= 100 
drr (eiaT2 Rnl(r»)* ([<4 - E)cosha - (4 + E) sinha ]T3 

+ [<4 + E) cosh a - <4 - E) sinha ]Tl - 1) (eiOT2 Rn{(r»), (46) 

where we have assumed the angular part of \II is a spherical harmonic of definite l 

and m. By choosing the real number, a, such that the coefficient of the Tl term in 

the last line of the above relation is set equal to zero, the radial part of (eiuT2 \f1) will 

have been transformed into an eigenfunction of T3 and C. This result is achieved 

by choosing the parameter, a, such that 

[<t + E) cosh a - (4 - E) sinha ] = 0, (47) 

which, for bound states, with negative E, leads to 

1 
eZa = __ = +n2 

2E ' 
(48) 

so 

and [ 
1 1. ] 1 

(2 - E)cosha - (2 + E) smha =;; (49) 

for a bound state with E = -lj2n2. The above eigenvalue equation then becomes 

0= f f dQ 100 

drr\ll*(rH - rE)\II 

= 100 

drr(eiaT2 Rn{(r») * (~T3 - 1)) (eiUT2 Rnl(r») 

= INf 100 

drr1/l;1 (~T3 - 1 ) 1/Iql , (50) 

which leads to the eigenvalue equation 

(T3 - n)1/Iql = (q - n)1/Iql = 0, (51) 

so q can be identified with the conventional principal quantum number, n. We 

previously found that q = qmin. + nr = (/ + 1) + nr , which agrees with this result. 

In the above, we have named the stretched state 

(eiOT2Rnl(r») =N1/Iql, (52) 

where 1/Iq=n,1 is the normalized eigenfunction of the hermitian operator T3 and the 

full 3-D function 1/Inl(r)Y1m (O, ¢) == \IInlm(r) is normalized with the new measure 

dQdrr. Because of this change of measure, the normalization is not preserved by 

the unitary dilation operator eiaT2 . The normalization factor, N, can be derived 

from 

1 = 100 
drr2 Rnl(r)* Rnl(r) 
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= 100 
drr(eiaT2 Rnl(r»)* (eiaT2re-iaT,) (e iaT2 Rnl(r») 

= 1 00 

drr N*1/I:J(r)( nr)N 1/Int(r) = 'N,21°O drr1/l:k)n(T3 - TI)1/Inl(r) 

= 'N,2n21°C drr1/lnl(r)*1/Inl(r) = IN12n2 , (53) 

where we have used the eigenvalue eq. (51) and the fact that TI has no matrix 

elements diagonal in n. We can therefore choose 

N=~. (54) 
n 

Henceforth, we shall use the notations, 

1/Iq=nAr) , or IJIq=n,lm(r) = 1/Iq=n,/(r)Y1m «(}, cfJ), 

for the normalized stretched eigenfunctions and retain the Rnl(r)Ylm«(}, cfJ) for the 

conventional normalized bound-state eigenfunctions. To avoid confusion between 

the two conventions, we shall use caret notation for state vectors and matrix ele

ments for the conventional hydrogenic states, but will use round parentheses for 

the state vectors and matrix elements of the stretched states. Thus, for an operator, 

0, a function of r and! or p, 

f f dQ 100 

drr2(Rn'I' (r)YI'm'«()' cfJ»*ORnl(r)Ylm«(}, cfJ) == (n'l'm'IOlnZm), 

(55) 

but for the analagous operator, 6 == eiaT, Oe-iaT" 

[We have already anticipated this change of notation in our discussion of the 

matrix elements of the SO(2,1) operators 1i in eq. (35), where we have used round 

parentheses.] We can construct the explicit functional dependence of the 1/Iql(r), 

via the explicit relation, L Iq = qrnin. = (I + 1), l) = 0, and subsequent successive 

action with T +. Using 

T± = (T1 ± iT2) = (T1 - T3) ± iT2 + T3 = -r ± (r :r + 1) + h (57) 

the relation 

Llq = qrnin. = (I + 1), I) = 0 leads to 

(-r - r :r - 1 + (I + 1»)1/Iq=(l+I)./(r) = 0, (58) 

so 

d1/l(l+I),l 
r = (l - r)1/I(I+I) I, 

dr . 
(59) 
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with solution (normalized with the measure drr), 

21+1 
./. (r) = rl e- r 

'f'q=(/+I),l ~(21 + I)! . 
(60) 

States with values of q > qmin. can be obtained with successive action of T+, with 

1 
I(q + 1)1) = ..J(q- l)(q+ 1+ 1) T+lql) 

o/(q+J)I(r) = ..J(q -l)(~ + 1+ 1) (r :r - r + q + 1 )o/q{(r), (61) 

or 

o/ql(r) = [ 1 J4(r~-r+q) 
1 . 2· .. (q - I - 1) . (21 + 2)(21 + 3) ... (q + I) dr 

x (r~ - r + q - 1) ... (r~ - r + 1+ 3) (r~ - r + 1+ 2)0/ =(I+l)l(r) 
dr dr dr 'I 

(21 + I)! (r~ _ r + q). (r~ - r + q - I) ... 
(q + l)!(q -I - I)! dr dr 

... (r :r - r + l + 3 )(r :r - r + 1+ 2 )o/q=(I+J)!(r). (62) 

Using the identity 

(r :r - r + a )o/(r) = er (r~; + a )e-r o/(r), (63) 

and the fact that (rfr + a) commutes with (rfr + fJ), the function o/ql(r) can be 

rewritten (note the reversal of the operator order), 

where we have made repeated use of the operator identity 

( r~+a) = _I_~ra, (65) 
dr r"-! dr 

with a = 1+ 2, 1+ 3, ... , a = q. Simplifying, the above equation leads to the 

expression 

21+ 1 1 dq - I- 1 

0/ l(r) = er _ (rq+le- zr ). (66) 
q. ~(q + l)!(q -/ - I)! r l +1 drqm1m 1 
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As a final remark to this section, we note that the stretched states with q = n, 

eigenstates of the operator, T3 , apply to the bound states of the hydrogen atom 

only, with negative E. For the continuum states with E > 0, the requirement, 

e2a = -(l/2E) of eg. (48) cannot be met with a real value for a, and hence a 

unitary stretching operator eiaT,. In this case, however, e" can be chosen such that 

the stretched states are eigenstates of the operator, T1, by choosing a real parameter, 

a, such that the coefficient of T3 in eg. (46) is set equal to zero, viz., 

(~ - E) cosha - (~ + E) sinha = 0, (67) 

leading to 

2a 1 I 2 
e =+~~~-=--2=Y' 

2E (kao) 
(68) 

where y is the Coulomb parameter introduced in eq. (6). Now the zeroth order 

equation becomes 

(69) 

The important point, however, is the following: The states o/nl(r) and the o/y./(r) 

belong to different irreducible representations of the SO(2, 1) group. Each fonus a 

complete set of its own. Perturbation theory for the bound states will not connect 

the o/nl to the o/yl' 

F Perturbations of the Coulomb Problem 

For a perturbed hydrogenic atom problem, it will be useful to transcribe the 

Schrodinger equation for the full Hamiltonian into the stretched-state basis. The 

SO(2,1) basis will be particularly useful for spherically symmetric perturbations, 

where I and m will be good quantum numbers to all orders. In that case [case (1) 

of Chapter 23], the spherical, nlm, is the symmetry adapted or proper basis; and 

therefore nondegenerate perturbation theory can be used. No connections exist 

from 1m to states with I' :f. l, m ' =f m. For that case, the Schrodinger equation for 

the full Hamiltonian 

0= r(H - E}Rnl(r) 

= r[ (H(O) + H(l) + H(2J + ... ) - (E(O) + E(l) + E(2) + ... ) ] Rnl(r) 

= ([ ~(rp; + (l(l ~_.!2) - 1 - rE(O) ] 

+ [(rH(ll - rE ll ») + (rH(2) - H(2» + .. . J)Rn/(r) (70) 
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can be transcribed to stretched form by acting on the above with eiaT2 to obtain 

o = eiaT2([~(r, + TI) -1- (T3 - T1)E(0)] + [(I) - T1)(H(I) - 1"(1» 

+ (1) - TJ )(H(2) ..... 1"(2» + ... J )e~iaT2 (e iQT2 Rn/) 

= ~ (T3 - n) + n[ n(l) 11 )(jj(l) - 1"(1) + jj(2) - 1"(2) + ... ) J) 1/1'11 (71) 

where 

(72) 

and the 1/1'11 are expanded in terms of the zeroth-order eigenfunctions of T3, 

(0) (0) (0) 
T31/1q/ = q1/lql = n1/lq=n,l' (73) 

where now eg. (71) can be written as 

[(T3 -n)+(H~~ -E~ii)+(H~i; .... E~~l)+ .. J (1/1~~) +1/1~:) +1/1~7) + + ... ) = O. (74) 

Here, 

H(i) = n2 (T - T )jj(i) 
eff. 3 J , 

(i) _ 2(T T) (iJ 
Eell. - n 3 - J E . (75) 

Straightforward generalization of Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory in 

terms of the zeroth-order eigenfunctions of T3 (rather than H(O», now yields 

and 

(,/,(0)1 (1) 1,//0» = 3 (I) = C",(O)IH(I) 1·/,(0» 
'f'nl Eeff. 'f'nl n Enl 'f'nl efl. 'f'nl ' 

./,(1) ----, '\' (1),/,(0) 
'f'nl -... LCql 'f'ql ' 

qfn 

(0) (I) (I) (0) 
. h (1) (1/1'1 1 ICHeff - Eeff )11/Inl ) 

Wit Cql - --
(n - q) 

( ,/,(0)11"(2) 1,,,(0» = n 3E(2) = (",(O)IH(2) 1,/,(0» 
'f'nl ell. 'f'nl - nl 'f'nl eff. 'f'nt 

(76) 

(77) 

(1/I(0)I(H(l) - E(I»11/I(O»(1/I(OlICH(l) - 1"(1) )11/1(0» 
+ L nl eff. . eff. q/ '1l eff. eff. nl. (78) 

qln en - q) 

Once the number, E~l), has been calculated, the matrix elements of E~~_ can be 

calculated, but this operator now has off-diagonal connections through the Tl part 

of the operator (T3 - TI). 

For nonspherically symmetric perturbations, the results of eqs. (76) through (78) 

will still apply for the nondegenerate case, e.g., for the hydrogenic ground state, 

n = 1, or for axially symmetric perturbations for the special states with I = (n - 1) 

and m = ±(n - 1), provided the 1/I~~1 of egs. (76)-(78) are replaced with the full 

stretched state, 'l!~~~. In addition, the sums over q T n will have to include sums 

over states with l' =I /, and possibly m' T m. For the general degenerate states, it 
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is best to parallel the treatment of the degenerate case of Chapter 24 and first make 

a similarity transformation of the operator 

[ 
(I) (I) ] 

(T3 - n) + (Heff. - Eeff) + ... 

via a unitary operator, eiAG , where now 

-i 
(n'I'm'IGlnlm) = (n'I'm'IHe(ff1) - Ee(ffl) Inlm) for n' i- n, 

(n' - n) .. 

(nlmIGln'L'm') = -i (nlmIHe(~ - E(flfl In'l'm') for n' i- n, 
(n - n') . e. 

(nl'm'IGlnlm) = (nlmIGlnl'm') = 0; for all 1', m' if n' = n. (79) 

This process leads to a matrix in the n subspace that is the analog of eq. (12) of 
Chapter 24 if the H(i) there are replaced by H(i) - E(i) and the E(O) and E(O) of 

, eff. eff. n q#n 

Chapter 24 are now replaced by nand q. The pure numbers E~ll may first have to be 

determined by diagonalizing this matrix in first order in A, but the E~~. contributes 

to the off-diagonal sums in second order through its (T3 - T1) factor. 

The greatest usefulness of the stretched spherical hydrogenic basis comes into 

play with spherically symmetric perturbations. 

G An Application: Coulomb Potential with a Perturbing 

Linear Potential: Charmonium 

A Coulomb potential with a linear confining potential may have some useful ap

plications. The charmed quark-charmed antiquark two-body system has particles 

heavy enough so that nonrelativistic quantum theory may be a very good approx

imation. The bound states of this system have been described by an attractive 1/ r 

color-electric potential augmented by a linear confining potential. For the deeply 

bound states, where the l/r potential predominates, the linear (repulsive) confin

ing potential may be treated as a perturbation. We then have a perturbed Coulomb 

problem with 

H(2) =0, (80) 

where we assume A « I and r is again a dimensionless r. Also, A > O. Now, 

H;~ = An\T3 - T1i, E~~. = n2(T3 - TI)E~i). (81) 

By rewriting 

and 

(T3 - TI)2 = T32 + ~(T+L + LT+) - T+(T3 + 4) - L(T3 - 4) 
+ *T+T+ + *LL 

= ~T32 - ~l(l + 1) - T+(T3 + 4) - L(T3 - 4) 

(82) 

+ *T+T+ + *LL, (83) 
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we can use the simple matrix elements of T3 , T, to obtain, via eq. (76), 

E~t) = A[ ~n2 - ~l(l + 1)], (84) 

and via eq. (78), 

n3E(2) = 
n 

2 

_1_[(_n 3 A(n + 1.) + .!.)n2EO») I~(n---l)-(n-+-l-+-l-'-)J 
(-1) 2 2 n 'Ii 

-} _ .. J ...... [(-n 3A(n ..... t.) + 1. )n2Em) I(n + l)(n -I - oJ2 
(+1) 2 2 n V 

+ (~2) [~An\/(~-+T::::l)(;;+··2+1)(n -l)(n + 1 + l)r 
+ _1_ [~An3 ~- + l)(n ~ 2 -l)(n + I)(n - 1 -z)J2 

(+2) 

= -A2 !n5 (7n 4 +-5n2 ...... 3P(l + Ii), (85) 

leading to 

E = __ 1_ + A[2.n2 - 1.1(1 + I)J - A2ln2[7n4 + 5n2 - 3[2(1 + 1)2J + .... (86) 
2n2 2 2 8 

H Matrix Elements of the Vector Operators, rand r p, 
in the Stretched Basis 

In the last example, all of the needed matrix elements involved merely matrix ele

ments of the 80(2,1) generators, 1;. For spherically nonsymmetric perturbations, 

however, we will encounter spherical tensors of higher rank that can change the 

quantum numbers I and m. The basic operators, from which more complicated 

ones can be built, are the vector operators, -; and p. So far, the only I step oper

ators we have met are the components of the Runge-Lenz vector, which left the 

principal quantum number, n, invariant. Conversely, the ladder operators, T±, of 

SO(2,1) could change only the n quantum number within a ladder of a definite l. 

The general vector operator, such as -; and p, can change both n and I. 

Recall, first, the Runge-Lenz vector, in the foml of the vector, V, is given by 

v = -I-~ .. ---[-;G(P' jJ)) - pCr. p) + r[i(p, p) ..... ·r·~·]J 
v (-2E) 

= n[r[i CP ' p)] - p(r· p) + -;(~;) l (87) 

where this has been put into the most convenient form for conversion into its 

stretched counterpart, V == A, 

Vo::; _ iaT2V~ -iaT2 - A~ - [ .(p. p) p( ~ p) + ~(-1)] - e e = - n nr -- - - nr . - nr-
2112 n n 2112 
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~ ~(1 4 ~) 4 4 4 1 -== A = r 'i(P' p) - p(r· p) - 'ir. (88) 

Because 

where we have used T3 t/1nl' = nt/lnl' and the fact that 1'\ has no matrix elements 

diagonal in n, 

(nl'm'IV/Llnlm) = (nl'm'IA/Llnlm). (90) 

The reduced matrix elements of A in the stretched basis are therefore the same as 

the reduced matrix elements of V in the conventional basis. 

(n(l + 1)IIAllnl) = J(l + 1)[n2 - (I + I)2} 

(n(l--- l)II~llnl) = -Jl[n2 -/2] 

(nIIIAllnl) = O. (91) 

In addition, the commutator algebra of the six operators i and A is the same as 

that of i and V. Also, because I are functions only ofe, ¢ and alae, ala¢, 

for j = 1,2,3. 

Finally, 

1( a ) 1 (_ ~ _) ~_ 
[Tz,A j } = [--:- r-a +1 ,)Xj (p.p)- I -pj(r·p)j 

I r 

• ( 1 ( 4 4- (- -) 1 ) -B =1 jXjp,p)-pjr·p +"jXj =1 j, 

where we have introduced the vector, ii, given by 

In particular, 

ii = Or(p. p) ----- pCr. p) + F), 
while A = (F(p . p) - pCr -p) - F)· 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

and we have expressed the needed vector, r, in terms of operators which make it 

convenient to calculate its matrix elements in the stretched hydrogenic basis. In 

particular, from the commutator 

(96) 
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we get the matrix elements (in the stretched basis!), 

~ (ImlOll'm) 
(n'I'mIB3Inlm) = (n'I'IIBllnl)-~;:;==;:~ 

. ./(21' + 1) 

= ~[(n'l'ml(L - T+)lnl'm)(nl'IIAllnl) 

" ~ , , J (ImlOll'm) 
- (n 1 IIAlln I)(n Iml(L - T+)lnlm) . 

./(21' + I) 
(97) 

A can change only I ~ (l ± 1), but keeps n invariant, whereas T± changes only 

n ~ (n ± 1) but keeps I invariant. The sum over intermediate states in the above 

relation has thus collapsed to a single term for each of the four possible n'l' values 

of (n ± 1)(1 ± I). In addition, because r = jj - A, and because the nonzero matrix 

elements of A are restricted to n', I' = n, (I ± 1), we can obtain the reduced matrix 

elements of r in the stretched basis by combining the above relation with the known 

matrix elements of A to yield 

«n + 1)(1+ l)II1'llnl) = +h/{T+i)(~"'+'T + l)(n + 1+ 2) 

(n(l + 1)lIrllnl) = -J(1 + 1)(n + 1+ 1)(n -l-· 1) 

«n - 1)(1 + 1)llrllnl) = +~J(l + l)(n -I - l)(n -I - 2) 

«n + 1)(1 - 1) Ilrllnl) = - ~Jl(n -I + l)(n -l) 

(n(l - ]) Ilrllnl) = +-li0+z)(;;::: .. I) 
«n -l)(l-I)lIrllnl) =····lJI(n +I·····l)(n +1). (98) 

Because l' can be combined with itself or with functions of r = (T3 - T l ), we can 

use the above matrix elements to gain the matrix elements of more complicated 

functions of I' and r. To get reduced matrix elements of p, we note that 

(99) 

This simple commutator can thus be used to generate matrix elements of a new 

vector, 

rp == C. (100) 

This relation is ideal for matrix elements in the stretched hydrogenic basis, because 

the needed vector p in the conventional basis will lead to matrix elements of r p 
in the stretched basis. The commutator relation rp3 = +i[T" B31leads at once to 

(n'I'mlrp3Inlm) = +i(n' - n)(n'l'mIB3Inlm), 

(n'['llrpllnl) = +i(n' - n)(n't'IIBllnl). (101) 

We have now met four vector operators, Z, A, jj, C, and the three components 

Tj • We have already seen i and A form the six components of a 4-D angular 

momentum algebra, if we identify A j = L j4. If we further identify B, = L j5, and 
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CJ = Lj6, and Tz = L 45, Tl = LjIj, T3 = L 56 , so, with j, k = 1, ... ,6, 

0 L3 -L2 Al B1 C I 

-L3 0 LI A2 B2 C2 

Ljk = 
L2 -LI 0 A3 B3 C3 

(102) 
-AI -A2 -A3 0 T2 TI 

-BI -B2 -B3 ·····T2 0 13 
-C1 -C2 -C3 -TI -·T3 0 

where the L jk = -Lkj are "angular momentum" operators in a( 4+2)-dimensional 

space, with commutation relations 

with gaa = +1 for a = 1,2,3,4. 

(103) 

These 15 operators generate the group SO(4,2). We will not, however, need to 

make use of the detailed properties of this relatively complicated group! In order 

to solve hydrogenic perturbation problems, it will be sufficien~ for us to know the 

matrix elements of L, including the m step operators L±, of A that are the I step 

operators for a fixed n, of T± that are the n step operators for a fixed I, and, finally, 

of the vector operators T = B - A, and I' P = C. We have now achieved this goaL 

I Second-Order Stark EtIect of the Hydrogen Ground 

State Revisited 

Let us now reexamine the second-order Stark effect in the ground state of the hy

drogen atom by using the stretched hydrogenic basis. The perturbing Hamiltonian 

can be written as 

He l ) = -)..l'cos8, (103) 

where r is now dimensionless and A = (eaoE)/(Ze2 jao) is also dimensionless. In 

the ground state with n = 1, I = 0, no diagonal matrix element exists, so E~~J = O. 

We therefore have E~~. = 0, and, with n = 1, 

H~i/ =-)..(T3 .. T1)ro = -A(T3 - iT, - iL)ro. (104) 

From our tabulation of reduced matrix elements of T, 

/ ~ (0010110) I ~ 1.r 
(n 1OIroin = 1, 1= 0, m = 0) = .J3 (n 111r111O) = .J38n'2 y 2' (l05) 

Combining this with the matrix clements of T" T±, we have 

(21OIH~i/1100) = -).../2, 

(I) If (3101Rff 1100) = +), -. 
e . 2 

(06) 
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The generalization of eq. (78) for the 3-D stretched basis then gives 

(2) 2 [2 1 1] 29 
E = -).. (2 _ 1) + 2: (3 _ 1) = -).. 4' (107) 

in agreement with the result of eq. (7), but now from the simple addition of 

two terms (no infinite sums over a set of discrete states and no integrals over 

a continuum!). 

J The Calculation of Off-Diagonal Matrix Elements via 

the Stretched Hydrogenic Basis 

We have seen how use of the stretched basis greatly simplifies calculations for a 

specific bound state. The stretched hydrogenic basis may also be lIsed to simplify 

off-diagonal matrix elements for transitions between different bound states. An 

example is the electric dipole moment matrix element between different hydrogen 

bound states. In eq. (4), we used the matrix element of r cos e between a p-state 

of arbitrary n and the ground state. This process requires the calculation of the 

conventional matrix element 

1 [00 3 * 
(lOOlrcosGlnlO) = ,,[310 drr Rn=l.l=o(r)Rn .l=I(r). 

Let us transcribe this equation into the stretched basis for the state with arbitrary 

n, via 

100 

drr3 R~=l,l=o(r)Rn.I=1 (r) 

= 100 
dry (e iaT2 R!O(r)) * (eiaT2r2e-iUT2)( e iaT2 Rnl (r») 

= 100 drr(eiaT2R!O(r)rn2r2~Vrq=n'I=1 

= drr n2e-nr nr2 ___ rn+1e-2r 100 ()* 22 er d,,-2 ( ) 

o J(n + l)!(n - 2)! r2 drn - 2 ' 
(lO9) 

where, with ea = n, we have used, see eq. (36), 

eiaT'R!OCr) = eaR!O(ear) = nR!O(nr), 

for the Is state of the left-hand side, and have substituted the general derivative 

expression for the stretched state, Vrn, 1 (r), derived in eq. (66). We therefore have 

(lOOlr cosOlnlO) = 

d -(n-1)r n+1~~2r 23n 2 100 dn- 2 

~ rre --. r e . 
(n - 2)!.J3(n + l)n(n - 1) 0 drn - 2 ( ) 

(1lO) 

The last integral is performed by integrating by parts (n - 2) times to yield 

100 dn-2 100 

. d ·~~(n~~l)r (n+1 -.2r) d ( 1),,-2 n+2 -(n+1)r rre . --2 r e = r n - r e 
() dr n - 0 
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- (n - 2) dr(n - 1),,-3rn+l e-(n+l)r = n -- (n + 1)!2n, (111) l ex; ( 1),,-3 

o (n+l)n+3 

leading to the final result 

(lOOlr coselnl = 10) = - _ 24n 3 - . 
(n 1),,---3 . J(n + l)n(n 1) 

(n + 1),,+3 3 
(112) 

K Final Remarks 

As we have seen, the techniques introduced in this chapter are particularly useful for 

spherically symmetric perturbations of the hydrogenic atom. For nonspherically 

symmetric perturbations, the stretched hydro genic basis can be used to get second

order results, but the solution for the final eigenvalues and eigenvectors still requires 

the diagonalization of some finite-dimensional matrices. For axially symmetric 

perturbations, parabolic coordinates are more convenient. We have seen in problem 

26 that stretched parabolic coordinates, fL, v, can be expressed in term of two 

commuting SO(2, 1) groups with generators, T; and 7;'. The zeroth-order hydrogen 

problem is then transformed into an eigenvalue equation of the form 

(73 + I~)Vtni.m(fL)1/J"2.m(v)e±im¢ 
= [(~(m + 1) + nl) + HCm + 1) + n2) ]Vtn 1.m(fL)Vtn 2 m(v)e±im<p, (113) 

with (n I + n2 + m+ l) = n, where n is the usual principal quantum number. The 

Stark effect has been solved to second order for arbitrary, n, using this SO(2, 1) x 

SO(2, 1) basis in problem 38. 

A very good reference for the usc of the stretched spherical basis for hydrogenic 

perturbation problems is: Lie Algebraic Methods and their Applications to Simple 

Quantum Systems; B. G. Adams, J. Cizek and J. Paldus, Advances in Quantum 

Chemistry 19 (1988) 1; and Barry G. Adams, Algebraic Approach to Simple Quan

tum Systems, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1994. For a detailed use of the stretched 

parabolic coordinates, see D. Delande and J. C. Gay, 1. Phys. B: At. Mol. Phys. 17 

(1984) L335. 

Problems 

48. Use the stretched spherical basis to show the conventional diagonal matrix 

element of r2 is given by 

(nlmlr2Inlm) = ~n4 - ~n21(l + 1) + ~n2. 

49. Assume the attractive Coulombic Cljr) potential for a two-body nonrel

ativistic system is perturbed by a quadratic repulsive term, with H(I) = +Ar2, 

where ), « 1 and r is dimensionless. Show that the energy through second order 
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is given by 

-A 2 ~: (143n4 + 345n2 + 28 - 90n21(l + I) - 2112(l + 1)2 - 1261(1 + I)). 

50. Use the stretched hydrogenic functions to show the conventional matrix 

element of the electric dipole moment between the 2s state and an arbitrary p state 

is given by 

J (n + l)n(n - I) 29n\n - 2)n-3 
(2001r cos () In 10) == 2 . 3 (n + 2)n+3 

1 

51. Write the dilation operator, eiaT2 = eza(T+-L), in its "disentangled" forms. 

In particular, show that 

~ 1 ~ 
eiaT2 = e + tanh 2 T+ e - tanh 2 L 

(cosh2 %)To 

Hint: Use (1) the corresponding result for the angular momentum operators 

of SO(3) (see Chapter 29); (2) the fact that the operators h iT+, iL of SO(2,1) 

have formally the same commutation relations as the operators J3, J +, L of SO(3); 

and (3) the fact that the disentanglement relations depend only on the commutator 

algebra of the operators. Use these relations to rederive the result of eq. (112), 

without the use of the explicit functional forms of the radial functions, by relating 

the conventional matrix element (n 10ir cos () 1100) to its stretched form 

(nlOlr cos(}1 100) = .!.(\IInlOleillT2 r(r)ol\llIOO) 
n 

1 +(,,-I)T [ 4n JTl _(n-I)T (1 ) 
= --(\II IOle (HI) + e (n+l) - T3 - -(T+ + L) 1\11210) 

n.j2 n (n + 1)2 2 ' 

wherewehaveusedrol\llIOO) = )zI\ll21O),andtanh % = (n-l)/(n+l),cosh2 % = 
(n + 1)2/4n. 
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The WKB Approximation 

Although this perturbation technique (due to Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin) has 

practical value essentially only for 1-D problems (or for problems separable into 

one-dimensionalized problems), it is of considerable interest through its connection 

with classical physics and the "old" (pre-1925) quantum theory. It is not only of 

historical theoretical importance, however. It can be very useful for problems 

involving quantum-mechanical tunneling. 

For a one-dimensionalized Schrodinger equation, we have 

d 2 u 2J.t 
dx 2 + fj2(E - V(x»u(x) = 0, (1) 

or 

d 2u p2(X) 
dx 2 + /i2u(x) = 0, (2) 

where P(x) is the "local" (x-dependent) momentum of the particle. Thus if V(x) 

were constant over a small range of x values, P would be the momentum of the 

particle in this range of x values. The WKB technique uses Fi as an expansion 

parameter; that is, it uses an expansion in powers of Fi that should therefore be 

valid in the classicallimitFi --+ O. In particular, solutions are sought of the form 

'S( ) f. (SO(X)+IlSI (x)+Il 2 S2(X)+"') 
u(x) = e" x = e , (3) 

so 

(4) 
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u" = [--Ii~(Sb +nS; +1i2S~ + ... )2 + ~(S~ +IiS;' +rz2S{ + .. . )}kS(X). (5) 

Substituting this relation into the Schrodinger equation, and picking off terms of 

order ~, of order ~, and of successively smaller order in powers of Ii, we get (first) 
Ii " 

from the term of order ir: 

dSo 
- = ±P(x), 
dx 

Next, the term of order ~ leads to 

leading to 

(6) 

80 (x) = ±lx d~ P(~). 
const. 

(7) 

, i 8~ i d , 
S=--=--!nS 

I 2 Sf 2dx 0' 
o 

(8) 

or 
·s 1 

ell == ___ . 
-./P(x) 

(9) 

In the next approximation, terms of order 1 in the powers ofh development lead to 

is;' - (S;)2 - 2SbS~ = 0, (10) 

so 

1 (.(<!.r..)) 1 lX (dPf 
dx· di: d~ 

82 = -- -?- - - "-3-' 
4 P~ 8, cons!. P (0 

(12) 

or 

1 ",ti.1I l1x ",2(dV)2 
82 = - dx 3 - - d~ ds 5 • 

4 [2",(E - V(x»]2 8 cons!. [2",(£ - V(~»l' 
(13) 

The second approximation function, S2(X), is usually neglected. We see, from its 

specific form, that this may be justified, provided V (x) is a mildly varying function 

of x, Le., I ~~ I is small, and provided x is not near a classical turning point for which 

we would have (E - V (x» = 0, hence, a zero in the denominator of the function 

82 (x). Assuming S2 can be neglected, we still have to consider two different types 

of solutions. 

1. For (E - Vex»~ > 0, for classically allowed regions, we have oscillatory 

solutions 

C l1x 
u(x) = f"il7::\ cos( - d~ P(~) + a), 

v P(x) Fi x, 
(14) 

where we have assumed x > X2, X2 is a left classical turning point (see Fig. 36.1), 

and C and a are integration constants. 
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v (X) 
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n 
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FIGURE ::\6.1. 

x 

classically 

forbidden 

region 

2. For (E - Vex)~ <: 0, for classically forbidden regions, we have exponential 

solutions. These solutions are best put in the form 

or 

A 
u (x) = !'TDT:::\T e 

v iP(x)1 
for x > Xl, (15) 

A 'J"dtIP( ) B I "'d p·t u(x) = ---e+.' <; t; i +. e-,j, ~ ,,)1, for X < X2. (16) 
.JIP(x)1 ..jIP(x)1 

Even to this order, the WKB solutions blow up at the classical tuming points. 

As x -+ Xl, or X -+ X2, P(x) -+ 0, and the WKB solutions go to 00. The exact 

solutions, however, have no remarkable behavior or singularities there. We need 

an expression that gives a continuous u(x) valid for all regions. We need to relate 

the integration constants, C, a, from the oscillatory solutions to the A, B from 
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the exponential solutions. In square well problems, we had a similar situation, in 

which we used boundary conditions at discontinuities of the potential to find C, a 

as functions of A, B. Unfortunately, it is precisely at the classical turning points, 

where UWKB breaks down and becomes invalid (see Fig. 36.2). The problem was 

solved by Kramers through his connection formulae. In the vicinity of the classical 

turning points, Xl, X2, a good approximation to an exact solution can be found and 

this approximation can be used to make the connection between the exponential 

and the oscillatory WKB approximate solutions. For this purpose, it is sufficient to 

consider ~~ to be constant over a small range of X near X = X I , or near x = Xl, and 

use the exact solution for this straight-line potential of fixed slope to fit onto the 

oscillatory solution on one side and the exponential one on the other. The details 

involve Bessel functions with index n = ± *. The details of the derivation will be 

given in an appendix. 

A The Kramers Connection Formulae 

At a left turning point (see Fig. 36.1), x = X2, a decreasing exponential solution 

connects onto an oscillatory solution according to 

I 'JX2dtIP(")1 2 [If"' Jr] ---c=--,--e- h x , " *+ --- cos - d~ pen - - , 
.JI P(x)1 .J P(x) Ii Xl 4 

(17) 

whereas an increasing exponential solution connects onto an oscillatory one 

according to 

I +.'.J"2 d~IP(~)1 1 [1 fX Jr J 
.JiP(x)Te " '(--0> :::rpt~) cos Ii X2 d~ P(~) + 4" . (18) 

At a right turning point, x = Xl, the decreasing exponential solution connects onto 

an oscillatory solution according to 

IIJ'dCIP(t)1 2 [If x, Jr] 
--===. e " XI' , *+ -- cos - d~P(~) - - , 
.JIP(x)1 .J P(x) Ii x 4 

(19) 

whereas the increasing exponential solution connects onto an oscillatory one 

according to 

1 +!. r d~IP(n 1 [ 1 fXI Jr J 
.JI P(x)1 e n XI . *+ .J PC:;) cos Ii x d~ P(~) + 4" . (20) 

B Appendix: Derivation of the Connection Formulae 

In the vicinity of a classical turning point (let us choose a left turning point X = X2), 

let us assume the potential function varies smoothly so the function Vex) can be 

approximated by a straight line over the region where the WKB approximation 

is not valid. Thus, for the left turning point, x = X2, we will assume UWKB(X) is 
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a good approximation for x < X2 - ~ (in the exponential region I), and again 

for x > X2 + ~ (in the oscillatory region II). We will also assume in the region, 

X2 - ~ < x < X2 + ~, the potential V (x) can be approximated by a straight line, 

so in this region 

2 2J.L dV 
where c = fiZl dx Ix=x2' 

The strategy is then the following: Find an exact solution to the equation 

u" + c2ex - X2)U(X) = 0, 

(21) 

(22) 

valid in the region near x = X2 (where the WKB solution blows up), and continue 

this solution into region II where it matches the oscillatory WKB solution for x - X2 

sufficiently large and also continue it to the left into region I where now for X2 - x 

sufficiently large it matches the exponential WKB solution. It will be convenient 

to introduce new dependent and new independent variables for eq. (22). 

In particular, in region T, for x < Xl, introduce 

11~ f~ 2 1 
Y = fi x d~IP(~)1 = c x d~J(X2 -~) = "3C(x2 n_ x),. 

Similarly, in region II, for x > X2, introduce 

Y = - d~ P(~) = C dl;J(1; - X2) = -c(x - X2)'. 
I fX fX 2 J 

h ~ ~ 3 

These relations lead to 

du 

dx 

1 du 
-C(X2 - x)2 dy' 

du ,du 
- = +c(x - Xl)'-, 
dx dy 

for region 1, 

for region II. 

This process transforms the equation u" + clex - X2)U = 0 into 

2 (d 2
U 1 du ) ±C(Xl-X) -+--+u =0. 

dy2 3y dy 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

for regions I (upper signs) and II (lower signs), respectively. Now we will make 

the further change of dependent variable, 
, 

u(y) = y'v(y), (28) 

in both cases, leading to the new equations 

- d1v dv [ - (1 )2J l- + Y- + +y2 ---- -3 v(y) = 0, 
dy2 dy 

(29) 

where upper (and lower) signs again refer to regions I (and II). This equation is 

the Bessel equation with index n2 = (t)2 of the variable y for region II, and the 

variable i y for region L Thus, 

VI(Y) = A+l+lCiy) + A_l_l(iy) = A+I+l(Y) + A-Ll(Y) 
., 3 3 3 . 
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(30) 

or 

(3\) 

where the arbitrary constants, A+, A_, B I , B, must still be chosen to make u and 

its first derivative continuous at y = 0, (x = X2). We therefore need the behavior 

of the Bessel function near y '" O. From 

i v _ '" (_l)k I (~)"+2k 
nC ) - t;o k! r(n + k+ 1) 2 ' 

(32) 

we have near y = 0 

1 y ±l 

i q (y) = I ± ~ (y) = r (± ~ + 1) ( 2) 3 + ... (33) 

Therefore, near x = X2, after transforming back to functions of x, 

Now, the requirement 

leads to (35) 

whereas 

[~~: 1=x2 = [d;~I 1=x2 leads to BI = -At_ (36) 

Next, we want to continue these solutions to large values of y, far enough from 

the turning point, y = 0, so they may match the WKB solutions. For this purpose, 

we will attempt to use the asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions, valid for 

large values of y. [Actual experience, that is, a look at the exact plots of in(y), 

shows y does not have to be very large for these asymptotic expressions to be 

surprisingly good approximations.] For inCy), as y -)0 large, 

# 1 n 
in(y) -)0 - cos(y - [n + -]-). 

ny 2 2 
(37) 

Thus, 

)'2 n n 
i l (y) -)0 - COS( v - - =f -) 

±.\ ny' 4 6' 
(38) 
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whereas 

l±l(Y) ~ _l_(e v +e-Ye-(1±~)i"'), 
, ,J2JfY 

(39) 

but for large values of y, e-Y is completely negligible compared wilh e+Y • The e-Y 

tenn comes into play only for the difference (/+l - Ll) for which the eY tenns 
3 , 

canceL For this difference, as y -> large, 

~ 

U I-I I) ~ _1_eY(e-5~7 - e -T) =,/ :ye-Y cos ~6' (4D) 
+, -, ,J2Jfy Y ". 

Otherwise, 

1 -l-

I±l ~ ~e v 
, -y2Jfy 

(41) 

Now, with the B± detennined from the boundary conditions at x = X2, we have 

In region I: (42) 

In region II: (43) 

Let us now for a first choice pick A+ = -A_. Then, 

l .4- f2 -v Jf 
u,(y) =----y J A-U+l (y) - l_l (y» ~ -I ,/ -e - cos -6 . (44) 

3 J yo V Jf 

Similarly, with this choice of constants, 

UIl(Y) -+ A~ fI(cos(y - ~ - ~) + cos(y - ~ + !!..») 
yi> V -; 4 6 4 6 

= ~-T- fI[coscy - ~)]2COS~. 
Y6V-; 4-- 6 

(45) 

Thus, with this choice of constants, viz. A+ = - A_, we get 

e Y 2 Jf 
in I I +-- u(y) ~ I cos(y - --) III U. (46) 

yi> yii 4 

Now, substituting the values for y for regions I and II, through eqs. (23) and (24), 

with (21), we can translate this equation into the connection fonnula 

jr~(X)1 e-kf:2 
dW(F,JI ~ ,J ;(X) cosU [< d~ P(O - ~ l (47) 

This relation gives us one of Ihe connection fonnulae for a left turning point. 

To get the second connection fonnula, choose A + = A _. Then, we have 

! A+ I 
u / (y) = Alf' (l + l + 1_ d ~ ;;c- ----, 2eY , 

-, 3 -y2Jf y6 
(48) 
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and 

I 

LiIl(Y) = A+y3(-J+l + J1) 
J J 

1 f2( rr rr rr rr) 
-+ A+ --,"y - - cos(y - - - --,-) + cos(y - - + -) 

yo rr 4 6 4 6 

AI (2 rr 
=~rv; cos(y + '4), (49) 

Thus, with this choice of constants, we are led to 

in I A~/~ei\ +- uCy) -+ 
yo rr 

A+ i2 rr 
--i / ...... cos(y +-) in II. (50) 
yo Y rr 4 

Substituting for the values of y in regions 1 and II, this relation translates into the 

second connection formula at the left turning point, X2, 

1 e+~f2d~IP(~)1 *+ -l-cos[~lX d~P(~)+ :!:.J. (51) 
,JIP(x)1 ,JP(x) fi x, 4 

Derivations for the connection formulae at a right turning point, Xl, go in 

precisely parallel fashion. 
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Applications of the WKB 
Approximation 

A The Wilson-Sommerfeld Quantization Rules of the 

Pre-1925 Quantum Theory 

To show how the WKB approximation is used. let us first derive the energies for 

a potential with one minimum. with a single left and a single right turning point. 

In region I. with x < X2. the solution must be restricted to one with a decreasing 

exponential only. In region I. 

(1) 

This relation will connect in region II. where x > X2. onto the oscillatory solution 

2A [1 [X lr] Ull(X) = ~ cos - dl; pel;) - - . 
v P(x) Ii X2 4 

(2) 

This formula can be rewritten as 

Ull(X) = -- cos - dl; pel;) - - - - dl; pel;) - -) . 2A [( 1 [XI lr) (1 [XI lr ] 
,JP(x) Ii X2 2 Fi X 4 

(3) 

In region I'. with x > x[, we must again have a purely decreasing exponential 

solution 

(4) 
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This relation will connect in region II, with x < XI, onto 

UlJCX) = :;~~X) cosUl
x1 d~P(O - ~J (5) 

Now, comparing the two expressions for ul/(x), these match, if IAI = IBI, and if 

11<1 IT 
d~ P(~) - - = nlT. 

Ii X2 2 
(6) 

We can rewrite this as 

1 jX' 1 f 1 - d~ P(~) == - d~ P(~) =Ii(n + -), 
IT '2 2lT 2 

(7) 

where ji is used to indicate the integral over one complete classical cycle of the 

classical orbit, starting at X2, proceeding to Xl, and then back again to xz. This 

quantity, using a generalized momentum, is known as the action variable, and 

usually denoted by J in classical mechanics. It is a function of the energy, E. 

I f 1 ICE) = - d~ PC;) =li(n + -). 
2lT 2 

(8) 

This is the Wilson-Sommerfeld quantization rule, a generalization of the Planck 

quantization rule, which goes all the way back to the birth of the quantum theory. 

For the simple I-D harmonic oscillator, e.g., with tL = m, and Vex) = ~mw~x2, 

J(E) = ~!+xo d~j2m(E _ ~-~~-:~~2) = ~mw(J!+X() d~j(x~ _ ~2) 
J[ -xu rr -Xo 

I 2!+~ 2 1 2 E 
= --mwoxo drpcos rp = -mwoxo = -, 

IT _ 'Y 2 0)0 
(9) 

where we have used, E = ~ mW5x~, in the lirst step, and have used the substitution, 

~ = Xo sin rp, in the integral. Thus, for the I-D harmonic oscillator 

E 1 
J(E) = - =li(n + -), 

(J)o 2 
(10) 

giving the exact tjuantum-mechanical result, E = liwoCn + ~). For other simple 

problems, the integrals for JCE) are a little more challenging but can be done in 

closed form. Forthe hydrogen atom, e.g., with VCr) = -Ze2jr +li21(l + 1)j2tLr2, 

leading to 

.l(E) = ~-nJz(i + 1) =n(nr + .?~), 
(-2E) _ 

(11) 

or 

Z e2 fo 1 fiIi---:--~ 
. =li(nr+-+-vl(l+l)). 
-J( ~-2EwKB) 2 

(12) 
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This WKB result is to be compared with the exact quantum-mechanical result, 

which could be put in the form 

Ze 2..jji _ ( 1 J J 2) 
1T'1'C'\. -Ii nr + -2 + (I + 2:) , 

y(-2E) 
(13) 

so the WKB expression for the energy, E, goes over to the exact result in the limit 

([2 + I) -+ (l + ~)2 = ([2 + I + ~), certainly valid in the limit of large quantum 

numbers, I, for which the classical orbit description begins to have some meaning. 

Similarly, for the 3-D harmonic oscillator, 

E Ii.jl(l + 1) 1 
ICE) = 2Wo - 2 =fi(nr +2")' 

leads to 

EWKB =liwo(2nr + 1 + JZu + I)), 

which again leads to the exact result 

3 
E = liwo(2n r +l + 2:)' 

if, again, I (l + 1) is replaced by (I + 4)2, valid for large values of l. 

B Application 2: The Two-Minimum Problem: The 

Inversion Splitting of the Levels of the Ammonia 

Molecule 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

In the vibrational spectrum of the ammonia molecule, NH3 , one degree of freedom 

exists, which corresponds to the motion of the N atom relative to the H3 symmetrical 

triangle. This degree of freedom can be approximated by z, the distance of the N 

atom above (or below) the H3 plane. The potential, V(z), has the the symmetrical 

double minimum form shown in Fig. 37" 1" Classically, the N atom would lie either 

above the H3 plane and undergo a vertical oscillation about its upper equilibrium 

configuration at Z = +ze, or alternately it might lie below the H3 plane and 

undergo an oscillation about its lower equilibrium configuration at z = -Ze' 

Quantum mechanically, of course, the N atom can tunnel from the upper minimum 

to the lower one, leading to a doubling of the vibrational energy levels, with one 

eigenfunction being an even function of z, the second an odd function of z. We 

have already seen the energy splitting, !\E, is related to the frequency with which 

the N atom tunnels back and forth from one minimum to the other. The reduced 

mass for this degree offreedom is 3m H m N / (3m H+ m N ). 

Because Vez) = V(z), we expect the one-dimensionalized wave functions, 

u(z), to be either even or odd functions of z. Thus in the central exponential region, 

region 1, with -Z2 < Z < +Z2, we would expect u(z) to be either a hyperbolic 
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V(z) 

z 

FIGURE 37.1. The NH3 inversion potential for the coordinate, z. 

cosine or hyberbolic sine type function, 

u,(z) = A [e+H~ dl'iP(OI ± e- Ho' dI'IP(OI]. 

2JIP(z)1 
(17) 

We will find it convenient to use 

122 1z i Z
' d~ ... = d~ ... + d~ ... 

o 0 Z 

to rewrite 

u (z) = A [ekJ~2d\IP(Ole-*t'd\IP(OI 
, 2,JlP(Z)T 

± e-kio" d\IP(Ole+kf' d\IP(OI] 

= 2~[~e-H?d\IP(OI ± Qe+U'2 d\lP(OI], (18) 

where we have named 

(19) 

For energies, E, far below the maximum of the central potential hill this exponential 

quantity, Q « 1. Now the function u, for the central exponential region is in a 
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form in which we can make the connection to region n, the upper oscillatory region 

of our potential. With the connection formulae for a left turning point, this would 

connect onto 

A ( 2 [1 lZ Jr] [lIZ Jr J) UJf(Z) = --::::::::::: - cos - . d{ pen - - ± Q cos - dl; P({) + -
2-./P(z) Q Ii , z" 4 Ii 22 4 

A ( 2 [ lIz Jr] [ lIz Jr J) = _ .......... - - cos - dt; pcn - - ~ Q sin - dt; pcn - -
2../ P(z) Q Ii 2, 4 Ii 2, 4 

AR [(lIZ Jr) ] = ..jPTz) cos - d t; I' (n - - ± 0 , 
2 p(z) Ii 2, 4 

where 
Q2 

tan 0 =-
2 ' 

and 

(20) 

(21) 

Also, tan 0 ~ 8, because we expect Q2 « 1. It will be convenient, for purposes of 

making the connection to the right exponential region, with Z > Z1, to reexpress 

this WKB solution for the oscillatory region II as 

Un(Z) = ;.:wcos([~ reI dt;P(t;)-?!..±8J-[-~fZ' dl;pcn-?!..J). (22) 
2 P(z) Ii JZ2 2 Ii z 4 

Finally, in the exponential region 1', with z > Z1, the solution must be an expo

nentially decreasing function as we penetrate further into the classically forbidden 

region, 

U .(z) = B e- Hi, d("IP(1l1 

I ../I P'('2) 1 • 
(23) 

This solution connects onto an oscillatory solution in region II of the form 

UII(Z) = J~Z) cosU [Z' dt; pet;) - ~ J (24) 

We get a match with the earlier form for UI/(z), if !2B I = ~ IARI, and if 

l1 z1 Jr - dt; pet;) - - ± 0 = nJr, 
Ii Z2 2 

(25) 

or 

] rei lJj 

-; J
Z2 

dl; pet;) =li(n + ~) + -;. (26) 

The left-hand side gives the action integral l(E) for the upper potential minimum 

at the energy E appropriate for the even (or odd) solution for the full problem. 

If the energy, E, is far below the central potential maximum, the potential in the 

vicinity of the potential minimum between +Z2 and +ZI can be approximated by 

a parabola, with l(E) = E/wo. With E = E(O) + b.E, we get 

(0) (Bl) 1 1 .I(E)=l(E )+ - b.E+ ... =Ii(n+ 2)+-b.E+ .... 
BE 0 wo 

(27) 
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Therefore, eq. (26) can be put in the form 

AE I 8Ii 
ICE) =h(n +!) + ... ~.~ ..... =Ii(n + 2) =t=-. 

Wo n 

With 8 ~ tan 8 = ~ Q2, this equation leads to 

liwo 1 

AE = =t=-Q", 
2n 

(28) 

(29) 

where the upper (lower) signs refer to the even (odd) solutions. The even functions 

lie at lower energies. Finally, 

(30) 

is a function of E. However, for energy levels far below the central potential 

maximum, the energy splitting is very small compared with E~O) = hwo(n + !), 
so we can express the energy splitting of the nth vibrational state by 

liwo 2 liwo " r'2 d( .J2/L(\i(n~i:·,:())) 
AEn = AEodd - AEeven = -·Qn = -e " '2 (31) 

n n 

We have seen previously the exponential, 

-G e , with G = ~ f~2"" d(/2{i(~(n - E~,o), (32) 

is related to the probability the N atom tunnel through thc central potential maxi~ 

mum. In Chapter 6, we showed the frequency with which the N atom tunnels back 

and forth from one potential minimum to the other is given by 

AE vO_G 
Vtunne.mo - -- - -e 

< 2nh n 
(33) 

The factor, Va, the oscillator frequency in a single well, gives the frequency with 

which the N atom hits the potential barrier. The probability the N atom tunnel 

through the barrier is thus given by e-G In. The factor e-G is known as the Gamow 

factor, because Gamow first discussed the tunneling phenomenon in connection 

with O! decay in a heavy nucleus (see also problem 8). 

Problems 

52. In certain quark models, a linear confinement potential is used for heavy quarks, 

such as the charmed or b quarks, for which nonrelativistic quantum theory is 

approximately valid. The one-dimensionalized radial wave equation for such a 

quark would be 

d 2u 2m 
-2 + ---;;(E .... VefrCr))u(r) = 0, 
dr W 

with 

Vefdr) = kr, for r ::: 0, k = positive constant, 
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Verdr) = 00, for r < 0, so U = 0 for r :::s O. 

Find the WKB approximation for the energy, En, as a function of m, k,h. The 

boundary condition at r = 0 leads to a WKB solution near r = 0 of the fonn 

A . [11' I ,] UWKB(r) = r~~. sm - dr P(r) , 
v Per) h 0 . 

with per) = J2m(E - Veff.(r». (Note: Per) is finite at r = 0.) 

53. Show that the WKB connection fonnulae can be converted to the fonn 

A ±cfX2d~P(.) 
U/ = ---e n, > ~ UIl 

-J P(x) 

for the right/left running wave solutions _A __ e±k I:!d~ P(~) 
-J P(x) , 

in region I, with a similar relation at the boundary x = Xl (see Fig. P53). 

Use these connection fonnulae to calculate the transmission and reflection coef

ficients for a wave incident on a potential barrier of arbitrary but smooth shape, with 

incident energy, E < Vrnax .. In particular, show that the transmission coefficient, 

T, is given by 

T = Transm. Flux = (~)2, 
Inc.Flux D2 + 4 

54. For the one-dimensionalized potential of the shape shown in Fig. P54, 

demonstrate for arbitrary energies in the continuum, E > 0, but E < Vrnau 

the solutions in general will satisfy lu/v 12 » IU1112. Show also that for the special 

values of E = En, for which 

l1 X2 

- dxJ2f-l(E" - Vex» ~fi(n + ~), 
Jr Xl 

Reflected flux 

Incident flux Transmitted flux 
--~---------r--~--~~------~~ 

XI 

FIGUREP53. 

X 
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v (X) 

v (X) 

X 

I II IV 

FIGURE P54. 

the situation is reversed, and for these energies, !ulIl z » lu/vI 2• Estimate the 

width, t:..E, of these virtual bound or quasibound states (or resonances) in terms 

of wo, the approximate circular frequency in the wen, and the penetrability factor 

55. A symmetrical X 2 Y4 molecule, such as C2H4 (ethylene), has one degree 

of freedom, ¢, which corresponds to a highly hindered internal rotation of one 

essentially rigid C Hz unit relative to the other on the circle, as shown in Fig. 4.3 

of Chapter 4. The wave equation separates approximately, so the hindered internal 
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rotation can be described by a one-degree-of-freedom Schr6dinger equation, 

li 2 d 2u 
---2 + V(¢)u(¢) = Eu(¢), 

21 d¢ 

with I = It 12/(/1 + lz), It = h = 2my r?, In Chapter 4, this problem was solved 

in a square well approximation. Now, we shaH choose a more realistic potential 

that can be approximated by (see Fig. P55), 

V(¢) = Vo(l - cos2¢), 

with minima at ¢ = 0 and j( and maxima at ¢ = i, 3; , .... The constant, 

Va, can be expected to be very large compared with the lowest allowed energy 

eigenvalues. In that case, the energy levels occur in closely spaced multiplets. The 

average position of a multiplet can be approximated by the quadratic approximation 

for V(¢), e. g. V(¢) ~ Vo~' near the potential minimum at ¢ = 0, so E ~ 

En =liwo(n + ~), with Wo ~ .J(4Vo//). In particular, show how the splitting into 

multiplets depends on the energies,fiwo, and the penetrability factors 

Q = e -kt;2d<li.j21(V(¢') E). 

Use the fact that solutions of the form, (AI.JfPT) cosh( ... ) in the classically 

forbidden region I (see Fig. P55), must connect onto solutions of the form, 

±(AI.JfPT) cosh( ... ) in the region ¢ ~ ¢ + 2:rr, Le., region V in Fig. P55, 

whereas solutions of type (AI -JTP"]) sinh( ... ) in region I must connect onto so

lutions of the form ±(AI.JfPT) sinh( ... ) in region V, in order to preserve both 

probability density and probability density current. 

Try to generalize your result for the energy splitting for the potentials 

V(¢) = Vo(l - cosN¢), with N = 3, 4, .... 

For arbitrary N, show that the energy multiplets are made up of (N+ 1) levels, with 

(N -1) two-fold degenerate states and two nondegenerate states, now crowded into 

the same /j.E, viz., 

valid for N = 2. 

-, 2hwo 2 
l\E = --Q , 

Tf 

For very large N, we have effectively bands of very finely spaced discrete allowed 

energy values, the Bloch bands of condensed matter physics. 

Caution: For N = 2, all solutions are either symmetric or antisymmetric with 

respect to reflections in the plane ¢ = 3j( I N = 3j( 12, in region III of Fig. P55, if 

they are made to have either symmetry, or anti symmetry with respect to reflections 

in the plane ¢ = j( I N = j( 12, in region I of Fig. P55. For N 2: 3, symmetries in 

regions near ¢ = 3j( IN, 5Tf IN, ... may not be simple for the doubly degenerate 

states. For such doubly degenerate states, a linear combination of symmetric and 

antisymmetric (or even and odd) functions may also be acceptable solutions even 

if the solutions are made symmetric or anti symmetric with respect to reflections 

in the plane ¢ = j( I N. 
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v (<1» 

E~~------~--~------~--+-------~ 

o 

-sinh + sinh 

FIGURE P55. The hindering potential V (t:f» for the X2 Y 4 molecule and the four eigenfunc

tions u_(t:f» (lowest E) u~a)(t:f», u~)(t:f» (degenerate doublet) and u+(t:f» (highest E) for the 

n = 0 quartet. 

Solution for Problem 55 

The Case N = 2: We will start the process of finding the allowed solutions by 

assuming the solutions in the first classically forbidden region, near if; = I (region 

[of Fig. P55), must be either an even or an odd function of (if; ~ ~). Thus, in region 

I, 

A I (1¢! ') u,(if;) = ~ cosh - dif; 1P(if;)1 
v I P(if;) I n f 

for even u[, 

A 1 (f¢ I ') u,(if;) = ~ sinh - dif; IP(c/J)1 
v 1 P(if;) 1 Ii i 

for odd U[. (1) 
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We shall continue these WKB solutions to region V, near ¢ = I + 21r, where we 

will require Uv = ±u,; i.e., even functions must end up as even functions, odd 

functions must end up as odd functions, so the probability density and probability 

density current are single-valued functions in the 3-D space. Let us, however, start 

with exponential functions in region I: 

UC+) = _l_e+H;d""IPWll = ~_1_e-kJ:2d""IPW)1 
I.JfPT Q v'TPT ' 
C-) 1 -H~ d""1 PCtP'll Q 1 +!J.~d"'IPC"'ll u = --e 7 = --e n ~ 'I' 'I' 

I.JfPT v'TPT ' 
(2) 

where ¢2 gives the right boundary of the classically forbidden region I, and where 

we have used 

h'" d¢'IP(¢')1 = h¢' d¢'IP(¢')I- l""d¢'IP(¢')I, 

and where Q is defined through 

Q -H~d""IPW)1 
=e" . 

We shall now use the WKB connection formulae to connect these solutions to the 

oscillatory solutions, valid in region II for ¢2 < ¢ < ¢3: 

U C+) ---+ ~_1_ cos(~ r'" d¢' P(¢') _ ~) 
, QJp(¢) hJ¢, 4 ' 

u~-) ---+ ~ cos(~l'" d¢' P(¢') + ~). 
",P(¢) h ¢, 4 

(3) 

In the cosine functions, we shall now use 

~ r'" d¢' P(¢') = ~1"" d¢' P(¢') - ~1"" d¢' P(¢'), 
h J¢, h ¢, h '" 

and relate the integral over the complete oscillatory region to the action variable, 

I(E), with E = ECO) + dE, where ECO) is the solution for a single oscillatory well 

of approximately parabolic shape, with E(O) = hwo(n + ~), and dE is the shift in 

this energy level caused by the presence of the potential hills. With dE « E(O), 

we then have 

1 ("', 1r ( ) 
h J¢, d¢' P(¢') = r; ICE) 

= ~ (I(E(O» + ((II) dE) = ~ (h(n + ~) + ~dE). 
" (IE £(0) h \: wo 

Substituting this equation into eq. (3), we have 

(+) 2 1 (11""" 1r 1rdE) u, ---+ Q ";P(¢) cos n '" d¢ P(¢) - 4" - n1r - hWo ' 
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(_) I (11t/>3" lr lrf'..E) 
u j ~ Q /DTI\ cos - dcjJ P(cjJ) + - - (n + 1)lr - -- . 

V P(cjJ) Ii t/> 4 liwo 
(4) 

Now, expanding in the small quantity, (lr f'..E)/(fiwo), we have 

(+) 2 I n [ (11t/>3 , , lr) u1 ~ ---(-1) cos - dcjJ P(cjJ) --
Q J P(cjJ) Ii t/> 4 

- lrf'..E coS(~1t/>ldcjJ'P(ep') + ~)], 
liwo Ii t/> 4 

u(-) ~ Q_I_( _1)(n+I) [cos(~1t/>3 dep' P(ep') + ~) 
I JP(ep) Ii t/> 4 

+ lr f'..E cOS(~1t/>3 dep' P(ep') - ~)]. 
liWO Ii t/> 4 

(5) 

We now use the WKB connection formulae to connect the oscillatory solutions for 

ep < ep3 onto the exponential solutions for cjJ > ep3, valid in region III, to obtain 

U ~ - e n ¢3 - 2--e n ¢3 
(+) 1 (_1)" [-'J.¢dt/>'IP(1)')1 lrf'..E +'J.¢d1>'IPW)I] 

j Q JIP(ep)1 liWO • 

(-) (-1)n [+'J.¢dt/>'IPWll llrf'..E -'tdt/>'IPWll] u ~ -Q e n ¢3 + ---e n ¢3 • 

I JIP(ep)1 2 liwo 
(6) 

Now using 

--'J.¢d1>'IPW)1 -'J.~d1>'IP(1)'ll -Hf~dt/>'IP(1)')1 Q -Hf.T d1>'IP(1)'ll 
e • ¢3 =e • ¢3 e T = e T , 

we get 

(-l)n [-'J¢ dq,'IP(1)')1 2 lrf'..E +!J¢ d""IPW)I] (+l n 3~ n 3. 'I' 
U ~ e T ----e T 

I JIP(ep)1 Q2 liwO ' 

U ~ -e T - - --e T . 
(_) (-It [ +kJtTdq,'IP(t/>'ll Q2 lrf'..E -*Jf"d1>'IP(q,'ll] 

j JIP(cjJ)1 2 liwo 
(7) 

For levels far below the potential barriers, we expect the penetration factor, Q2, to 

be such that Q2 « 1. Also, the energy shift caused by barrier penetration should 

be proportional to Q2. The quantity ~ Q2 can thus be expected to be completely 

negligible, so the negative exponential in the last expression can be neglected. If 

we now name 

1 ±Jt d1>'IP(1)')1 (±) 

--===e T - u 
JIP(cjJ)1 - III' 

and introduce the shorthand notation 

lrf'..E 

{J == liwoQ2' 
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the above equations give us the connection formulae 

(+) (I)n [H 2{J (+)] uI ~ - um - um ' 

u\-) ~ (_I)n[ -uliI)J. (8) 

We can now iterate this procedure to connect the ul~) onto the corresponding u~±) 
in region V, where the original ¢ has been incremented by 2rr. This equation yields 

u\+) ~ (-lin[ -u<;) - 2{J(u~-) - 2{JU<;»)] = [(4{J2 - l)u<;) - 2{Ju~-)1, 

u\-)~(-I)2n[-u~)+2{Ju<;)] = [2{Ju<;)-u~-)1. (9) 

Combining these formulae to make even or odd functions of ¢ in region I, these 

even or odd functions in region I would connect to a linear combination of even 

and odd functions in region V, where ¢ has been incremented by 2rr: 

~ COSh(~ r d¢/IP(¢/)I) = Hu;+) + u;-») 
IP(¢)I liJ~ 

~ H(2{J2 - I)(u<;) + u~» + 2{J(1 + {J)(u<;) - u~»] 

= ~[(2{J2 - I)COSh(~ r d¢/IP(¢/)I) 
IP(¢)I liJ~ 

+ 2{J(1 + {J) sinh(~ f; d¢/IP(¢/)I) J' (10) 

and 

I (Ii'" ) --===sinh - d¢/IP(¢/)1 = !(u(+) - u(-») 
.JIP(¢)I Ii l!: 2 I I 

2 

~ ~ [2{J({J - l)(u~+) + u~» + (2{J2 - I)(u~+) - u~»] 

= ~[2{J({J -1)COSh(~ r d¢/IP(¢/)I) 
vIP(¢)1 liJ~ 

+ (2{J2 - I) Sinh(~ f; d¢/IP(¢/)I) 1 (11) 

Thus, we see from eq. (10) ueven(¢) ~ ±ueven(¢ + 2rr) only if {J = -I, or if 

{J = O.Fromeq.(Il),uodd(¢) ~ ±Uodd(¢+2rr) only if{J = +l,orif{J = o. The 

potential V o( I-cos 2¢) thus splits the zeroth-order energies E(O) = Fievo(n + ~) into 

three closely spaced levels, one of them with I'1E = 0, being doubly degenerate. 

The four values of I'1E are 

.1. E = _ Q2Fiwo 

rr 
.1.E = 0 

.1.E = 0 

with ueven (¢) ~ +ueven (¢ + 2rr), 

with ueven (¢) ~ -ueven(¢ + 2rr), 

with Uodd(¢) ~ -Uodd(¢ + 2rr), 
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with uoddCcf» ---+ +UoddCcf> + 2rr). (12) 

The four eigenfunctions for the case n = 0 are shown qualitatively in Fig. P55. 

The four eigenfunctions are also either even or odd functions of C cf> - 3;); i.e., they 

are even or odd with respect to reflections in the plane cf> = 3; , where the potential 

again has a maximum. In particular, the eigenfunction u_ of the nondegenerate 

level, with IlE = - Q2Fiwo/rr, is even with respect to reflections in planes through 

any potential maximum, and the eigenfunction U+ of the nondegenerate level, 

with IlE = +Q2Fiwo/rr, is odd with respect to reflections in planes through any 

potential maximum. Conversely, the eigenfunctions Uo for the doubly degenerate 

level, with Il E = 0, are alternately even and odd functions when reflected in planes 

through successive potential maxima. Because any linear combination of the two 

eigenfunctions Uo is again an eigenfunction with the same eigenvalue, we would, 

however, have to exercise care in using the symmetry with respect to reflections 

in successive planes of symmetry of the potential. 

The case for VCcf» = Vo(l - cos Ncf», arbitrary N: 

In this case, the maxima of the potentials will be centered about the angles 

~, (~ + ~), (~ +2~), ... , (~ +k 2;), ... , (~ + N~) 

Let us rename these regions with the index k, starting with k = 0 for the starting 

hill and ending with k = N, for which we have incremented cf> by 2rr. Eqs. (8) and 

(9) can now be put in the form 

UO. even ---+ c-1t[ -f3Ul.even - (1 + f3)Ul.odd]. 

UO.odd ---+ (-It [ -f3UI.odd + (1 - f3)U1.even J. (13) 

UO. even ---+ (_1)2/1 [(2f3 2 - l)u2.even + 2f3(1 + f3)U2.0dd]. 

uO.odd ---+ C _1)2n [(2f:l2 - l)U2.odd - 2f:l(l - f3)U2.even J. (14) 

Iterating this once more, we have the connection into the next hill 

UO. even ---+ (-1)3n[f3(3 - 4f:l2)U3.even - (l + f3)(4f32 - 1)u3.odd]. 

UO.odd ---+ (_1)3n [f3(3 - 4f:l2)U3.odd + (l - f3)(4f:l2 - 1)u3.even J. (15) 

Before iterating this into the kth hill, it will be convenient to change the notation, 

and rename f3 == cos ex.. With this notation, the above relations and the continued 

iteration process give 

UO. even ---+ (_1)n [ - cos ex. U 1.even - (1 + cos ex.)u 1. odd ], 

UO.odd --+ (-It [ - cos ex. U 1. odd + (1 - cos ex.)U 1. even ]. 
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UO. even ---* (_I)2n [cos(2a) 

UO,odd ---* (_1)2n [COS(2a) 

sin(2a) ] 
U2 even + (1 + cosa)-.--U2,odd , 

. sIn a 
sin(2a) ] 

U2 odd - (1 - cosa)-.--U2.even , 
, sma 

UO.even ---* (-I )3n [ - cos(3a) 

UO.odd ---* (-I )3n [ - cos(3a) 

UO. even ---* (-I)k(n+l)[cos(ka) 

UO,odd ---* (-I )k(n+ I) [ cos(ka) 

sin(3a) ] 
U3,even - (I + cosa)-.--U3,odd , 

sma 
(sin 3a) ] 

U3,odd + (I - cos a). U3.even, 
sma 

sin(ka) ] 
Uk.even + (I + cos a)-.--uk.odd , 

sma 
(sinka) ] 

Uk odd - (I - cos a). Uk,even, 
, sma 

UO,even ---* (_I)N(n+l)[cOS(Na) 

UO,odd ---* (-I)N(n+l)[cOS(Na) 

sin(Na) ] 
UN even + (I + cos a) . UN.odd , 

, sma 
sin(Na) ] 

UN,odd - (l - cos a). UN.even , 
sma 

where the last iteration must give 

UN.even = ueven(¢ + 2rr) = ±UO.even (¢), 

or 

UN.odd = Uodd(¢ + 2rr) = ±UO,odd(¢). 

(16) 

A single (nondegenerate) even solution exists if cos a = -I, and a single (nonde

generate) odd solution if cos a = + I. In addition, both an even and an odd solution 

exists if 

sinNa = 0, cosNa = ±I, or 

irr 
a=-, 

N 
i = 1,2, ... , (N - I). 

Recalling cos a = (rr I1E)/ Q2Iiwo), the final spectrum of allowed energies is 

I1E = - Q2liWo , with nondegenerate even eigenfunction, 
rr 

I1E = +Q2IiWo , with nondegenerate odd eigenfunction, 
rr 

2liWo irr 
I1E = Q ~ cos N' with f.. = 1,2, ... , (N - 1), all doubly degenerate. 

For N = 3, which might apply to the X 2Y6 molecule, each zeroth-order energy, 

E~O), is split into four levels with 
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The penetration factor, Q~, may of course be so small for the ground state, n = 0, 

the splitting may be unobservable (e.g., in C2116). 

The case of very large N is of relevance in solid-state physics, where periodic 

boundary conditions are used. If we have a crystalline lattice with N repeat units, 

we assume the (N + l)th unit is identical with the first. If N is very large, the 

spacing of our multiplet of 2 + (N - 1) = (N + 1) sublevels can effectively be 

replaced by a band of continuum states of width 2 Q1t{J)o/JT . The penetration factor 

Q~ is a sensitive function of E~O). For n = 0, far below the top of the potential 

barriers, we may have Q6 « 1, leading to a narrow band. For n > 0, Q;' may 

grow dramatically with n, leading to ever wider bands as the top of the potential 

barriers is approached. 



Part IV 

Systems of Identical Particles 
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The Two-Electron Atom 

The indistinguishability of identical particles in quantum mechanics plays a very 

important role. In macroscopic, classical physics we can tag our particles (by 

painting infinitesimally small labels on them!) so we can distinguish those labelled, 

1,2, etc., even though they have exactly the same mass, internal constitution, etc. 

The impossibility of such a tagging procedure plays a very fundamental role in 

quantum mechanics. 

Consider one of the simplest systems with identical particles, the two-electron 

He atom, with Hamiltonian 

..... 2 .... 2 e2 
-t -to -+ -+ .... .... 

H = 12 + V(rd + P2 + V(r2) + I~ ~ I + Hf.s.(rl' Ph al;r2, P2, a2), (1) 
2f.L 2f.L rl - r2 

where only the last term is dependent on the spins of the two electrons and de

pends on these through their Pauli a vectors. This fine structure term will include 

one-body spin-orbit and Thomas terms, two-body spin-magnetic moment-spin

magnetic moment interactions, and so on, and can be treated as truly small 

perturbations on the zeroth-order terms including the Coulomb repulsion term, 

e2 /rI2. Even with all fine structure terms, however, the Hamiltonian has a strictly 

valid symmetry. It is invariant under the interchange of the particle indices, I and 

2. 

(2) 

where the operator P12 == Pl21 exchanges the indices 1 and 2 on all electron vari

ables. P12 commutes with the Hamiltonian, H. The eigenfunctions of the operator 
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Pl2 are the symmetric and antisymmetric functions 

1 
ljJ\ I) =72 [ljJ(rl' al ;T2. (2) + ljJ(r2' a2; rl, ad], 

( la) 1 [,(,(~ ~ ~ ~) - ~ ~ _ ] 
VI =:;z 'f' rl, 01; r2, 02' ljJ(r2, 02; rl, 01) , (3) 

with eigenvalues + 1 and ~ I, respectively, for the operator 1'12- Thus. it seems 

that every energy level of the two-electron H must be two-fold degenerate to 

all orders in perturbation theory, because the energy eigenfunctions can bc either 

symmetric or antisymmetric. Even more, any linear combination of the symmetric 

and antisymmetric functions will havc the same energy. Thus, 

tjJ = c, with Ic,1 2 + 12 = 1, (4) 

is an equally acceptable energy eigenfunction of our H. This function, however, 

leads to a tremendous dilemma. For this last \{I, with arbitrary c., and Ca , the 

probability one electron is at position ro, with spin alignment ao, and the other 

electron is at position r(;, with spin alignment ad, is given by 

P(ro, ao; r~, n\;) = IIlJ(ro. ao; r~, a~)12 + I \{I (r(;. a~; ro, ao)l2 

= Ic,ljJ(S) + ca ljJ(Q)i 2 + Ics 1jr
'
S) ~ ca 1jr la) 12 

= 2(!c,1 2 11jr(5)1 2 + Ica I
2 1jr(a)1 2 ). (5) 

We must add the probability the clectron we have labeled I is at ro with spin 

alignment given by ao, and electron 2 is at the primed position with primed spin 

alignment, to the probability the electron we have labeled 2 is at position ro with 

spin alignment given by 0-0 , because we cannot distinguish electrons I and 2. Also, 

this probability, a physically measurable quantity, seems to be dependent on c, 

and Ca. Because 1..', can vary between 0 and 1, it seems this physically measurable 

quantity has an essentially arbitrary predicted value. Consider, in particular, thc 

special case in which both electrons are situated at the same position, ro, and both 

have the same spin alignment given by 0-0 . In this case 1jr(II) = 0, so in this case 

this probability would be 21c, :211jr(s)1 2 • Because Cs can vary between 0 and 1, this 

probability could seemingly be anything between () and a maximum of 211jr(5)1 2 • 

The way out of this seeming dilemma is furnished by nature herself! An additional 

property of nature exists, first discovered empirically. The states of a system of n 

identical particles are either all totally symmetric or all totally antisymmetric. 

The totally symmetric states are symmetric under any pair exchange and hence 

under any number of pair exchanges or any permutation of the n particle indices. 

This symmetry holds for systems of identical particles with integer spins; that is, 

s = 0, I, 2, .. '. Such particles are known as Bose-Einstein particles or as bosons. 

The totally antisymmetric states change sign under any pair exchange and, hence, 

any odd permutation of the particle indices involving an odd number of pair ex

changes, while they do not change sign under even permutations of the particle 

indiccs, involving arl even number of pair exchanges. This case applies to sys-

terns of identical particles with ~ -integral spin, s== 1, ~, ~, .. '. Such particles arc 

known as Fermi-Dirac particles or as fermions. 
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Because electrons have s = ~, they are fermions and belong to the antisym

metric case. The antisymmetry, however, applies to the total wave function. A 

two-electron system could have a two-particle orbital wave function symmetric 

under the pair exchange operator applied to orbital states, provided it is multiplied 

by an anti symmetric two-particle spin function, or vice versa. Because our Hamil

tonian is spin-independent in first approximation (where we can neglect spin-orbit 

and spin magnetic-moment-spin magnetic moment interactions), we would expect 

a product of purely orbital and purely spin functions to be a good approximation. 

Let us look at the two-particle spin function first. Let us, in particular, couple 

the two single-particle spins s to resultant two-particle spin, S. Later, we shall 

specialize to the electron case with s = ~. For the moment, let s be arbitrary. 

1fr(sl,sdils = L 1frm,)SI)1frm'h (s2)(sm S.smSh ISMs}. (6) 

Now, act on this 1fr with the operator P{2' where the superscript s indicates we 

permute indices only on spin functions 

P{21fr(SI, S2)~s = L 1frm,.cS2)1frm,/s])(smSasmSbISMs}. (7) 

Now, in the sum over the indices, m sa , m Sb ' let us rename the dummy indices, 

mSa «-+ mSb ' and let us then rewrite the product of the two single-particle spin 

functions in reverse order, to obtain 

P{21fr(SI, S2)~s = L 1frm,JSI)1frm,/S2)(smsbsms"lSMs). (8) 

msa·mSb 

Next, we make use of the symmetry property of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 

(9) 

to obtain 

Ps .'r(~ ~)s _ ( 1)2s-S,'r(-: ~)s 
12'¥ Sl, S2 Ms - - '¥ SI, S2 Ms' (10) 

Thus, with s = ~-integer, so 2s = odd integer, two-particle spin functions, with 

S = 0, 2, ... , even integer, are antisymmetric, whereas two-particle spin func

tions, with S = 1, 3, .. " odd integer, are symmetric. For the special case of 

electrons, with s = ~, the two-particle state with S = 0 is antisymmetric, whereas 

the two-particle states with S = I are symmetric. The antisymmetric two-particle 

spin states, with S = 0, must now be matched with a symmetric two-particle 

orbital state; similarly, the symmetric two-particle spin states, with S = 1, must 

be matched with anti symmetric two-particle orbital states. For two-electron states 

with na1a #- nb1b, we can always construct both a symmetric and an anti symmetric 

two-particle orbital state of good two-particle orbital angular momentum, L, M L 

.Ir ~ ~)L " [ ~ ~ 
'l'naia;nbib(rl, r2 ML == ~ 1f.rnal(1m{,(rl)'./lnblbm,,(rz) 

ma.mb 

± 1fr nb1bmb (rl)1fr nalama (r2) ] (lamahmb I LM L) 
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= L [1fJnalam a (rd1fJnolomb (r2)(la ma1bmb ILMd 
ma.mb 

± 1fJ"blom b (rd1fJnalam a (r2)( _1)la+lo-L (hmb1ama ILMd], (11) 

where the upper sign refers to the orbitally symmetric and the lower sign to the 

orbitally anti symmetric two-particle functions. In the special case, when na = 
nb = n and La = lb = L, we can rename the indices ma *+ mb in the second term 

of this equation because they are dummy summation indices. With na = nb = n, 

and La = h = I, therefore, the symmetric and antisymmetric two-particle orbital 

states of good orbital angular momentum L, M L become 

1fJIlI;nlCi\, r2)tL = L 1fJnlm)rd1fJnlmb(r2)[1 ± (-1)2/-L}lmalmbILMd. (12) 

mamb 

Because 21 = even integer, in this case, symmetric two-particle states survive only 

for states with even L [upper sign in eq. (12)], whereas antisymmetric two-particle 

states survive only for states with odd L [lower sign in eq. (12)]. Thus, in two

electron configurations with naLa = nbh, the only allowed states must have either 

S = 0 and L = even integer, or S = 1 and L = odd integer. For a two-electron 

configuration of type (np)2 in a two-valence electron atom, the only possible energy 

states are 

ISO, ID2' and 3p, 
0.1.2, 

in standard spectroscopic notation, where S is identified through a left superscript 

(2S + 1), L is identified by the spectroscopic letter, a capital letter because the 

state is not a one-electron state, and the possible J values are given by a right 

subscript. In the He atom, the ground state with nala = nbLb = 10, i.e., with 

ground-state configuration (ls)2, must be a pure singlet state with L = 0, S = 0, 

i.e., a I So state. Excited states with configurations such as (Is, 2s) or (Is, 2p) have 

both a singlet and a triplet component, with L = 0 and L = 1, respectively, as 

shown in Fig. 38.1. Because only the small fine structure terms in our Hamiltonian 

have a spin dependence, the singlet and triplet states are almost unconnected. In 

addition, electromagnetic transitions between singlet and triplet states are forbid

den in zeroth (electric dipole approximation), because the transition operator is 

spin-independent. Thus, the singlet, S = 0 state atoms, the so-called para-helium 

atoms, and the triplet, S = 1 state atoms, the so-called ortho-helium atoms, essen

tially form a mixture of two gases; transitions from singlet to triplet states being 

extremely rare. Finally, configurations such as (2s)2 or (2p)2 are not included in 

Fig. 38.1 because they can be expected to lie above the first ionization threshhold. 

A Perturbation Theory for a Two-Electron Atom 

To get a very rough idea of the energy spectrum for He (or once ionized Li, 

twice ionized Be, etc), let us neglect all spin-dependent fine structure terms in the 

Hamiltonian of eq. (1) and, even further, try to consider the Coulomb repulsion 
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(1s 2p) 
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Para-helium 
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(ls 2s) 

Ortho-helium 

FIGURE 38.1. He atom spectrum. 

0,1.2 

3 S 

term, e2/ r12, as a first order perturbation. In eq. (l), the variables rj, r2 are the 

physical coordinates. Let us again introduce dimensionless rj and r2. Because we 

will now find it useful to separate the Z dependence of the various terms, let us 

make the substitutions 

(13) 

where aU quantities without the subscript, phys., such as rl and r2 are now 

dimensionless quantities, i.e., physical quantities given in atomic units. Then, 

(0) (I) _ 2 ( 1 2 I 1 2 1) r 1 
H=H +H =Z --V'j----V'2-- +Z-. 

2 r) 2 r2 r12 
(4) 

With energies given in units of J-te4 //1 2 , we get the dimensionless zeroth-order 

energy 

(0) 2 ( 1 1 )' 
E =-z -2 +-2 ' 

2n" 2nb 
(15) 

and the first-order corrections (albeit very rough corrections!) to this energy would 

be given by the diagonal matrix elements of HO). If, for the moment, we use the 

shorthand notation a == na1ama and b == nb1bmb. the zeroth-order state vectors for 
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the two-electron system are 

1 
,J2(lab) + Iba))IS = 0, Ms = 0), 

I 
,J2(lab) - Iba) )1 8 = 1, Ms}, (16) 

where the notation assumes the orbital quantum number, a or b, which appears 

first in the ket, refers to the particle with label 1 and that whieh appears second 

refers to particle with label 2. Because our H(l) = Z / r12 is spin-independent, no 

off-diagonal terms connect 8 = 0 states to S = 1 states. The spin states simply 

furnish a spin-space orthonormality integral. No spin dependence of the matrix 

elements exists. Therefore, 

E()) = ~([(abIH(I)lab) + (ba l l1(J)lba)] ± [(abIH(l)iba) +- (baIH(I)lab)]). 

(17) 

Now, use 

(ball1( IJ lba) = (balPlzl PI2 H(J) PI21 Pdba) 

= (abIPI2H(J) P1211ab) = (abIH(IJlab), (18) 

with a similar relation for (ba 1 H(I) lab), so 

E(I) = (abIH(I)lab) ± (abIH(l)jba) = Dab ± X ab , (19) 

where Dab stands for the direct integral in which the order of the quantum numbers 

ab is the same in both bra and ket, whereas Xab stands for the exchange integral in 

which the order of the quantum numbers ab is exchanged in the ket relative to the 

order in the bra. The upper sign (+) refers to the singlet or S = 0 states, whereas 

the lower sign (-) refers to the triplet S = 1 states. Because our H(I) = +Z/rI2 

is a positive (repulsive) interaction term, we can expect both Dab and Xab to be 

positive numbers. Thus, we would expect the triplet states to lie somewhat below 

the singlet states, as shown in Fig. 38.1. This is a special case of Hund's rule. In a 

many-electron atom, we would expect the state with the largest possible number 

of electron pairs coupled to spin S = 1 to lie lowest in energy. Thus, the lowest 

state should be the state with highest possible total spin S. 

Finally, our final energies are spin-dependent, even though our Hamiltonian was 

spin-independent, the spin dependence coming from the symmetry of the two

electron orbital functions. The antisymmetric two-particle orbital functions have 

a smaller probability of bringing the two electrons close together. Hence, in these 

states, the Coulomb repulsion term between the two electrons is less effective. The 

resultant apparent spin-dependence of the Hamiltonian could be taken into account 

by introducing an effective spin-dependent Hamiltonian, 

(1) (l + 0-1 .0-2 ) 

Hab = Dab - Xab -------2--' (20) 

where we have used 

a 1 - - I - -) I 1 2 (S 3 3]) PI2 = 3:(1 + (JI - 0"2) = 30 + 4S 1 . S2 = 2( + [S + 1) - 4 - 4 ' (21) 
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which has eigenvalue + 1 for an S = I, or spin-symmetric state and eigenvalue 

-I for an S = 0 or spin-antisymmetric state. 

To actually carry out the direct and exchange integrals, we will expand Ijr12 in 

spherical harmonics 

1 

Irl - r21 Jr? + r; - 2r\r2 cos 0\2 

00 rk 

= L k~l Pk(cos 0\2), for r2 < rl, 
k=Orl 

00 rk 

= L k~1 Pk(COS OI2), for r\ < r2· (22) 

k=Or2 

We shall further use the addition theorem for spherical harmonics 

(23) 

The direct term, Dab, is made up of terms of the form 

00 41T 100 

Dab = ZLL(2k + 1) drlr?R~ala(rl) 
k=O q 0 

[1 rl 
2 r~ 2 100 

2 r~ 2 ] 
X dr2r2 HI Rnb1b (r2) + dr2r2 HI Rnb1b (r2) 

o ~ n ~ 

X!! dQ\ Yl:Cma-q)COJ, rPl)Y:qCOJ, rPl)Y1ama (0\ rPd 

X!! dQ2Yl:Cmb+q/02, rP2)YkqC02, rP2)YhmbC02, rfJz), (24) 

weighted by the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the coupling [La X 

h]LM. The angular integrals will in general greatly restrict the number of terms 

in the k sum. For the low-lying states of He, in particular, with one of the nala or 

nbh = 10, in general, just a single k term will exist. For the He ground state, for 

example, with nala = nblb = 10, the angular integrals give 

so the energy, E(1), which is here given by the direct integral, gives 

E(I) = Z roo dr\rrR~ocrl)[ (" dr2rl-.!...R~0(r2) + /00 dr2r;-.!...R~0(r2)]. (26) 
10 10 r\ rl r2 

With RIO(r) = 2e-r , and 

(27) 
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and 

(28) 

we get 

E(I) = z( 41 00 

drjrje-2r, - 41 00 drj(r~ + r j )e-4rl ) 

2! I! 5 
= Z(l! -]6 -"4) = 8Z . (29) 

Thus, including this "first-order" correction term, the He atom ground-state energy 

would be (in atomic units JLe4 jJi2) 

5 
E = E(O) + E(I) = _Z2 +-Z 

8 ' 

with Z = 2, 3, ... for He, once ionized Li, .... For He, therefore, we get 

5 
E ~ -4+ - = -2.75. 

4 

(30) 

(31) 

This result compares with the experimental value of - 2.90351. Considering the 

highly approximate nature of our calculation, this is not a bad result, but clearly 

improvements are necessary. This need for improvement will lead us to our final 

perturbation technique, the variational method. Before we discuss this perturbation 

technique, we need to make a few remarks about n identical-particle systems, with 

n > 2. 
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n-Identical Particle States 

For the two-particle system, it was easy to make two-particle wavefunctions either 

symmetric or anti symmetric under exchange of particle indices. Moreover, it was 

easy to write the full two-particle wave functions as products of two-particle orbital 

and two-particle spin functions. For n-particle systems, however, it is in princi

ple straightforward to make a totally symmetric or a totally anti symmetric wave 

function by acting on a product of n single-particle functions, with a symmetrizer 

or an antisymmetrizer operator, provided the single-particle functions include all 

variables, orbital and spin variables (and perhaps other internal variables, if they 

exist), appropriate for the n-particle system. We will denote the symmetrizer by 

S and the antisymmctrizer by A. For the two-particle system, we can construct 

symmetric and anti symmetric 2-partic1e functions via 

1/I(s)(rl, a] ;1'2,0-2) = [s = (1 + P(l2»] 1/Ia(r] , 0-1 ) 1/Ib(rz , 0-2), 

1/I(1I>(;1, 0-1 ;1'2,0-2) = [A = (l - P(12» ] 1/Ia (rl , 0-1)1/Ib(rZ, 0-2), (1) 

where a and b now stand for all single-particle quantum numbers, c.g., a == 
nul"ml" mSa • To generalize this to n-particle systems, the symmctrizer must include, 

besides the identity operation, a sum over all possible permutation operators for 

the n-partic1e system. That is, 

S=2)->, (2) 
p 

where the sum includes all n! possible permutation operators, P, including the 

identity operation, 1. For example, for n = 3, 

(3) 
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where P(ij) are pair exchange operators, which exchange the indices i and j on both 

orbital and spin variables. The permutation operator P(123) designates the cyclic 

interchange of labels (123) in the order 1 -+ 2,2 -+ 3,3 -+ 1. This interchange 

could be achieved by first making the pair exchange I # 3 followed by the pair ex

change 2 # 3; i.e., P(l23) = P(23)P(l3). We could just as well have expressed P(l23) 

by P(123) = P(13)P(12), or in many other ways, e.g., P(l23) = P(13)P(23) P(i2) P(13). 

p( 123) will, however, always involve a product of an even number of pair exchanges. 

In general, the n! permutations of n labels involve ~ n! even permutations, includ

ing the identity operation, and ~n! odd permutations. All even permutations can 

be expressed in terms of products of an even number of pair exchanges, and all 

odd permutations can be expressed in terms of products of an odd number of pair 

exchanges. For n = 4, the 24 permutation operators include the identity operation, 

six pair exchanges of type P(ij)' three double pair exchanges of type P(ij)P(kl), 

eight cyclic interchanges of type P(ijk) in which one label remains invariant, and 

six cyclic interchanges of all four labels of type P(ijkl), where the latter are odd 

permutations. 

To build a totally symmetric n-particle state, for an n-boson system, we simply 

act with the symmetrizer, S, on a product of n single particle states. If the latter 

are given in Dirac ket notation, e.g., 

laaaaabbccc ... ), 

where a == na1amla mSa; i.e., the quantum numbers for a include all orbital and all 

other (internal) quantum numbers, such as the spin quantum number ms. In this 

example, the particles labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are all in the same quantum state, a, 

whereas particles labeled 6 and 7 are in quantum state, b, and particles labeled 8, 

9, 10 are in quantum state, c, and so on. The operator S acting on such a state 

does not give a normalized state vector, but it is straightforward to construct the 

normalized totally symmetric state vector, 

(nl!n2!n3!·· .) 
-----Slaaaaabbccc·· .), 

n! 
(4) 

where we have assumed nl particles exist in quantum state a, n2 particles exist 

in quantum state b, n3 particles exist in quantum state c, and on on. Note, in 

particular, that all n bosons could be in the same quantum state. Also, in eq. (4) 

the symmetrizer, S, now includes only permutations that exchange particles in 

different quantum states, e.g., P(l6) but not p(l2). 

For n-fermion states, we construct the n-particle states in the same way using 

an n-particle antisymmetrizer, A, 

with u(P) = even (odd) 

for P = even (odd). (5) 

For n = 3, e.g., 

(6) 
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Now, normalized states are constructed via 

1 
-Alabc .. ·). 
..Jii! 

(7) 

In particular, all single-particle quantum states must now be different; i.e. a ::f b ::f 
c ::f .. '. Otherwise, the state vector would be annihilated by the antisymmetrizer A. 

In coordinate representation, the totally antisymmetric state ca.n also be expressed 

through an n x n determinant, the so-caned Slater determinant, 

¥ra(l) ¥rb(l) ¥r c(1) ¥rk(l) 

CaJ _ 1 
¥ra (2) ¥rb(2) ¥re(2) ¥rk(2) 

¥r - ..Jii' ¥ra(3) ¥rb(3) ¥r c (3) ¥rk(3) (8) 
n. 

¥ra(n) ¥rb(n) ¥re(n) ¥rk(n) 

where the particle indices, (i), are shorthand for (r;, a;). This n-particle wave func

tion is totally antisymmetric. An odd permutation of particle indices corresponds 

to an odd permutation of rows of the determinant and therefore changes the sign 

of the determinant. Similarly, an even permutation of indices corresponds to an 

even pemmtation of rows of the detenninant and does not change the sign of the 

determinant. 

Even though we have succeeded in constructing n-particle wave functions ofthe 

appropriate totally symmetric or totally antisymmetric character, these functions 

may not be easy to work with. Later in the course (Chapters 78 and 79) we shaH 

develop special techniques to deal with n-boson or n-fermion systems, involving 

single-boson or single-fermion creation and annihilation operators, with special 

commutation or anticommutation relations, respectively. The boson creation and 

annihilation operators are very similar to harmonic oscillator creation and annihila

tion operators. The fermion creation and annihilation operators will be particularly 

useful in quantum field theory, and we shall meet them there. 

A final remark: For the n-e\ectron atom, we would find it very convenient to 

separate the n-particle wave function into a product of an n-particle orbital function 

and an n-particle spin function because our Hamiltonian has only a very weak 

dependence on spin. For n = 2, this separation was trivial and led to orbitally 

symmetric spin singlet states and orbitally anti symmetric spin triplet states. For 

n = 3, this separation is already much more complicated. States with S = ~ have 

totally symmetric three-particle spin functions. This fact is immediately apparent 

for the three-particle spin state with S = ~ and M s = ~. It follows for the states 

with lower values of Ms because the three-particle Ms-lowering operator, S = 

S_ (1) + S_ (2)·+- S_(3), is totally symmetric, i.e., invariant under any permutation of 

particle indices. For these threc-particle quartet spin states with S = ~, it is trivial 

to combine this totally symmetric spin state with a totally antisymmetric orbital 

state. The three orbital quantum numbers na1am'a' nb, lb, mlu, and nclemle must 

differ in at least one of the three quantum numbers, in this totally antisymmetric 

orbital state. Next, it is impossible to make a totally anti symmetric three-particle 

spin state, because the single-particle spin states have only two available quantum 
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states, ms = ±~. We would require three different single-particle spin states 

to make a totally antisymmetric three-particle spin function. Three-particle spin 

functions, with S = ~, thus, must have a mixed intennediate symmetry, neither 

totally anti symmetric nor totally symmmetric. They must be combined with three

particle orbital functions also of such a mixed symmetry. Actually two types of 

intennediate-symmetry three-particle functions exist, and the two orbital and two 

spin functions must be combined in proper linear combination to make a totally 

antisymmetric total three-particle function. Already, for n = 3, this is no longer a 

completely trivial problem. For elegant techniques of handling such problems, we 

will find it advantageous to use the detailed properties of the pennutation group of 

n objects. For a more detailed description of the possible intennediate symmetries 

for n = 3 and n = 4 in terms of the so-called Young tableaux, see the introductory 

part of Chapter 78. 
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The Variational Method 

Our final perturbation technique is the variational technique, which is particularly 

well-suited for finding approximations to ground-state energies and wave func

tions. We shall apply it, in particular, to find approximations to the ground-state 

energy and wave functions for the He atom. 

The variational method employs the following functional: Let the solutions 

of an energy eigenvalue problem be part of a function space, part or all of our 

Hilbert space, and let 1/1 be a particular function of that space. Then, we define the 

functional, a function of functions 1/1 to be varied, through 

E([1/I]) = (1/IIHI1/I) 
(1/I11/I) , 

(1) 

where 11/1) is square-integrable, but not necessarily normalized to unity; i.e., (1/1 11/I) 
is finite (nonzero), but not necessarily normalized to unity. Also E ([ 1/1]) gives the 

average energy of the system in the state 11/1). The variational method is based on 

the following theorem. 

Theorem: Any state vector, 11/1), for which the average energy, considered as a 

functional of the vectors of the full state vector space, is stationary is an eigenvector 

of the discrete spectrum of H; and the corresponding energy eigenvalue is the 

stationary value of E ([ 1/1 D. 
If we could actually carry out a variation of 1/1, starting with some assumed 

value of 1/1 and varying 1/1 by small steps by rotating 1/1 by small amounts in the 

infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, such that we could end by finding the true 

minimum of the functional, we would attain the ground state eigenvector and 

eigenvalue exactly. Similarly, a local minimum or maximum would give us excited

state eigenvectors and eigenvalues. In actual practice, of course, we cannot do this 
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even with modem computers. The way the method is actually used is to restict the 

variation of 1/1, not to the set of all functions of the full space, but to a judiciously 

chosen subset of functions, perhaps a finite number of eigenfunctions of a closely 

related exactly soluble problem, which we guess to be the most important subspace 

of our full space. Alternatively, we might restrict the functions 1/1 to those of 

a specific analytical form that we guess to be good candidates. (Our physical 

intuition comes into play here!) These analytical functions should contain a few 

undetermined (variation) parameters, which are fixed at the values making the 

variation 0 E = O. If we denote these functions, <1>, and vary E ([ <1>]) such that 

8E([<1>]) = 0, we may get a good approximation to the exact energy if E([<1>o]) 

and E([ 1/10)] differ by only a small amount. 

A Proof of the Variational Theorem 

To prove the variational principle theorem, let us put E([ VI]) in the form 

E([1/I])(1/IIv/) = (1/IIHi1/l) (2) 

and make the variation to give 

8E(v/Iv/) + E(81/111/1) + E(1/I181/1) = (81/1iHI1/I) +- (1/IIHI81/1), (3) 

or 

(1/I11/I)8E = (81/11(H ~ £)11/1) + (1/I1(H -- E)181/1). (4) 

Hence, we see: If :1/1) is an exact solution of (H ~ E)11/I) = 0, and if (1/111/1) is 

finite and nonzero, 8 E = O. 

Also, If 8E = 0, 

(81/11UI ~ E)11/I) + (1/I1(H ~ E)181,1/) = O. (5) 

N ow, the variation of 11/1·) and the variation of (1/1 1 are not independent, but because 

our vector space is a complex vector space and the variation of 11/1) is completely 

arbitrary, we could vary the pure real and pure imaginary parts of 11/1) separately 

and independently of each other. Equivalently, we could vary l1rst 11/1) to give eq. 

(5), and then vary i 11/I} to give 

~ i(81/11(H ~ E)11/I) + i(1/IICH- E)181/1) = o. 

Eqs. (5) and (6), together, then yield: If 8E = 0, 

(81/11(H ~ E)11/I) 0 

(!f;I(H - E)181/1) = 0 

(6) 

(7) 

separately, leading to the conclusion 11/1) is an exact eigenvector of H with 

eigenvalue E. 
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B Bounds on the Accuracy of the Variational Method 

Because, in actual practice, we cannot vary the 11/1) of the full vector space, but 

will vary instead the 1<1>} of a highly restricted subspace of our vector space, it will 

be very useful to try to get a bound on the variational values of the energy obtained 

by this technique. We will show, in the subspace of the 1<1», the variation of the 

I<P), which gives 8E([<1>]) = 0, leads to an E([<PJ) such that 

E([<1>]) :::: Eo, (8) 

where Eo is the exact value of the ground-state energy. To prove this, calculate 

_ _ (<1>I(H=-Eo)I<1» _ ""' (<PICH- Eo)ln)(nl<1» 
E([<1>]) Eo - (<PI<P) - L. (<1>i<1» , 

all n ' 

(9) 

where we have merely inserted the unit operator, I:all n In) (n I, into the equation and 

In) is the exact eigenvector of H with eigenvalue En. The sum in this equation may 

include an integral over continuous energy values if the spectrum of eigenvalues 

E contains both a discrete part and a continuum. From the above, we get 

E = ""'CE - E )(<1>ln) (nl<1» = ""'CE - E )1(n l<1»1 2 
>, O. (10) 

o L. n ° (<1>1<1» L. n (j (<1>I<1»-
n n 

E([<1>]) 

Thus, we know the sign of the error made in the variational technique, although the 

magnitude of the error is difficult to estimate, which is one of the drawbacks of the 

technique. However, we can proceed as follows: If we have found an approximate 

E([<1>d) by varying the parameters in the set offunctions <PJ to obtain an E([<1>d), 

and if we subsequently take a more sophisticated (and hopefully better) set of 

trial functions, <1>2. perhaps with a larger number of variational parameters, then 

if E([<1>2]) < E([<1>d), we know E([<P 2 ]) is a better approximation to the ground

state energy. In principle, this process could be continued to further improve our 

approximation. The absolute value ofthe error in the final approximation, however, 

may still be quite uncertain. 

C An Example: The Ground-State Energy of the He 

Atom 

The first step of the calculation involves a good choice of functions, <1>. Here, 

the ingenuity of the calculator comes to the fore. We want a family of ¢, simple 

enough for ease of calculation, yet complicated enough to get an accurate result. 

In our perturbation calculation for the He atom, our zeroth-order wave function, a 

simple product of hydrogenic Is wave functions, took no account of the presence 

of the "second" electron. This electron partially shields the nucleus with charge 

Z from the "first" electron, so this one effectively sees a charge ),Z rather than 

the full charge Z. Here, the shielding factor A could be introduced as a very sim

ple variational parameter. Thus, the zeroth-order single-particle wave functions, 
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y,~~U=O of perturbation theory could be replaced by single-particle functions 

J..Z ~ 1 
¢()..) = R(ri)YoO«()i, ¢;) = (-) 22e-)..ZrphYS.,/ao r-.o=' (11) 

ao v4rr 

If we introduce, the dimensionless ri, as in Chapter 38, viz. rphys.i ~ri' in 

terms of these dimensionless ri, we will build the variational trial function from 

single-particle functions 

(12) 

so the two-particle variational functions are 

<t>(A) = 4)..3 e- ... r.- ... r1 _
1_. 

4rr 
(13) 

We have chosen the <t>(A) such that the normalization is (<t>(J..)I<t>(A)} = 1 (because 

it was extremely easy to do so!). Now, using the Hamiltonian, H(O) + H(I) in the 

form of eq. (14) of Chapter 38, we have 

(<t>(A) I H I <t>()..») 

= 2Z2 (¢()..)ITs.p.I¢()..») + 2Z2{¢(J..)lVs. p.I¢()..») + Z (<t>()..) I ~ I <t>(J..»), (14) 
r12 

where the single-particle expectation values for the single-particle kinetic energy 

operator, Ts.p ., and the single-particle potential energy operator, Vs.p ., follow from 

1 a2 2 i1 )..2 

(¢(J..)IT"p.I¢(A») = -2 (¢()..) I i1r2 + -; dr I¢(J..») = 2(1)2' 

(¢(A)IV,.p.I¢()..») = - (¢()..) I ~ I¢(A») = -\11)2' (15) 

where we have simply made the substitutions, r = r' j()..) in the operators in 

these equations and have made the transformation )..r = r' in the single-particle 

functions, ¢()..), to relate the integrals to the standard hydrogenic expectation value 

results, (Ts .p.) = + 2!' , and (~) = -;!r, with n = 1. In the same way, we get 

1 5 
Z(<t>(A)I-I<t>(A») = -ZA, 

rl2 8 
(16) 

where we have again made the substitution )..r12 = r;2 to convert the integral to 

the form evaluated through eq. (30) of Chapter 38. Thus, 

5 
E([<t>(A)]) = (<t>(A)IHI<t>(A») = A2 Z 2 - 2AZ2 + 8AZ. (17) 

With 

aE(A) 5 
-- = 2)"Z2 - 2Z2 + - Z = 0 

d).. 8' 
(18) 
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5 
A=l--

16Z' 
(19) 

or for He, with Z = 2, AZ = Z - ft; = 1.6875, which is a reasonable value for 

the shielded nuclear charge. With this value of A, the variational approximation, 

E([<l>(A)]), is 

2 5, 25 ( 5 )2 
E([<l>()')]) = -Z + -Z - - = - Z - - . 

8 256 16 
(20) 

For, He, with Z = 2, this gives E = -2.8477. Recall the experimental value was 

E =--2.90351. Considering the extreme simplicity of our trial function, with 

a single variational parameter, this is a marked improvement over the first-order 

perturbation theory result of Chapter 38. 

To make an improvement over the simple one-parameter variational wave func

tion used here, Hylleraas in (1928) used a six-parameter variational function of 

the type 

<l> = e-A(r l +r2l(l + CIU + C2t2 + C3S + C4S2 + c5u2)_1_, (21) 
4n 

withu = r12,S = (r] +r2),t = (r]-rz),definedintennsofthedimensionlesscoor

dinates, ri, <l> being a function of the six variational parameters, A, C] , C2, C3, C4, cs. 

These trial <l> are now not nonnalized. Variation of the six parameters in these <l> led 

to an E([<l>]) = -2.90362. This result violates our theorem, E([1>]) :::: Eo(exact), 

E([<l>DHytieraas < Eexp_. Recall Eexp_ = -2.90351. HyUeraas did not, however, in

clude the spin-dependent fine structure tenns HLs_ in his calculation. These tenns 

are of order (12 = (l/137f times the dominant terms in H and would have to be 

included if we want to compare with experimental results to the order of the 4th 

decimal place. 

D The Ritz Variational Method 

So far, we have illustrated the variational method with the use oftrial functions built 

in tenns of a few physically motivated parameters. In Ritz's use of the variational 

technique, the trial function is built in tenns of an expansion in a finite number of 

zeroth-order eigenfunctions of a simpler related problem, with known eigenvalues 

and eigenfunctions. 

N N 

1<11) = .l)n) (nl<l» = I>:'nln), (22) 

11=0 

where the N + 1 parameters, en are now to be considered as the variational pa

rameters, and it is now easy to choose these such that Ln ICn 12 = 1 and therefore 

(<l>I<l» = 1. Now, 

8«(<l>IHI<l») = 0, (23) 
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subject to the subsidiary condition 

(ef>Ief» = I = ~)Cn 12, (24) 

n 

yields 

N N 

~(L(ef>lm}(mIHln)(nlef>}) = ~(Le~en(mIHln}) = 0, (25) 
n.m n.m 

subject to the subsidiary condition, arising from the normalization constraint 

N 

~ (Le~~mnen) = O. 
n,m 

(26) 

Multiplying this second constraint equation by the Lagrange multiplier, named 

suggestively - E, and adding this to the first (variational) equation, we get 

N 

L[~e~«(mIHln) - E~mn)c" + c~«(mIHln} - E~nm)~en] = 0 
fl,m 

N 

= L[~e~«mIHln} - E~nm)en + ~cm(mIHln}* - E~mll)c~] = 0, (27) 
n.m 

where we have used the hermitian character of the matrix elements of H and 

have renamed n ~ m in the second term of this equation. Now, the en are complex 

numbers, so we can vary separately the real and imaginary parts of en and combine 

these variations such that, separately, the real and imaginary parts of the above 

equation can be set equal to zero. This process leads to 

N 

L)e~((mIHln} - E~nm)en = 0, 
n.m 
N 

L~Cm«(mIHln}* - E~nm)e~ = O. 
n.m 

(28) 

Because we can vary the individual en separately, we can set all ~ek = 0, except 

for one particular ~em, leading to 

N 

L«mIHln} - E~nm)en = O. (29) 

n 

This relation is the usual eigenvalue-eigenvector equation for a finite-dimensional 

basis. The eigenvalues E;, with eigenvectors given by the c~) with i = 0, I, ... , N 

are the variational approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors. If our original ba

sis was a "good guess," we might expect the lowest few eigenvalues to be good 

approximations. Improved approximations might then be obtained by expanding 

the basis from an N-dimensional one to one of slightly higher dimensionality, and 

if our original guess was indeed a good one, this process should converge to the 

exact eigenvalues. 
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Scattering Theory 



41 

Introduction to Scattering Theory 

A Potential Scattering 

Until now, most of our applications have involved bound states of a quantum 

system. Now, in starting scattering theory, we shall be dealing with states in the 

continuum. We shall start by considering the scattering of a structure less point 

particle of mass, m, and incident momentum, p, from a fixed scattering center via 

an interaction describable by a potential, V (1\ or the equivalent one-body problem 

for the relative motion of two structureless point particles of masses, m] and m2, 

and reduced mass, m]m2/(m[ + m2), which again interact via a potential, V(i\ 

where r is now the relative motion vector, r = r[ r2. 
Before starting, let us make some remarks about possible generalizations as 

follows. 

1. The particles may have spin, and a rearrangement of spin alignments may 

occur during the scattering process, if the interaction between the particles include 

spin-dependent forces. 

2. The particles may not be treatable as point particles. They may be composites, 

made of several constituent particles. During the collision process, excitations of 

internal degrees of freedom of the particles may then occur (inelastic collisions), 

or rearrangement collisions, where constituent particles from projectile may be 

transferred to target or vice versa may occur. 

3. Shortcomings may exist of the simple potential description of the scattering 

process. This difficulty may lead to nonlocal potentials. Also, in scattering of 

particles at relativi stic energies, a simple potential description may not be possible. 

We shall restrict ourselves to nonrelativistic energies. 
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The scattering process is described by the Scattering Cross Section. 

We assume we have an incoming beam of particles of definite fixed V, or mo

mentum p, approximated by a plane wave, with specified incoming flux, that is, 

a fixed number of incoming particles per cm2 per second, (initial condition). We 

want to calculate the probability particles are scattered into an element of solid 

angle, dQ, about some direction fJ, tjJ, relative to the initial direction fixed by p. 
(See Fig. 41.1.) It is assumed the detector detecting the scattered particles is at a 

distance r from the scattering center, where r is large compared with the size of 

the scattering quantum system. The scattering cross section is defined by 

number of particles scattered/sec into dQ at e, tjJ 
da =----------------- = Ice tjJ)dQ 

number of particles/cm2/sec in incoming beam ' , 

where 

and 

da 
- = differential scattering cross section, 
dQ 

a = r 12
][ dQ(da) = total scattering cross section. 

JIi=O ¢=o dQ 

(1) 

For the relative motion of the two-body problem, we need to discuss the transfor

mation from the laboratory coordinates,'1 and'2, to the center of mass coordinates. 

If we sit on the center of mass, the scattering process is describable by the relative 

motion vector, 'reI. == " where 

with 

.~ ""* 
P .:, .:, ~. PI P2 

(mlrl+- m2r 2) 

(ml + m2) , 

- = rj - r2 = iJI ---- 1)2 = - - -, 
I-L ml m2 

(2) 

(3) 

In the laboratory, particle 1, the projectile, will have an initial momentum, (m I VI )0, 

whereas particle 2, the target particle, will have an initial momentum of zero. After 

the scattering process, particle I will have a final momentum, ml Vi, making an 

angle Blah_ with the initial momentum direction, whereas particle 2 will recoil with 

momentum m2v2 at an angle (h with respect to the initial momentum direction. 

(See Fig. 41.2.) We shall denote momentum and position vectors in the center of 

mass system with a prime. In the center of mass system, the initial momentum of 

particle 2 must be (p2)~ = -(pI)~. Similarly for the final momenta, p~ = - p;. For 

true point particles, the scattering process is elastic, leading to 1 P: 1 = 1 (pI)~ I. The 

final momentum vector in the center of mass system has the same magnitude as the 

initial momentum vector, but makes an angle e relative to the initial momentum 

direction. The transformation 

(4) 
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leads to 

and 

or 

p; = ml v; = f./.(Vl - V2). 

Similarly, using (ih)o = 0, we have 

(pI)~ = f./.(VI )0, 

and because Ip{1 = l(pl)~I, we have 

I(vl - v2)1 = l(vI)ol. 

Now, from eq. (5) and Fig. 41.3, 

1anOlab. 

w here we have used 

IRe.m.1 

v; 

v; sinO 

(v; cos 0 +- I/t.m.l) 

sinO 

(cos 0 +·iTii")' 
fnl 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Now, the number of particles per second going into the detector, as seen by 

observers in the laboratory, or the center of mass system is one and the same 

number 

da = Ilab.(Olab.,¢lab)sinfhab.dOlab.d¢lab = I(e,¢)sineded¢, (12) 

so the differential cross sections, as seen in the laboratory and the center of mass 

frames 

( da ) = Ilab. (fhab., ¢lab.), 
dQ. lab. 

are related by 

(:~Lm. = I(e, ¢), (13) 

(:~)lab = (:~Lm SinS~~a~~:lab = (~~)cm.d:~:~~::Y (14) 

With 

cos elab. 

(cosO + "'.l) 
-=,=== ====m=2===== (15) 

/(1 + mT + 2"'.l cosO) y m~ tn]. 
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..... ..... I ...!. 

V 1 = V 1 + R c.m . 

.!". 

R c.m. 

FIGURE 41.3. 

sine 

case + 

FIGURE 41.4. 

(see Fig. 41.4), we get 

(l +- '~l.l eos e) 
d(eos Glab ) = d(eos Ii) x __ ~_m,,-2 ----

m~ , ~ . 
(I + .. -;- + 2~ cos e), 

m 2 m]. 

This equation leads to 

(16) 

(7) 

Having established this relationship between the differential scattering cross 

sections in the laboratory and the center of mass systems, we shall henceforth work 

entirely in the center of mass system, and calculate differential cross sections only 

in the center of mass system. 
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To solve the scattering problem, we need to find solutions to the Schrodinger 

equation 

(18) 

where 1{r is a function of the relative coordinate vector r for the two-body system. 

Moreover, the solutions 1{r we seek must satisfy the boundary conditions of the 

physical situation: Asymptotically, as r ~ 00, 1{r must be of the form, 1{r = 

incoming plane wave + spherical outgoing wave starting from the scattering center; 

that is, as r ~ 00, 

_ eikr 

1{r = e ik .;: + fee, ¢)-, 
r 

(19) 

where k = p/ft. The function, fee, ¢), is known as the scattering amplitude. The 

flux for the incoming wave, 1{rinc. = eik:;, is 

Ii ~ ~ * Ii. ~ . ~ lik p ~ 
-(1{r* V1{r· -1{rinc.V1{rinc) = -. (lk - (-lk)) = - = - = v. (20) 
2IL i mc. mc. . 21L1 IL IL 

Similarly, the flux of the outgoing scattered wave, normal to the surface of the 

detector, at a distance, r ~ 00, is 

~(1{r* a1{rout -1{rout a1{r;ut) = lik If(e, ¢)1 2 + order(~), (21) 
21L1 out ar ar IL r2 r3 

leading to 

so 

da 2 
dQ = If Co, ¢)I . 

(22) 

(23) 

A note about the normalization of our 1{r is perhaps in order. Above we have 

normalized the incoming plane wave such that the incoming flux had magnitude, 

likj IL = v == Vrel.. This normalization factor, however, drops out in the expres

sion for the cross section. A second possibility might have been to normalize the 

incoming plane wave to unit flux, in which case we could have used 

eik .;: 

1{rinc. = .jV' (24) 

Since, k, and hence p, has a continuous spectrum, we could also have normalized 

the incoming plane wave according to the standard coordinate space representation 

ik'-; 
.... -+ .... e 

uk(r) == (rlk) = --3' 
(2IT);: 

(25) 
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so these plane wave states have the standard Dirac delta function orthonormality 

property, {k'lk} = 8(k' - k). Alternatively, we could have used the coordinate 

space function 

(26) 

so {p'lp} = 8(p' - p). 
Finally, we could have used a box normalization for our plane wave by imagining 

that all of our quantum systems are located in a cubical "laboratory" where the cube 

has a side of length L, hence, volume, L 3; where L is a macroscopic quantity; and 

where all wave functions must be zero at the surface of the cube. This means that 

we will replace the continuous spectrum for k with a very finely spaced discrete 

spectrum, with 

(27) 

where the ni are integers (positive or negative). [This condition means the wave

lengths of our discrete set of states are such that our cube of side L must contain an 

integral (rather than a !-integral) number of wavelengths, so we are using so-called 

periodic boundary conditions.] With this type of plane wave state, our plane wave 

functions are normalized according to 

~ eikn·r eikn -' 

uii(r) = frl = tu::l' 
V L3 v Vol. 

where the orthonormality integral is now given by 
~ ~ 

(kii'lkii) = 8n,n',8n2n;8n3n; 

(28) 

(29) 

in terms of ordinary Kronecker deltas. Because no quantum-mechanical result 

for a system of atomic or subatomic size can depend on the size or shape of the 

macroscopic "laboratory," the Volume = L 3, must drop out of all meaningful final 

results that must be independent of L. This form of the plane wave state, therefore, 

has its uses, and we shall occasionally use it as a pedagogic device. For the moment, 

however, we shall stick with the normalization of eq. (19). 

To solve the relative motion problem and find solutions of the form of eq. (19), it 

will be useful to expand both the incoming plane wave and the scattering amplitude, 

fce, 4», in spherical harmonics. Choosing our z axis along the direction of the 

incoming k, 

e d ., = eikrcosO = LeI RI(r)PI(cos e), (30) 

I 

where it will be useful to write the radial functions in terms of the dimensionless 

variable kr and convert to the one-dimensionalized radial functions, u/(r), with 

RI(kr) = uI(kr)/ kr. The radial equation for the free waves is then given by 

d
2
u
2
, + (k2 _ l(l +2 1))u,(r) = 0, with k2 = 2(.),2E , (31) 

~ r i 
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or, with kr = p, 

d2u/ l(l + 1) 
-2 + (1 - --2 -)u/(p) = o. 
dp p 

(32) 

To recognize this equation, it will be useful to make the transformation, u/(p) = 

y'Pv/(p) (although we will not actually use the v/ to find the general solutions). 

The differential equation in the v/(p) becomes 

d2VI dVI 
p2-2 + p- + [p2 - (I + ~i]vI(p) = O. (33) 

dp dp 

This is recognized as the Bessel equation with index n = ±(l + ~). The solutions 

for R/(kr) = u/(p)/p are then (with an additional normalization factor, .j%), 

UI(P) ~ . 
-p- = V 2;/(l+4)(p) == }/(p), (34) 

and 

U-(1+1)(P) _ [[p! ( ) _ ()( 1)1+1 
- -2 -(1+ 1) P = n[ P - , 

P P 2 

(35) 

where we have made use of the invariance of the quantity 1(1 + 1) under the 

transformation,l --+ -(l+I),hence, (l+~) --+ -(I+~).In the above equations, the 

i/ and n/ are standard spherical Bessel functions and spherical Neumann functions, 

respectively. [The phase factor (-li+1, as well as the normalization factor J1j, 
are needed to get the "standard" functions.] 

B Spherical Bessel Functions 

To get the needed properties of the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, we 

shall use the equation for the UI(P) in the form 

( 
d2 l(l + 1») 

- dp2 + p2 UI(P) = lul(p) (36) 

and use the factorization method of Chapter 7 to study the solutions. The factors 

are 

(37) 

so 

(38) 

Comparing with eq. (36), we see that A = 1 and eel) = O. Hence, the possible 

I values can range from +00 to -00. Of course, the possible 1 values are further 
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restricted to be integers by the angular functions of eq. (30). The negative integers, 

which yield the functions U~(l+l)' and hence the spherical Neumann functions, are 

acceptable through the invariance of the quantity I (l + 1) under the transformation 

1 ---+ -(I + 1). To get the starting function, for the 1 step processes, we look at the 

equation for 1 = 0 

(39) 

so Uo could be either sin p or cos p. Note, however, that Uo is identified with io 

through Jo = uo/p, and since the Jt(p) are the solutions regular at the origin, 

p = 0, we must choose Uo = sin p; hence, Jo = sin p / p. From this, we get 

. 1 I (d I). cos p sin p 
Jl = -O+(1)uo = - -- + - smp = --- + --, 

P P dp p P p2 
I I d cosp 

-no = -O_(O)uo = -- sinp = --. (40) 
p pdp p 

Continuing this process, we can get the it and nl for higher l. We list a few: 

and 

· sinp 
Jo = --, 

P 
· cos p sin p 

Jl =---+--, 
p p2 

· sin p cos p 3 sin p 
J2 = --- -3-- + --, 

p p2 p3 

cosp 
no=---, 

p 

sinp cosp 
nl = --- - --, 

P p2 
cos p sin p cos p 

n2 = -- - 3-- - 3--. 
P p2 p3 

(41) 

(42) 

The it are regular at the origin, whereas the nt are not. A general expression in 

terms of 1 + 1 terms with alternating sin and cos functions can also be obtained 

from the repeated step-up/down operations (see mathematical appendix): 

. _ ~ sin[p - %(1 - k)] (I + k)! 

J/(p) - f-:o pHI k!(l - k)!2k ' 

__ ~cos[p - %(1- k)] (l + k)! 
n/(p) - f-:o pHI k!(l _ k)!2k ' (43) 

The approximate values in the limit p ---+ 00 (which we shall need!) are 

sin[p - !':.[] 
Jt(p) ---+ 2 , 

P 
cos[p - %l] 

n/(p) ---+ -. (44) 
p 
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Finally (see mathematical appendix), the power series expansions for the spherical 

Bessel functions are 

With these properties of the spherical Bessel functions, we can return to eqs. (19) 

and (30). In particular, because eikrcosl) is regular at the origin, only the solutions 

jl regular at the origin can occur in the expansion of eq. (30), so that 

00 

ii;:; = eikrcose = Lc,j,(kr)p,(cose). (46) 
1=0 

To determine the coefficients c, in this expansion, we use the orthogonality of the 

Legendre polynomials 

(21 + 1) (" . 
cl.h(kr) = 2 10 de sin eelkrcos8 P,(cos 0). (47) 

To evaluate the Cl through this integral, it is sufficient to take the limit kr -jo. 0, 

and note only the til! term in the power series expansion of the exponential term 

in the integral can make a contribution to the integral, so 

211!(kri (21 + 1) Ukr)l (" . 
cI(21+1)! = 2 -1-!-10 desmOcOS1ePI(cose). (48) 

The e-integral can now be done via the orthonormality integral of the Legendre 

polynomials, and the relation 

(49) 

Note that the leading, i.e., highest power, term in the expansion of PI (x) in powers 

of x can be obtained most easily from the Rodrigues formula 

The integral of eq. (48) then yields 

so 

21l!(kri (ikrY 21(l!? 
Cl =----

(21 + I)! I! (21)!' 
hence CI = i'(21 + 1), 

DC 

eikrcosli = I>I(21 + l)j,(kr) PI (cos e). 

1=0 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 
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Mathematical Appendix to Chapter 41. Spherical Bessel 

Functions 

The spherical Bessel functions, jl(P), can be obtained from jo(p), via repeated 

application of the step-up relation 

jl+1 = UI+I = .!..(_~ + (I + 1))UI. (1) 
p p dp p 

It will be convenient to define 

Similarly, if we define a second YI via 

( ) = nl = U-(l+I) (_1)1+1 
Yl P - 1 1+1 ' 

P P 
(4) 

then 

(_ly+2 d (I + 1) 
YI+I = pl+2 (dP - -p-)U_(I+I) 

= (_1)1+2 (~ _ (l + 1))(_li+1 pl+1 YI) = _.!.. dYl. (5) 
pl+2 dp p pdp 

Therefore, for both the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, YI can be obtained 

from Yo by the successive action of I operations 

1 d 

pdp 

If we define the I-independent operator 

then 

1 d 
D=--, 

pdp 
(6) 

(7) 

[Yo(p) is (sin p / p) for the spherical Bessel functions and it is - (cos p / p) for the 

spherical Neumann functions.] We can simplify the operator D with a change of 

variable 

so 

p=.J2t, 1 2 
t = "2P , 

1 d d 
v= -- =-

pdp dt 

(8) 

(9) 
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and, then, 

(10) 

We shall now express this function, involving an Ith derivative of Yo, in terms of a 

contour integral via the Cauchy integral formula for the lth derivative 

d t f(z) = ~ 1. f(nd{ 

dz l 27ri r (~ - z)l+I 

or, in language appropriate to our Yt, 

YI(-J2i) = (-liZ! 1. yo(,Jli) dr:. 

27rj j (r: - t){+I 

(11) 

(12) 

Because our functions Yo must have a branch cut ending on the singularity at r: = 0, 

and we are interested in functions y{ at real positive values of t. The point r: = t 

must be on the positive real axis in the complex r: -plane, and the contour around 

this point must avoid the branch cut. We can achieve this result by locating the 

branch cut on the negative real axis in the r:-plane. (See Fig. 41.5). 

It will be useful to calculate first the Yl for the spherical Hankel functions, which 

are defined by 

Branch cut 

h~I)(p) = j/(p) + int(p), 

h?\p) = j/(p) - in{(p), 

T-plane 

T=t 

FIGURE 41.5. Contour for eq. (16). 

(13) 

(14) 

c 
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in particular, with 

( I) i . 
ho (p) = --e'P, 

p 

For these equations then 

(-l)ll!(=fi) i e±i$ 
YIChi) = . d. , 

2Hl c $(. - t)l+1 

(15) 

(16) 

where the contour, C, is that of Fig. 41.5 and the upper(lower) case refers to the 

YI for hjl) (h?»). To actually carry out the contour integral, it will be convenient to 

make additional transformations. 
For h(l) let 

I ' 

I 

[2.], = -pz, 
d. 
--I = -pdz. 
[2<]2 

(17) 

This transformation maps the point • = t of the • plane into the point z = -1 

in the z plane, and the contour, C, of the • plane into a contour, C 1, in the left 

half of the complex z plane. [See Fig. 41.6 (a).] This equation leads to the contour 

integral expression 

so 

(1) (_l)lztl! 1. e-ipzdz 

hi (p) = 1Tpl+i kl [(z - l)(z + 1)]1+1' 

Conversely, for h}2), we make the substitution 

I 

[2.], = +pz, 
d. 
--I =pdz. 
[2.]2 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

This transformation will now map the point. = t of the • plane into the point 

z = + 1 in the complex z plane, and the contour, C, of the • plane into a contour, 

C2, now in the right half of the complex z plane. [See Fig. 41.6 (b).] With this 

transformation, we get 

(2) (-l)1211! 1. e-ipzdz 

hi (p) = 1Tpl+l k2 [(z - l)(z + 1)]1+1 . 
(21) 

The integrals are the same for both spherical Hlinkel functions. Only the contours 

are different, going about the points z = -1 for hi!), and z = + 1 for h;2). To 

evaluate the contour integrals, we merely use the residue theorem. For example, 

to evaluate the contour integral for h?), we need to expand the function 

(z - 1)1+1 
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in powers of (z + 1). The contour integral will be 2n:i x the coefficient of the 

(z + 1)1 term in this expansion. We need 

so 

e-ipZ ~~ ip (-ip)" (l + k)! n+k 

(z - 1)1+1 = f::ot:{ ~ l!k!(-ly+121+1+k (z + 1). (24) 

The coefficient of the (z + 1 i term has contributions only from terms with n = I-k, 

and terms with k = 0 to k = I. Thus, the contour integral has the value 

so 

. I. pl-k(-ii-kCl + k)! 
2n: I '""' e'P ------'-,---'-to I!k!(l- k)!(-1)l+121+1+k' 

I i(P-(l+I-k)~) (I + k)' 
h(l) _ ,"",e . 

I (p) - t:o pk+1 k!(1 - k)!2k ' 

In the same fashion, the contour integral about Cl can be evaluated to give 

I -i(P-(/+1+k)~) (I + k)' 
h(l)( ) _ '""' e . 

I P - t:o pk+1 k!(l - k)!2k ' 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Combining these via eqs. (13) and (14), we get the expressions for j/(p) and n/(p) 

given through eq. (43) of the main body of Chapter 41. 

Finally, we can also use the contour integral expressions to evaluate the infinite 

power series expansions for the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions. Again, 

using eqs. (13) and (14) with eqs. (18) and (20), we can express j/ and nl via 

similar contour integrals. For example, 

. (-I/l!2' 1. e-ipzdz 

11(P) = 2n:p/+1 k3 [(z - 1)(z + 1)]/+1 ' 
(28) 

where the contour, C3, now encircles both the points z = -1 and z = + 1 (see 

Fig. 41.7). The similar expression for n/(p) would involve a contour, C4 , shown in 

Fig. 41.8. 

To evaluate the contour integral for jl, make a new transformation, z' = pz, 

which transforms the singular points z = ±1 of the z plane into z' = ±p in the z' 
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z·- plane 

+1 

FIGURE 41.7. Contour for j/(p). eq. (28). 

plane. This process gives 

. (-li lli pl1. e-iz'dz' 

}1(P) = 2rr k3 [(z' - p)(z' + p)]l+l 

= (-lilli/ 1. e-iz'dz' 

2rr k3 z,(2l+2)(1 _ ~y+l 

_ (-liI12Ipl 00 p2k(1 +k)l 1. e-iz'dz' 

- 2rr t; Ilk! k3 Z'(21+2+2k)· 
(29) 

The contour integral in this expression is again evaluated by the residue theorem 

and has the value 

yielding 

. (_ifl+2k+! 
2rr l X -----'-,-:---

(2l + 2k + I)! 
2rr( -li+k 

(2l + 2k + I)!' 

. ~ (-li21(1 + k)! /+2k 
}/(p) = b kl(21 + 2k + 1)1 p • 

(30) 

which was quoted in eq. (45) of the main body of Chapter 41. The corresponding 

expression for nl can be obtained from the corresponding contour integral over 

the contour C4 of Fig. 41.8. In this case, it may be more efficient to evaluate the 

contour integral only for the dominant 1/ pi +! term, and then obtain the remaining 

terms of the infinite series via a two-term recursion formula for the Ck in the expan-
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-1 +1 

z- plane 

1 (1) (2) 

n=-.(hZ-h Z) 
l 2t 

FIGURE 41.8. Contour for n{(p). 

sion, n/(p) = LkCkp2k-/-l. This recursion formula follows from the differential 

equation for the n{ by standard techniques. 
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The Rayleigh-Faxen-Holtzmark Partial 

Wave Expansion: Phase Shift Method 

We shall now solve the scattering problem, that is, find solutions forthe Schr6dinger 

equation [eq. (18) of Chapter 41] in the form of eq. (19) of Chapter 41 for a 

spherically symmetric VCr) that goes to zero faster than l/r2 as r -+ 00. [Note: 

For such a potential, the effective V (r) approaches the pure centrifugal term for 

sufficiently large r. Also, we exclude for the moment the case of scattering via 

a Coulomb potential with a V (r) that goes to zero only as 1/ r at large r. Our 

assumed V (r) would be good for the scattering of neutrons from complex nuclei, 

but the scattering of charged particles from nuclei, e.g., the scattering of protons or 

alpha particles from nuclei, would require a slightly more complicated treatment.] 

We shall expand the solution to the relative motion equation 

V21/1 + 2~ (E - V(r»1/I = 0 (1) 
Ii 

in a series similar to that of the expansion of the incoming plane wave of Chapter 

41 

1/1 = f:~!!.~~~PI(cose). 
1=0 (kr) 

(2) 

This equation is the partial wave expansion. The 1/1 are independent of the azimuth 

angle, ¢. This axial symmetry is dictated by the spherical symmetry of VCr) and 

the axial symmetry about the direction of the incoming beam. In the above, the lth 

partial wave solution is determined by the radial function, RI(kr) == w{(kr)/(kr), 

which is a solution of the one-dimensionalized wave equation 

(3) 
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As r -+ 00, VCr) -+ 0, such that Veffective -+ Vcentrifugal. Thus, wl(kr) -+ is 

a linear combination of the free-wave radial solutions (kr)jtCkr) and (kr)ntCkr). 

From their asymptotic form [see eg. (44) of Chapter 41], this is a linear combination 

of sin(kr - ~) and cos(kr - ~), so, as r -+ 00, 

wlCkr) -~ al sin(kr - ~ + OtCk)), 

wl(kr) at (ikr( .)1 i8· ... /krC')1 -iOt ) 
-- -+ -- e -I e ' - e Ie. 

(kr) 2ikr 
( 4) 

Here, al is the amplitude of the [liz partial wave, and 8/, an energy (k)-dependent 

quantity, is its phase shift. To find the differential scattering cross section, we need 

to compare these partial wave solutions with the expected asymptotic form of our 

solution 

(5) 

Expanding, fce), through 

(Xl 

fce) = Lit PI (cos e), (6) 
/··0 

and using eq. (52) of the last chapter to expand the plane wave, we have, as r -+ 00, 

( 
sin(kr - !II) eikr ) 

1/f -+ L i l (21 + 1) 2 + ii - PI (cos e) 
I kr r 

eikr (2/+1) e- ikr (-l)1(21+1) 
-+ L(--(it t--. -) - - . )~(cose). (7) 

I r 21k r 21k 

Comparing with eqs. (2) and (4), 

. (21 + 1) M 
and 11 = lik (e 1), (8) 

so 

(9) 

leading to 

(10) 
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where the common shorthand notation, TJI = e2i8!, has been used in the first form. 

U sing the orthogonality integral 

f f dQP[(cosO)P{'(cosO) = (21
4
: 1)811', (11) 

these two expressions lead to expressions for the total cross section 

a = L ~ (21 + 1)11 - TJI12 
I k 
~4JT . 2 

= L. 2(21 + l)sm 81• 

I k 
(12) 

A number of remarks are in order, as follows. 

1. For V (r) -+ 0, 81 (k) -+ O. In this case, we are left only with the free incoming 

plane wave. 

2. In the limit ofvery large k, in particular, for Ii~~ » I Vrnax I, again 8I (k) -+ 0 as 

k -+ very large. Effectively, the potential again becomes insignificant compared 

with the energy of the incoming beam. 

3. For an attractive V(r), 8(k) > O. In this case, the wavelength becomes 

shorter in the small r region where the potential is effective, and the [fh partial wave 

is pulled into smaller values of r as a result (see Fig. 42.1). Say the first minimum 

of the [lh partial wave beyond the region where the true VCr) is effectively zero 

occurs at a phase angle, Xl· Then, (kr with - !!f + 81) = Ckr without - !!f) = Xlo where 

rWith is the position of this minimum with the potential VCr) turned on, whereas 

rwithout is the position of this minimum without the potential, that is, for the free 

partial wave. Because rwith < rwithout, 81Ck) > O. 
Similarly, for a repulsive VCr), 8t(k) < O. 

4. The total scattering cross section, a, is related to the imaginary part of the 

scattering amplitude, fCO = 0). From the second form for fCO) and a above, 

4JT 
a(k) = k~[JCO = 0)]. (13) 

This form is a special case of the so-called Optical Theorem. It also leads to the 

Wick inequality for the elastic scattering cross section 

4JT J da 
aelastic :s k dQ CO = 0). (14) 

Note, 

:~ = (~[fCO)])2 + (!R[f(O)])2. 

5. A relation exsits between the maximum I for which 81Ck) is appreciably 

different from zero and the magnitude k of the incoming wave. Thus, although 

our expressions for both ~; and a in general involve an infinite series in I, only 

a finite number of terms may be effective. Suppose the range of our VCr) is ro; 

i.e., VCr) ;::::: 0 for r > roo Classically, if a projectile particle comes in with an 

impact parameter, b > ro, it will "miss" feeling the potential and not be scattered 
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b+db 

FIGURE 42.2. Semiclassical picture of the scattering process. 

at all. (See Fig. 42.2.) Although the wave nature of the particle motion and the 

uncertainty relation washes out this relationship somewhat, it nevertheless still has 

approximate validity. The angular momentum of an incoming particle with impact 

parameter, b, islikb. Approximately, 

likb ~IiJl(1 + I), 
1 

b~ -. 
k 

(15) 

Because we expect strong scattering only for b < ro, we expect 01 will be apprecia

bly different from zero only for I :s kro, where this relation might be a particularly 

good approximation for large I, where semiclassical arguments are valid. Recalling 

PI(cose) = .j4rr/(21 + I)Yio, the plane wave expansion in terms of normalized 

angular functions, Ylm , is 

eikrcos(J = IY J 4rr(21 + 1)Jt(kr)YLO(e), (16) 

I 

so the probability of finding the lth partial wave component of the plane wave 

within a radius ro is proportional to the integrated value, from 0 to ro, of the 

function (21 + 1)Jt(kr)2. This function is plotted for the lower I values in Fig. 42.3. 

We see, e.g., if kro = 1.5, only the I = 0 and 1 = 1 partial waves will have a 

large probability of penetrating into the effective range of the potential. In general, 

for very small k, that is, for extreme low energy scattering, only the I = 0 term 

will contribute to the differential scattering cross section. Because Po (cos e) = 1, 

independent of (), the scattering will be isotropic. In this case, 

. sin 00 
fee) ~ e,8o-k-, (17) 

(18) 
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1 

(21+l)j 2 (kr) 
I 

0.5 

p=kr 

1.5 n 2n 3n 

FIGURE 42.3. The functions (21 + l)[j{(kr)f. 

In the extreme low-energy limit, therefore, the cross section is proportional to 

the square of the wavelength. In this low-energy limit, the pertinent length is the 

wavelength of the incident beam, not the size of the scatterer. 

If the energy is somewhat higher so both phase shifts, 8\ and 80, contribute, but 

assuming 8\ « 1, then 

deJ sin2 80 6 .. 
- = -- + - cos(80 - 8\)sm80sm8\ cosO + ... 
dQ k2 k2 

I 
::::: k2 (sin2 80 + 38\ sin 280 cos 0 + ... ) 
= A + B cos 0 + . . . . (19) 

With B « A, the differential cross section is almost isotropic but does now have 

a weak cos 0 dependence. 

6. The determination of the 8[(k) from a known VCr) is in principle straight

forward and just a matter of calculation. Often, however, VCr) is unknown and 

we would like to determine it from the observed differential cross sections at dif

ferent energies. Although the 81(k) can be determined from the observed ~~, the 

determination of the VCr) from these Mk) is difficult. The "inverse" problem is 

tough. 

7. Generalizations to scattering of complex projectile from complex target par

ticles. So far, we have studied only the scattering of structureless point projectile 
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particles from structureless point target particles. If we name projectile particle, a, 

and target particle, A, we have in general three possibilities, as follows. 

(1) a + A ~ a + A, the elastic scattering process. 

(2) a + A ~ a + A'. Particle A is in an excited state after the scattering process 

and the final kinetic energy of the relative motion is less than the initial kinetic 

energy. This is an inelastic scattering process. 

(3) a + A ~ b + B. This is a rearrangement collision. The ejectiles are different 

from the initial projectile and target particles. In such a process, the number of 

outgoing particles could also be greater than two. 

The different processes are labeled by a "channel" index: a for the elastic process 

(1) and f3 = f31 + f32 + ... for the processes of type (2) and (3). For the case of 

structureless point particles, we could have written our solution, as r --+ 00, in the 

form 

(20) 

where the incoming and outgoing [th partial wave relative motion functions are 

now given in the unit flux normalization, [see eq. (24) of Chapter 41], and 

(21) 

For the case of complex projectile and target, this process can now be generalized. 

Now, as r --+ 00, 

(22) 

where the sum over f3 includes the elastic term, f3 = a, and all other f3i, and the 

outgoing and incoming wave functions must now include, besides the asymptotic 

outgoing and incoming relative motion functions, the appropriate internal wave 

functions for the particles a. A, or b. and B. 

'I[." = i l Y/O(O, ¢ )1/ (k"r )1/rinternal(~a)1/rinternal (~A). 
GI . fJ = ily/O(O, ¢)OI(kfJr)1/rintemal(~b)1/rintemal(~B)' (23) 

where the ~a, ~A' ..• , stand for the needed internal variables of the various 

particles. Now, 

atotal = aelastic + areaction 

=a,,+ LafJ 
fJ# 

= ;LL(2l + 1)lo"fJ -l1l.fJl 2 

" 1 all fJ 

= ; L(2l + 1)(11 -111.,,1 2 + LII1I.fJI 2). 

" 1 fJ#a 

(24) 
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Later, we shall see the conservation of probability, the so-called unitarity condition, 

will require 

(117/,aI 2 + LI17/ . .81 2) = 1. (25) 

.8#a 

Previously, we saw for the case of pure elastic scattering, e.g., at low energies, 

where all inelastic processes and rearrangement collisions are energetically for

bidden, 171.a = e2i81 •. Now, in general, 117/ . .8 I ::s 1. The unitarity condition severely 

restricts the values of the [lh partial cross sections, O't. Fig. 42.4 gives a plot of the 

possible values of O'elastic./ versus O'reaction,/ , both in units of ]f(21 + 1)/ k~. 

A final remark: Eqs. (20) and (22) can also be used for the case of scattering by 

a Coulomb potential, provided the r dependence in the exponential factors in the 

incoming and outgoing relative motion functions, I/(kr) and O/(kr), are replaced 

by slightly more complicated r-dependent functions. 

Mathematical Appendix to Chapter 42 

Continuum Solutions for the Coulomb Problem 

In the main body of Chapter 42, we restricted our discussion to potentials that go to 

zero faster than 1/ r2 as r -+ 00. This, therefore, excluded the important case of the 

Coulomb potential, V (r) = Z 1 Z2e2 / r, needed for the scattering of point charges 

from point charges. We shall be interested, in particular, in the asymptotic form of 

the [th partial wave solutions, WI, in the limit r -+ 00, to obtain the analogues of 

the incoming and outgoing wave solutions, I/(kr) and O/(kr). 

For the Coulomb potential, the one-dimensionalized wave equation is given by 

d2Wt + (k2 _ 2f.L ZI Z 2e2 _ l(l + I»)w/ = 0, 
dr2 li2 r r2 

(1) 

d2w/ + (k2 _ 2yk _ I{I + I»)w/ = 0, 
dr2 r r2 

(2) 

where we have introduced the Coulomb parameter 

Ju2 ZI Z2 f.LC e2 C 

y = li2k = lik lie ZI Z2 = ~aZlZ2' (3) 

In addition, it will be useful to introduce the new variable 

p = ikr, (4) 

so 

(5) 
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Factoring out the asymptotic behavior of the WI at p = 0 and p = 00, we need 

solutions of the form 

(6) 

where we restrict ourselves for the moment to the solution regular at r = 0 and v/ 

satisfies the differential equation 

pv;' + (21 + 2 + 2p )v; + 2(1 + I + i y)v/ = O. (7) 

With the further substitution, 

t = -2p = -2ikr, (8) 

this solution can be put in the standard form 

d 2 vI dv 
t-2' +(2l+2-t)-1 -(l+l+iy)v/=O, 

dt dt 
tv;' + (c - t)v; - av/ = 0, (9) 

where c == (21 + 2) and a (I + 1 + i y). This is the standard form of the 

differential equation for the hypergeometric function of type, J FJ (a; c; t), the so

called confluent hypergeometric function [in a notation in which the Gaussian 

hypergeometric function would have been named a 2FJ (a, b; c; t)J. Substituting 

an infinite power series solution of the form 

00 

,\",n 
VI = ~Cflt , 

11=0 

we are led to a two-term recursion formula for the Cn , 

Cn 

CI1 --1 

(a + n - 1) 

~(c + n - 1)' 

which, with the choice Co = 1, leads to 

(to) 

(11) 

a(a+I)·,·(a+n-l) (a)n r(a+n) r(c) 
en = = -- = ---------------------------- ,(12) 

n!c(c + 1)··· (c+ n - 1) n!(c)fl n!r(a) r(c + n) 

where the Cn have been expressed in terms of r functions. Note, rea + 1) = area) 
and, for the integer c = (21 + 2), 1(21 + 2) = (21 + I)!. We then have 

w/(kr) = (ikr)'+l(e ikr ) JFJ (a;c;-2ikr), with a=(l+l+iy), c=(21+2), 

(13) 

For our purposes, it will be useful to express the confluent hypergeometric function 

in terms of a contour integral 

IFJCa;c;t) = ~~} i. zc_a~~e~. t)G = ~~lt ;~.S=-Z~Y' (14) 

where the contour, C, in the complex z plane surrounds the branch cut from z = 0 

to Z = t, where the complex number t is t = - 2i kr in our case. The contour will 
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be chosen such that I!.I < 1, so we can make the expansion, which will be used to 
Z 

establish eq. (13), 

.. _ f(c)~(a)n tni dzez _ r c ~(a)n t n 

IF1(a,c,t) - 2 . L....., c+n - ()L..... '( + -1)" 
rrz n=O n. c Z n=O n. c n . 

(15) 

where we have evaluated the contour integral by the residue theorem, bearing in 

mind c = (21 + 2) is an integer. Using (a)n = rea + n)j f(a) for the complex 

number, a, and (c + n - I)! = f(c + n) for the integer, c + n, we get 

00 f(a + n) fCc) ttl 

IF](a;c;t) = ~ r(a) f(c+n)n!' (16) 

which establishes the contour integral form for I FI (a; c; t). It will now be useful 

to deform the contour C, as shown in Fig. 42.5, where the new deformed contour 

integral can effectively be decomposed into the two loop integrals over contours 

C1 and C2, 

. r(c) " t dzez 
IF](a;c;-2zkr) = 2rri L..... c( 2ikr)a· 

n=1,2 c" z 1 + z 

(17) 

If we further make the substitution, z = kr z', so 

. f(c) [dZ' ekrz' 

]F](a;c; -2zkr) = 2rri(krY~] L ,c(1 ~t' 
n=1,2 c" Z + z' 

(18) 

in the new contour integrals, C] and C2 (see the final form of these contours in 

Fig. 42.5), only the circular parts of the new contours about the points z' = 0 and 

z' = - 2i contribute to the contour integrals in the limit kr ~ 00, because the real 

part of z' is negative on the straight-line portions ofthe final forms of C1 and C2, 

so ekrz' ~ 0 as r ~ 00. Now, to do the contour integrals for the circular parts of 

the contours C 1 and C2, surrounding the points z' = 0 and z' = -2i, in the limit 

kr ~ 00, let us rename krz' = z, so for the first integral, for the contour C1, we 

have 

h=--hm . 
f(c) . t dzez 

2rri r~oo c, zC(1 + 21:rr 
= fCc) lim _1_ J dzez . 

2rri r-+oo (2ikr)a k zc~a(l _ ...!L)O 
, 2kr 

fCc) 1 J dzez f(c) 

= 2rri (2ikr)a k, zc~a (2ikr)Gf(c - a)' 
(19) 

where we have replaced the contour, C 1, by a small circle around the point z = 0 

and we have used 

1 J dzez 1 

2rri r zC~O = f(c - a) 
(20) 
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z-plane 

o 

c 
-2ikr 

c z- plane 

(Branch cut 0\ 

-= ... 'OO[i----

z-plane 

-2ikr 

z-plane 

FIGURE 42.5. Contour integral for the confluent hypergeometric function and the deformed 

contours used to evaluate the integral. 
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Substituting for c = (21 + 2), and a = (l + 1 + iy), we have, in the limit r ~ 00, 

II = (21 + I)! 1. . (21) 
r(l + 1 - iy) (2ikr)l+l+IY 

Similarly, 

['(c) . i dzez 
h=--hm 

2ni r->-oo C2 zc-a(z + 2ikr)a 

= e-2Ikr __ 
. ['(C)i d(z + 2ikr)e(z+2ikr l 

2ni C2 (z + 2ikr - 2ikry-a(z + 2ikr)a 

. e-2ikr ['(c) i dze z 
= hm --

r->-oo (-2ikry-a 2ni C za(1 _ -,L)C a 
2 21kr 

__ e-Zikr 1(C) i dzeZ e-2ikr r(c) 

(-2ikry-a 2ni C2 za (-2ikry-a ['(a)" 
(22) 

Now, the contour, C2, is a small circle around the point z = -2ikr in the first 

line of this equation. This contour has then been transformed into a small circle 

about the point z = 0 in subsequent lines of this equation. Therefore, in the limit 

r ~ 00, this second contour integral gives 

e-Zikr (21 + I)! 
h = (-2ikr)l+l-iY 1(1 + 1 + iy)' 

(23) 

Thus, we have for the solution, regular at the origin, 

lim WI = lim (ikr)l+l(eikr ) lFl((l + 1 + iy); (21 + 2); -2ikr) 
r ..... oo r-.,..oo 

(21 + l)!eY (eikr (-1),+1 e-ikr ) 

= 21+1 (2kr)iY1(1 + 1 - iy) + (2kr)-iY1([ + 1 + iy) 

.1 I r!!. 

= I (21 + l).e 2 (ei(kr- 11-Yln(Zkr)+0'/) _ e-i(kr- 11-Yln(Zkr l+CT/») 

21+11f'(1 + 1 + iy)1 . 
(24) 

In the last step, we have used 

1 = e~iyln(Zkr) 
(2kr)±iY , 

(25) 

and 

r(l + 1 ± iy) = 1f'(I + 1 + iy)le±iCTI, (26) 

where al is the argument of the complex number r(l + 1 + iy). (UI is a fairly 

standard mathematical notation for this quantity, not to be confused with a partial 

cross section!). Except for an overall constant 

as r ~ 00, 

il(21 + I)!eY 

2111([ + I + iY)I' 

WI (kr) sin(kr - ~1 - yln(2kr) + ut} 
RI(kr) = -. - ~ ,(27) 

zkr kr 
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which, in the limit in which the Coulomb parameter, y, can be set equal to zero, 

is the asymptotic form of j/ (kr). 

Ifwe define a wj'l(kr) and a w~2)(kr), such that 

( w(l) _ w(2) 

/. / = (ikri(eikr ) IFI((l+ 1 +iy);(21+2);-2ikr) 
(Ikr) 

it(21 + 1)!e7 Ft(kr) 

2'1r(1 + 1 + iy)1 kr ' 

the Coulomb function, F/(kr)/(kr), is the analogue of j,(kr), with 

lim F,(kr) = sin(kr - ~Jrl- yln(2kr) + 0"/). 
r->oo 

Similarly, the linear combination 

( (I) + (2) 
WI w, 

(kr) 

i/(21 + l)!eY Gt(kr) 

21+1 W(l + 1 + iy)1 kr 

where the Coulomb function, G,(kr)/(kr), is the analogue of -n,(kr), with 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

lim G,(kr) = cos(kr - ~Jrl - yln(2kr) + 0"'). (31) 
r->OO 

[The W~I) and wi2) are the generalizations of the spherical Hankel functions, hjl) 

and h)2).] 

For Coulomb scattering, therefore, the generalizations of the outgoing and 

incoming waves of eq. (21), are 

( 
OFOUI.(kr») _ (G/(kr) ± i F/(kr» (32) 
IFoul.(kr) - rJv ' 

with asymptotic form 

1 
. (OFOUI.(kr») _ e±l(kr-'in /- y'n(2kr)+o,) 

lIm /coul.(k) - r.; 
r->oo ,r r",v 

(33) 

It will also be important to give the radial Coulomb functions, regular at the 

origin, the proper normalization to make these part of a complete orthonormal set. 

For this purpose, it is sufficient to compare the asymptotic limits, as r -+ 00, 

of the plane wave solutions with the Coulomb functions in the high-energy limit 

in which the Coulomb parameter y -+ O. Because we will use both Dirac delta 

function and box normalizations, we shall use N eik:; for the plane wave solution, 

with N = (l/2Jr)~, or N = (l/JVol.). The partial wave expansion is 

Ned -r = N"L/(21 + l)j,(kr)P/(cosG) , 
= N4Jr LY j,(kr)Y/:,(fh, ¢dY1m«(J, ¢) 

l.m 

-+ N4Jr f,;?' [ ei(kr-g)2~k:-i(kr-g.) ] Y/;n«(Jb ¢k)Y1m«(J, ¢), (34) 
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where e is the angle between the vectors T and k, and (), t/J are the polar and azimuth 

angles of the vector T, and ()k. t/Jk are those of k. This solution is to be compared 

with the partial wave expansion of the continuum Coulomb wave function 

y,couL(r, (), t/J) = LR/(kr)Y/m «(), ¢) 
I,m 

= LAlm(ikdeikr[\F\((l + 1 + iy); (21 + 2); -2ikr)]Ylm«(), t/J) 

I,m 

~ il(21 + l)!eJ'f 

-')0 f.;'Alm 21 W(l + 1 + iy)1 

[
ei(kr-~/-Yln(2kr)+O'tl _ e-i(kr-~I-Yln(2kr)+ul)] 

X • Ylm «(), t/J). 
2lkr 

(35) 

Comparing these expressions, we see that 

so 

y,CouL(r, e, t/J) = LNW(l + 1 + iY)le-J'fi4rrY1:'«()k, t/Jd(ikdeikr 

I,m 

1 1. dzez 

X 2rri 1'c ZI+I-iy(Z + 2ikr)l+1+iy Ylm «(), t/J). (37) 

In this expansion. Ir(1 + 1 + iy)1 can be related to W(l + iy)1 via repeated use 

of the relation r(1 + z) = zr(z), and 

W(l + iy)1 2 = iyr(iy)f(l - iy) = . rry 
smhrry 

(38) 

Here, the product of r functions has been expressed in terms of a beta function, 

B, 

('/2 
r(iy)f(1 - iy) = r(l)8(iy, 1 - iy) = 210 d() COS2iy-\ () sin l - 2iy () 

=2 . 100 dss2iy-J 

o (S2 + 1) 
(39) 

The s integral can be done by contour integration techniques. 

An Application: Electric Dipole Moment Matrix Element Between 

the Hydrogen Ground State and a Continuum State 

For the photoelectric effect in the hydrogen atom (to be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 64), we shall need the matrix element of the electric dipole operator, er, 
between the hydrogen atom ground state, In = I, I = 0, m = 0), and a continuum 

state in which the electron is ejected with momentum, /ik, in a direction given by 

angles, ()ko t/Jko with respect to a laboratory-fixed unit vector, e ; i.e., we shall need 
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the matrix element 

(fl(r. e)ln = 1, 1= 0, m = 0). 

If we choose e to lie in the laboratory z direction, only the I = 1, m = 0 term in 

the partial wave decomposition of eq. (37) can make a contribution to the matrix 

element. Also, with Z 1 = -1 (electron) and Z2 = + 1 (proton), the Coulomb 

parameter, y, is negative. It will therefore be convenient to change notation and 

let y stand for the absolute value of the Coulomb parameter, [requiring a change 

of sign in eq. (37)]. Then, 

(fl(r . ez)ln = 1, I = 0, m = 0) 

= NW(2 - iY)le+1f 2(4rr)Y;o«(h, 4Jd f dQYI'o(O, 4J) cos OYoo(O, 4J) 

100 . 2e-(r/ao) 1 f dzez 
x drr3e'kr(ikr) -. . 

o ~ 2rri z2+r y(z + 2ikr)2-,y 
ao 

Y' 100 . 2e-(r/ao) 
= NW(2 - iy)le+ T 2J(4rr) cos Ok drr 3e'kr(ikr) 1 

o ad 
I 1. dzez 

x 2rri j Z2+iY(Z + 2ikr)2-iy' (40) 

where ao is the Bohr radius. It will be convenient to make the transformation, 

z = 2ikr(z' - ~), in the contour integral and the transformation, r = aor', in the 

radial integral. Performing the radial integral first 

100 dr'r'e-r'e2ikaor'z' = 1 

o (1 - 2ikaoz')2 ' 

and using the identity 

1 
kao =-, 

y 

the matrix element of (r . ez ) becomes 

5 

NIf(2 - iy)l e lf.J4]t COSOky4aJ 1 1. dz' 

(41) 

8 2rri jc (z' - ~)2+iy(Z' + ~)2-iY(Z' + !f)2' 

where the transformation z = 2ikr(z' - ~) has transformed the counterclockwise 

contour C around the branch cut between z = 0 and z = -2ikr in the z plane 

(see Fig. 42.5) into a counterclockwise contour around the branch cut between 

z' = -! and z' = +! in the z' plane (see Fig. 42.6). Besides this branch cut, there 

is now a singular point at z' = -~iy. The integrand vanishes for large values of 

Iz'l; and the contour C can be transformed into a clockwise contour, C', around 

the singular point at z' = - ~ i y. Residue theory shows this contour integral has 

the value 

, 1 -2-iy' 1 -2+iy _ Y + I ly d 
( 

')iY 64' 
- dz' [(z - 2) (z + 2) )iZ'=-<iY)/2 - y _ i (y2 + 1)3 
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= e-2y tan- 1(l/y) 64i y (42) 
(y2 + 1)3 

Also, using eq. (38), and 

11(2 - iy)1 2 = (y2 + 1)i1(1 - iY)12, (43) 

we get 

(kif -ezln = 1, 1= O. m = 0) = 
1 _ 

N r:o=4 e [(y2 + l)rry J 2 1"'. i 8i y '. -2y tan J (l/y) 
V"!-Jr COS k ----- e 2 ao e 

sinhrry (y2+1)3 
(44) 

The square of the absolute value of this matrix element can be put into the following 

convenient form 

C 

-1 
2 

C' 

-il 
2 

+1 
2 

z'- plane 

FIGURE 42.6_ The z' plane contour integral. 
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A Specific Example: Scattering from 
Spherical Square Well Potentials 

To solve a very specific example, let us look first at the scattering from a spherical 

square well potential, with 

VCr) = Vo for r ::: a, VCr) = 0 for r > a, (1) 

(see Fig. 43.1), where the constant Vo could be eithernegative (attractive potential) 

or positive (repulsive potential), including Vo = +00, the so-called hard sphere 

case. The latter might be a good approximation for the scattering of noble gas 

atoms from noble gas atoms. In this case, classical scattering theory would be 

sufficient for gases at temperatures such that A « a. Quantum theory would be 

needed only for A ':'::: a or A > a. For noble gas atoms with mass, m, at an absolute 

temperature, T, 

A 

2Ir 

Fi Fi Fie 
----,--=-----,--

p - [mkT]~ [mc2kT]4 

7 x 1O-8em 

[M(.94 x 10geV) x ;/oeV 3~]4 

(2) 

where M is the mass number of the atom in atomic units. Thus, quantum theory 

is needed only for the lightest atoms, e.g., He with M = 4, at extremely low 

temperatures. 

For the general V (r). the asymptotic form of the solution. as r -+ 00, is 

w,(kr) ,.~ sin(kr - ~l + Ill) 
R,(kr) = -- -+ ie' 1(21 + 1)----"---

kr kr 
= i'ei81 (21 + l)(j,(kr) cos 8, - n,(kr) sin Ill) , (3) 
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V(r) V(r) 

.................. ,...--------- .................. '---------
a r a r 

FIGURE 43.1. Square well potential scatterers. 

where we have used the asymptotic fonns for i/ and n/, eq. (44) of Chapter 41. 

Now for the square well problem, the solution for R/{kr) is a linear combination 

of the free-wave radial functions, il{kr) and n/(kr), for all values of r 2: a, so our 

solution for r 2: a is 

R/{kr) = i/e iOI (21 + 1) (iI(kr) cos 8/ - n/(kr) sin 8/). (4) 

We shall also need, again in the region r 2: a, 

(r dd~/) = (kr)i/e iOI (21 + 1) (i/{kr) cos 8/ - n;(kr) sin 8/). (5) 

All of the infonnation from the interior region will be related to the ratio, evaluated 

at the boundary r = a, of the quantity 

-r- == f3/ = (ka) [ 
1 dR/ ] [ (if cos 8/ - n; sin a1)] 

R/ dr r=a (j/ cos al - n/ sin a/) r=a 

= (ka) / / 0 I / • [
(J. ' + in')e2iO' + (JOI - inl)] 

(j/ + in/)e2'OI + (jl - inl) r=a 
(6) 

Solving this for the phase shift, 

(7) 
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A Hard Sphere Scattering 

For the hard sphere case, we must have R/(ka) = 0, and dlRI must be finite at 
, r 

r = a. Thus, f3; = 00, and 

(8) 

so 

tano HSph = jl(ka) 

1 n/(ka) 
(9) 

For the low-energy limit [see eq. (45) of Chapter 41], 

tn I ( (ka)' ) 
111+1\1 (ka) I - 2(2'+') + ... 

H.Sph. .~ " I ., 

tan °1 = . 
(21)! ( (ka)2 ) 

- (kaJ'+12111 1 + 2(2/-1) + ... 
(10) 

Again, in the low··energy limit 80 dominates. Note that tan O~SPh = - tan(ka); 

and for all (ka) 

(1) 

whereas, for (ka) « 1, 

(ka)3 
o~·SPh. :-:: ..... -3- + .... (12) 

In the extreme low-energy limit, neglecting all but thc I = ° phase shift, 

d . 2 ,. 
a Sill uo 2 

-=--=a 
dQ. k2 ' 

(13) 

In next approximation, with (ka) « 1, 

da 1 ( . 2. ) 
dQ. = k2 Sill 00 + 301 sm 200 cos e + ... 

2([ (ka)2] , 0 ) 
= a 1"-3- -t- 2(kaY cos e . (14) 

As (ka) increases, the differential cross section will show more and more angular 

oscillations, as more and more terms in the l sum contribute. Fig. 43.2 shows 

the e dependence of the differential cross section for a very large value of (ka), 

as well as the limit of extremely large (ka), In this extreme short-wavelength 

limit, the differential cross section has the classical value, ~, for all values of 

e > emin . ~ (n/Cka». The total cross section is 

(I5) 
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(dO) 

o 
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extremely large (ka) 

amin = 
1t 

(ka) 

1t 

2 

very low (ka) 

low (ka) 

FIGURE 43.2. Hard sphere differential scattering cross sections. 

that is, twice the classical value: one unit of :n:a2 coming from the forward peak 

for f} < f}min.; the second unit of :n:a2 coming from all values of f} from the 

constant value of ~ for :;. The strong forward peak giving the extra factor of:n: a2 

comes from the wave description of even the classical limit. Our wave function 

now consists of essentially three components, a plane wave extending through 

all of space, a "true" scattered wave showing an isotropic scattering with equal 

probability in all directions, and a strongly forward-peaked wave interfering with 

the plane wave in the forward direction to make the geometrical shadow. (See Fig. 

43.3.) 
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B The General Case: Arbitrary Vo 

In the general case, we can express the phase shifts, 81, by 

f3 - (ka)(jf- in;) 
1 ),-In, 

e2i81 = e2i8~·Sph. r-a, 

f3 - (ka)(jf+ in;) [ ),+tn, 

r=a 

(16) 

that is, 81 is determined exclusively from the quantity f31. From the continuity of 

the wave function and its first derivative at r = a, we get 

_ k a j!(koa) ·th k2 2f.L(E - Vo) (17) 
f31 - ( 0 ) Mkoa) , WI 0 = li2 ' 

where we have also used the fact that the interior solution, for r 

regular at the origin. Using the abbreviation for the quantity 

< a, must be 

( j'+in') 
(ka) : . 1 == (~I + is[), 

JI + In[ r=a 
(18) 

we have 

2 ·' 2·,H.Sph. f31 - ~I + is[ 2·,H.Spb. ( 2iSI) 
e 'UI = e lUI = e 1°1 1 + . 

f31 - ~I - iSI f31 - ~I - iSI 
(19) 

The quantities ~I, Sl, and ei8~·Spb. are all known functions of ka and completely 

independent of the strength of the potential. Moreover, they are all smooth functions 

of ka. For example, for I = 0, 

~H.Sph. _ -k 
00 - a, ~o = -1, So = ka. (20) 

For 1= 1, 

'8HSph -'k (l + ika) [2 + (ka)2] (ka)3 
e l I = e I a ~ - S (21) 

[1 + (ka)2]! ' 1 - - [1 + (ka)2] ' 1 = [1 + (ka)2]· 

To express the differential and total cross sections as functions of 8~·SPh., ~/, Sl, 

and f31, it will be useful to use the identity 

(22) 

to rewrite 

2·8H.Sph. 
'0 • . ,H.Sph • H Sph. s[e I I 

e lal sm 81 = elal sm 81 . + -----
f31 - ~l - iSI 

(23) 

This equation leads to an expression for the [th partial cross section 

7r (21 1 . 2 H.Sph. SI - sm 01 SI 1 - ill sm 0/ 
4 

( 
2(1 2· 2 ~H.Sph.) (f3 A)· 20H.SPh.) 

(I[=- +)sm8 + + . 
k2 1 (f31 - ~1)2 + sf (f31 - /),.1)2 + sf 

(24) 
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Because ll.{, Sl, and i5~.SPh., especially for low values of l, are mild functions of 

(ka), any rapid changes in i5tCk) with k, and hence O'{ with k, must be caused by a 

strong k dependence in fJl. In particular, fJI can go to infinity for particular values 

of k for which R{(ka) = O. This process leads us to the next topic. 



44 

Scattering Resonances: Low-Energy 

Scattering 

A Potential Resonances 

In the last chapter, the quantities, 8~oSPho, 1':./, and Sl, which determine the phase 

shift 8, for a particular Va, are mild functions of the energy, E. If the quantity, .81, is 
also a mild function of E, the phase shifts, til, and the cross sections will be mild, 

smooth functions of the energy. Conversely, if a particular .8, has a very strong 

energy dependence, particularly at low E, the corresponding 8[(k) may have an 

abrupt change over a short energy interval, and the cross section a[ may have a 

sharp peak over a small energy interval, leading to a resonance in the scattering 

cross section. 

If we expand .81 as a power series in E 

(0) (I) .81 = c, + c{ E + ... , (1) 

neglecting E2 and E3 terms, which may be a good approximation at low energy, 

particularly if c}'J is large; then, 

Let 

e2i (8,-8,"'P") = .8, - 1':.[ + is, 

.81 - 1':.1 - is, 
(2) 

s{ r 
----

(\) 00_ 2 
c[ 

(3) 
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r « 1 if ejl) is large (strong energy dependence of fh) because s{ is small at low 

energies. (Recall, e.g., So = ka, SI = (ka)3/[1 ./- (ka)21.) With this notation, we 

have 

so 

e21 (8,_8;lSPh) = Eo - E +i~r 

Eo - E - i~r' 

tan(o _ OILSph) = r 
I I 2(Eo ..... E) 

(4) 

(5) 

In the vicinity of E = Eo, the phase shift ill may have wide excursions. 

F ·1 f c· E I r tilll(O, .- o/H.sPh.) = ±1, or examp e, or L = ~O =f 2: ' 0 

h 'l fEE 2r t, Co _ ,H.Sph.) - ±.l w 1 e or ~ = 0 =t= , an 01 of - 4' 

SO 8/ changes by ~ ~ over an energy interval r about Eo, and changes by ~ .85]( 

over an energy interval 4r about Eo. A change in 81 ~ ]( over a small energy 

interval ~ r signals a possible sharp rise and subsequent fall in a. The resonance 

peak. can be very narrow, if ~ r = Cst! e? l) is very small. Fig. 44.1 shows an 

example in which fJo has no spectacular E dependence near E ~ 0, so 00 is a 

smooth function of k. Conversely, 01 shows a sharp rise of ~~ ~]( to]( at a small 

value of ka, leading to a resonance peak in a. We note in passing our expression 

for 01 in terms of its tangent determines 0/ only to within a multiple of ](. The 01 

can be normalized, however, by the requirement 0, -+ 0 as E -+ =. 
When expressed in terms of the parameters Eo and r, the [Iff partial cross section 

has the form 

4 
( 

( I)2(1 _ 2 . 2 oH.5ph.) f(ED-E)· 20H.Sph. ) 
]( 2 sm 0/ 2 sm 0/ . 2 H.Sph. 

al = -(21 + 1) ........ + + sm 01 
k 2 (E _ EO)2 + (¥)2 (E _ EO)2 + (~)2 . 

(6) 
The sharpness of the resonance peak is amplified at low energy by the 1/ k 2 factor 

of this expression. Also, for (ka) « 1, O;LSph « 1, so the first of the three terms 

dominates. For E = Eo ± ~r, therefore, (Jl ~ ~(O"I)max, so r gives the half-width 

of the resonance. 

B Low-Energy Scattering for General V (r): Scattering 

Length 

As we have seen in the last two chapters, for very low-energy scattering, pure s 

wave (l = O-partial wave) scattering dominates, leading to an isotropic differential 

cross section. In the limit k -+ 0, the differential equaLion for the I = 0 radial 

function goes over to 

d2uo 2M 
................ - -V(r)uo = O. 
dr2 1i2 

(7) 
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L-~------------------------------------+ka 

FIGURE 44.1. Scattering phase shifts and cross section for a potential with a low-energy 

p wave resonance. 

Thus, for, > ro, where '0 is the range of the potential, this differential equation 

collapses to 

(8) 
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Thus, for E = 0, the solution Uo for r > ro is a straight-line function 

uo(r) = A(r - asc.I.), (9) 

where the constant, asc .i., is known as the "scattering length." For finite but very 

small k, the solution Uo for r > ro has the form 

Uo = ei80 sin(kr + 00) = eiOO(sin kr cos 00 + cos kr sin 00) 

8 (tan80 ) ~ e' 0 k cos 80 r - (--=k) , (10) 

so 

tan 00 = -kasc.i., (11) 

and 

4n . 2 4n 2 2 
a = k2 sm 80 ~ fi2 tan 80 ~ 4n asc.L • (12) 

At very low energies, therefore, the cross section is given by the square of the 

scattering length. The scattering length can be both positive and negative, and its 

absolute value can be much larger than the range of the potential, roo For example, 

if the interior solution for r < ro is such that the interior Uo at E = 0 has a curvature 

toward the abscissa such that it has just begun to bend over beyond a maximum, 

at r = ro (see Fig. 44.2), the scattering length will be large and positive. If, 

conversely, the interior wave function has not quite reached a maximum at r = ro, 

the scattering length will have a large negative value (see Fig. 44.4). 

It is interesting to look at the neutron-proton system. The n-p potential is a 

potential of the form shown in Fig. 44.3, with a well-defined ro of approximately 2 

fm = 2 x 1O-13cm. The n-p potential must be spin-dependent, however. Because 

neutron and proton have a spin of ~, the two-particle spin, S, can be either S = 1, 

or S = O. The n-p system has only a single (barely)-bound state, at -2.2 MeV, 

with spin, S = 1, the bound state of the deuteron. No bound state exists with 

V (r) 

(E=O) 
uo(r) 

---------+----4---~~-------------=~~~------------+ r 

V (r) 

FIGURE 44.2. Potential with a positive scattering length. 
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~--~~~~~=-~--=-----~~--------------r 

1.------+----- 5.4 fm -+ 

Triplet "state" of the deuteron 
-Va (S= 1) 

FIGURE 44.3. Low-energy proton-neutron scattering. The triplet S = I proton-neutron 

potential with its bound-state eigenfunction and its E = 0 function with positive scattering 

length. 

~~----------------------------~--------~~ r 
23.68fm - 10 .. 

Singlet "stale" of the deuteron 

FIGURE 44.4. The singlet S = 0 proton-neutron potential with its E = 0 function with 

negative scattering length. 

S = O. From the analysis of the experimental low-energy cross sections, the n-p 

system is found to have a positive scattering length in the triplet (S = 1) state and 

a negative scattering length in the singlet (S = 0) state 

a~J.l = +5.400 ± .00lfm, 

a~J? = -23.677 ± .029fm. (13) 

The S = 1 bound state wave function of the deuteron at -2.2 MeV has enough 

curvature toward the abscissa in the interior region, so it has a negative slope at 
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r = ro and has bent over enough to fit onto a properly behaved exponentially 

decaying function for r > ro. The wave function for E = 0 will have a slightly 

smaller effective wavelength in the interior region and will therefore also reach 

the point r = '0 with a negative slope, leading to a positive scattering length. 

Conversely, the S = 0 potential is not sufficiently attractive, so even at E = 0 the 

interior wave function has not bent sufficiently and has not yet reached a maximum 

at r = ro, so its slope is still positive at r = ro, but is so small that there is a large 

negative scattering length. Also, the n-p potential must have a significant spin 

dependence. Because the singlet scattering length is very large, we would expect 

an s wave scattering resonance in low-energy n-p scattering. 

Problems 

1. For the spherical step potential 

V = Va, 0:::: r < a, 

show 

where 

~ 2f.lE 
k~ = -)-, 

/i-

Give approximate values for 01 for the cases: 

(a) For Vo fixed, E ........ 00. 

(b) For E > Vo (E, Va fixed), I ........ 00. 

V = 0, r > a 

(c) For Va < 0 (attractive potential), and E ........ 0 (very low-energy scattering), 

find aCE). 

(d) For the special case (c), show values of lVala2 exist for which a = 0 

(80 = re, 2re, ... ); i.e., special conditions exist for which the target is completely 

transparent to the projectiles (Ram sauer-Townsend effect). 

(e) Investigate the special case (c) further when the attractive Va is just deep 

enough to have one bound state with a binding energy, E « 1V01 (this is ap

proximately true for the special case of low-energy neutron-proton scattering; the 

deuteron has a binding energy of only 2.2 MeV). Show, in this case, 

2f..La 2 1Vol re 
/i2 ~ "2 + to., (to. « 1). 

Show first the bound state energies with E = -E can be obtained from solutions 

to the transcendental equation 

~cot~ =- where ~ = 
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Then show, in the special case of one bound state only, with E « I Vo I, the low

energy cross section is a function of the length parameter JJj2/2/1-E only. Find the 

scattering length as a function of this length parameter, assuming 

Jj2 
a2 « -. 

2/1-E 

2. Potential Resonances. For an attractive square well potential of depth lVol, 
with 

koa = 

investigate the possibility the 1 = 1 partial cross section can give rise to a resonant 

peak at low values of (ka). Show, in particular, in the limit (ka) -+ 0, the quantity 

(f31 - ll.1) has the value zero for p = mr. Investigate the special case, n = 2. 

Test this case by choosing a value of Po slightly less than 2J1' . For example, choose 

Po = 6.20. For this case, plot the phase shifts 80 ,81,82 and the partial cross 

sections ao, ai, a2 as functions of (ka), paying particular attention to the interval, 

o ~ ka ~ 1.5. 

3. For low-energy neutron-proton scattering, the neutron-proton interaction is 

approximated quite well by a square well with V = -IVol for r ~ a; V = 0 for 

r > a. A reasonable estimate of the range of this potential would be a = 2fm. Use 

the experimentally observed triplet and singlet scattering lengths, a!'J.I = +5.400 

fm, a!'J~ = -23.677 fm, to estimate the triplet and singlet well depths, lVol, and 

note their difference. 

Plot the singlet scattering cross section, as=o, for the range E = 0 -+ 0.2MeV. 
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Integral Equation for Two-Body 

Relative Motion: Scattering Green's 

Functions in Coordinate Representation 

Let us now solve the two-body relative motion scattering problem by integral equa

tion techniques. Our main aim will be to find an approximation for the scattering 

cross sections valid in the limit of large energies. (Recall the partial wave expan

sion was useful mainly in the low energy limit, where only a few partial waves 

may make a significant contribution). 

We want to find continuum solutions to 

H1fr = E1/I, with H = Ho + V(r). (1) 

where the plane wave solutions, the solutions for the equation for Ho, are known 

(E - Ho)¢(r) = o. (2) 

A Box Normalization: Discrete Spectrum 

For the moment, let us take box normalization, so the continuous spectrum is 

replaced by a finely discrete spectrum, 

(3) 

with 

(4) 
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(cfJn IcfJn') = 8nn l == 8nln~ 8n2n;8n3n;. (6) 

We now seek solutions, 1{!, of the wave equation for the full H in the fonn of a 

Fourier series, 

(7) 
n 

In the wave equation 

(8) 

we will also expand the source tenn, f (1), in a Fourier series. (This source tenn 

carries the source of the scattering process.) 

(9) 

with 

an = f dr'cfJ~C;')f(r'), (10) 

where the integral is over the volume of our cubical laboratory of volume L 3 • Then, 

(E - HO)LcncfJn = L(E - En)cncfJn = L/ dr'cfJ~(r')cfJn(r)f(r'). 
n n n 

(11) 

U sing the orthononnality of the cfJn 

c - _....:....!!n...:...-.:..=..-.:.........:. f dr'cfJ*(r')f(r') 

n - (E - En) , 
(12) 

(13) 

where we have interchanged the integration and the infinite sum, assuming the 

infinite series has the proper convergence properties. (We have quietly assumed 

E i- En, for any n.) Here, G(r, r') is the Green's function for the scattering 
problem 

(14) 

where 

(E - Ho)G(r, r') = LcfJ~(r')cfJn(r) = 8(r - r'). (15) 
n 
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Also, by acting with (E - Ho) on our integral expression for ljiCr), we can check 

to make sure we regain the original wave equation, 

(E - Ho)ljiCr) = f dr'L¢;'Cr')¢nCr)VCr')lji(r') = V(r)lji(r). (16) 

11 

B Continuum Green's Function 

Alternatively, we could have taken for our plane-wave states true continuum states 

ik.; 
-t e -I- ~ 

¢r:(r) = --3" = (rlk), 
(2n)i 

with Dirac delta-function orthonormality 

(k'lk) = ti(k - k'). 

It. will now be convenient to write the wave equation in the form 

or 

~ 2JL ~ 
with UCr) = 2 VCr). 

Fi 

(17) 

(18) 

(20) 

The expansion of lji in plane waves now involves the integral (continuum sum), 

with 

Now, 

f ~ f ¢*. (r')¢k,Cr) 
lji(r) = dk' dr' k' 2" U(r')lji(r'). 

(k - k"') 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

We will regain the original wave equation for lji(r); the operator (k 2 + V2) acting 

on lji(r) gives 

(k 2 + V2)lji(r) = f dk 'f dr' eik'·(~~.~.'.~u(r')lji(r ') 
(2n)3 

= dr' dk/ 1 U(r')lji(r') f (f ik"Crr')) 

(2n)· 

= f dr'oCr - r')UCi')lji(r') = U(r)lji(r). (24) 
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As we can see from this result, the properties of the Dirac delta function are such 

that the interchange of f dk' and f dr' were permissible. If we attempt a similar 

interchange in eq. (23), to get a Green's function in a form apalogous to that 

of eq. (13), with the discrete sum replaced by the integral f dk', the additional 

singularities at the values k' = ±k will cause the integral to diverge. In order 

to gain the Green's function, we need to modify the f if' integraL In addition, 

because the free wave solution, <PrJr), will automatically satisfy the homogeneous 

part of eq. (20), we can add it to the solution, and seek solutions to eq. (20) of the 

form 

(25) 

with 

G(~ ~') if' e 
1 1 ik'.(r-r') 

r, r = (2rrp mod. -(k"72-_-k-c'2::-)' 
(26) 

where the f dk / must be modified to avoid the troubles caused by the singularities 

at k' = ±k. To see how these singularity problems can be avoided in a way 

that leads to a Green's function leading to a solution 1/1 tailored to the boundary 

conditions of our problem, let us first set up the k' integral without modification. 

We shall introduce polar coordinates for the vector, k', choosing the vector r - ;' 
to be along the z direction, (see Fig. 45.1), so 

(27) 

Because the last integrand is an even function of k', we can convert it to more 

symmetrical form 

G(; r') - _1_' _ 1 (Ii - 12 ) with 
, - 2(2rr)2 I; - ;'1 ' 

(Ii -lz) = 

( /
+00 dk'k' eik'lr-i"1 _ /+00 dk'k' e-ik'lr-;'I). 

-00 (kt2 - k 2 ) -00 (kt2 _ F) (28) 

Without modification, both integrals diverge because of the singularities at k' = 
±k. We shall try to overcome this difficulty by replacing k --lo- k + ill and taking 
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- -r-r' 

FIGURE 45.1. 

the limit T/ -+ 0 after doing the integrals by contour integration techniques. 

j +OO dk'k'eik'ir-i"l i dk'k'eik'lr-r'i 
I = lim = lim 

I '1-+0 ---00 (k'-k-iT/)(k'-+k+iT/) '1-+0 c, (k'-k-iT/)(k'+k+iT/)' 

(29) 

where the contour, C[ (see Fig. 45.2), has been chosen such that the integral over 

the semicircle in the upper half of the complex k' plane goes to zero as its radius 

goes to infInity, so the integral is given by the residue theorem 

II = ~~(2n:i[(-(k~'~k~ir~r;~))Jk' = 2n:i~ei(k+i")lr-r'l) 
'f ,k+iTi 

= in:eik1i'-i"i. (30) 

Similarly, the integral h can be converted to a contour integral over the contour, 

C2 , in the lower half of the complex k' plane (see Fig. 45.2). The residue theorem 

at the pole k' = -k - iT/ now gives 

(31 ) 

so with the prescription, k -+ k +iT/, the integrals have been done, and the Green's 

function becomes 

1 ikiJ'-r'i 
G(-' ~') e == G(iler, r')', 

r,r = --4 1- -'I Jr r - r 
(32) 

i.e., this Green's function has the form proper for an outgoing spherical wave, 

required by the physical boundary conditions of our scattering solution. With 

the modification, k .. k--- i /7, however, we would have obtained a solution 

corresponding to an incoming spherical wave, 

1 -iklr -1"1 ( ) __ , e 
G - (r, r) = - - _ _ . 

4Jr Ir - r'l 
(33) 
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-k'-plane 

-k +k 

C1 

k+i'Y} R-oo 
1 

C1 
.. 

-k-i'Y} .. 

C2 

k+i'Y} .. 
-k-i'Y} 

R-oo .. 
2 

C2 

FIGURE 45.2. Green's function contours. 

The solution we need is 

1/IS+\r) = eik'''J + f dr'G(+l(r, r')U(r')1/I(;'). 
k (2:rr)'! 

(34) 

Because we shall be interested in 1/1(+), particularly in the limit r -7 00, we shall 

need to expand I; - ;'1 in the Green's function. In particular, 

t2 

I; - r'l = J(r 2 + rO - 2rr' cos 8) = r - r' cos 8 + Order(~) 
r 

1 1 r' 
- _ = - + Order ( 2" ). (35) 
Ir - r'l r r 

Therefore, in the needed limit r -7 00, our 1/1(+) has the form 

(36) 
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This equation does not solve our problem, however. We have merely converted our 

differential equation for l/I into the form of an integral equation that would give 

us the needed asymptotic form of our solution, if we could do the integral. The 

integral contains the unknown l/I", however. Moreover, we would need to know 

it in the region where the potential is different from zero, hence, in the region of 

small r'. Nevertheless, the integral equation may be very useful for approximate 

solutions in the limit of high incoming energy. 

Before looking at this case, let us note that we could expand the Green's function 

in spherical harmonics, by using the expansion 

e~ikr'cos<':) = Lil(21 + 1)jI(kr')(-li PI (cos e) 

I "I , 4Jl' * , , = L...(-i) (21 + 1)jI(kr) Ylm(O, cp)Ylm(O ,cp). (37) 
I.m (21 + 1) 

Now, using the asymptotic form for the spherical Hiinkel function, hjl) [see eq. (26) 

of math. appendix to Chapter 41], we have, as r ~ 00, 

e ikr e ikr 

h?l(kr) ~ (-ii+1-, or - ~ ik(iih?)(kr), (38) 
r r 

so 

1 eikr 

G(+)(r,r') = --4 _e-ikr'cosf!-) = -ik Lh?)(kr)jl(kr')Ylm(O, cp)YI'"m(O', cp'). 
Jl' r I,m 

(39) 

Moreover, this expression is valid for all values of r with r > r' (not just for 

r » r'), because the differential equation for the Green's function 

(40) 

has a source term only at the point r = r', so for any r > r' the solution must be 

an outgoing free wave. 

Now, if we make a partial wave expansion for the l/I;Jr') 

l/I,,(r') = LRz(kr')Ylm(O', cp') (41) 

I,m 

in the Green's function integral, this integral can be put in the form 

L f dr'G(r, r')U(r')Rz(kr')ylm(O', 4/). 
1m 

This integral will be particularly simple if U (r') is independent of 0' and cp', i.e., if 

U (r') = U (r'). Then, we can carry out the 0' and cp' integrations, if we substitute 

for the Green's function through eq. (39), to convert this 3-D integral into a sum 

over purely radial integrals 

LYlm(O, cp) roo dr'r,2[ -ikh)l)(kr)j[(kr')]U(r')R[(kr'), 
1m 10 
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where we can identify rf2x the quantity in square brackets as the I-D Green's 

function, g~+)(r, r'). In addition, if U(r') has the assumed spherical symmetry, the 

function 1/Fr must have axial symmetry and be independent of fjJ, so the above sum 

can contain only terms with m = O. Therefore, 

1/Fr(r) = fjJr(r) + LY/O(8) [00 dr'g}+)(r, r')U(r')R/{kr'), (42) 
/ 10 

with 

and 

1/Fr{r) = L R/(kr)Y/O(8), 
/ 

1 
fjJr(r) = --3 Lil J 4Jr(21 + l)j/(kr)Y/O(8), 

(2Jr)2 / 

so we get the integral equation for the radial functions 

i l J{21 + 1) 100 
RI(kr) = - j/{kr) + dr' gj+)(r, r')U(r')RI(kr'). 

Jr 2 0 

Actually, we have derived only an expression for gj+l(r, r'), valid for r 

namely, 

g}+)(r, r') = -ikrf2hjl)(kr)Mkr'), 

In an appendix to this chapter, we shall show 

gj+l(r, r') = -ikr,2 j{(kr)h?l(kr'), 

C Summary 

valid for r > r'. 

valid for r < r'. 

We have put the scattering problem into integral equation form, 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

> r', 

(46) 

(47) 

with UCr') = 2~ VCr'), 
Ii 

(48) 

(49) 

where 

(50) 

and 

~ 1 "k"-
fjJ-(r) = --el or. 

k (2Jr)~ 
(51) 
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For a spherically symmetric U (r), 

1/If(r) = LRz(kr)YIO«(;I), (52) 

z 

where 

j{ J{2l + 1) (OO 
RI{kr) = -; 2 jl(kr) + 10 dr'g~+){r, r')U{r')R{(kr'), 

gj+J(r, r') = -ikr f2 jl(kr')h}'\kr), for r > r', 

gj+J(r, r') = -ikr,2h)1)(kr')jI(kr), for r < r'. (53) 

D Closing Remarks 

1. We note the symmetry of G(r, r '): 
G(r, r') = G(r',"f). (54) 

2. The integral equation we have derived is not a solution to our scattering problem 

because the Green's function integral contains the unknown solution, 1/I(r'). If 

instead of the equations 

( )G('" "") Ti 2 
... ..., E - Ho r, r = -<S(r - r ), 

2J.L 

(E - Ho)1/If(r) = V(r)1/If(r), 

we had solved the equations 

_( ...... ,) Ti 2 ... ..., 
(E - H)G r, r = -<S(r - r ), 

2J.L 

(E - H)1Jf(r) = -V(r)1Jf(r), 

we would have arrived at the integral equation 

1Jf(r) = 1/If(r) - f dr'U(r')G(r, r')1Jf(r'). 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

Now, the integral contains only the simple known plane wave function, 1Ji:' and if 

we could calculate G(r, r'), we could solve this integral equation for the desired 

1/If. Unfortunately, the GCr, r') for the full H (rather than the Ho) is of course 

difficult if not impossible to calculate. 

Mathematical Appendix to Chapter 45 

One-Dimensional Green's Functions 

To evaluate the I-D Green's function, g{(r, r') ofeq. (53), it will be useful to study 

I-D Green's functions in some generality. 
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The Green's function, g(t, t ' ), for the I-D second-order differential equation of 

the form 

d21/1 d1/l 
foCt) dt 2 + fl(t)d( + hCt)1/I(t) = 0 (1) 

is a solution of the differential equation 

d 2g(t,t') dg(t,t ' ) . I I 

fo(t) dt 2 + ,het) dt + hCt)g(t, t ) = 8(t - t ), (2) 

that is, an inhomogeneous differential equation of the same form with a delta 

function point source at t = r'. We will assume the !i(t) are "well-behaved" 

functions (in the language of physicists). We shall be interested in the special case 

in which t = r, 1/I(t) = RJCr), fa = 1, fl = 2/ r, h = (k2 -l(l + 1)jr2 ). We will 

seek solutions to eq. (2) of the form 

For t > t' : 

for t < t' : 

g(t, t') = al 1/11 (t) + a21/12(t), 

g(t, t ' ) = b1 1/11 (t) + b21/12(t), (3) 

where 1/11 (t), 1/I2(t) are two independent solutions of differential equation (1). The 

constants ai, b i are then functions of t'. Also, at t = t', g(t, t') must be continuous. 

If it were not, ~ would contain a delta function and the second derivative of g 

would contain a derivative of a delta function, but the right-hand side of eq. (2) 

contains only a delta function, not a derivative of a delta function. Thus, 

g(t = t ' + E, t ' ) - get = r' - E, t') = 0, (4) 

but 

[ ~g(t, (1)] _ [dg(t, [I)J # O. 

dt l=t'+E dt 1=1'-( 

(5) 

To determine its value, integrateeq. (2) over an interval from t = t' -E to t = t' +E, 

11'+< d2 (t t') 11'+< d (t t ' ) 11'+< 

. 
dt!o(t) g;. + dtfl(t)-g-,-+ dth(t)g(t,t ' ) = 1, (6) 

t'-E dt t'-E dt t'·-E 

leading to 

!O(tl)([~g(t~t,!] ._ [dg(l, t
l)] ) = 1, 

dt 1=1'+_ dt t=t'-E 

(7) 

where we have made use of the continuity of g(l, t'), and of course the assumed 

continuity of the fi(f) at t = I', The boundary conditions, eqs. (4) and (7), lead to 

al1/lJ (t') + a21/12(t') = b l 1/l1 (t') + b21/t2Ct'), 

(8) 

where the primes on the 1/I's stand for derivatives. These equations can be solved 

for the ai 

1/I2(t') 
a-b-----

J - 1 fO(t')W(t')' 
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1/1 1(£') 
Q2 = b2 + -/o-C-t'-)W-(t-')' (9) 

where W (t') is the Wronskian 

W(t') = 1/I1(t'):~,2 -1/I2(t'):~,I, (10) 

leading to 

For t < (' : get, t ' ) = b l1/l1 (t) + b21/12(t), 

. " [1/11 (t)1/I2(t') - 1/12(01/11 (t')] 
for t > t : g(t, t ) = b l 1/l1 (0+ h21/12(t)- ....... -........... loCt') W (t') .(11) 

The Wronskian follows from the differential equation, in particular, from 

d (d1/l2 d1/l1 ) (d1/l2 d1/l1) 10- 1//1--1/12- +/11/11--1/12- =0, 
dt dt dt dt dt 

dW II 
-=--W 
dt 10' 

or InW = _!dtI1(t). 
foCt) 

The One-Dimensional Radial Green's Functions, g[(r, r') 

(12) 

(13) 

(I 4) 

For our radial functions, with 1/1 = RICkr), the functions to = 1, II = 2/ r lead to 

dW 2 
- = --dr 
W r' 

const. 
W(r) = --?-. 

r-
(15) 

For the two solutions, 1//1 and 1/12, we shall choose 1/11 = i,(kr); 1/12 = n,Ckr). To 

determine the constant in the above expression for the Wronskian, it is sufficient 

to use the asymptotic form for i/Ckr) and n[(kr) and let r ~ 00, which leads at 

once to W(r) = 1/(kr2 ). 

Now, for r < r', our general result gives 

(16) 

but because the differential equation for g, has a singularity only at r = r' through 

the delta function source term, the solution for r < r' must be regular at r = 0, 

and the coefficient b2 must be zero. Thus, with our general result for the I-D g, 

eq. (9), we have 

For r < r' : g/(r, r') = hi (r')i[(kr), 

for r > r' : g/(r, r') c.::: QI(r')i[(kr) -+ a2(r')n/(kr) 

= [b l Cr') - kr'2n[Ckr')J + i,(kr) 

+kr'2 il(kr')n,(kr). (17) 
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From eq. (46) of the main body of Chapter 45, we know, for r > r', 

g/(r, r') = -ikr'2 j/(kr')h~t)(kr) 

= -ikr'2 j/(kr')(j/(kr) + in/(kr». (18) 

Comparing with the above, this gives 

bt(r') = -ikr12(j/(kr') + in/(kr'» = -ikrl2h~t)(kr'). (19) 

Thus, we have, for r < r', 

g/(r, r') = bt(r')j/(kr) = -ikr12h/(kr')j/(kr), 

which is the result given by eq. (41). 

(20) 



46 

The Born Approximation 

In the last chapter, we merely reformulated the scattering problem. Instead of 

solving the scattering problem by finding a solution to a differential equation with 

the appropriate boundary condition. we will instead try to solve it by finding a 

solution to an integral equation with the appropriate Green's function. 

(1) 

Because we cannot do the integral containing the unknown o/r,Ji I), we are far from 

a solution. If V (r) is a weak potential, however, so it can be treated by perturbation 

theory, or ifthe energy is very large, so the average V(r) is small compared with 

this energy, we can solve the integral equation by an iteration technique. If 

Ji 2k2 

IV (/:: ') I Average« 2J.l ' (2) 

in a first approximation forl{r;/r), we can replace o/t:/l~ ') in the integral by the 

zeroth approximation for the problem, cfJi(r '), to yield 

(3) 

where this approximate solution is known as the first Born approximation. Even 

without putting this first approximation back into the integral equation to get the 

next approximation, and perhaps iterating this process a number of times, the 

simple first Born approximation may be a useful good approximation. [n that case, 
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-r' 
- -k k 

IK! = 2ksin~ 
2 

FIGURE 46.1. 

if we use the asymptotic form 

eiklr-r'l eikr eikr _ 
~ ~ ---+ _e-ikr'cos8 == _e-iks·;f, 

Ir - r'l r r 
(4) 

where les , the k vector in the direction of the scattered wave, is along the direction 

of the vector r from the scattering center to the detector [see Fig. 46.1(a)], we get 

1/r(r) ---+ -- eik .r __ _ r-_ dr'V(r')ei(k-k,).r' , 1 (- e
ikr 

[ II. j - - J) 
k (2rr) ~ r 2rrft2 

so the first Born approximation for the scattering amplitude is given by 

fee, (/»I"Born = -~jdr'V(r')ei(k-k,).r'. 
2rrFi 

(5) 

(6) 

In the special case when the scattering potential is spherically symmetric, so 

VCr') = VCr'), it is easy to reduce the 3-D Bo~ intt!,gral}o a radial integral. 

For that purpose, it is useful to define the vector K = k - k, [see Fig. 46.1(b»), 

with magnitude K = I K I = 2k sin ~, and choose it to be along the z direction, so 

jdr'V(r')ei(k-k,).;:, = jdr'v(r')eiKr'COSIJ' 

100 /+1 100 2 = 2rr dr'r,2V(r') dt;'eiKr'( = 2rr dr'r f2 V(r')-, sinKr' 
o -I 0 Kr 

= - dr'r'V(r') sin Kr'. 4rr 100 

K 0 
(7) 

This equation leads to the first Born approximation of the scattering amplitude 

fCO)l'tBorn = - 2J-L2 [OOdr'r'V(r') sin Kr', 
KFi Jo 

with 
. e 

K = 2kslll-. 
2 

(8) 
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A Application: The Yukawa Potential 

As a simple example, let us choose an attractive potential of Yukawa form 

2 e-{3r 

VCr) = -g -, 
r 

(9) 

with {3 = ~c, where m is the mass of the exchanged particle. Note: this is the 

first potential that Yukawa had in mind, where m should be the mass of the me

son (the pion) exchanged between nucleons to give rise to the nucleon-nucleon 

interaction. The real pion-exchange potential, however, is more complicated and 

has strong spin-dependence, but retains the basic exponential factor, e- mr' / r. For 

this potential, the first Born approximation gives 

_ 2J.Lg2 1°O I -(3r'. I _ 2J.Lg 2 K 
fee) - -2- dr e smKr - -2- 2 2 ' 

liK 0 liK[{3+K] 
(to) 

leading to 

da 2 4J.L2g4 

dQ = I fee) I = ~ -[{3-2-+-4-k-2-si-n-=-2 -:-~ ]-2 . (11) 

B The Screened Coulomb Potential 

First, the first Born approximation leads to an undetermined integral for a pure 

Coulomb potential. With 

(12) 

the first Born approximation would lead to 

J.LZI z2e21°O I· I 

f(8)1"Bom = - 2 . e dr sm Kr , 
Ii k sm"2 0 

(13) 

leading to the undetermined radial integral. The Coulomb potential has such a far 

reach the plane wave is not a good enough zeroth approximation. (See the math

ematical appendix for Chapter 42). For a screened Coulomb potential, however, 

with 

Z Z e2 
VCr) = _1_2_e-{3r, (14) 

r 

and with a very small value for the screening constant {3, we might get a reasonable 

approximation for the Coulomb potential. If we consider a particle scattering from 

a Helium atom, the above might be a very good approximation for the needed 

potential if {3 is of the order of an inverse atomic dimension. Yet, this potential 

would give us the effects of a-a scattering when the a particle is near the He 

nucleus of the atom. Because the form of this screened Coulomb potential is the 
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same as that of the Yukawa potential, the differential scattering cross section is 

given by 

da 
dQ 

In the limit f3 ~ 0, this equation yields 

(15) 

da f..t2ZfZ~e4 ZfZ~e4 (da) 
dQ = 4fi 4k4 sin4 -~- = 16E2-~in4 ~ = dQ Rutherford' (16) 

That is, this limiting value of the Born approximation for the screened Coulomb 

potential gives us the classical Rutherford result. This is also the correct quantum

mechanical result for a nucleus scattering. The exact quantum-mechanical result 

for the scattering amplitude for Coulomb scattering is given by (see the appendix 

to this chapter), 

!(f)exact CouL 

(17) 

and ao is the argument of the Gamma function r(l + iy). Because the differ

ential cross section is given by I!(OW, the logarithmic dependence on sin2 ~ of 

the exponential does not come into play! The classical and quantum-mechanical 

results, however, are different for the scattering of identical particles from identical 

particles, say, a-a scattering. 

C Identical Particle Coulomb Scattering 

Even the classical Rutherford formula must be modified if we scatter identical par

ticles from identical particles. For a-a scattering, e.g., the detector at the position 

o in the center of mass sytem will give a count both if the incoming projectile is 

scattered into the direction 0 [see Fig. 46.2(a)], and if the incoming projectile is 

scattered into direction (n - 0), so the a particle that was the original "target" 

particle is scattered into direction 0 [see Fig. 46.2(b)], because the detector can 

not distinguish "projectile" a particles from "target" a particles. Thus, 

(da) y2 (1 1) 
dQ classical = 4k2 sin4 ~ + cos4 ~ . 

(18) 

For the quantum-mechanical result, we must remember that the a particle has 

spin s = O. Thus, a particles are bosons. The two-particle functions must be 

orbitally symmetric under the exchange of particle indices 1 and 2. Thus, solutions 

must be of the form, 
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or, with the relative position vector; = ;1 - ;2, the relative motion function must 

have the form, 

so, in the limit r --+ 00, 

1/Ik ~ ((e ik:; + e- ik:,) + [fee) + I(rr - e)lCikr
) ), (19) 

Coul. mod. r Coul. mod. 

where the Coulomb modified plane waves and outgoing spherical waves are (see 

mathematical appendix to this chapter), 

( eik:,) = ei(k.r+yln[kr(l-CosO))), 

Coul.mod. 
( e

ikr
) 

r Coul.mod. 

with 

e-iy1n sin2 ~ e 2iuo 

I(e) = -y 2k sin2 !!. 
2 

e i (kr-yln2kr} 

(20) 
r 

(21) 

where 0"0 is the argument of the complex number, reI + iy) (see mathematical 

appendix to Chapter 42). In the center of mass system, the differential cross section 

is now 

(dO") = I/(e) + I(rr _ e)1 2 

dQ CM. 

y2 I e-iy1n sin2 ~ e-iy1n cos2 ~ 12 
= - + ----=--

4k2 sin2 !!. COS2 !!. 
2 2 

= L (_1_ + _1_ + 2cos[yln(tan2 ~)]). 
4k2 sin4!!. cos4 !!. sin2 !!. cos2 !!. (22) 

2 2 2 2 

Finally, for identical particle scattering, the transformation from the center of mass 

to the laboratory system is very simple (see Chapter 41), 

e 
e1ab = 2' (dO") (dO") - = 4COSelab - , 

dQ lab dQ CM. 
(23) 

so 

- = + +2 . (dO") y2cos~ab( I 1 cos[Yln(tan2~ab)]) 
dQ lab k2 sin4 elab COS4 elab sin2 ~ab COS2 elab 

(24) 

The cross term is very important. Fig. 46.3 shows the ratio of the quantum

mechanical differential cross section to the classical cross section for this case 

of the scattering of spin s = 0 bosons from identical spin s = 0 bosons. 

Finally, for proton-proton Coulomb scattering, the situation is a little more 

complicated. Protons are s = ! particles and, hence, fermions. If both projectile 

and target protons are unpolarized, the two-proton system will be in the spin

anti symmetric state, with two-particle spin S = 0, ~ of the time and in the spin

symmetric state, with two-particle spin S = 1, * of the time. Hence, the orbital 
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2 

do quantum 
(-) 

dO. lab 

( do )classical 

dO. lab 

1 

o 1t 

4 

FIGURE 46.3. Differential scattering cross sections for a-a scattering. 

1t 

2 

2 

functions will be in an orbitally symmetric state i of the time and in an orbitally 

antisymmetric state 1 of the time. Thus, for proton-proton Coulomb scattering 

(dO') 1 3 
- = -[f(8) + f(x - 8)[2 + -[f(8) - f(x - 8)[2, 
dQ eM. 4 4 

(25) 

leading to a formula like that of eq. (24) in which the coefficient of 2 in the 

cross term is replaced by C i - 1) x 2 = -I, leading to quite a different angular 

distribution. 

Mathematical Appendix to Chapter 46 

Exact Solution for the Pure Coulomb Scattering Problem 

In the appendix to Chapter 42, we solved the problem for Coulomb scattering in a 

partial wave expansion, where the relative motion function was expanded in radial 

functions, RICkr), and in spherical harmonics, 1{!(r, e, (jJ) = L1RI(kr)YIO(e, ¢). 

Our main aim there was to get the asymptotic form in the limit of large r of the 

incoming and outgoing Coulomb spherical waves. These results are particularly 

useful if the long-range part of the potential is dominated by the Coulomb potential, 
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but if, in addition, a short-range potential exists, such as a nuclear potentiaL As in 

any partial wave expansion, this approach leads to differential and total scattering 

cross sections in terms of infinite series in the l's of the partial waves. For the case 

of pure Coulomb scattering, however, we can find an exact solution that gives us the 

scattering amplitude exactly, (without need of an infinite series). This amplitUde 

would apply, e.g., for proton-nucleus, or a-nucleus scattering, or u-a scattering, 

at energies low enough, so the proton or a particle has a very low probability of 

tunneling through the repulsive Coulomb barrier into the small r region, where the 

nuclear force would become effective. 

We want to solve the Schr6dinger equation for the relative motion 1/J 

2 (2/-t E 2/-tZ I Z2e21 ) 
V 1/J + - - 1/J = 0, 

li2 Fi 2 r 

V 2 1/t -+- (k2 -?~--~)1/t = 0, (1) 

where y is the Coulomb parameter 

/-tZ I ZZe2 c 
y = - 2 = -aZI Z2' 

Fi k v 
(2) 

We want to solve this problem with the appropriate boundary conditions; i.e., we 

seek a solution in the form of a Coulomb-corrected incoming plane wave + a 

Coulomb-corrected outgoing spherical wave. This boundary condition motivates 

us to first make the substitution 

With 

V1/t = eik-r(Vx + ikX), 

V 21/t = eik:/(V2x + 2ik . Vx - k2X), 

this leads to the equation 

2 • ~ ~ 2yk 
V-X +21k· Vx - -X = 0. 

r 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

If we choose the z axis along the direction of k, X (r) will be a function of rand () 

only. It will be particularly useful to transform from Y, (), to parabolic coordinates, 

~, 1], where 

~ = Y - Z = y(l - cos (}), 

I] = r +- z = r(1 + cos e). (6) 

It will be sufficient to seek solutions of the form eik-r X (~), Le., solutions indepen

dent of the variable '1. It will be shown, a posteriori, that these have the desired 

asymptotic form of a Coulomb-corrected plane wave + a Coulomb-corrected 

spherical outgoing wave. (Solutions of the form ed -; X(I]) would have given 

us solutions with the asymptotic form of a Coulomb-corrected plane wave + a 

Coulomb-corrected spherical incoming wave.) 
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With X = X (~, only), ~ = r - Z= r(l - cos e), 

-: dx(x~ y~ z. dX; k 
Vx=- -el+-e2+(---l)e3)=-(----), (7) 

d~ r r r d~ r k 

so 

. - ~ 2ik dX 2. dX 
2zk· Vx = -(cose - l)r- = --lk~-, 

r d~ r d~ 

and 

leading to the new equation 

~(~d2X + (1 _ ik~)dx - ykx) = O. 
r d~2 d~ 

Introducing the new variable, 

t = ik~, 

d2X dX 
t-z + (I - t)- + iy xU) = 0, 

dt dt 

d 2 X dX 
t- + (c - t)- - ax(t) = 0, 

dt 2 dt 

so 

The solutions are confluent hypergeometric functions and 

1/f = eik.1 IFl(-iy; l;ikr(l - cosO». 

Now recall (see mathematical appendix to Chapter 42) 

I'(c) i dze z 

IF1(a;c;t)=-2' -(1 t)'" 
HI c ZC --:: , 

where a = -iy, c = 1, t = ikr(l - cosO), so (with 1'(1) = 1) 

1 i dzeZ(z - tyv 
IFl(-iy; l;ikr(l ---- cosO)) = - _. 

2n:i c ZI+!V 

(8) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The contour, C, can again be deformed as shown in Fig. 46.4 into the two loops, 

C 1 and C2 • In the limit r -----+ 00, only the small circular parts of the contours, C1 
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and C2 , make a nonneglible contribution to these integrals. Thus, 

. 1 i dze'[Z - ikr(1 - cose)]iy 
hm- , 

r-->oo 2TCi C, ZI+IY 

. [-ikr(1 - cos e)]iy i dzez [ z ]iY 
= hm --. 1 - -----

r-->oo 2TCi C, ZI+IY ikr(1 - cose) 

= [-ikr(1 - cos e)]iy 1. dz~Z = [-ikr(1 - cos e)]iy , (17) 

2TCi k, Zl+,y f(1 + iy) 

where we have used 

(18) 

where the contour is now a circle about the origin. Similarly, for the contour integral 

for the contour, C2 , where we use t = ikr(l - cos e), 

hm- = hm---
. 1 i dzeZ(z - t)iy . 1 el i d(z - t)e(z-I)(z - tYY 

1 ..... 00 2TCi Cz ZI+iY 1-->00 2TCi t 1+iy CZ (I + (,~I))1+iy 

= lim --, - . --,l> --, - dzezz,y et 1 i dze' ZiY el 1 i ' 
1-'>00 t 1+1Y 2TCi C, (1 + j}1+'y t 1+IY 2TCi Cz 

et 1 eikr(l-cos e) 

- t1+iy r(-iy) - [ikr(1 - cose)]l+iYr(-iy)' 
(19) 

where the contour integral about the singularity at z = t = ikr(1 - cos e) of the 

first line has been transformed to a contour integral about the point z = 0 in the 

next line. 

Combining the two contour integrals, we have 

lim 1 Fl (-iy; 1; ikr(1 - cos e» 
r-->oo 

(
[-ikr(l - cose)]iy eikr(l-cos9) ) 

= r(l + iy) + [ikr(1 - cose)]1+iYr(-iy) , 
(20) 

so, with 

1fr(l) = eikrcose IFl(-iy; l;ikr(1 - cose», (21) 

eikrcOSe[_ikr(l - cose)]iy 

1fr --,l> r(l + iy) 

eikr 1 
+ ~ 

[ikr(1 - cosO)] [ikr(l - cose)]iYr(-iy)· 

Now, we shall use the f function properties 

f(l + iy) = iyr(iy) = ei1yW(iy)leiargf(iY) = W(I + iY)leiO"o, (23) 

so 
TC 

argf(iy) = (0"0 - "2). (24) 
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} 
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C1 

FIGURE 46.4. Contours for eqs. (16), (17), and (19). 
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We shall also use 

(kr(1 - cos e) )iY = eiy1n[kr(l-coslJ»), (25) 

to rewrite 

1/I(r) ---+ • e ~ ei(krcosO+yln[kr(l-coslJ))) yZ!: ( 

lyr(IY) 

Y f(iy) ei(kr-YIIl[kr(1-COSII)))) 

+ k(l-cose)r(-iy) r ' 
(26) 

or 

1/I(r) ---+ const e,(k-r+yln[kr(l-cose))) + , (27) ( 
. ~~ ye2i(ao-'f) ei(kr-Yln[kr(l-cose)))) 

k(l-cose) r 

or 

1/I(r) ---+ const e,(k.r+ylll[kr(l-cos em +. . (28) ( 
. ~~ (_y)e2iaoe-iylnSin2~ ei(kr-Yln2krl) 

2k sm2 !!. r 
2 

This relation has the form of a Coulomb modified incoming plane wave + a 

Coulomb modified outgoing spherical scattered wave, 

( 
~ ei(kr-Yln2krl) 

1/1(-;) - const ei(k.i'-yln[kr(1-cosllm + f(e) r ' (29) 

with 

with (30) 

Because, still, 

~ lik 2 1 
ISinc.1 = -Iconstl + Order(-) , 

J1, r 
(31) 

and 

~ r lik If(e)1 2 2 1 
(Sscatt .. -) = ---2 -Iconstl + Order ( 3)' 

r f.l r r 
(32) 

we still have 

da 2 y2 ZfZ~e4 

dQ. = If(e)1 = 4k2 sin41!. l6E2 sin41!. ' (33) 
2 2 

so that the quantum-mechanical result for the differential cross section agrees with 

the classical Rutherford result. The exponential factor, 

however, does play an important role in the Coulomb scattering of identical charged 

particles. 
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Problems 

4. Find the differential scattering cross section for neutron nucleus scattering in 

first Born approximation under the assumption the neutron nucleus interaction can 

be approximated by a square well, V = -1V01, for r :s a, V = 0 for r > a. 

Show in particular, the differential cross section is strongly forward-peaked and 

the angular range of the forward peak can be used to determine the size of the 

nucleus. Calculate the value of 0 for the first zero of the differential cross section 

for a beam with E = 100 Me V, assuming a = 5 fm (medium-heavy nucleus). Would 

you expect the first Born approximation to be good under these conditions? 

5. For purely electromagnetic probes, the spherical drop model of the nucleus 

with a uniform charge distribution of radius a, total charge Ze, is a good model for 

the nucleus. Show the differential scattering cross section for JL - nucleus scattering 

is given in first Born approximation by 

da (da) [3 J2 - = - -j)(qa) , 
dQ dQ Rutherford qa 

. e 
with q = 2ksm-. 

2 

Make a plot of this differential cross section as a function of e and show how it 

can be used to determine a, the radius of the nucleus. If you want to place the first 

zero in the differential cross section at () = 60° for a nucleus with a = 10 fm, 

what energy is required for the JL - beam? (Convince yourself the corresponding 

problem for e- nucleus scattering requires relativistic quantum theory. Most of 

our detailed knowledge about the electromagnetic structure of the nucleus comes 

from high-energy e- nucleus scattering experiments). 

The JL - nucleus potential is the simple Coulomb potential, with 

Ze 2 

VCr) =--
r 

for r :::: a, 
Ze2 (3 r2 ) 

V(r) = -- - --
a 2 2a2 

for r :s a. 

Note: the long-range r ~ 00 contribution to the integral can be handled by 

screening as for the simple point charge; i.e., we can replace 

Ze2 Ze2 -br 
--- --+ ---e 

r r 

and take the limit b ~ O. 

6. For the l-D radial function, u/Cr), for a spherically symmetric potential, VCr), 

which remains finite as r ~ 0 and goes to zero as r ~ 00, show 

[ d (0) d] 2 100 u/ (0) u/ JL (0) 
u/-- - u/ - = --2 drV(r)u/(r)u/ (r), 

dr dr r=oo n ° 

where ujO)Cr) is the corresponding radial function for the case, VCr) = O. Use this 

result to derive the Born approximation for the phase shifts: 
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Use the Born approximation result for fee) to "derive" the "well-known" 

expansion 

sin( 2kr sin ~) 2 

( ) 
= L(21 + l)p[(cose)(jI(kr)] . 

2kr sin ~ [ 

7. Use the general Born series to derive the second-order term for fee) in 

the Born approximation from the coordinate space integrations. For a spherically 

symmetric V (r), perform all angular integrations and show the resultant expression 

can be reduced to a single I sum: 

( ) 
Born(2) ~ 

fee) = ~(21 + l)P[(cos e)//, 
1 

where the II can be expressed in terms of double radial integrals involving V 

and spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. Note: With both ;' and ;" finite, 

G(+)(;', ;") is best expressed in terms of: 

+1 

G(+)(;',;'') = Lg,(r', rtf) Ly,m(e', q/)Yi*m(e", rp"). 
[ m=-/ 

8. The most common isotope of Lithium (Z = 3) is ~Li4' a nucleus with a spin 

of ~. If an unpolarized beam of 7Li nuclei is incident on an identical 7Li target nu

cleus with random spin orientations at a center of mass energy, p2/ (211-) = 2Me V, 

show the scattering is dominated by the pure Coulomb repulsion potential. (Effec

tively, the nuclear force does not come into play. Tunneling through the Coulomb 

barrier is negligible. A reasonable estimate for the 7Li nuclear radius is 2.3 fin.) 

Show, however, at this energy, the exact scattering amplitude for the Coulomb 

potential must be taken into account for this scattering of identical particles from 

identical (indistinguishable) particles. Find the fraction of spin-symmetric and 

spin-antisymmetric states, and calculate ~~ as a function of e in the center of mass 

system. In particular, calculate the ratio 

( ~~ ) classical 

Also, calculate the differential cross section in the laboratory system as a function 

of l'Jab .• 

9. A low energy beam of spin s = 1 particles is scattered from a target of identical 

(indistinguishable) spin s = 1 target particles. Assume the scattering process is 

governed by a spin-independent potential leading to the following phase shifts: 

8[ = 0, for I ::: 3. 

Find the differential scattering cross section as a function of e (center of mass 

system), assuming (a) the incident beam is unpolarized and the target spins have 
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random orientations. (b) Repeat, assuming the incident beam is perfectly longi-

tudinally polarized, with a pure m s = + 1, and the target spins still have random 

orientations. Assume the detector is insensitive to the spin orientation. 
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Operator Form of Scattering Green's 
Function and the Integral Equation for 
the Scattering Problem 

So far, we have worked strictly in coordinate representation for the very limited 

problem of the scattering of a structureless point particle from another structureless 

point particle. To generalize to more complicated situations involving composite 

projectile and target particles, with the possibility of inelastic collision processes 

or rearrangement collisions, or even to iterate the Born approximation for the case 

of structureless point particles, it will be advantageous to recast both the scattering 

Green's function and the scattering integral equation into operator form. 

In coordinate representation, we solved the scattering problem, 

(E - H)1{IS+)(r) = 0 
k 

(E - Ho)1{It)(r) = (E - Ho)4>rP) + V(r)1{ItV), 

by introducing the Green's function, C(+)(r, r '), where 

(E - Ho)C(+V, r') = 8(r - r'), 

(1) 

(2) 

and converting eq. (1) into the form of an integral equation. [In Chapters 45 and 

46, we found it convenient to multiply the operators (E - Ho) and (E - H) 

in these equations through by the factor ~i to carry out the integrations in k 

space. We will find it more convenient now to go back to the original Schrodinger 

normalization. In this normalization, the Green's function of Chapter 45 would 

have been -~iejkl;:-i"1/4Jrlr - r'l.] 
Just as we can take the state vector 11{I) and expand it in terms of a set of (1) 

base vectors In), the eigenstates of a complete set of commuting operators with a 

discrete spectrum, e.g., the eigenstates Intn2n3) of Ho in the box normalization; 

or (2) base vectors Ik '), the eigenvectors of kx, ky , kz for the continuum plane 
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wave states; or (3) base vectors Ir') in the coordinate representation that are the 

eigenvectors of the operators x, y, z, 

11/1) = z)n){nI1/l), 
n 

11/1) = lii'IIe'), (1e'11/I) 

11/1) = Idr'lr'), (r'11/I) (3) 

so, we can think of the Green's function not only in coordinate representation, 

but also in any representation, expressed in terms of any convenient basis. In fact, 

we will introduce an operator form of the Green's function and then express the 

Green's operator in any convenient basis. In coordinate representation, we have 

(+) ~ ~, . I ~, ifJk,cr>ifJi,(r') 
G (r, r ) = hm dk . 

__ 0 (E(k) - E(k') + iE) 
(4) 

Again, we have changed from (e - k,2) to E(k) - E(k') in this Green's function, 

and therefore from k + i'f/ to E(k) + iE, with E(k) + iE = 1: (k2 + 2ik'f/ + ... ), 
so E = (fPk)'f/. We will now think of this coordinate representation of the Green's 

11 

function as the coordinate representation matrix element of an operator, the Green's 
(+) 

operator, Gop. , 

G(+)(r, r') = (rIG(+)lr') = lim dk'(rlk') . (k'lr'), I ~... 1 ... 

op. __ 0 E(k) - E(k') + lE 
(5) 

with 

(6) 

so 

G(+) = limldle'IIe'}(Ie'1 1 Ik')(Ie'I. (7) 
op. __ 0 E(k) - E(k') + iE 

Henceforth, the limit, limE~O, will be quietly understood whenever an E appears 

in an expression. Also, we could have written the Green's operator in the basis

independent form 

G~= 1 00 
op. E - Ho + iE 

If this is left-multiplied by the unit operator in the form, J if: " lie ") (1e"1 and right

multiplied by a unit operator in the form, J die 'lie ')(Ie'I, we get 

G(+) = Idle"ldle'lk"){k"l 1 . Ik')(Ie'1 
op. E(k) - Ho + u 

- dk'lk') (k'i I ... ~ 1 ... 

- E(k) - E(k') + iE ' 
(9) 
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where we have used Holk'} = E(k')lk '), and (I. "Ik ') = ti{k /I - k '), to regain the 

form of the Green operator first given in eq. (7). We could have used other forms of 

the unit operator, such as Ln In) (n I, to gain different realizations of this operator. 

A The Lippmann-Schwinger Equation 

The operator form of the Green's function will be particularly convenient if we 

want to generalize our scattering problem to one involving composite target or 

projectile particles, or if we want to iterate the Born approximation to get the 

higher order Born approximation terms. With the operator form of the Green's 

function, it is not necessary to write the integral equation form of the scattering 

problem 

(10) 

in coordinate representation. In representation-independent state vector form, this 

equation becomes 

11/FS+l) = I¢.) + - ___ 1 __ . VI1fr~+»), 
k k E - Ho + lE k 

(11) 

where the state vector 11frt») is the state ~ector for an incoming plane wave in 

the a channel, with relative momentum, lik, and spherical outgoing waves in all 

energetically possible outgoing channels. This operator form of the scattering 

problem integral equation is known as the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. In this 

form, it is easy to iterate to get the Born solution to the equation in an infinite 

series, the Born expansion. Substituting for 11/Ft») in the right-hand side, we get 

(12) 11frt») = I¢i) + E _ f~o + if V (I¢'() + E _ ~o + iE VI1frt»))· 

Substituting for l1/Ft)) again (and again) in the right-hand side, we get the Bom 

series 

(+) 1, 
11/Fk~ } = I¢r) + E H, +' VI¢k} 

.- () IE 

1 1 
+ . V . VI¢;) 

E - Ho + IE E - Ho + IE 

1 1 1 
+ . . V . V . VI¢k) 

E .- Ho + IE E - Ho + IE E - Ho + IE 

+ ... , (13) 

with solution 

(14) 
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To get the second-order term in coordinate representation, we now introduce unit 

operators of type I dr 'I r ') (r 'I to get 

1jJS2)(r) = jdr"jdrflljdr!llljdr'(r i 1. Ir")(r"lVlr"') 
k E - Ho + IE 

( ~IIII 1 1~"")(~"fI1'V'~')(~'I'/"_) x r -~~-----~~ r r, ,r r '+' 
E-Ho+iE .. k 

= j drllj dr'G(t-)er, r")V(r ")G(+V", r')V(r')¢kCr'), (15) 

where we have used 

(r"lVlr"') = V(r")8(r!l - r"') and (rl 1. Ir") = G(+V, r") (16) 
E - Ho + IE 

to reduce the expression to the fonn of a double 3D integral involving two Green's 

functions. The Green's function, G(r, r ") is needed only in its asymptotic fonn, 

as r ---c. 00, 

2/1- eikr -ik.'" 
--0 --e ' , 

nk 4Jrr 

but the Green's function, G(+ lCr ", r: '), is needed for all values of r' and r" in the 

fonn 

2/1- eik1i"'-r'l 

Ti 2 4Jrlr"-r'i' 

For spherically symmetric potentials this is best expanded in spherical hannonics 

[see eqs. (39) and (53) of Chapter 45] to actually carry out the integrals. 

G (+)(~11 ~/) = ,,2/1- _1_ (" ')Y (e" ,/.,")y* (e' ,/.,') r , r L..., /;;2 ,2 gl r , r 1m , '+' 1m ' '+' • 

1m" r 

(17) 
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Inelastic Scattering Processes and 

Rearrangement Collisions 

So far, we have seen the usefulness of the operator form of the Green's function and 

the integral equation for the scattering problem in iterating the Born approximation 

for the scattering of structureless point particles from structure less point particles. 

The method becomes equally useful in discussing the scattering of composite 

particles from composite particles, where inelastic processes and rearrangement 

collisions come into play. 

A Inelastic Scattering Processes 

Consider the case in which we might have a scattering of a projectile from a 

composite target particle (e.g., J-t- -atom scattering or J-t- -nucleus scattering; we 

choose a J-t - as our projectile to avoid having identical particles as the components 

of our composite target particle). Now, it will be useful to decompose 

H=Ho+V, (1) 

where Ho will include, besides the kinetic energy operator for the relative motion, 

the Hamiltonian for the internal degrees of freedom of the composite particle. 

1i2 2 ... 
Ho = --2 V rel + Hint.(n (2) 

J-t . 

with state vectors, Ik, n), such that 

.... (1i2k2 . () .... 
Holk, n) = 2J-t + E~n. Ik, n}, 
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with 

(4) 

where ~ are the internal variables of the composite particle. [Note: Ifboth projectile 

and target particles are composite particles, Xn(€) == Xn.(~a)XnA(~A)' and E~nl. = 

E~~1. + E~~·.J Now, the analogue of eq. (7) of Chapter 47 can be written as 

(5) 

where conservation of energy now requires the scattered k vector, les (see Fig. 

48.1), have magnitude given by 

1i2 1i2 
_k2 = _k2 + Eint. ~ Eint. 
2/1- s 2/1- n=O n" 

(6) 

so the coordinate representation for the Green's function becomes 

~ ~ (+)~, ~, '"" ~ (/ ~, ¢lk,(r)¢lf,Ci') ) * ~, 
(r, ~IGop.lr , ~ ) = L..Xn'(~) dk Ii' Xn'(~ ). 

n' 2/1- (k; ~ k'2) + iE 

(7) 

If we perform the Ie' integration as before, we get 

I 2 ik 11'-1"1 
(+) ..... ~.-!o, ... , _ __ --.!!:." ~) * ~I e s 

G (r, ~, r , ~ ) - 4rr Fi2 7 Xn'(s Xn,(s )-':Ir:-~~r-'I (8) 

The magnitude ks is now dependent on n'. The integral equation becomes 

1frt)(i:,~) = ¢k(r)Xn=O(~) + / dr' / d€ 'G(+)(rj; r', ~ ')V(r', ~ ')1frt<r', ~ '). 

(9) 
In first Born approximation, in the limit r -+ 00, in which 

-

-k 

FIGURE 48.l. 
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we get the result 

with 

(11) 

where the coefficient of e'·" Xn'(~)' with n' = 0 and, hence, ks = Iksl = k, gives 
r 

the scattering amplitude for elastic scattering, and the coefficients of terms with 

n' = 1, 2, ... and, hence, ks < k give the scattering amplitudes for the inelastic 

processes, where the composite target particle ends in the excited state with internal 

energy, E~~t.. 

B Rearrangement Collisions 

Consider, e.g., the scattering of a J.L - from a hydrogen atom. In this case, we 

can have, besides the elastic scattering process, not only the inelastic scattering 

processes in which the hydrogen atom ends in an excited state, but also we could 

have a rearrangement collision, in which the JL - is captured by the proton to make 

a muonic atom while the atomic electron is scattered. (Because the ground-state 

energy of the hydrogen atom is -13.61 eV, whereas the ground-state energy of the 

muonic atom is ~ -2.5 KeV, the scattered electron would have an energy greater 

than 2.5 KeV. An electron in the 2.5 t03 KeV range would have a vic ~ 0.1, which 

is small enough for a treatment by nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and the Born 

approximation should be good.) If we label the J.L- particle I, the e- particle 2, and 

the p+ particle 3, the rearrangement collision, 1 + (2, 3) --+ 2 + (1, 3), is possible. 

An even more complex three-particle system could be illustrated by the scat

tering of a proton from the nucleus 17 0, which can be modelled by a neutron 

orbiting the doubly magic nucleus, 16 0, with a n_ 16 0 binding energy of - 4.146 

MeV. Because the first excited state of the tightly bound 16 0 nucleus is at 6.06 

Me V, we could approximate this nucleus as an inert particle if the incident proton 

energy is not too large. Thus, we could think of the proton as particle 1, the neutron 

as particle 2, and the 160-nucleus as particle 3. Now, we could have all three ar

rangements of the particles labeled 1,2,3 (see Fig. 48.2). The proton could scatter 

elastically or inelastically from 17 0. (The first excited state of 17 0 is at only 0.871 

MeV.) The proton could also be captured, however, by the 16 0 nucleus to make 

17 F, with a p_16 0 binding energy of -.601 MeV, the neutron being knocked out 

in the reaction and being scattered. Finally, the proton could capture the loosely 

bound neutron from 16 0 to make a deuteron, with binding energy of -2.226MeV, 
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which is scattered relative to the 16 0 nucleus. Thus, the rearrangement collisions, 

p + 17 0 -+ p + 17 0 1 + (2, 3) -+ 1 + (2, 3), 

p+ 170-+n+ 17F 1+(2,3)-+2+(1,3), 

p+ 17 0-+ 160+d 1+(2,3)-+3+(1,2), (12) 

are all possible. In addition, if sufficient incident kinetic energy exists, we could 

have a final state with three outgoing particles, proton, neutron, and 16 0. These 

three-particle states would be excited states of all three final rearrangements, in

volving breakup of the two-particle aggregates. If insufficient energy for such a 

breakup exists, we may have to consider only the above three rearrangement pro

cesses. Now, it will be convenient to split the full Hamiltonian, H, into an Ho and 

an interaction term, V, in three different ways. 

H2 
H = Ho + V = ---Vt.23 + HinL(2, 3) + VI2 + VI3 

2fLI,23 

I I H2 2 
= Ho + V = ---V2,13 + HinL(l, 3) + V12 + V23 

2fL2,13 

= H~' + V" = -~V~ 12 + H iot.(1, 2) + V13 + V23 . (13) 
2fL3,12 ' 

It will now be useful to rewrite the integral equation for the scattering process 

in three different ways. For this purpose, we will first rewrite the Lippmann

Schwinger equation in terms ofthejull Green's operator 

0<+) = -----
op. E - H + iE' 

(14) 

l1ftt) = (1 + E _ ~ + iE V}¢k}' (15) 

To derive this equation, which is the operator form of eq. (59) of Chapter 45, act 

on the operator, E - H + iE = E - Ho + iE - V, with 0:,;: from the left and with 

G~t) V from the right to yield 

1 (E-H+if=E-HO+if-V) 1 V 
E - H + if E - Ho + if 

1 1 ( 1 ) ----V = V 1 - V . (16) 
E - Ho + if E - H + iE E - Ho + if 

Now, let this act on l1ftt\ and use the Lippmann-Schwinger equation 

1 . VI1ft~+J} = I1ftS+J} -I¢k} 
E - Ho + If k k 

(17) 

to yield 

(18) 
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Elastic + inelastic Scattering 

Rearrangement Collision 

Rearrangement Collision 

3-particle breakup 
(requires E> 4146 MeV) 

Elastic + Inelastic Scattenng 

Rearrangement Collision 

____ > e - + Jk -+P + 3-particle breakup 

FIGURE 48.2. Rearrangement collisions for three-particle systems. 

which is eq. (15). Now, our purpose is not to find a coordinate or other repre

sentation of the full Green operator, but to rearrange this relation to write the 

Lippmann-Schwinger equation in terms of the primed and double-primed opera

tors, which are needed for the rearrangement collisions. For this purpose, we shall 

rewrite 

Because we are to take the limit EO --). 0, the right-hand side is zero. Let us be careful 

about this limit, however. Acting on the left-hand side with a Green's operator of 
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the type 

we get 

__ I ___ (E _ H + iE)I1/r:' l) = 1 (E - H' - Vi + iE)I1/r~+») 
E - H~ + if' k E - H6 + iE 0 k 

= (1 - 1. VI) 11/r~+») 
E - H~ + IE k 

iE if' 

E H' +-. l<Pi) = E H + V' ---V-, -. i<p,J 
0--- o' IE - 0 - -r!E 

iE 
= VI-:::::v-+-i~'I¢k) = 0, (20) 

where we have used Ho - H6 = V' - V and thc fact that V' - V cannot give a 

zero when acting on l<Pk)' so 

unlike the limit 

if iE 
lim -----.-I¢k) = lim -;--I<p;) = I<PI)· 
<->0 E - Ho + IE (->0 IE -

Thus, we have 

( 1 I) (+) 

1- E _ iit+i~V l1/ri ) = 0, (21) 

or we get an equation for l1/rt») in the form 

I1/rS+») = 1 V'I1/rS I». 
k E - llo + iE k 

(22) 

In exactly the same way, we could have gotten stilI a third form for l1/rt») by 
replacing H~ and V' in this equation by H~I and V". Thus, we have three different 

ways of writing the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, leading to three different 

forms for the integral equations of this scattering problem for our system of three 

particles. 

l1/rt) = l<Pi) 

I1/rS 1 ») = 
k 

I (+) 

+ E H - VI1/rk ), 
- 0 +IE 

I VII'/'(+») 
E' HI +. 'f';' -. 0 - IE 

1 
__ -,,--_Vffl1/r~+l). 
E - H~r + iE k 

(23) 

In all three forms of this scattering equation, the vector, 11/rj+\ contains besides 

the incoming plane wave for the motion of particle 1 relative to the bound system 
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of particles (2,3) the spherical outgoing waves corresponding to both elastic and 

inelastic scattering of particle 1 from the system (2, 3), as well as the spherical 

outgoing waves for particle 2 moving away from the system (1,3), as wen as 

the spherical outgoing waves for particle 3 moving away from the system (l, 2). 

When converted to integral equation form, none of the three integral equations is 

easy to solve. In Born approximation, however, when the incident energy is large 

enough compared with the potentials, V12 , V J3 , and V23 , we may get a reasonably 

good approximate solution. For this purpose, however, the first form is best for the 

elastic and inelastic scattering of particle 1, whereas the second form would be 

best for getting an approximate value for the cross section for the rearrangement, 

1 + (2, 3) -+ 2 .+- (1,3), and the last form would be best for the rearrangement 

collision of type 1 + (2, 3) -+ 3 + (l, 2). 
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Differential Scattering Cross Sections 
for Rearrangement Collisions: Born 

Approximation 

Let us calculate in some detail the differential scattering cross section for a rear-

rangementcollision of the type 1 +(2,3) -+ 2+(1,3), where the incident channel, 

particle 1 incident on the composite particle made of (2, 3), will be designated by 

the channel index, ex, and the outgoing channel, with particle 2 leaving the com-

posite system (I, 3), will be designated by channel index, fJ. We will assume the 

spins of particles 1, 2, 3 (if any) need not be considered. The relative position 

vector and internal coordinate in channel a are then 

~ ~ (m2r2 + m3r3) 
ra = rl~~- ~ 

(m2 + m3) , 
(1) 

and the reduced mass in channel ex is f.1-'Ct = m]m23/(ml + m23) and the incident 

ka == k. Similarly. 

(2) 

with reduced mass in the f3 channel given by f.1-fl = m2m!3/(m2 + ml3)' To find 

the necessary scattering amplitude, we shaH use the coordinate representation 

(rf3, €f3lvrt)) and calculate this through the second (or primed) form of eq. (23) of 

Chapter 48, which is appropriate for the fJ channel. 
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where Ik', n'} is an eigenvector of H~, with 

.. .. 1i 2 f2. . .. 
H~lk', n'} = E(k', n')lk', n'} = (2J-tp k + E.8~~/)lk', n'). (4) 

We shall now insert a unit operator in the form of 

f / drfld€ fllrfl, € fl}{rfl, € fll 

between the bra {k', n'l and V' to obtain 

.... (+) "/ ""/ "'/ ", ... -; .. , , 1 (rfJ~pl1{ff ) = ~ dk dr p d~ p{rpsplk , n) E _ E(k', n') + iE 
n 

x (k', n'lrfl€ fl}(rfl~ fllV'11/It» 

= "fdk 'fdr ' fd€' _l_eiVrp Xn l (€ ) 
~ p P (2Jr)~ P 

1 1 'k~' ~,.. .. (+) 
x 2 • 3 e-1 ·r fi x;,(g' )(r' , ~'IV'11/I~). (5) 

E-2~pk'2_E.8~~,+iE(2Jr)2 p p P k 

In addition, we shall use energy conservation to rename 

1i2 li2 
E = _k2 + E int . = _k2 ,+ Eint., (6) 

2J-ta a,Q 2J-tp p.n p,n 

and evaluate the Green's function 

1 
/ 

ei/,'·(rrrp) (-;) * (-;, ) 
G(+)(r , € ;;' , €') = __ " dk' Xn' sp Xn' s fJ 

p P P P (2Jr)3 ~ ..!L(k2 _ kf2.) + . 
n' 2/-Lp p,n' IE 

1 2J-tp eikp."/lrrr;'1 _ * .. , 
= --4 -1i2 I: I" _ -, I Xn'(~P)Xn'(~ p). (7) 

Jr n' rp r p 

With this Green's function 

( .. -; I'/'(+)} fd"'fd""i'G(+)('" -; -, -;')V,( .. , -;,)( .. , -;'I'/'<+)} (8) rpsp "'Tc = rp sp rp,sp;rp,sp rp,sp rp,sp "'f . 

Now, as usual, we will take the limit, rp -+ 00, so 

(9) 

and, therefore, 

eikp "Irp f, «() A-.) 
( .. -; 1'/'(+» ". (""i ) n' p, 'I'P 
rpsp "'f -+ ~--Xn' sp 3' 

n' rp (2Jr) 2 

(10) 

with 
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where 

(¢. y' ~'} = _l_e-ikfi''''';fi X*,(~'). 
k~.n /3 /3 (2rr)! n /3 

(12) 

The inverse factor (2rr) ~ is needed in the spherical outgoing wave factor, be

cause our plane wave has this same inverse normalization. Now, in first Born 

approximation, we can replace l1/Jt)} by I¢k}' where now 

---'t e(k..r~---'t 

('fi~ fil¢k} = --3 Xo(~ ~), 
(2rr)I 

where , ~ and ~ ~ must be expressed in terms of, p and ~ p via 

~, m2 ~, m3(m\ + m2 + m3) ~, 
r =- r + ~ 

ct (m2 + m3) /3 (m\ + m3)(m2 + m3) /3 

~~=" + m\ ~'. 
/3 (m] +m3) /3 

(13) 

(14) 

The first Born approximation value for the scattering amplitude for this 

rearrangement process is then 

in'«()/3, ¢/3) = - 2~~2 X 

f d, fi f d~ fieik.i'~(i'fi.~ fi)e-ikfi."'·;P x:,(~ fi)xo(~ ~('fi, ~ fi)) V'('p, ~ p)' (15) 

To get the rearrangement collision cross section, we need to remember the flux in 

the incident plane wave is 

~ 1 Fik 1 ~ 
S=---=--vct • 

(2rr)3 JLct (2rr )3 
(16) 

Note: In a box normalization where the factor (2rrp would have been replaced 

by the factor L 3, this S would have had the proper dimension of (v / L 3) or 

(1/length2time), one of the advantages of a box normalization. Also, k == kct•o. 

The radial flux in the outgoing spherical wave is (in our present normalization) 
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Problems 

10, Show the Born approximation differential cross section for the elastic scattering 

of a fJ., - from a hydrogen atom in its ground state is 

li 2 

ao=-
m e e2 ' 

. e 
q = 2ksm 2' 

Make the approximation (me / mproton) = 0, so the center of mass of the hydrogen 

atom is at the proton, All spin dependences can be neglected: The interaction 

potential is 

e2 e2 

V = -- + ~ __ .. 
rl Ir1 - r21 

11. Find the Born approximation differential cross section for the inelastic scat

tering cross section of a fJ., - from a hydrogen atom, where the hydrogen atom is 

excited from the n = 1 state to the n = 2 state 

(:~)1-72 = (:~)1S-+2S + (:~)LH2P' 
Show, in particular, f«())1s>2p has the form 

with 

and use the identity 

to do the integral. Show 

( do) =(~)2ks~ 288 

dQ ls-->2p me k q2 [~ + (qao)2t· 

Now, 

q = jk2 + k; - 2kk~-~~s(), 

For problems 10 and 11, note: 
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and 

for rz > rl·: 

12. Find the Born approximation differential cross section for the JL - hydrogen 

atom scattering for the rearrangement process in which the electron is scattered 

into the direction 0 and the JL - is captured by the proton to make a muonic atom 

in its Is ground state. For a JL- beam of 10 keY incident energy, make a rough 

numerical estimate of this cross section relative to the elastic cross section of 

problem 10 to show it is very small. (In making your calculation, show kfJ « ka , 

so ka + m+M kfJ ~ ka for this case and make this approximation). Show the 
mjJ. mp 

scattering amplitude, f(O), can be written in the fonn 

LfiPl(COSO), 

1 

and use fi=o to make your rough order of magnitude estimate. (Note: The needed 

Born integral can actually be done in closed fonn, but the resultant expression is 

rather complicated.) 

13. For the elastic scattering of an e- from a hydrogen atom in its ground state, 

both a direct and an exchange contribution exists. If the e- in the incident beam is 

labeled "1" and the e- in the hydrogen atom is labeled "2," the direct contribution 

comes from the scattering of "1," and the exchange contribution comes from the 

rearrangement collision, where "2" is the scattered particle and "1" is captured 

by the proton. In Born approximation, with (kaO)2 » 1, the scattering ampli

tude, f(O)direct. can be read from problem 10. (Again, make the approximation 

me/mprolon ~ 0.) Evaluate the exchange contribution to the scattering amplitude, 

f(O)exchange, and show 

(da) 1 z 3 z 
d r. . = -4 If (O)direcl + !(O)exchangel + -4 I !(O)direcI - !(O)exchangel 
~. elasllc 

if the incident electron beam is unpolarized and no spin alignment of the hydrogen 

target exists. 

The exchange integral can be carried out in closed fonn (see T. Y. Wu, Can. 1. 

Phys. 38 (1960) 1654). Because the expression is rather complicated, evaluate the 

exchange contribution in series fonn 

f(O)exchange = L(fi)exchangePl(COSO) 

1 

and convince yourself this series converges rapidly for (kao? » 1. Estimate 

roughly the importance of the exchange contribution for 0 = 60°, and (kao)z = 20, 

by making the approximation, !(O)exchange ~ (fi=O)exchange. 
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A Specific Example of a Rearrangement 

Collision: The (d, p) Reaction on 

Nucleus A 

To show in detail how the rearrangement collision integrals are calculated, we shall 

study the (d, p) reaction on nucleus A, e.g., 160, to make nucleus B, e.g., 17 0, that 

is, a nucleus in which the extra neutron captured by nucleus A orbits this nucleus 

in a particular shell model orbit with orbital angular momentum, L. 

d +A -+ B + p. 

This equation fits the case of Chapter 48, if we label nucleus A by particle label 

1, the proton by particle label 2, and the neutron by particle label 3. In the center 

of mass system the composite particle (2,3) is then incident on particle 1 (see Fig. 

50.1). We have 

~ (mnr3 + mpr2) ~ 
Ta = - rio 

(mn + mp) 

~a == T2 - r3, 
~ ~ (mnr3 + mArl) 
rfJ = r2-

(mn +mA) 

~fJ = r3 - rl. (1) 

(Note: We have changed some signs from Chapter 49, because we think of the 

deuteron as the projectile and nucleus A as the target. All results of Chapter 49, 

however, apply.) Energy conservation now gives us 

(2) 
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P 2 

d+A ---7p+B 

FIGURE 50.1. Rearrangement for a (d, p) reaction. 

n 
3 

• 

p 2/ 
• 

For the case in which A= 160, and if we choose the ground state of 170, with 

n' = 0, this process would give 

k2 = mpmB [(md + mA) e + ~(Eint. _ E inl.)]. (3) 
{J (mp + mB) mdmA ,;.2 a.O {J.O 

With Ea.O = -Ed = -2.226MeV, and with E1~~ = -EB = -4.146MeV for the 

ground state of 17 ° = B, we would have 

k~ = .5319kz + .0874fm-z. (4) 

We shall do the calculation for the ground state of nucleus B, so we can dispense 

with the subscript, n' = 0, for economy of notation. All of our results, however, 

would hold for n' #- O. To get the differential cross section for this rearrangement 

collision process in first Born approximation, we need to calculate the Born plane 

wave matrix element 

(2Jr)3(4>i)V'I4>k) = Ipn + IpA = 

f dr 'p f d~ 'pe-ikfi·rfi X:'=o(~ 'p)( Vpn(r ;3) + VpA(r;l) )Xn=o(~ ~)eik.r~. (5) 

To actually do the integrals, it will be convenient to switch from the integration 

variables, r 'p, ~ p, to new integration variables, r;3' and r ~ l' where these are 

the internal variables for channels a and {3, respectively. Also, now that we have 

reduced the calculation to a calculation of a (multiple) integral, so all variables 

are dummy integration variables, we can dispense with the primes on all of these 

variables for economy of notation. We therefore change to the new integration 

variables, rZ3 and r310 where 
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;31 = ;3 - ;, = ij3, 

.... _ mp-+ 

r" = r31 + -r23, 
md 

-+ ...,. mA -+ (6) 
rj3 = = r23 + -r31. 

mB 

Also, the Jacobian of the transformation has the value unity 

so 

It would be useful to define vectors, V, and K (see Fig. 50.2), 

-+ -+ mp-+ 
v=kj3 - -k, 

md 
.... -+ rnA-+ 
K =k- -kj3. 

mB 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The vectors v and K lie in the scattering plane defined by the incident k and the 

scattered kjJ, so the azimuth angles ¢ for all four vectors can be chosen as ¢ = O. 

The directions and the magnitudes of the vectors v and K are therefore functions 

of the scattering angle, e, given by 

~ sine 
tan ev = -(-k-p-~e--m-p-k)

-cos ---
v md v 

~mA sine 

sine 

( COS e _ rnp .!.) , 
rnd kp 

sine 
() K mB 

tan K = (! _ ~ mA cos e) - (.!. rnB _ cos e) . 
K K rna kp rnA 

The integral involving the p-n interaction, Vpn , is then 

I fd ~ i;(·'" *B(~ )fd~ -iv';:23 V (~ ) deul.(~ ) 
pn = r31 e Xo r31 r23 e pn r23 Xo r23· 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

We could now take some reasonable approximation for the p-n potential, perhaps 

even a square well of the appropriate width and depth. We can avoid, however, 

choosing a specific Vpn (realizing the full proton-neutron interaction is very com

plicated on a fundamentallevel, involving exchanges not only of pions, but also 

of p and w vector mesons, hard-core terms caused by quark-quark interactions 
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at extremely short range). Instead, we can use the SchrOdinger equation for the 

bound state of the deuteron 

(- 2::n V13 + Vpn(r23»)xdeUl.(r23) = E;;n·X deul.(r23) = -IEdlx deul.(r23) (13) 

to convert 

V (... ) deut (...) (ft2 '<72 I I) deut (.. ) pn r23 X . r23 = -2 - v 23 - Ed X . r23 , 
/-tpn 

(14) 

where lEd I = 2.226 MeV is the (positive) binding energy of the deuteron. The 3-D 

integral 

Idr-+ A.~ V2 Xdeu!. 
23'1'v 23 ' 

with <Pv = e-iv·;n can now be evaluated by use of Green's theorem II, a special 

case of Gauss' theorem 

1 dr23 (tPv V13X deUl. - xdeut. V13<Pv) = (surface integral at (0), (15) 

where the surface integral at 00 goes to zero as a result of the exponential fall-off 

of X and V X as r23 --+ 00. Thus, we can evaluate the needed integral via 

1 dr23e-iii·;23 V13 Xdeut . (r23) = 1 dr23X deul. (r23)V13 e-i ii·;23 

= _v21 dr23e-iii·;23 X deUl. (r23). (16) 

This equation gives us 

J.. .~~ .. d'" (1i2v2 )1 -+ .~~ de 
dr23e-·N23 Vpn (r23)X eUl.(r23) = - 2/-tpn + lEd I dr23e-1V"r23 X ut·(r23). 

(17) 

For purposes of doing our integral, a two-parameter deuteron wave function that fits 

both the experimental binding energy and the triplet scattering length is sufficient. 

Such a wave function was constructed by Hulthen with two exponentials 

~ rn 

Xdeut.(r-+ )_Rdeu!.(r)V (0 A. )_N(e-'o _e-'1'o) 1 
23 - 23 -'00 23, '1'23 - r::o=' 

r23 v4rr 

with parameters and normalization factor, N, given by 

ro = 4.26fm, 1] = 6.2. 

I 

N = [21](1 + 1])]2. 
ro(1/ - 1)2 

We can now evaluate our p-n interaction integral 

Ipn = _(~v2 + IEdl)ldr23e-(v.;23 R deut·(r23)Yoo(023. Qlz3) 
2/-tpn 

(18) 

x 1 dr31ei"K-r31 RNL (r3dYZM«(ht. tP3d. (19) 
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where we have taken the internal wave function, X:!=oCr31), as a single-particle 

shell model wave function describing the orbital motion of the neutron around the 

nucleus A in an orbit given by quantum numbers, N LM, by 

X:=O('31) = RNdr3dYLM «(ht. cfJ31), 

where this might be approximated by a 3-D harmonic oscillator function, if the 

effective potential felt by the odd neutron caused by its interaction with the A 

nucleons of nucleus A can be approximated by a parabolic potential for this bound 

ground state of nucleus B. 

For purposes of doing the triple '23 integral, we can choose our z axis along the 

direction of the v vector, and expand the exponential via 

e-iv.r23 = L(-d''/47r(2/' + 1)k(vr23)Y/,o(e23). (20) 

I' 

The orthogonality of the spherical harmonics permits us to do the 1923 and cfJz3 

integrals, where only the term with I' = 0 will survive. Similarly, for purposes of 

doing the triple '31 integral, we can choose our z axis along the direction of the K 
vector, and expand the exponential via 

ei i(.r31 = LUi" ./47r(2/" + 1)jl"(Kr3t>YI"O(e31)' (21) 
I" 

The orthogonality of the spherical harmonics picks out the single term with I" = L 

and M = 0 and permits us to do the trivial 1931 and tP31 integrals. Our final result 

for lpn is 

lpn = -47ri LJ(2L + 1)(~v2 + IEdl) Fdeut.(v)FB,NL(K), 
2/l- pn 

Fdeut.(V) = 1"" r2drjo(vr)Rdeut'(r), 

FB,NL(K) = 1"" r2drh(Kr)RNL(r), (22) 

where Rdeu1'(r) can be taken as the radial part of the Hulthen wave function and 

RNL(r) is the radial part of a single-particle shell model wave function, which 

could be approximated by a 3-D harmonic oscillator wave function. Recall v and 

K are O-dependent [see eq. (to)]. 

The integral, I pA, is somewhat more complicated than the integral, 1 pn' because 

the interaction, VpA , depends on both of our integration variables. If VpA ('21) 

depends only on the magnitude of '21 = T23 + '31, however, we can expand VpA 

in terms of Legendre polynomials, PI (cos 8), where 8 is the angle between the 

vectors '31 and '23 (see Fig. 50.3). 

VpA (lT23 + '311) = L VI'(r23, r3dPdcos 8) 
I' 

'"' 47r '"' * = ~vl,(r23, r3d(21' + 1)~Yl'm,(e23' cfJz3)YI'm,(e3h cfJ3d· 
I' m' 

(23) 
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-- -
-"""....;...-_~~ r 31 

FIGURE 50.3. 

The interaction VpA is the interaction of the proton labeled particle 2, with all 

nucleons of nucleus A, averaged over the positions of these nucleons, as given by 

the ground -state wave function of nucleus A. We do not attempt to calculate it from 

a fundamental nucleon-nucleon interaction, but instead replace it with an effective 

interaction with a few parameters adjusted to fit the elastic scattering cross sections 

for the scattering of protons from nucleus A. An example of a form that has been 

used is a simple Gaussian interaction, with parameters Vo and ro adjusted to fit the 

elastic proton-(nucleus A) scattering cross sections, i.e., 

(24) 

with 

VI'(r23, r3d = 

_ Voe-<ri3+r;,)/rJ (2/'; 1) 1" de sin ee-2(rW31 cos El)/r5 Pr(cos e). (25) 

In this case, vl,(r23, r3t> is of the form 

(26) 

which can facilitate the calculation of the integral. With this type of VpA , we get 

" 41f f ... 
IpA = ~(21' + 1) dr31e'K-r31 YI~m,«(hl¢31)RNdr31)YZM«(hJ, ¢31) 

I',m' 

X f dr23vl'(r23, r3de-iv .r23 YI'm,(023, ¢23)Rdeu1 '(r23) ~. (27) 

We now expand the exponentials in terms of spherical Bessel functions and 

spherical harmonics 

e-iv
·i'23 = L( -01 ii(vr23) L 41f Yr~(023, ¢23)Yrm(Ov, ¢v), 

[ m 

ij(·r3l = Ll' k'(Kr31) L41fYI"m,,(031, ¢3t>YI~m,,(OK' ¢K)' (28) 
I" m" 
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to obtain 

IpA = (471}LLLY"-1 ('Xl dr31rjlk'(Kr3dRNL(r3il 

I'm' 1m [I'm" 10 

100 2 . ( deU! 1) Vl,(r23, r3il 
X dr23r23J/(vr23) R . (r23) r.= 

o v4n (21' + 1) 

X [f f dQ23Yl'm,(823, ifJ23)YI~(823, ifJ23)] 

X [f f dQ 3J YI"m,,(03 J, ifJ3dY/ m ,(03h ifJ3dY{M(03J, ifJ31)] 

X YI,,,(Ov, ifJv)Y/;'m"(O/C, ifJ"J. (29) 

Now, we use the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics 

f f dQ23Yl'm,(023, ifJ23)YI~(023, ifJ23) = d/'/Im'm (30) 

and the well-known integral 

f f dQ 3J YI"m,,(031, ifJ3J)Y/;m,(03h ifJ31)Y{M(03h ifJ31) 

(21' + I)(2L + 1) (LOl'OII"O}(LMI'm'll"m") (31) 
4n(2l" + 1) 

to reduce I pA to radial integrals. 

IpA = (4n)2LL(i)"'-1' , (2L + ~,) (LOI'0Il"0}(LM1'm'Il"m") 
I'm'l"m" (21 + I)(2l + 1) 

X YI'm'(Ov, ifJv)Yl~m"(OKo ifJl() 100 

dr31rjJk'(Kr3dRNL(r31) 

X 100 

dr23ri3il'(vr23) Rdeut. (r23)V/,(r23 , r3d. (32) 

The dependence on the scattering angle, 0, now sits both in the factors v and K 

of the spherical Bessel functions, [see eq. (10)] and the angles Ov and OK of the 

spherical harmonics [see eq. (11)]. In addition, we recall the vectors jj and K: lie 

in the scattering plane, fonned by the vectors k and kp, for which we have chosen 

ifJ = O. Thus, we only need the spherical harmonics for ifJv = 0, ifJK = O. 

Eqs. (22) and (32) permit us to calculate the scattering amplitude for the 

(d, p) reaction. The contribution from Vpn is the most important. In particular, 

the L dependence of Ipn comes from the so-called fonn factor, FB.NL(K) = 

1000 r2dr idKr)RNL(r) of eq. (22). For L = 0, the spherical Bessel function peaks 

at Kr = 0, and therefore makes its largest contribution to the integral for angles 

o near 0 = O. For ever larger values of L, the spherical Bessel functions peak at 

larger values of the argument Kr and therefore make larger contributions to the in

tegral at larger values of K and, hence, at larger values of O. Hence, the differential 

cross sections for the (d, p) reaction are strongly L-dependent, peaking at 0 = 0 

for L = 0 and at larger angles, the larger the L value. Fig. 50.4 shows angular 
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dependences for such differential cross sections. Historically, this L selectivity of 

~~ for this reaction was used to establish the L values of shell model orbits. 

Final Remarks: We have ignored the spins of both proton and neutron. It is well 

known the energy positions of shell model orbits are strongly j-dependent. Thus, 

the dl level in 17 0 lies much higher in energy than the d~ level, which makes 
2 2 

the ground state of 17 0. Despite this strong spin-orbit coupling effect of the shell 

model single-particle energies, this spin-orbit term does not playa strong role in 

the (d, p) reaction. The differential cross sections for transitions to the d t ground 

state and the excited d~ state have an almost identica18-dependence, characteristic 
2 

of the orbital angular momentum, L = 2. 

The first Born approximation we have used here uses zeroth-order wave func

tions that are plane waves, eigenfunctions of our simple Ho, which included only 

the kinetic energy part of the relative motion Hamiltonian. A more sophisticated 

Born approximation, the so-called distorted wave Born approximation, includes 

within Ho not only the kinetic energy term of the relative motion, but also an 

average potential for the incoming projectile, fitted to the elastic scattering cross 

sections for the projectile (deuteron- 16 0 elastic scattering in our example), and a 

similar average potential for the outgoing particle, the proton in our case, where this 

potential is fitted to the elastic proton-I 7 0 scattering cross sections. Although this 

more sophisticated distorted wave Born approximation gives much better quantita

tive results, qualitatively the plane wave Born approximation gives similar results. 

Historically, therefore, it was an important tool in determining the L values of shell 

model orbits. 
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e 

L=l 

L-------~~------~~~----~e 

L=2 

e 
FIGURE 50.4. Plane-wave Born approximation differential cross sections for ad + A ---+ 

p + B reaction. Here L is the orbital angular momentum of the captured neutron shell model 

orbit. 
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The S Matrix 

In what we have done so far, we have essentially calculated matrix elements, or 

approximate expressions for matrix elements of the so-called S matrix. We have 

also assumed conservation of energy. Let us now show our approximations come 

from the S matrix formalism. We will also show the energy conservation foHows 

automatically from this formalism. 

The S matrix is defined through 

S . - ("'(-)1"'(+)) 
II - 'l'I '1'; , (1) 

where i is shorthand for all the quantum numbers, ki , nai, 11 Ai, for the initial 

channel, similarly for f for the final quantum 

numbers of the final channel. Also, 111ft») is defined through the Green's 

function, G(-l, with incoming spherical waves 

I (-l) - I) 1 V (-) 
o/I - ¢I + E H, . Io/I) 

I- o-IE 

1 
= I¢I) + E H . VI¢I)' 

I - -IE 
(2) 

Using, the second form and assuming H and V are hermitian, Ht = H, V t = V, 

this relation yields 

(3) 
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Using this form for the bra of the matrix element S /;, we get 

(+) 1 (+) 
Sf; = (¢/Iv/i ) + (¢/IV E H +. 117, ) 

f - IE 

(+) 1 i (+) 

= (¢fl17, ) + (¢/IV E E +. 117, ), 
f - , IE 

(4) 

where we have used H l17i+I) = E, 117(+»). Now, we write l17i+» in the first term 

as 

(5) 

to get 

(¢1117;(+» = (¢fl¢,) + (¢/I E ~ +. vlv/i+J) 
, - 0 IE 

1 (+) 

= (¢fl¢,) + (¢/I E; _ E/ + iE V 117, ), (6) 

where we have used the \eft action of Ho on (¢r 1 in the second line. Combining 

eqs. (4) and (6), we get 

S/i = (¢fl¢,) + (¢fl(V-........ ~ ..... -.- + 1 .. V)I17il+J) 
" . Er-E;+IE E,-EjTIE 

. (-2iE') (+) 

= (¢/I¢i) +!~ (Ej _ Ei)2 + 1'.2 (¢jlVl17i ) 

= (¢jl¢i) - 2irro(E / - E i )(¢11V117;(+)) 
~ - . (+1 

= 8(kj - ki)ona/nQ,onA!nAi - 2m8(Ef -- E;)(¢jlVl17i ), (7) 

where we we have used 

(8) 

which follows from 

lim - dte-Eit'e'M = 8(w) 
1 fX , . 

, .... o2Jr -00 

= lim - dte(E+"O)t + dte-(E-1W)t 1 (fO . 100 
.) 

E .... o2rr -00 ° 
=lim- --+-- =lim- . 1( 1 1) 1 I'. 

<->02rr I'. + i w I'. - ito <->0 Jr (w2 + 1'.2) 
(9) 

Eq. (7) gives the initial channel form of S /;; that is, it is assumed that the final stale 

is in the same channel as the initial state, so Sfi is an elastic or an inelastic scattering 

matrix element. For rearrangement collisions, we need a scattering matrix element 

of the form, Sf'; = ("t/lj-;-ll17t1), where the state I¢f'} is assumed to be an eigenstate 

of H~ belonging to a different channel. We would now express (17j::-11 by 

1 
(17(;)1 = (¢/,I + (¢/,IV' . . , 

/ Er - H + IE 

(10) 
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and 

(11) 

so 

(-) (+») (( 1 Vi Vi 1 ) I,I.(+)} 
Sf'i = (1/11' 11/Ii = ¢rl I' + . '1'; 

E; - Ho + IE E r - H + LE 

. (1 1) I (~) 
= hm ., + . (¢(,IV 11/1;' ) 

<~O Ei - Er + IE E r - E; + IE . 

= -2ni8(E1' - E i )(¢1'1V' 11/I;(+»). (12) 

A The T Matrix 

Because the S matrix is often related to the so-called l' matrix, let us introduce 

this l' matrix now, through the defining equations 

Sji = (¢jl¢;) - 2ni8(Ej - E;)1'ji, with Tji = (¢jIV11/Ii(+»)' 

Sf'i = -2ni8(E 1"'- Ei)Tf'i, with Tf'i = (¢1'1V /11/Ii+»)· (13) 

The T matrix element for a rearrangement collision could be given in two forms 

Tri = (¢1'IV'11/I;(+)}, also = (¢rIV11/Ii(+»)' (14) 

In principle, both the last "preform" and the first "postform" for the T matrix 

element of a rearrangement collision are equally valid, but in first Born approxi

mation, the postform may be the better approximation. Finally, to express 11/Ii(+)} 

in terms of I¢i} through a Born series iteration, it is also useful to introduce the 

M011er operator, Q( +) , 

(15) 

where 

Q(+) = 1 + 1 V 
E - H + if: 

Thus, 

= I + ____ 1 V~l(+) 
E - Ho + iE 

1 1 
= 1 + V + V V + .. '. (16) 

E - Ho + iE E - Ho + iE E - Ho +, if 

1 
Tj; = (¢jlVl¢;} + (¢tlV - , VI¢;) 

, Ei - Ho -iIE 

1 I 
+ (¢jlV . V . VI¢i) +.... (17) 

Ei - Ho + IE Ei - Ho + IE 

For rearrangement collisions, we could use either the postform or the preform, so 

I I 1 
Tf'i = (¢rlV I¢i) + {¢1'1V . VI¢i} + ... 

Ei - Ho +/E 
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1 
= (¢r IV 11Pi) +- (¢rlV-----------;- VI¢i) +.... (18) 

Ei - Ho + IE 

Because the approximations involved in the postforms and preforms are different, 

but hopefully converge to the same result if a sufficient number of iterations are 

taken, one sometimes also takes an average of the postform and preform in the 

hope it will improve the accuracy of the expansion after only a small number of 

iterations. Thus, also, 

Tn = ~C¢rl(vr +- V)I¢i)+ (¢rl(V ' + V) Ei ___ ~o +- iE VI¢i) + .. ). (19) 

Finally, recall 

do J-lrJ-li kr (bdl(¢ 'lV'hltl+\12 
dQ (2rrh2)2 k; r I I , 

(20) 

[cf., eq. (18) of Chapter 49], so we get 

(21) 

Final remark: 

The M011er operator Q(+) could be written in the form 

.Ej'll/Ii+»)(¢il. 
, 

(22) 

where the 'LJ symbol is shorthand for the triple integral over all lei and a sum 

over all lla, and nA;, which enumerate the ground and excited states of composite 

projectile and composite target systems. In pal1icuJar, the operator, Q(+), is not 

unitary. We have 

(Q<I»)T(n(+») = .Ej'.Ej' I¢j)(l/I)+JIl/Ii(+»)(¢iI = .E!I¢i){¢;! = 1, (23) 

l .J 1 

because the I¢i) foml a complete set. However, 

(QI+I)(Q(+»)' = .E! !l/Ii+») (l/Ir+J! t 1 

I 

= I L !l/Ib)(l/Ib I, 
bound 

(24) 

where the right-hand side is no longer unity if the combined system of particles 

(a + A) has some bound states Il/Ib). 

Problems 

14. A neutron beam is scattered elastically from an odd-mass nucleus made of a 

very stable core nucleus of mass, me, and a loosely bound extra neutron. 
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(a) Assume the neutron neutron interaction is much stronger than the interaction 

of the neutron with the core, so Vnc can be neglected compared with Vnn . 

(b) Assume further the short-range Vnn can be approximated by a spin

independent delta function interaction 

Vnn = "Vob38(i:nl - rn2), 

where Vo and b are constants (with dimensions of energy and length, respectively). 

(c) Assume the loosely bound neutron is in an s state with internal wave function 

given by 

( ~) 2 e-(r,;cl2112) f:ooC8 (' A.. ("). 
X rnC = Ja3.jii IL,'!-'n. 

(d) Assume the incident energy is such that the cross section can be calculated 

in Born approximation. 

(e) Assume the incident beam is unpolarized and that there is no spin alignment 

of the target nucleus. 

(f) Assume exchange processes between the incoming neutron and the neutrons 

in the core nucleus, C, can be neglected. 

Show, however, exchange processes between the incoming neutron and the 

loosely bound extra neutron are important, and calculate the differential cross 

section in Born approximation. Remember neutrons are s = ~ particles. 

15. Calculate the differential cross section for the (p, n) rearrangement collision: 

p +17 0 -+ n +17 F 

in plane-wave Born approximation. 

(a) Assume the ground state of 17 0 is approximated well by a bound d state 

(I = 2) shell model wave function describing the motion of the neutron with 

respect to an inert 16 0 closed shell nucleus, C: 

~ ~(rnc)2 _1(r2 (al) 
Xn=2.1=2.mCrnc) = V ~ ~ e 2 ue Yl=2,m(I)nC, ¢nc) 

with length parameter, a = 3.5 fm. 

(b) The final wave function in 17 F is approximated by a similar d state shell 

model wave function, Xn=2,l=2.m(rpc), with the same length parameter, a. We 

assume the final 17 F nucleus is in its ground state. In this case, Eint.(17 F) -

E int.e 7 0)== 2.76 MeV. 

(c) All interactions are assumed to be spin-independent so the spins of the 

particles play no role in the Born integrals, although both the 17 () and 17[-' ground 

states have total angular momentum, J = ~. 

(d) The interaction between the neutron and the 16 0 core, C, in the outgo

ing channel is negligible compared with the neutron proton interaction, Vnp , i.e., 

VnC « Vnp , similarly, Vpc « Vnp in the incident channel. 

(e) The short-range neutron-proton interaction can be approximated by a delta 

function interaction, Vnp = - Vob38(rn - rp), with length parameter, b = 1 fm, 

Vo = 100 MeV. Also, let the mass of 16 0 be M, and mneutron = mproton = m. 
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16. Calculate the differential cross section for the elastic scattering of a proton 

from the deuteron under the following simplifying assumptions. 

(a) The incident energy is such that the differential cross section can be calculated 

in first Born approximation. 

(b) Assume the interaction of the proton with the constituents of the deuteron 

is spin-independent, short range, and can be approximated by delta function 

interactions 

(c) Take mp = mn ::::: !md. 

(d) The bound-state wave function of the deuteron is given by the Hulthen wave 

function 

with 

ro = 4.26fm, 1} = 6.2, 

I 

N = [21}(1 + 1}) ] 2 

rO(1} - 1)2 

Calculate the differential cross section assuming the proton beam is unpolar

ized and the deuteron target (with S = 1) is unaligned; i.e., it has arbitrary spin 

orientations. In making your calculation, remember the detector cannot distin

guish "projectile" protons from "target" protons, so exchange terms have to be 

considered. 

How will the differential cross section change if the incident proton beam is 

longitudinally polarized, with proton spin projection. ms = + ~, along the direction 

of the incident Po. but the deuteron target is still unaligned? 
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Scattering Theory for Particles with 

Spin 

A Scattering of a Point Particle with Spin from a 

Spinless Target Particle 

For a point particle with spin, our plane wave solutions are of the form I¢k) 

Ik. sm s } with coordinate representation, 

~ ~ ]'k - ~ 
(rrel.' ';;nt.lk, sm s ) = --3 e' ··r Xsm, (l;;IlIJ. 

(2n) '1 

Now, for a true point particle, like the electron or the muon, the nature of the 

internal variables is unknown. In that case, we merely replace ~;nt. with the spin 

operator s itself (or for s = 1-particles with the Pauli a vector). We know how to 

take matrix elements between such spin states of operators such as the s compo

nents without having to specify a ~;nt.. (Nevertheless, when we are in coordinate 

representation, it may be useful to use an imagined ~ and write an integral over ~ to 

d~signate the process of taking a spin-space mat.rix element.) To specify the state 

Ik, sms }, we also need to specify the quantization axis for the quantum number 

ms. We shall usually take the direction of the incident k as the quantization axis, 

so an s = t-particle with ms = +t is polarized longitudinally along the direction 

of the incident momentum vector, whereas a particle in the state with ms = - t is 

polarized longitudinally in a direction opposite to the incident momentum direc

tion. If we have incident particles with specific polarization along some z' direction 

defined through Euler angles, ct, {J, y with respect to the incident x, y, z direction, 
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x 

s 

z 

y 

FIGURE 52.1. 

however, 

(1) 

ttl,\' 

For an incoming beam with a perpendicular polarization, say, with fixed m~ along 

the x axis (see Fig. 52.1), the required rotation is one from the original z axis to the 

new axis of quantization, the old x axis. The rotation is therefore a simple rotation 

about the y axis through an angle of fJ = 'i, with a = 0, y = O. In that case, 

Xsm'.,.' = Y"'Xsm,d! m' (fJ)· ~ S ,\ 

(2) 

Recall: The d~m,(fJ) are real, and for s = ~, 

~ _ (cos ~ 
dill m' (fJ) - . a 

, , Sill ~ 

• f» 
- sln'2 

cos ~ . ' 
(3) 

so for spin s = ~-particles with incident perpendicular (..1) polarization along the 

x axis 

(4) 

where the spin functions, Xsm" without superscript will stand for spin states with 

longitudinal polarizations specified by m s' 

We shall deal with incoming plane wave states of the type 

e(k., Xsm,Cs) = Lil J 4rr(21 + l)jl(kr)YIO(e)Xsm, (s), 

I 

(5) 
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where () is the angle between the ; and k vectors. When taking matrix elements of 

scalar (rotationally invariant) interactions between such incoming (plane wave)

spin states and similar outgoing (plane wave)-spin states, it will be very useful 

to couple the orbital and spin functions to orbital-spin functions of total angular 

momentum j, with 1+$ = ]. This process will facilitate use of the Wigner-Eckart 

theorem. Thus, we define 

Y[ls]jmJ(O, cP, $) == L (lmlsmsljmj}ilYlm,«(), CP)Xsm,(S). (6) 
m,(m,) 

(The factor i 1 has been included with the Ylm as a matter of convenience.) Note 

also the orthonormality of these functions 

J J dQe,¢ J d~Y~'slj'm; (0, cP, ~)Y[ls]jmj«()' cp,~) = lil'llij'jlimjmj' (7) 

which follows from the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics, the orthonor

mality of the spin functions, and the orthonormality of the Clebsch--Gordan 

coefficients. 

In terms of these vector-coupled orbital-spin functions, eq. (5) can be rewritten 

as 

/k,r Xsm, = LJ41l'(2l + 1)jI(kr){LOsms Ijms}Y[lsljm, (0, cP, $), (8) 
l,j 

where we have used 

i1ylO(0, CP)Xsm,(S) = L{LOsmsljms}Y[ls]jm'«(), cP, s). (9) 

j 

For the special case of s = 4, the needed Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are 

(10) 

With these coefficients, we have 

eik-r X!±! = L v'41rjl(kr) ( J(l + I)Y[l!Jj=(I+!),±! =f.J[Y[I!V=(l-!),±!). (11) 
I 

The scattering amplitude now depends on both the angles 0 and cP and the spin 
directions and can be written as a (2s + 1) x (2s + 1) matrix 

~ . ~ _ 2J.t 3 (+) 
f(kf' m St ' k, ms) = f(O, CP)m'tmS, = - 41l'Jj2 (21l') {CPflVll/Fi}' (12) 

ms, and mSt are both defined with respect to the incident k vector chosen along the 

z axis, and k f makes an angle () with respect to k. 
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B First Born Approximation 

In first Born approximation, 

f, «() A..) = -~fdr'fdl:'e-ikf"r'x* (1:')V(r'I:,)/k.r'X (1:') 
m'fm" ' 'I' 217:1i2 ., sm" ., , ., sm'I'" 

where we use 

e;k.r' Xsm" (€ ') = l:)(kr')J 417:(21 + l)(lOsms, Ijms, }Y[ls]jm" «()', ¢', € '), (13) 

l.j 

e-ikf"r' Xsm'j *(€ ') = 

L(-i)lj jlf(kf r')417: LYlfm /(), ¢)YI;m/()', ¢')Xs*mSf (€ ') = 

If mf 

LL 417: jlf(kf r'){l fm fsmsf Ijm h)Y~jslhm'j (()" ¢', € ')Ylfmf«()' ¢). (14) 

Ijmf h 

In first Born approximation, therefore, 

211- r;
f«(), ¢)m m = --2 ...,417: 

Sf ~f Ii 

XL L J(21 + l)(lOsms,ljms,}(lfmfsmSjli/mh)Yljm/(), ¢) 
I,j If,mf,h 

X f dr' f d€' jl;(kfr')Y[tslhmjf «()', ¢', €') 

x VCr', € ')Y[ls]jm" (e', ¢', € ')jl(kr'). (15) 

For a rotationally invariant VCr, €) = VCr, S), i.e., for a V that is a spherical tensor 

of rank 0, the Wigner-Eckart theorem tells us the matrix element of such a V is 

diagonal in j and m j and independent of m j. Thus, 

f f dQ} d€ 'Y[lfs]jfm}f VCr', S)Y[lsljm" = V!/tCr')OjfjOm}fm", (16) 

and 

f(k f , msf;k, ms,) = fee, ¢)m'fm" = - ~~ v'4;LLJ(21 + 1) 
1.lf j 

x (lOsmsi Ijms,} (If(ms, - mSt)sms,ljms,)Ylj(ms,-m'j)«()' ¢J) 

x 100 
dr'r,2 jl~(kfr')V:/I(r')jI(kr'). (17) 

One of the most common spin-dependent interactions involves a simple spin-orbit 

coupling tenn 

V (r', s) = Vo(r') + VI (r')(1 . s). (18) 

Because the components of the operator I change only the components ml and not 

the quantum number l, this interaction is diagonal in I. Moreover, it has the simple 
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form 

Vf//r') = 81f , (VoCr') + ~ VI (r')[j(j + 1) - l(l + 1) - s(s + 1)]), (19) 

leading to the first Born approximation result 

f ee, cp)m m = - 2~ v"4n"" 1(21 + 1) 
~f ~l /i.e. ~y 

I.j 

x (lOsms, Ijms,) (I (m" - m'f)smSj Ijmsi }YI(m" -m'fl(e, ¢) 

X 100 

dr' r'2[jICkr')]2 (Vo(r') + ~ Vi (r') 

x [j(j + 1) -/(1 + 1) - s(s + 1)]), (20) 

where we note the scattering process is still elastic, so the magnitude of k f is still the 

same as the magnitude k of k. Also, matrix elements of this scattering amplitude 

matrix with m Si # m s, are now ¢-dependent. Let us consider the special case 

of an s = ~ particle. First, the diagonal matrix elements with mSf = m" are 

independent of the sign of mSi ' This result follows from the symmetry property of 

Clebsch-·Gordan coefficients 

(21) 

Moreover, these matrix elements arc of the form L,A/YIOCe, ¢) and therefore 

¢-independent. From the similar symmetry property 

(lOs + ~Ij + ~}(l + Is -- ~Ij +~} = (lOs - ~Ij - !)(l- is + ~Ij - ~), (22) 

the off-diagonal elements are of the form 

fee, ¢)+~ = LB[Y/,_I(e, ¢), 
I 

fee, ¢). ~ = LB/YI.+I(e, ¢), (23) 

! 

with identical coefficients, BI. Now we recall the standard spherical harmonics 

with m = ± 1 are of the form 

(
dP/(COSe») ±i</l 

Y1,±1 (e, ¢) = ::r-:INi.11 sin e d cos e e . 

Therefore, we can write the scattering amplitude matrix for s 

terms of two functions of e 

( gee) 
fce, ¢)m,/Ill" = -hce)e+i</l 

lice)e-i</l ) 
gee) . 

! -particles in 

(24) 

Also, the functions, gee), and Ii(e) are real. We shall find this special property is 

related to the fact that we have used the first Born approximation. This result will 

have to be relaxed, and we shall have to examine the scattering amplitude valid for 

lower energies. 
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Scattering of Spin 4 Particles from 

Spinless Target: Partial Wave 

Decomposition 

To study the low-energy scattering of particles with spin, we shall use a partial 

wave decomposition. We shall restrict ourselves, however, to the simplest case 

of s = ~-partic1es scattering from a spinless target particle and will assume the 

spin-dependent interaction is given by the simple potential 

V = Vo(r) + V (r)([. 5') 

= VoCr) -+ iIVl(r) 

= VoCr)- ~(l -+ l)V](r) 

From eq. (11) of Chapter 52, we have 

(2rr) i ¢!:Ji, a )m,=± \ 

for j = (I + ~) 
for j = (I - ~). (1) 

= L: -v'4ni/(kr) ( y'(l+I)Y[l1](1+~). =J= .JlY[lt](l-~),±~)' (2) 
I 

and the full solution can be expanded in the same fashion 

(

e) 
i (+) ~ ~ u l ' (kr) 

(2rr) 21/f- (r, a)il = y'4;L: y'(l+I)Y[lI](I+l) ±l 
k ''} I kr 2 2' 2 

u(b)(kr) ) 
+ I (=J=.Jl)Y[llW_l) ±l , 

kr '2' 2 

(3) 

where the u;a>Ckr) and ujb\kr) are the one-dimensionahzed radial eigenfunctions 

for the radial equations for j = (I ± ~), respectively. 

(
1i2 ( d 2 lel + 1») 1) Ca) Ii, 2 2 (a) - -- + -- + Vo(r) + 'j'IVj(r) U 1 =--k U 1 ' 
2ft dr2 r2 - 2ft 
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(
Fi2 (. d2 l(l + 1») 1 ) (b) /i2 

2 (/» ... - -- + -- + Vo(r)-- -(I + 1)V1(r) U1 = -k Ul • 
2fJ- dr 2 r2 2 2J-L 

These radial eigenfunctions have the asymptotic form, as r -?> 00, 

With 

(al . In (a) 
U/ (kr) ----)0 al sm(kr - 2 + 8/ ), 

(/» . • In (b) 
U l (kr) ----)0 hi sm(kr ..... 2 + 8{ ), 

.,(aJ 

al =e'''1 , 

this function goes to 

J (+).~ ~ 

(2n)21/1f Cr, cr)m,=±i 

r:;-",[«e2i8jaJ - 1) ei(kr-!q-) sin(kr··- !:f») ~ ..... 
- v4n L.. + ---- y(l + I)Y[fl](l+l)m 

I 21k r kr 2 " 

(
e2i8jbJ - l)ei(kr-!q-l sin(kr - !-J-») ] 

+ 2'k + k (=F..fi)Y[ll](l-l)m 
I r r 2 2' 

174-- ikr 
3 ~ ~ v'tn e '" 

- (2n)'icjJk(r, cr)m, + --k--L. 
r 1 

[
ii/a) . o(a) ~l ' .)ly 

e ' smO l YV,1)(-1 [liJ(I+i)m, 

i8(b) (b)( r.) I ] + e I sin 81 =Fvl (-i) Y[t~](li)m, . 

To compare this function with 

1 (+) -i> -10 }...., ~ e
ikr ~ 

(2n)21/1J: (r, cr)m, -?> (2n)'cjJk(r, cr)m, + -r-Lx (cr)4 m; fce, cjJ)m;m" 
m; 

we need to expand the Y[liJjm, through 

515 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(-iiY[l4Vnl, = L(l(m s - m:)tm:lJms)YI(m,m;)(e, ¢)xCa)im;' (10) 
m; 

The combinations of eqs. (8), (9), and (10) then give 

fce, ¢)m~m,=±t 
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= ~ ~[ei8iaJ sin8}a)J(T+l)(/(ms - m:)~m:I(1 + ~)ms) 

+ ei8jbJ sin 8Jb) (=F.Ji) (/(ms - m:)~m: 1(1 - ~)ms)] Y[(m,-m;)(O, t/». (11) 

Using the specific values of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we get 

f(O, t/»+l +! = f(O, t/>Ll _! = 
2' 2 2' 2. 

-k1 L ~(I + l)eis)a) sin8}a) + leiS}"' sin8}b»)ylO(0) = g(O), 
1 V (2i+1) 

(12) 

AnL 1(1 + 1) ( ·s(a' ( ) ·8(b) (b») 
f(O,t/»cr!±! = -- e" sin8t -e" sin8[ YI±I(O,t/» 

'2 2 k [ (21 + 1) 

= =Fh(O)e±i.p. (13) 

This function is of the form of eq. (24) of Chapter 52 and therefore agrees in 

form with the result obtained in first Born approximation. Note, however, now 

the functions, g(O) and li(O), are complex, because the quantities ei8, sin 8[ are 

complex. [In first Born approximation, with 8[ = Order(V / E), where E = 1i~!2, 

we have ei8, sin8[ = (1 + .. -)(8[ + ... ) = Order(E/V) (cf., problem 5), so these 

quantities become real.] It will now be convenient to rename li(O) = -ih(O), so 

( 
g(O) 

f(O, t/»m;m, = ih(O)eit/l 
-ih(O)e-it/l ) 

g(O) . 
(14) 

With this notation, we can write the scattering amplitude matrix in terms of the 

Pauli a matrices, if we introduce the unit vector, ii, normal to the scattering plane 

defined by the two vectors, k and k f == ks, the latter in the direction of the scattered 

beam: 

.. [kxks ] ... .. 
n = . = - smt/>ex + cost/>ey 

kks sm(} 
(15) 

(see Fig. 53.1). We note 

.. .. . (0 1) (0 -Oi) (n·a)=-smt/> 1 0 +cost/> i 

(
0 -ie-it/l) 

= ieit/l 0 ' 
(16) 

so the 2 x 2 scattering amplitude matrix for s = 1- particles can be written as 

f«(}, t/» = g(O)1 + h(O)(ii . a), (17) 

where 1 is the 2 x 2 unit matrix. 
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The Polarization Vector 

So far, we have calculated differential cross sections only for incident particles 

with a definite longitudinal polarization given by the single quantum state, Ims,), 

and being scattered into the state of definite longitudinal polarization, Im s ()' We 

want to be able to calculate differential cross sections for beams of arbitrarY initial 

polarization, and for such beams, we want to be able to calculate the polarization of 

the scattered beam. For this purpose, it will be useful to define first the polarization 

vector, P, for a beam of particles. The polarization vector for a beam of particles 

with spin, s, is defined by 

(1) 

where the expectation values of s . ei are given by, e.g., 

(2) 

where an arbitrary spin state can be expanded in terms of basis states Ims) of 

definite longitudinal polarization, 

(3) 

so 
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Note, in particular, if IXs} = 1m, = +s), then P = PzeZ, with Pz = 1. For the 

special case of spin S = ~-particles, remembering s = ~a, we have 

P = (ax}ex + (ay}ey + (az)ez = Pxex + P,ey + Pzez• (5) 

Recall a spin vector with perpendicular polarization in the x direction was given 

by 

For this state, 

I (J..)) - 1 I I) I· I) 
XS -..Ii + 2 +..Ii I - '2 . 

(ax) = )i((+~laxl-~) + (-~Iaxl + ~})h = ~(l + 1) = 1, 

(6) 

(7) 

and (ay) = 0 and (az) = 0 for this spin state. Therefore, P = Pxex , with Px = 1 

for this state. Similarly, for the spin state, 

I) il+I}+;i I) 
XS = . ./2 2 ..Ii i - '2 ' (8) 

we have 

(ay) = ~(+~Iayl - ~) - ~(-!Iay: + i) = 1, (9) 

whereas, now, (at) = 0, and (az) = 0, so this is a state of perpendicular 

polarization, with Py = 1. 

A Polarization of the Scattered Beam 

To calculate the polarization for a scattered beam, we expand the spin vector for 

the scattered beam in terms of the longitudinally polarized states Im~.) 

Ix:call.) = :~.:)m")(m:lx:catt.). ( 10) 

m~ 

Let us assume for the moment the incident beam is longitudinally polarized, with 

(m,lx;nc.) = 1, 

Then, we can take 

for either m, = + ~ 1 
or ms = -2' (11) 

(12) 

where N (e, rjJ) is the total number of particles scattered into the detector of cross

sectional area r 2dQ normal to the scattering direction, e, rjJ, so 

N(e, rjJ) = LI(J(e, rjJ»)m;.m. 12. (13) 

m~. 

Then, 

1 
pscan. = '" '" e (xscatt·lrn"}(m"la Im')(m'lx scatt .) 

N(e A.) ~ ~ "s s s" s s s 
''f' u m:,m~ 
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= N(;, ¢)~ m~"ea(l(e, ¢)):;,m, (aa)m;m; (I(e, ¢))m;,m, 

" , 

= N(; ¢)L Lea(lT)m,m;,(aa)m;.m; (I)m;.m, 
, ct m~m~~ 

= N(;,¢)~ea(Jtaai)m,.m,' (14) 

We could also write N(e, ¢) by utilizing the matrix form employed in the last line 

of this equation. 

N(e, ¢) = L(i(e, ¢)):;.m, (i(e, ¢))m;.m, = (It f)m"m,' (15) 

m; 

We shall be most interested in the following question: If the incident beam is 

completely unpolarized, what is the polarization of the scattered beam? For an 

unpolarized incident beam, an equal probability of ~ exists that the incident 

longitudinal polarization be ms = +~ or ms = -~. Thus, 

~scatt 1 I L~ L(") 1 1 L- (~ ) p . - - e 'a - - e trace 'a 
-N(e,¢)2 a am f ai m"m'-N(e,¢)2 a a f ai, 

, 
(16) 

where, now, 

N(e, ¢) = ~ "(fif) = ~trace(ft f). 
2~ m,.m, 2 

m, 

(17) 

To take the necessary taces, we now use the trivial identity 

trace(M\M2M3) = trace(M2M3M\) = trace(M3M\M2)' (18) 

and the properties of the Pauli a matrices 

(19) 

or 

axay = iaz and cyclically, (20) 

Also, 

trace(ax ) = trace(ay ) = trace(az) = 0; trace(l) = 2. (21) 

Also, recall 

i(e, ¢) = g(e)l + h(e)(ii .0-) = g(e)l + h(O)ay" 

with ay' = - sin¢ax + cos¢ay • (22) 

Thus, 

~trace(Jtaaf) = ~trace(aafft) 

= 1trace(aa(g(e)l + h(e)ay')(g(e)*l + h(e)*ay')) 

= 1 trace ( aa(!g(e)!2 + Ih(e)!2) + (aaay' )(g(e)h*(O) + g*(e)h(e))) 
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= ~ (0 + 20a .y,(g(O)h*(8) + g*(8)h(8») 

= o".y' (g(8)h*CO) + g*(8)h(8» = 8cx .y,2Real (g(8)h*(O»). (23) 

Also, 

N(O, tJ» = ~(trace(1)(lg(O)12 + Ih(O)1 2) + trace(ay,)(g(8)h*(8) + g(8)*h(O»)) 

= (!g(O)1 2 + Ih(O)1 2 ). (24) 

Putting these together, we have the polarization vector for the scattered beam, 

pscau. _ e ,2Real(g(8)h*(8») _ Ii 2Real(g(B)h*(B») 

- y (lg(B)12 + Ih(O)1 2) - (lg(O)1 2 + Ih(O)1 2) . 
(25) 

The polarization of this scattered beam has only a component perpendicular to the 

scattering plane. This fact can be understood in terms of a semiclassical picture. 

The orbital angular-momentum vector, f, is normal to the scattering plane. Thus, if 

the s vector lies in the scattering plane, either in the z or x direction, the f. s term of 

the interaction would be zero. Only the y component ofs, normal to the scattering 

plane, is affected by the f· s interaction. Before seeing how we would detect the 

polarization of this scattered beam, perhaps in a double-scattering experimental 

setup, let us introduce the density matrix for a beam of particles with spin. 
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Density Matrices 

In the last chapter, we considered an incident beam completely unpolarized. Now, 

let us consider an incident beam of definite polarization, either a pure beam, per

fectly polarized along some specific direction, z', or an incident beam with a 

statistical distribution of spin orientations giving the beam a partial polarization. 

For this purpose, it will be useful to introduce the so-called density matrix for 

the spin orientation of the beam. Recall, for an incident particle with definite spin 

orientation given by 

Ix;nc.) = ~)ms)Cm, (1) 

m, 

the incident polarization vector, with components, PO" is given by 

Pa = (a",) = L,c~;{m~laalms)cm, = L,(aa)m;m,Cm,C~;. (2) 

~,~ m"m, 

We define the density matrix 

(3) 

so 

(4) 

and 

P = Le",trace(aaP). (5) 

a 
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For a single spin-~-particle in a pure spin state, that is, a state with a definite m~ 

along a specific z' direction, with c+! = a, Cl = 13, we would have 
2 2 

(
aa* 

p = tJa* 
atJ*) 
1313* . 

(6) 

For such a pure state, the trace of the density matrix is unity, and the determinant 

of the density matrix is zero: 

trace p = lal2 + 1131 2 = 1 and det p = o. (7) 

Specific examples would be: (1) a beam with longitudinal polarization with pure 

ms = +~, i.e., with a = 1,13 = 0, 

p=(~ g); (8) 

(2) a beam with perpendicular polarization in the x direction, with a = 13 = ~, 

~). 
1 ' 
"2 

(9) 

(3) a beam with perpendicular polarization in the y direction, with a 

13 = jz, 

(
I i) 

P = 4 J/' . (10) 

In terms of such density matrices, the polarization of the incident beam can be 

given by 

(11) 

The differential scattering cross section can be given by 

da 

dQ 

(12) 

and, finally, the polarization of the scattered beam is given by 

~ 1" . 
pscatt. = " L.}atrace(fTaafp). 

trace(f' fp) a 
(13) 

All physically interesting quantities are given in terms of traces involving the 

density matrix of the incident beam. For spin t -particles, the taking of these traces is 

particularly simple. The great advantage of the density matrix formalism, however, 

is that it applies not only for incident beams of pure spin orientation, for which 

every particle has exactly the same spin state, but also for a statistical distribution 

of initial spin states, the usual experimental situation. Suppose the nth incident 
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particle is in a spin state given by the c;;:; = c~~, c~~, and the probability for 
2 2 

this spin orientation is given by W n • Suppose there are a large number of incident 

particles, given by N. Then 

(4) 

and the density matrix for this statistical distribution of spin states is given by 

(15) 

and with 

(16) 

(17) 

The trace of this matrix is still unity, since la(n)1 2 + 1t3(n)12 = 1, and LnWn = 1. 

But, now, the determinant of p is no longer equal to zero. Because the hermitian 

2 x 2 matrix p for s = ~-particles is specified by four independent parameters, p 

can be given in terms of the 2 x 2 unit matrix and the three Pauli a -matrices, by 

p = Al + Bax + Cay + Da~. 

From trace(p) = 2A, trace(axp) = Px = 2B, and so on, we have 

1 ~ 

P = -(1 + P . a). 
2 

For example, with Pz = ~, Px = 0, Py = 0, 

p=(~ ~), 

whereas, with p( =cc ~, PI' = 0, Pz = 0 

p=(! ~), 
and an unpolarized beam has 

p = (~ ~). 
2 

(I 8) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

In the last chapter, we saw such an unpolarized incident beam can lead to a polarized 

scattered beam, where the polarization vector has only a component perpendicular 

to the scattering plane formed by k and ks • One way to detect this polarization of 

the scattered beam is through a double scattering experiment. 
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A Detection of Polarization via Double Scattering 

If the incident beam is unpolarized, no preferred direction exists in the x-y plane 

normal to the incident k vector, and we can place ks in the x-z plane, at a position 

with q, = 0, without loss of generality. We saw the scattered beam then has a 

polarization vector, with 

~ ~ 'Real(g(fh)h(Od*) 

P = ey (lg(OdI2 + Ih(01)12) • 
(23) 

This polarization can be detected by scattering the scattered spin s = t-particles 

from a second s = 0 target particle of the same kind as the first s = 0 particle, in 

particular, by comparing the differential scattering cross sections in two detectors, 

placed at angles O2 in the x-z plane, symmetrically to the left and right of the 

direction of the ks vector of the first scattering process. (See Fig. 55.1.) The "left" 

detector is placed at the angular position, O2, q,2 = 0, and the "right" detector is 

placed at the angular position, O2, q,2 = n:. Thus, with jiz = - sin q,2ex + cos q,zey , 

we have ih = ±ey for the left (upper sign) and right (lower sign) detectors. Hence, 

(24) 

where the upper (lower) signs refer to left (right) detector, respectively. Now, using 

:~ = trace(fT f p), we get 

:~ = trace ( (g*(02)1 ± h*«(}z)ay)(g(02)1 ± h(lh)ay)(t(1 + Py(Oday»)) 

= ttrace( [(lg(02)1 2 + Ih(02)12) 1 ± (g(02)h*(02) + g*(02)h(02) lay ] 

x (I + Py(OI)ay) ) 

= ttrace( 1[ (lg(02)12 + Ih(02)12) ± 2'Real(g«(}z)h*(02») Py(OI)] 

+ay[ .. . J) 
= (lg(02)12 + Ih(02)12) ± Py(01)2'Real(g(02)h*(0z»), (25) 

where the upper (lower) signs refer to left (right) detectors and we have again 

used: trace(ay ) = 0; trace(l) = 2. Using eq. (23) for Py(Ol), we can then get the 

left-right asymmetry parameter 
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B Differential Scattering Cross Section of a Beam with 

Arbitrary Incident Polarization 

As a final exercise, let us calculate the differential cross section for an incident 

beam of arbitrary polarization, P. Because the initial polarization vector will define 

the directions of the x and y axes, we want to place our detector at an arbitrary 

azimuth an&le, 41. sclative to the x-z plane. Now. the normal to the scattering plane 

defined by k and ks is given by n = - sin 41ex + cos 41ey, and 

(n . a) = - sin 41ax + cos 41ay = ay'. (27) 

With p = ! (1 + L",a", Pot), we now get 

da " 
dQ =trace(f'fp) 

= trace ( (g*(O)1 + h*(O)ay')(g(O)1 + h(O)ay'H(1 + ~p",aot)) 

= !trace([ (lg(O)1 2 + Ih(O)1 2)1 + 2Real(g(O)h*(O») 

x (-sin41ax + cos41ay )] (1 + ~aotP",)) 

= [(ig(O)1 2 + Ih(O)1 2) + 2Real(g(O)h*(IJ»)(- sin41Px + COS41Py}]' (28) 

A 41-dependence in the differential cross section exists if either Px or Py t= 0 in 

the incident beam. 

C Generalizations to More Complicated Cases 

Scattering of Spin s = 1 Projectile from s = 0 Target Particles 

For the scattering of as = 1 projectile from a s = 0 target particle, we shall 

need 3 x 3 scattering amplitude matrices and 3 x 3 density matrices. The most 

general density matrix will require nine parameters. The density matrix p can now 

be given in terms of the 3 x 3 unit matrix, the three components of S"" and the 

five components of the spherical tensors of spherical rank 2, [Sl x Sl li,.. with 

M = +2, +1, 0, -1, -2, 

P = il + HpxSx + PySy + pzSz ) + L(-I)MPit[SI X slfM' (29) 
M 

where Px , Py, Pz are the three components of the polarization vector defined in 

Chapter 54, and the pit are the five components of the tensor polarization. The 

incident beam may have both vector and tensor polarizations, or may have vector 

polarizations only with zero tensor polarizations. The 3 x 3 matrices for Sx, Sy, Sz 
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are well known (see Chapter 8) 

1 (0 1 0) 
Sx = [;:; I 0 I , 

...;2 0 1 0 

-i 

o ~ ~). 
o -1 

The matrix algebra is somewhat more complicated, but the process of trace-taking 

is very similar to that of the simpler case of s = ~ particles. 

Scattering of Spin s = i Projectile from s = i Target Particles 

Now, the density matrix can be be given by the Cm"l of projectile and Cm ,,2 of target, 

with 

Ixproj.) = ~Im )cproj. 
s ~ s,l ms.l' (30) 

ms,1 

Ix;arg·} = Llms.2}c:::~·, (31) 

ms.2 

The density matrix is a 4 x 4 hermitian matrix, with 

(32) 

where the row and column indices IL = ms,lms,2 and IL' = m:,lm:,2 now have four 

possible values, viz., +~, +~; -~, +~; +~, -~; -~, -~. The most general 

density matrix now requires 16 parameters. It could be written as 

p = HAl+PI'cTl +P2'Q-2+A'(cTI'Q-2)+B'[cTl XcT2l+ L(-l)MC~[cTl XcT2]~M)' 
M 

(33) 

with (1 + 3 + 3 + 1 + 3 + 5) = 16 components. In actual practice, of course, the 

projectile may be given a vector polarization, PI, and the target may be given a 

vector polarization, P2 • The additional combined scalar, vector, and tensor polar

izations may be difficult to realize experimentally, but the additional coefficients 

A, A', B, and c1t are needed for the analysis, which again involves trace-taking 

and the algebra of the two sets of Pauli u matrices. 
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Isospin 

The simplicity of the algebra for the case of s = 4 -particles, involving the algebra 

of the Pauli u matrices, makes this chapter a good place to introduce a brief remark 

about isospin. 

For proton-proton, proton-neutron, or neutron-neutron scattering, the essential 

charge independence of the nuclear force must be taken into account. (This charge 

independence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction does not include the Coulomb 

term in the proton-proton interaction. This is a relatively small part, however, of 

the full proton-proton interaction at energies high enough that the protons are far 

above the proton-proton Coulomb barrier for r ::::: lfermi.) It is useful to introduce 

the isospin formalism and consider the neutron and proton as the two possible 

charge states of a nucleon. Being a spin s = 4 particle, the nucleon is a fermion. 

Besides the internal degree of freedom associated with the spin of the nucleon, 

another internal degree of freedom is associated with the charge of the nucleon. 

Thus, the wave function associated with the internal degrees of freedom of our 

point nucleon must include besides the spin function, X(u)m" with two quantum 

states, ms = +4 and ms = -4, a similar charge function, also with two quantum 

states. Even though nothing is "spinning" in this charge space, we can use the 

mathematics of a system with two internal quantum states to make a one-to-one 

parallel between the two-spin state system and the two-charge state system. We 

therefore can name the neutron as the state of the system with a new spin, the 

"isospin," with a new quantum number with value + 4, whereas the proton is the 

state of the system for which the new quantum number has the value - 4. We 

introduce the isospin vector operator 7 in analogy with s. Just as it is useful to 
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introduce iT via s = !iT, we now let 7 = ! i, where 

izlneutron) = !Tzlneutron) = +!Ineutron) = +!Imi = +~) 
izlproton) = ~Tzlproton) = -~Iproton} = -!Imi = -~}. (1) 

(Note: It is of course quite arbitrary as to whether a neutron or proton is designated 

as the mi = + ~ particle. This is illustrated by the fact that nuclear physicists and 

particle physicists do not agree on this choice. The above is the nuclear convention. 

Particle physicists name the proton the mi = +! particle.) In analogy with the 

operators, iT, we can introduce the operators i, with 

Now, just as the operator s+ = ~(ax + iay), when acting on a state with ms = - ~ 

converts it to a state with ms = +!, so the operator i+ = ~(Tx + iTy), when acting 

on a proton state with mi = - ~ converts it to a neutron state with mi = + ~. This 

operator is needed in the theory of beta-decay, where a proton may be converted 

to a neutron. 

Just as we found it convenient to write spin functions in terms of internal vari

ables, ~ == iT, namely. X(iT)m" we will now write the internal charge functions in 

terms of the internal variable designated by i, namely, X(i)m;' This will be par

ticularly useful for a discussion of the symmetry of two-particle functions. For the 

two-particle spin functions, it was convenient to make a transformation from the 

two-particle functions in the m s.,ms ,2 representation to the SMs representation, 

via 

x (iTdm,.l x (iT2 )m, 2 = ~)tms,' ~mdSMs)x(iT" iT2)sMs, (3) 
s 

where the three functions with S = I, Ms = +1,0, -1 are symmetric under the 

interchange of indices 1 and 2 of the two fermions, whereas the single function 

with S = 0 and M s = 0 is antisymmetric (changes sign) under interchange of the 

indices 1 and 2. In the same fashion. the charge function for two neutrons, for two 

protons, and one linear combination of the neutron-proton function are symmetric 

under the interchange of the indices 1 and 2 of the two-particle charge functions, 

and can be considered members of a triplet with two-particle quantum numbers, 

I = I, with M/ = +1, -1, O. where 1 = 7, + 72 [in analogy with S = s, + S2, 

with the same vector-coupling (or Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) in isospin space 

as in ordinary spin space.] Thus, 

x(id+!x(i2)+! = XCii. i 2)/=LMJ=+" 
2 2 

x(id~d(i2L! = X(il, i2)/="Mt=~1' 
2 2 

~( X(il)+1X(i2L~ + x(ilL~x(i2)+1) = x(i" i 2 )/=1,Mt=O, (4) 
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and 

~(.X('l\)+~X(i2L~ - X(iIL!X(i2)+!) = XCii, iZ>I=O,M,=O. (5) 

For nucleon-nucleon scattering, therefore, the total two-particle function can be 

considered a product of a relative motion orbital function, a two-particle spin 

function, and a two-particle charge function 

'I/Itotal = 'I/Iorbital{71 - 72)X{O\, a2h.MsX{ih i 2)I,M/. (6) 

Because the s = t nucleons are fermions, this total wave function must be anti

symmetric under interchange of particle indices. In a partial wave decomposition 

where the orbital functions with even 1 do not change sign under the rl # 7Z inter

change and the orbital functions with odd 1 do change sign, the partial waves with 

even 1 are therefore restricted to terms with S = I, I = 0, or with S = 0, I = 1, 

whereas the partial waves with odd 1 are restricted to terms with S = 1, I = 1 

or with S = 0, I = O. The scattering amplitude matrix must now be designated 

by the initial ms and the initial mi quantum numbers of the two particles in the 

incident beam, and the final m~ and m; of the two particles in the scattered beam, 

that is, the scattering amplitude matrix, will be of the form 

To take account of the required anti symmetry of the two-particle wave function in 

a partial wave decomposition, however, it will be necessary to transform from the 

ms,lms,2mj,lmj,2 basis into an S, Ms, I, MI basis (via standard and very simple 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients), and expand the scattering amplitUde in partial waves 

in the matrix form 

f(O, ¢)s'M'sI'M;;SMsIM/ 

to be able to observe the S, I value restrictions for even and odd I. In addition, the 

dominant part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction has terms of the form 

V = Vo{r) + VI{r){al . (2) + V2{r)(il . i 2) + V3(r)(aj . (72)(il . i 2), (7) 

wherer = 171 -721. The four terms of this potential are scalars separately in orbital 

space, in spin space, and in isospin space. Hence, they cannot induce a change in 

the total spin quantum number S or the total isospin quantum number I. Thus, the 

above f -scattering amplitude matrix must be diagonal in S and I, i.e., Sf = S and 
If = I. 

A Spectra of Two-Valence Nucleon Nuclei 

The isospin quantum number also plays an important role in the energy level 

scheme of nuclei. Let us consider briefly two-valence nucleon nuclei with mass 

number, A = 18, that is, the nuclei l~OlO, J~F9, and 1~Ne8, which have two

valence shell nucleons outside the doubly magic nucleus, I~ Og, two neutrons for 
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188 °10, one proton and one neutron for I~F9, and two protons for l~Ne8. These 

nuclei have M [ = + I, 0, and -1, respectively. All three nuclei have states with 

I = 1. In addition, I~F9 has states with I = O. Thus, we are dealing with isospin 

triplets and an isospin singlet of energy levels. The total Coulomb energy separates 

the energy levels of the triplet. It is, however, easy to make an average Coulomb 

energy correction by considering the 8, 9, or 10 proton cloud as a spherically sym

metric charge cloud of the experimentally observed radius. Because the greatest 

Coulomb repulsion occurs in l~N e8 with its 10 protons, the levels of this nucleus 

should be shifted down by 3.40 MeV to put them into correspondence with the 

companion levels in I~F9. Similarly, the smaller Coulomb repUlsion in 1~01O re

quires an upward shift of 2.70 MeV. With these shifts, the members of the I = I 

triplet at once become apparent. The lowest levels in both 1~ 010 and 19N es are 

0+,2+, 4+, 0+,2+, and 1-. The required companion levels are also found in the 

M[ = 0 nucleus, I~F9' The 2+ level lies at 1.98,2.02, and 1.89 MeV above the 

0+ level in these three nuclei. Similarly, the 4+ level lies at 3.55, 3.61, and 3.38 

MeV above the 0+ level. For the approximate triplet nature of the other excited 

states, see Fig. 56.1. Moreover, these are the levels predicted by the nuclear shell 

model. The lowest states are those in which the two-valence nucleons are both in 

a 2d~ single particle state, with the same principal quantum number, n = 2, and 
2 

orbital angular-momentum quantum number, I = 2, coupled to j = ~. For such 

a two-particle configuration, states with J even, J = 0, 2, 4, are anti symmetric in 

the combined spin-orbital part of the space, and hence must be symmetric in the 

isospin-space part of the two-nucleon wave function. Hence, this is restricted to 

I = 1. The states of this configuration, with J odd, J = 1,3,5, are symmetric 

in the combined spin-orbital part of the full space, and must be antisymmetric 

in the isospin part of the space. Hence, such states are restricted to two-particle 

isospin quantum number, I = 0, and can occur only in the M[ = 0 member of 

the triplet, I~F9. In fact, the 1+ state is the ground state of I~F9. The 3+ state also 

lies below the lowest 0+ state in this nucleus. The remaining I = 0 states in this 

nucleus have mainly positive parity for odd J, and negative parity for even J, just 

the opposite of the low-lying states with I = 1, which have positive parity for 

even J and negative parity for odd J, a strong indication they have the opposite 

symmetry in the combined orbital-spin part of the full space. (Note, however, two

nucleon configurations such as 2s 1 2d ~, with different single-particle l's can have 

both (orbital-spin) symmetric and2antlsymmetric combinations, so they can have 

both I = 0 and I = l. The 2+ level at 2.52-MeV excitation energy in ~8 F9 with 

I = 0 is such a level. Although the isospin quantum number in nuclei is only an 

approximately good quantum number (largely because of the additional Coulomb 

force between protons), Fig. 56.1 gives a clear indication of the importance of the 

isospin quantum number in nuclei. 
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Problems 

17. A low-energy beam of s = k particles is scattered from an S 

particle. The interaction can be approximated by the potential 

V = Vo(r) + VI (r )(1. s), 

o target 

where VI (r) = k Vo(r) and Vo(r) = - Vo, for r :::: a and VCr) = 0 for r > a. 

Assume further Vo has a value such that to order (ka) the s wave phase shift is 

zero, 

2tw2 IVoi 
2 = Po = 4.493, 

Ii 

tan Po 
so -- = 1. 

Po 

(a) Calculate the differential scattering cross section to lowest nonzero order in 

(ka), assuming (ka) « 1, for an unpolarized incident beam. 

(b) To this order, investigate whether the scattered beam remains unpolarized. 

18. The scattering of s = k particles from a spinless target is governed by the 

scattering amplitude matrix 

( ) ( 
a(2 + cos 0) 

f(O, ¢) = I ., i 
m~m, -za(l+z)smOer/J 

ka(l + i) sin Oe-i<p ) 

a(2 + cosO) , 

where a is an energy-dependent real amplitude. Calculate the polarization of the 

scattered beam for the two cases: 

(a) The incident beam has longitudinal polarization with P = ~ez. 
(b) The incident beam has transverse polarization with P = tex. 
19. An unpolarized beam of s = k particles is scattered from a spinless target. 

An analysis of the scattering data yields the following phase shifts: 

8(sd = 350°, 8(pl) = 220°, 8(pd = 180°, 
2 2 2 

Calculate the differential scattering cross section and the polarization vector of the 

scattered beam as a function of O. In a double scattering experiment, the second 

target is placed at an angle of 30° relative to the incident beam. The left and right 

detectors are placed in the initial scattering plane at angles of 45° relative to the 

first scattered beam. Calculate the left-right asymmetry in the second scattering: 

daL - daR 

daL + daR 

20. (a) The following are density matrices for s = k particles: 

( 
I i../2) ( I 

P = i1 -1,3, P = ~3i 
3 3 

-~) 2 • 

3" 

Show one of these represents a pure state with particles with 100% polarization 

along a specific direction and find this direction. What is pine. for these two cases? 
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(b) Calculate the polarization of the scattered beam of s ~ particles into 

directions, 0, ¢ by an S = 0 target particle for the three cases: 

(i) : 

(ii) : 

(iii) : 

p;nc. t= 0; 

pine. ::+ O. 
y f" , 

pine. ,../. O' zr , 

P ine. = pine. = 0 
y z • 

P ine. = pinc. = 0 
x Z ~ ~ 

pine. = pine. = 0 
x y 

Express your answer in terms of g(O), h(O). 

21. Calculate the scattering amplitude matrix (fCO, ¢»), for a beam of s = 1 
msnls 

particles being scattered from an S = 0 target particle assuming an interaction of 

the form, VCr) = Vo(r) + VI (r)(7. s). 
(a) Calculate this scattering amplitude matrix first by a partial wave expansion, 

and show it must have the form 

-ihl(f)e i ¢ 

go(O) 

ihI(O)ei¢ 

(b) Show in first Born approximation this (feO, ¢»), has the simpler form 
msms 

-ih(8)e- i ¢ 

g(f) 

ih(O)e i ¢ 

Show this relation can be expressed as a linear combination of the 3 x 3 unit matrix 

and the 3 x 3 matrices Sx and Sy in the linear combination, Sy' = -Sx sin¢ + 
Sy cos¢. 

(c) For this latter case, find the differential cross section and the polarization 

vector for the scattered beam as a function of gee) and h(O) for an unpolarized 

incident beam, assuming the detector is placed in the x-z plane, so ¢ = O. 

22. (a) For the scattering of a beam of particles with spin, s, from a spinless, 

S = 0, target particle with an incident beam density matrix, pinc., show the density 

matrix of the scattered beam is given by 

(fp;nc"!,) , 
( seatt_) m5m~ 

p m;m, = trace(fpine-jt)' 

where (f(e, ¢»), is the scattering amplitude matrix. 
Jnsms 

For the case of s = I particles and the scattering ampli tude of part (b) of problem 

21, show this gives 

scat!. [lg(O)1 2 1 + v'2(g(8)h*(O) + g*(O)h(O»)Sy + 2Ih (O)1 2S;] 
p = ......... 3Ig(O)1 2 + 41h(0)12 .. _-

for an unpolarized incident beam, with pine. = ~ 1, where the scattering plane has 

been chosen as the x-z plane, so ¢ = o. 
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(b) Calculate the left-right asymmetry 

daL ~ daR 

daL + daR 

as a function of gee) and h(e) for a double scattering experiment for this case, if 

the left and right detectors are also placed in the x-z plane at angles, e, which are 

identical to the scattering angle, (), for the first scattering process. 

23. For a beam of s = I particles with perfect polarization, show both a tensor 

polarization and a vector polarization must exist with I PI = 1. In particular, with 

perfect perpendicular polarization in the y direction, perpendicular to the x-z 
scattering plane, Le., with (Sy) ~ eigenvalue = +1 for all particles, show the 

density matrix for such a beam is given by 

p = !Sy + !S; = ~1 + !Sy ~ *(S; ~ S;) + rz(S; + S; ~ 2S;). 

Using the result of (a) of problem 22 show the scattering of a beam with perfect 

polarization in the y direction, normal to the scattering plane, will not alter this 

perfect polarization. That is, show 

pscatt. = pine. = !Sy + !S; 

in this case. Recall the simple 3 x 3 matrix for Sy has the property: S; = Sy and 

S4 ~ S2 
y ~ y. 

24. Assume at a certain energy the nucleon-nucleon interaction is effectively 

spin-independent, and, although "charge-independent" (a "charge-independent" 

potential is a scalar in isospin space; it is independent of M I , but may be 1-

dependent), it does depend on the total isospin of the two-particle system through 

a potential of the form 

VCr) = Va(r) + Vb(r)(i1 • i 2), 

where! il = 71 and ! i2 = 72 are the isospin operators of nucleons labelled by the 

subscripts 1 and 2. Assume Va and Vb have strengths and signs such that 

Va + !Vb(4[J(l + 1) ~ ~ ~ ~]) 

is attractive when the two-particle isospin quantum number J = 0 and repulsive 

when J = 1 such that the scattering can be parameterized by the phase shifts: 

and 

For J = 0: of:ol = ~~ 
For J - 1· oS=o - +~ - . [=0 - 2 

.5=0 _ 1C 

°/=1 - ~4' 

.S=1 _ +~ , 
°[=1 - 2 

of = 0 for all 1 :::: 2. 

Although V is spin-independent, the phase shifts depend on all three quantum 

numbers, the two-particle I, S, and the relative motion orbital angular momentum 

I. Show the I, S, I combinations with nonzero phase shifts are consistent with the 

required anti symmetry of the two-particle wave functions. 
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Assume the nucleons in the incident beam and in the target are unpolarized. 

Calculate the relative strengths of the following differential cross sections for 

e = 30" (center of mass system): 

(a) proton-proton scattering; 

(b) proton-neutron scattering (scattered proton forward 30°); 

(c) proton-neutron exchange scattering (target neutron forward 30°). 



Part VI 

Time-Dependent 
Perturbation Theory 



57 

Time-Dependent Perturbation 

Expansion 

We recall from Chapter 19 the time evolution of a quantum system is given by 

Ilfr(t)} = U(t, to)1 lfr(to)} , (1) 

where the time evolution operator, U(t, to), is unitary, with 

UUt = utu = 1, with U(to, to) = 1, (2) 

and 

Ii dU 
- -- = HU(t to) 

i dt " 
(3) 

where H(t) may now be time dependent. We can express the solution, U(t, to), in 

terms of the integral equation, 

U(t, to) = 1 - kit drH(r)U(r, to). (4) 
to 

For general H(t), this integral equation cannot be solved, but if 

H = Ho + Ah(t), (5) 

where Ho is time independent with known eigenvectors and eigenvalues and A is a 

parameter of smallness, A « 1, then we may be able to find U (t , to) by perturbation 

theory in a power series in A. The zeroth-order solution for the time evolution is 

now known 

(6) 

It may now be useful to go from the Heisenberg picture to the Schrodinger pic

ture (see Chapter 19) via an intermediate representation, through the so-called 
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interaction picture, by transfonning the time-independent Heisenberg state vector, 

I1frH) == I1frCto»), to the time-dependent Schr6dinger state vector, l1frs) == 11fr(t»), 
via an intermediate state vector, the interaction representatiion state vector, 11fr I (t»), 

where 

where, again, U'(to, to) = 1. Substituting into eq. (3), we get 

_.-;- -- U' - -;-U(O) - = (Ho + J..h)U(O)U' Fi (dUCO») h (dU') 

I dt I dt 

HoU(O)U' - ~U«()(dUI) = HoUCO)U' + J..hU(O)U' 
I dt 

_····U(O} -- = 'AhU(O)U' Ii (dU') 
i dt ' 

(8) 

so, after left-multiplication with U(O);, we have the equation for U', 

h dU' (O)t (0»)' , - i -dt = A U hU U = Ahj(t)U , (9) 

where the interaction representation, hI, is given by 

h/(t) = U(O)th(t)U(O) = e+AfloCt-to)h(t)e klloCt-lo), (10) 

and we are now led to the integral equation 

. ft , I , 
U (t, to) = 1 - -A drh/(r)U (r, to). 

Fi to 

(11) 

Because ), is a parameter of smallness, this equation is now in a form that can be 

iterated: 

U'(t, to) = 1 - ~Afl drh[(r)(l - ~AfT dr1ht(rl)(1 -- ... )), (12) 
Ii 0 h ~ 

with 

(13) 

or, in general, 

, -l n 
DC ( ')" U (t, to) = 1 + ~ Ii A In, (14) 

with 
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(15) 

where 

(16) 

We are assuming the eigenvectors, la), Ib), ... , 1m},···, of Ho are known, 

together with their eigenvalues, E~O), E~O), ••• , where 

(17) 

The type of question we want to answer is the following: Given our quantum 

system was initially in a state 11/F(to») = Ii}, where Ii) is an eigenstate of Ho with 

energy E~O), what is the probability the system, as a result of the time-dependent 

perturbation, be in the final state, 11/F(t») = Ik), which is a different eigenstate of 

Ho ? For this purpose, we need to calculate 

(kl1/F(t») = (kIU(O\t, to)U'(t, toW) 
'E(O)( ) 

= e-ii • I-to (kIU'(t, to)li) 

= e-kE~O\/-to)~:::>-n(klu'(n)(t, to)li) 

n 

= e-kEf\I-IO)~( ~i) n J..n(kllnli}. (18) 

The needed probability is of course the square of the absolute value of this matrix 

element, and we shall be interested in this number in the limit in which the final 

time, t, is such that (t - to) is large compared with the characteristic periods of the 

quantum system. 

To first order in J.., we have 

{kIU(O)(t, to)U'(t, toW} 

= --J..e-iiE• (I-to) dT\e+iiE• (T,-to)(klh(T\)li)e-iiEi (T,-Io) 
i ,(0) 11 , (0) , (0) 

Ii to 

= --J.. dT\e-iiEk (t-,Il(klh(T\)Ii)e-iiEi (,,-to). 
i 1t , (0) , (0) 

Ii to 
(19) 

1'2 , (0) , (0) 

X (clh(Tn-3)ld)··· ... dT\e-iiEu ('2-")(ulh(Tdli)e-iiEi (,,-to). 

to 
(20) 

The various factors of this nth order term can be remembered via a diagram of the 

type used by A. Messiah, Quantum Mechanics. Vol. II, New York: John Wiley, 
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1965, and illustrated in Fig. 57.1 via a sixth-order diagram, with time running 

upward, t > Tn > Tn-l > ... > TZ > '1 > to. Each vertex with its wiggly line 

stands for the matrix element at that time, e.g., at time Ln, the matrix element is 

(klh(L,Jla). Each solid line, e.g., the line labeled b, connecting times 'n--l and Ln-2 

stands for an exponential, in this case e-kE~O)(r"-I--r,,-,). 

A First-Order Probability Amplitude: The Golden Rule 

Let us, as a first example, calculate the probability amplitude a quantum system 

initially in the state Ii} at time, to, be in the state If) at a later time, t, assuming 

the perturbation, )"'h(t), is weak enough that first-order perturbation theory is suf

ficient, and even more, choosing first a time-independent perturbation, Ah. Then, 

the general 

"1t I , (0) j (0) 

(fl U(t, to)li) = - -)... du- fiEf (I-r) (flh(r)li)e- liE, (r-to) 

Ii to 

(21) 

leads to 

1(fIU(t, to)li}1 = -I(flhli) du+" f - , 'I, 
)... 11 '(E IO) E iO») 

Ii 10 

(22) 

where we have used the assumed time-independence of h and have taken the 

absolute value of this transition probability amplitude, because the quantity of 

physical interest is the square of this absolute value. Then, 

(23) 

so 

.2)...2 . zsin2 [wI'(t-to)] 
1(fIU(t, to)ll}1 =----:;-j(flhlz)1 -. 

n" (wI')2 
(24) 

We shall be interested in this quantity in the limit when the time interval (t - to) 

is large compared with characteristic periods of the quantum system. We shall 

therefore go to the macroscopic time limit (t - to) --+ 00. Recalling the Dirac delta 

function can be given by 

. 1 f+t 'iwt' . sin wt 
d(W) = hm- dt e = hm --, 

(-HX) 2rr ---1 (-->00 rr w 
(25) 
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"\..I'\X == <kl h (Tft )Ia> 

"\..I'\X == <dl h (T2 )Ie > 

FIGURE 57.1. 
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a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

i 
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we can express the large time limit of the time-dependent function above by using 

the identity 

(
Sin['" t]) (Sin[W t]) 

lim ~ --~ = 8( lw) = 28(w), 
(--'>00 rr'!!. '!!.t 2 

2 2 

(26) 

where we have used: 8(w)f(w) = 8(w)f(0) and 8(~w) = a8(w), Using this 

identity, we get 

(27) 

Therefore, 

or 

11'm l(fiuCt,to)li)12 _ 2rr (0) _ (0) ,. 2 _ [probability] 
(t _ to) ._ ... -8(Ef E; )1(fI)"h,z}1 - .. . 

1--+00 Ii umt tIme i--+ f 

(29) 

That is, the expression gives the probability per unit time the quantum system, 

initially in state Ii) end in the state I n, where the time interval is a macroscopic 

one. We will be likely to satisfy the Dirac delta function condition of conservation 

of energy only if the initial and final total energy of the system lies in the continuum, 

so a group of states in an energy interval dE about E = E f exists. Let IE f) be an 

eigenvector of Ho with eigenvalue E f, part of an energy continuum for the total 

system. 

(30) 

with a similar relation for E;. Let peE f) be the number of states between E f and 

E f + dE. Then, 

[
Transition PrOb,] . . f - 1(fIU(t, to)liW 

. . = hm dE f p( E f) '--'-'--'---'---'---'--
umt time i>f 1->00 (t - to) 

= ~ f dErp(Ef)1 (f lJ....lz Ii) 128(Ef - Ed, 

so, with E f = E;, 

[
Transition probability] 2rr 2 

= -p(E;)1 (fl)"hli) I . 
second i -> f Ii 

(31) 

(32) 

This important result was named Golden Rule II by Fermi. Fermi claimed almost 

aU important results in quantum theory could be obtained from the two Golden 

Rules. (Recall Golden Rule I was the energy correction, through second order, 

using stationary state perturbation theory.) 
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B Application: The First Born Approximation of 

Scattering Theory Revisited 

As a first simple test of our result, let us rederive the differential cross section for 

the scattering of a point projectile from a point target particle interacting via a 

potential that is weak compared with the kinetic energy of the relative motion. The 

Hamiltonian for this system is 

H = Ho + V(r), where now V = )"'h, (33) 

(34) 

with 

ik-r 
~ -to -!o e 

rPk(r) = (rlk) = --3 . 

(21r)'i 
(35) 

With this normalization, the unit operator is f dklk}(kI. and the scalar product 

(k'lk) = lJ(k - k') has the standard Dirac delta function form. The number of 

states in this continuum between k and k + dk is then given by the volume element 

dkxdkydkz = edk sin Okd(hdrPk. 

where k is the magnitude of k, and Ok. rPk give the direction of k. This must now 

be transformed to the form p(E I )d E J, so we can use Golden Rule II. From 

1i2k2 1i2 

EJ = _I, dEl = -kJdkJ , (36) 
2~J ~J 

so 

and the density of states factor is given by 

~J /1-J l/1-J 
p(EJ ) = krh2"dQJ = priJ-dQJ = [2/1-JEJ] 2 fJdQJ, (38) 

where dQ J is the element of solid angle about the direction of the scattering vector 

k J. Now, Golden Rule II says 

[
Transition probability] = Nr. of part. scattered into dQ J 

sec. k,-+kj sec. 

21r kJIl.JdQJ ~ ~ 
= Fi t"'1i2 1 (kJlVlki ) 12. (39) 

To get the differential cross section, we need to divide this quantity by the mag

nitude of the incident flux. With (rlki ) = 1/(21r)~eik;-r, the incident flux has the 
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magnitude 

so 

(Transition Prob.jsec·h k 21r kfll.fdQf 1I.·(21r)3... ... 
da - , ...... f - _,- ,-1 I(k IVlk.}12 

- Inc. Flux - Ii 1i2 liki f I 

(2 )4 kif -ifrr' ik,.r' 12 1r f "" e "'1 e = - ILflL;-dQI dr --3-V (r )--3 ' 
Ii k i (21r) '2 (21r) '2 

(40) 

and 

da = ILJlLi kl 1 !dr'e-ik/,r'V(r')eiki '" 12 
dQ (21r1i2)2 ki 

(41) 

For the purely elastic scattering process, of course, k f = k; and ILl = lLi' This 

equation agrees with our earlier first Born approximation result. Also, the time

dependent perturbation theory result is easily adapted to the case of a rearrangement 

collision, where IL J =f:. lLi and k 1 =f:. k;. 

C Box Normalization: An Alternative Approach 

It may be useful to show that the first Born approximation result also follows 

directly from the Golden Rule II, if we use the finely discrete spectrum of box 

normalization in place of the true continuous spectrum of our plane wave states. 

For a cubical macroscopic laboratory of side L, we have the eigenfunctions of Ho, 

given by 

(42) 

with ki and kl both given by a triple of integers (n], n2, n3) == ii, with n s , integers, 

both positive and negative, such that 

21r 21r 21r ... 21r ... 
kx = Tn], ky = Tn2, kz = Tn3, or k = Tn, (43) 

with 

2 (21r)2...... (21r)2 2 2 2 (21r)2 2 
k = Tn. n = T (n] + n2 + n3) = T n (k). (44) 

In n space, each allowed state given by the triple of integers, (nlo n2, n3), takes a 

cubical volume, where the elementary cube has a side oflength 1, hence, a volume 

of 13 • For large n(k), the total number of discrete states with k' < k is then given 

approximately by the volume of a sphere of radius n(k) 

41r 41r ( L )3 
Nr. of states with k' < k = 3 n3 = 3 21r k3, (45) 
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and the total number of discrete states between k and k + dk is 

N(k)dk = 4:n: (2~) \2dk. (46) 

The total number of discrete states between k and k + dk, but ~irections in an 

element of solid angle dQ about a specific direction, e, cp, of the k vector, is 

dQ (1)3 ( L)3 J.L N(k)dk- = --' k2dkdQ = - k 2 dQdE, (47) 
4:n: 2:n: 2:n: Ii 

so 

Now, 

With 

the magnitude of the incident flux is given by 

liki 1 

J.Li L3' 
so 

(48) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

in agreement with the earlier results. We note, in particular, the volume L 3 has 

disappeared from the final result, as it must! 

D Second-Order Effects 

Second-order terms may be particularly significant if the matrix element of the 

perturbation, "Ah, between states i and f happen to vanish. From our diagram, the 

second-order contribution to UI U(t, to)li) is given by 

(-02A2 it (0) 

UIU(2)(t, toW) = li2 L d-C2e-kEr (tTZ)Ulh(-C2)la) 
(l to 

1"[2 i ,(0) i ~o) 
x dr:le-iiEn (T2-TI)(alh(r:l)li)e-nE, (TI-tO). 

TO 

(53) 
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We shall again start with the special case, where h is assumed to be independent 

of the time. Then, 

Now the last time-dependent factor can be written as 

(ei"Jre/t-to) _ i) w Sin[w~il (t - to)J 
-. _____ == ei {G (I-to) ------"· .. 0- '~ulfa . 

tWfa ( :2) 
(55) 

We shall deal first with the case where nonzero matrix elements exist only between 

states f and a and i and a such that W f a # 0 and Wai # O. In this case, the 

Sin[ ~(t - to)J 

(Ufa 

-2-

telTIl is proportional to ~ -.1_; i.e., it is a time of the order of a period of the 
wra 

quantum system, viz., the period associated with wfa' The telm we shaH retain, 

however, will be proportional to the macroscopic time difference (t - to). Hence, 

we will be able to neglect this Wfa-telTIl. Now, we use (as before) for the W Ii term 

(eiw./i t - ei([Jj1to) i 

-.. = e 
iWfi 

sin[w{' (t - to)] 
(1+10) 

----"'--(=w;-:-O, )--= (56) 

The absolute value squared of this telTIl will lead to the factor 2rch(t -- to)lj(Ej) -

£;0), as before. The additional factor (-i)/h arising from the second-order telTIl in 

the perturbation expansion can be combined with the denominator factor, iWai, to 

give the denominator factor, +(E;(O) -- E~O», so through second order the transition 

probability per unit time is given by 

2 

I (fIU(l)(t, to) + U(2)(t, toW) I 

(t ..... to) 

I 
,2 

2rc 13(£(0) _ £(0» (fi.lchli) + '" (fiAhla)(al.lch Ii. 
Ii f ! ' L... (£(0)_ E(O» 

[I ! a 

(57) 

Finally, combining the energy conservation delta function with the density of 

states factor, and renaming, Ah = V, we have the extension of FelTIli's Golden 
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Rule through next order in the perturbation expansion 

[ Transition PrOb.] _ 2rr , 1 ." (fWla) (aWli) 12 (58) 
d - 1;; peEf) (fWll) + L.. (0) (0) , 

secon i-+ f " a (Ei - Ea ) 

where again, Ejl = E;O), and itis assumed the matrix element (al \/Ii) vanishes for 

E~O) = E;O). Note the similarity between this result and the corresponding result 

for stationary-state perturbation theory, which was Fermi's other Golden Rule. 

E Case 2: A Periodic Perturbation 

So far, our perturbation, }..h, has been assumed to be time independent. Let us now 

look at a truly time-dependent perturbation, of periodic form 

(59) 

where we assume h is hermitian. For simplicity, we shall assume h t (0) = h(O). 

Now, 

(1) A.I I
, E(O)( ) .., E(O)( ) 

(flU (t, to)li) =i - dre-;; 'I (-r (flh(O)li)(e- ,wr + e"''')e-'''' r-to , 

Ii to 

(60) 

so 

(61) 

Now, for very large values of (t - to), the first term is strongly peaked when 

W fi = w, and the second term is negligible for this value of Wfi. Conversely, for 

large values of (t - to), the second term is strongly peaked when W fi = -W, and 

the first term is negligible for this value of W fi. Thus, 

either 

or 

where the peaked function, f(Q, I), has the limiting value 

lim f(Q, t) = 2rrt8(Q). 
1-+00 

(62) 

(63) 
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Thus, again renaming, )'h(O) = YeO), we have now 

[ 
Transition prob. ] 

second i-+ f 

~ (8(RjO) -- E;O) -fi(v) + 8(Ej) - E;O) +fiw»)IUW(O)li)1 2 . (64) 

If we consider W to be a positive quantity, we can get a strong transition probability, 
. h 'f '" E(O) E(O) 'f '" E(O) E(O) [N . h h elt er I ftW = f - i or I "w = i - f' ote, 111 t e case, w en 

Y(Or ::I YeO), the second term that applies for the case with fiw = Ei(O) - Ej) 

would be proportional to the square of the absolute value of the matrix element of 

V; (0), rather than V (0).] 

An example of a quantum system in which such an oscillatory perturbation 

might come into play is an atomic or molecular system with a magnetic moment, 

iL, in an external oscillating magnetic field B(t), with 

)'h(t) = Hill! =-,1. B(t). (65) 

In this case, we would make a Fourier analysis of the B field 

BCt) = foo dwp(w)B(O)e iM = r,e dwp(w)B(O)(eiW' + e- iwt ), (66) 
-00 Jo 

and use 

lim roc dwf(wfi - W, t - to)p(w) 
(1·-10)-+00 Jo 
= 2][(t - to) iCC dw8(Wfi - w)p(UJ) = 2][(t- to)P(Wfi). (67) 

Thus, the transition probability induced by the oscillating magnetic field will lead 

to 

[
Transition probability] 2][ ~, 

= -Zp(wfi)IU 1 iL· B(O)li) I" . 
sec. i --+ f Ii 

(68) 
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Oscillating Magnetic Fields: Magnetic 

Resonance 

For a quantum system with a magnetic moment, il, in an external magnetic field, 

B, with 

we have a Hamiltonian with the perturbing term 

H = Ho - il· B. 

(I) 

(2) 

Here, j is the relevant dimensionless angular momentum vector. For an electron 

or a proton, we can use the Pauli a operator, j = !a. For a free electron the g 

factor is gs = 2 (neglecting quantum electrodynamic corrections). This g factor 

may also be slightly modified because of the electron environment in a molecular 

or crystalline system. For the proton, the g factor is "anomalous" gs = 2(2.793). 

The relevant energies for electron and proton magnetic resonance experiments are 

given by 

Fiw(B) = ~Bgs = -5.79 x 1O-5ev(~)gs for electrons, 
2mc tesla 

Wi 8 (B) Iiw(B) = -Bgs = +3.15 x 10- eV -- gs 
2mc tesla 

for protons, 

so these are small perturbations for atomic or molecular systems. 

In a typical magnetic resonance experiment, two magnetic fields are used: 

(1) A steady, time-independent, B-field, Bo, where this field will be chosen to 

lie in the z direction, withliw(Bo} = liwo. 
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(2) A perpendicular B -field, oscillating with circular frequency, w, and strength, 

BI , where we define WI via Iiw(Bd = Iiwl. This field is often linearly polarized in 

the x direction, or circularly polarized in the x-y plane. Because we can make a 

linearly polarized field from a superposition of a right and left circularly polarized 

field, we shall treat only the case of a right circularly polarized oscillating 81- field 

(see Fig. 58.1) and choose our Hamiltonian as 

H = Ho - [liwoJz +liwl (Jx cos wt + Jy sin wt)] 

Iiwl [' , ] = Ho -liwoJz - 2 J+e- Ilvt + J_e'{J)( , (3) 

where h = (Jx ± i Jy ). Our earlier perturbation theory for an oscillating field can 

now be used, if WI « wo, so we can include the steady field part of the Hamiltonian 

as part of our zeroth-order problem. [Note, in this case, h(O)T =f:. h(O).] Ifwe choose 

the electron-resonance case for which the ms = +~ level lies above the ms = - ~ 

level and assume at to = 0 the system is in the upper state, at excitation energy 

lilwol, i.e., Ii} = Ims = +~} at t = 0, to first order in WI, the perturbation theory 

result would give 

-i liw ('" ;+"') sin[CWf,+W)t] 
(-'!'IU(\\t 0)1 +.!.) = (_)( __ 1 )(-1.11-1 + .!.}/~LFI 2 

2 ' 2 Ii 2 2 2 (wf;+w) 
2 

iWI '(I 1 )' . [ t] = e- I Wo -w 2 sm (Iwol - w)- . 
Clwol- w) 2 

(4) 

In this perturbation approach, the parameter of smallness is wt/(Iwol - w). The 

resonance condition leading to the sharply peaked function for large time t in the 

limit w = Iwol is considered after an expansion in the perturbation parameter of 

smallness. The magnetic resonance problem, however, is so simple we can actually 

solve this time-dependent problem exactly and do not need to make a perturbation 

expansion in powers of wt/(IWoI - w). 

A Exact Solution of the Magnetic Resonance Problem 

We shall be able to find an exact solution for the time evolution operator for the 

full Hamiltonian of eq. (3). The method involves a rotation operator rotating to the 

frame of reference ofthe rotating field, BI • To find U (t, 0) for the solution 

11fr(t)} = U(t, O)I1fr(to = O)}, (5) 

let us introduce a time-dependendent rotation operator, Rz(t), which rotates the 

system about the z axis through an angle, wt, and look for solutions of the time 

evolution operator in the form 

U(t,O) = Rz(t)U'(t, 0) = e-i{J)(J:U'(t, 0), (6) 

where 

IidU 
- -- = HU(t 0) 

i dt ' 
(7) 
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FIGURE 58.1. Magnetic resonance B-fields. 

now leads to 

Ii dU' , , 
- iRz dt +liwJzRzU = H(RzU). (8) 

Left-multiplying this equation with R: = R-;l, and noting Rz commutes with Jz, 

this relation leads to 

(9) 

with 

Heff. = eiwtJ, (Ho - [Ii(wo + w)Jz +liwi (Ix cos wt + Jy sin wt) J)e-iwtJ, 

= Ho -1i(WO + w)Jz +liwleiwtJ'(Jx coswt + Jy sinwt)e-iwtJ" (10) 

where we have assumed Ho is rotationally invariant, so [Ho, Jzl = 0; i.e., Ho 

commutes with any component of 1. We also assume Ho is time independent. 

Now, however, we can also show the full Heff. is time independent by showing the 

operator 

0= eiwtJ'(Jx coswt + Jy sinwt)e-iwtJ, 

is independent of time. To show this, note 

dO . J ( - = e'wt, (iwJz)(Ix coswt + Jy sinwt) 
dt 

+ (Ix cos wt + Jy sin wt)( -iwJz) 

+ w(-Jx sinwt + Jy coswt))e-iwtJ, 

= eiwtJ,w( (i(IzJx - JxJz) + Jy) coswt 

(11) 
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=0 (12) 

via the angular momentum commutation relations. Because Heff. is independent 

of time, we can replace it with its value for t = 0, 

(13) 

For this time-independent Heff., the solution for U t is trivial 

u' == e-kHeff.t , (14) 

and 

U(t,O) = Rz(t)lJ'(t, 0) = e-iwo'e-kHotei[(oJo+w)},+W1J"JI, (15) 

where we have again used the fact that Ho commutes with both i z and ix because 

of its rotational invariance. Note, however, i z does not commute with ix, so we 

cannot further simplify the final exponential in similar fashion. However, the linear 

combination (wo + w)iz + (til ix can be reexpressed as 

(wo + w)iz + WI it = 0.iz' = Q(cos eiz + sin eix»), (16) 

with Q = J(Wo + W)2 -+- WT, 

and 

(Wo + w) 
cose= -r=========== 

JeW (] + w)2 + wf 

. WI 

sm e = l(WQ + w)2u+ W;' 

where we have made a rotation through an angle, e, about the y axis (see .Fig. 

58.2) to obtain 

i z' = cos eiz + sin eix (17) 

to express U (t , 0) through 

(18) 

For the special but very important case of a spin s = 1 particle, with j == S = ~i1, 
it is easy to expand em! J,' , via 

(19) 

where we have used 

(20) 

and 

(21) 
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X' 

FIGURE 58.2. The parameter e of eq. (16). 

With this simple expansion, we have for s = 4 systems 

U(t,O) = e-kHot e-i~t<1, (cos(~t)1 + i sin( ~t )(cos 8uz + sin 8Ux )). (22) 

If the initial state is given by Ii} = la4m~i)}, where a is shorthand for all quantum 

numbers of Ho other than s, ms , the final state can differ only in the quantum 

number,ms , and must be of the form If} = la4m~j)},and 

1 (a4m~f)IU(t, 0)la4m~i)) 1= 
gt gt ( .). 

(a4m~f)1 cos ( 2")1 + i sin( 2") cos 8uz + sm 8ux la4m~')). (23) 

In particular, 

1 I 
. . gt WI. gt 

(a 4-4IU(t,0)la 4+4) =sm8sm(2")=~sm(2")' (24) 

The probability for a spin-flip from ms = + 4 to ms = - 4 is given by 

z 

[Spin - flip PrOb.(t)] I I = W\z z sinZ[~J(Wo + w)Z + wn 
+'2 ..... -2 [(Wo + W) + wd 

(25) 

We see that, at resonance, with w such that (Wo + w) = 0, this probability oscillates 

back and forth from zero to unity with a circular frequency of 4W\. Off resonance, 

with (Wo + w) i= 0, this probability oscillates back and forth from zero to a value 

less than unity with the circular frequency 4g . The oscillating B-field can induce 

transitions both from the excited state to the lower state and from the lower state 

back to the excited state. 
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Finally, for very small values of WI, for which we can expand in powers of 

WI /(Wo + w), we have 

l (a~-~IU(t,O)la~+t}l~ WI sin[~(wo+w)], (26) 
(wo +w) 2 

which agrees with eq. (4) for the case of negative WOo 

B Density Matrices and the Magnetization Vector 

So far, we have found an exact solution for the magnetic-resonance Hamiltonian 

for an s = ~-system, assuming we have an initial state that is an eigenstate of Sz, 

with ms = +~, or ms = -4. In an actual magnetic-resonance experiment, we 

have a system of many s = ~ particles with different population probabilities for 

the states with ms = ±~. It will therefore again be advantageous to use a density 

matrix formulation. Suppose first the initial state at t = 0 is a linear combination 

of the eigenstates Im s }, given by 

11/I(O)} = I)ms)cm,(O). (27) 

m, 

Then, the expectation value of a" is given by 

(a,,) = L>~;(O)(m;la"lms)cm,(O) = L (a")m;m,cm,(O)C~;(O) 
ms.m~ mj.m~ 

= trace(a,,/(O»). (28) 

Now, we define a magnetization vector (in place of a polarization vector, bearing 

in mind that this is merely a change of name), 

it = Le,,(a,,), (29) 

" 
where we have 

it = Le"trace(a"p). (30) 

ct 

The concept of the density matrix, p, will again be most useful when we have a 

statistical distribution of many s = ~ systems in a macroscopic sample, with an 

initial density matrix, at t = 0, of the type 

N 

pi = "WnC;:)(O)c~r(O), 
~ , , 
11=1 

where Wn gives the probability the nth system has the c;:;(O) and again 

N 

LWn = 1. 
n=1 

(31) 

(32) 
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For a system in thermal equilibrium, e.g., where the number of systems in the 

energy state Em, is proportional to the Boltzmann factor, e-(Em,/kT), we would 

have the density matrix 

( 

-(E+, /kT) 
e 1 

p = -(--"""'(:-:::E:--, /7":"k-=T:-) --_-;("""'E-,-/:7k""T):-) ° 
e ~1 +e- 1 

_(EO, /kT)) . 
e -7 

(33) 

From the density matrix at t = 0, we can determine the density matrix pet) at a 

later time, t. For the nth system, the time evolution gives 

so 

To see how the magnetization evolves in time, we calculate (cra(t») 

(cra(t») = (tfr(t)lcraltfr(t») = (tfr(O)IU'(t, O)craU(t, O)ltfr(O») 

(34) 

(35) 

= ~(utcr",U)m;m,Cm,(O)C~;(O) = trace(UtcraUp(O»), (36) 

msms 

yielding 

(37) 

a 

with a similar relation for a density matrix arising from a statistical distribution of 

states. 

It should be remarked that eqs. (35) and (37) give the time evolution of the 

density matrix and the magnetization vector under the action of the B-field of 

our Hamiltonian and assumes the different s = 4 systems of our sample have 

no additional interactions with each other (spin-spin interactions), or with the 

medium in which they find themselves (spin-lattice interactions). Without such 

interactions, the time evolution of the density matrix, given by eq. (35), would lead 

to 

Ii dp Ii (dU) ~ Ii (dUt ) ~ ~ --:-- = --:- - p(O)U' - Up(O)-:- - = HUp(O)U' - Up(O)U'H 
I dt I dt I dt 

= Hp(t) - p(t)H = [H, pet)]. (38) 

The spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation processes caused by the spin-spin and 

spin-lattice interactions are taken into account by adding a relaxation term to this 

equation, through a relaxation matrix, (R)m,m;,m~m;" 

d i 
-(P)m m' = --[H, p(t)]m m' - L (R)m m' m"m"'(P)m"m"'. (39) 
dt S S Ii. s..\ m"m'" j" S' .~ S S f 

, , 
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Without this additional relaxation term, eq. (37) gives the time evolution of the 

magnetization vector purely under the influence of the magnetic fields, Eo and E I. 

C General Case with J > ~ 

So far, we have concentrated on the s = ~ systems. For J 2: 1, we could expand 

the operator, eiQl J,' , by the technique used for the Pauli spin matrices. For J = 1, 

e.g., three independent 3 x 3 matrices are needed to expand this exponential, the 

3 x 3 unit matrix, the 3 x 3 matrix for Jz· and for Jz~' where we now use J;' = Jz. 

and Jz~ = fj;. For the case of arbitrary J, however, it is best to use the well-known 

matrix elements of the rotation operator, Ry(S), which effects a rotation through 

an angle S about the y axis. With this rotation operator, the operator eiQlJ, is 

transformed into the needed emu,. via 

eifl.tJ,. = Rv(S)emtJ'R-1(S) 
- y 

= e-iIEJJ'eifl.tJ'eiIEJJ" 

leading to the matrix elements 

(J M~leiQU,. IJ M J ) = })1 M~le-iIEJJ) IJ M;)eifl.tM; (JM;le i0)J, 11 M J ) 

M" 
J 

"dJ (Q)emtM;dJ (Q) 
::::: ~ M~M~ 0 M~Mj -0 , 

M" J 

(40) 

(41) 

where we have used the fact that the operator Jz is diagonal in the I J M;) basis and 

the d J matrices are the rotation matrices for an Euler rotation with Euler angles, 

a = y = 0 and fJ = ±S (see Chapter 29). As a simple test, let us rederive the 

matrix (~m~ leiQtS,. I ~ms), for an s = ~ system. Using the d! matrices, we have in 

this case 

(~m: leifl.ls,. I ~ms) 

= (cos ~ - sin ~ ) (e i 'f t ~ n ) ( cos ~ sin ~ ) 
sin ~ cos ~ 0 e-12t - sin ~ cos ~ 

_ (( cos2 ~ei 'ft + sin2 ~e-i 'f/) cos ~ sin ~ (ei 'ft - e- i 'f 1) ) 

- cos ~ sin ~ (ei 'ft _ e- i 'ft) (sin2 ~ei ¥t + cos2 ~e-i ¥t) 

= ( (cos ~t + i sin ~t cos S) i sin ~t sin S ) 

i sin fl.1 sin S (cos fl.t - i sin fl.1 cos s) 222 
Qt . Qt . 

= cos 21 + i sm 2 (cos Saz + smSax ), (42) 

which agrees with our earlier result. 
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Sudden and Adiabatic Approximations 

So far, we have considered only time-independent and periodic time-dependent 

perturbations. One of the common time-dependent problems in quantum mechan

ics involves the turning on or off of a perturbing term, e.g., an external field. In 

general, the details of turning on or off of time-dependent perturbations are too 

difficult to solve. Two limiting cases exist, however, that are both important and 

that can be treated in detail with good accuracy: the sudden and the adiabatic 

approximations. 

Consider a perturbation problem, with 

H = Ho+ V, (1) 

where the perturbation, V, is off up to some time to and is then turned on, so at 

some later time, t, with t - to = T the perturbation is on at full strength. In the 

limit for which T ~ 0, we have the sudden approximation. In the limit T ~ 00, 

we have the adiabatic approximation. 

A Sudden Approximation 

We shall introduce the variable 

(t - to) 
s=---

T 

such that the perturbation is off for s = 0 and is on at full strength for s = I. With 

U(t, to) = I - ~lt dr H(r)U(r, to) 
Ii to 
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In the limit T --+ 0, we have 

= 1 - ~T dsH(s)UTCS). 
. 11 

Ii 0 

lim UT(t, to) = 1. 
T-+O 

(2) 

(3) 

The perturbation is so sudden the quantum system cannot follow. The system stays 

in the state I""(to)} even when the perturbation is fully turned on. An example of 

such a sudden perturbation occurs in the beta decay of an atomic nucleus. An 

example of considerable recent interest is the beta decay of tritium, iH2 , which 

is being reexamined very carefully in an attempt to pin down a possible nonzero 

value of the rest mass of the neutrino. The endpoint electrons are of particular 

interest, because the antineutrino then carries very little kinetic energy. Because 

the neutrino rest mass is probably much less than an atomic energy of ~ lOeV, 

the exact atomic energy of the recoiling ~He, one-electron ion must be taken into 

account carefully. The original one-electron tritium atom had its atomic electron 

in an Is ground state for this Z = I nucleus. The beta decay end point energy 

is 18.65 keY. The e~ emitted in this beta decay traverses the atomic dimension 

so rapidly the original atomic electron will still have the wave function of an Is 

Z = 1 atom, even though it now finds itself in the Coulomb field of a Z = 2 

nucleus. This state at t - to will thus be a linear combination of one-electron states 

In I = 0 m = O} of a Z = 2 one-electron ion, and the probability for all values of 

n will be needed for an accurate evaluation of the internal energy of the recoiling 
3H . 2 e, Ion. 

B Adiabatic Approximation: An Example: The Reversal 

of the Magnetic Field in a One-Electron Atom 

As a second example, let us consider a one-electron atom in an external magnetic 

field reversed from a value, + Bo, to a value, - Bo, in a time interval, T. We shall 

consider both the sudden approximation, T --+ 0, and the adiabatic approximation, 

T --+ 00, in particular, the latter, adiabatic case, in which we have to carry out some 

analysis. For simplicity, we will consider the Paschen-Back and Zeeman spectrum 

of an alkali atom, such as Na, to avoid the higher degeneracies of the hydrogen 

spectrum. The perturbing Hamiltonian consists of the external magnetic-field term 

and the internal magnetic-field spin-orbit term (see Chapter 26). 

where the Larmor frequency, WL, is given by 

le~ 
IiwLCt) = -BoCt), 

2mc 

2t 
with B z = Bo(t) = Bo(1 - -). 

T 

(4) 

(5) 

We have reversed the field B linearly from a value + Bo at t = 0 to a value, - Bo, at 

t = T (see Fig. 59.1). The linear character ofthe variation is very simple. We could 
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have chosen a slightly more complicated function of the time. In the limits, T ~ 0, 

or, T ~ 00, however, the exact form of the time variation is unimportant. Fig. 

59.2 shows the energy level splitting for an I = I six-fold degenerate level, such as 

the 3 p level in N a, as a function of Bo for both positive and negative values of Bo, 

starting with the huge-field or Paschen-Back case (for positive Bz on the right of 

the diagram, and for negative values of Bz on the left of the diagram). The above 

Hamiltonian leads to a matrix in the Im/ms} scheme, diagonal in mj = m/ + ms, 

and, except for the two states with m j = ±(l + ~), the above Hamiltonian leads 

to 2 x 2 submatrices with fixed m j of the form (see Chapter 26) 

where ml = m j =F ~ for the states with ms = ±1. This Hamiltonian submatrix, 

with rows and columns specified by ms = ±4, can be written in terms of a 2 x 2 

unit matrix and the Pauli a matrices, via 

r 2t f3] [IiWL(O) 2t f3m j] 
H = LliwL(O)(1 - T )mj -"4 1 + -2-(1 - T) + -2- az 

+ ~J((l + 1)2 - m]] ax 

= aCt)1 + b(t)az + Cax 

= (ao + alt)1 + (bo + bjt)az + Cax • (6) 

For the two levels with mj = ±(l + ~), the state vectors, 1m/ = +1, ms = +~) 

and 1m/ = -I, ms = -~}, are eigenvectors of our H for all values of Bz and 

independent of the time. For these two special states, therefore, U(t, 0) = 1, for 

all values of the switching time, T. For all other values of m j' however, the results 

of the sudden switching are different from those of the adiabatic case. For example, 

if the one-electron system is in the second-highest energy state, with asymptotic 

quantumnumbersm/ = 0, ms = +~ in thehuge-fieldlimitattime,t = O,asudden 

switching of the direction of the B-field to reverse the direction of B will leave 

the one-electron atom in a state with m/ = 0, ms = +~, but for negative Ho, this 

is now the second-lowest energy state. In the extremely short time of the sudden 

switching of B-field direction, the one-electron atom has jumped over the energy 

gap between the P>' and p 1 levels at field strength zero to end in the second-lowest 

energy state. That is, the ohe-electron atom initially in the upper of the two energy 

eigenstates with m j = + 4 will in the sudden process end in the lower of the two 

energy eigenstates with m j = + ~ . 
Conversely, ifthe direction of the B -field is reversed very slowly (in the adiabatic 

limit for which T ---* 00), we shall show the one-electron system follows the 

second-highest energy level with m j = +~ through the zero B-field p>. level and 
2 

then follows the m j = +! level to the huge negative Hz-field limit with asymptotic 

quantum numbers m{ = +1, ms = -~. That is, we shall show the one-electron 
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FIGURE 59.2. The B-field dependence of the fine-structure levels of a 2 P state. 

system stays in the upper level of the two levels with m j = + ~ for all values of B. 
The time evolution operator U (t, 0) will in the adiabatic switching process create a 

state which at any tis that linear combination ofthe states Im{ = m j - i, ms = +~} 

and Iml = In j + ~, ms = - ~), which is the energy eigenstate of the upper of the 

two levels with this particular m j value, if the initial state at t = 0 was the upper 

of the two levels with this particular m j value. Similarly, if the initial state at t = 0 

was the lower of the two energy states with a particular m j value, the time evolution 

operator, U (t, 0), valid for an adiabatic switching process, will create a state at a 

later time t, which is still the lower of the two energy eigenstates with this m j 

value corresponding to the energy valid for the Bz value for this particular t. 
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To find the time evolution operator for the Hamiltonian 

H = a(t)1 + b(t)az + Cax, 

we shall try a solution of the form 

V(t, 0) = e-H;dra(r)lV'(t, 0) 

in an attempt to get a simpler equation for V'. Substituting into 

lidV 
- -- = HV 

i dt ' 

we get 

'f' Ii 'f' dV' a(t)le- iiJodra(r)l Vi - -e hJOdra(r)l_ 

i dt 

= (a(t)1 + b(t)az + Cax)e-U~dra(r)lUI, 

leading to the simpler equation 

Ii dV' 
- -;--d = (b(t)az + Cax)V' . 

I t 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

We shall try to put this equation into a more suggestive form by rewriting it as 

Ii dV' I 1 2 ( b(t) C) ! 
---=v(b·(t)+C) a + ax V 

i dt ..jb2 + C2 z Jb2 + C2 

= J(b2(t) + C2)( cos B(t)az + sin C0(t)ax )V I
• (12) 

Because cos 0)az + sin Bat suggests a a z·, this form suggests we might try a 

rotation operator about the y axis (in the abstract sense) to convert the effective 

Hamiltonian on the right from one depending on the two noncommuting operators, 

a z and ax, to a new effective Hamiltonian depending on a single az. For this reason, 

we try to find a solution for VI by trying the substitution 

VI(t,O) = e-i~(J'V"(l. 0). (13) 

This substitution leads to 

_~~~V~ 0=.: e-i (._~ dVII) + ~a.d(~) e"; 
i dt i dt 2 .> dt 

V" 

= Jb 2 + C 2 (cos Bao. + sin Bax)e ni ~(J, V". (14) 

Left-multiplying by ei ~()'" this equation can be transformed into 

- - -- = b2 + C 2e+1 2 0 , cos Bac + sin Bax e lidV" [J'" ( ) 
i dt . 

;8 CT ] II Ii dB II 
2 .' V - -a,-V . 

2 . dt 

To evaluate the last term, we shall differentiate 

C 
sin (.:.:I(t) = -;=c:;=====oc 

Jb 2(t) + C2 ' 

(15) 
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de bC db 
cose- = - -. (16) 

dt (b2 + C2)~ dt 

Recalling bet) = bo + bjt, with bit = -tnwL(O)¥), we can use 

db I 
- = -~liWL(O) 
dt T ' 

to write the last term in eq. (17) as 

b 
and cos e = --_ ........... , 

Jb2 + C2 

_ ~a de V" = _ CliWL(O) .... _lia .V". 
2 y dt 2T(b2 + C2) ) 

(17) 

(18) 

In the limit, T -+ 00, therefore, this term can be neglected and we can get VI! 

from the equation 

(19) 

Now, we can use the inverse rotation operation e i8J) lz,eic")j} = lz to rewrite 

leading to the simple differential equation for V" 

Ii dV" 
- -;- = Jb2(t) + C2 azV", 

t dt 

with solution 

Combining eqs. (8), (13), and (22), we have 

or 

where we have used 

II' x(t) == - dra(r); 
Ii 0 

Together with 

these equations lead to 

(
e-ix(t) 0) (cos ~ - Sin~) (e-i¢(t) 

V(r,O) = 0 e-1x(t) sin~ cos·~ 0 

_ (cos~e-i(x+¢) -sin"~e·:·i(x-¢)). 
- sin ~e"i(x+¢) cos ~e-I(X-¢) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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The remaining job is to express the trigonometric functions of ~ in terms of b and 

C, from the defining relations 

via 

e 1 
cos2 - = -(1 + cos e) 
22' 

'n C 
sm~= , 

.jb2 + C2 

e e 
sin "2 = sine/(2cos"2)' 

leading to 

e J .jb2 + C2 + b C 1 
cos - - - ---------;-r~~===;~= 

2 - .fi(b2 + C2)~ - .fi(b2 + C2)! J .jb2 + C2 - b 

. e C 1 J .jb2 + C2 - b 
sm - = I = I' (28) 

2 .fi(b2 + C2»)4 J .jb2 + C2 + b .fi(b2 + C2)4 

where the second form of each trigonometric function is obtained from the first 

by multiplying both the numerator and the denominator with the common factor, 

J .jb2 + C2 - b. 

Now, if at t = 0, in the huge positive Bo-field limit, the one-electron atom is in 

the upper of the two eigenstates of a particular m j' 

11/I(t = 0») = 1m/ = mj - ~,ms = +~). (29) 

At a later time, using the first column of the matrix of eq. (27), we have 

e . 
11/I(t») = cos _e-'(x+4»1m/ = mj - ~, ms = +~) 

2 
e . 

+ sin -e-·(x+4»lmj = mj +~, ms = -~} 
2 

= c+~ Iml = mj - ~, ms = +~) + c_1lml = mj +~, ms = -~),(30) 

where the ratio of coefficients is given by the time-dependent function 

C+t C 

C I .jb2 + C2 - b -, 
(31) 

Here, we have used the second form for the functions cos ~ and sin ~ from eq. 

(28). We shall now show this is precisely the ratio of coefficients for the upper 

of the two eigenstates for this particular m j value at this particular time. If we 

imagine we have stopped the field-switching process at this particular value of t, 

we can diagonalize H(t), as given by eq. (6), with the matrix H(t) - El given by 

H _ El - (a - E) + b C) (32) 
- C (a - E) - b . 

The determinant of this matrix must be set equal to zero to obtain the two 

eigenvalues for E, leading to 

(a - E)2 - b2 - C 2 = 0, (33) 
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with 

(34) 

where Ef-, (E_), correspond to Euppen (Elower), respectively. The coefficients of 

the two eigenvectors are given by the linear equations 

[(a - E) + b]C+l + CCl = 0, 
2 2 

CC+J + [(a - E) - bJc_l = O. 
2 , 

(35) 

For the upper energy eigenstate, E+ = a + -.lb2 -+ C2, this equation leads to the 

ratio 

Ct~ C 

c~ -.lb2 +C2-b 
(36) 

This equation is precisely the ratio of coefficients of eq. (31) given by the time 

evolution operator U (t, 0) acting on the initial state Itj,r(t = 0»), which corresponds 

to the upper of the two states with this value of m j at the initial time t = 0 when 

the magnetic field has its maximum positive value. The ratio of eq. (36) leads to 

the normalized coefficients 

C 1 
C I = --==----........... -.-.. - -_ ............... ---
+, ..Ji(b2 + C2)~ J ..jb2 + C2 - b' 

C J -_ .. '2 

JJb 2 + C2 -b 
..Ji(b2 + C2)~ . 

(37) 

The coefficients c+~ and c~ of the eigenvalue problem at this fixed t could each 

be multiplied by an arbitrary phase factor, such as ei(x(t)+¢(f», because the energy 

eigenvectors are determined only to within such a phase. By choosing this particular 

phase factor, we make the state vector identical to that produced by the time 

evolution operator U (t, 0) in this adiabatic limit. Also, the process of "stopping" 

the switching at some fixed value of t to diagonalize H(t) can be justified only 

in this adiabatic limit, where the switching time T ~ 00. In this adiabatic limit, 

however, an initial state that was the upper of the two energy eigenstates of a 

particular m j at t = 0 will evolve into the upper of the energy eigenstates with this 

value of m j valid for the appropliate magnetic field strength, Bz(t). Thus, the state 

with asymptotic quantum numbers, Iml, ms) = 10 + !) at t = 0, with Bz positive 

and huge (see Fig. 59.2), will go through the pure Pl state att = ~ T, when Bz = 0, , -
and end in the state with asymptotic quantum numbers, Iml, mJ = 1+ 1, -~), at 

t = T in an adiabatic switching process for which T ~ 00. 

In exactly the same way: If the initial state at t = 0, with maximum positive 

(huge-field value) of B" corresponds to the lower of the two energy states of a 

particular m j, It (t = 0)) = 1m, = -!). Now, the state at a later time t is given 

by the second column of the U (t, 0) matlix of eq. (27), leading to the state It(t») 
with coefficients given by the ratio 

C I 
+2: 

C I 

2: 

• to) 

sm 2" 

- cos ~ 
2 

C 
(38) 
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where we have used the first form of the expressions for the trigonometric functions 

of eq. (28). From eq. (35), this ratio of coefficients is in agreement with the energy 

eigenvectors corresponding to the lower eigenvalue, with E_ = a - .jh2 + C2. 

Thus, a state that was initially the lower of the two states with a particular value of 

m j will evolve into the lower of these two states at the later time t in the adiabatic 

field-switching process. This result is what we set out to prove. 

Problems 

25. A system of J = I particles with magnetic moments, il = (eli/2mc)gjJ, 

is in a strong uniform magnetic field, Bo, with a second weak field, BI, rotating 

with circular frequency, w, in a plane perpendicular to Bo. Assuming the system 

is in a state with M J = + 1 at t = 0, where we use the direction of Bo as 

quantization direction, calculate an exact expression, valid for all values of w, 

(uo = (egjBo)/(2mc), and WI = (egJB I )/(2mc), for the probability, PMJ(t), the 

system is in a state with M J = 0, or M J = -1 at a later finite time t. Compare this 

with the results given by perturbation theory for U (t, 0), valid for Wj « (wo + w) 

[for (wo + w) -# 0]. Also, calculate the exact values for 

dPMJ(t) 
for M j = 0 and M j = -----1, 

dt 

giving the rate at which transitions, M j = + I -+ 0 and M j = + 1 -+ -1, take 

place. Compare these with the perturbation theory results for the case of a general 

perturbing frequency not on resonance. For the resonance case, (wo +w) ;:.,.'" 0, show 

the exact result agrees with the perturbation theory result in the limit WI -+ 0 for 

large but finite t; i.e., you need to take the limits as follows: 

I' [I' dPMJ(t)] 1m 1m . 
t -->00 ")1->0 dt 

26. A sample in a uniform magnetic field, Bo, containing a large number of 

identical nuclear spins, with s = ~, has a magnetization, M, given by the thermal 

equilibrium value, attained through the so-called spin-lattice relaxation proccss: 

[e"wo/2kT -- e -liu)o/2kT ] 

M_=----------------- , 
• [~Wo/2kT + e--Fir"o/2kTJ 

Mx = My = 0, 

where Wo = egJBo/2Mc. Write the spin density matrix for this ~ample. If a Bl 

field, rotating with circular frcquence, w, in a plane normal to Bo is turned on 

at t = 0, find the density matrix at a latcr time, t. Show the B, field induces a 

magnetization, M(t), including x and y components. Notc: In a real sample, these 

perpendicular components of Ai arc destroyed by random collision or spin-spin 

relaxation processes, not included in our Hamiltonian. 

27. The endpoint part of the spectrum of the beta decay of tritium, ~H2 , is being 

reexamined carefully in an attempt to pin down a possiblc nonzero rest mass for 
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the electron neutrino. Because other experimental evidence indicates the neutrino 

rest mass must be less than 10--30 eY, the exact atomic energy of the recoiling ~Hel 

one-electron ion must be taken into account carefully. The beta-decay endpoint 

energy is 18.65 keY. The atomic electron of the tritium atom is initially in its Is 

ground state, but finds itself in the field of a 2 = 2 nucleus, ~Hel' after the beta 

decay 

fH2 -+ ~Hel + e- + ve. 

Show this beta-decay process constitutes a "sudden" process as far as the perturba

tion on the atomic electron is concerned, by showing the !':.t for this process; Le., 

the !':.t it takes for the fragments, e- and ve to leave the atom is small compared 

with a hydro genic period, T. Therefore, the probability the He ion end in a state 

nlmt can be calculated easily. In particular, calculate the probability of finding the 

He ion in its J s, 2s, and 3s state. Can it be in a state with I ¥- O? Show, in principle, 

a probability the He atom be completely ionized also exists, leaving a bare ~Hel 

nucleus and an additional e- in a continuum state, but make a rough estimate to 

show this probability is effectively negligible. 

28. A M-mesic He atom consisting of a He nucleus, (2 = 2), and one M - and 

one e-, is in its ground state. By taking the overlap of a J s electron and a 1 s M

wave function for 2 = 2, show effectively the electron sees a charge of 2 = 2 

almost completely shielded by the full negative charge ofthe M - , so the electron Is 

wave function is to good approximation a hydro genic 1 s wave function for Z = 1. 

Conversely, the M -- sees essentially the full 2 = 2 of the He nucleus, and its Is 

wave function is to good approximation that for a single /.i - with a Bohr radius for 

Z = 2 and the M - -He reduced mass. The /.i -- of the /.i-mesic He atom will decay, 

via 

M ~ e- + ve + v,u· 

Show the !':.t for the fragments, e-, Ve , and lJ/L' to leave the atom is so short compared 

with atomic periods this perturbation constitutes a sudden process. For this sudden 

process, calculate the probability of finding the remaining He ion (2 = 2 nucleus 

+ e) in the Is, 2s, and 3s states of this system. Could it be in a state with I ¥- O? 
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Atom-Photon Interactions 



60 

Interaction of Electromagnetic 

Radiation with Atomic Systems 

So far, we have considered quantum systems in external oscillating magnetic (or 

electric) fields, where the perturbing fields were considered as classical oscillating 

fields. This approach would permit us to study induced absorption or emission 

processes in an atomic system, particularly if the intensity of the electromagnetic 

fields is such that the density of photons is very great in the region of interest. To 

study processes involving a small number of photons interacting with an atomic 

system, we must first quantize the electromagnetic or radiation field itself. So far, 

our time-dependent perturbation theory would not permit us to study the spon

taneous emission of photons by an atomic system, Le., a situation in which the 

initial state consists of an atom in an excited state and no photons, and the final 

state is the atom in a lower state (perhaps the ground state) and one photon of the 

appropriate energy. In order to treat this problem rigorously, we need to quantize 

the radiation field. 

(References for this material: Chapter 2 in J. J. Sakurai, Advanced Quantum 

Mechanics, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1967; and Chapter 1 in Berestetskii, 

Lifshitz, and Pitaevskii, Quantum Electrodynamics, New York: Pergamon Press, 

1982; Vol. 4 of the Landau-Lifshitz series. For the general electric and magnetic 

multipole radiation fields of vital importance in nuclear physics, see also Judah M. 

Eisenberg and Walter Greiner, Nuclear Theory. Vol. 2. Excitation Mechanisms of 

the Nucleus, Amsterdam: North Holland, 1970.) 

Before quantizing the electromagnetic field, let us consider the Hamiltonian 

for an atom in an electromagnetic field by first considering the electromagnetic 

field as a classical field. The electric and magnetic field vectors, E and B, will be 

derived from a vector and a scalar potential, A and CP. For our purposes, it will be 

convenient to choose these in the so-called radiation or Coulomb gauge. We will 
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separate the scalar potential, <P, and the so-called longitudinal part of the vector 

potential, All, from the transverse part of the vector potential, A1-' Here, 

-oj> --) -+ ...... -<- ............ 

A = All + A1-, with V· AL = 0, [V x Ad = o. (1) 

The terms arising from <P and All will be absorbed into H atom , Le., the atomic part 

of our full Hamiltonian. This absorption will include, e.g., all Coulomb terms, 

such as the Coulomb repulsion electron-electron potential teqns and the Coulomb 

attraction electron-nucleus terms in an atom. Conversely, A1- will serve as the 

source of the radiation field. We will then seek the full Hamiltonian in the form 

H = Hatom + flradiatioll + Hinteraction' (2) 

Guided by our earlicr discussion of an atom in an external electromagnetic field, 

we shall try a Hamiltonian of the form 

(3) 

where Hinteraetion includes all cross terms, coupling A1- to atomic operators, such 
~ ~ 

as Pi or Si. 

A The Electromagnetic Radiation Field 

To derive the expression for Hradiation, let us look at the radiation fields 

~ 

;, laA1-
Erad. = ~--~, 

c at 

where the Maxwell equations and the condition, V . A1- = 0, lead to 

(4) 

2 ~ I a2 A1-
V A I ..... ~- = 0 (5) 

c 2 al 2 . 

We shall solve this vector wave equation in our cubical laboratory of volume L3 

with the usual boundary conditions, leading to a finely discrete spectrum of k 
values, in terms of basic vector solutions, ih", 

(6) 

with 
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where the ni are positive or n2gative integers and the vectors e" are unityol.pzation 

vectors. When we expand A-L in terms of these uia' the condition, V . A-L = 0, 

leads to V . i1"ka = 0, with 

-4 -+ i -4 -> (f.? 
V . u· = --(k . e)e = 0 

k" R a , 
(8) 

leading to 

(9) 

so the unit polarization vectors, ea , must be orthogonal to k. The index ex can thus 

be chosen, so the triad of vectors, e 1, e2, and k / k ~ e3, form an orthogonal triad of 

unit vectors (see Fig. 60.1). For a fixed k specified by the integers, n 1, n2, n3, the 

index 01 can take on the values 1 , and 2, corresponding to the two linear polarization 

vectors. The index 01 is thus indirectly dependent on k. The vector potential, A-L, 

can be expanded in terms of the uka through 

A-L(r, t) = L L (cka(t)uka(r) + CE)t)UfuU)) , (10) 

Ie. ",=],2 

where we have assumed Ai- is real. The wave equation, eq. (5), then leads to 

(11 ) 

or 

with w = kc, (12) 

and 

C~ (I) = c*' (O)e+ iwr 
ka . ka ' 

(13) 

so 
~ 

A-L(r, t) = L L ~(ck,,(O)ei(k'i'~(Ot) + cf,,(O)e-;(k"-Ml). (14) 

k a=Uv L~ 

The classical Hamiltonian for the radiation field can then be obtained from the 

energy density of the electromagnetic field, via 

11 (~ ~ ~ ~ ) 
Hradiation = -8 dr (Erad . EradJ + (Brad .. BradJ 

]( VoL 

1 1 .,(, 1 aA~ 2 ~ ~ 2) 
= - dr t--:-.-) + (lv X A~n 

8]( Vol. C at 
1 {l/ * 

= -" -2 q:,,(t)ck" (f), (15) 
2]( f-.. C a 

k,,, 

where the volume integral is over the volume of the cubical laboratory, and the last 

step involves the orthonormality of the spatial functions and the orthonormality of 

the polarization vectors. 

1 1 ~ (f·r -ik'i' - dre e =8k• k·, =8;;;;, =8nn,8Jln,8nn' L3 ,,1 1 2 2 :< 3' 

Vol. 

(16) 
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--.k. 
k 

FIGURE 60.1. 

so 

To get the last form of eq. (15), we shall also use 

( aAl.) (aA.L) 1 ~~. . I 

-- . --- = zL-L)'W)(ZW) 
cat cat c ~ ~ 

k,ak',a' 

and 

.... 
-1£

k 

(17) 

(18) 
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When integrated over the volume of our cubical laboratory, only terms with k' = 
±k survive [see eq. (17)]. For both of these, (k . ea , )(k' . ea ) = O. Terms with 
~ - 2 

k! = k, a' = a, receive a contribution 2"', CK~~C! from eq. (18) and 2k2ck~~C! 
c- ~ ka 0 ~ ka 

from eq. (19) when integrated over the volume of the cubical laboratory. Terms 
~ - 2 

with k' = -k, a' = a, conversely, get a contribution of -"4-(Q;ac-ka + ck! C*k< ) 
C a - a 

from eq. (18) and a contribution +k2(q:ac_ka + cfa<k) from eq. (19), so these 

two contributions cancel, whereas the terms with k I = k add to give the final result 

of eq. (15). 

(20) 

Now, it will be convenient to rewrite the complex (time-dependent) functions, cka ' 

in terms of two real time-dependent functions, Qra and Pka , via 

(21) 

Hradiation = ~L)pfa + w2Q~J. (22) 

X.a 

Comparing this with the simple I-D harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 

(23) 

the classical radiation Hamiltonian involves a superposition of an infinite number 

of (uncoupled) hannonic oscillator Hamiltonians if we set the parameter m = 1. 

(Note, however, this is not a physical mass for our problem). 

B The Quantized Radiation Field 

To quantize the above Dirac assumed the classical variables, Pka and Qk",' are 

replaced by quantum-mechanical operators that satisfy the commutation relations 

n 
[Pkex ' Qk'a'] =0;0 01.. k,o",.a" [Pia' Ph'] = 0, [QkCi' Qi'a'] = O. (24) 

! ' 

As for the simple I-D oscillator, it will now be convenient to introduce 

dimensionless Pica' qka via 

(25) 
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so the Piw and qka satisfy the commutation relations 

1 
[Pka' qk'a'] = -;8k k,8u.a" 

l . 

In terms of these operators, the radiation Hamiltonian can be written as 

Hradiation = 4 Dw(p~a + ql)· 
k.a 

(26) 

(27) 

As for the I-D harmonic oscillator, it will be useful to introduce annihilation and 

creation operators, 

(28) 

with commutation relations 

[aka' a~'a.J = 8U,8a.a, 

[aka' ah'] = [aia' aL.J = O. (29) 

In terms of these operators, 

(30) 

Now, we can introduce the operator 

(31) 

which we would have interpreted as the operator which counts the number of 

oscillator quanta of type ka. We will now interpret this as the operator that counts 

the number of photons of type ka, where we will substantiate this interpretation. 

The eigenvectors of Hradiation are of the form 

where 

(32) 

(33) 

a~) ... nka ... } = J(nka + 1)1 ... (nka + 1)· .. }. (34) 

The state of no photons, the vacuum state, is of the form 

1000·· ·0·· ·O} == 10} 

and satisfies 
~ 

for all ka. (35) 
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The state of a single photon of type ka is 

aia,IO}. 

The most general many-photon state has the form 

(at t,a, n kia, IO). 
- J(n;;a)! 
kia, I I 
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Photons: The Quantized Radiation Field 

In order to interpret the number n k'" as the number of photons of type kCt, we shall 

look at the properties of the quantized radiation field in more detail. Combining 

eqs. (21), (25), and (28) of the last chapter, the expansion of .41. can be written as 

(1) 

where the ak", are time dependent (given in Heisenberg representation), with 

a! == a! (t) = a! (O)e+ iaJt • 
k", kex k'" 

(2) 

The radiation fields are then given by 

Eei, t) = i L ~h1rnw(ak",uk",(r) - atura(r»), (3) 

k.a 

(4) 

A Photon Energy 

Because the radiation Hamiltonian 

(5) 
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contains an infinite zero-point energy for the vacuum state t~ough the factor of ~ 

associated with each of the infinite number of possible states ka, we must measure 

the energy relative to the energy of the vacuum state, E~ad.' 

(Brad. - E~ad) I ... n ka ... ) = 2~J/(vn ka I ... n-ka ... ). 

k.a 

Thus, the single photon state, with n ka = 1, has an energy fiw, with w = kc. 

B Photon Linear Momentum 

(6) 

Because the classical momentum density of the electromagnetic field is given by 

(lj4Jfc)[E x B], we need to integrate the quantized operator form of this quantity 

over the volume of our cubical laboratory to obtain the linear momentum of the 

photon field. Because the quantized expressions for E and B of eqs. (3) and (4) 

contain noncommuting operators, we need to use the symmetrized, hermitian form 

of the momentum density operator. 

1 1 ~ ~ ~ 4 1 '\"''\"'fg 1 P = - dr([E x B] - [B x E]) = -(-c2Jfn)LL -3x 
8JfC Vol 8JfC _ _ (1)' L· 

. k,a kl,a' 

(-[e x [k' x e ,J](a- a! 1 drei(k-k').r-+. a! a- ,1 drei(kl-k).,,) 
(l ex ka k'a' ka kIn 

Vol. VoL 

+ [[k' x e I] X e ](a- a! 1 drei(k'-k).r +a! w 1 drei(k .. kl).r)) 
a (l k'a' ka k'a' ka 

Vol. VoL 

+ ... +.... (7) 

The orthonormality ofthe eik-r j L ~ requires k' = k, so 

-+ -+,.... 4, -+.... -+ -+ ~/ -:* -+, -+ -+ 

- [ell' x [k x ea ,]] = ([k x ea ,] x e",] = -(ea ·e",,)k +(e,,·k )ea • = -8a .a ,k, (8) 

and the above therefore yields 

p = _1_( -c2Jfn.) Y"2k{ .. a! ak- - ak" a! ) + ... -+ ... . (9) 
8JfC 4-- ka" a ka 

k.a 

The ... terms in these equations indicate similar aT a; and aa terms exist that 

contribute for values of k' = -k. Contributions from the -[B x E] term, however, 

cancel those from the [E x B] term for terms of this type. Thus, 

(10) 

Now, because for every k with n], n2, n3 a vector -k with -n" -"n2, -n3 exists, 
] ~ 

the sum :2 Lk.ak = 0, so finally 

p = '\"' a! ar:c!ik, L ka 

k.Cl 

(11) 
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and a photon of type ka carries a linear momentum, fik. A many-photon state 

carries the total linear momentum Lka(}ik)nka' 

C Photon Rest Mass 

From the relativistic relation for the rest mass, mo, of a particle, (E 2 - c2 p2) = 
m6c4, we have for the photon 

(2) 

so the rest mass of the photon is zero. 

D Angular Momentum: Photon Spin 

We begin with the classical expression for the angular momentum density of the 

electromagnetic field, (l/4nc)[1 x [E x B]], leading to the classical expression 

for the total angular momentum of the radiation field in our cubical laboratory 

] = - diV x [E x BlJ. ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 

4nc Vol. 

(13) 

Before transcribing this to the hermitian quantized form, let us first expand the 

momentum density, using (in summation convention format for repeated Greek 

indices) 

(14) 

and 

.. , ~ ~ a a 
[r x lE x BJJi = Eil""X/,(EO'········-A" - Ea-A,,) 

ax" ax", 
a a 

= EaEillcxll-, -A" - Eil'''X{J-, -(EaAv) 
ax" aXa 

a a 
= EaEi/LVX{J-A" - Ei/.lv;··········(Eax1,A") + EiavEa A " 

ax" aXe< 
~ a ~ - ~ 

= Eo:[1 x V];A" - -(E,,[1 x A]i) + [E x A]i, (15) 
ax" 

where we have used (V . E) = 0 for the radiation field in a source-free region in 

the second line. Using the final form we can express the total classical angular 

momentum in our cube of volume L 3 by 
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In the second term, we use Gauss's theorem to convert the volume integral of the 

divergence to a surface integral 

r d(Area)(£. n)[1: x Ali' 
Jsurf 

Because the radiation A has the value zero on the six faces of our cube, the second 

tenn is zero, and the classical expression for the total angular momentum of the 

radiation field in our cube can be evaluated through the two integrals 

- 11 ~ 11··-J = - dr(Ea[r x V]Aa) + - dr[E x A]. 
4JTC Vol. ~ 4JTC Vol. _ 

L + S. (17) 

Here, the first integral dependent on the position vector r from some center (such 

as the position of the atomic system) to a field point in our cube has been identified 

as the orbital angular momentum of the radiation field, whereas the second term 

(independent of such an r) has been identified as the spin angular momentum of 

the radiation field. Because we are interested in the spin of the photon, we shall 

look at this second spin term in more detail. To convert this S to the quantized 

form, we must replace [£ x A] by its symmetrized, hermitian fonn. Thus, for the 

quantized radiation fields, expressed through eqs. (1) and (3), we have 

S = -1-1 dr([£ x A] - [A x £1) 
8JTC Vol. 

= _1-Uc2JTIi) """"[eO' x eO', J2(afa a2 , - a! a"k ,) 
8JTC L.~ ka ka Ci 

k a,(y" 

= -iliLLaLako:,[e" x e",] 
k a,rx ' 

= -iliL(ail ak2 - a;2ak1)[el x e2l 
k 

= -iliL(a;jak2 -a;2akJe3, (18) 

k 

where we have again used the orthonormality of the e,k.; / L ~,as in the calculations 

for eq. (7), and, again, terms of type at a t and of type aa disappear because of 

cancellations of the contributions from the [£ x A] and - [A x it] terms. For our 

final result, it will be convenient to switch from Cartesian components of vectors 

along our triad of unit vectors (el, e2, e3 = k/ k) to spherical vector components, 

with m = + 1, 0,··1, and define 

(19) 

Note carefully the difference between e+ I and el. Also, 

(20) 

Finally, the em=±l are the natural base vectors for right and left circular 

polarizations, just as el and e2 were the natural unit vectors for plane polarizations. 
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Finally, we shall also define the analagous spherical vector components of the 

photon creation operators 

-;. Ii. -i-1-
a- . =,- - a. + la-

km=+! 2 ( kl k2)' 
a~ 

km=-l 
VI t .;-+ ." (a- - lG- ). 

2 kl k2 
(21) 

Note: The photon creation operator has no m == 0 component. From hermitian 

conjugation, we have 

(22) 

Also, 

L a~aea = L afmem * = L (-l)"'a;m iLm , (23) 

<>=1,2 m=+l,-l m=+1.-! 

whereas 

(24) 

Finally, we have 

Ca! ak- 2 - a'~ ak"!) = i(a~ ak- - a: a-) (25) 
kl' k2 km=+lm', + 1 km=-l km=-I ' 

so our expression for the photon spin can be written as 

(26) 

and 

5(a~ 10)) = (±lJi)(E)(a~ +110)). 
km=±l k km" 

(27) 

Thus, the photon spin vector has projections along the direction of the k vector 

of + lJi (right circularly polarized photons) or of -lJi (left circularly polarized 

photons). It thus appears to be a spin-1 particle, but the m, = 0 component is 

completely missing. The photon has only longitudial spin projection~ either par·, 

allel or antiparaHel to the direction of its linear momentum vector, k. These are 

quantized, however, with values ± lJi. The operator (5·5) does not have eigenvalue 

s(s + 1)1l2 = W 2 • Instead, this eigenvalue is lJi 2 . 

~ - ( : ). L L"" L"'" L (i:' . kif) (S· S) a: 10)e,liz . m'm"---
, km=±1 _ _ k'k" 

k! m'=±l k.'/ m"-=±l 

X a! ak-'t",a~ ak""m,,(ak~ 10)) = lJi2(ak~ 10)). (28) 
k'm' krlm" m 'm 
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Vector Spherical Harmonics 

To deal with the orbital angular momentum carried by the radiation field, it will 

be convenient to convert the expansion of the field vector, A..L. to an expansion 

in terms of photon creation and annihilation operators with circular polarizations, 

with m = ±1, and write 

~ 4 c LL!21tJi( 'k-~ " 'k-~~) A (I" t)- - - a- e' .re +a' e- l "e- * 
..L,-~ (j) kA ). k!.. A-

L 2 k A=U 

(1) 

(Note: We shall reserve later letters in the Greek alphabet, such as A, tk, v for 

spherical components, with tk = + 1, 0, .- 1, whereas early letters, such as 0:, f3, 
will be reserved for Cartesian components, with 0: = 1,2,3.) 

We will need to consider the expansion 

00 

/i:'eA = Ljt(kr)J47f(21 + l")i'yto(O, cp)e)., (2) 

1=0 

with A = ± 1. Now, it will be useful to couple the spherical components of the 

vector, e)., a spherical tensor of rank 1, with the components of the spherical 

harmonics, it Y1m , which of course are spherical tensors of rank I, to vector operators 

of resultant spherical tensor rank L, with L = (i+ 1), I, (I - 1), which are defined 

by 

+1 

V[llJLM = L (l(M .... f.1..)ltkILM)ilYI(M_I-')(O, cp)"ell • (3) 

1-'=-1 

where the VrllJLM are the so-called vector spherical harmonics. (Note: This vector 

is similar to our coupled orbital-spin functions, Y[ls]jm" introduced in Chapter 52. 
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As there, it will again prove convenient to include the factor if together with the 

spherical harmonic. Also, the f.L sum involves all three spherical components of 

e~,.) With this definition, we have 

eik"ep = L2)(kr)J 4Ji(2L + 1)(101 f.L I Lf.L) i\IlJLI"' (4) 
f L 

with f.L = ±1 only and L = CI + 1), I, (l- I). 

A Properties of Vector Spherical Hannonics 

1. Orthonormality. The vector spherical harmonics form an orthonormal set with 

respect to a scalar product involving both the scalar product of the vectors and an 

integration over the angular part of our space 

j j dr2(VU'IIL'M" \1[IIILM) 

= LCel' *, elJe-o"Cdj jdr2Y1;(M,-v)YI(M-f1) 
Ii, v 

X (l'(M' - v)lviL'M')(l(M ...... f.L)lf.LILM) 

= L8vI'81'!O(!<1'-v)(M-/1)(l'(M' - v)lvIL'M')(I(M - f.L)lf.LILM) 

IL. v 

= OI'18M'M L(I(M - f.L)lf.LIL'M)(I(M - JL)lf.LILM) 

I' 

= 81'18M'MOUL, (5) 

where this follows from the orthonormality of the unit vectors, (e" * .ef1) = 8v/1' the 

orthonormality of the spherical harmonics, and the orthonormality of the Clebsch~ 

Gordan coefficients. [Note, in particular: When spherical components are used for 

the unit vectors, e, we must take the scalar product of a starred with an unstarred 

spherical component, (e l' * . e/1) (not (e" . e/1))' to get a Kronecker delta in the two 

spherical components.] 

2. Parity. 

Under space inversion, the spherical harmonics, and the vectors, e, transform as 

The parity of the vector spherical harmonics is therefore given by ( -1)/ + 1 • 

3. Complex Conjugation. 

V[l*IILM = L(I(M - f.L)lJLILM)(-d Y/(M"'/1)e,L * 

I' 

= L(-li+1-L(I(f.L M)l - ttlL - M) 

(6) 
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= (-I)M-L+I L (l(JL - M)1 - JLIL - M}iIYI(IL-Mi-1L 

IL 

( I)L-M-l ii = - Y[Il)L-M· (7) 

4. Transfonnation properties under rotations. 

Let W be any vector, with an expansion in Cartesian components given by 

W = W1el + W2e2 + W3e3 (8) 

and an expansion in spherical components, v = + 1, 0, -1, given by 

W = LWve; = LWv(-I)"e_v = LWv*ev = L(-I)VW_vev. (9) 
v v v v 

Then, we shall show that the scalar product (W . V[ll]L M ) transfonns under rotations 

as a spherical tensor of rank L with spherical components given by M. Using 

(elL' e:) = 011,V, we have 

(W. V[II]LM) = I)Z(M - JL)IJLILM}iIYI(M_I1)«()' cp)(el1 • e;)Wv 
11. v 

= L(I(M - JL)IJLILM}i I YI(M-IL)«()' cp)Ww (10) 

11 

Now, under an arbitrary rotation in 3-D space (specified by the Euler angles, 

a, fJ, y), 

..... ..... -t -+ -1 
(W. V[ll]LM)rot. = R(a, fJ, y)(W· V[II)LM)R (a, fJ, y) 

= ~)l(M - JL)IJLILM}iIYI(M_I1)(O',cp')W~, (11) 

11 

where 0', cp' are the angular variables of the rotated system with respect to the 

original coordinate axes, and W' are the components of the rotated vector, W. 
Thus, 

YI(M-I1)«()', ¢') = I>lm(O, ¢)D~(M_I1)(a, fJ, y)* 
m 

W~ = LWvD~ia, fJ, y)*, (12) 

where we have used the conventions of Chapter 29 for the matrix elements of the 

rotation operators, the so-called Wigner or rotation D functions. We shall also use 

(see Chapter 30) 

D~(M_IL)(a, fJ, y)D~I1(a, fJ, y) = 

L(lmlvli(m + v)} (l(M - JL)lJLliM)D~+v)M(a, fJ, y). (13) 

L 

Combining eqs. (11), (12), and the complex conjugate of eq. (13), we have 

(W . V[Il]LM )roL 

= LilYlm(O, cp)Wv I)ml vli(m + v»D{;"+V)M(a, fJ, y)* 
m,v i. 
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x L(l(M - f-L)If-LILM)(l(M - f-L)If-LILM} 

J1 

= I/y1m(e, <I»Wv L(lmI vlL(m + V)}D~+V)M(a, p, y)*OLL 

m.v L 

= LiIY'm(e, <I»Wv{lmIvIL(m + v)} Dt,,+V)M(a, p, y)*, (14) 
m,v 

where we have used the orthonormality of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Thus 

(W. V[II]LM)rot. = L(W, V[1l1Lm')D~'M(a, p, y)*. (15) 
m' 

The quantity (W. V[IIlLM) is the Mth component of a spherical tensor of rank 

L. 

B The Vector Spherical Harmonics of the Radiation 

Field 

Now, we shall examine the types of vector spherical harmonics that actually occur 

in the expansion of the radiation field, A.L(r, t). We shall examine the vector 

spherical harmonics for a fixed L that occur in the expansion 

eik ·i'eJ1 = L L (L01 f-LI L f-L}j,(kr)y'4rr(2l + l)V[ll]LJ1" (16) 
L I=L.(L±I) 

We shall need the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

(LO 1 ± IlL ± I) = =t=~ = 7z' 
(L + I) 

(L - 1)01 ± IlL ± I) = 2(2L _ 1)' 

(L+I)OI±IIL±l)= ~. 
V 2(2L+3) 

With these coefficients, we have 

e;k.r eJ1=±1 = LL .j2rr(2L + 1)[( -f-Ljdkr )V[L1]LJ1) + 

(17) 

(18) 

It will now be convenient to define these two pieces in the vector spherical harmonic 

expansion of A.L, through 

(1) : (19) 
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II: 

(~-~h-l V[(L-l)ljL/1 + J (2L L+ l)h+l V[(L+l)l]L/1) == AU!, £)L/1' (20) 

where A(r, M)LIL is designated by the letter, M, because (as we shall show) it is 

the term in the A..L expansion giving rise to the magnetic 2L-pole radiation field. 

This term has parity given by (_1)L+l. Conversely, A(r, £»l.I' is designated by 

the letter, £, because it gives rise to the electric 2l. -pole radiation field. Its parity 

is given by (_])L. Finally, one linear combination of the V[ll]L/1 exists, which is 

missing in the expansion of A..L in vector spherical harmonics. The missing linear 

combination to be designated by the letter, £, is 

III: 

( /L ~ (L + 1). ~ ) ~ 4 • 

V (2L+""ijh-l V[(l. ... l)l]L/1 - e2L + l)Jl.+l V[(l.+l)ljL/1 === A(r, £hl" (21) 

This piece, with parity also given by (_1)l., is missing in the expansion of Ai 
because ('V . A(T, C»~ ::f- O. This piece therefore occurs in the expansion of All, 
that is, the longitudinal part of the vector potential. Hence, the designation by the 

letter, £ and its absence in the expansion of the radiation field, A..L' Finally, we 

quote a useful alternate form for the fields, A(T, Th'll" (The derivation of these 

formulae is given in an appendix.) 

I : 

II: 

HI: (22) 

where the operator, i, is the dimensionless -i [r x V]. All three pieces ofthe vector 

potential, A, are derivable from simple operators acting on the scalar function, 

iL(kr)il.Yl./1«()' ¢). 

Having attained all of these properties of the A(r, T), we can combine eqs. (1), 

(4), (18), (19), and (20) to give the expansion of the radiation field 

~ ~ 2rcc ~ ~ ~ /Fi(2L + 1) [ ( .. , ~ ~ ~ ) 
A..LCr, t) = --L..., L..., L...,y--_ ....... ak/1 -J£A(r, M)l.J1 + A(r, £h/1 

~Vol. k ,,=±l L W 

+ aL ( -J£A(r, M)~I' + A(r, £);~/1) 1 (23) 

(We have written, VoL, explicitly for the volume of our cubical laboratory, to avoid 

confusion with the angular momentum index, L.) Also, recall the ak/1 are time de-
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pendent, akll- (t) = akll- (O)e-- iwt and, finally, from eq. (7), note AO=, M(or t'mll- = 
(_I)L+l-1l- A(r, M(or t'»L-w 

The A(r, M)L/1- and A(r, t')L/1-lead to the radiation E and B fields. In particular, 

E(r, t; M)L/1- = ikA(r, M)L/1-e-iwt , 

B(r, t; M)L/1- = ["V x A(r, M)L/1-]e-iwt = -kA(r, t')L/1-e-iwt , (24) 

where we have used the second relation of eq. (22) in the last step. Similarly, 

i(r, t; t')L/1- = ikA(r, t')Lll-e-iwt = -iB(r, t; M)L/1-' 

B(r, t; t')L/1- = -kA(r, M)L/1-e-iwt = iE(r, t; M)L/1-' (25) 

where we have used 

[V x [V x A]] = - V2 A = e A 

for this divergence-free A together with the second of the relations of eq. (22) in 

the expression for the B field. 

In many atomic and other quantum systems, we shall be interested in the radia

tion fields in the limit in which the parameter, (kr), is a small quantity, (r « )..), i.e., 

dimension of the radiating quantum system « wavelength of the emitted photon. 

In this case, we may need only the dominant term in the expansion of the spherical 

Bessel functions, h (kr), which gives the radial dependence of the above fields. 

Recall 

2LL! 
J'L(kr) :::::; (kr)L 

(2L + I)! 
for kr« 1. 

Thus, in this limit, 

A(r, t') ~ (kr)L-l, 

and therefore for the t'-type fields 

i(r, t') ~ ik(kr)L-l, 

B(r, t') ~ -k(kr)L. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

For the t'-type fields of a definite L, the i-field is dominant and has the r 

dependence of an electric 2L-pole field. Conversely, for M-type fields, 

i(r, M) ~ ik(kr)L, 

BO:, M) ~ _k(kr)L-l. (29) 

Now, the B -field dominates for a definite L and has the r dependence of a magnetic 

2L-pole field. 

Before examining the electric and magnetic multipole radiation fields in detail, 

we shall (in the next chapter) examine first the dominant electric dipole approxi

mation for quantum systems, such as atoms, for which the approximation kr « I 

is a very good one. 
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C Mathematical Appendix 

In this appendix, we shall derive the alternate fonn for the A(r, 7), given in eq. 

(22). 

1. The relation 

~ ~ • 4 1 -. .L 
A(r, M)LjL == }E (kr)V[IlJLI1 = L(Jdkr)l YL1,ce, ¢»). 

" ..jL(L+l) 

To derive this relation, we shall write 

I = LLjLe; (30) 

11 

and use the fact that the operators, LjL = -i [r x V]I1' act only on the angles e, ¢, 

(not on r). Thus, 

lULyLM ) = Le;iL(LjLYul1 ) 

11 

= L(-l)I1~LI1(LMIJLIL(M + JL)}iLYL(M+jL)JL{L + 1) 
jL 

= LL,A-l)I1-I'(L(M + tl.)l - JLILM)iLYL(MtJi)JL(L + 1) 
jL 

= JL(L +l)L{L(M - JL)IJLILM}i LYL(M_jL)e/ l 

(31) 

where we have used the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the well-known matrix ele

ments of the spherical components, L 11' in the second line, the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient symmetry property involving 1 *+ 3 interchange in the third line, and 

finally have renamed the dummy summation index JL *+ -JL in the next line; 

leading to the desired result. 

2. The gradient fonnula: 

1 ~ (./ ~(df (I + 1) ) -i V f(r)l Yim(B, ¢») = V (21+1) d;' + -r-f(r) V[(l-l)l]im 

+ 
(l + 1) (df I ) 4 

(21 + 1) dr - ~ fer) V[(ltl)l]lm' (32) 

To derive this formula, we shall write 

(33) 

We shall again use the Wigner-Eckart theorem to find the matrix elements of '1'1 ' 
It is sufficient to pick one particular spherical component of the operator V. For 

simplicity, we pick the component with JL ,= 0 

1 a a I. a 
V = - = cos e - - - sm e -. 

o az ar r ae 
(34) 
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From Chapters 9 and 32, we have [see, in particular, eqs. (33) and (34) of Chapter 

9 and eq. (8) of Chapter 32], 

L~ :rr 3(21 + 1) , , 
coseYlm = - (101011 0)(lm1011 m)YI'nz. 

I' 3 4:rr(2/' + 1) 
(35) 

and 

. a 
smeaeYlnz =1 

[(l + 1)2 - m2 ] [ZZ - m2 ] 

(21 + 1)(21 + 3) f(l+I)m - (I + 1) (21 + 1)(2/- 1) Y(l-I)m 

(21 + I) 
= I (21 + 3) (10101(1 + 1)0) (Im1Ol(l + l)m)Y(l+I)m 

(21 + 1) 
- (l + 1) (21 _ 1) (10101(1 - 1)0) (1m 101(1 - l)m)Y(l_I)nz, (36) 

where we have used 

(lm1OI(1 + l)m) = 
[(l + 1)2 - m2] 

(21 + 1 )(1 + 1) • 

[[2 - m 2 ] 

(Im1OI(/- l)m) = -
1(21 + 1) 

Combining these relations, we get 

( cose~ - ~ sine~)(J(r)Y/m) = 
ar r ae 

(21 + 1)(1 + 1) (df I ) 
- - - fer) Y(l+I)m(lm1Ol(l + l)m) 

(21 + 3)(21 + 1) dr r 

(21 + 1)1 (df (l + 1»)y ImlO(/-l)m 
(2/-1)(2/+1) dr+ r (I-I)m( ). 

From these, we can read the reduced matrix elements of the operator, V. 

((I + 1)IIVIII) 

../(21 + 3) 

((1- 1)IIVII/) 

.j(21 - 1) 

We can now rewrite 

(21 + 1)(1 + 1) (df [ ) 
(21 + 3)(21 + 1) dr - -; fCr) 

(2[ + 1)1 (df (l + 1) ) 
(21 - 1)(21 + 1) dr + -r-f(r) . 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 
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_ ·/-1 '" "...... Il·~ (l'IIVIII) (l)/-I'+i'(I'( )1 Ii) 
'-I £.....- £.....-(-1) e_f1- !7'-- - m+/L -/L m YI'(m+ltl 

l'=(l±l) f1- V (21 + 1) 

'" .1_1 . I' (['IIVIll) 1-1''''' ·1' ~ 
= £.....- 1 (-I) -U--TC-1) £.....-(1 (m-/L)l/Lllm)1 YI'(m-IL)ejL 

1'",(I±I)"/( +) f1-

'" ./'-/-1 (21' + 1) ~ (1'IIVIIl) 
= £.....- I V[I'IJlm , 

l'=(l±l) (2/+1) V(2I'+1) 
(40) 

where we have again used a 1 ** 3 interchange symmetry property of the Clebsch

Gordan coefficient in line 2, and have again changed the dummy summation index 

/L ** -/L in line 3 of this relation. Substituting from the two known reduced 

matrix elements of eq. (39), we get the desired gradient formula of eq. (32). For 

the special case, when fer) = j{(kr), we have from the results of Chapter 41 and 

the mathematical appendix to Chapter 41: 

( ~ - ~)jl(kr) = -kju+l)(kr), 
dr r 

( d (l + 0) - + -- j[(kr) = +kjU-l)(kr). 
dr r 

This leads to the relation (III) of eq. (22). 

3. Derivation of 

~ 1 ~ ~ 

A(;, £)LM = -k"[V' x A(T, M)LMj. 

We shall use A(;, M)LM = .iL (kr) V[L1JLM and take the curl of this vector 

[V x (h(kr)"V[L1JLM)] 

= [V x (h_(kr) 2)L(M - /L)l/LILM)i L YL(M-llif1-)] 

f1-

= L(L(M - j1)l/LILM) [V(.h(kr)iLYL(M_/l») x ell] 

(41) 

(42) 

where we have used [V x (Xe)j = [(VX) x e] for the special case in which e is a 

constant vector and X is a scalar, and where we have used the gradient formula in 

the last step. Now, we shaH use 

[V[l'llL(M--Il) x ef1-] = 

L(i'«M - j1- v)lvIL(M - /L»)i"Y/'(M-IL-V)[eV x e,J. (44) 
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In terms of spherical components, the vector product of the unit vectors can be 

seen to be expressible in terms of a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 

so 

L(L(M - fL)lfLILM)[V[I'I]L(M-JL) x eJL] 

JL 

= ih2)1'(M - fL - v)l vIL(M - fL))(L(M - J-L)IJ-LILM) 

JL. v 
I' ~ 

x (1 vlJ-Lll(fL + v))i YJ'(M-JL-v)eJL+v 

(45) 

= ihL(L:)'(M - A)I(A - fL)IL(M - J-L))(L(M - J-L)IJ-LILM) 

A JL 

x (l(A - fL)lfLIU))il'YI'(M_A)eA, (46) 

where, for convenience, we have changed the summation indices by renaming 

(J-L + v) = A in the last line. Now, we can do the fL sum in the last step. In particular, 

it can be shown that this sum over J-L of a product of three J-L-dependent Clebsch

Gordan coefficients is, for fixed M and fixed A, equal to a single Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient times an I' dependendent, but (magnetic quantum number)-independent 

coefficient: 

L(l'(M - A)I(A - fL)IL(M - fL))(L(M - fL)lfLILm)(l(A - fL)lfLIU) 

= cl,(I'(M - A)UILM), (47) 

with 

C(L-l) = J(\: 1), C(L+I) = - J 2(L L+ 1) . (48) 

This equation can be shown by direct verification. It also follows more elegantly 

from angular-momentum recoupling theory (see Chapter 34). The coefficients Cl' 

introduced here are given by the unitary form of the Racah coefficient, Cl' 

U(l'lLl; L 1) [see eq. (12) of Chapter 34]. Using eqs. (46) and (47), we have 

L(L(M - fL)lJ-LILM) [V[l'IIL(M-JL) x eJL ] 

= ihC['L(I'(M - A)UILM)iI'YI'(M_A)eA 
A 

= ihcl' V[I'I]LM' (49) 

Using this result, together with the ct' of eq. (48) and eq.( 43), we get 

[v x (h(kr)V[LlILM)] = 

( 
(L+1). ~ rL . ~ ) 

-k (2L+l)J(L-I)(kr)V[(L-I)I]LM + V (IT+T)J(L+I)(kr)V[(L+I)I]LM 

(50) 
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leading to the desired result 

-+ I ..... -+ 

A(r, £)LM = -k[V x A(r, M)LM). (51) 



63 

The Emission of Photons by Atoms: 

Electric Dipole Approximation 

We shall now look at the interaction of an atomic system with the radiation field 

in detail. We have 

H = H atorn + Hradiation + Hinteractim" (1) 

where Hradiation will be written in terms of the photon creation and annihilation 

operators as in Chapters 60 and 61, H atom has the usual kinetic and potential 

energy terms, and Hinteraetion is given by 

(2) 

We can combine the two terms, Pi . A~(ri' t) and ,4 I (1:i, t) . Pi, because A~ is 

divergence-free. 

(3) 

because B(A-,-)c';Bx" = O. In the above, 
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For an atomic system, we can expect the quantity, k . r;, to be very small: 

r. _ 2rr ~ 2rr(10)-8cm ~ 10-3 

k I - A ao 6,000 x (1O)-8cm ( ) , 

assuming the photon is in the visible part of the spectrum. For such a system, we 

can use ii';i ~ 1 to very good approximation. As a second example, think of a 

nuclear system. For a nucleus, 

liwr; (!iw)y Rnucleus (!iw)y Rnucleus 
kr; = -- = = , 

lie lie 200MeVfermi 

so, for a heavy nucleus, with Rnucleus ~ 10 fermi and emitted y photon of energy 

2 MeV, we would have kr; ~ (10)-1, still small, but now large enough so higher 

order terms in the expansion in powers of kr; become important. This will be 

particularly true for transitions between low-lying states in a nucleus that often 

have the same parity so the zeroth-order term will lead to electric dipole matrix 

elements that are rigorously zero because of parity selection rules. In such a system 

then, we will find it advantageous to make full use of the expansion of A-L in vector 

spherical harmonics. With the full expansion, we will get higher order electric 

and magnetic multipole moment matrix elements. For the atomic case, however, 

where the zeroth-order term dominates, we can dispense with the vector spherical 

harmonic formalism. In this case (as we shall see), the atomic transition probability 

matrix elements will involve only matrix elements of the atomic electric dipole 

moment operator. 

For the atomic system, we can take 

(I) '"' e; ~ ~ ~ 
Hinteraction = Hperturbation = - ~--P; . A(r;, t), 

; m;c 

where we take only the zeroth-order term in the kr; expansion of A, so 

~ c '"''"' J2rrli (~ t -*) A = r::T ~~ -- ak)' e). + ak)' e). • 
V L2 k). w 

(5) 

(6) 

The term quadratic in A (r;, t) is a second-order perturbation term, and the magnetic 

dipole moment term 

~ e;1i (~ .. .... ) 
~--g'i S; • [V; x A-L(r;, t)] 
;=! 2mic 

is of order 

(!ik)/ Pi = kri 

times the 

'"' ei.. ~ .. 
~-Pi . A(ri, t) 

i mi e 

term, and can therefore be neglected in the kri « 1 or electric dipole 

approximation. 
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In doing the perturbation calculation, the state vectors must now carry the in

formation about both the atomic system (H~~m) and the photons (H~Jiation)' The 

initial and final states, Ii} and If}, must carry both the quantum numbers for the 

atomic system, such as n;limt,msi to be denoted by the shorthand symbol Ai, and 

the quantum numbers for the radiation field, i.e., the photon numbers, nk/J.' for all 

k, I.t of the initial state, similarly for the final state. For the spontaneous emission 

of a photon from an atom in an initial state, Ai, to a lower final state, A I, we shall 

need 

Ii} = IAi O}, 

where Ai designates the atomic quantum numbers of the initial excited atomic state, 

o designates all nk/J. = 0, the photon vacuum state, and A I designates the atomic 

quantum numbers of the final state. Our first-order perturbation theory result can 

be read from the generalized diagram of Fig. 63.l(a), where we generalize the 

state vector lines by a straight line for the atomic system and a wiggly line for the 

photon. 

(AI nk/J. = lIU(lJ(t, to)IAi O) = 

i it ,(0) ,~ (0) 
_ _ dTe-,,(Ej ..,."w)(t-')(AI llH IA O} _LE (,-to) • nkJ.l = interaction i e·' . 

Ii to 

(7) 

(Note: For our time-dependent perturbation theory formalism, it is best to convert to 

the Schr6dinger picture, where we consider the state vectors to be time-dependent 

and the operators to be time-independent.) The energies E}O) and E~) are the 

eigenvalues of H~~m' The final energy includes the energy of the photon. The 

energy for any time interval of the diagram includes the energies of all atom and 

photon lines. We then get 

(8) 

where we have carried out the photon part of the matrix element, 

(nk/J. = llai)O) = 1, 

so the last matrix element is a matrix element of a purely atomic operator between 

purely atomic states. It will now be convenient to convert this atomic matrix element 

to a different form in which we will recognize the electric dipole moment operator 

of the atomic system. Using 

~2 

(0) " Pi "V(~ -) H alOm = L.t- + L.t ri, rk , 
i 2m; i<k 

(9) 
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FIGURE 63.1. First-order diagrams for (a) photon emission and (b) photon absorption. 
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we have the simple commutator relation 

so 

(0) ~ Ii Pi 
[Hatom ' ril = -;--, 

l mi 
(10) 

(11) 

The atomic operator in this matrix element is the electric dipole moment vector of 

the atomic system 

(12) 

Now, to get the final transition probability, we also need the density of states, peE), 

for the photons with energy between E and E + d E in the photon continuum, or the 

finely discrete spectrum of the photon waves in our cubical laboratory of volume 

L 3 . In Chapter 57, we calculated this quantity and found 

L3 
p(E)dE = --3k2dkdo., 

(2Jl" ) 
(13) 

where dO. is the element of solid angle about the direction of k. In Chapter 57, 

we dealt with matter waves. Now. the waves in our cube are electromagnetic. 

Therefore, now, 

Thus, 

CtJ 
k= -, 

e 
E =liw. 

1 
and dk = lie dE. 

L3 CtJ2 

pee) = (2rr)3/ic3drJ.. 

(14) 

(15) 

With this peE) and the above matrix element, we then get our expression for the 

transition probability per second that the atom makes a transition from the excited 

state, Ai, to a lower state, A f. with the emission of a photon with energy between 

E and E + dE, where E = liw = (E;O) - E~\ the photon being emitted into 

an element of solid angle drJ. about the direction of k, with circular polarization 

given by J.L = ±l, 

[ 
Transition Probability] 

second atom A,->Af+ photon of type k,/L into dQ 
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2n C2 2nn u/ 1 12 
= --;;-p(E)L3 -2 (AII(I>iri)' e:IAi ) 

It Ii) C i 

= li)
3
dQ 1 (A l(jL(el.). e:)IA;) 12. (16) 

2nhc3 I I 

If we want the total transition probability per second that the photon with energy 

hli) = CE~O) - ET») be emitted into any direction with either polarization, we must 

still integrate over all possible photon directions and sum over the two possible 

photon polarizations for each direction. 

[ :Transition PrOb.] = li)3 '\ L f f dQ 1 (AfICjL(el.). e:)IAd 12 . 

second A,-->Aj 2nnc- I-'=±l 

(17) 

To carry out the polarization sum, it will be convenient to expand the electric dipole 

moment vector in spherical components 

,1(el) = L(jL(el.»)~*ev = L(-l)" (jL(d')Ll'ev , (18) 

v 

and use the orthogonality relation in spherical component form, Cev . e;) = 8"./L' 

and subsequently change the dummy summation index v -+ -v, after the fl, sums 

have been performed in eq. (17). This method gives us 

[
Transition Prob. ] li)3 f f 2 

= --3 L dQ 1 (Afl(jL(el.»~IAi) 1 . (19) 
second A,->AJ 2nnc v=±l 

Also, the circular polarization index, v or fl" is defined relative to the photon 

direction, k. If we name the direction of k a z' direction, where the Z' axis makes 

polar and azimuth angles, e and ifJ, with respect to a labomtory reference frame, 

x, y, z (see Fig. 63.2), then the electric dipole moment vector in eqs. (18) and (19) 

has spherical components relative to this primed coordinate system. Hence, these 

components are designated by fl,~, with v = ±1. Using the transformation from 

primed to unprimed spherical components, we have 

(AII(fl,(eL»~IAi) = L (Afl(fl,(eL)mIA;}D~v(ifJ,e,O)*, (20) 

m=±I.O 

so 

J J dQ 1 (Afl(fl,(eL):,IA i ) 12= LmLm,(Afl(p,(eL»)mIA;)(Afl(fl,(eL»m,IA;)* 

x f f dQD~V<ifJ, 8, 0)* D,;"v(¢' e, 0). (21 ) 

Now, using a special case of the D function orthonormality integral [see eq. (30) 

of Chapter 30], 

(22) 
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z 

z 

y' 

y 

x 

FIGURE 63.2. 

and summing over the two possible polarizations, v = ± 1, we get 

Substituting this into eq. (19), 

[
Transition PrOb.] _ 4<uJ 

'\' 1 (eL) 12 
- -3 L (A11(/L )m!Ai) . 

second A,->A f ?Jic m=±l,O 

(24) 

Finally, if the atomic quantum numbers in the state vectors are given by 

where ai and a f are all quantum numbers other than the total angular momentum 

quantum numbers l i , Mi and 11, M I, and if the initial and final states have degen

eracies (21! + 1) and (21t + 1), we can use the Wigner-Eckart theorem and do the 

M sums. If we average over the initial Mi substates, assuming each is occupied 

with an equal probability of [1/(21i + 1)], we have 
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This result agrees with our earlier result, obtained via the "correspondence principle 

arguments" or "guess." 

Final note: We might have been interested in the transition probability per second 

that the atom makes a transition from the atomic state Ai to A f and that the photon 

be emitted into a dQ about the direction of k, but now with a linear polarization 

vector ec" with ex = 1, or 2. In that case, 

[ Transition PrOb.] (J}dQ 1 ~(el) ~ 12 
d = -2 Ii 3 (Afl(J,t .. eet)IA i ) , 

secon i-> f rc: c 

where, now, 

el = ex' = cos 0 cos ¢ex + cos 0 sin ¢ey - sin Oez 

e2 = ey' = - sin¢e.. + cos¢ey • 

(26) 

(27) 

Now, summing over the two polarizations, and integrating over all possible photon 

directions, we have 

[
TranSitiOn PrOb.] 

second Ai""" A, 

~f f dQ[(COS2 0 cos2 ¢ + sin2 ¢)I(A flJ,t(el.)IA i ) 12 
2nlic3 x 

+ (cos2 0 sin2 ¢ + cos2 ¢)I (A f 1J,t~el.) IAi) 12 

+ sin201(AflJ,t~el.)IAi)12 + ... + ... J 
4<03 

= 3lic3 (I(AflJ,t~el.)IAi)12 + I(AflJ,t~el.)IAi)12 + I(AflJ,t~el.)IAi)12), (28) 

where the six angular integrals for the cross terms, indicated by + ... + ... above, 

are zero. 
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The Photoelectric Effect: Hydrogen 

Atom 

As our second example, let us calculate the cross section for the photoelectric 

effect for an atom. For simplicity, we will choose the simplest atom, hydrogen. 

We assume we have an incoming beam of photons of definite k, hence definite 

energy, Fiw, and definite polarization. We also assume the incident photon beam 

is linearly polarized, with polarization in the direction of ea , and Fiw is greater 

than the ionization energy of hydrogen, ({J.Le4)j('lJi2). Therefore, when a photon of 

energy Fiw is absorbed, the hydrogen atom makes a transition from the Is ground 

state into the continuum, (see Fig. 64.1). For simplicity, let us further assume 

Fiw » (J.Le 4)j('lJi2) so the final electron kinetic energy p}j2J.L is large enough the 

final electron continuum wave function can be approximated by a plane wave. 

For the moment, therefore, we shall avoid the more complicated exact Coulomb 

relative motion function discussed in the appendix to Chapter 42. To calculate the 

differential cross section for the photoelectric process, we need to know the flux 

in the incoming photon beam, and the transition probability per second that the 

hydrogen atom makes a transition from the Is ground state to a continuum state 

with the absorption of a photon. 

To get the incident flux for an initial photon state, I··· nka ... ), the photon 

number density is given by 

n~ 

photon number density = {;. 

(Our photon plane waves are assumed to fill the whole volume L 3 of our cube. 

Even if the real photon beam has a finite extent, it will fill a macroscopic volume. 

Because all final physically relevant results will have to be independent of L 3, the 

exact value of the macroscopic volume cannot playa role). To get the incident 
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FIGURE 64.1. Photoelectric effect in hydrogen. 

photon flux, all photons in a volume element of cross-sectional area 1 cm2 normal 

to Ie and of length C x 1 sec. parallel to Ie will traverse the cross-sectional area 

in 1 sec. Thus, the number of photons streaming across unit area normal to Ie per 

second is given by 

( n0' C) 
Incident photon flux = -ij- . 

Our initial and final states are 

Ii) = IAi = (n = 1, 1= 0, ml = O);nk,,), 

If) = IAJ = iiI; (n!:" - 1»). 

We will approximate the final-state continuum atomic wave function by 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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with Pi = fik f. Here, we have neglected the effect of the (far-reaching) Coulomb 

potential on this relative motion wave function. Energy conservation gives 

!i2k} IU 4 Jle4 2 
!iw = !ike = ..... _-- + - = -«kfao) + I). 

2/L 2ft 2 2ft 2 
(4) 

The differential cross section for the emission of the atomic electron into an element 

of solid angle, d r.! I, about the direction of PI is then given by the ratio of (1) the 

transition probability per second that the atomic electron makes a transition from 

the Is ground state to the continuum state with energy between E f and E I + dEl 

and momenta with directions within an element of solid angle dr.! I about the 

direction of PI, and (2) the incident photon flux. 

2n I 
dO' = -p(E)-----

fi J inc. photon flux 

I ~ ~ e j ~ ~ C j 2n!i 12 
x I (PI, (nka-l)IL..,-(p) . ea)l -aka I 100, n;;a} , 

j-el mjc L2 w 
(5) 

where only the photon annihilation operator piece of 

(6) 

can contribute to the matrix element, and we have made the electric dipole 

approximation 

Our plane wave approximation requires k lao » 1. In this limit energy 

conservation, eq. (4) gives likc ~ (fi2k})/2/L, so 

k2 (fi2k})/2/L 

k} ~ 2/.ic2 
(7) 

and therefore k / k f « 1, provided the kinetic energy of the photoelectron is 

much less than 2(electron rest energy) ~ IMeV. Therefore, both the plane wave 

approximation, k faa » 1, and the electric dipole approximation, kao « 1, can 

be satisfied simultaneously. 

The density of states pCE f) is given by the number of free electron states between 

energies Eland E I +- dEl in our cube of volume L]. We counted this in Chapter 

57. 

L3 /LPf 
p(E;-) = ----dr.!f. 

(2n)3 1i 3 .. 

The photon part of the matrix element is simply 

(8) 

(9) 
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so 

2IT ( L 3 1J.,p I ) ( L 3 ) C22ITIi 
da = - ----dQI -- ---n~ 

Ii (2IT)3 li 3 nk"c L3W ka 

2 .~ 

X I (p/L: ..2L(pj . ea)IIOO) I~ 
, }=1 mjC 

L3 2 ~ 

= -. j),\f C dQI I (hiL~L_(pj . erx)llOO} I~ 
2ITIi-w j=lmjc 

(10) 

In the atomic matrix element, we shall write the momentum operator 

(11) 

where we have expressed the VI and V2 operators in terms ofthe relative motion V 
operator, with relative motion vector, r = rl - r2. In addition, it will be convenient 

to calculate the atomic matrix element in the right-handed form by using 

where 

so 

\ 

L) 8fo(.J..) 2 

(1001~(e . ~)14 ) = e PI COSu Qo 

a P PI "C L' [()2 ]2 ~ ~ 2 ~ +~ 
aD .t 

= ~3 '!J. C~'~~2.Jii(~) i, (14) 
j), -cw2 L 2 ao 

where we have used the energy conservation eq. (4) in the last step to make the 

replacement 
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and the angle between jJf = fikf and el has been named () (see Fig. 64.2). With 

this matrix element, eq. (10) yields 

2fi4e2k3 

da = f_ cos2 edr!., 
115w5eag 

(15) 

or, in atomic units, 

(16) 

For an unpolarized incident photon beam, with equal probability of photon polar

ization in the e1 and ih direction (see Fig. 64.2), the differential cross section for 

the photoelectron to be emitted in the direction shown is 

2 (/u. )5 2 . 2 2 e 3 fi2 2 (COS () + sm e cos· ¢) 
da = 2-(ktao) ~ ao dr!.. 

fie fiw 2 
(17) 

Integrating over all directions, this equation gives the total cross section for the 

photoionization effect, 

(18) 

or, finally, in terms of the fine structure constant, a, and the 1 s atomic binding 

energy, 1 £,,= Ii, and with the approximation, fik J ;:::; .j2J1liw, valid for the case 

Fiw » l1e4 fli2, which we have considered, we have 

7 

25 .. 6n (1£,,=11)' ) a;:::;--a -- ao-
3 fiw 

(19) 

In this expression, valid for k Jao » 1, we have for simplicity used the plane 

wave approximation for the Coulomb continuum wave function. Using the results 

of the mathematical appendix to Chapter 42, we could just as easily have used 

the exact Coulomb wave function for the final continuum wave function. For this 

purpose, it will be useful to convert the atomic matrix element of eq. (to) to a 

matrix element of the atomic electric dipole moment matrix element. This result 

can be accomplished by the same trick used in eq. (10) of Chapter 63, using the 

commutator relation 

(20) 

which converts the atomic operator to 

(21) 
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FIGURE 64.2. The incident photon k and photoelectron P f vectors. 

where r is the relative motion vector, r = r1 - r2. Using the zeroth-order energy 

eigenvalues of the ground state and the continuum state and the result for the 

matrix element of r . e,,,, as derived through eg. (44) of the mathematical appendix 

to Chapter 42, this yields 

where f) is the angle between the polarization vector of the incident photon and 

the vector P f (see Fig. 64.2) and y is the Coulomb parameter 

(23) 

Using the expression for the differential cross section, given by eg. (10), and the 

energy conservation relation, eg. (4), to yield 

(24) 
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we have the exact result 

e2 } yS e4ytan-l(l/y) ? 

da = 128na-------------------------------- cos- BdQ 
lie 0 (y2 -I- 1)4 (l - r 2YJr ) 

(25) 

for a polarized incident beam with angle e between P f and the incident beam 

polarization vector e, with a similar result for an unpolarized incident beam, cf., 

eqs. (16) and (17). This method leads to a total cross section 

e2 512n 1 2 yg e-4ytan-'O/y) 

a = ---a - .. 
lie 3 O(y2+ 1)4 (l-e 2Y1T )' 

(26) 

where y2 j(y2 + 1)= (iEIl=ll/liw). Also, this expression is valid for all (non

relativistic) values of (k faa) = y ~ I. We have now made only the electric dipole 

approximation, (kao) « 1, where like is the photon energy. In the high energy 

limil, w ilh y « 1, the above yields 

a ~ Z:~?~n- a6 y 7 ~ i:~?~n-a6 C ~~J} I I ) ; (27) 

in agreement with our earlier plane wave approximation. 

Problems 

29. Show the intensity loss of a parallel beam of light per thickness, dx, of atomic 

absorber caused by stimulated absorption and emission processes is given (in 

electric dipole approximation) by 

Energy Loss 

cm2 sec dx 

where we assume: 

(a) the number of photons of type, ka, is large, nko; » 1, so (n ka + 1) ~ nk,,; 

(b) the atoms are in a gas sample in thermal equilibrium, so the number of atoms 

in the lower (similarly upper) state are given by Nolt, where 

g,e~(F.I/kT) 

fi = -- ; 
[Ll1g"e--tEn/ k TJ] 

No = total number of atoms per uniL volume, and degeneracy factors such as g" 

g", or gIl are given by g, = (21[ + 1), ... , assuming all other degeneracies are 

removed by some interaction; 
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(c) the intensity of the incoming beam is given by cp(v)dv, where p(v)dv is the 

energy density between frequencies v and v + d v in the incoming beam, 

100 
dwp(w) = 100 

dvp(v), so pew) = p(v)j(2n); 

(d) the atoms in the gas sample have arbitrary orientations, so we have to average 

over all atomic orientations; for this reason, the above result is valid for both 

incident light with definite polarization, a, and for unpolarized light; recall 

! 1 h 4n 
dQDMIMDM2M = 30M1M2· 

In the above, the double-barred matrix element is the standard reduced matrix 

element; a/ is shorthand for all quantum numbers other than J/ and M 1" similarly 

for au, and hvu/ = (Eu - E/). 

30. In a hot, completely ionized hydrogen gas both electron-electron and 

electron-proton scattering must be considered. In the electron-proton scattering 

with an initial Po, the most probable process is elastic scattering. There is, how

ever, the possibility of a radiative capture process in which the proton captures an 

electron to make a hydrogen atom in a bound state, with the emission of a photon 

of energy,liw, 

e- + p+ ~ H + photon. 

For a center of mass energy in the incident beam of p'!J(2j.L) ~ 100 eV (» 13.6 

eV), assume the electron-proton relative motion function can be approximated by 

a plane wave. 

(a) With P5j(2j.L) = 100 eV, show this radiative capture cross section can be 

calculated in electric dipole approximation. In this case, calculate the differential 

cross section for the emission of a photon with momentum, lik, making an angle e 
with the beam direction, Po = Fiko, leaving the hydrogen atom in its ground state. 

What is the total cross section for this capture process into the hydrogen ground 

state? 

(b) With p5j(2j.L) = 104 eV, the problem can still be treated nomelativistically, 

with considerable accuracy. (For this energy, f32 ~ .04.) Show, however, at this 

energy, the multi pole expansion is not valid. The electric dipole approximation 

would be bad. Repeat the calculation for the differential cross section for the 

radiative capture process into the hydrogen atom ground state, valid for this incident 

energy. Now, kao ~ 2.7, and we cannot make approximations in the expansion of 

ei(iore ). Also, the ratio kj ko ~ 0.1, so we must now consider both the 

ei ~ ~ """"" eiFi ~ ~ ~ 
L-(Pi· A1-) and - ~-2-gs,(Si· [Vi X A1-D 

'miC i mic 

terms in the interaction Hamiltonian, by showing the contributions of the second 

(magnetic moment) term are of order (kj ko) compared with the contributions of 

the first (Pi· ,41-) term. Show, however, no cross terms exist in the nonzero matrix 

elements for the radiative capture process, so the contributions of the magnetic 
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moment term to the cross section are smaller by a factor (k/ kO)2 ~ .01 and to 

within this accuracy could be neglected for our case. 

31. Compared with the clastic proton neutron scattering process, the radiative 

capture process 

p+n--+d+y 

leading to the formation of a deuteron with the emission of a y photon of energy 

fiw is quite improbable. Convince yourself that in the 2-20-MeV incident center 

of mass energy range this radiative capture process is dominated by the electric 

dipole term and can he calculated in electric dipole approximation. (The spins and 

magnetic moments of the particles therefore play no role in the dynamics.) In this 

approximation, calculate the total cross section for radiative capture as a function 

of incident energy, Eo, or rather as a function of ko [with Eo = fi2k~/(211-) = 

fi2k~/ M}. Assume the deuteron bound-state wave function can be approximated 

by the Hulthen wave function 

/21}(l + I}) (e-CrlrO) - e-rycr/ro») 
.1 ( I)' YOOXS=I,MsXI=O,M/=O, V ro I} - • r 

with I} = 6.2; ro = 4.26 fm. Recall the deuteron bound state has S = 1, I = O. The 

deuteron binding energy is 2.226 Me V. 

Assume the incident proton beam and neutron target are both unpolarized. 

Also convince yourself an incident plane wave approximation can be used for 

the neutron-proton relative motion function for the whole range of r values from 

00 --+ O. 

32. Calculate the differential and total cross sections for the photo-dissociation 

of the deuteron into a free neutron and proton 

y+d--+n+p 

in the energy range for which the incident y photon has an energy nQ) in the 4-

20-MeV range, where the photodissociation process is dominated by the electric 

dipole matrix element. (See problem 31.) 
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Spontaneous Photon Emission: General 
Case: Electric and Magnetic Multipole 

Radiation 

For the general case, for a quantum system with kri not necessarily very small, we 

need to use the full first-order piece of the interaction Hamiltonian 

(1) 

To calculate the spontaneous emission probability, we need matrix elements of the 

type 

I(A j ;nk/1 = IIHint.IAi;O}1 = I(A;OIHinLIAr;nk/l = l}l. 

We prefer to work with the latter form (to avoid the complex conjugate fields) and 

will calculate 

2Tfc "\--JIi(2L + 1) 
(Ai ;OIHinLI Ar;nk/1 = 1) = - tu::lL 

",Vol. L W 
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The perturbing tenns are of the fonn 

(w . A(r;; [orM)LI') 

and hence of the foml (W . V[l11LI')' where 

W = L ~(pi + ~gdi[Si x kJ), 
i mi C .. 

(3) 

and where we must remember M is a circular polarization index with respect to a 

photon vector, k, whose direction is identified as that of a z' axis rotated relative 

to the laboratory axes, x, y, z, via the arbitrary angles cP, e. Thus, 

(W. Vrll]LI') = L(W . V[1l1LM)Dkf/L(cp, 0, 0)*, (4) 
M 

where the M quantum number now refers to the projection of L onto the laboratory 

z axis. The transition probability can then be expressed by 

[
Transition Prob. J 

second Ai--;.Ar+photon k/L mto dQ 

2n VoL w 2dQ (2nc)2 Ii " " r--
--~3 --3 ----L.../(2L + 1) L...Y(2L' + I) 
Ii (2n)' Ftc Vol. w LM L'M' 

x (AdL _~l(pi + ~gsili[si X kl). (A(r!, [kw - MACri, M)LM )IAf )* 
i mi C .• 

x (A;IL ~(Pi+ ~'!?s.;Il[~:i X kJ). (A(r;, [)L'M' .... MACri, M)L'M)iA f ) 
i m,c 

x D~ll(CP, e, O)Dt1'/L(CP, e, 0)*. (5) 

To get the transition probability that the quantum system makes a transition from 

state Ai to A f with the emission of a photon, we need to sum over both polarizations 

and integrate over all photon directions. For this purpose, we use the orthononnality 

integral 

dQD - e 0 * D - e 0 - 8 ,5 f f /' I 4n 
M'I'CCP, ,) M1JCP, , ) - l.'L M'M (2L + 1) (6) 

to get 

[ :!~~~~Prob.] = L ff dQ[Trans. Prob.] 

second A, ···,A f I'=±l second A,--;.Af+pho(onkIL 

4nw " ,,( .• (- - ) = nc L... L... (AjIW· A(r,E)LM - MA(r, M)LM IAf)* 
/L=±l LM 

x (AilW. (A(r, [)LM - {lA(r, M)LM )IAf}) 

= 4;cW (2LI(A;lW' A(r, £)u1i A r)1 2 

I.M 
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~ ~ ~ 2 
+ 2L.,I(AiIW . A(r, M)LMIAf) I 

LM 

- (LIL)L(A;IW . .1(1:, £)LMIAf}*(A;IW, A(r, M)LMIAf } 

IJ. LM 

- (LIL)L(A;iW. A(r, A1kMIAf}*(AiIW . A(r, £)LMIA j }). (7) 

IJ. LM 

Now, in the last two terms, the cross terms between type £ and M matrix elements, 

the matrix elements are now independent of IL, so the sum, L.IJ. IL = (-1 + 1) = O. 

The cross terms therefore do not contribute to the total transition probability (no 

interference between £ and .;\If), and the total transition probability is given by 

U sualJy, because of parity or angular momentum selection rules either the £ or the 

M term is dominant, and the L in the sum will also be determined by selection 

rules. For example, in a 2+ -+ 0+ transition in even-even nuclei (even proton and 

neutron number), where the first excited state is often a 2+ state and the ground 

state is almost always a 0+ state, the dominant term is an £ type with L = 2 only. 

The transition probability is then determined by an electric quadrupole radiation 

matrix element. Usually, also, the first term with a nonzero matrix element in the 

L expansion will make the dominant contribution. The higher-order terms, with 

L= Ldominant + t:.L, usually with a t:.L of 2, will be negligible compared with 

this dominant term. 

A Electric Multipole Radiation 

To calculate the transition probability for the Llh electric multipole term, we need 

to evaluate the matrix element, (AdW . A(r,£')U.1IAj), or (going back to the 

photon emission form), (A fl W .A(r, £)~M IAi}. RecalJ 

(L+l). ~ ~. ~ 
(2L + I/L- 1 V[(L-I)I]LM + Y (2L+l)JL+I V[(L+I)I]l.M' (9) 

For small values of kr, the spherical Bessel function j l. (kr) is of order 

21.L! 1 
J. (kr) ~ (kr)L - (kr)L 

l. (2L + I)! - (2L + I)!! ' 
(10) 
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where (2L + I)!! == (2L + J)(2L 1) .. ·5·3· 1, so the second l = (L+ 1) term 

in the expression for A(T, E)LM is of order 

times the first l = (L - I) term. Even for kr ::::;, 0.5, the second term is at most 

of order .01 of the first term. For all quantum systems, therefore, the second term 

is negligible compared with the first. We also recall the longitudinal vector field, 

AU-:, L)LM, which is not part of the radiation field, but mathematically somewhat 

simpler than ACr, E)IM, is 

Again, for small values of kr, the second term of this longitudinal field is negligible 

compared with the first term. Thus, for reasonably small values of kr, we have 

~ ~ f(L+T) ~ ~ I I (L + 1) ~ 
A(r, Ekw ::::;, V --Z:---L-A(r, L)LM = ik Y -L-V(<l>LM), (2) 

where the scalar function <l> LM is 

(13) 

so the vector field is derivable through the gradient of a simple scalar function. It 

is this mathematical simplicity that leads us to use the above approximation. In 

addition, the source vector 

(14) 

can also be simplified for the electric multipole case. The second term is of order kri 

compared with the first term and can therefore usually be neglected. We therefore 

make the approximation 

with a similar approximation for the matrix element 

actually needed for the spontaneous emission process taking the quantum system 

from state Ai ... _" A f. We shall also find it convenient to write the operator in 

symmetrized form to get 
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(16) 

where we have used tile coordinate representation for the n particle system and 

have let the operator Vi act to the right in the first term and to the left in the s~cond 
term of the n particle matrix element. We have named the resultant operator, SA f A, ' 

tile transition probability density current, 

~ fi (4 4) S - -- * V - V * AfAi - 2im 1jJ Aj 1jJ A, 1jJ A, 1jJ Af ' (17) 

dependent not on a single function 1jJ and its complex conjugate 1jJ* , but on the 

function 1jJ A, and on 1jJ~f' The fuB vector, SA/Ai' is a sum over ilie n single-particle 

terms, each dependent on its own ri. To convert this probability density current 

operator to a charge current density operator, it will be useful to multiply this S 
vector by ilie charge density of our n particle system. Our system was imagined 

to be a system of n point particles with charges ei at position vectors, r;. For such 

a system, ilie charge density could be expressed by 

n 

pCr) = Le;8(r - ri), (18) 

;=1 

with 

(19) 

;=1 

where J is now fue charge current density vector. The matrix element of eq. (8) 

can fuus be written in the form 

= ~ / dr / drj ... drn te;8(r. rdSAjA, (V) . ,1(1', £)~M 
1=1 

= ~ / dr/ dr] .. , drnJAjA, (1') . ,1(1=, £)~M 

~ _~V/(L + l)/dr/ drj ... drnJAJ'\ (r). '1<1>; MCr) 
Ick L ,> 

1 ~L + 1)/ ~ 4 4 ~ * ~ 
= --. - --- dr(AjIJ(r)· V<I>LM(r)IA i ). 

lck L 
(20) 

We have added an extra integral, f dr, to the 3n integrals of our n particle coor

dinate representation expression to accomodate the delta function. We have also 
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used the approximate expression of eq. (12) for A(r, £)LM. Now, we shall rewrite 

the volume integral as 

[ dr(AfIJ(r). V4>IMIA;} 
lVal. 

= [ dr(Afl(V. (4)IMh)IA;) - [ dr(A f l4>IM(V. J)IA;} 
lVal. lVal. 

= [ dArea(A f I 4>IM(J . n)IA;} - [ d;(Afl4>~M(V. J)IA i ) 

lSurface lVal. 

= - [ d;(Afl4>~M(V. J)IA;}, (21) 
lvol. 

where we have used Gauss's theorem to convert the volume integral, over the 

volume of our cube of side L, of the divergence of 4>~MJ to a surface integral, 

over the surface of our cube of the outward normal component of this vector. This 

surface integral is zero, because our radiation field has the value zero on the surface 

of our cube. Now, we shall use charge conservation in the form of the continuity 

equation, 

or, more precisely, 

(V . -: ) + apAjA, = 0 
lAjA, at ' 

to transform the needed matrix element into 

(22) 

(23) 
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= j(L ~ 1) (Af I 't;eijL (kri)(-i)L YZM«(Ji, ¢i)IAi ). (24) 

Now, we make the approximation, jLCkri) ~ (kri)L /(2L + I)!!, valid for kri « 1, 

and set k = w / e to get our final result 

(25) 

Now, with 

[ Trans. PrOb.] 8nw" 1 ~ ei - - - 12 
= -L (AfIL-(Pi' A(ri, £)LMIA;) , (26) 

second A,---+Aj fie M i=1 mje 

this transition probability per second is given by 

I 8n (W)2L+1 (L + 1)" ~ L 2 

7:£L = Ii -;; L[(2L + 1)!!F~ 1 (Aflt:liri YLM«(Jj, ¢i)IA;) 1 ' (27) 

where we have expressed this transition probability per unit time in terms of the 

inverse of the mean lifetime, 7:£L, for the photon emission process via the electric 

2L-pole moment radiation matrix element. The matrix element involves a sum over 

the (2L + 1) spherical components of the electric 2L -pole moment operator. 

In particular, with L = I, and 

(
rYI+I) ff ('+1 = -:/f(X + iY») 
r YIO = - ro = Z , 

4n f1 
rY1- 1 '_1 = +,.; t(x - iy) 

(28) 

so, we regain our earlier electric dipole result 

1 4w3 n 

- = 'l" 3L 1 (AfIL(eir;)MIA;) 12 . 
7:£1 JLe M ;=1 

(29) 

For the case of general L, with initial and final states specified by 

IAi) = la;]iMj), (30) 

we assume all other degeneracies have been removed so the initial and final states 

are (21; + I )-fold and (2J f + I )-fold degenerate, with Ii, Mi and If' M f' the total 

angular momentum quantum numbers for the quantum system. Again, ai and a f 

are shorthand for all other quantum numbers. Then, averaging over the initial M; 

states, summing over the final M f, and using the Wigner -Eckart theorem to express 

the M i , M rdependent matrix elements in terms of the reduced or double-barred 

matrix element, we have 

1 8n (W)2L+l (L + 1) I 

7:£L = T -;; L[(2L + 1)!!]2 (21i + 1) 
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(31 ) 

The electric 2L -pole operator has parity (~1)L, We are thus led to the parity 

selection rule: 

final state parity = initial state parity, for L = even, 

final state parity i= initial state parity, for L = odd, 

In addition, we have the angular momentum selection rule given by the angular 

momentum addition rule, .7; + i = if, so I (J f _ .. , J j ) I <::: L <::: (J f + Ji ). Also, the 

transition probability is proportional to W 2L+1 and is thus a sensitive function of 

the photon energy, especially for the higher 2L-pole cases. 

B Magnetic Multipole Radiation 

For the L'h magnetic multi pole term, we need to evaluate the matrix element 

(A f I W . A(l:, M)~M I Ai). Now, as we shaH see, both pieces of the W vector will 

be equally important, and we shaH need both 

and 

Let us first evaluate the first term: 

n 

- (AiL:: ~Pi' A(rj, /vO~.MIAi) 
i=1 miC 

= - f dr) , .. drn1/!~jt~Vi' (A(ri,M)~M1/!A,) 

f ~ ~ * ~ ei Ii .. , ~ M * (~ ) 
=~ dr j ••• drn 1/!A f L.... .. ---;-A(rj, )LM' 'Vj1/!Ai 

i~l mic I 

f 4 - * ~ ei Ii( i<hM(i\))* (~ ) 
= - dr)· .. drll1/!Af{;;;(~iC i .JL(L + I) . V j 1/!Ai ' (32) 

where we have uscd (~'j . A(r" M)lM) = 0 and have expressed A(ri, Mk\J in 

tcrms of the scalar function <P £lwer;) through eq. (22) of Chapter 62. Now we use 

(33) 
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to obtain 

~ ei -t ... -+ * 
- (AtlL.,.,-Pi . A(rj, M)LMIAi ) 

i=l mic 

= - 1 (Atl~ efz {V.<I>* (r.»). ~[r. x V'1Ik} 
. 'L(L 1) ~. 'LM' ., , , 
lV + ;=1 m,c l 

i ~ ell ~ * ~ ~ 
~::;:;;=~(Atl~-{V;¢ILM(r;») . lilA;), (34) 
JL(L + 1) ;=1 m;c 

where l; is the (dimensionless) single-particle, orbital angular momentum operator 

acting on particle with index, i. 

In similar manner, we can transcribe the second term into the same type of form 

~ e;!igs i ~ ~ ~ ~ * 
- (AII~--' Sj' [Vi x A(ri,M)LMIA;]) 

i=1 2mic 

~ e;ligs,; ~ ~ ~ * 
= +k(Atl~-2-Si . A(ri, £)LMIAi ) 

i=1 m;c 

J(L + 1) n e·lig· ~ 
~ k L (AliI: -2' S,' s;' A(r;, £)lMIAj) 

;=1 m,c 

= ~ {{L+T)(A I~e;lig,"i S· . (V·¢I* (r'»)lk) 
'kV~ t ~2 ' 'LM I " -l ;=1 mjC 

(35) 

where we have used [Vj x A(r;, M)LM1 = -kA(r;, £)LM and have approximated 

A(r;, £)LM, as we did for the electric multipole case to express this vector in terms 

of a gradient of the scalar function, ¢ILM(r;) = h(kri)iLYLM«(};, ¢i). Combining 

eqs. (34) and (35), we get 

~ ei -+ -+... * ~ e/igs,i -+ -+ -+ ... * 
- (AII~-Pi' A(ri, M)LM + ~-2-Sj' [V; x A(r;, M)LM1IA;) 

i=1 miC j=1 mjC 

)(L+l) ~ ejli (~ * ~) ( 2 ~ ~) 
= l L (Atlb2mic V;¢I LM(rj) . (L + 1)/; + gs.;Si IAj) 

~ jL+l(_I)L+MJ(L + 1) 1 
L (2L + I)!! 

~ eili ~ (L ) ( 2 ~ ~ ) 
X (AII~--Vj (kr;) YL,-M(O;, ¢;) . ---Ii + g.,iS; lAd, (36) 

i=12mjc (L + I) 

where we have again used the approximation, 

. (k ) "V (kr; )L 

1L r; "'" (2L + I)!! (37) 

From this result, we get the final expression for the transition probability per second 

that the quantum system make a transition Ai ~ A I via a magnetic 2L -pole photon 
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emission, 

(38) 

where we have renamed M ~ -M in the dummy summation indexo Now, we can 

use the gradient formula (see the mathematical appendix to Chapter 62), 

1 ~ (OL ) (df (L + 1) ) /L ~ 
TV l f(r)YLM = dr + r f ffiL+D V[(L-l)I)LM 

( df L) (L + I) ~ 
+ dr - -;: f (2L + 1) V[(L+l)l)LM. (39) 

In particular, the second term disappears for fer) = r L , so 

1~(LL ) Ll~ yV i r YLM =.jL(2L+l)r - V[(L-l)l)LM 

= ../L(2L + 1)L{(L - l)(M - J1.)IJ1.ILM)iL-lrL-lY(L_l)(M_Il)ew (40) 

11 

We therefore have 

vi(riLYLM«();,tjJ;»). (_2_~ +gsiS;) = ../L(2L + 1) 
(L + I) , 

x L(L -l)(M - J1.)IJ1.ILM)riL- 1Y(L-l)(M-Il)(O;,tjJ;) 

11 

( 2 ~ ~ ) 
x (L + 1) (li)1l + gs,i(Si)1l 

= .,fL(2L + 1)[riL- 1 Y(L-l)(Oi, r/Ji) x (_2_~l + gs is/)]L , 
(L + 1) , M 

(41) 

where the square bracket denotes the angular momentum coupling of the spherical 

harmonic of rank (L - 1) with the vectors of spherical rank 1 to resultant angular 

momentum L. With this result, we can transcribe 

I 87r (W)2L+l (L + 1) " 

rML = T ~ [(2L + 1)!!(2L - l)!!]~ 

1 (A flt2:~Jr;L-l Y(L-l)(Oj, r/Ji) x (L ! 1)~l + gs,iS/) ]:IAi ) 12 0 (42) 

We note, in particular, with L = 1, for which 
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we have 

(44) 

where 

~(magnetic) _ eli (l~ + . ~.) 
f.-L. - I gs.,s, 

I 2mic 
(45) 

is the magnetic moment for the i th particle. Just as we had the generalized electric 

2L-pole operator given (in spherical form) by 

we now have the magnetic 2L-pole operator given by 

Finally, if we use the Wigner-Eckart theorem, we get 

1 SIT (W)2L+l (L + 1) 1 

"CML = Ii --;; (2L + 1)11(2L - I)l! (2Ji + 1) x 

1 
~ eli [L 1 ( 2 ~l ~1)]L 12 

(afltll82mic r; - Y(L-l)(8;. 4Ji) x (L + I)l; + gs,;S; Ila;]i) 

(46) 

Let us end by comparing the orders of magnitude of a typical M 1 and a typical 

£ 1 matrix element. 

Ml matrix element ML matrix element Wi 1 
~--. ---------------~ 

£ 1 matrix element £ L matrix element 
(47) 

mc er 

For an atom, with r ~ ao, this ratio is ~ f ~ 10-2. The other useful ratio of 

matrix elements is 

£2 matrix element £ (L + 1) matrix element w 

£1 matrix element ~ £L matrix element ~ --;;r. (48) 

For an atom, this ratio is of order fliw)aoj(fie). If we were to take fiw = e2 faa, i.e., 

an fiw equal to one atomic unit of energy, again, this ratio would be f ~ (10)-2. 

Note, however, this fiw = (8j3Jjw(Lyman a) and would correspond to a wavelength 

of 456 x(IO)-8 cm. For a wavelength in the visible part of the spectrum, therefore, 

the ratio would be of order (IOr3• Thus, the M 1 and £2 matrix elements are very 

roughly of the same order, with the £2 matrix element possibly smaller by a factor 

of 10, but with both ~ (10)-2 - (10)-3 times the order of magnitude of a typical 

£ 1 matrix element. 

For nuclei with 

fi fic 1 0.2fm 

mer = mc2 ;: ~ rnucleus' 
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this number varies from (10)-1 to (10)-2 for light to heavy nuclei. The ratio 

(fiw)r /(fic) is strongly frequency dependent and again varies by nearly a factor 

of 10 with the mass of the nucleus but is again of the order of (10)-1 to (10)-2. 

Thus, roughly, M 1 and £2 matrix elements are of the same order of magnitude, 

similarly for M2 and £3 matrix elements. 

Finally, the M 1 and £2 operators both have positive parity, thus they cannot 

change the parity of the state Ai, whereas the £1 operator, as well as M2 and £3, 

M4 and £5 operators, ... ,have negative parity and have nonzero matrix elements 

only between states of opposite parity. 

Problems 

33. The 21-cm line in the hydrogen atom, famous through radio astronomy and 

the hydrogen maser, involves the transition, F = 1 ~ F = 0, from the F = 1 

hyperfine level to the F = 0 hyperfine level of the Is ground state of the hy

drogen atom, where F = se + S p' Calculate the mean life for the spontaneous 

emission of the 21-cm photon. Show the transition must proceed via the intrinsic 

spin part of the magnetic dipole term. (The long mean life results from the M I 
character of the transition, but also from the extremely low value of the transition 

frequency of 1.420,405,752 xl 09sec-1 . In the observation of this line from inter

stellar hydrogen, induced emission and absorption processes may also have to be 

considered.) 

34. At low y photon energies, with liw somewhat greater than the deuteron 

binding energy of 2.226 Me V, the photo dissociation of the deuteron 

y+d~p+n 

cannot proceed via the electric dipole term (cf., problems 32. and 31.), because the 

relative motion function for the p-n relative motion will be predominantly s wave, 

I = O,just above threshold, and the bound-state wave function of the deuteron is an 

almost pure 1 = 0 wave function. At low y photon energies, 2.226 MeV < liw :s 4 

Me V, just above threshold, the photo-dissociation must therefore proceed via the 

magnetic dipole term. 

Show that only the spin terms of the magnetic dipole operator can contribute 

to the matrix element. Because the bound state of the deuteron has S = 1, and 

because the orbital wave functions for two S = 1 states at different energies (one 

the bound state, the second the relative motion function in the continuum) must 

be orthogonal to each other*, show that the magnetic dipole operator has zero 

matrix element between the S = 1 bound state and an S = 1 continuum state. The 

photodissociation process near threshold thus proceeds only into S = 0 continuum 

states. For these, we can approximate the radial s wave continuum function by a 

phase-shifted I = 0 radial function, 

r RI=O(r) = Ao sin(kor + 00), r ~ large, 
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where FPk5/ M = nw - 2.226 MeV, and 80 is the singlet phase shift given 

approximately in terms of the singlet scattering length 

a~J? = -23.68 fm, b t • "-' k s=o y an 00 ---- - oasc.l.' 

For the bound-state wave function of the deuteron, use the Hulthen wave func

tion (see problem 31). For purposes of estimating the radial overlap, assume the 

continuum wave function, Ao sin(kor + 80), is valid all the way to r = O. Also, 

recall the S = 0, I = 0 two-nucleon wave function must have isospin, I = 1. With 

the above approximations, calculate the differential and total cross sections for the 

photodissociation process and compare with the electric dipole result of problem 

32. Also, recall gs = 2 x 2.793 for the proton and gs = 2 x (-1.913) for the 

neutron. 

*Footnote: For the highly approximate radial wave functions that we use here, 

this orthogonality would not be satisfied exactly, but this is a fault of our approxi

mations. Also, note: We no longer use the plane wave approximations of problems 

31 and 32, valid at higher energies. 

35. The ground state of the nucleus,l~ I In62, with 49 protons and 62 neutrons, has 

spin and parity, ~ +. The first excited state of this nucleus is an isomeric (metastable) 

state with spin and parity, ~ -, at an excitation energy of 0.5363 MeV. Show the 

transition from the ! - state to the ~ + state can proceed only via the emission of 

a magnetic 24-pole or an electric 25-pole photon, i.e., M-type with L = 4, or 

£-type with L = 5. Prove, by calculating both rates, the M4 rate predominates 

and make a prediction of the mean life of the excited ! - state. The nuclear shell 

model would lead us to believe the transition matrix element results from the last 

odd proton making a transition from a 2 p! shell model orbit, with I = 1, j = !, 
to a Ig2 shell model orbit, with I = 4, j = ~. The radial wave functions can be 

approxfmated by the 3-D harmonic oscillator wave functions 

For 2p: 

For 19: 

where the oscillator length, .jIi./mwo, is determined by the nucleon mass, m, and 

the shell model nwo, which for a nucleus with a mass of 111 is approximately,nwo 

= 8.5 MeV. In the above, p = r.jmWQ/Fi. The proton gs factor is 2x 2.793. First, 

calculate the needed matrix elements, as if a single proton were making a transition 

from PI ---+ g 2. The actual transition in 1911 In62 actually involves a transition from 
2 2 

the proton configuration 

(closed j shells)(gd(p d ---+ (closed j shells)(g2)9. 
2 2 2 
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As the p 1 proton is converted to a g 2 proton, it finds only two of the 10 possible 
2 2 

g2 orbits still vacant. This gives an additional factor of ../2/10 relative to the 
2 

simple single-particle matrix element. Take this factor of ../2/10 into account in 

calculating the actual mean life of the 1- excited state. The observed lifetime is 7.7 

minutes. (In comparing your actual result with this experimental value, remember 

our model for the transition is based on many approximations.) 

36. The ground state of an odd Z nucleus has angular momentum and parity ~ + . 

The first excited state of this nucleus at 0.32-MeV excitation energy has angular 

momentum and parity .If -. Show the transition from the .If - state to the ~ + state 

will proceed predominantly via the emission of a magnetic 22-pole or an electric 

23-pole photon (i.e., an M-type with L = 2 or a £-type with L = 3), or even 

higher multipoles. Show, by calculating both the ML = 2 and £L = 3 matrix 

elements which of the two rates predominates. Make a prediction of the mean life 

of the excited state under the assumption the transition matrix element results from 

a single odd proton making a transition from an 1 h 4- orbit, with I = 5, j = .If, to 

a 19~ orbit, with 1= 4, j = ~. The radial wave functions can be approximated by 

3-D harmonic oscillator wave functions: 

For Ih: 

For 19: 
1 ~ 4 _lp' 

Rlg(P) = a~ V r(¥)p e 2 , 

with P = ria, and a = 2.3 fm. The proton gs factor is 2x 2.793. 

37. A nucleus may make a transition from an excited state to a lower state by the 

emission of a y photon or by the competing so-called internal conversion process 

in which the nuclear energy loss is transferred to an atomic K shell electron, with 

n = 1, I = 0, which is kicked out of the atomic K shell into the electron continuum. 

Assume the nuclear energy difference is such that the outgoing electron can be 

treated nonre1ativistically, but is big enough, so the nuclear energy difference 

p2f Z2 e2 

E,n. UC. E f
nuc. li () 

- = w=2m- - 2ao 

leads to 

p} Z2 e2 

-2 »-2-' 
m ao 

so the final free electron wave function can be approximated by a plane wave, with 

PI = lile I. The interaction responsible for this process is the Coulomb interaction 

between the Z protons in the nucleus and the two K shell electrons in the atom 

Z 2 1 

Hint. = -e2LL _ :::' 
j=l k=l Irj - rkl 
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Z 2 L 2"''''''' rj 47r '" * --= -e f;;:6~rf+1 (2L + l),~II.M(ej,¢j)YL!vr(ek.¢d, 

where we have assumed the probability of finding the atomic electron inside the 

nucleus is negligible, so rj < h, where rj gives the position of a proton within 

the nucleus, and Fk gives the position of the atomic electron. Assume the atomic 

K shell electron wave function can be approximated by the hydrogenic Is wave 

functions 

2(~) 1 e-Zr/aoYooC8, ¢). 

Assume the angular momenta and parities of the initial and final nuclear states are 

such that the competing photon emission process would proceed via the emission of 

an electric 2L-pole photon. Calculate the so-called internal conversion coefficient, 

which is the ratio 

Prob./sec. for nuclear transition i -)0 f via K - shell conversion 
R = - --------------------------------------

Prob./sec. for nuclear transition i -)0 f via photon emission 

and show under the above assumptions this ratio is 

( e2)4 L (2mc2)L+~ R= - Z3 __ --
fie L + I fiw 

In arriving at this result, we have used 

['Xl drr2hCkjr) e Zr / ao ~ roo drJdkL~2 
10 r L +1 10 rL I 

and 

rOOdpJdp) = _[iLICP)]OO _ _____ 1 , 
10 pL-l pL-l 0 (2L - I)!! 

which follows viaeq. (5) of the appendix to Chapter41, with replacement I -)0 1-1. 

38. Auger Effect. In the two-electron He atom, states in which both electrons 

are excited have an energy higher than the energy of a He+ ion in its n = ] Is 

ground state and a free electron, with energy fi 2k}/2m. Such doubly excited states 

dissociate into a He+ ion plus the free electron (the Auger effect), 

Calculate the probability per second that the (2s p 1 So state of the He atom 

dissociate into a He+ ion in its Is state and a free electron with energy Fi2k}/2m, 
The interaction is the Coulomb potential between the two electrons, 

Ir1 - r21' 

Show, in particular, this Auger process is much more probable than a characteristic 

radiative decay process in an atom, by making the rough approximation that the 

free electron wave function can be replaced by a plane wave and the He bound 
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wave functions can be approximated by hydrogenic wave functions, with 

Z)~ Z, 

Rl\ = 2(~;;- . e-ar;, 

39. The directional correlation between successively emitted y photons is used 

to give information about the angular momenta of excited states in nuclei. Assum

ing the y cascade is a 1 + .... :> 1- -+ 0+ cascade and the emission probability for 

each photon is given in electric dipole approximation, calculate the directional cor

relation function, W(OI2)dr2 1dr2 2 - The function W(O]2)drl l dr22 is the probability 

the second photon (fiW2, emitted in the transition 1 -+ 0+) is emitted within a 

solid angle element dr22 about an angle, 012 , relative to the direction of the first 

photon, (fiWl, emitted in the transition 1+ -+ 1-). Use first-order time-dependent 

perturbation theory for the probability/second for the emission of each photon, so 

energy is conserved for each step of the cascade. Take the direction of emission of 

the first photon to be the z direction and assume the first photon is emitted into an 

element of solid angle dr21 about the z direction. Assume all M sublevels of the 

initial 1+ state are populated with equal probability, and calculate first the prob

ability for the population of each M sublevel of the intermediate 1- level. Show 

W(OI2)dr2 1dr22 has the general form 

W«(}ll)drljd~22 = (a + b cos e12 + c cos2 OlJdr2 jdrl2. 

Find the relative magnitudes of c, b, and a, and show how these constants are related 

to the two reduced electric dipole moment matrix elements for the two transitions. 

You will have to relate the two circular components of the photon polarization 

vector relative t.o the Z' axis, making azimuth and polar angles, ¢12,012 , with 

respect to the x, y, z coordinate system to the spherical components of the unit 

vectors e defined relative to the x, y, z coordinate system, by 

e~1 = Lem lJ,;J.±1 (¢12, Oi2, Or· 
m 
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Scattering of Photons by Atomic 
Systems 

We shaH next use our interaction between the atomic system and the radiation field 

to study the scattering of photons from atoms or molecules. We shaH study both 

elastic scattering processes and inelastic scattering processes. Tn the low frequency 

limit, the elastic scattering is known as Rayleigh scattering; at high frequency, it 

is known as Thomson scattering. The inelasic scattering process goes by the name 

of Raman scattering. 

Because we start with a photon of type kJ-t and end with a photon of type k' J-t', 

with 1.:' i:- k, the process will involve both a photon annihilation operator and a 

photon creation operator. We will thus have to deal with a second-order perturbation 

process, and we will need both first- and second-order perturbation terms 

(I) (2) 

Hperturbation = Hint. + Hint. 
n n ! 

= - L ~Pi . A.t(ri) + L ei 2 iL(r;)· A.t(ri). 
i=1 mit i=1 2miC 

(1) 

Because we are dealing with atoms or molecules, it will be sufficient to use the 

electric dipole approxi~ation, and approximate A.t by 

(2) 

We use the second-order perturbation theory forml!la, eq. (58) of Chapter 57, to 

~et the transition probability that a photon of type kJ-t is converted to one of type 

k' J-t' through a scattering process, with the atomic system starting in the initial 

state, Ai, and ending in the final state, Af, with Af = Ai for the elastic scattering 
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process, and A ff Ai for the inelastic scattering process. Thus, 

[
Trans. Prob. J 2Jr 
----- = -p(Ef) 

second k/1--+k' /1' Ii 

(A k' 'IH(lll )( IH(l)IAk ) 12, 
X 1 (A k' f.L /IH(2)IA i kf.L) + '\' f f.L int. a a int. I f.L 

f mI. ~ (E;O) _ E~O» 
(3) 

where we h. ave used the shorthand notation, kf.L, for the state with photon number 

1 h E (O) d E(O)' I d h' I f b 1 H(O) d H(O) nk/1 = ,were i an a mc u e t e elgenva ues 0 ot 1 atom an radiation 

<md the intermediate states la) include states of two types: either states with all 

photon numbers equal to zero, [A Intermediate) == I A j ). or states with both a photon 

of type kf.L and of type k' f.L', IAI kf.L, k' f.l'). The three types of needed perturbation 

terms are illustrated by the diagrams of Fig. 66.1.1n the term of type (2), the photon 

kf.L is annihilated at time OJ and the photon k' f.L' is created at later time 02, whereas 

in the term of type (3) the photon k '/-I.' is created at the earlier time "[1 and the 

photon kf.L is annihilated at the later time 02. Therefore, 

[
Trans. Prob. ] 2Jr 

= -peEr) 
second k/1--+ k' /1' Ii . 

1 

IA k' '[H(l)IA )(A IH(l)[Ak L) 
x (A k',I'IH(2)IA i kf.l) + '\' \ f f.L int. I J int. I l-

f ID!. L.. (E(O) +hw _ E(O).) 
AJ AI Al 

~. (1) .• , --. ~" ~ (I) ~ ) 

+ '\'(Afk f.L'l!lint.I A1k f.L',kf.l)(Ajk f.L',kf.L1Hint.IAikf.L) 1-
L.. (E(O) _ E(O) -nw') (4) 
AI ~ A, Al 

The energy conservation delta function that led to this relation requires only that 

E(\O) + hui = ESO) + nw. The intermediate energies, EA(O), can therefore go to 
I J 1·~( I 

arbitrarily high values, and the sum, LA" will in general include an integral over 

atomic continuum states. The three contributions to the needed matrix element are 

• ~'I (2) ~ 

(1) . (Afk f.L IHint IAikf.L) 

c2 2JrIi. . n ~.. • ._. ~ 
= ----;==:::::::::::(e/1.el-';)L 2(A f k f.L'I(a}. ,akl-' +ak"ai, ,)IAikf.L) 

Vol. -VWW' i=! 2m;c I-' /1 

(.'2 2Jrn ~ ~.* n ef 
= Vi 1 -J ,(e/1' e/1')L -2 . .i20A rA,ll",.",. (5) 

o. WW i=1 mIG 

(Note: akll commutes with a~, 1-" because we must have k' :f- k to have a scattering 

process. However, w' = w follows from energy conservation through the energy 

delta function of the Golden Rule. Note, finally, we have put a prime on the unit 

vector associated witlt k ' f.L' to indicate it is associated with a different z' axis than 

that associated with kf.1-.) 



t 

A 

(3) 

FIGURE 66. L The three types of second-order perturbation terms for photon-atom 

scattering. 
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A Thomson Scattering 

Let us first look at a very special case, the case of elastic scattering of high-energy 

photons. This is the case of so-called Thomson scattering. We assume fiw is much 

greater than a typical atomic energy, or a typical atomic energy difference, such 

as E~; - E~~), found in the energy denominators of terms (2) and (3). The atomic 

matrix elements of terms (2) and (3) thus make a contribution of order 

e2 p2 
~-~x~ 

me2 m fiw' 

where the (l/fiw) gives the order of magnitude of the energy denominator factor 

in this case. Conversely, term (1) makes a contribution of order 

Thus, terms (2) and (3) are smaller by a factor that is the ratio of (an atomic kinetic 

energy matrix element)/(1iw), and in this case terms (2) and (3) can be neglected 

compared with term (1). In this case, therefore, withfiw' = fiw » typical atomic 

energy, we have 

[ [ 2 2 J2 Trans. Prob. J 2li C 2lili ~ ~'* Ze 
= -p(Ef) --(e,L' ell ')-2 ' 

second kll-->k'I" fi Vol. w me 
(8) 

where m is the electron mass and we have neglected the te1111 of order Ilmnucleus 

compared with 11m. We also need 

Vol. w 2 , 

peEl) = (2li)3fie3dQ , (9) 

To obtain the differential scattering cross section, da, we need (a) the above tran

sition probability per second that the photon with incident k and polarization ell 

be scattered into a dQ' about k I with polarization e;", and (b) we must divide this 

by the incident photon flux. For us, 

(rl k,! = 1)c 
Incident photon flux = --_._. 

Vol. 

Putting all the factors together, we have in this approximation 

( 
da ) Z2 e4 ~ ~'* 2 
~- = 24(elL . elL') . 
dQ' Thomson m e 

We note 

(10) 

(1) 

e2 

~-. = rO = "classical electron radius" = 2.8 x (lO)-l3cm. (12) 
me2 

Above, we have written this cross section in terms of the circular polarization 

vectors, e,L and e~~. We could just as well have taken linear polarization vectors, 
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( dO' ) 2 2 ~ ~'2 
-, = Z ro(e", . eO',) . 
dn Thomson 

(13) 

If we choose the original photon direction, k, along the z axis, and the scattered 

photon, k' , along the z' axis, as shown in Fig. 66.2, 

(ex' . ex) = cosO cos</J, 

(ey' • ex) = - sin rp, 
(ex' . ey) = cos 0 sin rp, 

(ey ' . ey ) = cosrp. 
(14) 

For unpolarized incident photons and for detectors insensitive to the polarization 

of the scattered photons, we then have 

( dO' ) __ lZ2r 2 '"' '"' ~ ~'2 I 2 2 2 o ~ ~ (ea' ea,) = 2: Z ro(cos 0 + 1), 
dQ' Thomson 2 a=x.y a'=x'.y' 

with total cross section 

8rr 2 2 
O'Thomson = 3 Z ro· 

z' 

z 

y' 

y 

FIGURE 66.2. The incident photon k and scattered photon k' vectors. 

(15) 

(16) 
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B Rayleigh and Raman Scattering 

For the general case of photons of arbitrary Fiw, or for photons of low frequency, 

it will be necessary to go back to eqs. (4)-(7). Now, terms of type (1), (2), and (3) 

all contribute. In the general case, it will be possible to combine terms (1), (2), and 

(3) most neatly by the following substitutions. 

In term (1), use the identity 

(17) 

where the Heisenberg commutation relation between P and r in spherical 

components can be written as 

(18) 

[Eq. (17), however, also involves direction cosines between the unit vectors in the 

primed and unprimed coordinates.l 

In term (2), we will use the identity 

"ei ~ ~ i" ej (0) ~ ~ 
(AIIL.....,-(Pi . ell)IA i ) = Fi-(AIIL....., -[Hatom ' r;]· elllA i ) 

i mi C i C 

i (0) (0) L -" ~ = -(EA - EA )(AII ejrj . eIlIAi ). 
Fie I , . 

(19) 

! 

(20) 

where we have inserted a unit operator in the form of, L A I I A I ) (A II I, be

tween the two operators of term (1), and have used the commutator relation, 

[(Pi )~" (rj) III = 0 for j =I- i. We will further make use of the two identities 

( 
E(O) - E(O)) Fiw 

1 + AI A, = --;;,-:--___ = 
E(O) +Fiw - E(O) E(O) +Fiw _ E(O)' 

A, AI ~ AI 
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E(O) - E(O) Ii 

( -1 + AI AI ) _ w (22) 
E(O) _ E(O) -liw' - E(O) - E(O) -liw" 

Ai AI Aj AI 

and use the commutator relation 

Pi i (0) ~ 
- = ;;;-[Ha1om ' r;] 
mi Tl 

(23) 

Now, we shall further make use of the identities 

E(O) - E(O) Ii I 

At AI _ I _ w 

E(O) _ E(O) +liw - E(O) - E(O) +liw' 
A, AI A, AI 

E(O) - E(O) liw' 
AI Ai - -1 - (25) 

E(O) _ E(O) -liw' - E(O) - E(O) -liw' ' 
A, AI A, AI 

and use the completeness of the atomic states I A I) to note 

~((Afl~ejrj. e~";IAI}(AII~ejri . elllAi ) 

- (AfILe;ri· eIlIAI)(A1ILejrj. e~";IAi)) 
, I 

= O. (26) 

With these relations, we can convert the transition probability for the scattering 

process into 

In this expression, our polarization vectors, ell' for the incident photon of type 

kJ,t are defined with respect to the laboratory axes, but the circular polarization 

vectors, e~";, are again defined with respect to the direction of the vector k I, which 
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can be used to define the z' direction, where the x', y', z' axes are rotated through 

the Euler angles if;, e, 0, relative to the laboratory axes (see Fig. 66.2), so 

e;, = L em D~p,(if;, (), 0)*. (28) 

m=±1.0 

To obtain the differential scattering cross section, da, we must again divide the 

transition probability per second that the photon with incident k and polarization 

el' be scattered into a dQ' about k I with polarization el~' by the incident photon 

flux. For us, 

(fl kil = l)c 
Incident photon flux = . -. 

Vol. 
(29) 

We also need peE f), which is now 

(30) 

Thus, 

11/.1'11 

(31) 

where 

(32) 

Notc: We sum over all three values m = + 1,0, -I, similarly for ril, where these 

are defined with respeEt to the laboratory z axis of Fig. 66.2, which is chosen 

along the direction of k, whereas J.L = + 1, or ·····1, is fixed by the polarization of 

the incident photon. Also, in general, it will be very challenging to evaluate the 

matrix element sums over intermediate states in gmw These sums will in general 

involve an infinite number of discrete states and an integral ovcr continuum states. 

In the extreme low frequency limit, however, in which Fiw and Fiw' in the energy 

denominators can be neglected, the gl1l/1 are essentially pure atomic properties, 

dependent only on the nature of the states, I A;) and I Af). For elastic scattering, 

with an unpolarized incident beam and a detector insensitive to the polarization of 

the scattered photons, we then have 
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leading to the total cross section 

(34) 

This cross section is of order of magnitude 

For f... = 6,000 x (lOt-gcm, we have (J ~ (lO)~12a5. Note, finally, the w4 

dependence of the formula. 
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Resonance Fluorescence Cross Section 

In the last chapter, we saw both the elastic and inelastic photon scattering cross 

sections were given in tenns of the amplitudes, gmf1.' where 

where f.L = ± 1 indicates the circular polarization of the incident photon, and where 

[
(A f (f.L (el.»)~, lA, ) (Allf.L~L) I Ai) (A f I (f.L~L) lA/ }(Al (J1-(eL»);,IA i ) ] 

gmt! = L E(O) +nw _ E(O) + E(O) _ E(O) -nw' . 
AI Ar Ai AI AI 

(2) 

In the second tenn of this sum, the energy denominator can never be zero because 

we assume E~) is the ground-state energy of the atom, so E~o; > E~~) for an A /. 

In the first tenn of the sum, however, it may be possible that the incident photon 

energy is such that nw = E~: - E~) for some specific excited state, E~;. In that 

case, we would have a zero energy denominator for one specific term in the sum 

over the states A [. This is very similar to the zero denominators which had to be 

avoided in the scattering Green's function fonnulation of the scattering problem, 

where we avoided this difficulty by replacing the energy E in the operator fonn of 

the Green's function fonnulation by an E + iE. Let us attempt the same type of 

change here, and make the replacement 

(A fl(M(eL»)~ tAl) (AIIM~LJ IAi) 

L E(O) +nw - E(O) 
A, A, A, 

-)0 (AfICtL(eL))~IAI) E ~ . (AIIJ1-~el)IAi) 
- 0 + IE 
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= f drl ... drn f dr; ... dr~ 1/I~/rl • ...• rn) LJ-L~L)*(ri) 
I 

[
'" 1/IAICrl • ...• rn)1/I~I(r;, ... , r~)J'" (eL)~' ~, ~, 

x L (0). LJ-Lf.t (ri )1/I A, (rl , ••• , rn) 
AI E - E AI + I I" i 

= f dr f dr' 1/I~/r)J-L~L)*(r)G(r, r'; E)J-L~L)(r')1/I A, (r\ (3) 

where E is the incident energy, E = E~) +liw, and we have used the shorthand 

notation, r == rl ... rn, similarly for r' ,in the last line, in which the Green's function 

is expressed in coordinate representation. With this Green's function representation 

of the energy denominator, the energy of any excited state must be replaced by 

E (O) E(O) , _ E(O) . r / 
A ~ A -IE = A -1-, 

I I I 2 
(4) 

This relation makes sense, because any excited atomic state may decay to lower 

atomic states if the interaction of the atom with the radiation field is taken into 

account. This decay can be interpreted in terms of the level width (as we shall 

prove in the next chapter). With the imaginary part of the energy for the state, A/, 

we have 

(5) 

so (rdli) gives (ljt), where 1:/ is the mean lifetime of the excited state A/. 

Because 1:/ is of order of (10)-8 sec. in atoms, r / is of orderlij1:/ ~ (10)-7 eY in 

atoms. 

If there is an atomic excited state with energy such that 

E(O) ~ E(O) + liw 
AR AI ' 

(6) 

the single term, with I = R (resonant state) predominates and all other terms in the 

sum, LA" can be neglected for incident photons in this energy range. Therefore, 

with Af = Ai (elastic scattering process), 

(Ai IJ-L~L)*IAR) (AR 1J-L~L)IAi) 

gmf.t ~ (fiw + E(O) _ E(O» + L r . 
Ai AN 2 R 

(7) 

In this case, a strong enhancement of the scattering cross section exists at this 

resonant frequency, liw = (E~~ - E~». A resonance fluorescence exists, and 

near liw = liwresonance, assuming unpolarized incident photons, the resonance 

fluorescence cross section is 

4rr w4 1 (Ai IJ-L~L)* IAR}l21 (AR 1J-L~L)IAi) 12 

O"resonance = 3 c4 L L (E(O) +liw _ E(0»2 + !r2 (8) 
f.t=±lm=±l,O A, AR 4 R 

At exact resonance, the energy denominator is given by ~ r~, a quantity of order 

(10) -14e y2 , whereas the denominator for an average term far off resonance can be 

expected to be of order 1 e y2, where we have taken a characteristic atomic energy 

difference to be leY. Thus, we can expect an enhancement at exact resonance by 
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a factor of the order of 1014 compared with the ordinary photon scattering cross 

section. 

A The Photon Scattering Cross Section and the 

Polarizability Tensor 

Because of the difficulty of performing the intermediate state sum in the factors, 

gml1-' needed to evaluate the scattering cross sections from the underlying atomic 

structure, it may be useful to see how these gml1- are related to other physically 

measurable quantities. We want to investigate the possibility these sums can be 

estimated from other physically measurable quantities. 

So far, we have found it convenient to express the differential and total cross 

sections in terms of the circular polarizations of the incident and scattered photons. 

In terms of these, we had 

( da ) WW
'3 

1 1 * * 
dQ' ~ _, = 7 L L DmJ.L'(¢' e, O)D",J.L'(¢' e, 0) gml1-g"'I1-' (9) 

kJ.L4k 11-' m=±I,Om=±I,O 

where the gml1- are given in terms of spherical components of the electric dipole 

moment vector in eq. (32) of Chapter 66. Note, IL = ±l. The total cross section 

for unpolarized incident photons with detectors insensitive to the polarizations of 

the scattered photons was then given by 

4rr WW'3 

a = 37 L L Igml1-1 2
, 

J.L=±I m=±l,O 

(10) 

With Wi = w, these expressions are valid for the elastic processes. Also, for w and 

Wi not necessarily very small, the gml1- are w-dependent quantities. Because atoms 

(unlike molecules) are spherically symmetric systems. which in general have all 

possible orientations with respect to the incident photon beam coordinate system, 

we could have averaged over all possible orientations of the atom, leading to 

-- 1" 2 
Igml1-1 2 = 3 L... Igmvl , 

v=±l.O 

(11) 

where the bar denotes the averaging over all possible orientations of the atom. 

With this averaging, the total cross section, for unpolarized incident photons and 

detectors insensitive to polarization direction. becomes 

8rr WW'3 

a = 97 L L Igmvl 2
• 

m=±l,O v=±l.O 

(12) 

All these formulae could have been transcribed to the case of linearly polarized 

incident photons and linearly polarized scattered photons, with 

() 
131 '" ~~, '" ~ ~ da = ww ,,(AflL..d(eiri)· e",IA/)(A/IL...i(eiri)· e"IAi ) 

dQ' -~, c4 L... E(O) + 1= _ E(O) 
kO/->k ct' A, A, fLW Al 
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(13) 

where we have used 

ga'a = L (ej' e~,)gja, 
j=x,y,z 

and the direction cosines, (ej . e~,), can be read from eq. (27) of Chapter 63. These 

have the property 

(14) 

[cf., eq. (28) of Chapter 63]. This leads to a total cross section, for an unpolarized 

incident photon and detectors insensitive to the polarization of the scattered photon, 

8Jl'maP 1 
a = 372 L .L Igjal 2

• (15) 
a=x,y j=X,y,z 

where the operator, Ojb is 

Ojk = L[L(e;r;). ejIA,} 1. (A1IL(e;r;)' ek 
A · E - Ho +u . 

I I I 

+ L(e/;)' eklAI} 1 (A/IL(e/;). ej ], (17) 
; E - Ho -lim -lim' ; 

where E = Ef,l +lim and the unit vectors ej and ek both refer to the laboratory 

frame. In the low frequency limit, in which lim(jim') « E~o; - Ef,l, so we can let 

liw _ 0, liw' _ 0, only the symmetric part of the second rank Cartesian tensor, 

Ojb survives, and we can identify it with the polarizability tensor of the atom. The 

diagonal matrix elements of 0 jk in the atomic ground state, A;, can be identified 

with the atomic polarizability tensor, ex jk. To see this, consider the atom to be 

perturbed by a static external electric field, lext., with 

(18) 
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Stationary-state perturbation theory gives 

/l,.E = y~(AiIL,(eiri)' EeXLIAI)(AIILJ~i~i:~::IAi) 
L., E(O) _ E(O) 

.AJf AI Aj 

= ~L(AiIOjk«(iJ = w' = O)IA,)EyLE%XL 
)k 

= 1 ~ a. EextEext 
2 L., )k) k ' (19) 

jk 

where a)k is the polarizability tensor, which gives the strength of an induced electric 

dipole moment in the external field, E, 
;-; ',nduccd _ ~ ~. "exl. 
~'.i - L.,~ )k 0k . 

k 

(20) 

The total cross section for low w elastic scattering, for an unpolarized incident 

photon beam and detectors insensitive to the polarization of the scattered photons, 

then follows from eq. (15), 

8;rr w4 1 ~ ~ 2 8;rr w 4 1 ~ ~ 2 

aRayleigh = :3 ~ 2: L., L., I (A;lOjflIAi) I = :3 ~ 2: L., L., a jfl" 
fl=x.Y J=x.)".~ {J=x,Y ;=;(,Y.Z 

(21) 

If the scattering system is spherically symmetric, e.g., an atom, which will have 

all possible orientations with respect to the incident photon coordinate system, 

averaging over all possible orientations of the atoms will lead to 

8;rr w 4 

aRaylcigh= If c4 . L L alk ' 

)=X.v.: k=x. v.Z 

(22) 

For finite values of Fiw, the polarizability tensor will be w dependent. We define 

(23) 

If the scattering system is not sphcrically symmetric, a diatomic molecule, e.g., we 

must transform from the polarizability tensor components in the laboratory frame, 

defined by k and el~' to components in the molecular principal axis frame before 

averaging over all possible orientations oHhe molecules (see problems 40 and 41). 



68 

Natural Line Width: Wigner-Weisskopf 

Treatment 

Because we consider a world made of atomic systems and electromagnetic fields, 

i.e., atomic systems coupled to the photon fields, we must consider not only the 

atomic bound states with zero photons present, Le., states such as IAIlO), but also 

atomic bound states with one photon present, states such as IAn" k/1-}. Because 

the coupling between atoms and photons is weak, states with two photons, such 

as IAn", k/1-, k' /1-'), may be negligible in dominant order of perturbation theory, 

although they may also play a role, particularly for systems for which selection 

rules eliminate the one photon states. Fig. 68.1 shows the discrete spectrum of an 

atomic system with no photons present, with ground state, Ao, and excited states, 

All, with n = 1,2, .... The figure also shows the continuous spectra of states 

with one photon present. The atomic eigenstate, A 3 , e.g., is seen to be degenerate 

with the s~stem where the atom is in the ground state and the photon has energy, 

nw = E\; - E~~. It is also degenerate with the system where the atom is in 

the first excited state and the photon has energy nUJ' = E~; - E~; and with the 

system composed of the atom in the second excited state and with photon energy, 

nw" = E~; - E~;. More precisely, the discrete excited state I An} of the bare atom 

is coupled to states, IAn'. k/1-). in the continuum. where the photon energy lies 

between the aboveliw andliw + dEpholon. withnw = E~O) - E~?). where n' < n. 

In other words, the discrete state is coupled to the photon continuum with the 

weighting factor 
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If at t = 0 the system is in the state, IAnO), first-order time-dependent 

perturbation theory will give us 

(1) 

where the coefficients, Cn',tlL(t), can be calculated by time-dependent perturbation 

theory with the aid of the perturbation diagram of Fig. 68.2(a). Note, however, to 

first order in perturbation theory, the overlap of this 11/I(t» with the t = 0 state 

IAnO) is still unity 

(AnOI1/l(t» = 1 (2) 

because of the orthogonality of the states, lAnD) and IAn', kf../,). To get the time 

evolution of the state IAnO), i.e., to see how cn,o(t) evolves with time, we need 

to go to second-order perturbation theory. With the aid of Fig. 68.2(b) and the 

diagram rules, we get 

(AnOIU(t, O)IAnO) = (AnOI[1 + U(2)(t, O)]IAnO) 

i (0) (-i)2""lt l (0) ~ = e-iiEA"t x 1 + - ~~ dT2e-iiEA,,(t-'2)(AnOIHint.IA/, kf../,) 
Fi A - 0 

I klL 

{'2 '(E(O)'.)( )... i 

X 10 dTle- ii A/T"UJ '2-'1 (AJ, kf../,IHint.IAnO)e-ii('I-O) 

=e-kE~:t[I-Fi;L~ 1 (AnOIHint.IAJ,kf../,) 12 

Al klL 

X lot dT2e+i({J)"I-W)'21o'2 dTI e-i(W"I-W)'1 J, (3) 

where we have used the shorthand notation, WnJ = (E~l - E~;)fli and the 

Schrodinger picture with time-independent Hint.. The time-dependent integral 

gives 

We shall be interested in these time-dependent functions in the limit in which 

(1) t » Tatomic, where the atomic periods, Tatomic, are of order (10)-15 sec., (2) 

t « tlaboratory' For atoms, this means t « (lOr-s sec., that is, t « a lifetime of a 

typical atomic excited state. Because quantities such as Wn / and W in the above 
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formulae are of order IjTatomic, we shall look at F(t) in the first limit. For t » 
Tatomic, we can effectively take t --+ 00 in !R[F(t)] and ~[F(t)]. Now, using 

. [Sin(Wnl-W)t]~ 
hmt400 t - ( ) ""' t 

Wnl-W 
for (Wnl - w) 1= 0 

=0 for (Wnl - w) = 0, (5) 

we get 

1 
:J[F(t)] ~ t for (Wnl - w) 1= 0 

(Wnl - w) 
~[F(t)] = 0 for (Wnl - w) = o. (6) 

[
Sin2[!(Wnl - W)t]] 

!R[F(t)] = limt - HXl 2 = Irt8(Wnl - W) 
2[!(Wnl - w)] 

= 1rtIi8(E~O) - E~O) -liw). (7) 

With these results, we get (through second order in perturbation theory) 

(8) 

where the prime superscript on the sum of the imaginary part means: liw 1= (E~~

Ef). Recall ~[F(t)] = 0, when (Wnl - w) = 0 [see eq. (6)]. Now, we will also 

use 

(9) 

where the final + ... in this relation stands for the presence of atomic terms other 

than An. In this equation, we have used requirement (2) above, t « tlab .• Comparing 

with eq. (8), we get the level shift 

(10) 

and the width 

(11) 

In these formulae, the sum, Lk' must be replaced by integrals over the continuous 

photon spectrum and over the possible angular directions of the photons of a 
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particular energy, 

Lff f Vol. w 2 

=. dQ dEphOlon--3-3' 
_ (2rr) lie-

I,-±J 

For the width, r A", the energy Dirac delta function will limit the photon energies 

to valuesliw = (E~O) - E~)),), with n' < n. Thus, only a finite number of terms are 

involved. For the le~el shift, however, even though no zero denominator difficulties 

exist, the integral over photon energies and sum over atomic slales, A I , should go 

to 00 energies and should therefore be treated by relativistic quantum theory. 

Nevertheless, H. A. Bethe in 1947 used the above formula with an arbitrary cutoff 

ofliw ~ me2 and obtained remarkable agreement with the then recently observed 

upward "Lamb shift" of the 2s 1 level relative to the 2 P 1 level in hydrogen ("" E An =f. 
o essentially only for the I = d states). The level shift formula also involves a mass 

renormalization. Even a free electron has an energy p2/2mobs. where the bare mass 

has to be renormalized because of the presence of the virtual photons of type kJL to 

yield the observed mass, mobs. (Because both the correct relativistic treatment and 

the renormalization are best treated in quantum field theory, we defer this subject to 

the quantum field theory course. For a good account of Bethe 's treatment, however, 

see Section 2.8 in J. J. Sakurai, Advanced Quantum Mechanics, (1967).] 

The width, rAn' is given by 

rAn 2rr"" f f Vol. W~n' e 2 2](1i 1 "ei - -' 12 -.- = -L..; L..;. dQ--3 -3 -~~-~.-.-.~. (A"IL..;-(pi·ell)IAn,) • 

Ii n 11'<" 11±1 (2rr) lic' Vol. (Onn' i mi C 

(2) 

Again, using 

Pi i (0) ... 
= ;;-[Hatom ' rd, 

mic riC 
(13) 

we convert 

(14) 

and, again, with the use of 

(15) 

we have 

r A" = ~"w,~n' " i (A 1~(eL);A ,) 12 n 3 L..; lic3 L..; I n '""m I n 
nl<n m=±l,O 
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Here, (1/ TA" -;. A,,') gives the probability per second that the atom in state n make 

a transition to a lower state n' via the spontaneous emission of a photon, see eq. 

(24) of Chapter 63. Also, 

(17) 

Further, a Fourier analysis of this time-dependent function gives a level centered 

at position, E~: + t::,.E A", with width, r A,,' The decay of the nTh level is given by 

with 

Problems 

40. In a diatomic molecule, the scattering matrix sums (for elastic scattering) 

gfJ' _ ~[(Ail(jl(el.). efJ}.I.:~~.~)(A[I(jl(el.). ey)IAj) 

Y - L...... E(O) +liw _ E(O) 
A, A, A/ 

(18) 

(19) 

can be replaced by the approximately frequency-independent polarizability com

ponents, a)3'y, i.e., g)3'y --7 all'y' (Note, the mixed components used here: (3' refers 

to the primed axes of the scattered photon, y to the unprimed incident photon 

coordinate system, where the k of the incident photon is in the z direction, and 

the k' of the scattered photon is in the z' direction.) In the molecular symmetry 

coordinate system, with z" parallel to the diatomic molecule axis, with 

ez" = ex sin e cos ¢ + e" sin () sin ¢ + ez cos e, 

ex" = ex cos e cos ¢ + ey cos () sin ¢ - ez sin e, 

e,V" = -ex sin¢ + ey cos¢, 

the polarizability tensor has the simple diagonalform: a x •· x" = ay"v" = a 1.; az"z" = 

o 0) o . 
all 
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To gain information about the molecular polarizabilities, a1- and all, the polar

izations of the scattered photons are measured, usually in an arrangement with 

()' = I' ¢' = 0, i.e., scattered photon in the x direction, incident photon in the z 

direction. For this arrangement, show the "degree of polarization" (dall / da 1-) has 

the value 

for the case when the incident light is polarized in the y direction and 

for the case of unpolarized incident light. 

Note that you have to average over all possible molecular orientations. 

In the above, dall gives the scattering cross section for the scattered photons 

polarized parallel to the scattering plane, defined by the vectors k of the incident 

beam and k' of the scattered beam; i.e., in our arrangement, dall is for the scattered 

photon polarized in the z direction. d a 1- gives the scattering cross section for the 

scattered photon polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane; therefore, in our 

arrangement, da 1- is for the scattered photon polarized in the y direction. 

41. For the Raman scattering from diatomic molecules involving rotational ex

citations, the gfJ'y of problem 40. can be replaced by the rotational matrix elements 

of the polarizability tensor components: 

gfJ'y ~ (JjMjlafJ'yIJ;M;). 

Recall, for the diatomic molecule rigid rotator, 

h2 

E1 = -J(J + I), 
2Ie 

where () and ¢ are the polar and azimuth angles giving the orientation of the 

molecular symmetry axis relative to the laboratory frame and Ie is the moment of 

inertia of the diatomic molecule in its equilibrium configuration, Ie = JU;. 
Calculate the cross sections, dall and da1-, as functions of a1- and all, again, 

for the special case, ()' = I, ¢' = 0, as in problem 40, i.e., scattered photon in 

the x direction, incident photon in the z direction. Assume unpolarized incident 

light. Calculate these cross sections for both the so-called Stokes process, where 

the molecule absorbs energy (transition J ~ J + 2), so hw' < hw, and the 

anti-Stokes process (transition J ~ J - 2), so hw' > hw. Prove only Raman 

transitions with ~ J = ±2 can occur; keeping in mind transitions with ~ J = ° 
lead to elastic scattering processes. 

Raman scattering is particularly important in homonuclear diatomic molecules, 

such as H2 and N2, which have no permanent electric dipole moments and hence no 

rotational absorption spectra. Also, the differential cross section for each Raman 

transition, J ~ J', depends on the number of molecules in the initial rotational 
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state, J. 

(2J + l)gnucleare-EJlkT 

NJ = No" E .fkT 
~J(2J + l)gnucleare- J 

for a gas sample in thermal equilibrium, where No is the total number of molecules 

per unit volume. Taking account of the identity of the two spin) protons in the H2 

diatomic molecule, and the identity of the two spin I nuclei, IN, in the diatomic 

molecule N 2 , show the nuclear spin weights, gnuclear, are J -dependent as follows: 

gnuclear = I for even J, gnuclear = 3 for odd J, in H2 , 

gnuclear = 6 for even J, gnuclear = 3 for odd J, in N2 • 

42. For the elastic scattering of an unpolarized incident beam of high-frequency 

photons from an atom (Thomson limit), calculate the degree of polarization 

(dull/dul.) as a function of scattering angle e. dall gives the differential cross 

section for photons with their linear polarization vector lying in the scattering 

plane defined by k and k', and du 1. gives the differential cross sections for photons 

linearly polarized with their polarization vector perpendicular to the scattering 

plane. 

43. Calculate the resonance fluorescence cross section for the scattering of un

polarized Lyman a radiation from cold hydrogen (in its ground state). Show, in 

particular, at exact resonance, 

3 e2 

nw = (En=2 - En=d = -8-' 
ao 

the reduced electric dipole moment matrix element drops out of the expression for 

the cross section, and give an expression for the cross section in terms of the wave 

length ).. of Lyman a. 

44. The most-probable decay mode for the 2S! state of hydrogen involves the 
2 

simultaneous emission of two photons, withnw + nw' = E2s I - E Is I • 

I 2 

Convince yourself first the magnetic dipole single-photon emission probability 

for this transition is equal to zero, and the sequential decay via the emission of 

an electric dipole photon from the 2S! into the 2P! level with subsequent fast 
2 2 

emission of the electric dipole photon for the transition 2P! ---+ IS! is very 
• 2 .2 

Improbable because of the low frequency of 1057 Mc/sec. correspondmg to the 

Lamb shift that has raised the 2S! level above the 2P! level. 
2 2 

Derive a formula for the probability of double photon emission with one photon 

in the frequency range dw = 2rrdv about w = 2rrv. Show, in particular, 

[ 
Transition Probability ] 

second 2s~ \<+Ii,,>' +Ii", 
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Himi"" / ove, oon,inuurn p - "are. I', 
where il snp and inp2s are the radial integrals 

hsnp = 1000 

drr2 RI.,(r)r Rnp(r), I np2s = Iocc 
drr2 Rnp(r)r R2s (r), 

involving discrete excited states. See Chapter 35 for the needed integrals. For the 

similar contribution from the continuum states with I = 1, for which the discrete 

sum has to be replaced by the continuous integral involving positive energies 

from 0 ~ 00, see the mathematical appendix to Chapter 42. The total transition 

probability for the atom to make the transition, 2s ~ Is, will involve an integration 

over all frequencies, v, with the restriction, 

with v ranging from zero to 

, 3 I e2 

v+v=---, 
8 h ao 

3 I e2 

v - ---
max. - 8 h ao' 

In making this integral over all allowed frequencies, v, we have to remember a 

particular photon frequency, Va, can occur in two ways: either V = Va or v' = Va. 

Thus, to avoid double counting, we have 

[
Transition probability] 1 1 10 "max. 

= . = - dvA(v). 
second 2s--,>ls (r = meanhfe) 2 0 

Finally, introducing dimensionless quantities 

Fiw Fiw' 

y = (3e 2 )' 

8ao 

(1 - y) = (3e 2 )' 

gao 

and dimensionless integrals, such as Ilsnp == ilsnp!ao, show 

- = - dyA(y) = --- - dyy\l _ y)3 I 110 1 32 
C (12)711 

r 2 0 2 13 :rtao C 0 

x 1 fIIsnpInp2s ( [! _ ~ ] + [~ _ ~ _ ] ) +continuum contribution 12 
n=2 3 3n~ + y 3 3n 2 y 

Make a "guesstimate" for the lifetime, r, by evaluating the most important terms 

of the discrete sum, and show this r is much smaller, by a factor of order 'V 109 , 

than the lifetime for the cascade 2s! ~ 2 P! ~ 1 s ! . 
2 2 2 
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69 

Dirac Theory: Relativistic Quantum 

Theory of Spin-~ Particles 

A Four-Vector Conventions 

In relativistic theories, it will be useful to use a four-vector space-time formulation. 

We shall use the conventions of 1. D. Bjorken and S. D. Drell, Relativistic Quantum 

Mechanics, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. (These are also the conventions used 

by 1. D. Jackson, CLassicaL Electrodynamics, New York: John Wiley, 1967.) We 

shall therefore use covariant and contravariant vector notation, using Greek letters 

for 4-D quantities and Latin letters for 3-D quantities, with a metric tensor 

The time-space four-vector is given by 

whereas 

o 
o 

-1 

o 
~ ). 
-1 

where we use summation convention for repeated indices. The scalar invariant 

length in four-space is 

(1) 
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The four-momentum vector has covariant and contravariant components 

Ii a Ii a nan a Ii~ 

PJ1. = - i axJ1. = (- ic at' - i ax i ) = (- ic at' - i '\7), 

and 

lia na Ii~ 
pJ1. = --- = (--- +-'\7) 

i aXil ic at' i ' 

where 

( E)2 ~ ~ 
pJ1.Pil = -;; - (p. p). (2) 

B The Klein-Gordon Equation 

In the early chapters, we saw that the relation between energy and momentum for 

a free particle 

E2 ~ ~ 2 2 
- - (p . p) = me, 
c2 

which becomes the dispersion relation in wave theory, leads via 

Ii a 
E -+ ---' 

i at' 
to the Klein-Gordon equation 

(3) 

(4) 

and would lead to a conserved probability density, W, and probability density 

current, S, with 

with 

.... Ii -+ -+ 

aw ~ ~ 
- +('\7. S) =0, 
at 

(5) 

S = -. (\11*'\7\11 - \11'\7\11*), 
2ml 

n * a \II a \11* 
and W = --.-(\11 - - \11-), (6) 

2mlc2 at at 
with a real but not positive-definite probability density, W. It was this seeming 

difficulty that led Dirac to an alternative approach. (Today, we know the Klein

Gordon equation is a correct relativistic wave equation for spin-O particles.) 

C Dirac's Reasoning: Historical Approach 

Because of the seeming difficulty with the Klein-Gordon equation, Dirac looked 

for an alternative. He assumed the basic equations might be first order in both space 
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and time derivatives, so ct and x, y, z, appear on an equal footing. He was guided 

by Maxwell's equations, which are Lorentz-covariant and first order in time and 

space derivatives, but involve not one scalar field, 1lJ, but six fields, E 1, E2 , E3, B1, 

B2 , BJ, connected by six of the equations. He, therefore, postulated the relativistic 

equations have N fields, 1/r p, with p = 1, ... , N, such that 

N 

1. W = LI1/rpI2 , (7) 
p=l 

leading to a positive-definite probability density. In addition, he assumed the ba

sic equations are first-order equations, and the Klein-Gordon equation is then a 

consequence of these first -order equations, where, with p = 1, ... , N, 

2. 

or 

Ii a1/rp 
- -- - (H) ,I, . a - prr'Pa, 

I 1 
with 

~ Ii ~ 2 
(H)pa = caper . ~ 'i7 + mc f3pa, 

I 
(9) 

where summation convention is assumed for repeated Greek indices, the sum 

running from 1 to N, and (ax)pa, (ay)pa, (az)pa, f3pa, are N x N matrices, in

dependent of space-time variables. These are to be chosen so the Klein-Gordon 

equation follows and the probability interpretation is a valid one. 

3. Theorem L If the the ii, and f3 are hermitian matrices, and if W is given 

by eq. (7), probability is conserved: Ifax = a;, a y = a;, a z = a;, f3 = f3 t , 

dl .. , 
- dr w=o. 
dt all space 

(10) 

Multiplying the pi II Dirac equation by 1ft;, the complex conjugate of the plh 

equation by 1ftp, and summing over the index p: 

1ft;U a~fJ +ii()a' V1ft" + i~C f3 pa1fta J 

[ 1 a1ft; ~* ~ * imc * *] 
+ 1ftp ~at +apa . 'i71fta - Tf3pu1fta = O. (11) 

Now, using the hermiticity of the matrices in the second term, 

and renaming dummy indices p +-J. CJ in double sums, such as 1ftpf3;,,1ft; 

1ftpf3a p1ft; = 1ft;f3pa 1fta, we are led to a continuity equation 

(12) 
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with 

W = 1/t;1/tp (== LI1/tpI2), (13) 

P 

If we assume the 1/t p go to zero sufficiently fast as r -7 00, (S . ii) -7 0 on 

the surlace at 00, so Gauss's theorem applied to the divergence term gives us the 

desired result. 

4. Theorem II. If the matrices, Ii, f3, satisfy the Dirac conditions 

a{ak + aka{ = 20{kl, 

alak + akal = 0 for I =1= k, (ad2 = 1 for l = x, y, z, 

atf3 + f3at = 0, and f32 = I, (14) 

each of the 1/t p satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation. (In these relations, 1 is the 

N x N unit matrix.) To prove this theorem, let us change to full matrix notation, 

and let 1/t be an N x 1- matrix with N rows and a single column, whereas f3 and 

the at are N x N matrices. As a specific example, 

f31/t = (~~: 
f3Nl 

Let us then act with the operator 

( 1 a ... - imC) 
---+a·V+-f3 

c at Ii 

on the Dirac equation 

1 a1/t ...... imc 
+-- +a· V1/t + -f31/t = 0 

c at Ii 

to obtain 

1 a21/t _... __ -- m2c2 2 imc a1/t 
- -- + (a· V)(a· V1/t) - -f3 1/t + -(atf3 + f3 at)-

c2 at 2 li 2 Ii ax' 

+ ~ (Ii . V a1/t _ ~Ii . V1/t) + imc (f3 a1/t _ af31/t) 
c at at fi at at 

1 a2 1/t (2 a2 1/t 2 a21/t 2 a21/t) m2c2 2 
= - c2 at2 + ax ax2 + ay ay2 + az az2 - 7f3 1/t 

a2 1/t a2 1/t a2 1/t 
+ (axay + ayax)-- + (axaz + azax)-a a + (ayaZ + aZaY)-a a 

axay x z y z 

(15) 

1 a2 1/t 2 m2c2 
= - c2 at2 + v 1/t - 71/t = 0, (16) 

where we have used the Dirac relations of eq. (14) in the last step. 

5. Theorem III. There is "essentially" only one set of matrices, Ii, f3, which 

satisfy the Dirac relations. 
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(a). The matrices must be at least 4 x 4 matrices. A specific solution to the Dirac 

relations is: 

~ (0 i1) 
ot= i1 0 ' (17) 

where 1 is the 2 x 2 unit matrix, and 0 are 2 x 2 zero matrices, and where the i1 
are the 2 x 2 Pauli spin matrices 

U x = (~ ~), uy = (~ ~i ) , U z = (~ ~1)' (18) 

For example, 

otjot j + ot jotj = (~ ~) (~ ri) + ( ~ ri) (~ ~) 
( 

(UiUj + UjUj) 0 ) = 20;- 1, (19) 
o (UiUj + UjUj) } 

where we have used 

(20) 

(b) The matrices are the specific ones shown through eq. (17) or are related to 

these by a similarity transformation, with 4 x 4 matrices S. Thus, with 

we would have the Dirac equations 

1 a1/l ~,~ imc I 

~at +ot • V1/I + TfJ 1/1 = 0 

= s[~ a(S-l1/l) + iX:V(S-l1/l) + imc fJ(S-11/1)] = O. (21) 
c at Ii 

These equations would be a linear combination of the old equations, applied to a 

linear combinations of the old 1/1 p • 

(c) Higher dimensional realizations, such as 8 x 8 or 12 x 12, could have been 

obtained via a blowup process. This, however, would again not have led to anything 

new. It would merely be a rewriting of the original equations, two or three times 

over. 

D The Dirac Equation in Four-Dimensional Notation 

So far, we have treated the space and time derivative terms of the Dirac equation on 

a separate footing. We can achieve a more uniform 4-D notation, if we left-multiply 

the equation by fJ to get 

f3 a1/l ~ ~ imc 
-- + (fJot)· V1/I + -1/1 = 0, 
c at Ii 

(22) 
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and if we define 

y' =~ {3a, with i = 1,2,3; for ax, <1", a:, (23) 

the Dirac equation then has the fonu 

11 al/f imc 
y ---j-- -l/f = O. 

axl' h 
(24) 

In tenus of the yll, with f.L = 0, 1,2, 3, the Dirac relations can be written in tenus 

of one equation 

(25) 

Note: (y 11 P = gI'l' 1 for the special case f1 = IJ, so 

(26) 

If we want to diagonalize a particular yl' via a similarity transfollnution with a 

matrix S, the eigenvalues must be either + 1 or -1 (for f.L = 0), or +i or -i (for f.L = 
1,2,3). Also, from the Dirae relation with f.L =f. Ii, we get by left-multiplication 

with a particular yl1 

for fl. 1= Ii. (27) 

(For the moment, there is no summation convention for repeated indices.) Taking 

the trace of this relation, we have 

Trace(y l!) = _ [Trace(yll y" yl1) ]gl1l1 == _ [ Trace(y V(yl' )2) ]glll' 

= -[TracecyV)] (gILIL)2 = Trace(yU). (28) 

Thus, 

Trace(y U) = o. (29) 

Because the eigenvalues of a particular y j) are either + 1 or -1, or +i or -i, and the 

matrix has zero trace, the dimension of the matrix, N, must be even. The solution 

N = 2 is ruled out because N = 2 cannot accomodate four independent hermitian 

matrices. Thus, we have the proof: N = 4. If we take Dirac's earlier very specific 

realization, we have 

i (0 
Y = _ai (30) 

where a i = a = (ax, ai' a z) are the standard 2 x 2 Pauli u-matrices, and 1 and 0 

are 2 x 2 unit and zero matrices. Note, 

(31) 
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E Hermitian Conjugate Equation 

As for the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation, we need both the Dirac equation 

and its hermitian conjugate equation 

at t ~ imc ~ 
-----y!'-' - -t' = O. (32) 
ax!'- Ii 

Now right-multiplying by yO, and using yOt = yO, as well as yit yO = _yi yO = 
+yOyi, we get 

a _c 0 imc ~ ° 
-t'y y!'- - -t'y = o. 
ax!'- Ii 

Now, it proves convenient to define 

= (t7 t{ -t; 

so the Dirac equation 

1. 
at imc 

yll--+-t=O 
axil- Ii 

goes over into the conjugate equation 

II. 
a1/J Il- imc-
8xll- Y - fit =0. 

Now, taking t x (eq. I) + (eq. II) x t yields 

_a_(1/J yll-t) = o. 
axil-

This is the continuity equation in 4-D notation 

aJIl- 1 aJo ~ ~ 
- = 0 - - + V' . J = 0, 
axil- ' c at 

with 

4 4 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

J O = 1/JyOt = ttt = Lltp l2 , f = 1/Jyiifr = ttait = L t;(a)pata. 
p=l p,o-=] 

(39) 

Note: 1/J yll-1f.r appears to be a four-vector, because we expect that all observers, in 

all Lorentz frames, would expect to obtain a continuity equation of the same form. 
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Lorentz Covariance of the Dirac 

Equation 

From the 4-D form of the Dirac equation, 

a imc 
yl"_1/f + -1/f = 0 

axil Ii ' 
(1) 

it might seem tempting to conclude the ylL are the four components of a four-vector 

contracted with a/axl" to make a Lorentz scalar, but this is nonsense. The yl" are 

merely matrices, introduced to keep track of how the various components, 1/f P' are 

coupled to each other in the four equations. If an observer, 0', in another Lorentz 

frame, X'll, constructs his Dirac equations, his yl" will have to satisfy all of the 

same criteria as the yiL for an observer, 0, in the Lorentz frame, Xll . Observer, 0', 

might come up with a different solution to the Dirac relations and the hermiticity 

conditions (as might another observer in Xl'), but his different solution would be 

related to Dirac's solution by means of a similarity transformation, corresponding 

again merely to a different linear combination of the 1/f p and the four equations. 

(Unlike y", however, the product -if, yl' 1/f = J Il , is a four-vector, as was surmised 

in the last chapter.) 

An observer, 0', in a Lorentz frame, X'I", should therefore obtain Dirac 

equations, with the standard yiL, of the form 

I" a " imc" 
y~-1/f (x) + -1/f (x) = 0 

ax 'll Ii. ' 
(2) 

where the X'il are related to the XV via the Lorentz transformation 

(3) 
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with inverse relations 

" (-I)" 'JL 
X = a I'X, (4) 

with 

a" 
t' - ax"' 

( -I)" ax" a ---
,,- ax'I" 

(5) 

and 

" ( -1)" _.v a"a ).-0).. (6) 

The Lorentz invariance of the 4-D length element 

(7) 

leads to the 4-D orthogonality relations 

(8) 

The most general Lorentz transformation can be built from a combination of special 

Lorentz transformations, Lorentz boosts in the direction of some specific space 

direction, and ordinary rotations in the 3-D subspace, xl, x 2, x 3. For example, the 

special Lorentz transformation 

or the special rotation 

1 
et' = r .--- (et - f3x), 

vI - f32 

I 1 
x = ~(-vt +x), 

'Ill - f32 

xl! =xlcos() +x 2 sin(), 

xl2 = _Xl sin() +x2 cos(), 

(9) 

(10) 

The special Lorentz transformation could have been written in anaJagous form 

with 

x tO = x O cosh X - xl sinh x, 
xl! = -xosinhx +Xl coshX, 

coshX= ~' 
'Ill - f32 

sinh X = ---~---------, 
~ 

(11) 

(12) 

Also, for the proper Lorentz transformations: detlal'v I + L For the improper 

Lorentz transformations: detla" v I = -1. The laUer transform.ations include the 

space inversions, Xi ~ _Xi, for i = 1,2,3, and the time reflections, xO ~ -xo, 

Dirac assumed, in the new Lorentz frame, the 1fr1(X' ) are a linear combination 

of the 1fr(x): 

1fr'(X') = 5h1fr(x), with SL == S = S(a" J, (13) 
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that is, the 4 x 4 Lorentz S matrices are functions of the Lorentz parameters, eij, Xi. 

Then, with 

a ax" a (-I)" a -- == --... ---"------ - :.::--~- a -, 
ax'l1 ax'Ji ax" Ii ax" 

(14) 

the Dirac equation in the primed frame transforms into 

yl'~lfr'(X') + im~lfr/(x') = yl1(a- If ~(Slfr(x») + imc (Slfr(x») = o. 
dX'1i Ii 11 ax" Ii 

Left-multiplying this equation by S-I leads to 

", I)" a imc 
(S-'yI1S)(a- -lfr(x) + -lfr(x) = 0, 

11 ax" ft 

which would leave the form of the Dirac equations Lorentz invariant if 

(S- l y I1S)(a- Iy 11 = y", 

. 1.(-1)" <A or, uSlng a Vall = a 11' 

lea) : 

or 

I(b) : 

Also, the conjugate of the Dirac equations will be Lorentz covariant if 

1/r'(x') = 1/r(X)S-I, 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

where we have first right-multiplied by S in the second line and have then used 

eq. (18) in the last step. Now, combining eq. (20) with 

1/r'(x') = lfr'(x')i-yO = lfr(x)'"S-'yO, (22) 

we have as a second requirement on the matrix, S, 

II: (23) 

A Construction of the Lorentz Matrix, S 

As in our study of ordinary rotations, we shall exploit the fact that it is sufficient to 

know the S matrix for an infinitesimal transformation (either an ordinary rotation 
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in three-space or a Lorentz boost along some specific space direction), and obtain 

the finite transformations by compounding the infinitesimal ones. We tak.e as our 

simplest first example an ordinary rotation in the 1-2 plane, Le., a rotation about 

the z axis through an infinitesimal angle, ~{h2, for which 

S1/f(x) = 1/f'(x') = 1/f'(et, x', y', z) 

= 1/f' (et, x cos 812 + y sin 812 , -x sin 812 + Y cos 812 , z) 

(1 - i8812 G l2)1/f(X) = 1/f'(et, x + ytSe l2 , y - x88 l2 , z) 

,. (a a ) 
= 1/f (et, x, y, z) + ~8l2 Y ax - Xay 1/f(et, x, y, z) 

1 a a 
= 1/f'(et, x, y, z) - i8812i (X Cly - Ya~)1/f(et, x, y, z), (24) 

where we have replaced 1/f'(ct, x, y, z) by 1/f(et, x, y, z) in the second term ofthe 

last line because this term is already proportional to 8812 and 1/f' (et, x, y, z) would 

differ from 1/f(et, x, y, z) by an infinitesimal of first order. In the above equation, 

G l2 is the generator of this infinitesimal rotation through the angle 88]2. Thus, we 

note 

(l ...... i8812G12)1/f(X) = 1/f'(x) - i8()12Lz1/f(ct, x, y, z), (25) 

where the orbital part of G l2 turns out to be the orbital angular-momentum operator, 

L z . From our experience with nonrelativistic quantum theory, we would expect 

G l2 = G~n2trinsic + G~~bital, so 

(1 - i ~()12G 12)1/f(X) = [1 - i8()dG\~r. + L z ) J 1/f(et, x, y, z). (26) 

Therefore, we would expect 

(27) 

for the infinitesimal transformation. Moreover, we would expect Gil~r. to be related 

to 1az in the nom-elativistic limit. Now, note 

yly2 = 

? ). (28) 
-la z 

Recall, finally, the iteration of the infintesimal transformation (1- i8()12G12) leads 

to the finite transformation matrix 

(29) 

From the infinitesimal transformation above, we are therefore led to try, for a 

rotation in the 1-2 plane through a finite angle, e12 , 

(30) 

Now, let us test whether this S satisfies the relations I of eqs. (18) and (19), and n 
of eqs. (23). From 

(31) 
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we have 

(32) 

so 

l ' () ()l2' () ()12 
(S y"S) = (cos -1 + sin -y y )y"(cos -1- sin -yy ) (33) 

2 2 2 2 

leads, with repeated use of the Dirac relation for the yl" to: 

For A = I : 
l! (?O 2()) 1 0 () 2 

S- Y S = cos- 2 - sin 2 y + 2 sin 2 cos 2" y 

= cosey! + sinOy2 = a;,yV, 

For A = 2: S-ly 2S = _ sin()yl + cosOy2 = a:yV, 

For A = 3: .'l !y 3 .'l = y3 = a~yV, 
For A = 0: S-lyOS = yO ='0 a~,yv. (34) 

.'ltyO = yO(cos ~1 + sin ~yly2) = yOS-I, (35) 

so relations I, II are satisfied by this S = S12. Similarly, we can show rotations in 

the 2-3 plane, i.e., about the x axis, require 

en .e23?3 
= cos 21 - sm "'2" y - y , (36) 

and rotations about the y axis, i.e., rotations in the 3-1 plane, require 

(37) 

For a special Lorentz transformation in the x direction; or a special Lorentz 

transformation in the 0 1 subspace, we are led to try 

= cosh 25.. 1 - sinh !yOyl 
2 2' 

(38) 

where now: (yOy 1 )(yOy I) = + 1. Now, let us test this SOL to see whether it satisfies 

relations I and II. With 

(S-I AS) ( h Xl' h X ° I) A( h XI' h X ° I) . Y = cos - + sm - y y y cos - - sm y y 
2 2 2 2 ' 

(39) 

we have: 

For A = 0: (.'l 1 yO S) = (cosh2 ! + sinh2 !)yO - 2 cosh 25.. sinh 25.. y I 

2 2 2 2 

For A -

For A = 

For A -

1 

2 

3 

= coshXYo - sinhxyl = a~yV, 

(S lyIS)=-sinhxyo+coshXyl =a~yV, 

(Sly 2S) = y2 = a:yV, 

(S-iy'S) = y3 = a~,yv. (40) 
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Finally, 

styo = (COSh!l + sinh !yIyO)yO = yO(COSh!l+Sinh!yOyl) = yOS-I 
2 2 2 2 ' 

(41) 

so both relations I and II are satisfied. We therefore expect 

1 0, 

SOi = e-'i XiY Y with i = 1,2,3. (42) 

Finally, the Sij and SOi can be expressed through 

{)ij • {)U i . 
S·· =cos-l-sm-y yJ 

IJ 2 2 

{)ij (1 0) ., {)ij (ak 
= cos "2 0 1 + I sm "2 Eijk 0 0) with i -# j = 1, 2, 3, (43) 

ak 

and 

S, h Xi 1 'nh Xi 0 i 
Oi = cos "2 - SI "2 y Y 

= cosh - - smh -Xi (1 0) . Xi ( 0 
201 2 ai 

~) with i = 1,2,3. 

Thus, we can summarize: For any I-t-v plane Lorentz transfonnation 

(44) 

1 i 
SI-'" = e-"2&"'Y"Y' = e~o",O"'" with a llv == 2 [yl-', yV] = iylly". (45) 

From eqs. (42) and (43), we also have, explicitly, 

For 12 - rotations : 

'''.u 
1/1; = e l 

2 1/11 
I -i~ 

1/12 = e 2 1/12 
'''.u 

1/1~ = e' 2 1/13 
I -i~ 
~=e 2~ (~ 

or for 23 - rotations : 

(47) 

or for 01 - boosts : 

1/1' h XOI ,I, . h XOI ,I, 
I = cos """2 '1'1 - sm """2 '1'4 

,/,1 h XOI ,I, . h XOI 
'f'2 = cos -'1'2 - sm -1/13 

2 2 
1/1' °nh XOI 1/1 h XOI 1/1 

3 = - SI """2 2 + cos """2 3 
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(48) 

These equations give just the intrinsic transformations. Each 1/1; must still be 

acted upon by the appropriate e-;e",G~~'taJ, where these operators act on the space

time coordinates in the 1/1;. Recalling, from eqs. (24)-(27), 1/I' (xf.L) = Sintr.1/I(Xf.L) = 

Sintr.1/I«a- l )f.L "x'"), we have in the specific example of a 12 rotation, [see the first 

line ofeq. (46)], 

",Ie 1f.L) i".u.." ('0 I[ () 12 • () II· () 12 () 13) 
'f'1 X = e 2 'f'1 X ,x cos 12 - X sm 12, x sm 12 + X cos 12, X • 

B Space Inversions 

As a final example, consider the space-inversion operation, with 

o 
-1 

o 
o 

o 
o 

-1 

o 

OUf basic relations I and II are simply 

S-Iy-'S = gA"y" 

styo = yOS-I. 

These equations are satisfied by 

S = eiayo, where a = any real number. 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

It will prove convenient to choose a = 0 when the limiting nonrelativistic 1/1 has 

positive parity, and a = 7r when the limiting nonrelativistic 1/1 has negative parity. 
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Bilinear Covariants 

Consider the 16 combinations of y matrices, rA, A = 1, ... , 16, where 

(S): r S = 1, 

(V): (r V )fL=yfL=(yO,yl,y2,y3), 

(T): (rT)fLV = a fLV = iyfLy" = (iyOyl, i y Oy2, i y Oy3, i y ly2, iy2 y 3, i y 3y l), 

(A): (rA)fL = y5yl-' = (_i y ly2 y 3, _ iyOy2 y 3, _ iyOy3 y l, _i y Oyly2), 

(P): I'P =y5= iyOyly2y 3, (1) 

where we have defined a new y matrix 

yS = i y Oylyly3 = (~ ~), (2) 

where 1 is a 2 x 2 unit matrix and 0 is a 2 x 2 zero matrix. Note: y5 also has the 

following properties: 

(3) 

The 16 rA satisfy the following properties: 

1. (4) 

as can be shown by direct verification. Thus, each rA has an inverse and (rA )-l = 
±rA. 

2. where EAB = ±1, ±i only. (5) 

This can again be shown by direct verification. In addition: 

If, for fixed rA , l' B is allowed to run through all 16 possibilities, r e runs through 

aU 16 possibilities also, and r e = 1 only for 1'8 = rA. To prove this: Suppose 
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some rB' =F r8 existed for which rAr B = rArB'. Because the inverse of r A 

exists, if we left-multiply with (rA )-1, we would have rB = rB', contrary to the 

initial assumption. 

3. for all r A except rA = 1'S = 1. 

For each such r A (other than 1'5), a ["Y exists such that 

rArN = _rNrA, 

so 

TraceCrAriv) = - Trace(rNrA) 

= -Trace(rArN) = O. 

The first step can be shown by verification. 

For rA = yl", rN = yV; (Ii =F ;.t). 

For r A = iy!1yV, r N = yV; (lJ =F ;.t). 

For rA = y5 y ", r N = yl". 

For r A = yS, f"Y = yli. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The rA rN from this list cover all 15 possibilities, which are therefore traceless. 

4. The 16 r ,1 are linearly independent. No relation of the form Lk6=1 CB 1'8 = 0 

exists. 

Proof: For any specific r.4, 

16 

TraceCLc8rBrA) = ±Trace(lkA = ±4cA • 

B=] 

Thus,ifL~6=lCBrB =O,CA = o for all A === 1, ... ,16. 

(10) 

5. If F is a 4 x 4 matrix that commutes with all four y!", F is a multiple of the 

unit matrix 1. 

Proof: Let F = LlIcBI'li. Then, 

FyP=yPF-+LcBrByl"=LcByl"rB; It=O,I,2,3, (11) 

or 

B B 

LCB(rByp- yllrB) +CJyP-Clyl" = O. 

B#S 

(12) 

For each rB, at least one yll exists such that yllrB = __ rByl", see eq. (9). 

Therefore, the sum above can be zero only if each CB with B =F 1 is zero. 

A Transformation Properties of the 1fr r A 1jf 

Substituting for lfr' (x') and 1/f' (x'), 

lfr'(x')l1/f'(x') = lfr(x)SIS1/f(x) = lfr(x)l1/f(x). (13) 
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This equation establishes the Lorentz invariance of 1jJ 1jJ . 

1[/(X')yfL1jJ'(X') = Vt(X)S-lyIlS1jJ(X) = a~Vt(x)yv1jJ(x), (14) 

which shows Vt y fJ-1jJ is a Lorentz fOUf-vector. 

Vt'(X')iyfL y j) 1jJ' (x') = tex)i(S-1 yll S)(S-1 y v S)1jJ(x) = a~a~ (Vt(x)i yP y A1jJ(X»). 

(15) 

To see how the (A) and (P) transform, we use 

(16) 

Because the S for proper Lorentz transformations are built from exponentials of 

type e-~Y"Y', [y5, S1 = 0 for proper Lorentz transformations. Thus, for proper 

Lorentz transformations, we have 

Vt'(x')y5 y ll 1jJ '(X') = Vt(x)S- l y 5y fJ-S1jJ(x) = Vt(X)y 5S 1y fJ-S1jJ(x) 

= al~Vt(x)y5yv1jJ(x), (17) 

and, again for proper Lorentz transformations, 

Vt'(x')y51jJ'(x') = Vt(X)S-l y 5S1jJ(X) = Vt(x)y5 S-1 S1jJ (X) = Vt(X)y51jJ(X). 

(18) 

Now, for pure space inversions, we found S = eiC<yo. Therefore, for this space 

inversion S, we have 

S-ly5 S = _y5 (19) 

This relation shows the pseudoscalar character, (P), of Vt y 51jJ. Finally, for the 

space-inversion, S = eiayo, we also have 

S-lyllS = (yO, _yi), 

S-ly5 y ll S = (_y5 y O, y5 y i), 

S-liyfJ-yVS = (_iyOyi, iyiyj). (20) 

These relations establish the true four-vector character, (V), of Jfr y fL1jJ, the pseudo 

or axial vector character, (A), of Vt y5 yll1jJ, and finally the true tensor character, 

(T),ofVtiylly"1jJ. 

B Lower Index y Matrices 

So far, we have defined all of the f'A in terms of upper index y matrices, yll. In 

view of the transformation properties of the Vt f' A 1jJ, it is useful to define lower 

index y- matrices, YP' through 

yo=yO, y;=_yi, for i=1,2,3, (21) 

but with Ys defined by 

(22) 
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Simple Solutions: Free Particle Motion: 

Plane Wave Solutions 

Let us first seek solutions to the equation 

" 81jr imc 
yr_ + -1jr = 0 

axil Ii ' 
(1) 

which have the plane wave fonn 

(2) 

where u(p) is a four-component quantity, I.e., a 4 x 1 matrix, and 

(3) 

which follows from the energy-momentum relation leading to the Klein-Gordon 

equation for the free particle of rest mass m. Both a positive and negative root 

exist. To get the simplest of all solutions, let us investigate the case, p = 0, i.e., a 

particle at rest in our Lorentz frame. In this case, 

01 o1jr ime 
y -- = --1jr, 

e at Ii 

or 
i 0 ime 

.- -Ey u(O) = --u(O). 
fie Ii 

(4) 

If we decompose the 4 x I matrix into two 2 x 1 matrices, u A (0) and U B (0), this 

becomes 

E ( 1 0) (u A (0») = me2 (u A (0) ) . 
o -1 UR(O) UR(O) 

(5) 
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1. With E = +me2 , this equation has two independent solutions, both with 

UB(O) = 0: 

(1) o e-hmc2t 

o .JVol.' 
o 

( ~) e-kmc2t 

o .JVol.' 
o 

where we have used a box normalization with a box of volume, Vol. = L 3• 

2. With E -me2 , two independent solutions again exist, now both with 

UA(O) = 0: 

or 

(g) e+kmc2t 

1 .JVol.' 
o 

Similarly, we get the plane wave solutions for P i 0 from 

(Eyo + eyi Pi - mc21)u(p) = 0, 

[ ( 1 0) (0 0- ) ~ 2 (1 0)] (u A (p) ) 
E 0 -1 -c -0- 0 ·p-mc 0 1 UB(p) =0, 

leading to the two equations 

with 

(E - mc2 )uA(p) - e(a . p)UB(p) = 0, 

(E + mc2)uB(p) - c(o- . P)UA(p) = 0, 

These equations lead to the same equation for both UA(p) and UB(p); e.g., 

[ 2 2 4 2(~~) ~ ~)] ~ 0 (E - me) - ca· p . (a· P UA(p) = . 

If we use the general identity for two arbitrary vector operators, A, and jj, 

(a . A)(a . B) = (A . B) + io- . [A x B], 

we have, with A = jj = p, 

(E2 - m2c4 - C2p2 )UA(P) = o. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

This equation just verifies the energy-momentum relation for our relativistic par

ticle. To get solutions, we use eq. (9) to determine UB from the two independent 

possible solutions for UA and vice versa. With the 2 x 2 matrix for (a . p), 

(0- . p) = ( Pz. (Px - iPY») = ( pz 
(Px+zpy) -pz P+ 

P- ) 
-pz ' 

(13) 
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this equation leads to 

(1) ~ 0 ( 

1 ' 

u (p)= N ~), 
E+mc' 
cp~ 

( :~::) uOl(p) ~ N i"[" , 

( 
0 ) (2) ~ 1 

u' (p)=N ~ , 
E+mc2 

-cp, 

( ;~~:) -cp, 

u(4)(p) = N E-f' , (14) 

where the solutions, r = 1, 2, are associated with the positive energy branch, 

whereas those with r = 3,4, are associated with negative energies, and the 

nonnalization factor can be obtained from 

[ dru(r)(p) t u(r)(p) = 1, (IS) 
lval 

where we take box nonnalization with a cube of Vol. L 3 . For (r) = (l), or (2), we 

then have 

(E + me2)2 + e2p2 . 2E 
INI2Vol. ~ = INl 2Vol. ~ = 1, (16) 

(E + me2)2 (E + me") 

where we have used e2 p2 = E2 - m2e4 . Choosing N real, we have 

;I(E + meZ) 1 
N-

- V 2E ";Vol.· 

For (r) = (3), or (4), we have 

(17) 

2 (E - me2f + e2 p2 2 2E 
INI Vol. 0 2 = INI Vol. 2 = 1, (18) 

(E me) (E - me ) 

but now E is a negative quantity, so, again 

N = l(-i--E-~~7e2) ";~ol.' (19) 

which is therefore the same as that for the positive energy solutions. We shall 

discuss these negative-energy solutions in more detail later, when, with Dirac, we 

"discover" the positron; see Chapter 75. We shall, however, anticipate the positron, 

and in the solutions with (r = 3,4), put E = -lEI = -Ee+, and P = -Pe+. With 

this change in notation, we shall rename the plane wave solutions with (r = 3,4), 

v(rJ(p) 

(20) 

where now E is the positive energy of the positron and P is the momentum vector of 

the positron, although we leave off the subscripts, e+. The nonnalization constant 
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is given by eq. (19). Let us show the solutions with r = 1,2 could also have 

been obtained from the rest frame solutions with u 1 (0) = 1 and u 2 (0) = 1, 

respectively, by applying a Lorentz boost in the appropriate direction to these rest 

frame solutions. Let us choose the rest frame of the particle as the primed frame, 

and the laboratory frame as the unprimed frame. Recall tjI'(x') = Stjlex), so we 

need tjI(x) == S-ltjl'(X'). Therefore, 

tjI() S I (0) 1 _L(pl x'~) 
X == u --e Ii t~ 

.Ji~!3 ' 
(21) 

where we must use the Lorentz contraction to transform the rest frame volume, 

L 13 , to the laboratory volume, L 3• If for this purpose we choose, for the moment, 

the x axis along the direction of the electron's p, 

so 

L13= 1 L3= ___ '!!.~2 __ 1_L3= E Ll 

J(1 - f32) y'O - f32) me2 me2 

We also need to transform P~X'll into the laboratory frame via P;'X'/l 

With xl" = (el, r), and PI" = (~, - p), this gives 

Finally, recall 

S-I = [COSh ~1 + sinh ~yOyi] 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

= cosh ~[(1 0) + tanh X. ( ~ 0 ~ (a O' ei»)], (25) 
2 0 1 2 (a· ei) 

where we have now chosen p in an arbitrary direction in three-space paranel to a 

unit vector, ei, and where 

and 

so 

2 X 1 
cosh X = 2 cosh - - 1 = J=:::==::;;= 

me2 E 

2 J(l - f32) /(1---=,82) me2 me2 ' 

mv e 

cosh ~ = ICE + me2). 

2 V 2me2 ' 

X sinh X 
tanh - = 

2 2cosh2 K 
2 

pe 

me2 ' 

pc 

We therefore have 

o 0 

1 0 

o I 

o 0 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
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0 pz 

0 P+ 

p- O 
(29) 

~Pz 0 

Combining eqs. (21), (23), (24), and (29), we have 

1jJ (p, r) = -~2- cpo -~ ~-e n , 
2me (E~m(2) E JIJ 

cp, 

(I) ~ ~ J (E + me2) ( ~ ) jm/i 1 --(Et-iF) 

1jJ(2)(p, r) /(E + me2) ('E+~n'2») jmc2 1 --\lor-pr) (30) 

V 2me2 (EC:nC2)" -IT JIJe r, • 

-cpo 
(E+m?j 

which agrees with our earlier results, using eqs. (14) and (17). 

A An Application: Coulomb Scattering of Relativistic 

Electrons in Born Approximation: The Mott Formula 

Before a further investigation of the physical significance of the solutions with 

r = 1, 2 (to find their relationship to electron spin), let us first use these plane wave 

solutions in our first application. Let us calculate the differential scattering cross 

section of a relativistic electron from a nucleus of charge Ze. The interaction will 

be the Coulomb potential, but, as in our corresponding nonrelativistic calculation, 

we will have to use a screened Coulomb potential and let the screening parameter 

~ O. (Compare with Chapter 46.) This is quite realistic because the real target 

will undoubtedly be made of atoms, where the nucleus of charge, Ze, is imbedded 

in the atomic electron cloud. Also, for relativistic electrons, we would expect the 

plane wave Born approximation to be good because now E » Ze2 /rnucleus. 

The differential cross section is given by 

(31) 

We shall assume the incident beam is in the z direction, with momentum Pi = pez' 

Thus, 

~ _ - ~ _, (r)t(~.) (r)(·» _ (r)·;· ( 0 
Sine, ._, e1jJy1jJ - ell PI (tzll Pi - ell U

z 

With (r) = 1, 

o 

U z) (r) 
Oil. (32) 
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Similarly, with (r) = 2, 

E + me2 1 
Sz=e -(0 

2E Vol. 
o 

, 0 ) _~) (E:~C2 
E+mc2 0 

-1 

so 

e2 p v 
Inc. Flux = -- =-. 

EVol. Vol. 

In general, 

" Vol. p}dp/df.2 f 
p(Ef)dE f = (271")3 1i3 . 

where now e2 p} = e2 p2 = E2 - m 2e4 , so 2e2 pfdpf = 2EdE and 

Vol. pEdQ( 

peEr) = (271")3 e2fi3·'· 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

Finally, the matrix element will involve the four-component, relativistic plane-

wave states, so 

~ Ze2 ~ f ~ i·· Ze2 , • - ()' ( ) 
{Pf, (s)1 - -;:-IPi, (r)) = - dre "Pt" -r-e+iiP,.r US T (p r)u r (Pi), (36) 

where, for the moment, we have assumed the relativistic electrons in the incident 

beam are in the intrinsic state, (r), and the electrons in the final scattered beam are 

in the intrinsic state, (s). With (h - Pi) /Ii = q, the needed spatial integral is 

f dre-iij.; Ze2 = 471" Ze2 (.)0 drr Jo(qr) = 471" Ze
2 r XJ 

dr sin qr --+ 
r 10 q 10 

. ze21°O . -br Ze2 
hm471"-...... - drsmqre = 471"-, 
b-->O q 0 q2 

(37) 

where we have used a screened Coulomb potential to regularize the Coulomb radial 

integral. In addition, we shall assume the incident electron beam is unpolarized, 

i.e., an equal mixture of both positive energy intrinsic states, with (r) = 1, or 2, 

and the detector is insensitive to the electron's intrinsic state. Thus, 

da EVo!. 271" Vol. pE (471" Ze2)2 L 1 L I (s)t ~ (T) ~ 12 
- = ------- --- - U (pr)U (Pi) . (38) 
dQ e 2p Ii (271")3 e2fi3 q2 5=1,2 2 ,=1.2 

We have assumed Pi = pez• We could take the most general direction for P f, and 

choose P r = P sin e cos ifJex + p sin () sin ifJey -+ p cos eez' Because our problem 

has axial symmetry about the direction of the incident beam, however, we can 

choose if> = 0 without loss of generality. Thus, 

, /ff-+mc2 
u(l)'(pr) = (1 

2E VoL 
o cpease 

E+mc2 

cp sin!) ) 
£+mc2 , 
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u(l) ~. - J E + me2 
(PI) - 2E Vol. 

cpsinii -CpcosO) 
E +mc2 E +mc' , 

U(l) ~. - ~ ( ~ ) 
(PI) - V 2EVdl 0 . 

-cp 

(E+mc2 ) 

With these equations, we get 

~ L L 1 U(S)\Pf)U(r)(p;) 12 

s=I.2r=1.2 

= ~(£ +me2 )2[2(1 + e2p2cos() )2 + 2(-e2p2 Sin(})2] 
2 2£ Vol. (E + me2 )2 (E + me2 )2 

= 1+ +2----~~ ( £ + me2)2[ e4p4 cos()e2p2 ] 

2£ Vol. (£ + me2)4 (£ + me2 )2 

1 [(£ + me2)2 + (£ _ me2)2 + 2COS(}(£2 - m2e4)] 
(2E Vol.)2 

1 2[£2 + m2e4 + cos (}(E2 - m2e4)] 
(2£ Vol.)2 

= 1 2[E2 + m 2e4 + (1 _ 2 sin2 ~ )(£2 - m 2e4)] 
(2£ Vol.)2 2 

= _1 ___ 1_ [E2 _ e2 p2 sin2 ~] = _1_ [1 _,82 sin2 ~]. 
£2 Vol? 2 Vol. 2 2 

Combining eqs. (38) and (39), we have 

do 4Z2e4 E2 ( ()) - = 1 - ,82 sin2 - . 
dQ e4fi4q4 2 

Finally, noting q = 2k sin ~, as seen in Chapter 46, we get the Mott formula 

do (Z2m2e4 ) £2 ( 2. 2 () - = -- 1 -,8 sm -), 
dQ 4k4fi4 sin4 ~ m2e4 2 

or 

do (dO) (1 - ,82 sin2 ~) 

dQ = dQ Rutherford (1 - ,82) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

where the modification of the nonrelativistic result is shown very explicitly. (We 

have put Zl = Z, Z2 = -I, JL ~ m, in the Rutherford formula, as derived in eq. 

(16) of Chapter 46.) 
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Dirac Equation for a Particle in an 

Electromagnetic Field 

The electromagnetic scalar and vector potentials, <I> and ,4, combine to form a 

Lorentz four-vector. (See J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, New York: 

John Wiley, 1975.) 

0--> 
AIL = (A , A') = (<I>, A), (1) 

Therefore, if we modify the four-momentum operator, 

(2) 

the Dirac equation for a relativistic particle of charge, e, and rest mass, m, in an 

external field derivable from the potential, All' would be 

yll - + --A 1/1 + -1/1 = 0, ( a ie) imc 
axIL Ii c IL Ii 

(3) 

or 

(
yO a i 0 e -> -> i e -» imc) -- + -y -<I> + y. (v - --A + - 1/1 = O. 
c at Ii c Ii c Ii 

(4) 

Left-multiplying by yO = {3, this equation can be rewritten in the Hamiltonian 

form 

Ii a1/l ( -> Ii -> e .. 2) 
--;--= V+ca·(-;-V--A)+{3mc 1/1, 

l at l c 
(5) 
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with ec:l> = V, where the momentum operator has been augmented by the vector 

potential term 

~ (fi ~ e ~) p -+ Il = iV - ~A . (6) 

A Nonrelativistic Limit of the Dirac Equation 

Let us decompose the above 4 x 1 matrix l/I into two 2 x 1 matrices and factor out 

the time-dependence, which arises from the rest energy E rest = me2 , by setting 

to decompose eq. (5) into the two equations 

fiaWA ~ ~ 2 2 
--;-- = Vl/IA + e(a 0 Il)l/IB + (me - me )l/IA, 

I at 
fial/lB ~ ~ 2 

--;-- = Vl/IB + e(a 0 Il)1/IA - 2me 1/IB' 
1 at 

Now, let us look at the extreme nonrelativistic limit for which 

i at 
and V1/IB 

are both negligible compared with 2me2 1/1B. Note, 

fi a1/lB . 2 
--;--- IS of order (E - me )1/IB, 

I at 

(7) 

(8) 

that is, of order of a nonrelativistic energy negligible compared with 2me2 in 

the extreme nonrelativistic limit. In this limit, therefore, the second of the two 

equations above can be solved for 1/1 B to give 

1 ~ ~ 
l/IB = -(a 0 Il)1/IA + .. 0, (9) 

2me 

to give the SchrOdinger limit 

fi al/l A ( 1 ~ ~ ~ ~) 
- -;-- = V + -(a· Il)(a . Il) 1/IAo 

I at 2m 
(10) 

With,4 = 0, so (a 0 p)(a· p) = (po p) [seeeq. (1 1) of Chapter 72], the above is the 

Schr6dinger equation, so in this limit l/I A -+ 1/ISchroedingero (Remember, however, 

l/I A has two components!) 

In the presence of an external magnetic field derivable from,4, we get additional 

terms, now 

3 

(a· IT)(a. IT) = L:a]Il] + L:ajakIljIlk + akajIlkIlj) 
j=] j<k 

= IT . IT + iEjk/a/[Ilj, Ilk], (11) 
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using for the moment ordinary 3-D vector index notation. With n j = P j - ~ A j , 

we now get 

(12) 

and 

(13) 

so 

Ii a 1/1 A ( 1... e... ... e - m...-) 
--:--= V+-(p--A)-(p--A)--a·B 1/IA+---

l at 2m c c 2mc 
(14) 

The spin-magnetic moment interaction with an external field B comes out of the 

nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac equation automatically. Moreover, it gives the 

correct gs-factor, because 

m...... m ...... 
- -a· B = --gsS· B, with gs = 2, (15) 

2mc 2mc 

because s = 4u. Note: Before Dirac, the spin-magnetic moment tenn was put into 

the theory by hand by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit and the gs value was set equal 

to gs = 2 empirically to fit the observed spectroscopic data! Finally, in a unifonn 

magnetic field, Bo, with A = - 4 [r x Bo], we get the extreme nonrelativistic limit 

Ii a1/lA ( 1 ... _ m....... e2 (2 2 .... 2)) 
-fat = V+2m(P·P)-2mc(l+a).Bo+8mc2 r Bo-(r-Bo) 1/IA+-·. 

(16) 

Both the orbital and spin-magnetic moment tenns are present, and with their correct 

g factors. 

B Angular Momentum 

Consider next a Hamiltonian with no external magnetic fields, i.e., with A = 

0, and with a spherically symmetric scalar potential, <I> = <I>(r), and possibly 

an additional spherically symmetric potential, VCr), i.e., with a total potential, 

VCr) = VCr) + e<l>(r). Now, 

Ii a1/l ( 0'" Ii.. ° 2) --:--=H1/I= V(r)+cy y·-:-V+y mc 1/1, 
l at l 

(17) 

where we have gone back to the full relativistic equation and 1/1 is the full four

component 1/1. The orbital angular momentum operator, [r x p], does not commute 

wlth this H because of the presence of the yOy ·1 V tenn. Of course, we still have 

[L, VCr)] = 0, as in the nonrelativistic theory, but now [H, L j ] oft 0 because of 

the cyOy . p part of H. Let us express the ph component of i by 
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with summation convention for repeated Latin indices, so m and k run from 1 ~ 3. 

Then, 

o /i a m k lie 0 I k 
[H, L j ] = [ey Y i ax l ' EjmkX P 1 = TEjlkY Y P . (18) 

Now, let us define 

(Recall the generators of the pure rotation operators from Chapter 70.) We consider 

the commutator 

Ii em 0 I m k em 0 I m k 
[H, 2 Ejl = 4[Y Y PI, EjmkY Y ] = 4Y Ejmk[Y ,Y Y ]PI. (20) 

From the Dirac relations, we have 

with gil = -1, lm = 0 for 1=1= m, 

(21) 

so 

Ii em 0 k m m k 
[H, 2Ej] = 4EjmkY (-2y P +2y p) 

em 0 k m m k 
= T Y (-EjmkY P + EjmkY p) 

m Ol k 
= ey EjikY P . 

Combining eqs. (18) and (22), 

Ii 
[H, L j + 2Ej] = O. 

Also, 

EI = (0;; ~), 

It is thus natural to define the total angular momentum operator 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

where now l and 4 f; are the dimensionless orbital and spin angular momentum 

operators. Note: It is the total angular momentum operator which commutes with 

the Hamiltonian with a spherically symmetric VCr). 

Also, the plane wave solutions of Chapter 72 have been chosen such that they 

are eigenstates of E 3 , if the z direction is chosen parallel to p. The eigenvalues of 

E3 are + 1 for states U(I) and u(3), and -1 for states u(2) and U(4), because 

( 1) (1) o 0 
E3 cp = +1 cp , 

£+0,,·2 £ +() ('2 
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and 

( 0) (0) ~ 1 = -1 1 

3 .. ~~P .~p , 

E+mc" E+mc2 

, 0) (0) -cp -cp 

E, ( , r ~ ~ 1 E -f" . (27) 

Final Note: In Chapter 70 you should perhaps have been worried we seemingly 

obtained the "wrong" sign of the generator, G\~r., relative to that of G~~b .. Recall 

we concluded 

whereas 

the latter in agreement with our earlier nonrelativistic rotation theory. But note that 

L z was defined, however, by 

L z = ~(x :y -ya
ax) = ~(Xl a:2 _·_x2 a: l ) = (Xlp2 -X2pl), 

and, therefore, 
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Pauli Approximation to the Dirac 
Equation 

In the last chapter, we examined the extreme nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac 

equation and saw that the first two components of 1/1 lead to SchrOdinger theory, 

1/1 A ---+ 1/ISchroedinger, the two components of 1/1 A being related to the two spin 

components of the electron, whereas the third and fourth components, in the form 

of 1/1 B, were smaller by a factor of order p / me. We now want to carry this one step 

further following an approach first carried through by Pauli. Again, let 

( 1) 

so, again, 

(2) 

with V = e<l>, and fi = p - ~A. Rewriting the second of these two equations, we 

have 

1 (Ii a ) e(o- . fi) 
1/IB = -2 2 -:--a + V 1/IB + 2 2 1/IA. 

me I t me 
(3) 

Now, in the first term on the right-hand side, we can substitute the zeroth-order 

approximation for 1/1 B because the operators} fr and V lead to quantities of order 

Enonrelativistic « 2me2• In zeroth order, we had 

(0- . fi) 
1/fB = --1/fA + ... , 

2me 
(4) 
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so eq. (3) leads to 

1 (Ii a ) ~ ~ (0- . [I) 
1/IB = -- :-- + V (a· D)1/IA + --1/IA + ... 

4m2c3 I at 2mc 
(5) 

Now, substituting this back into the equation for 1/1 A, we get an equation for 1/1 A in 

the fonn, 

with 

The nonnalization for a single-particle relativistic theory would be, however, 

f d;(1/I~1/IA + 1/I~1/IB) = 1, (7) 

and, with 1/IB ~ (0- . TI)1/IA/2mc, this would be 

f d;1/I~ (1 + 4ml2c2 (0- . TI)(o-. TI) + .. -)1/IA = 1, 

whereas, for the nonrelativistic approximation, we should have had 

f dr1/l T 1/1 = 1. 

To order p2 / m2c2, if we renonnalize 1/1 with an operator r.l 

( 1 ~~~~ ) 
1/1 = r.l1/lA = 1 + --(a· D)(a· D)+··· 1/IA, 

8m2c2 

(8) 

(9) 

1/I T = 1/I~(1 + 8m12c2 (0-· TI)(o-. TI) + ... ), (10) 

or 

-I ( 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ) 1/1 A = r.l 1/1 = 1 - 8m2c2 (a . n)(a . n) + ... 1/1. (11) 

With this transfonnation, eq. (6) can be rewritten 

(12) 

or, left-multiplying with the operator r.l- I , 

- ~(Q-I :t r.l-') 1/1 = (r.l-I Hr.l-')1/I, (13) 
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leading to 

n a 1/1 1 (~ ~ zli a Ii a ~ - z) - -;-- + -- (a· 0) -;-- + -;--(a· 0) 1/1 + ... 
I at 8mzcz I at I at 

( 1 .. ~Z .. -Z ) 
= H - --(H(a· 0) + (a· 0) H) + ... 1/1. 

8mzcz 
(14) 

or 

(15) 

with 

H = H - -- (0". 0) -;- - + -;- -(a· 0) 
, 1 [( _ - zn a n a ~ ~ z) 

8mzcz I at I at 
~ -Z ~ ~Z ] a·O ~ .. a·O + ((( ) + V)(a . O)z + (a· oi( ) + V)) + ... 

2m 2m 

.. - Z 
(a . 0) 1 ~ - (Ii a ) ~ .. 

= + V + --(a· 0) -;-- + V (a· 0) 
2m 4m2c2 I at 

- -- (a· 0) -;- - + V + -;- - + V (a· 0) + -(a· 0) 1 [_ -2(lia ) (Ii a )~ -2 1 _ -4] 
8m2c2 I at I at m 

+ .... (16) 

so H' can be written with the help of a double commutator as 

H' = (a· fi)2 +v __ 1_[(a.fi). [(a.fi). (~~+V)ll--1-(a.fi)4. (17) 
2m 8m2cZ I at 8m3cZ 

The first commutator gives 

_ - (lia ) _ -+ e- (na ) 
[(a· 0), -;--+V ]=a·[(p--A). -;--+e<P] 

I at ~ c I at 
£it .. (- 1aA) £it-+-+) 

= --;-a· -V<p - -- = --;-(a . £ . 
z c at I 

(18) 

This leads to the second commutator (using for the moment ordinary 3-D vector 

index notation). 

With this result, we then have 

(5 . TI)2 £it -_ 
H' = +e<P - --(a. [£ x OJ) 

2m 4m2cZ 

£it 2 _.. £itZ .... 1 .. 4 

- --(V· £) - --ia . [V x £] - --(5 . 0) 
8m2cZ 8mZc2 8m3c2 ' 

(20) 
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where this H' includes relativistic corrections to the zeroth-order problem through 

terms of order f32 x (zeroth order terms). In the special case, when no external 

magnetic fields exist, so A = 0 and 

we have 

...... 1 aB 
[V x £] = - - - = 0, 

e at 

,iF di......... di2 ...... (p2)2 
H = 2m + V - 4m2e2 (0" . [£ x p]) - 8m2e2 (V· £) - 8m3e2 · (21) 

The very last term is easily recognized as the relativistic mass correction to the 

kinetic energy term, because 

p2 p4 
E - me2 = J(m2e4 + e2 p2) - me2 = - - -- +.... (22) 

2m 8m3e2 

If the electric fields, g, are those of a spherically symmetric potential, e.g., the 

Coulomb potential in a one-electron atom, g = - V ¢ = - ~ V V and the first 

correction term to the zeroth-order nonrelativistic energy becomes 

eli ... ...... li... (I dV... ... ) li2 ...... 1 dV 
- 4m2e2 (0" . [£ x p]) = 4m2e20"· -;'dr[r x p] = 2m2e2 (s .f); dr. (23) 

This term gives the combined internal magnetic field spin-orbit coupling term and 

the Thomas precession term. We see again that it was not put into the theory "by 

hand" but falls automatically out of the Dirac theory. Finally, the V. g term, which 

is known as the Darwin term, can be written via Maxwell's equations as 

V . i = 4:1f Pcharge = 4:1f Ze8(r = 0) (24) 

for a one-electron atom. The Darwin term, therefore, can in this case be rewritten as 

(remembering the electron e is negative, whereas the nuclear charge Ze is positive) 

di2 ... ... 4:1f Ze2li2 ... 

- -2 2 V . £ = 2 2 8Cr = 0), 
8m e 8m e 

(25) 

leading to an energy correction in a hydrogenic atom of 

4:1f Ze2li2 4:1f Ze2li2 1 (4Z3) me4 (X2 Z4 
AEnim = 8 2 2 l1frnlm(r = 0)1 2 = 8 2 2 810 -4 33 = -li2 -2 3 810 . 

me me:lf nao n 

(26) 

The spin orbit term in a hydrogenic atom, with VCr) = -Ze2Ir, is 

me4 (X2 Z ...... 

'""""ii2 2" (r I ao)3 (s . I), (27) 

leading to an energy correction [see eq. (13) of Chapter 26]. 

AE l" - -- X 2 
me4 

(X2 Z4 { +1. for j =. (f + 4)1 }. 

n J - li2 2 n31(1 + !)(l + 1) - (l~1) for J = (I - 2) 
(28) 
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For 1 = 0, j = !, the matrix element of (i. s) is equal to zero. If we take the above 

formula of eq. (28) and cancel the factor 1 in numerator and denominator and then 

set I = 0, we get the I = 0, j = ! result of the Darwin term. Rigorously, this 

result comes out of the Darwin term and not the (I. s) term. (In Chapter 26, we 

"cheated"! !) The rigorous derivation from the Pauli approximation to the Dirac 

equation gives the I = 0 result via the Darwin term. 

A The Foldy-Wouthuysen Transformation 

The uncoupling of the first two components of the Dirac equation from the third 

and fourth components via the Pauli approximation in a perturbation expansion 

naturally leads to the question: Is it possible to transform the Dirac Hamiltonian 

to a new form in which the third and fourth components are completely uncoupled 

from the first two components? The answer is yes, at least for the free particle with 

Hamiltonian, H = e(ii . p) + f3me2 • In this case, the transformation was achieved 

by Foldy and Wouthuysen. 

Foldy and Wouthuysen sought a transformation 

1/! ---+ 1/!' = V1/!, H ---+ H' = V H V t , (29) 

via a unitary operator V = eiG such that the 4 x 4 matrices within H' factor into 

a direct sum of 2 x 2 matrices. From our knowledge of Lorentz transformations, 

one might seek unitary operators of the form 

~ 

V = ei(-iOfJa.p) = cos(pt9)1 + f3(ii· f) sin(pt9) , 
p 

where t9 is a function of p and we have used 

(f3ii . p)(f3ii . p) = -(ii . p)(ii . p) = - p21. 

The actual solution gives 

( 
me2 + I E I ef3ii . P ) 

V = 21EI 1+ j2lEI(me2 + lEI) . 

This equation leads to 

H~.w. = VHVt 
,----

( 
me2 + lEi ef3ii . P ) (~ ~ f3 2) ~ 

= I + co! . p + me V' 
21EI j2lEI(me2 + lEI) 

= (~J2IEI(me2 + lEI) + e(ii· p).J2TET ) 
2 2j(me2 + lEI) 

( 
me2 + lEI e(ii . p)f3 ) 

x I + -r======~==== 
21EI J21EI(me2 + lEI) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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e ~ ~ ~ ~ f3 ( e2 p2 ) 
= (2[(a . p) + f3(a . p)f3]) +"2 (me2 + lEI) + (me2 + lEI) 

= 0 +f3IEI 

= +f3Jm2e4 + e2p2. (33) 

The Dirac equation in t/I' thus separates into the two equations 

H;.w. t/I~ = +J m2e4 + e2 p2t/1~, 
H;.w.t/I~ = -Jm2e4 + e2p2t/1~. (34) 

For a particle in an arbitrary electromagnetic field, a successful analogue of the 

Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation has not been found. An expansion in powers 

of p/me, however, can be carried out systematically with the unitary operator 

with iAG = f3(a . IT). 
2me 

(35) 
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The Klein Paradox: An Example from 

the History of Negative Energy State 
Difficulties: The Positron Interpretation 

One of the simplest problems, first solved in the earliest days of the Dirac theory, is 

the I-D motion of a free particle reflected or transmitted at a discrete potential step. 

Suppose the particle moves in the z direction under the influence of a potential 

such that 

V(z) = 0 for z < 0, V(z) = +Vo for z > 0, (1) 

where we assume, Vo > O. The solution will be independent of the spin of the 

electron. Let us therefore choose an electron with spin projection in the + z direc

tion. We shall choose a positive-energy solution. In region I, for z < 0, we expect 

plane waves moving both to the left and to the right. Therefore, for z ::: 0, 

,1, - A ( ~ ) kCpz-Et) + B ( ~ ) -k(pz+EI) "I' - cp e -cp e , 
E+mc2 E+mc2 

o 0 

(2) 

with E > 0, and p = +JC;: - m2e2 ), where A gives the amplitude of the 

incident wave traveling to the right, and B gives the amplitude of the reflected 

wave traveling to the left. From Sz = eo/ t a z 0/. we have 

(S,)'oc. ~ c AA' (1 0 ,::" 0) C~f" ) 
2c2 p 2 c2 p t 

E + me21AI = To/inc_o/inc- = +Vo/;~co/inc. (3) 
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Similarly, 

2e2 p 2 t 
(Sz)refl. = - E + me21B1 = -v1/lrefl.1/Irefl .. (4) 

In region II, we would expect 

.1. - C ( ~- ) k(pz-Et) 'f' - cp e , 
E-Vo+mc2 

o 

(5) 

so here 

2e2 p e2 p ~ 

(Sz)transm. = (E _ Vo + me2) ICl 2 = (E _ Yo) 1/I~ansm.1/Itransm., (6) 

where, now, 

and 

ep = ±J«E - Vo? - m2e2) = ±J(E - Vo - me2)(E - Vo +me2). (8) 

Now, at the boundary, z = 0, the continuity of both the probability density and the 

probability current density, S?, are satisfied by the continuity of 1/1, but now this 

means all components of 1/1. Therefore, this requires 

A+B=C _ 

(A _ B) ep = C e p , 
E + me2 (E - Vo + me2) 

(9) 

leading to 

[ 
e p (E + me2 ) ] 

2A= 1+- C, 
ep (E - Vo + me2 ) 

[ 
e p (E + me2 ) ] 

2B= 1- - C, 
ep (E - Vo +me2 ) 

(10) 

leading to a reflection coefficient 

[ 1 £E. (E+m,·2) ] 2 

- cp (E- Vo+mc2) I 

[ 1 ep (E+mc2) ] + ep (E-Vo+mc2) 

(11) 

Now, we must consider various cases, depending on the relative magnitudes of E 

and Vo (see Fig. 75.1). 

Case 1. 

Vo < E - me2. 

In this case, we would certainly expect a transmitted wave, with a kinetic energy in 

region II that is somewhat less than that in region I, and a momentum, p > 0, and, 
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Case.2 r~ = E - me 2 

---- -f --- _~e~ _ -- -i- --- ----- ------
~----,-------~---. 

I 
I me 

_. ______ ~----L--

I 

I j----r 
E I l'o 

_~ _____ ..1 ___________ = 
<:=-0 

E 

=-0 

----------T-------------------
me' 

---- - -- ---T--- -1------i--------
mc 2 ! 

1 
I TTtC

2 I f I me 
, I I 

-----~----~---1------1--------

I : ' 

_____ + ____ 1 _________ _ 

I , I 

E v, 
____ ..1 ___________ z z 

'-0 

FIGURE 75 .1. The four cases for free Dirac particle transmission and reflection at a potential 

step. 

hence, a positive probability density current for z > 0, hence electrons moving to 

the right in region II. The reflection coefficient, R < 1, as expected. 

Case 2. 

Yo = E - me2 • 

In this case, p = O. The reflection coefficient is R = I, and hence the transmission 

coefficient, T = O. Again, no surprises! 

Case 3. 

E + me2 > Yo > E - me2 • 

In this case, p is pure imaginary. The reflection coefficient, R = 1. The wave 

function in region II has an exponential decay, so Vrll ~ 0 as z ~ 00. Still no 

surprises! 

Case 4. 

Yo> E +me2 • 
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In this case, p is again real, but because (E - Vo + me2) is a negative quantity and 

now 

2e2 jj 2 

(Sz)transm. = - (Vi E 2) lei· 
0- -me 

Klein chose the negative root for p [see eq. (8)], so 

ep 
-_----=.----:::- = 
(E - Vo + me2 ) 

(Vo - E + me2) 

(Vo - E -me2 )' 

(12) 

(13) 

Klein thought (naturally for the time!) Sz had to be positive in the region z > O. 

Thus, with 

(E + me2 ) 

ep 

he obtained a reflection coefficient 

[
1-

R= 
1+ 

(Vo-E+mc')(E+mc2 ) ]2 
(Vo-E-mc')(E-mc2) 

(Vo-E+mc2 )(E+mc2 ) 

(Vo-E-mc2 )(E-mc2) 

In the limit in which Vo becomes large (let Vo --+ 00), 

(14) 

(15) 

R --+ (E-mc2 ) = E-mc2 + E-mc2 = E - ep . (16) [1- ~]2 [1- ~ E+mC
2

] 

1 + ~ 1 + ~ + E+mc2 E + ep 
(E-mc ) E-mc2 E-mc' 

Thus, in the limit of large Yo, Klein predicted reflection and transmission 

coefficients 

E-ep 
R --+ --

E+ep' 

2ep 
T --+ --

E+ep 
(17) 

In particular, for vic = .,ff, and therefore E = 1.1547me2 , the transmission 

coefficient is T = .83. Klein of course expected no transmission and complete 

reflection in the limit of large potential barrier Yo. This "Klein Paradox" and 

similarly paradoxical situations bothered physicists in the earliest days of Dirac 

theory. Dirac came up with the solution: In the normal vacuum, all negative-energy 

states are completely filled. However, if one electron is taken out of a normally 

filled negative-energy state, the missing electron, a hole in the normally filled 

negative-energy sea, makes for a missing charge in a normally electrically neutral 

vacuum and thus behaves like a particle of charge +14 In this way, Dirac was led 

to the prediction of the existence of the positron. 

A Modem Hole Analysis of the Klein Barrier Reflection 

According to Dirac's final interpretation, the Klein experiment must be understood 

in the following way. In region I, for z < 0, an electron with positive energy 
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E = +J (m2e4 + e2 p2) is placed in a level normally empty. However, if this E is 

such that E < Vo - me2 , in region II, for z > 0, all such levels are normally filled. 

The normal vacuum in this region thus consists of an infinite number of filled states 

with E negative relative to the reference energy Vo, with E < Vo - me2 • Now, if 

an electron from the beam in region I reaches the potential barrier at z = 0, it can 

knock an electron out of this filled sea, creating a hole in this negative-energy sea. 

This hole at z = 0, however, can be filled by an electron at z > 0 with the same 

energy. When this electron has moved into the hole at z = 0, the hole at z > 0 

can be filled by another electron with this same E but at still greater values of z. 
Thus, an electron current from right to left exists, i.e., in a direction such that Sz 

is negative. Thus, with 

2ep 2 
S - lei and with (E - V.O + me2) < 0, (18) 

z - (E - Vo + me2 ) , 

we need the positive root for p; that is, 

ep = +J(Vo - E + me2 )(Vo - E - me2 ), 

ep 
so =-

(E - Vo +me2 ) 

(Vo - E +me2 ) 

(Vo - E -me2 )' 

Substituting this equation into eq. (11), we get 

R = [ 
_1_+---.:-,=( "'=O-=E=+=m=c::;:')=(E=+=m=c:;;=') ] 2 (Vo E-mc')(E mc') 

1 (Vo-E+mc2 )(E+mc2 )' 

- (Vo-E-mc2)(E-mc2) 

Now, in the limit, Vo -+ 00, we have 

[
1 + (E-"~C,)]2 _ E +ep 1 

R -+ cp - > . 
1 - (E-mc') E - ep 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

This reflection coefficient is now greater than unity because the electrons knocked 

out of the filled negative-energy sea at z = 0 can join the electrons reflected at 

the barrier, so the number of electrons in the reflected beam is greater than the 

number of electrons in the incident beam. In region II, however, for every electron 

that has joined the incident electrons in the reflected beam, there is a hole moving 

to the right. This appears to us like a positron moving to the right in region II. 

The electron current in region II, however, is from right to left, as electrons from 

further to the right fill holes to the left. Note, in particular, for vic = If, 
. ./2+ 1 

hm R = M = 5.8. 
Vo ..... "" ",2 - 1 

(22) 

Before justifying this perhaps surprisingly large number, a remark about sharp 

potential rises is in order. Our potential rises sharply from a value of zero to a 

large value at z = O. This idealization of a realistic potential rise would be a good 

approximation if the actual distance, d, over which the rise occurs (see Fig. 75.2) 
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is small compared with the relevant length parameter for the problem. This would 

be the Compton wavelength of the electron. Thus, our potential would be realistic, 

if 

Ii -II d « .......... = 4 x (10) cm. (23) 
me 

This result would be hard to achieve in a realistic setup!! In an actual experimental 

setup, the potential rise would look more like that shown in Fig. 75.2. Now, for an 

energy E, such that E + me2 < Vo, we need to consider three regions. In region 

I, we have the situation of case 1, considered above; i.e., V(z) < E-- me2 . In 

region II between the points Z = la and l = lb, we have case 3, considered above; 

i.e., E - me2 < V (z) < E + me2 • In region II, therefore, p(z) is pure imaginary. 

An exponential falloff with Z exists in the wave function, starting at Z = Za and 

ending at Z = lb. In region III, with z > Zb, we have case 4, considered above. 

Here, we have oscillatory solutions, with holes (positrons) traveling to the right, 

but with an electron current to the left. Before the electrons knocked out of the 

filled negative-energy sea for z > lb can reach to region I to join the reflected 

electrons from the incident beam, however, they must tunnel through a barrier, 

between Z = Za and Z = Zb. This tunneling related to the exponential falloff in the 

wave function in this region will reduce the reflection coefficient from the large 

value exhibited above. 

Problems 

45. If the 16 rA are defined as 1, yll, iylly", iySy", yS (note the extra factor i in 

the definition of i y 5y ll ), and if lower index y's are given by Yo = yO, Yi = _yi 

for i = 1, 2, 3, but Ys = y5, show 

for all 16 cases, and 

Use these two properties to show a genera] 4 x 4 matrix r can be expanded by 

16 16 

r = I>ArA = ~I)race(rr'A)rA, 
/1=1 A=I 

and show a specific matrix element, rIb can be written 

16 .. 4 

rik = ~LLLr!tn(rA)ml(r A)ik. 

A=l,=1 m=1 
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with i, k fixed, i, k = 1, ... ,4. (These Latin indices are here used to specify 

particular matrix elements of the 4 x 4 matrices.) Use this property to show 

16 

Clfr(a )l1jJ(b »( 1jJ(c)l tfr(d» = l~) 1jJ(a)fA tfr(d»( 1jJ(c)[' A tfr(b », 
ke1 

where tfr(a), tfr(b), tfr(c), tfr(d) are four different four-component tfr's. Also, show 

3 0 

4 L ( 1jJ(a )yl' tfr(b») ( 1jJ(C)Y;I tfr(d) ) 

11 =0 

3 

+2 L ( 1jJ(a)i y 5 y ll tfr(d») (1jJ(c)i YSY/l tfr(b») 

1'=0 

3 

-2L( 1jJ(a)y f1 1/1(d») (1jJ(e)Yl'tfr(b»). 

/l=0 

To do the calculations, let 11k = (tfr(b»,(1jJ(c)h in the above. 

46. Show the operator 

A ( ) _ yl' PI' + me 
+ P - -----

2mc 

is a projection operator for positive-energy states with the properties: 

(A+(p)f = A+(p), 

for r = 1,2, 

for r = 3, 4. 

47. For the Dirac Hamiltonian of a particle in an outside electromagnetic field, 

with 

H = f3mc2 + c(a . D) + e<i>, 

which can be ordered as 

H(O) + H(I) + H(2) = H(O) (1 + Order ~c + order(~c) 2) 
in the nonrelativistic limit, p / me == A « 1; show that the transformed 

Hamiltonian, through fourth order, obtained via the transformation 

H' = U HUt = eiAG He o

-
iicG , 
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with 

. tl(a . ro 
IAG=---

2mc 

leads to the Pauli approximation terms of the Dirac equation. 

(Surviving third-order terms that only make connections of the type 1/1 A B- 1/1 B 

can be transformed into fifth and higher order terms, diagonal in 1/1 A, via a further 

transformation, but therefore they do not contribute through fourth order.) 

Also recall, with A « 1, 

= H(n) + iA[G, H(n)] + ... + O:r [G, [G, [G, " .. [G, H(Il)]· ··m + .. " 

where the kth term involves k commutators of G with H(n). 

48. A relativistic electron beam polarized such that the longitudinal polarization 

is Pz = + 1, where the z axis is chosen parallel to the initial momentum vector, 

Po, is scattered by a point nucleus of charge Ze (Mott scattering) into an angle 

(), with Pscatt. parallel to a z' axis, lying in the x-z plane. If the detector is set so 

it accepts only longitudinally polarized electrons, with Pz' = + 1, i.e., electrons 

with spin parallel to /)scatt., find the differential cross section as a function of e for 

this experimental setup. It may be useful to first find the normalized plane wave 

eigenstates of Lz' = (cos e Lz + sin OLx), or to make an active rotation about the 

y axis through an angle e of the plane wave state, u(l)(p). 

49. An unpolarized relativistic electron beam is scattered from a finite-sized 

nucleus of charge Ze. Assume the nucleus can be described by the liquid drop 

model with a uniform charge distribution spread over a sphere of radius a, with 

Ze2 Ze 2 (3 r2 ) 
V(r) = --r- for r 2: a, VCr) = --;;- 2" - 2a 2 for r :s a. 

Find the differential cross section as a function of e and tl = vic of the incident 

electron beam. 

50. The Dirac equation with Hamiltonian 

H = yOmc2 + c(yOy " P + imwy . i) 

has been named the "Dirac equation for the harmonic oscillator." 

(a) Justify this name by using the two-component 1/104 and 1/1 B defined by 

~ = (~~) e- knn2
; 

and by finding the wave equation for ~A in the nonrelativistic limit in which ~ at~B 

can be neglected compared with 2mc2~1/IB' 

(b) Show the three components of] 

j = i + yiL 

commute with this Hamiltonian. 
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(c) Find the exact relativistic-energy eigenvalues for this Hamiltonian. 

(d) Why is the Dirac equation 

Ii a1/l (0 2 0 ~ ~ ) - -;- - = y me + ey y . p + V (r) 
l at 

with VCr) = !mair2 

perhaps not suitable as a relativistic harmonic oscillator equation? 

51. A nucleus with a ground state of angular momentum and parity, 0+, with 

nuclear wave function, 1/Ig.st., has a first excited state also with angular momentum 

and parity, 0+, and nuclear wave function, 1/Iexc .. Show the excited state cannot 

decay to the ground state via the emission of a y photon. If the excited state 

energy is greater than 2me2 (Enucl. - Enucl. > 2me2 = 1.022 MeV), the nuclear exc. g.st. 

deexcitation can occur via the emission of an electron-positron pair. 

Calculate the probability per second for e+ , e- emision in this case. In particular, 

calculate the probability per second the positron is emitted with energy between E+ 

and E+ +dE+, with no measurements made on thee- energy. Assume the nuclear 

mass is big enough that the nuclear recoil energy p2 j2Mnucleus is negligible, so 

E~~2· - E~~~~· = E+ + E_ + p2 j2Mnucleus = E+ + E_, 

where P = -(p+ + p_). Assume, however, P = Ip+ + p_I is such that 

(Prnucl.f1i) « 1, where rnucl. is a typical nuclear distance, of order 1-6 fm. Show 

in this limit the above probability depends on the nuclear states only through the 

square of the following nuclear matrix element 

z 
ef ... fdr ... dr ."nucl.* '""' r 2 ."nucl. = e < r2 > . 

! A'f'g.st. ~ J 'f'exc. fl, 
j=! 

where the sum is over the Z protons of the nucleus; rj is the distance of the ph 
proton from the center of mass of the nucleus. The interaction for the transition is 

the Coulomb interaction between the protons in the nucleus and the electron that 

makes a transition from the filled negative-energy state with E = -lEI = -E+, 

and Pi = - p+, to a positive-energy state with E = +E_, and lit = p_. That is, 

where ; without subscript refers to the position of the electron that makes the 

transition from the filled negative-energy state to the open positive-energy state. In 

doing some of the radial integrals, you may have to regularize Coulomb divergent 

integrals with a screening factor, b, e.g., 

100 dr Sin( pr) ---4 lim 100 
dr Sin( Pr )e-br = ~ cos( prj). 

r J Ii b-->O rj Ii P Ii 

Assume (E::;.1. - E~~~I.) is large enough or Z is small enough so the electron 

and positron wave functions can be approximated by Dirac plane waves. Calculate 

first the probability the electron is emitted into a drL about the direction 0_, rjL, 
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and the positron is emitted into a dQ+ about the direction ()+, ¢+ and integrate 

over all possible directions. 

The nucleus 16 0 has a first excited state at 6.05 Me V that is a 0+ state. Make an 

educated guess for the order of magnitude of the nuclear matrix element, < r2 > if, 

and thus an order of magnitude estimate of the meanlife of this excited state. 
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Exact Solutions for the Dirac Equation 

for Spherically Symmetric Potentials 

Having discussed the plane-wave solutions to the Dirac equation in some detail, 

let us now look at solutions to the Dirac equation with a spherically symmetric 

V (r). In particular, two cases are of special interest as follows. 

Case 1. 

Ze2 

VCr) = --. 
r 

The hydrogenic atom is of particular interest, especially for inner atomic shells in 

a high Z atom, where relativistic effects may become important (e.g., in K -shell 

or L-shell X-ray spectra). 

Case 2. 

The quark model with V (r) = 0 for r < a, 

and boundary conditions at r = a such that the quarks are confined to the spherical 

region with r < a. (Note: Our discussion of the Klein paradox indicates this 

confinement might not be achievable with a potential that is 00 for r > a.) This 

quark model is known as the MIT Bag model. 

Let us first look at the general case of the Dirac equation with a spherically 

symmetric VCr), Le., the Dirac equation with Hamiltonian 

H = c(a . p) + f3mc2 + VCr)1. (1) 

We have already proved the three components of J, with 

(2) 
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commutes with this H. Thus, we can diagonalize the operators, H, 52, and Jz 

simultaneously, and the eigenvalues of H will have good j, and m j. (We use the 

standard convention that lowercase letters are used for the eigenvalues of single

electron atoms.) The question arises: Are there other operators that commute with 

both H and h The answer is yes. The operator, denoted by K, which is defined 

by 

~ ~ Pi 
K = {3(L . J - -), 

2 
(3) 

commutes with both H and 1. To prove this, only the e(a . p) = eyo(y . p) term 

of the above H needs to be considered, so we need to calculate 

° ~ ~ Pi 
[H, K] = [eyo(y . p), y (L . J - 2)] 

= c[yo(y . p), yO](i; . J - ;) + eyo[yo(y . p), (i; . 1)] 

~ ~ (~ ~ Pi) 0 0 ~~) ] j 
= -2e(y . p) L' J - 2 + ey [y (y . p , Lj J , (4) 

where we have used the fact that yO(y . p) commutes with all components of J. If 
we further use the fact that yO commutes with L j, the second term can be evaluated 

through 

eyO[yO(y . p), LjlJj = e(yOf[(y . p), LjlJj 

= i; Ejmk[/, ymyklplJj = i; Ejmk(2glm yk _ 2glkynl)PIJj 

= ieEjmk( _yk pm Jj + ym pk Jj) 

= 2iCEmkjympk Jj = 2ieY· [p X J] 
. ( 0 0- . [p X J]) 

= 2ze -0-. [p X 51 0 . 

The first term of eq. (4), except for the factor -2e, can be evaluated by 

~ --> (~ --> Pi) 
(y . p) L' J - 2 = 

( 
0 o-.p)(o-.J-~) 0 )_ 

-0- . p 0 0 (~ . J - ~) -

( 
0 (0- . p){o- . J - ~)) _ 

-(0- . p)(o- . J - ~) 0 --> - ~ 

(5) 

( 
0 (p. J) + io- . [p X J] -1(p, 0-») 

--> --> • ~ [ ~ --> Ii ( --> ~) 0 (6) 
-(p . J) - /(5· P X J] + "2 p. (J 

Now, combining the results of eqs. (5) and (6), we get 

o 5( ~ --> Pi --> ~) ° 5 ~ ~ 
[H, K] = -2ey y (p. J) - '2(p . L) = -2ey y (p. L) = 0, (7) 

because p . [r X p] == o. 
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We also see the operator, K, commutes with all components of 1: 

[K,.n = [yO(:E. J - ~), f] = /\Ej[Ji, P] + [EJ, P]}j) 

= yo( iJiEjEJik h + [Ej, ~ Ei]Jj) = yO( iJiEJikEjJk + iJiEjikEkJJ) 

= myO(Ejik + Ekij)Ejh = iJiyO(Eiik - EJik)Ejh = O. (8) 

Now, to evaluate the eigenvalue of the operator, K, 

~ ~ Ii (~~ Ii ~ ~ ) 
K = [3(E . J - 2) = f3 "E. L + 2(E . E - 1) 

( ~ ~ fi ) (~~ ) 
= = f3 E· L + 2(3 - 1) = f3 E· L +l! . 

Therefore, 

K2 = f3(:E. L +li)f3(:E. i +Ii) = (:E. i +fi)(f:. i +Ii) 

= (:E . i)(:E . L) + 2h(:E . L) +fi2 

-+ :-" 1'- ". -+ -t ---< 2 
= L· L -r IE· (InL) -+ 2h("E. L) +Ii 
->~ ---'>-!o 3212 

= L . L --to-liCE . L) + "Ii + "Ii 
= (L + ~1i:E)2 + ~li2 =li2(jU -+ 1) + U. 

Thus, K2 has the eigenvalue 

2 2· 1)2 Keigen =Ii(j+2 . 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Essentially, only the sign of K gives us a new quantum number, because the 

magnitude of K is given by the total angular-momentum quantum number, j. We 

shall introduce the new quantum number, K, defined by 

K = -----FiK, so K = ±(j+ 4). (12) 

The minus sign in this defining relation is included to agree with the conventional 

definition of this new quantum number (see, e.g., J. J. Sakurai, Advanced Quantum 

Mechanics, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1967). Now let us find solutions to 

the Dirac equation for a spherically symmetric VCr), with eigenfunctions of good 

j, m j , and K. Again, introduce two component functions, 0/ A and 0/ B, with 

so 

.Ir ( 0/ A) - , E r 
'I' = o/B eli, 

(E ----- mc2 - V(r))o/A = c(o- . P)o/B, 

(E + mc2 - V(r»o/B = c(o- . P)o/A. 

(13) 

(14) 

Now, introduce vector-coupled spherical harmonics of the type introduced in 

conjunction with scattering theory of spin-! nonrelativistic particles. 

Y[l~jjmJ =-= L (Imdmsljmj)iIYlm,(B, ¢)Xtm , 

m,,(m,) 
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We now let 

1/1 A = g(r)Y[l .!.j' .' 
A 2 Jm) 

1/18 = f(r)Y[l 1j' , 
82 Jm) 

(16) 

and using 

(17) 

we are led to the simple identity 

~... (iT . r) (... -> ... -» (iT . r) (...... .... ... ... ) 
(a· p) = -----;:2 (a· r)(a . p) = -----;:2 (r· p) + La· [r x p] 

(iT. r) (. a . -> ... ) = -- -iJir- + 1(0" L) . 
r2 ar 

(18) 

Therefore, we can replace (iT . p) by 

... -> (-> r) 1 ( ( a 1) 1 (-> -> )) (a . p) = a· - -: Ii - + - - - (a . L) +Ii . 
r I ar r r 

(19) 

Finally, we shall need the relation 
... 

(iT . ~)Y[l~]j=(l+~)m) = c+Y[(I+l)~](l+i)mj' 

(iT. ~)Y[l~]j=(l-~)mJ = c-Y[(l-lH:j(l-~)m)' 

with c+ = +i, c_ = -i, (20) 

where eq. (17) leads to c-c+ = c+c_ = 1, and c+ can be evaluated most easily 

by specific calculation, using 

(
-> r) ~ ~ 
a . - = L(-I)Qa_qY1.+q(O, cfJ)V 3' 

r Q 

(21) 

This equation is a scalar operator whose matrix elements are therefore diagonal 

in j and independent of m j. Thus, we can choose m j judiciously, as always in 

applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem. 

I (21 + 1) [ 
= i (101011 + 10) (1Il011 + 11) Y(I+l) lX+l 

(21 + 3) , 2 

- A(llllil + 11 + l)YI+1.I+IX-d 
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.1 [ 1 2([ + 1) ] 
= I .j(21 + 3) YI+l.lX+4 - (21 + 3) YI+l,l+IX_~ 

= -il[<1 + 1l4W + 41 + 4}Y,+l,lx+! 

+ (I + 11 + 14 - 411 + 41 + 4}Y/+LI+IX-t] 

= +iY[(l+1)4](1+4)(l+~). (22) 

Thus, we see specifically e+ = +i, and therefore L = -i. 

It will also prove convenient to choose the radial functions, g(r) and fer), such 

that 

and 

1/1- (1/IA) - ( g(r)Y[l41(l-4)mj ) for j = (LA - 4), (24) 
- 1/IB - - f(r)YW- 1)41(1-!)mj 

where these two states have different eigenvalues K. To see lhis, use eq. (9) to 

express K as K = 1i/3(J:. ·1 + 1), where 1 is the dimensionless orbital angular

momentum operator,l =lil, and use the eigenvalue (a.l) = [j(j+ 1)-1(1+ 1)- ~]. 
With this, we get 

K ( g(r)Y[ltl(l+t)mj ) _ +(1 + 1) ( g(r)Y[ltlU+t)m) ) 

Ii f(r)Y[(/+I)!](l+!)mj - f(r)Y[(l+I)jl(I+4)m J ' 

K ( g(r)Y[l!](I-t)m) ) = -I ( g(r)Y[l41(l-4)mi ). (25) 

Ii - f(r)Y[(l-1)4](l-4)mj - f(r)Y[(l-l)t](l-J)mj 

The eigenvalue K is negative for j = (lA + 4); i.e., K = -(j + 4) in this case, 

whereas K is positive for j = (lA - 4); i.e., K = +(j + 4) in this case. 

Substituting eqs. (23) and (24) into eqs. (14), and using the results of eqs. (19) 

and (20), as well as the orthonormality of the Y[l!]jm J' we gl~t the two coupled 

equations 

(E - me2 - V(r»g(r) = ---lie - + -- fer), (
8 (1 - K») 
8r r 

(E + me2 - V(r»f(r) = -+lie - + -- g(r), ( a (l+K») 
8r r 

(26) 

valid for both eigenvalues K. It will also be convenient to one-dimensionalize these 

radial equations by introducing, G(r) and F(r), via 

rg(r) = G(r), r fer) = F(r), (27) 

to lead to the radial equations 

2 (dF K) (E - me - V(r»G(r) = ---lie - - -F , 
dr r 

( dG K) 
(E + me2 - V(r»F(r) = -+lie - + -G . 

dr r 
(28) 
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A The Relativistic Hydrogen Atom 

Let us first solve the radial equations for a hydrogenic atom, with 

Ze2 

V(r) = --. 
r 

(29) 

Introduce relativistic coordinates, with energies measured in units of me2 and 

distances measured in units of the Compton wavelength, Ii/me, with dimensionless 

energies, E, and dimensionless radial coordinate, r, such that 

This process transforms eq. (28) to 

r= -r. 
me 

(E - 1+ ~a)G = -(~: - ~F), 

(30) 

(31) 

where a = e2 flie is the fine structure constant. It will be even more convenient to 

convert to the dimensionless variable, p, defined by 

(32) 

In terms of this variable, the radial equations are 

( ~ Za) dF K 
-v'~+p G=- dp +pF, 

(+JI +E + za)F = + dG + ~G. 
1 - E P dp p 

(33) 

In particular, E < 1 for the bound positive-energy states with E < me2 . 

Of the many possible methods of solution, let us use the Fuchsian differential 

equation method. First, look at the form of the asymptotic solutions. As p ~ 00, 

the differential equations can be approximated by 

Jl +E F = dC, 
1- E dp 

(34) 

leading to 

(35) 

This equation has the solutions e±P for both F and C, but only the solution, e-P, can 

lead to square-integrable wave functions. Next, as p ~ 0, the equations collapse 

to 

Za dF K 

-C=--+-F, 
P dp p 
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Zo: dG K 
-F = +- + -G. (36) 
p dp p 

If we try solutions of the fonn 

F = Aps, 

we are led to the linear equations 

(s - K)A -I Zo:B = 0, 

Zo:A + (s + K)B = 0, 

as p ---* 0, 

(37) 

with solutions, other than A = B = 0, only for s2 - K2 + (Zo:? = 0, so s = 
±JK2 - (Zo:)2. To have solutions regular at p = 0, and thus square-integrable, 

we can only retain the positive root. Thus, 

s = .+JK2---- (Zo:)2 = +J(j + ~)2. - (Zo:)2. 

We shaH therefore try solutions to the full equations in the fom} 

00 

F = p"'e-PLampm, 

m=O 
00 

G = pSe-PLbmpm. 

m=O 

(38) 

(39) 

Substituting back into eq. (33) and shifting indices appropriately, this process leads 

to recursive equations 

ffd-E 

- -. --bm - I + (Zo:)bm = [K - (m + s)Jam -I am-I, 
I+E 

fFg+E 
+ --am-I + (Zo:)am = [K + em + s)Jbm - bm- I. 

1 - E 
(tID) 

In the limit in which m ---* 00, with K ± s « m, so K ± s can be neglected, we 

have 

am-l 
am -?- ------------ C A , (41) 

m 

where we will choose Cs = CA = C, so the functions F(p) and G(p) have the same 

asymptotic behavior as p -----;. 00. With this large m limit, we then have 

ffd-E I 
- --bm- I + Order(--) = am---I(I - c), 

I+E m 

(}+E 1 
+ --am-l + Order(-) = -bm-I(l - c), 

1 - E m 
(42) 

or 
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!S+E 
am-I -- + bm-I(I - e) = 0, 

l-E 
(43) 

leading to a solution only if (e2 - 2e) = O. Thus, the only nonzero solution gives 

e = 2, but with this solution the infinite series implied by eq. (41) would lead to 

m m 

The infinite series would therefore overpower the e-P term of eq. (39) and give 

the unacceptable asymptotic behavior e+P that must be ruled out. Thus, the series 

solutions of eq. (39) can lead to square-integrable wave functions only if the series 

terminate, say, at the n'th terms, so both an'+1 = 0 and bn'+1 = O. With this 

assumption, eq. (40), with m = n' + I, leads to 

-j~ ~:bn' = an', 

+j 1 + E an' = -bn" (44) 
I-E 

leading to 

an' (f=E 
bn , =-V~· 

Using this ratio, and choosing m = n' in eq. (40),we get 

- j 1 - E b '-I + (Za)b ' = -(K - n' _ S)j 1 - E b ' + a '-I 
I+E n n I+En n, 

!S+E jfd-E , + --an'-I - (Za) --bn, = (K + n + s)bn, - bn'-I. 
l-E I+E 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Solving eq. (46) for an'-I and substituting into eq. (47), we get an equation 

independent of bn, ·.1: 

( 2E ') ~(Za) - 2(n + s) bn , = 0, 
vI - E2 

(48) 

or 

E (n' + s) 

~ Za 

(n' + J[K 2 - (Za)2] 

Za 

giving us the relativistic energy 

E 
-- - E - ---;:==== 
me2 - - 1 (Z",)2 

+ (n'+s)2 

with n' = 0,1, ... , (49) 

(50) 

Now, for (Za) « 1, we can expand this result to get (through terms of order 

(Za)4) 

E 
--I 
me2 
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1 (Za)2 3 (Za)4 
= -- + - + ... 

2 [n' + J(j + !? - (Za)2y 8 [n' + J(j + !)2 - (Za)2t 

1 (Zai [ (Zai ] 3 (Za)4 

= -"2 (n' + j + !)2 1 + (j + !)(n' + j +!) + ... +"8 (n' + j + !)4 + ... 

- _ (Za)2 _ (Za)4 [_1_ - ~J + . . . (51) 
- 2n2 2n3 (j + !) 4n ' 

where we have renamed (n' + j + !) = n in the last step to get the conventional 

principal quantum number n of the hydrogen atom. (We obtained this last result by 

applying perturbation theory to the nonrelativistic hydrogen atom, after incorporat

ing the magnetic spin-orbit term, the Thomas precession term, and the relativistic 

mass correction term into the theory. See problem 36 following Chapter 26.) 

To obtain the radial functions, F(p) and G(p), let us return to eq. (40). By 

eliminating the quantity 

am-l +J~ ~:bm-[, 
from these two equations, we can solve for the ratio 

am (Za)[(K + m - n') - J(Za)2 + (n' + s)2] 

bm - [(Za)2 + (m + s - K)[(n' + s) + J(Za)2 + (n' + s)2]]' 
(52) 

Using this relation, we can also rewrite the first of eq. (40) as 

~ 
am-l + V T+Ebm-1 = 

(Za)m(2s + m) 

[ ]
bm, 

(Za)2 + (m + s - K)[(n' + s) + J(Za)2 + (n' + S)2] 

(53) 

where we have used the relation 

(Za)2 + (m + s)2 - K2 = m2 + 2ms. 

Now, we use 

~ (Za) 

V T+E = [en' + s) + J(Za)2 + (n' + s)2] 

and the ratio, am_J/bm- 1 via eq. (52) to substitute into eq. (53) to obtain 

bm - I m(2s + m) [em - 1 - n' - K) + J(Za)2 + (n' + s)2] 

"b;; = 2(m - 1 - n') [em - n' - K) + J(Za)2 + (n' + S)2] , 
(54) 

or, defining, 

y == J(Za)2 + (n' + s)2 - K, (55) 
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the ratio becomes 

m(2s + m) (m - 1 - n') + y 
----

2(n' + 1 - m) (m - n') + y , 
(56) 

so 

_bn'_-k = (-1/ _n'_(n_' _--,--1_) ._. _. (_n'_-_k_+_l)(Y - 1)(y - 2) , .. (y - k + 1)(y - k) 

bn , 2k(l ·2 ... k) y(y - 1) ... (y - k + 1) 
(57) 

or 

bn'-k k (n')! (y - k) 

J;,; =(-1) 2kk!(n'-k)! y 
k = 1, ... ,n'. (58) 

Also, from eq. (52), 

(Za)(y + k) 
k = 0, ... , n', (59) 

As a very specific example, let us look at the ground-state wave function. In this 

case, 

n' =0, K = -1, s=Jl-(Zap, 

Recalling 

we have in this case 

~mc 
p = y 1- E2-r, 

Ii 

Zr 
so p =-, 

ao 

(60) 

Also recall rg(r) = G(r) and r fer) = F(r). With K = -1, eq. (23) then gives 

(Z )
l.jl-<za>"-11 ( Y[OlJl ) r _k 22m; 

0/ = N - e aD (ZO') y , 
aO - [1+.jl-(Za)2] [lil~mJ 

(61) 

where the normalization constant is 

( Z)~ ~ j[I+Jl-(Za)2] 
N= - 2",1-(Za)- • 

ao jr(1 + 2Jl - (Za)2) 

(62) 
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The MIT Bag Model: The Dirac 
Equation for a Quark Confined to a 
Spherical Region 

Quarks, like the leptons (electrons, f.-L and r mesons) are Dirac s = 1 particles. 

Unlike the leptons, quarks have additional internal degrees of freedom, specified 

by "flavor" (including isospin that determines their charge) and "color." They come 

in three colors and three generations of isospin doublets (u, d; up and down quarks; 

s, c; strange and charmed quarks; and b, t; bottom and top quarks). They appear 

in nature only in "colorless" combinations corresponding to the scalar irreducible 

representations of the color symmetry SU(3) [the analogue of S = 0 multiparticle 

spin states, corresponding to the scalar irreducible representations of SU(2)]. The 

"colorless" combinations can arise either from quark-antiquark combinations or 

combinations of three quarks. Protons, e.g., are made of two up quarks, each with 

charge of +te, and one down quark with charge -te, whereas neutrons are made 

of one up quark and two down quarks, total charge = (+ ~ - t -- t)e = O. These 

three-quark systems have a total spin, S = 1, and isospin, I = 1, with M/ = ±~. 
The quark aggregates are confined to finite regions of space, for the three-quark 

aggregates of the nucleon, to a region of approximately 1.2 fm. The confinement 

mechanism is not at all understood. One of the most successful phenomenological 

models for quark confinement is the "MIT bag model," named after the institution 

of the inventors of the model. In this model, it is simply assumed the quarks are 

confined to a spherical region of space, with a radius, r = a, and VCr) = 0 for 

r < a. The rest mass of the u and d quarks, however, is so small their motion in the 

region with r < a must be treated by the Dirac equation. In a sense, the MIT bag 

model is the quark analogue of the nuclear shell model. In one extreme version of 

the nuclear shell model, the potential is assumed to have the form: VCr) = 0 for 

r < a, and V = +00 for r > a. Our discussion of the Klein paradox, however, 
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should convince us an infinite potential is unable to confine a relativistic particle. 

It may be enough to solve a model in which the quark is in free particle motion 

inside the region for r < a, but is subject to boundary conditions at r = a that 

simply dictate the confinement. 

We shall therefore find solutions to the Dirac equation with V (r) = 0 for r < a; 

i.e., 

for r < a, (1) 

and boundary conditions (which insure the confinement) 

at r = a (2) 

and 

1. at r = a. (3) 

Relation 1. insures no net outward (radial) component of the probability density 

current through the sphere of radius a exists. Relation 2. insures the same for the 

Lorentz scalar quantity, {J 11/1 , over the surface of the sphere of radius a. 

In the region, r < a, the solutions 1/1 are of the form 

,I, = ( g(r)Y[lA!Jjm j ) f (. + I) 
't' / Y or K = =t= J "2' ± (r) [iB!)jm} 

(4) 

where again j = (LA + ~); LB = (LA + 1), for the negative value of K (upper 

sign), and j = (LA - ~); LB = (LA - 1), for the positive value of K (lower 

sign). Again, defining the one-dimensionalized radial functions, G(r) = rg(r), 

and F(r) = r/(r), the radial equations for the region r < a, where VCr) = 0 are 

then given by 

( E - me2) (d K) G(r) = -- + - F(r), 
ne dr r 

(E + me2 ) (d K) ne F(r) = + dr + -; G(r), (5) 

which lead to 

( d K) ( d K) E2 - m2c4 
--+- -+- G= G, 

dr r dr r (fie)2 

( d K) (d K) E2 - m2c4 
-+- --+- F= F, 
dr r dr r (fie)2 

(6) 

or 

( _~ K(K+l)_ 2)G=O 
d 2+ 2 q , 

r r 

( 
d K(K - 1) 2) --+ -q F=O, 

dr2 r2 
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With j = (LA ± 4), i.e., with K = =F-(j + 4), we have 

with K = -(fA + 1) : 

K(K + I) = lA(fA + I); K(K - 1) = (LA + I)(lA + 2) =: IB(LB + 1), 

with K = +IA : 

K(K + 1) = IA(lA + 1); K(K - 1) = IA(lA - 1) = (IB + 1)IB' (8) 

so, with 

p =qr, (9) 

both entries of eq. (7) have the form 

( _~ + 1(1 + 1) _ I)UI = 0, 
dp2 p2 

(10) 

with UtA = G, and UIB = F, where UI is the one-dimensionalized radial equation 

for the spherical Bessel functions; see eqs. (36)-(43) of Chapter 41. Because we 

need solutions regular at the origin, we have G(p) / p = jtA (p). The second of eqs. 

(5) then leads to 

(11) 

where the upper (and lower) entries are for f( = -(IA + 1) (and K = +IA) and we 

have used the stepup and down operators, O+(lA + I) and O-(lA), of eq. (37) of 

Chapter 41. Remembering pg(p) = G(p) and pf(p) = F(p), and the signs in eq. 

(4), we have for r < a, 

( 
jIA(qr)Y[lA~]jmj ) 

'I/F =.N (E-mc<) . • 

- (E+mc2)JIH(qr)Y[lB~]jmj 
(12) 

These solutions must satisfy the boundary conditions of eqs. (2) and (3) at r = a. 

For eq. (2), it is useful to recast the radial component of S (using r / r == ii) in the 

form 

- ~ ~ - (0 (a.ii») ('l/FA(r=a») 
c'I/Fr=a(Y . n)'l/Fr=a = C1/!r=a -(a. ii) 0 1/!B(r = a) 
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( 
E-mc2 . ( )(~ ~)") ) 

= e1/!r=a - E+mc2 Jln qa a· n .Y[l8 ~]jmJ 

-il ( a)(u .ii)Y[lAtlimj 

( 
E -me' . ()Y ) 

= e1/!r=a(±i) + :'+~C2 Jln qa [/A ~]jmj , 

JIA (qa)Y[l8 ~]jmj 
(13) 

where we have used eq. (20) of Chapter 76 for the action of (u . ii) on Y[l ~ Jim j' 

The upper sign refers to K = -(j + 4) and the lower sign to K = +(j + 4), 
respectively. The boundary condition 1. at r = a therefore leads to 

±i ~ ~ :~~ea2 iIA(qa)iIB(qa) / / dQ(IY[lA!Jim/-IYrIB1 ]jrn/) = O. (14) 

This relation is satisfied automatically from the orthonormality of the Y[tl]jm j' 
Conversely, boundary condition 2. at r = a leads to 2 

(15) 

E-me2 
jtA (qa) = ± E + me2 jtB(qa). (16) 

Here, the sign is related to the sign of K 

K E -me2 

iIA(qa) = -j;! E +me2jIB(qa). (17) 

One way to see the K dependence of this sign is to assume the mass term in the 

Dirac equation has different values in the interior and exterior regions, r < a and 

r > a. The quark mass in the exterior region, r > a, will be named M, and we 

assume M ~ 00. This is the confinement condition (rather than V ~ (0). In this 

limit, the radial equations given by the first of eqs. (7) and the second of eqs. (5) 

collapse to 

with solutions 

( d2 (Me)2) 
- dr 2 + Ii G(r) = 0, 

G(r) = e-!1f r , 

Ii. d 
F(r) = --d G(r), 

Me r 

F(r) = -G(r), 

(18) 

(19) 

M~oo. (20) 

At the boundary, r = a, we must therefore have tea) = - g(a). Eq. (17) therefore 

follows from eq. (12) and eq. (4). The difference in sign arises through the differ

ences in sign in the fer) piece of eq. (4). The magnitude follows from eq. (12). 
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Eq. (17) leads to a transcendental equation for the allowed values of q. If the nth 

solution of this transcendental equation is named Xn,I(' the energies are determined 

by 

(21) 

The masses of the up and down quarks are believed to be very small (<< than 

the nucleon mass), so it may be a good approximation to set the quark mass equal 

to zero. With m = 0, we have 

lie 
En,1( = -Xn,l(, 

a 

For example, with K = -1, i.e., j = 1, IA = 0, IB = 1: 

jO(Xn,-I) = jl(x",-d· 

WithK = +1,i.e.,j = ~,lA = 1,IB = 0: 

jl (Xn,+I) = - iO(Xn,+I), 

leading to 

sin(X",'Fl) = ±(Sin(:n''Fd _ COS(Xn''!'I»), 

Xn,'F1 Xn,'F1 xn,'F1 

or 

Xn,'F1 
tan(xn,'F1) = =t= ( 1) , 

Xn,'Fl =t= 
for K = =t=l. 

Similarly, 

( ) ± (X;,'F2 =t= 3Xn,'F2) 

tan Xn,'F2 = 2 ' 
(xn,'F2 ± Xn,'F2 - 3) 

where these transcendental equations have solutions 

Xl,-l = 2.043, X2,-1 = 5.40, ... 

Xl,+l = 3.81, X2,+1 = 7.00, '" 

XI,-2 = 3.20, .. . 

XI,+2 = 5.12, .. . 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

In particular, the lowest allowed energy, with K = -1, i = !, I A = 0, I B = 1, is 

lie 
EJ -I = -2.043. (29) , a 

Thus, for the three-quark system of the nucleon, taking a = 1.25 fm, we get a 

zeroth-order energy in the MIT bag model of 

(
197.3MeV fm) 

3 1.25fm 2.043 = 967 MeV. 
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This equation is not far from the observed nucleon mass. The gluon interaction 

among the three quarks will make additional contributions, but on the whole the 

MIT bag model with zero rest-mass quarks gives a good account not only of the 

nucleon mass, but, also, of additional nucleon properties, such as the "anomalous" 

magnetic moments of the nucleon. 
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78 

Many-Body Formalism 

A Occupation Number Representation 

As already noted in Chapter 39, systems of many identical particles, either bosons 

or fermions, form an important part of nature and, because of the required overall 

symmetry or antisymmetry of the many-particle wave function, these form not only 

important, but also very special, types of quantum-mechanical systems. Examples 

we have met are the many-electron system of an atom, or the many-electron system 

of condensed matter physics, the many nucleon-system of a nucleus, and the many

quark system of particle physics. All of these involve identical spin 4 particles and, 

hence, fermions. All of these identical particles have besides their orbital degrees 

of freedom, internal degrees of freedom such as their spin degree of freedom, but 

in the case of identical nucleons, an additional charge or isospin internal degree of 

freedom, and in the case of quarks, additional flavor (including isospin) and color 

degrees of freedom. Systems of identical bosons include the system of many 4He 

atoms, an example of a many-particle system where we may be dealing with a 

huge number of identical particles. Other examples of many-boson systems would 

include more complicated atoms, provided the identical atoms have an electron 

plus nucleon number that is an even number so the total atomic spin is an integer. 

Such systems are of particular recent interest in connection with the Bose-Einstein 

condensation of such atomic gases. 

For the many-boson system, the total many-particle wave function must be 

totally symmetric under any permutation of particle indices, where the permuta

tion operator must exchange the particle indices on all particle variables, orbital, 

spin, and any additional internal variables, such as isospin or flavor and color 
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variables of the single-particle system. For the many-fermion system, the total 

many-particle wave function must be totally anti symmetric; that is, it must change 

sign under any odd permutation of particle indices, involving an odd number 

of pair exchanges, whereas it must remain unchanged under any even permuta

tion, involving an even number of pair exchanges. For the two-particle system, it 

was easy to construct two-particle wave functions with the appropriate symmetry 

from products of single-particle wave functions. Moreover, it was easy to factor 

the products of two-particle functions into products of their two-particle orbital 

functions, two-particle spin functions, two-particle isospin functions, and possibly 

two-particle functions of additional internal degrees offreedom, if applicable. The 

construction of the two-particle total wave function of the appropriate symmetry 

is then still very straightforward, because the products of two-particle symmetric 

functions with two-particle antisymmetric (or symmetric) functions automatically 

leads to two-particle antisymmetric (or symmetric) functions. For N :::: 3, how

ever, this factoring of the N-particle functions into orbital, spin, and possibly other 

factors becomes more complicated, because of the existence of more complicated 

intermediate symmetries. For N = 3, three types of three-particle symmetries 

exist. Three-particle functions can be totally symmetric (completely unchanged 

by any permutation operator), totally anti symmetric, with a change of sign under 

any odd permutation and no change of sign under any even permutation, but the 

possibility of more complicated intermediate symmetries exist. Such symmetries 

are described by Young tableaux, pictures of N squares arranged in rows and 

columns. A tableau with all N squares in the same row represents a totally sym

metric wave function. A tableau with all squares in the same column represents 

a totally anti symmetric wave function. For N = 3, a possible intermediate sym

metry exists, involving a tableau with two squares in one row and a third square 

placed in the first column, as shown in Fig. 78.1(a). Such a tableau represents a 

three-particle function that can be made symmetric in one pair or antisymmetric 

in one pair, but is patently such that it cannot be made more symmetric or more 

antisymmetric. That is, an attempt to make such a function totally symmetric, by 

acting on it with the full symmetrization operator, will destroy this wave function; 

i.e., it will simply yield a result that is identically zero, similarly, for an attempt to 

make such a function totally antisymmetric. Clearly, totally antisymmetric wave 

functions could be constructed from products of totally symmetric spin functions 

with totally antisymmetric orbital functions or totally antisymmetric spin functions 

with totally symmetric orbital functions. As already mentioned in Chapter 39, for 

electrons or any other s = 4 system, it is impossible to make three-particle spin 

functions totally antisymmetric, because the single-particle spin function has only 

two possible quantum states; ms = ±4. Thus, three-particle s = 4 spin functions 

can only be totally symmetric, with S = ~ (see Chapter 39), or have intermediate 

symmetry, of type [21] (two squares in the first row of the tableau, one square in 

the second row), with S = 4. These must be combined with orbital functions also 

of [21] symmetry to yield total wave functions which are totally antisymmetric. 

The process of finding the proper linear combination of spin and orbital functions 
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with these symmetries, however, is already somewhat complicated for this sim

ple case with N = 3, two independent functions of intermediate [21] symmetry 

exist, and the two independent spin functions must be combined with appropriate 

"conjugate" orbital functions to make the required three-particle totally antisym

metric total wave function. For N = 4, the combinations of possible symmetries 

is even richer. We can now have totally symmetric wave functions with all four 

squares of the tableau in the same row, to be designated by [4] [see Fig. 78. 1 (b)]. 

In addition, three independent functions of intermediate symmetry, [31], exist that 

can be made symmetric in one group of three particles, but cannot be made more 

symmetric and can be made anti symmetric in one pair of particles, but cannot be 

made anti symmetric in more than one pair. The other four-particle symmetries 

include two independent functions of symmetry [22] that can be made symmetric 

in two different pairs, corresponding to the two rows of the tableau, or antisymmet

ric in two different pairs, corresponding to the two columns of the tableau; three 

independent functions of symmetry [2 I I] that can be made anti symmetric in one 

group of three but symmetric in at most one pair; and finally the totally antisym

metric function, [1111], corresponding to a tableau with a single column. Because 

four-particle s = t spin functions cannot be anti symmetrized in groups of three, 

these can only have symmetries [4], with S = 2, [31] with S =: 1, and [22] with 

S = O. To make the totally anti symmetric total wave function. these four types 

of spin functions must be combined with the orbital functions of the appropriate 

"conjugate" symmetry, involving Young tableaux in which the role of rows and 

columns has been interchanged. Thus, totally symmetric spin functions of spin 

symmetry, [4], must be combined with totally anti symmetric orbital functions of 

symmetry, [1111]. Three independent spin functions of spin symmetry, [31], must 

be combined in the proper linear combination with three orbital functions of the 

appropriate conjugate functions of symmetry, [211], to make a totally antisymmet

ric total wave function. Similarly. two independent spin functions of intermediate 

spin symmetry, [22], exist that must be combined in the proper linear combination 

with the appropriately matched orbital functions, now also of symmetry, [22], to 

make a totally antisymmetric total four-particle wave function. 

For an N -electron atom, where it might be advantageous to factor the N -particle 

wave function into a product of an N -particle spin function and an N -particle 

orbital function, the process of antisymmetrization of the total wave function 

becomes rather complicated for N ~ 3. It will therefore in general be better to anti

symmetrize the full N -particle wave function in terms of products of single-particle 

wave functions involving all variables, orbital plus internal, of the type 

with k = 1, ... , N. 

where ~k stands for all variables of the particle labeled number, k; e.g., ~k = 
rk, rh, ik, " ., where rk gives the three orbital variables that give the position of 

particle, labeled k, in the quantum system, ch, stands for the internal spin degree of 

freedom of particle labeled k, i k stands for the internal isospin degree of freedom, 

etc., where the ... may stand for additional internal degrees of freedom, such as 

those of color, if applicable. In addition, an stands for all single-particle quan-
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tum numbers, such as nlm[, m s , mi, ... for the nIh single-particle quantum state, 

numbered according to some order starting with n = 1. In terms of products of N 

such single-particle functions, it is fairly simple to construct an N -particle wave 

function totally symmetric for the N -boson sysytem, or totally antisymmetric for 

the N -fermion system. 

For the N -boson system, the totally symmetric N -particle wave function can be 

given by 

1/1(~" ~2' ~3, ... , ~N) = NLp P (1/IaJ (~d .. ·1/IaJ (~nJ )1/Ia2 (~nJ +]) .. '1/Ia2(~nJ +n2) 

x 1/Ia3(gnJ+n2+d" '1/Ia3(~nl+n2+n)" '1/Iak(~N-nk+l)" '1/Iak(~N»). (1) 

where Lp includes a sum over the 

N! 

nl !n2!n3! ... nk! 

permutations that exchange particles between groups of particles, e.g., between the 

group of n] particles in the same quantum state, at. and particles from the group 

with n2 particles in quantum state a2 or particles in still other groups in higher 

quantum states. Permutations, P, which exchange particles with labels 1 through 

n] are excluded from the sum, because the product of single-particle functions in 

the same quantum state, aI, are already symmetric in the first group of n 1 particles. 

The normalization constant is then given by the squareroot of the inverse of the 

number of terms in this sum. 

For the N -fermion system, the anti symmetrization will require that all ni be 

either ni = 1 or ni = 0, and the sum over permutations will require all N! terms 

with the appropriate sign 

N' 
..., ~ -. _ 1 ~ a(P) ~ ....,.... .... 

1/I(~1' ~2,"" ~N) - h7i .l..JP(-l) 1/IaJ(~1)1/Ia2(~2)1/Ia3(~3)" '1/IaN(~N)' 
vN! p 

(2) 

where a(P) is an odd integer for all odd permutations, whereas it is an even 

integer for all even permutations. We have seen that such a totally anti symmetric 

N -particle function can be written in terms of an N x N Slater determinant 

1/IaJ (~]) 
1/Ia2(~I) 
1/Ia3 (~t> 

1/I"J (~2) 
1/Ia2 (~2) 
1/1()(3 (~2) 

1/IaJ (~N) 
1/Ia2 (~N) 
Va3(~N ) 

VaN (~N) 

(3) 

Wave functions of the type given by eqs. (1) or (3) are by themselves acceptable 

solutions for the N -particle system only if the interactions between particles are 
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"turned off." For an N -electron atom, e. g., where the single particle quantum num

bers, nlm/ms, specify the single-particle wave functions in the central Coulomb 

field of the nucleus, the N -particle wave function of eq. (3) would be an eigenfunc

tion of the N -particle Hamiltonian with the Coulomb repulsion between electrons 

and all other electron-electron interactions "turned off." We will therefore need 

linear combinations of such basis functions. In addition, despite the compact Slater 

determinant notation of eq. (3), each such wave function will be composed of N! 

terms. A better description of such N -particle state vectors would be through the 

occupation number representation, rather than the coordinate representations of 

eqs. (1) or (3). With the proper total symmetry for boson systems, or the proper 

total antisymmetry for fermion systems built in, we simply specify the occupation 

numbers, nh n2, nJ, ... , ni, ... , of quantum states labeled according to the index 

i, which includes all necessary single-particle quantum numbers, usually for the 

noninteracting N -particle system, which of course must be ordered according to 

some specific prescription, and with 

oc 

Lni=N, (4) 

i=1 

where the ni may be > I for the boson systems, although of course many ni will 

be zero, whereas for fermion systems, ni = 1 or ni = 0, are the only possibilities. 

Thus, for boson systems, we have state vectors of the type 

Injn2n3'" ni ... ) 

with ni :::: 0 and I>i = N. 

For fermion systems, we have state vectors of the type 

11101011100 .. ·) 

with N occupation numbers of 1, and the rest all O. 

To express arbitrary operators in this type of basis, it will be convenient to 

introduce operators acting only on the i1h single-particle state, ordered according 

to a definite prescription, where the index i is then also specified by the complete 

set of single-particle quantum numbers, such as nlm/ms ... with specific index i, 

and where these operators annihilate or create one particle with specific index i, 

i.e., operators, ai and a;, with nonzero matrix elements: 

For the boson case: 

(nj n2'" (ni - 1)·· ·la;\nj n2··· ni ... ) = ,Jni, 
(njn2'" ni .. 'la;lnjn2'" (ni - 1)···) = ,Jni. 

For the fermion case: 

1(- .. ni = 0 .. ·Iail" ·ni = 1·· ')1 = 1, 

1(" ·ni = 1 .. 'la;I" ·ni = 0 .. ')1 = 1, 

(5) 

(6) 

all other matrix elements being zero for both bosons and fermions. Note the similar

ity of the boson case with that of an oo-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Also, the 

sign of the fermion matrix elements may depend on the number of occupied states, 
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with j' < i, in our state vector prescription. Recall in the coordinate representa

tion, the phase of the wave function depends on the ordering of the single-particle 

states with index i. Imagine that, in the ket of the matrix element of the annihila

tion operator, ai, the occupied state with index i, and ni = I is shifted to the left 

through the occupied states, lower than j in our ordering scheme. A shift through 

each such occupied state will lead to a change in sign of the ket (cf., the coordinate 

representation Slater determinant), so 

"I-I 

(···n; = o· ··Iail·· ·n; = 1· .. ) = (_I)£"""~ln". (7) 

Similarly, 

( .. ·n; = 1·· ·la:I·· ·n; = 0···) = (_l)E~~:,,\n,". (8) 

Let us next look at matrix elements of products of two operators, such as a; and 

a;, or a; and a" in both the boson and fermion cases. 

For the boson case, with index r =1= i, 

( .. ·n; -1·· ·n,·· ·Ia;a;l .. ·ni·· ·n, - I···) = vfn;n" 

( ... n; - 1··· n,·· ·la;a;I··· n; ... nr - I ... ) = "./n;n" (9) 

leading to 

( ... ni - I··· n,·· ·I(a;a; - a;a;)I··· n;··· n, - 1 ... ) = 0 (10) 

for all state vectors of the type shown and for r =1= i. Conversely, if the indices on 

the operators are the same, r = i, we have, as follows. 

For the boson case: 

( ... n;·· . lara;! . .. n; ... ) = nt, 

(. ··n;·· ·la;a:I·· ·ni···) = ni + I, (11) 

leading in this case to 

( ... ni .. ·I(aia: - a: ai)I .. · ni ... ) = +1. (12) 

Because these relations must hold for all indices and all state vectors, the operators, 

ai and a; , must satisfy the commutation relation 

(13) 

where the last two relations follow from the general matrix elements in simi

lar fashion. The boson annihilation and creation operators therefore satisfy the 

same commutation relations as the annihilation and creation operators for an 

oo-dimensional harmonic oscillator. 

For fermions, conversely, with r < i, 

( ... n, = 1 ... ni = o· .. la; ai I ... nr = o· .. ni = 1 ... ) 

= ( .. ·n, = 1·· ·ni = 0·· ·la;I·· ·n, = 0·· ·ni =, 0···) 

x ( .. ·n, = 0·· ·ni = 0·· ·Iail·· ·n, = 0·· ·ni = 1···) 
= (_l)E;;~>,,(With n,=O)(_l)E:::n" (14) 
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whereas 

( .. ·n, = I·· ·n; = O· "la;a,'I" ·n, = 0·· ·n, = 1···) 

= ( ... nr = ] ... 11, c= 0 ... lai I ... nr = 1 ... nj = 1 ... ) 

x ( ... nr = 1 ... 11; = I ... la; I··· nr = O· .. ni = 1 ... ) 

= (_l)L:,~,n!,(with l1,cl\_1)L:=\",. (15) 

Because of the extra fir = I in the phase factor for the second relation, we have, 

with r i= i, 

(. ··n r = 1·· 'fI, = 0·· ·I(aia;' +a;o;)I·· ·n, = O···n; = I···) "' •.•. O. (16) 

Conversely, with r = i, we have 

: . { 1 ( ... n; ... lo[ aj I ... ni ... ) = 0 

and 

T. { I ( ... n, ... laioj i ... 11, ... ) = 0 

leading to 

for ni = 1 

for nf = 0 

for ni = 0 

for fI, = 1 

( .. ·n,·· . I (aia;' +a;'"a,)I' ··n,···) = 1. 

Combining the two cases, r i i and r = i, we have 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(arbitrary state I (aia;" + a;'Oi) I arbitrary state) = 8ri , (20) 

leading to the anticommutation relation 

(21) 

Similarly, 

{aj, ar}t = 0, (22) 

In particular, with i = r, the last relation gives 

(23) 

We cannot create two identical fermions in the same quantum state. Similarly, 

(24) 

For fennions, in general, the boson commutation relations are converted to 

fennion anticommutation relations, and for fermions, we need to deal with an 

anticommutator rather than a commutator algebra. 

B State Vectors 

We shall now write both state vectors and operators representing physical quantities 

in terms of the above creation and annihilation operators. For both bosons and 
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fermions, we start with the vacuum state, the state of zero particles, i.e., no particles 

whatsoever. 

10} = 100 .. ·0 .. ·), with adO} = 0 for all i. (25) 

Single-particle states: For both the boson and fermion systems, single-particle 

states are given by 

a;IO), (26) 

where the quantum number index, i, is shorthand for a specific set of values of all 

single-particle quantum numbers, orbital, spin, and quantum numbers with other 

internal degrees of freedom, if applicable. 

N-particle states: For boson systems, we have 

(27) 

For fermion systems, we have 

(28) 

In particular, the action of a creation operator on such an N -particle state to make 

an (N + I)-particle state will in general add a phase factor to make a state with the 

conventional ordering of states dictated by our particular prescription. 

a! (at at ... a! )10) = (_l)L:-:!,n" (at at ... a! ... at )IO). (29) 'f II l2 iN II l2 Is IN 

C One-Body Operators 

Let us now construct the dynamical operators that we shall need and see how they 

can be expressed in terms of single-particle creation and annihilation operators. The 

simplest class of operators are the one-body operators. In coordinate representation, 

they can be expressed through 

N 

Fop. = Lfi, with fi = fer;, V;, ai, i;, .. . ), (30) 

;=1 

where . .. will stand for additional internal variables, with index i, if needed for 

additional internal degrees of freedom. Examples would be the kinetic energy term 

in a nonrelativistic N -particle Hamiltonian 

N ~2 

T=I:~, 
i=1 2m; 

(31) 

or the potential terms of the N -particle system in an external field. e.g., the potential 

of the N -electron atomic system in the field of the central nucleus of charge, Ze, 

N (-ze 2
) V=I:- . 

i=1 r; 

(32) 
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Other examples would be electric or magnetic multipole transition operators, e.g., 

the three components of the electric dipole moment vector, 

N 

F = Le/;, (33) 
;=\ 

or the spherical components of the magnetic 2L-pole operator, 

f. [L-] ( 2 ~\ ~\)]L F = ~e;,; YL-l(8;, c/J;) x --l; + gs,s; . 
;=] L + 1 M 

(34) 

To transcribe such operators from their coordinate representation to the occupa

tion number representation, let us now use r; as shorthand for all variables, both 

orbital and intrinsic, with particle index i; i.e., r; == r;, (1;, i;, .... In this shorthand 

notation, f dr;, will then stand for an integral over all orbital variables and over all 

internal variables, or alternatively a matrix-element-taking over spin, isospin, ... , 

quantum numbers, if the internal variables cannot be specified through specific 

coordinates. A one-body operator can then be expressed through 

Fop. = LL)a;a; .. ·a~}(a;a;·· ·a~IFla\a2·· ·aN}(a]a2·· 'aNI, (35) 

where the sums over as and a; are infinite sums over all possible sets of N -particle 

quantum numbers in their canonical ordering. We can convert this expression in 

occupation number representation into coordinate representation, via 

Fop. = fdr; .. . dr~f drl ... drNLa, La; la;a; ... a~}(a;a;··· a~lr; ... r~) 

N 

x (r; ... r~ILf(r;, Vi, .. ·)Irl ... rN)(r] ... rNla]a2" ·aN}(a]a2··· aNI· 
i=] 

(36) 

Let us now specialize to the fermion case. (The boson case is very similar, except 

for the additional phase factors that come into play for fermions.) In coordinate 

representation, we have 

N 

(r; ... r~ILf(ri' V;, .. . W] ... rN) 
;=] 

(37) 

and the coordinate representations of the fully anti symmetrized N -particle states 

can be expressed in the form of eq. (2) or eq. (3), 

(a]·· 'aNlr]'" rN) = 'IIa, . .,aN(r], ... , rN). (38) 

Eq. (36) can therefore be transcribed into 

Fop. = LLla;a; .. ·a~} f dr,·· .drN'II~'I.,·a~ 
as a; 
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N 

x LI(r;, Vi," ·)qJctl· .. ctN(ala2·· ·aNI· (39) 

;=1 

We now use the antisymmetry of the N -particle functions. qJ ctl "'DlN' viz., 

to rewrite 

f drl ". drNqJ;; ... a'"ICr;, Vi, .. ·)qJctl···ctN 

= f drl ... drNqJ;; ... ct',,(Plil/(rl , VI, ... )PI;)qJ'~I ... ctN 

= f drl" . drNqJ;; ... ct'" f(rl , VI," ·)qJctl···ctN· (40) 

Repeating this process N times, for i = 1 ~ N, we get 

Fop. = Nfdrl" .drNqJ;, ... ct' IlqJal···ctN' 
I N 

where we have used the shorthand notation of eq. (30) 

II = f(r" VI," .). 

(41) 

(42) 

Ifwe now expand the fully antisymmetrized N -particle functions in this expression 

in terms offully anti symmetrized (N - I)-particle functions, we get 

Fop. = ~..fN (f drll/!;; fl1/!a, / dr2'" drN qJ;~ ···a'" qJa2···aN 

- / drl1/!;; 111/!Dl2 / dr2'" drN qJ;;"'Dl~ qJDlIDl3"""DlN 

+ / drll/!;; 111/!Dl3 / dr2'" drN qJ;;"'Dl'" qJctla2ct4"'DlN 

+ (_I)N-I/ drll/!;JI1/!DlN f dr2" .drNW;;"'Dl'" qJ"IDl2· .. aN-I 

- f drll/!;;fll/!ct, / dr2'" drN W;;a; .. ctN Wct2"'ctN 

+ ... 

+ f drll/!;, fl1/!ctN/ dr2'" drNqJ;'ct'2"' ct' Wct1ct2 ... ",v .. I), (43) 
N I N-J 

where N 2 terms in this expansion exist altogether, but where the (N - I)-particle 

overlap integrals in the particles labeled 2 through N will all be zero unless the 

primed and unprimed quantum numbers in the (N - I)-particle functions are all 

the same, i.e., unless (a~ ... a'tv) = (a2 ... aN) in the first term of this expansion. 

Hence, the full matrix element of the one-body operator, Fop., will be different 

from zero only in two cases as follows. 

Case (1), if the a; ... a'tv differfrom the a I ... aN in only one of the as. 

Case (2), if all a; = as. 
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For case (1), we have 

lal···aN) = lalaZ···ar···as-las+l···aN), 

la;·· .a~) = lalaz·· ·ar-Iar+l···as ···aN). 

For case (2), we have 

la; .. ·a~) = ial" ·aN). 

For case (I), the N-particle matrix element of Fop. is 

(a; ... a~lFop.lal·· ·aN) 

= (-I)L~~\Il"(-l)L:.:\II;I drI1/l;,(rj)!Crj, VJ," ')1/Ia,(1\) 

(44) 

(45) 

= (_l)L:~\n"(_l)L:';;\";'(sl!lr), (46) 

where we have used an obvious shorthand notation for the single-particle matrix 

element of the single-particle operator in the last step. 

For case (2), conversely, we have 

(a;· .. a~lFop.iaj · .. aN) = :r;~f drj1/l;,(rj)!Cr j, Vj, .. ·)1/Ia,(rj) 

Noce. 

= I)i!li), (47) 
i=j 

where the sum is over the N occupied states. Now, if we use the matrix elements 

(ala2" .aNlalailala2·· ·aN) = ni, 

with ni = 1 for occ. states, ni = 0 otherwise, (48) 

the matrix elements for cases (1) and (2) will be obtained if the one-body operator 

is expressed in terms of single-particle creation and annihilation operators, via 

Fop. = ~)sl!lr)a:ar. (49) 

r.S 

D Examples of One-Body Operators 

Before proceeding to two-body operators, let us look at a few specific examples 

of simple one-body operators in this new language. 

1. The number operator. 
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One of the simplest one-body operators is the simple number operator that counts 

the total number of particles. In the coordinate representation, it is simply a sum 

of N unit operators 

N 

F='L)=N. 
i=1 

With /;. = 1, the single-particle matrix elements are simply 

(slflr) = (sillr) = osn 

so 

2. Total angular momentum operator. 

In this case, we may want the three components, lz, lx, ly, where 

N 

lz = Ljz,i' 
i=1 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

where capital letters are used for the operator acting in the N -particle system and 

the lowercase letter indicates the operator acts in the space of the single-particle 

labeled with index i. If the total angular momentum vector is built from orbital 

and spin angular momenta, j = i + S, it will be useful to employ an /nlsjmj} 

single-particle basis, with Ir} = InrIrsr jrm j), rather than a InImlsms} basis, so 

lz = 10 is diagonal in this basis: 

10 = L{iUo/k}a;ak 
i,k 

= L(nilis;j;mj, UolnkhskikmA}a:ak 
i,k 

= L m j8;ka;ak 
i,k 

= LLmja:1SjmjanlSjmj' 
nlsj mj 

(54) 

The perpendicular components of j are best expressed in terms of h = (lx ± i ly), 

via 

h = L{ilj±lk}a;ak 
;,k 

= LL.j(j -=f mj)(j ± mj + l)a:tSj(mj±l)antSjmj' (55) 
nlsj mj 

3. Electric dipole moment operator. 
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In this case, let us look first at the m = + 1 spherical component of the electric 

dipole moment vector of the N electron system in an atom, where 

(56) 

where ri measures the position of the electron with particle index i relative to the 

nucleus at the origin. It will now be advantageous to use a Inlmlsms) basis, so in 

our new language 

Ik} == Inkhml,skms.}' 

In the new language, we then have 

(el.) '"''''' ( '1'( 1) 1 I (el.) I I 1 ) t f.L+I = LLL n ml + ims f.L+l n m1ims an'I'(ml+l)m,anlmlm, 
n'l' nl mlm s 

I 1'"''"'''( ) (21 + 1) (LOlOIL'O) 
= - e LLL r n'I'.nl (2/' + 1) 

n'l' nl m,ms 

X (lml 11 Il'(ml + 1»)a:'I'(ml+llm,anlmlm" 

where (r)n'l'.nl is the radial integral 

(r )n'I'.nl = 100 

drr2 R~'l,(r)r Rnl(r). 

(57) 

For a system of A nucleons in a nucleus, we can write the charge of the ith nucleon 

as 

ei = lel~(l - "["z.i), 

and use a Inlm/smsmi) basis in a convention in which the neutron has isospin 

quantum number mi = +~, with "["z-eigenvalue of + 1, whereas the proton has 

mi = -~, with "["z-eigenvalue of -1. In this A-particle system, we have 

(el.) ~ 1 {4rr 
iL+l L1e1i(1 - "["z.;)ri yl.+I(ei , (/Ji)';-T 

1=1 

I /""",",(1 )( ) (21 + 1) (lOlOI1'O) 
= e LLLL :2 - mi r n'l'.nl (21' + 1) 

n'l' nl m[ms m j 

(58) 

where the isospin quantum number, mi, has the values mi = +~ for neutrons, 

m; = - ~ for protons. (The subscript, i, on mi stands for isospin.) 

4. Magnetic dipole moment operator. 

For the magnetic dipole moment operator in the N -electron atom, we have 

N eli [ ] (magn.) ~ -

iL+l = L -2 (li)+1 + g,(Si)+1 ' 
i=1 me 

(59) 
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with gs = 2, where we have neglected the nuclear magnetic moment because of 

the small electron to nucleus mass ratio, m/ Mnucl.. In the new language, we would 

then have 

(60) 

E Two-Body Operators 

In coordinate representation, two-body operators can be written as a sum over 

~N(N - 1) terms 

where 

N 

Gop. = Lgik. 
;<k 

(61) 

gik = geT;, rk) = g(rk. r;), (62) 

and we again use the shorthand notation: Let ri stand for all coordinates, both 

orbital and internal, for particle labeled with particle index, i. A simple example 

would be the Coulomb repulsion potential between electrons in an N -electron 

atom, 

e2 e2 

gik = - = ~ ~. 

rik Iri - rkl 
(63) 

Now, using the antisymmetry of the N-particle wave functions, 'lI<>'1<>'2 ••• <>'N' we can 

reduce the matrix element of Gop. to a matrix element of g12. 

(64) 

where this is the analogue of eq. (41) for the one-body operator, F~p .. In addition, it 

will be useful to expand the totally anti symmetric N -particle functions, \{1ala2" .. aN' 

in terms of totally anti symmetric (N - 2)-particle functions, via [see eq. (3)], 
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+ (-l)X') (1/101, (rd1/l0l) (r2) - 1/101) (rd1/l0l, (r2») IPOII .. ·OIN (r3, ... , rN) 
+ ... 

+ (1/IUN_I(rl)1/I"N(r2) -1/IcxN(rl)1/I"N_I (r2») IPUIU2 "'O!N_' (r3, "', rN)]. 

i-I j-I 

with Xij = L}1l + L}v - 1, (65) 
1'=1 v=1 

where we have assumed i < j in fixing the phase of the generic term in this 

expansion. Now, three classes of nonzero matrix elements exist, as follows. 

Case (1): The a; ... a~ differ from the al ... aN in two quantum numbers: 

Suppose ai and a j' with i < j, are present in the N -particle state with unprimed 

a's, but absent in the state with primed a's, whereas aT and as, with r < s, are 

present in the state with primed a's, but missing in the state with unprimed a's. 

The remaining (N - 2) a~ are the same as the remaining (N - 2) ak. In that case, 

, , I "i-In+"J-ln,-I+",-ln,+",-ln'-1 
(a1 .• 'aNIGop,lal" .aN) = "2 (_1)L..."-1 ~ L...v-I v L...~_I ~ L...v_1 v 

x [(rS lg12l ij) - (rslgnlji) + (srlg12lji) - (Sr lgl2l i j )]. (66) 

Case (2): The a; ... a~ differ from the al ... aN in one quantum number. Sup

pose ai is present in the N -particle state with unprimed a's, but absent in the state 

with primed a's, whereas aT is present in the state with primed a's, but missing 

in the state with unprimed a's. The remaining (N - 1) a~ are the same as the 

remaining (N - 1) ak. In that case, 

I I 1 L i - I n L,-I/I' 
(a l ·· ·aNIGop.lal·· ·aN) = 2(-1) ~-I "(-1) v_I v 

x ~ [(rk lg 12 lik) - (rklgI2Iki) + (krlg12lki) - (kr lg12l ik)]. (67) 
k#i.r 

The sum over k is a sum over the (N - 1) occupied states other than k = i of the 

ket and k = r in the bra. 

Case (3): Diagonal matrix elements. The a; are all equal to the as: a; a~ ... a~ = 

al a2 ... aN. In this case, 

(al' .. aNIGop.lal" ·aN) = 

! ~ [(iklg12lik) - (iklg12lki) + (ki Ig12lki) - (ki Ig12lik)], (68) 
I<k 

where the sum is now over all N occupied states. 

In eqs. (66), (67), and (68), the two-particle matrix elements, such as 

(r s Igl2iij) = f drl dr21/1:, (rl )1/1:, (r2)g(rl, r2)1/I"'i (rd1/lcx/r2), 

can be related to the two-particle matrix elements 

(srlg12lji) 
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by a renaming of the dummy integration variables'l # '2, and by making use of 

the symmetry of gl2 

to obtain 

(rslgulij) = (srlgI2Iii), 

(rslgl2lji) = (srlgI2Iij). (69) 

In eqs. (66)-(68), we have purposely left off this simplification to facilitate the 

transition to the new language in terms of annihilation and creation operators. To 

make this transition, 

ajaj (aZlaZ2 ... a; ... a} ... atN) 10) 

:Ei - I :EJ - I I (~ . . ) = (-I) "~ln"(_I) ,~In,- a;la;2'" .. . a;N 10), (70) 

where we have assumed, i < j, in our prescription for ordering the states. To 

obtain eq. (70), we use the anticommutation relations for the fermion annihilation 

and creation operators, and first "anticommute aj through to the right," o~taining 

a factor (-I) for every occupied state with index f.L < i. The resultant aja; is then 

rewritten as (1 - a; aj). Because the aj sitting to the right of the creation operator 

a j
t can no longer meet an a; in its action to the right, it will simply annihilate the 

vacuum state and yield zero. Subsequently, a j is "anticommuted through to the 

right," yielding a factor (-1) for every occupied state with index v < j except the 

state with v = i, because this state was already eliminated by the prior action with 

aj. Similarly, we have, with r < s, 

a; a; ( at, at2 . . . . .. atN) 10) 

= (_I)L.."~ln,- (_I)L../L~ln/L a' a' .. ·a' .. ·a'·· ·a' 10) 
~-I I ,<"",,-I (~~ ~ ~ ... ) 

kl k2 r s kN ' 
(71) 

where the occupation numbers, nv and nJl., are the occupation numbers of the 

final N -particle state. In particular. a; does not meet the state with v = r as it 

is "anticommuted through to the right" into its proper position according to our 

prescription for the indices. 

Now, using eqs. (70) and (71), the general two-body operator can be expressed 

in the new language through 

Gop. = 4 L (ablglcd)a;aZadaeo (72) 
a,b,c.d 

yielding the required phases for the N -particle matrix elements of eqs. (66)-(68). 

In particular, the order of the annihilation operators ad and ac is the reverse of the 

order of the states c and d in the ket of the two-particle matrix elements. 

We have derived eqs. (49) and (72) for the case of N-fermion systems. The 

derivation for the N-boson systems parallels that of the N-fermion system, ex

cept for the extra phase factors of (-I), which arise through the anticommutation 

processes of the fermion systems. These phase factors are missing for the boson 
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systems, where the anticommutation process is replaced by a commutation pro

cess. Because these fermion phase factors drop out of the final expressions of eq. 

(49) for one-body operators and eq. (72) for two-body operators, these expressions 

are valid for both bosons and fermions. [In the fermion case, however, a term with 

a = h, or with c = d is automatically missing in eq. (72), because a~a~ == 0, 

similarlyacac == 0, in the fermion case.} 

F Examples of Two-Body Operators 

Let us return to the fermion case and examine first the simplest two-body operator, 

the two-body unit operator, which merely counts the number of pairs in the N -body 

system. In coordinate representation, 

N 

Gop. = ~) = tN(N - 1). (73) 

In the new language, 

Gop. = t L (a b I1Icd}a;aZadaC = t L 8ac8bda;aiadac 
a,b,c,d a,b,c,d 

= ~La;aZabaa = -~La;aZaaab = -tLa;C-aaaZ + (Jab)ab 
a,b a,b a,b 

1,", t '"' t 1,", t I (N2 N) 1 N(N 1) = 2.~aaaaL_,abab - 2.~aaaa = 2. op. - op. = 2. -. (74) 
a b a 

As an example of a simple two-body interaction, let us write the electron pairing 

interaction for a condensed matter system where the three orbital quantum numbers 

are given by the k vector, with a finely spaced (effectively continuous) spectrum 

of allowed k values, where 

N 

V _ '"' pairing 
- ~Vik 

i<k 

= t LLLL Vkk,a~m, a ~k-m, a_I<' -m; ak'm; , 
k k' ms m~ 

(75) 

where the coefficients, Vrk' , are independent of the sign of k or of k' . The interaction 

thus acts only on electron pairs with zero two-particle momentum and two-particle 

spin, S = O. In the next chapter, we shall examine in more detail a similar nuclear 

pairing interaction. 
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Many-Body Techniques: Some Simple 

Applications 

A Construction of All Pauli-Allowed States of a 

(d5/2)N=3 Fermion Configuration 

As a first simple application, let us construct all allowed states of a (d5/ 2 )N=3 

configuration of identical fermions. The fermions could be electrons in a valence 

shell of an atom for which the j - j coupling scheme is valid, or they could 

be identical nucleons, either all protons or all neutrons, in a nuclear shell model 

valence orbit of a nucleus. Let us first consider the possible states for a system of 

three distinguishable particles, each with a single-particle angular momentum with 

j = 5/2. They could be distinguishable because they are different particles, e.g., 

one proton, one neutron, and one electron, or they could be identical particles, say, 

all neutrons in a nucleus, but with different principal and orbital angular momentum 

quantum numbers; i.e. nlll i= n2h i= n313. For this case of three distinguishable 

particles, each with j = 5/2, there are 6 x 6 x 6 = 216 allowed states with total 

angular momenta, I, given by 

(1)2 (3)4 (5)6 (7)5 (9)4 (11)3 (13)2 (15)1 
I= '2 ' '2 ' 2" ' '2 ' 2" ' "2 ' "2 ' "2 ' 

where the superscripts give the number of occurences of each listed I value. The 

two independent I = i states could be obtained from the two states with Il2 = 2 

and Il2 = 3 coupled with the third j = 5/2-particle. In general, we have 

I = [l12 X ~] = [(0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5) x ~]. 
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For three identical j = ~ fermions, however, the set of allowed total J values is 

much more restricted. Because the three fermions are assumed to have the same 

values for the quantum numbers, nlsj, with s = ! and j = ~, let us use the 

abbreviation 

i.e., for economy of writing the common quantum numbers, nlsj, will be quietly 

understood. A three-particle state can thus be expressed in our new language by 

where the "vacuum" state, 10), could be the true vacuum state, with particle number 

zero, or a closed shell state with (N - 3) particles filling lower shell model orbits, 

which satisfy the condition, am.IO) = 0, where am. is the shorthand notation for 

the annihilation operator for the nlsjm single-particle state under consideration. 

Because the above 

will be identically equal to zero, if m 1 = m2, or if any two mk are the same, there 

will be six possible choices for mb but once ml has been chosen, there are only 

five possible choices for m2, and once both m 1 and m2 have been chosen, only four 

possible choices for m3 remain. In addition, any of the possible 3! permutations of 

the quantum numbers mk can at most change the sign of the above three-fermion 

state. Therefore, only 

6·5·4 
--=20 

3! 

independent states exist in a configuration of three identical j = 5/2 fermions, 

in place of the 216 states with J values ranging from ! to ¥ listed above. What 

are the possible J, MJ values of these 20 states? It will be worthwhile to answer 

this question through a specific construction of these states. This process will then 

permit us to make calculations involving such states. The requirement m I =I m2 =I 
m3 shows us the highest possible value of MJ = m1 + m2 + m3 is 

M 5 3 1 9 
J = 2 + 2 + 2 = 2' 

Moreover, the state 

(1) 

i.e., this state has both M J = ~, and J = ~. This result can be seen by noting 

(2) 

where the operator, J+, see eq. (55) of Chapter 78, 

J+ = v'5a!a~ + ha;al + 3a; a_! + hat I a_~ + v'5aT 3a_~, (3) 
'2 '2 "2 2 "2 2 -} 2 -2 2 
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when acting on the above three-particle state with M J = ~ can only convert the 

single-particle creation operator with m = ~ into a single-particle creation operator 

with m = ~ , making a state with a~1 = a~2' which is identically equal to zero, 

or it could convert the single-particle creation operator with m = ~ into one with 

m = ~, again creating a state identically equal to zero. 

Now, starting with the state of eq. (1), we can create states with J = ~ and 

lower values of M J by successive actions with the operator, L, with 

L =.J5a;a~ +.J8a;a, +3a jO lal +.J8a t ,a_l +.J5at sa_,. (4) 
"2 2 2 2 -"2 2 -2 2 -"2 2 

Note, 

(5) 

so the normalized state is 

(6) 

In particular, just one combination of mi. m2. m3. with Limi = +~ and ml =1= 

m2 =1= m3 exists. Further action with L on this state yields 

LI~ +~) = .Ji61~ +~} = .J8alala~lIO) + .J8alaia~,IO). (7) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

so 

I~ +~) = ~2(a;ala~1 +a;aia~,)IO). (8) 
v~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Because this state with M J = ~ is a linear combination of two independent states, 

two independent states with M J = ~ must now exist, but with different values of 

J. The state orthogonal to the above I ~ + ~} is a state with J = ~, 

5 5 1(~~~ o,~~) 
12 + 2} = M2 a~a~<l - a~a;a~, IO}. 

VL. 2 2 2 2 2 2 

(9) 

The J = ~ character of this state can be seen by noting the operator J + acting on 

this state yields zero, J+ I ~ + ~) = O. Further action with L on the states of eqs. 

(8) and (9) yields the two states with MJ = +~ and J = ~, J =, ~,respectivelY. 

(10) 

(11) 

Because these states are linear combinations of three independent states, a third 

state with MJ = +~ must exist, orthogonal to the above two. Using this 

orthogonality, we can construct the state with J = ~ and MJ = +~, 

(12) 
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where action with J + on this state again yields zero. We have thus been able to create 

states with J = ~, J = ~, J = ~, accounting for the 10 + 6 + 4 = 20 allowed 

states of the (~)3 configuration of identical j = ~ fermions. States with M J -

values < + ~ could now be created by further action with '-. Note, however, that 

judicious use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem may make it unnecessary to construct 

states with all possible values of M J. Also, this method of giving a very explicit 

construction of the states of good J and MJ automatically gives normalized states 

through the known matrix elements of '-. Alternatively, we could have constructed 

states of good J and M J via angular momentum coupling techniques, by coupling 

first two particles to a particular value of Jl2 and then coupling this state with the 

third particle of j = ~ to resultant total l. As a very specific example, the state 

with 1 = MJ = ~ could have been obtained by coupling a two-particle state with 

l12 = 0 to the thi;d state with j = m j = ~. Using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, 

we have 

(_I)j-m 
()'m)' - mIOO) = -~c=~ 

.j(2j + 1)' 

(_I)j-m ~ t 

IlJ2 = 0, MJ2 = O) = L . a~a_mIO) 
m .j(2) + 1) 

(13) 

where we have used a~ma~, = -a~atm via the fermion anticommutation relation. 

This state, however, is now not normalized and would have to be multiplied by an 

additional factor of Jz to yield the normalized state with JJ2 = MJ2 = 0, 

(_l)j-m t t 

Ill2 = 0, MJ2 = O) = L ama_mIO}. 

m>oJ(j + 4) 
(14) 

Coupling this liZ = 0 two-particle state to a third state with j = mj = ~,we get 

the three-particle state 

5 5 j. '"' (-l)j-m t t 

Il=z,MJ =+z}=a1 L.." ama_mIO) 
2 m>OJ(j + 4) 

= ~3a~(-a!a~, +aIa~!)IO), 
v:J 2 2 2 2 '2 

(15) 

where the relation a ~ a; == 0 has eliminated one of the terms in the above sum. 
"2 "2 

Note, in particular, that a renormalization factor of .j3/2 is therefore needed t6 

convert this state into the normalized state given by eq. (9). States with 1 = ~ and 

1 = ~ could be constructed by similar angular momentum coupling techniques. 
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Also, if we attempt to construct a three-identical-fennion state with J = ~ or 

J = ~, say, the latter by coupling a two-particle state with J12 = 2 with a third 

particle with j = ~ to resultant J = ~, we would discover this state is identically 

zero and, hence, Pauli-forbidden. We could therefore also discover which states 

are Pauli-forbidden by this technique, using the anticommutation relations of the 

a~. 

B Calculation of an Electric Dipole Transition 

Probability 

To show how the three-particle states of the last section can be used in an ac

tual application, let us calculate the electric dipole transition probability for the 

transitions from the three-particle configurations 

with J = ~ and ~. 

The transition to the final state with J = ~ is forbidden by an angular-momentum 

selection rule. 

To get the needed reduced matrix element for the transition J = ~ ~ ~,it will 

be sufficient to calculate 

«nd~)3 J = ~, M J = ~ IJL~~·)I(nd~)}=o(n' p~)1 J = ~, MJ = ~). 

Using the expansion of the one-body operator, JL~~.>' in the fonn 

(el.) '"' ~ ( [II]. I (el.) I '[[' I].' ') t 
JL+I = ~ L n 2 Jm) JL+I n 2 J mj all[li)jm) all'[l'ilPmj' 

n'L' i'mjnljm J 

(16) 

only the tenn with the above value of n', [' = 1, l' = mj = ~ and the above value 

of n, I = 2, and j = m j = ~ can contribute to the above three-particle matrix 

element, so, effectively, 

(el.) « d ) 51 (el.)I(' )' 3} t (17) 
JL+I = ... + n ~ m) = 2 JL+I n P~ mj = 2 an[211~~an'H]H +"', 

2 2 2 

i.e., tenns indicated by ... can make no contribution to the needed three-particle 

matrix element. Using eq. (14) for the two-particle state with J 12 = 0, we have 

I(nd~)~=o(n' p~)1 J = ~, MJ = ~} = ~a:'[J ilH 

x (a:[21]~ia:[211~_~ - a:[21]i la:[2 1]Ll + a:[21]H a:[2!]i_l)' 
222222 222222 222222 

(18) 

and, using eq. (17), we get 

(el.)l( d)2 (' )IJ 3 M 3) 
JL+I n ~ J=o n Pi = 2' J = 2 

= _I_at I 55 (_at I 53 at I 5 3 + at I 5 I at I 5 I) .J3 1I[2:2h'i 11[2 21:22 11[2,]'2-'2 n[2,]" n[2,],-, 
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x {(nd~)mj = ~IJl~~')I(n'p~)mj = ~}, 
+ ... , (19) 

where we have again used a;[211i~a;[211~~ == O. Thus, comparing eq. (19) with 
222 222 

eq. (9) (in abbreviated form), we have 

Jl~\')I(nd~)~=o(n' P1)1 J = ~,MJ = ~} = ffl(nd~)3 J = MJ = ~} 
x {(nd~)mj = ~IJl~\')I(n'p~)mj = ~) + ... , (20) 

so 

(21) 

and the three-particle reduced matrix element is related to the single-particle 

reduced matrix element by the same factor 

(nddJ = ~21IJl(el.)ll(nd~)~_0(n'pdJ =~) = ~3(nd~)IIJl(el.)lI(nlpl)}' 
2 2 - 2 '1'3 2 2 

(22) 

Because the transition probabilities are proportional to the squares of the electric 

dipole moment reduced matrix elements, the transition probability for the J = 

~ -+ ~ transition in the three-particle system is related to the corresponding 

transition in the single-particle system via 

where we have taken account of the fact that the transition frequencies, w, will be 

different in the three-particle and single-particle systems. 

Finally, to calculate the transition probability for the transition 

(nd~)~=o(n'pl)~_! - (nd1)~_!' 
2 2 -2 2 -2 

it will be sufficient to calculate 

(nd%)31 = ~,MJ = ~IJl~'I)I(nd~)~=o(n' p~)1 1 = ~,MJ = 1)' 
Now, we have 

(el.)l( d )2 I )11 3 M I) 
Jl+1 n ~ J=o(n p~ = 2' J = 2 

= ~3a:[2!1~:1 (a;[211 ~ ~ a;[211L~ + a:[211~ 1 a:[211~_1) 10} 
v:J 222 222 222 222 222 

X (nd~)mj = ~IJl~li)l(n'p~)mj = ~) + ... , (24) 

where we have now used a:;[211~la;[211~l == O. Comparing the right-hand side 
222 222 

with eq. (11), we have 

(el.)l( d)2 (' )1 J 3 M I) 
J.L+I n ~ 1=0 n P1 = 2' J = 2 
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f2 353 = Y 31(nd~) J = 2MJ = 2) 

x {(nd~)mj = ~IJL~\')I(n'p~)mj = ~) +... (25) 

Now, however, the states 

and 

l(nd~)3 J = ~MJ = ~} 

are orthogonal to each other, [cf. eqs. (11) and (12)]. Thus, 

{(nd~)3J = ~,MJ = ~IJL~II')I(nd~);=o(n'Pt)IJ = ~,MJ =~) =0. (26) 

Thus, the transition 

(nd~);=o(n' p~)~=~ ----+ (nd~)~=~ 

is forbidden, even though it is not ruled out by an angular momentum selection 

rule, and even though the single-particle transition 

n' p, ----+ ndi 
2 2 

is allowed. 

C Pairing Forces in Nuclei 

Two-particle states coupled to angular momentum, J = 0, are of particular 

relevance in nuclear physics, especially in configurations of identical nucleons, 

because the nucleon-nucleon interaction is a short -range attractive interaction. 

Because identical nucleons with the same nand l in states lim) and Ij - m} have 

the same spatial distribution, two identical nucleons coupled to two-particle J = 0 

have a large probability of being within the range of the attractive nucleon-nucleon 

interaction. Low-lying states of nuclei thus have a larger probability of containing 

J = 0 pairs compared with pairs coupled to J > O. In particular, the ground states 

of all known stable even-even nuclei (with even neutron and proton numbers) are 

observed to have spin and parity 0+. States of two identical nucleons, either both 

neutrons or both protons in a shell model state with the same nl, coupled to J = 0, 

are given by eq. (14). It will therefore be useful to define nucleon pair creation 

operators 

(27) 

where we have omitted the common quantum numbers nl in the single nucleon 

creation operators (for the sake of brevity of notation) and we have left off the two

particle normalization factor, [(j + ~)] - ~ , to simplify the anticommutator algebra 
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of such operators. We also define the pair annihilation operators 

Aj = (A~)t = L(-l)j-maj-majm. 

m>O 

(28) 

Normalized states of p pairs of J = O-coupled identical nucleon pairs are given 

by 

(j + t - p)! (AT)PIO). 

(j + !)!p! j 

(29) 

The overall normalization factor can be understood as follows: For one pair coupled 

to J = 0, (j + ~) terms of the type (-l)j-ma;ma ;-m exist. For p = 2, once one 

of these terms is fixed at some specific m = m I > 0, the second pair operator can 

multiply this term with only (j - t) terms with m2 =1= m I, but the two terms with 

m 1 and m2 interchanged are identical, because the anticommutation relations of 

the fermion operators yield 

so that there are ! (j + ~)(j - ~) independent terms but each appears with a factor 

of 2 for the case of two pairs, p = 2. For higher p, by the same arguments, there 

will be (j + t)(j - t) ... (j + ~ - p) / p! independent terms, but each will appear 

with a factor of p!, requiring a normalization factor of 

p!(j + ~ - p)! 

p! (j + ~)! 

In rough approximation, the nucleon-nucleon interaction could be replaced 

by an attractive pairing interaction that acts only when nucleons are coupled in 

pairs to J = O. Although a realistic interaction will have finite terms involving 

nucleon pairs coupled to J =1= 0, the highly simplified pairing interaction will give 

a qualitative account of the nuclear spectra involving the lowest energy states. A 

general pairing interaction would be given by a Hamiltonian of the form 

Hpairing = r~=gjj'A;Aj'. 
j.j' 

(30) 

Moreover, the strength factors, g jj', can be taken approximately j independent and 

negative (atttractive interaction), so 

1 '" t Hpairing = -2: G LAjAj' 
jj' 

= _lG"''''''','_l)j-mat at (-l)/-m'a" ,a'" 
2 LLL' ]m ]-m j-m jm· 

(31) 

jj' m>Om'>O 

Let us examine the eigenvalues of such a Hamiltonian in a single j shell, by adding 

a one-body operator dependent on the single-particle shell-model energy, E j, of 

this shell, so 

H = EjLa}majm - ~GLL(-l)j-ma;ma}_m(-I)j-m'aj_m,ajm' 
m m>Oml>O 
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1 t 
= EjNop. - zGA A, (32) 

where we have left off the subscript j on At and A for brevity of notation in the 

single j shell. It will be useful to calculate the commutator, [A, AT). Using the 

anticommutation relations of the single-particle creation and annihilation operators 

to move the two a's through to the right in the first term of this commutator, we 

have 

[A, At] = [Laj_majm(-l)j-m, La;m,a;_m,(-l)j-m') 

m>O m'>O 

= L(aj-ma;-m - a;majm) = L( -aJ_maj-m -- aJmajm + 1) 
m>O m>O 

= - La}majm + (j +~) = -( Nop_ - (j + 4») == -Nop.. (33) 
all m 

We want to calculate the eigenvalue of the simplified Hamiltonian of eq. (32) for 

the state of eq. (29) built from p J = O-pairs. For this purpose, we need to calculate 

-G A t A(A T)P 10). Using the commutator result of eq. (33), we have 

- GAtA(AtYIO) 

= +GAi-(Nop_(Aty- 1 + ATN op_(A ty-2 + ... 

+ (At)kNop.(At)P-k-l + ... + (At)P-l.N;,p}O) 

p-l 

= +GL[2(p - k - 1) - (j + ~)](AtYIO) 
k=O 

= +G([2(P - 1) - (j + ~)]p - 2~p(p - 1»)(A t ) P 10) 

= -Gp(j + ~ - p)(AtYIO}. (34) 

With p = 4n, where n is the number of nucleons in the p-pair state with J = 0, 

the full Hamiltonian of eq. (32) thus yields 

H (j + 4 - p)!(A~)PIO) = E-
(j + 4)!p! J J.n 

(35) 

where 

n 
E· = nE - - G-(2J' + 3 - n). 

J.n J 4 (36) 

It will be interesting to compare this energy for the J = 0 ground state for an 

even number of nucleons, with the corresponding energy for an odd number of 

nucleons, where one nucleon must be in the state with angular momentum j, so 

the total angular momentum of the ground state for n = odd must be J = j. Such 

a state can be approximated by 

(j - 4 - P)!(At)Pat 10) 
'( . _ 1), Jmo' 

p. J 2' 

(37) 
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where the single-particle creation operator with m = mo "blocks" this mo value 

from the pair creation operators; i.e., the first operator At acting on the single 

particle state will have only (j - 4) possible 1m I-values, whereas terms with p > 1 

will now lead to a state with [(j - 4)!/ p!(j - 4 - p)!J independent pair terms, 

each appearing with a factor of p!, leading to the new normalization factor of eq. 

(37). For this state, we need 

- GATA(At)Pa}moIO) 

= +GAt(~(At)kNoP.(Aty-l-k)a}moIO) 
k=O 

p-l 

= +G~]2(p - 1 - k) + 1 - (j + 4)](AtYa}moIO) 
k=O 

= -Gp{j + 4 - p)(AtYa}moIO). (38) 

Now, we have p = 4(n - 1), with n = odd, leading to the eigenvalue 

(n - 1) 
Ej,n = nEj - G-4-(2j + 2 - n) (39) 

for the ground state of an odd-n nucleus with J = j. 

The excited states of an even-n nucleus with 1 i= 0 would be expected to have 

the structure 

" ( . . 11M) (j - ~ - p)! (At)P t T 10) 
~ ]ml]m2 J l' 3 1 ajm,ajm2' 

m"m2 p.(j - 2:)' 

(40) 

Because the energy of this state is independent of M J, we can choose M J i= 0 so 

m2 i= -m I. The two single-particle creation operators thus "block" two m values 

from the pair operators, leading to the new normalization factor. Now, we need 

(41) 

where we now have p = 4 (n - 2), with n= even, so for such J i= 0 states in the 

even nucleus 

(n - 2) 
Ej,n = nEj - G--4-(2j + 1 - n). (42) 

Comparing with eq. (36), the energy of the 1 = 0 ground state, these J i= 0 states 

lie at an excitation energy of 4G(2j + 1) above the J = 0 ground state. In a 

configuration r of identical nucleons, either all neutrons or all protons, with n = 

even, the Pauli-allowed states with 1 i= 0 have 1 = 2,4, ... , (2j - 1). For our 
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simplified interaction, these excited states would all be degenerate at an energy 

~G(2j + I) above the J = 0 ground state. In a real nucleus, this degeneracy is 

lifted, but the energy differences between the different levels with J =I- 0 are in 

general small compared with the energy difference between the average energy of 

the J =I- 0 levels and the J = 0 ground state. 

D The Coulomb Repulsion Term in the Z-Electron 

Atom 

The Hamiltonian for the Z-electron atom consists of a one-body and a two-body 

term 

Z "2 Z 2 Z 2 Z 

H = L(~ - ~) + L!!.- = Lhi + LVik • (43) 
i=! 2m ri kk rik i=! i<k 

In the language of many-body theory, this can now be written as 

2 

H = "Ena!lmm anlmm, + ~ " (abl~lcd)a!a:adac, (44) L.. , L.. r12 
nlmm, a,b,c,d 

where a is shorthand for nalamamsa. Because the Coulomb repulsion potential is 

a scalar operator, a spherical tensor of rank 0, and is spin independent, it will be 

useful to transform the two-particle states to states of good two-particle angular 

momentum, L and S, 

lab) = Inalamamsanblbmbmsb) = 

L(lamalbmbILM)(~msa ~mSb ISMs}i[nalanbh]LM, SMs), (45) 
L,S 

where M is fixed by ma + mb, similarly for Ms. It will now be useful to define 

pair-creation operators for electron pairs coupled to general L and S 
At -

ab.LMSMs -

" "{lamahmbILM)(-2ims -2imSbISMs)a! I m m anT I m m' (46) ~ ~ a a a a ia b b b :ib 

ma,(mb)m", ,(m'b) 

where these are the generalizations of the J = 0 pair creation operators of the last 

section. In terms of these operators, we then have 

where the two-particle matrix element of the scalar operator, e2 / r12, is independent 

of M via the Wigner-Eckart theorem. It could be evaluated by expanding l/r!2 in 
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spherical harmonics [see, e.g., eqs. (22)-(24) of Chapter 38 and eq. (32) of Chapter 

30] and by choosing a particular (convenient) value of M. Thus, 

= f ! (21e + l)(21d + 1) (lcOkOllaOi (ldOkOlhO) 
k=OY (21" + 1)(2h + 1) , 

x L L L (lamahmhILM)(l(.m(.ldmdI LM) 

q ma,(ml,)m r ,(m,j) 

(lcmckq llama) (ldmdk -- q Ihmb)(·l)q 

x 100 
dr1 rf R~aiJr1 )R",I, (rl) [1'1 dr2ri R':b1b (r2) :!l Rna1d(rZ) 

o 0+ [00 dr2ri R~bi:(~2) :t RnJ1d (r2)]' (48) 
II r2 

The sum over the magnetic quantum numbers q, rna, (mb), me. (md) of the product 

of four Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [including the phase factor ( - l)q] could be 

evaluated directly. Altematively (see Chapter 34 on recoupling coefficients), it can 

be expressed through a single recoupling coefficient of the 6- j type and has the 

value 

k 

L 

So far, in this section, it has been assumed the radial functions are hydrogenic, 

valid forthe Z of the atom under consideration, i.e., thatthc 1f-r nlmm. (rj) arc the eigen

functions of the hydrogenic single-particle Hamiltonian, hi, of eq. (43). In a heavy 

atom, however, it may be very useful to add a screening potential, Vscreening(r,), 

to the central Coulomb potential, -Ze2 jr;, of hi, where Vscreening(n) gives the 

average of the Coulomb repulsion terms of the (Z- I) remaining electrons on the 

electron labeled with index i. The inner shell clectrons, in particular, will screen 

the full charge Z of the atomic nucleus, and this screening will depend on the 

quantum numbers nl. The full Hamiltonian could then be written 

with 

(49) 

where the eigenfunctions of h, would be improved single-particle functions for 

the many-body problem and might be expanded in the form, 

where the en might be determined by the variational technique. 
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E Hartree-Fock Theory for Atoms: A Brief Introduction 

In the language of many-body theory, the atomic Hamiltonian of eq. (49) is 

H = L(mlhIlj)a~aj + ~L(ablVdcd}a:a;adac. (50) 
m.} abed 

Here the single-particle Hamiltonian, hi, may not be diagonal in the chosen single

particle basis, I j), so off-diagonal terms have been included in the matrix, (m Ih 11 j). 

If the screening potential, V,cr. (ri), which is now included in hi, has been well cho

sen, however, it may be possible to approximate the fun Hamiltonian by an effective 

single-particle Hamiltonian. That is, of the three types of nonzero Z-particle ma

trix elements of the two-body operator, Vik [see eqs. (66)-(68) of Chapter 78], only 

those with 

(1) : 

and with 

(2) : 

with j #- m, 

will be retained, and matrix elements, (3), in which the a~ differ from the ak in two 

quantum numbers will be assumed to be negligible. Because the occupied states, 

ak, with k #- j, k #- m, of the Z-particle system have an eigenvalue of I for aZak, 

we can write the effective single-particle Hamiltonian, the so-caned Hartree-Fock 

Hamiltonian, as 

OCC. 

HH.F. = L((mlhIij) + L[(mkIV12Ijk) - (mkIV12Ikj)l)a~aj 
j.m k 

= L(mIHH.F.fj)a~a). (51) 
I.m. 

where we have used eq. (69) of Chapter 78 to eliminate the factor ~ for both 

the direct and exchange matrix elements of V12. The sum over j and m includes 

a sum over all possible single-particle quantum states. This effective one-body 

Hamiltonian will lead to an oo·dimensional Hamiltonian matrix. We will try to 

diagonalize this matrix by the Ritz variational technique by introducing improved 

single-particle states, 

(52) 

n, 

where the Ct are chosen such that the new improved single-particle states diago

nalize HH.F. approximately with a finite number of tenns in the sum. That is, we 
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try to find Ct such that 

~)mIHH.FI.i)a:ajCL>ta;)iO) = E(Lctat')IO} or 

f,m I t 

L(mIHHFIj)a;tcjIO) = E(Lcta;) 10). (53) 

J.m t 

If we act on this equation with the annihilation operator, am I' am2 , ... am, ' in turn, 

we get the equations 

L«mkIHfLF.lj) - dJm,j )Cj = 0, 

f 

(54) 

with k = 1, 2, ... , where we have a system of an infinite number of linear equa

tions with an infinite number of terms in the unknown Cj, and a truncation at 

a finite number of terms hopefully gives us improved single-particle energies, 

E I , E2, ••• , E v, ... with improved single-particle creation operators 

The final Z particle energy for the state in which the Z electrons fill the Z lowest 

states, VI, \}2, ... \}z, would then be approximated by 

EH.F. ])2 ' , . lJz! HB.F.I vJ lJ2 ... ])z) 
oee. occ. 

= L(Vklh!lJk) + L [(])kILklVl])kJ.Lk) - (VkJ.LklVlJ.Lk])k)]. (55) 
lJ,I,; J),t <Ilk 

This approximation method may require some iteration because the matrix el

ements of V involve occupied states from the very beginning. Also, we have 

assumed that there is one lowest, i.e., effectively nondegenerate, Z·particle state 

with filled single-particle states, VJ V2 ... ])z. The method therefore works simply 

only for atoms with filled electron shells, with L = S = 0, or with filled shells 

± one-valence electron. In the latter case, the electron configuration has J = j, 

where j is one of the fine-structure components of the valence shell and the final 

energy must be independent of mj, so the (2j .+ 1 )-fold degeneracy of the level 

plays no role, 
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